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LISTENING LOG: E—L
PETER EBEN
Laudes
Earliest work on the CD by Czech avant garde organist. Atonal, dissonant, but deals with
recognizable motives and gestures. Somewhere there’s a Gregorian theme. There are four
movements, the first is agitato. The second begins with extreme low and high pitches,
loud rhythmic middle. The third has a weird mute stop. The fourth begins pianissimo,
isolated notes on lowest pedals. (Mh17)
Hommage à Buxtehude
Good-humored toccata, then fantasy on a repeated note motif. Dissonant but light. (Mh17)
Job
Mammoth 43`organ work in 8 movements, each headed by a verse from Job. The strategy
resembles Messiaen`s, but the music is craggier and I suspect less tightly organized. (1)
Destiny: Job is stricken. Deep pedals for terror, toccata for agitation. (2) Faith: The Lord
gives and takes away: Flutes sound the Gregorian Exsultet interrupted by terrible loud
dissonance – agitation has turned to trudging, but ends, after another interruption, with
muted Gloria. (3) Acceptance: After another outcry, Job is given a Bach chorale tune,
“Wer nur den lieben Gott,” a hymn of faith – wild dissonances followed again by chorale.
(4) Longing for Death: a passacaglia builds to climax and ends in whimpering ppp. (5)
Despair and Resignation: Job`s questioning and outbursts of anger, followed by legato
line of submission. (6) Mystery of Creation: eerie quiet chords and flutings, crescendo –
rapid staccato chords, accelerando as if building anger – block chords fortissimo – solo
flute question. (7) Penitance and Realization: Solo reed with ponderous pedal –
chattering, hardly abject! – final bit based on Veni Creator. (8) Chorale Variations on
Bohemian tune “Christ is all humility: the icon of innocent suffering. Impressive piece
but I worry that the style is too free, merely gestural – I suppose it`s not as easy as it
appears. The style gradually becomes more tonal and consonant. (Ap17)
JOHANNES EBERLIN
5 Motets
A cappella motets in the old Renaissance manner for the church, but harmonically richer
than, say, Josquin. Cum Sancto Spiritu has a baroquish feel, with marked beat. (Ja11)
Mass in A minor
For choir and organ, highly contrapuntal and chromatic, but concise in the Salzburg way.
The music is beautifully intricate but lacks an identifying hook (cx Mozart’s Sparrow
Mass), or really much expressiveness, like skilled school exercises. (Ja11)
Tonus Secundus; Tonus Octavus
Mysteriously named pieces turn out to be organ exercises, a mini Art of the Fugue. (Ja11)
Mass in C
Much like the A minor, less chromatic of course. The Rudolfus Choir is here much
reduced, just a few voices on a part, and they sound much less polished than in the
ravishing Bax / Villette disc. A disappointment. (Ja11)

JOHN ECCLES
The Judgement of Paris
Utterly charming, refined music, just as attractive as when we heard the Toronto group do
it in Wolf Hall. As a Masque, it lacks, let’s say, dramatic urgency, but it makes up in
beautiful singing, swift motion, with a glint of Congreve’s wit. Juno’s Aria with the
offbeats is extraordinary, though the recording treats it pesante, where the Toronto
ensemble made it seductive as I prefer. Style is pure Purcell, or maybe “purified.” (D09)
Three Mad Songs
Filler for the CD. The song for The Way of the World is remarkable to have. (D09)
SONIA ECKHARDT-GRAMMATTÉ
February Suite, violin & piano
Surprise and shock. This is neo-baroquish retro stuff, technically simple. I’d guess the
work of a talented self-taught amateur. (Ja09)
CECIL EFFINGER
Little Symphony No 1
I’m surprised that the opening rings a bell, but this is attractive, modest writing,
unmistakably American in the Harris/Copland mode. I’m glad to have it back. (Ja09)
KLAUS EGGE
Piano Concerto No 2, op 2
With string orchestra, Symphonic Variations on a Norwegian Folktune. I’ve been curious
about this Norwegian composer very little recorded. The folksong is first stated in
Grieg’s gorgeous version. Egge’s manner is mildly pandiatonic, neo-classical. The
variations keep the theme to the fore, and the piano solo is not flashy until the very end.
A modest composition, but the variations maintain a sense of a single whole, with middle
numbers forming a slow movement. Yes there is a flavor of Bartok in all the dissonant
counterpoint. The final fugue is topped by restatement of the theme in augmentation.
Very well made piece, super. (Ag17)
Halling Fantasy, op 12/1
Short piano piece based on Hardanger fiddle style, tunes given contrapuntal treatment as
a two-part invention. (Ag17)
Piano Sonata No 1, op 4 “Draumkvædet”
Four movements, 23’. Grave intro low on keyboard states folklike theme before
Moderato. Arpeggiated texture keeps folk feeling, much more technical pianism (I think)
than the Concerto. Adagio is more in keeping with the dream-ballad mood, but there’s a
turbulent bit midway. Is it variations— Brief Scherzo “infernale” plays over dark bass
ostinato. Allegro im halling turns to bright fiddle tune dance. Masterpiece of its kind. I
want more. (Ag17)
WERNER EGK
Geigenmusik mit Orchester
Music history is not kind to ironists, especially when they consort with Nazis. At times
this sounds like a musical joke, but it’s more a German offshoot of Les Six, only in the
mid-1930s. A Concerto in 3 movements: jolly rondo with cadenza, affecting romance
over an absurd accompaniment. Finale parodies a carousel waltz with a broken spring,
very funny and wonderful. Terrific piece. Maile plays acceptably, but not with easy
technique, not always in tune. (Mh11)
PHILIPP HEINRICH EHRLEBACH

6 Sonatas
Enchanting disc. These are not melody/accompaniment solo sonatas but contrapuntal
chamber pieces. Does the gamba have an independent line? More like Lawes or
Monteverdi than Corelli or Handel. Performances vary the continuo, using theorbo or
organ and different combinations, not just harpsichord. Gorgeous. (Ap09)
GOTTFRIED von EINEM
Dantons Tod – Suite, op 6a; Wandlungen
Four bits of the opera, surprisingly light in tone à la Les Six or Constant Lambert. Von
Einem emerged in 1947 and seemed to signal the continuity of German music, but he was
soon surpassed by Henze, Stockhausen, later Hartmann, Zimmermann . . . . and tagged
“Von Mehrerem.” Unfairly? The short piece is distantly based on “Mädchen oder
Weibchen” from Zauberflöte. Light neo-classic-romantic Schtick. (Jy10)
Piano Concerto, op 20
In standard 3 movements: Moderato pits assertive orchestra against passive piano. Very
traditional harmony, touches of bitonalism, neo-classic staccato, piano glittery, not
thumpy. Adagio spins out over an objective 3 beat. Finale has Les Six feel, flitty,
displaced accents. (Jy10)
Nachtstück, op 29
Generic 14' tone poem written to commission for a quiet piece: some bits seem to recall
Strauss’s Metamorphosen, but it never gets that inward and profound. Wanders. (Jy10)
Medusa Ballet Suite, op 24
This tries to be more dramatic, more primitive perhaps? But it doesn’t have the
Stravinsky magic. I’m afraid Joe McSpadden was right – Von Mehrerem it is. (Jy10)
RICHARD EINHORN
Voices of Light
Carl Orff meets Hildegard of Bingen. Bid to create a new Carmina Burana: medieval
subject, gambas, chant, minimalist treatment, big chorus in triadic block chords,
repetitiveness, varied textures, all wrapped in an odor of mysticism and Catholic piety.
Alas, it lacks Orff’s rhythmic drive and sense of a good tune. (O09)
HANNS EISLER
Der deutsche Symphonie
Apotheosis of agitprop: an hour-long Cantata on Brecht’s poems denouncing Nazism, an
intriguing contrast to Pfitzner’s Vom deutsche Seele. There are orchestral sections, but
mostly given to declamatory voices, speaking, half-singing, with choir kept in
background. There are serial elements, but nothing of Schönbergian expressionism. The
tone is too rational, too angry, for that; but there are elements of grotesquerie and irony.
Very text dependent music. (Je10)
Piano Sonata, op 1
In three movements, fast-slow-fast, very much in the mode of his teacher Schoenberg’s
piano music, but I don’t think it’s 12-tone. Transparent and airy. Passacaglia works a
sinister theme in the bass. Finale playful. Good piece, not yet characteristic Eisler. (F13)
Vier Klavierstücke, op 3
Here too Eisler writes in Schoenbergian mode, in the same year as the Sonata, 1923, but
now decidedly twelve-tone. (Mh13)
String Quartet, op 73

Surprisingly objective, a later reversion to the pupil of Schoenberg, not the agitprop artist.
Short at 14’ and just two movements, Variations and Finale. The serialism is lucid
enough for a demonstration piece, suggestions of Schoenberg’s neo-classicism with great
expressive power. Allegretto continues with the same row, sounding like a further
variation. But if this is a fault, it’s the only one in a great quartet. (Ag13)
HALIM EL-DABH
Leyla and the Poet
"One of the less recognised figures in the genre outside the inner circle of electroacoustic pioneers, Halim el-Dabh was in the vanguard of the using the emerging
electronic equipment and instruments such as the synthesiser. In the mid Forties he
experimented with, and composed on, tape which he manipulated to create the
cornerstone piece The Expression of Zaar which included a street recording of a
ceremony which he then manipulated through reverb and such. It was much acclaimed
and opened the door for hm to leave Cairo and move to the States in '50 on a Fulbright
Scholarship where he continued his work in New York. He composed pieces for ballets
and was integral to the scene around John Cage and Edgard Varese." I've known the
name ever since it leapt out at me from that early Schwann catalogue, but I've never
heard a note until now. Leyla and the Poet dates from later in the decade when El-Dabh
worked at the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Centre and had access to
considerable equipment. Its mix of acoustic recordings, tapes, layerings and loops is
considered one the most significant electro-acoustic works of the last century, admired by
Zappa, Amirikhanian and others in the pop-rock world. Principal layers are the baritone
voice "love Leyla desires," and what sounds like an oud. (Jy20)
Sir EDWARD ELGAR
Two Songs, op 60
These are large songs, and the second especially seems impressive. But Tear is
insufferable. (N08)
Sacred Choral Music
I’m surprised that Elgar didn’t write more of this music in the English cathedral mode –
big organ, complex choral writing, huge dynamic contrasts. But Elgar always pushes over
the top. Biggest is the Te Deum, but I was wowed by the Benedictus, the other half of op.
34. There’s a handful of extended anthems with late opus numbers (57, 64, 67, 74), all
masterful, all frenetic. None rises to the spiritual altitudes of the great oratorios – witness
the excerpts from The Apostles and the opening of Light of the World. (O09) A second
collection (John’s gift from England): “Give unto the Lord” is almost 10’ long, a martial
opening followed by a more penitential section, drags, ends quietly. “Seek him that
maketh the seven stars” – beautiful text from Amos 5:8 (KJV), Elgar in his beautiful
mystical state, it could be excerpted from The Kingdom. Thrilling. “O hearken thou” is a
shorter anthem, also very reflective. Both parts of op 34 are again here: The big 15’ Te
Deum and Benedictus, Elgar in best form. I could spare the organ transcriptions, but OK.
“Fear Not” is a fine rouser. “The Spirit of the Lord” returns to the mystical realm of The
Kingdom – is there a theme in common— It sounds familiar. “Light out of Darkness” is
more frenetic. The last, “Great Is the Lord,” is another 10’ behemoth. (Ja16)
The Black Knight, op 25
Secular Cantata on a bit of medieval frippery by Uhland in Longfellow’s translation. The
comparison with Mahler’s Klagende Lied is just: both works are preliminary. The

Kindertotenlieder come to mind as well. Thank God for the printed text: I can’t catch a
word the chorus sings. As much as I adore Elgar, this must be set aside as negligible. The
general tone is bumptious – somehow the pathos eludes Elgar completely. A surprising
failure. (F10)
Scenes from the Bavarian Highlands, op 27
Six part-songs with orchestra on texts by Alice Elgar – wholly impractical and
unsaleable, as Elgar’s publisher told him. The verse is, if anything, less distinguished
than Longfellow’s translation, but wholly generic so it doesn’t really matter: a dance, a
lullaby, a prayer, a yodeling love song, a hunting song. The orchestration is a lavish
luxury. These songs would be more suitable with a modest piano, but it adds a lot.
There’s a tinge of Tyrolean accent. Nice stuff. The last builds to a resounding
affirmation. Echt Elgar. (F10)
Violin Sonata in E minor
Elgar’s great, moving, nostalgic retrospect on Brahms. (Ag10)
Symphony No 1 in A♭, op 55
On CBC. I had the time to listen and listened transfixed. Somewhat, but not overly
familiar, Elgar in his grandest manner: the Symphony as world, as event, as implied
narrative. Tears of gratitude in a time of depression. (N10)
The Light of the World, op 29
By reputation this piece is a prelude to the trilogy of masterpieces, but not quite as good.
Well, maybe on a level with The Apostles. The miracle of curing the blind man is rather
perfunctory. The tenor solo afterward needs a Heddle Nash to work. Yet there are signs
of heavenly inspiration throughout, especially at the beginning. “So make a silence in thy
soul.” The text is full of crude rhyme, which Elgar disguises effectively. Wonderful, if
sometimes frustrating. (S11)
Organ Sonata No 1 in G, op 28
It’s a mystery why the devout Elgar wrote so little liturgical music – and even the organ
works are mainly secular. The Sonata, which would be called an Organ Symphony had
Elgar been Francophile, has indeed been scored as a “symphony”; but although Elgar was
not a master of the keyboard, his father was an organist and the piece deserves its proper
medium. I have trouble hearing it, though, in the reverberant acoustic of this recording.
Allegro forceful with some brilliant riffs, not churchy in the least. Allegretto
Mendelssohnian. Andante makes cantabile of rising sevenths. Finale works into a march
rhythm (the presto marking is unrealistic). (Je12) Orchestration by Gordon Jacob is
excellent, but the piece does not stick. Elgar in his imperialist bombast. The piece is a de
facto symphony, burbling Allegretto, gorgeous Andante (what is that magic
modulation?). The Presto Finale races along, threatens to get sidetracked but ends
triumphant. (Ja19)
9 Vesper Voluntaries, op 14
These seem to be Elgar’s only liturgical organ pieces, quite early, all short, fairly
reserved cantabile and grazioso. I can hear line and phrase more clearly here than in the
Sonata. Nice, but I would not immediately recognize it as Elgar. (Je12)
Organ Sonata No 2 in B♭, op 87a
Straight transcription of Elgar’s Severn Suite by another hand, with Elgar’s connivance.
The five movements lack sonata-like development: Intro, Toccata & Fugue, Cadenza,
Coda. The sound is much less muddy than in the First Sonata, whether it’s the music or

the recording or the acoustic or something else I don’t know. But there are Elgarian
moments and a big ending. Nice. (Je12)
Nimrod; Imperial March
Old Faithful, plus a March which I cannot remember hearing, in Pomp & Circumstance
mode, full of hearty bombast. (Je12)
Caractacus, op 35
I’ve been curious about this piece for a long time. Its origins don’t bode well – a
suggestion from Elgar’s mother, a made-to-order libretto by a neighbor. Scene I opens
with a boisterous war chorus, then Caractacus on his entrance turns sentimental. His
daughter Eigen enters with her partner Orbin, a warlike poet (Arthur Davies makes me
wish for Robert Tear!). They duet, joined in trio by Caractacus, with closing chorus.
Scene II: Druid worship, but the omens speak catastrophe to Orbis, who must read them.
The Arch-Druid, however, advises Caractacus to go forward, deceiving him. Orbis
reveals the truth and is expelled by the Druid company (allegory for the Church of
England?). Scene III: Lovers’ meeting. Orbis tells Eigen his story – he is a fugitive, the
omens are bad. Beautiful duet. Scene IV: The women and Eigen wait for news of battle.
Eigen has vision of a Druid spirit – spirits of soldiers appear and describe their rout and
slaughter – Caractacus joins them, a gorgeous nobilmente in defeat. Scene V: The women
watch the survivors taken away. Scene VI: Rome. Triumphal march and chorus (it sounds
like Walton). Claudius commands Caractacus to plead for his life – he refuses, but pleads
for his people, their “liberty with Rome” (Elgar’s Catholic wish fulfillment). They find
“grace from the Roman.” Schlusschor looks forward to a future British Empire where
“folk shall bless the banner” – a patriotic Finale for the Proms, controversial even then it
seems. A period piece, yes, and it suffers the usual genre woes of the secular oratorio. But
Elgar`s genius is everywhere. Fascinating play of periodic and irregular phrasing
throughout. (Muskoka, Jy13)
Severn Suite, op 87a
Five-movement Suite originally composed for concert band and then orchestrated. Fine
Elgar, homophonic mostly, Pomposo, full of color and good tunes. The Cathedral
movement is a fine fugue in crescendo, and the Minuet is beautifully through-composed.
A fine piece for community orchestras. [Later transcribed as Organ Sonata No 2]
(Muskoka, Jy13)
Sea Pictures, op 37
Jennifer Johnston will never erase Janet Baker – no one ever will – but she has the
gravity and extended breath, a big top and a contralto bottom, though she lists as a
mezzo. Fine performance, no complaints. God I love this piece! (Ap15)
Polonia, op 76
Wartime tribute to Poland, “which could hardly be considered a country,” according to
the notes – after German invasion. It’s a patriotic potpourri of traditional themes plus bits
of Chopin and Paderewski (the dedicatee). Not top-notch but irresistible. That harp! That
chorale! (F16)
Carillon, op 75
The first of three recitation pieces – written as morale booster for poor Belgium, the
belfries of its cathedrals lost to German guns. Not quite melodrama, since the orchestra is
silent for most of the speaking. Simon Callow throws himself into it as completely as one
might expect. (F16)

Sospiri, op 70
One of those Elgarian purities, complete with downward sevenths in the melody.
Gorgeous and irresistible. (F16)
Sursum corda, op 11
I’m so glad this got included in the wartime Elgar disc – it’s my only recording. The BBC
Concert Orchestra strings are superb. "Lift up your hearts," or literally "hearts lifted," is
the opening dialogue to the Preface of the Eucharistic Prayer or Anaphora in the liturgies
of the Christian Church, dating back to at least the third century. When was the last I
heard this? It’s so familiar! (F16)
Une Voix dans le desert, op 77
A second accompanied recitation to the words of Belgian poet Emile Cammaerts in
translation, this time with solo soprano. The music and recitation are more restrained than
in Carillon, but more convincing. The music blossoms at the mention of piety. (F16)
Carissima
Early Elgar in salon mode, grazioso. (F16)
Le Drapeau beige, op 79
A third recitation piece, shorter – the title refers to the Belgian flag, black, yellow, and
red. The tight form of the poem doesn’t leave much room for music, but there’s a nice
little syncope. (F16)
Rosemary
Another very early salon melody, a nostalgic waltz – “for remembrance.” (F16)
The Sanguine Fan, op 81
An 18’ ballet score written to a scenario after a Charles Conder drawing: two 18th-century
lovers with cupids to one side, Pan and Echo to the other. (I couldn’t find it by Google,
but I had no idea that illustrating fans was such big business across the centuries.) Elgar’s
pastiche is not as convincing as some others (Strauss, Saint-Saens, Grieg), but the score is
well worth a listen: the innocent dance throughout, put into peril by menacing trombones.
Very nice. (F16)
Violin Concerto in E minor, op 61
James Ehnes on BBC disc, the greatest since Menuhin? The beautiful, pure sound,
soaring top register, absolute intonation, poise. Even in the car I could hear the quality. I
wonder if this is really as hard as it sounds. (S16)
The Spirit of England, op 80
I couldn’t make out much detail in the car, but it has the expected bumptious patriotism
and the requisite tender moments. Three movements, no texts in the BBC booklet. Susan
Gritton sounds wonderful, Andrew Kennedy OK but under-powered. (S16)
Cockaigne Overture
I was just wondering the other day whether I really knew this piece, and it popped up on
CBC while we were driving to Parry Sound. Yes, I know all three big tunes very well,
and it’s one of Elgar’s great ones. (Muskoka, Jy17) Familiar stuff, always a pleasure. The
long misterioso passage before the end and the big nobilmente finish, with organ and
timps, are the work of a master. (Ja19)
Enigma Variations
I followed the score. Entrancing. (Ja19)
DUKE ELLINGTON
The River

Harlem

Ellington on a larger scale essentially strings smaller bits into a ballet sequence, with
connecting matter that’s less interesting and convincing than the full pop mode. There’s a
governing metaphor or allegory that serves, but the weakness is the connecting links. It
needs some dramatic attaccas and a stronger ending. An interesting effort not fully
realized. (F09)

Pure orchestral big band stuff ruled by drum set. Symphonic only in length. (Ap09)
3 Songs
Live on PBS with Audra McDonald & NY Phil. Ellington is himself in these songs:
Sophisticated Lady is a sophisticated melody that sounds almost like Berg, and Audra is a
jazz singer I can listen to without cringing. It Don’t Mean a Thing If it Aint Got That
Swing is pure pops, OK fun. First song, I don’t remember the title, also fine. (My11)
Masters of Swing
Compilation. Swing is not my thing – I don’t give a damn if I Jam with Sam. I’m
surprised at the amount of grunge in this playing – intonation, cracked notes, aiming high
and not making it. It’s the style. I’m easiest with the Orientalist bits – Caravan, Bakiff
(surprise violin riff) – and the best known tunes – Sophisticated Lady, Satin Doll,
Stompin’ at the Savoy. (My13)
ARNOLD ELSTON
Rondo
Piano piece just 4’ long. Elston, an American, studied with Webern from 1932 to 1935.
His oeuvre is large but unrecorded. This is his only piano piece, a play on leap-frog
dotted rhythms. Promising example. (Je18)
MAURICE EMMANUEL
Symphony No 1 in A, op 18
Shortish Symphony in three movements. The gorgeous sound strikes immediately, full
orchestra, half submerged solo violin and harp, tranquillo leads to airy dance flooded
with sunlight. Adagio more elegiac but also has Mediterranean feeling. Allegro Finale
turns to minor key alla marcia, more aggressive, then reminiscence of opening. What a
gorgeous unaffected little masterpiece! It was Emmanuel’s immense article in Lavignac
on Greek prosody that I struggled through in French – he was a genuine scholar. (Ap12)
Symphony No 2 in A, op 25 “Bretonne”
Shorter than the First and in four movements, on a program based on the legend of Ys
dramatized by Lalo. Allegro depicts wild flooding, Scherzando the play of waves and the
sirens’ song (flute), Andante the beggar’s prophecy (oboe), Finale forgiveness and
celebration. Lovely, but too much of La mer and d’Indy in the Finale. Program more
distracting than helpful. (Ap12)
Le poème du Rhone, op 30
Emmanuel’s last composition, orchestrated by a pupil, an orchestral Suite in three parts
inspired by Mistral. Très que lent is a quiet aubade. Allant brighter, folkish motifs. Sans
trainer improvisatory, undemonstrative, nice percussion near the end, quiet ending. (Ap12)
Cello Sonata, op 3
Three movements, 15’. Emmanuel was the scholar who wrote the article on Greek metric
for Laurencie & Lavignac so much admired by Pound. His style is pre-impressionist here,
the Sonata dated 1887 and written in Greek Phrygian mode. Restrained, transparent, with
a glint of humor in the second idea. Larghetto is another modal melody with a more

rhapsodic B section that builds to poignant fortissimo. Finale is a galloping gigue with an
abrupt ending worthy of Poulenc. A lost masterpiece of the cello repertoire. (N19)
Sonate en trio, flute, clarinet & piano, op 11
3 movements, 12’. Regarded as Emmanuel’s chamber masterpiece, the happy Lydian
Allegro plays with a childlike tune while the piano bounces along. Adagio is somber, the
winds taking deep downward plunges. A second idea in the piano is accompanied by
wind tremolos, but the somber theme returns. Molto Allegro is also staccatissimo – again
I think Poulenc. Piano has a brief cadenza before return of the staccato motif plus the
childlike tune from the beginning. Yes, a terrific little piece. (N19)
Suite sur des airs populaires grecs, violin & piano, op 10
4 movements, 10’. Themes from a collection taken on the island of Chios, close to
Turkey and reflecting Asian scales with the augmented second. The notes compare
Bartok’s well known Rumanian Dances, but these have none of the flash. (N19)
Sonata, bugle [cornet] & piano, op 29
4 movements, 7’. Written for Conservatoire purposes, Emmanuel’s last completed work.
Modal, restrained, avoiding all vulgar associations of the instrument, it demands
sustained lines, breath control, and in the final gigue, dexterity, tonguing, and a trill. (N19)
String Quartet, op 8
3 movements, 27’. Lengthy Largo with cello solo suddenly turns into rhythmic subject,
then loops back to Largo, then some brusque stuff and complex writing (beyond the reach
of the group). Multiple changes of mood and tempo – the big 14’ movement barely holds
together. Allegro vivace: Fuga begins with brief slow bit, then a happy tune that seems an
unlikely fugue subject. Third Allegro movement is all’ungharese and sounds it. Alas,
thickened with needless double stopping. Disappointing. (N19)
GEORGES ENESCO
Suite No 2 in C, op 20
Modern baroque dance suite in 6 movements, grandiose like Bartok’s early suites rather
than genial like Saint-Saens. Sarabande has a whiff of Grieg’s Holberg, but the manner is
more tumid, ungainly, more like Reger’s neo-baroque manner. I like it but would prefer a
lighter touch. (S10)
Rumanian Rhapsody No 1, op 11
Great to revisit B indelible. Compare Bartok’s folkdance suites. (S10) After exploring so
much serious and unfamiliar Enesco, it’s a treat to remember how beautifully turned out
this dessert soufflé remains. (D12)
Cello Sonata No 1 in F minor, op 26/1
Early work despite the late opus, a long ramble of a piece in the mold of early Brahms,
beautiful second subject, thunderous piano. Scherzo works out a deft 3/4 fugato-like
motif, lighter texture. Big Andante, expansive cello in low register. Finale seems to be
double fugue, marked Presto but closer to Moderato. This has all the hallmarks of a great
piece, but either I’m jaded or it seems like a form filled out, no telos. Performance very
good. (S10)
Suite No 3, op 27 “Suite Villageoise”
Nostalgic look back at Rumanian village life in 5 movements: Bartokian material filtered
through Debussy, touches of bitonalism. Emotional center is the long middle
movement, the old home, father, migrating birds, the evening bell. Time doesn’t just fly,

it disappears. Is that a Strauss-inspired flock of sheep? Beautiful. The outer movements
are folkish and direct. Super piece. (S10)
Cello Sonata No 2 in C, op 26/2
Late work written for Casals (do I hear a Spanish tinge?). Long rhapsodic first
movement, some disconnected motifs, lots of grace note accacciature, impressionist bits,
agitato bits. Enesco’s handling of dissonance seems arbitrary (or is it free?), tonality
elusive. Scherzo is fierce, wild, rhythmically irregular. Andantino a long cantilena with
piano filagree – beautiful ppp passage. Finale à la roumaine, but folk feel is overwhelmed
by thick piano writing. Difficult music. (S10)
Piano Quartet, op 29
In three substantial movements. Moderato seems to be waltz struggling to get loose, but
between multiple hemiolas, thick texture, constantly changing figuration, it can’t.
Andante continues in same mood, virtually same tempo, gets nicely dreamy at end.
Finale has disjointed spiccato theme – superimposed 3/4 brings back first movement –
cyclic strategy gets turgid workout, goes into major for big coda. I want to like it but I
don’t. Performance superb. (S10)
Piano Quartet No 2, op 30
Dedicated to the memory of Fauré, one of GE’s teachers. Perhaps his model encourages
more direction to the Moderato, which ends atmospherically and carries forward into
Andante “pensieroso.” But the writing is still muddied in lower middle registers.
Andante finds tranquillity amid 1944 wartime. Finale tries to find propulsion toward
triumphant ending, but halting rhythmic ideas prevent it. (S10)
Impressions d’enfance, op 28
Ten short pieces for violin and piano in style strongly suggestive of Bartok’s
folk-inspired music through a modernist prism, or of Szymanowski’s mysticism. Full of
effects, apparently notated with great meticulousness – harmonics, glissandi, bird
imitations. The ponticello slithering of No 9 is like nothing I’ve ever heard. To think that
I was expecting a conventional set of children’s pieces. Liner notes treat the set as a
single unitary composition and call it Enescu’s masterpiece, and I’m inclined to agree.
Azoitei’s performance is incomparable. (Ja12)
Violin Sonata in A minor, “Torso Sonata”
Orphaned movement from an unfinished work, odd, with Brahmsian bits and chromatic
excesses. Less captivating than its hype. I assume this is “Sonata No 1"? (Ja12)
Violin Sonata No 2 in F minor, op 6
In three movements: Sensuous Brahmsian line soon begins to sound like Fauré – rippling
piano, violin soaring into upper reaches, with some difficult double stopping.
Tranquillement presents an odd modal tune, spare but ornamented and deliciously
harmonized; agitato reaches a melting transcendent climax, ends with solo violin in arid
suspense. Finale folksy, flamboyant double stopping, high G-string passages, octaves,
thunderous piano writing. Knock’em out of their seats! Fabulous piece, overshadowed by
the Third Sonata, I’m not sure why. (Ja12)
Violin Sonata No 3 in D, op 25
The one that gets played – dans le caractère populaire romain, much like gipsy improv
plus impressionism, slurping and tweaking, quarter tones, brief breaks into Vivace dance.
Bartok territory but not Bartok. Andantino brings harmonics, ponticello, crazier things.
Allegro Finale a spirited dance in 2. (N12)

Symphony No 2 in A, op 17
I thought it was Mendelssohn’s Italian, but the opening alternates with romantic lushness
and an exotic section, harmonic world not far from Borodin with chromatic slithers and
Straussian background activity – returns to Vivace, anxious, a chaotic proliferation of
ideas. Andante has a more chamber feel, but still with many simultaneous ideas in solo
winds, builds to a peak – subsides into luscious pudding. Lento marziale opens with
snares and timps – complex intro to Finale with chromatic fanfare and brisk march tune
embedded in Straussian heroic romance (was there a piano in the earlier movements?)
Huge grandiloquent finish. What a loose baggy monster of a Symphony! I love it. (N12)
Symphony No 1 in E♭, op 13
Big three-movement Symphony on the French model, at first full of optimistic bustle,
then reflective, classical in outlook, but thriving on sudden modulation and Wagnerian
harmony, almost bipolar in mood. Lent begins with mysterious chords, meanders quietly,
with allusion to Tristan. Vif Finale is light but builds misterioso motifs to climax. The
Symphony was favorably received, but it doesn’t stack up against counterparts by
Chausson, d’Indy, or Dukas. (N12)
Symphony No 3 in C, op 21
Very large three-movement Symphony written during World War I: dark opening, violent
outbursts, dramatic episodes à la Mahler, fragmentary, structurally puzzling but less
thickly textured than the Second. Stunning at times. Vivace skittery, mainly pursues a
single repeated idea. Lento Finale stupendous in sound, full of fanfares, clouds of brass
augmented by wordless chorus. Wow! (N12)
Piano Trio in G minor
Early work long thought lost: it bursts out in ardent romanticism – scales, trills,
thunderous left-hand piano. Lighter Intermezzo with Brahmsian flavor – suddenly slow,
ardent Trio. Andante develops beautiful four-square hymn tune first in piano, then violin.
Presto Finale begins with Schumann skyrocket. Strong, but much more conventional than
I’d expect from Enesco. Magnificently performed by Trio Brancusi. (My13)
Sérénade lointaine
Short 5’ independent piece for piano trio, a gorgeous and simple and mournful serving of
melody worthy of the young Fauré. Like the G minor Trio, recently rediscovered. (My13)
Piano Trio in A minor
This one is in Enesco’s mature style, written in wartime 1916. It too was lost and latterly
recovered in 1965. Moderato very chromatic – great virtuosity in all three parts – material
still rooted in Romanticism but much elaborated. Variations with muted strings announce
a parlando theme – unexpected fast variation – cello variation has unique sound, quiet
ending. Vivace amabile must be mismarked: It sounds heavy, Slavic, tragic – but piano
brings it into glittering impressionist world, strings follow with a full-fledged tribute to
the passing spirit of Debussy. Complex, moving work, a possible masterpiece. Did he
lose many others like this? (My13)
Overture on Popular Rumanian Themes, op 32
Popular themes, yes, but passed through acidulated harmonies and frizzy orchestration,
made nicely sophisticated, even bleak by the end. (Ap14)
Roumanian Poem, op 1
Lisztian symphonic poem, longish at 27’ and over the top in every other way. Long,
ponderous opening with wordless chorus, finally breaks into lush slow major-key bit,

solo violin, scales in flutes. Brassy bit emerges, heavy percussion – and at last a bright
dancy theme gathers, then a fast dance in minor, then a couple of gipsy dances and
trumpet and brassy finish – with organ, of course. Too much waiting around. (Ap14)
EINAR ENGLUND
The Great Wall of China
Suite in 8 movements, adapted for full orchestra from incidental music to a play by Max
Frisch. Style a bold clash of Orientalism and Western genres, including pop. There’s a
rumba, a tango, a jazz intermezzo, as well as a march à la Shostakovich (poking fun at the
Finale of DS’s Ninth, which is already ironic). More memorable than any Englund I
recall, but uncharacteristic. Still, the piece could be a smash in concert. (Mh12)
Symphony No 4 for strings and percussion. “Nostalgic”
Dedicated to the memory of a great composer, perhaps Stravinsky (who would have
hated it) or Shostakovich, who had just died, or . . . . Prelude solemn, dotted rhythms like
French baroque overture. Tempus fugit sets up quick motor rhythm, energetic but not
joyous. Nostalgia presents two polyphonic lines over Bachian pizzicato bass (à la Air on
G String), ritmico B section. Finale, mysteriously titled Intermezzo—Epilogue, begins
grazioso, ends with recall of Prelude. Nice, but possibly stronger had it been more openly
neo-baroque. (Mh12)
Symphony No 5 “Fennica”
One-movement Symphony, described by Englund as his true war symphony (subtitle of
his First) and dedicated to the memory of an admired head of state. The four sections,
fast-slow-fast-slow, are concentrated in 19'. Opens with brassy, jagged rhythms followed
by a stern passacaglia (the heart of the piece) brassy with snare drum, timps, and
beautiful bit with English horn, flutes & vibes. Tamtam announces a reflective moment
and a machine-like scherzando, timps return to drive the final desolation. Wonderful
piece, the strongest Englund I’ve heard. (Mh12)
PETER EÖTVÖS
Jet Stream, trumpet and orchestra
One 22’ movement, written for Markus Stockhausen. Solo trumpet is shadowed by three
others seated behind him. Trumpet sound dominates, but the large orchestra sustains
seemingly random pitches all around. Two solo cadenzas are largely improve. This piece
is more austere than either the Turnage or the Gruber, less appealing. (O17)
Baron FRÉDÉRIC d’ERLANGER
Prélude romantique
My first taste. Despite the French name, d’Erlanger was English. Style very conservative,
romantic, with painstaking polish. It swoons. (My15)
Andante symphonique, cello & orchestra, op 18
Despite the title, the piece runs through seven tempi inside 13’. It’s elegant, appealing,
sempre cantabile, pure joy. (My15)
Sursum Corda: Prélude pour grande orchestre
Sensual piety à la Massenet – the passion here a tad more concentrated. Again, elegant
cantabile, now with a Wagnerian orchestra. Lovely, but needs more harmonic daring,
plus maybe a smidgen of intellect. (My15)
Ballade, cello & orchestra

This one is marked slow-fast, but there’s really little contrast. Lento all pathos and
consolation, with nobilmente elevation. Return to pathos – angelic finish. Again lovely,
not challenging. (My15)
Concerto symphonique, piano & orchestra
Decidedly a Concerto – the piano opens – but set out in four movements. Harmony very
slightly more adventurous, but settles back into a Dream of Olwen manner with fancy
keyboard arpeggios. Did d’Erlanger compose any Brit Lite? The little 4’ Scherzo
qualifies. He’s a decent melodist – but the Concerto overstays its welcome even at less
than 30’. (My15)
RUDOLPH ESCHER
Violin Sonata
Escher was a pupil of Pijper. Three movements. Allegro sets deciso tone, changes with
violin entry but all serious, linear. Largo is a long lament. Finale begins Largo, then
Allegro with bright striking chords, more colorful, less austere. The notes say Ravel, but
I`m not sure. (May16)
ÒSCAR ESPLÀ
Cinco canciones playeras españolas
I know of Esplà only by his reputation as folklorist [or am I mistaken? [Yes, it’s Felipe
Pedrell]. These seem to be original settings of a poet, Alberti. Very nice. (Ag11)
Sonata del Sur, para piano y orquestra, op 52
I’ve been curious about Esplá but thought him earlier, confusing him with Pedrell. Born
1889, he was contemporary with Falla. This piece is a Piano Concerto. There’s no
explanation for the Sonata designation. Material is fairly cheesy romanticism, with spiky
virtuoso riffs. Andante is Spanish Rachmaninoff. Finale, marked “tempo di pasodoble,”
festive, shifting gears frequently. The Orquestra Nacional de España is a mess. (My12)
Sonata Española, op 53
This time Sonata means solo piano, though I don’t know why Sonata Española has a
Mazurka for its middle movement. Anyway, Esplá liked working with exotic scales,
which have a more piquant effect here than in the Concerto. This is a more immediate
piece altogether. (My12)
PASCHAL de l’ESTOCART
Octonaires de la vanité du monde
L’Estocart is a shadowy figure, but he published his nineteen settings of Antoine de la
Roche- Chandieu’s Huguenot moral verses well before Le Jeune’s more ambitious set of
thirty-six. The performance by Visse and the Ensemble Clement Janequin is far superior,
though the ensemble challenges seem less, and the tempos are more deliberate. Radical
tempo changes are frequent, and dramatic coloring (the ship adrift in 7, the dangerous
coachman in 8). Poetic imagery is vivid and lends itself to word painting everywhere.
There is a minor mode feel. Nice cross relation on “bitterness.” Visse uses period French
pronunciation. Did Huguenot composers turn to the spiritual madrigal as alternative to
the Latin motet? Compare Schütz’s vernacular anthems. (Je20)
JOSÉ EVANGELISTA
Spanish Garland
Twelve Spanish-Moorish folksongs transcribed for quartet, something like Bartok’s
Mikrokosmos. A kind of folksy minimalism, like something else we heard: lots of

unisons, color, heterophonic ornamentation, displaced rhythms, much like the middle
Asian piece we heard at Aeolian some time ago. (Alcan Qt, live, Ja09)
JOSEPH EYBLER
String Quintet in D, with double bass
This is my first Eybler, late classicist born seven years after Mozart and died in 1846. He
was a respected friend of Mozart and had a hand in the Requiem before Süssmeyer took
over. The style is classical, though the bass, which has a fully independent part, adds a
Romantic richness of sound. The CD indicates seven movements, but it’s really five, with
Minuets before and after the Adagio (like Mozart’s E♭ Divertimento, Eybler’s model)
and slow intros to both outer movements. Opening is drop-dead gorgeous, the strong
impression weakened only by some empty figuration. Inventive Minuet. Lovely Adagio
variations. Second Minuet magically transforms the routine into enchantment. Beautiful
Adagio intro to cheeky Finale with syncopated theme, off-beat accents, great ending.
Eybler looks like a winner. (My11)
String Trio in C
In four movements, both outer movements having slow intros. Expansive Allegro and
Adagio are well crafted, but the material seems thinner in the thin texture. Eybler is good,
but less exceptional here. He strikes me as an early instance of the nineteenth-century
composer trying to produce a masterpiece on every try. (My11)
Symphony No 1 in C
Notes date the two Symphonies to the mid-1780s. This seems an exercise in harmony and
bustle, little melodic appeal. Andante is an innocuous set of Variations: nice bassoon riff,
but the movement drags out forever. Menuetto does a Haydnesque tease, Finale pleasant.
But every phrase is four-square. (Ag11)
Overture
Slow intro in minor, then pleasant watered down Nozze bustle, not exceptional. (Ag11)
Symphony No 2 in D minor
My first thought was that he was trying too hard, a five-movement Symphony with
ultra-serious minor key intro, but the Allegro banishes the minor forever. Cheerful tone
but far more substantial than the First, contrapuntal development. Off-kilter accents in
Minuet, winds prominent. Andante has nice horn bits, but too thoroughly elaborated.
Second Minuet utterly formal. Finale has clever theme, interesting development, winds
again prominent. Not great, but very interesting. (Ag11)
Quartet in G minor, op 1/2
Allegro in 3 develops short motivic phrase, thoroughly but rather unfeelingly (or is it the
performance? senza vibrato, nothing off the string). Adagio offers sweet, short-breathed
phrases, con sordino. Menuetto holds to stern minor until Trio, major key with airy
spiccato. Finale remains serioso. I can’t fault Eybler for formulaic writing, or weak
counterpoint, or the usual facility. He just doesn’t strike fire. (F14)
Quartet in D, op 1/1
Distinctive slow intro, short spaced notes – happy Allegro, lots of imitation, lots of
sequences, cadential formula over bagpipe drone – sneaky recap. Menuetto conventional.
Adagio opens with honeyed thirds, sustains tone. Final Variations are based on simple
original theme slurred over bar lines. Nice. (F14)
Quartet in B♭, op 1/3

First theme innocent, followed by flurry of trills followed by unconventional modulation
followed by extended sequence – is it Haydnesque joking? Adagio starts with gothic
eeriness but relaxes – nice viola passage over pizzicato. Scherzo returns to the naïf, more
pizzicato in Trio. Finale begins in minor but turns to jolly 6/8. This may be the best of the
three. But I dislike the Tafelmusik stalwarts in the Quartet – all straight tone (on the flat
side), hardly anything off the string, not very Vivace. (F14)
Clarinet Concerto in B♭
I wasn’t going to listen, but the interesting exposition caught my ear, and it turns out to
be a superior piece of its genre. Adagio has gorgeous slow line over pizzicato cello,
occasional 2 against 3, neat deceptive bit at return of theme. Rondo nice and chirpy –
those grace notes! Terrific piece. (Ap14)
BLAIR FAIRCHILD
Indian Songs and Dances
Twelve very basic piano pieces, selections from a large collection apparently, and the
closest thing on this Indianist CD to bare transcription, minimum harmonization. (Je13)
MANUEL de FALLA
El retablo del Maese Pedro
One of a kind Masterpiece. This brings back rich memories of the show done so
beautifully, and Stravinsky’s wonderful anecdote of the premiere, Falla holding the
puppets. Performance needs a beautiful voiced Quixote: Bermudez is awful! Hampson
would be ideal. (Jy08)
Harpsichord Concerto
As wonderful as I remember, not having heard it in years. Sylvia Marlowe performance
as I recall produced greater aura in slow movement. (Jy08)
Psyché; Suite populaire espagnole
Psyché, unfamiliar 4-minute song with ensemble, could be decent Ravel. The Suite of
familiar songs is welcome in cello & piano version, with Maria Kliegel. (Jy08) Yes,
Psyché – Falla in the Ravel sphere, beautiful, as is the Jean-Aubry poem. (O10)
El Corregidor y la Molinara
Earlier chamber version of Three-Cornered Hat music, very pleasant change. (Mh09)
Fantasia Baetica
Falla’s longest piano work, a virtuoso piece in flamenco mode written for Rubinstein,
sometimes highly pianistic, sometimes sounding like a guitar piece, with some salty
dissonances, said to mark his turn to Stravinskyan neo-classicism. (My09)
Cuatro Piezas Españolas; 9 piano works
The set of four is mature, markedly Spanish flavored, fine. Some of the others are early,
with the folkish stuff laid on less thick, fairly lightweight. “Allegro di concierto” is a big
piece and a handful. “Tombeau de Dukas” is exceptional – stark, dissonant,
unidentifiable as Falla. (My09)
7 Spanish Folksongs
The very familiar set given in string orchestra arrangements, the arranger not identified,
but done with idiomatic and interesting string writing, so maybe it was Falla himself. The
songs make disconnected short pieces on a concert program, however. (I Musici de
Montréal, live O12)
Atlántida

Secular oratorio in three parts on excerpts from an epic poem by Jacint Verdaguer. Falla
worked on this piece for the last eighteen years of his life and left it unfinished. The
performing score was prepared by Ernesto Halffter. This is a real struggle because of the
recording, which seems a pirate from a live staged performance in 1962, with loads of
stage noise. My text is in Catalan and English, while the La Scala performance is in
Italian. The track numbering bears little relation to the divisions or the section names in
the text. The La Scala Chorus, which is no better than it should be, carries the bulk of the
work. So I get very little pleasure from the CD, but just a glimpse into what the piece
might be like. Internal issues involve an extremely obscure narrative of an unfamiliar and
repetitive myth. The music sounds as though it might be grand, but it’s really hard to tell.
Prologue: The Sunken Atlantis. Grand Chorus: Behold, the sea! They continue, sempre
fortissimo. Here the Titans warred, here was the Hesperian continent. The sea roared.
Atlantis, where have you gone? Hymnus Hispanicus looks forward to rescue by a hold
full of castaways.
Part I: The Conflagration of the Pyrenees. Narr: When Alcides smote the monsters, the
Pyrenees broke out in flames. Chorus celebrate the Pyrenees; Alcides battles on. Aria:
The Death of Pyrene Simionato, sounding terrific). Dying, she tells how her father was
despoiled of his sceptre. She passes her title to a future designate. Chorus sing a patriotic
Canticle to Barcelona.
Part II: Alcides and Geryon: Alcides sails and confronts the three-headed monster Geryon
(who sings with three voices). Geryon pretends to submit while planning his murder.
Alcides sees through the deceit. He addresses Atlantis. Canticle to Atlantis: Chorus sing
the praise of Pyrenees and Atlas Mountains, their protectors. The Garden of the
Hesperides: Fanfare. Narrator [obscure.] The Games of the Pleiades: Seven women sing
the delights of earthly paradise, fruits, sun, laughter and leaping. Narr notes that they spy
Alcides. Narr tells encounter with dragon and its decapitation. Lament and Death of the
Pleiades, who are elevated to the heavens. Arrival of Alcides in Gades: [I have no idea
what’s going on here.] Message-Bearing Voices: After Narr has told the fate of Atlantis.
Chorus proclaim that God has spoken. The Divine Voice: Chorus Dominus dixit. O sea,
sever the wall of sand. The Strait of Gibraltar: Narr tells how Alcides stands on Gibraltar.
The Sinking: Narr, Archangel, and Chorus tell of the divine judgment, the drowning of
the continent. Alcides raises columns in commemoration, Ne Plus Ultra.
Part III: The Pilgrim. Chorus with a grand noise prophecies a future time when the earth will
unfold. Atlantis is sunk, a new world will rise. The Pilgrim gazes upon you, Isabella.
Gaillard, interlude with dissonant spice. Isabella’s Dream is told by a “Lady of the Court
(Teresa Stratas, sounding fine in what seems a ballad by Puccini, modal, slightly archaic).
In the Alhambra I dreamt of a dove (colom), I spied a golden bird, and it took your ring
from me and flew high. I followed and it dropped the ring. Then were islands and sylphs
singing hymns. The dove Columbus , take mty jewels and buy ships. Chorus: Dixit
Dominus, Columbus bring my sons and daughters together, Columbus and his
Companions is told in four large choruses, (a) It bens raucous, Columbus sails in three
ships, like a man seeking death. (b) The Caravels: Who are they that float like a cloud?
The sailors of Spain, Catalan, Galician, Andalusian, Cantabrian. (c) Salve on the High
Seas: Salve Virgin, pray for us. Texture is liturgical – and a bit long. (d) The Supreme
Night: In the silence of this sacred night Columbus, sanctifies, keeps watch. Flutes supply

the land birds. The landing is triumphant – the Lord casts his light upon the earth –
Alleluiahs. (Jy20)
El amor brujo Suite
Filler at the end of Atlàntida, in live recording from 1957. The recording is clearer but not
good. Berganza is the reason to listen, in her three numbers abandoning her Mozart and
Rossini sound for Spanish chest! The Ritual Fire Dance is hot. (Jy20)
CARLO FARINA
3 Sonatas, Pavana, Canzon, Balletto
The fine notes suggest close relation between Farina and Monteverdi, though the known
facts point only to later ties with Schütz and Germanic regions. All the music was
published in the 1620s in 5 books, the Sonatas all given names that suggest portraiture or
affect. “La desperata” seems highly emotive – the players embellish, even use goat trills,
and the music itself is highly chromatic, endowed with real feeling. “La Moretta” has
nice echo effects. Utterly gorgeous CD. Ensemble Clematis plays with exceptional
sensitivity. (S10)
Capriccio stravagante à 4
Novelty piece by which Farina is best known: imitations of instruments (lira, fiferino, lira
variata, trombetta, chitarra spagniola, i.e. pizzicato), animals (gallina, gallo, gatto, cane,
with scordato), special effects – batte con il legno del archetto, flautino pian piano,
tremulanto. Spectacular. (S10)
LOUISE FARRENC
Piano Trio No 1 in E♭, op 33
Bright, confident motto and energetic Beethovenish working out. Plangent, lyrical minor
key slow movement. Perky Scherzo with lyric theme: some magical passages, freedom in
handling form. Brisk but not driven 6/8 Finale. Some surprising harmonic turns.
Impressive not for originality but for polish and flow of strong ideas. (Je09)
Sextet in C minor for piano & winds, op 40
I listened to this after Berwald’s Septet, but the two pieces are very different. This is
essentially a 3-movement Concerto with winds. The music is nice, but it feels like any
well-made early Romantic piano concerto. (Je09)
Trio in E♭ for Clarinet, Cello & Piano, op 44
NB: It’s a cello, not a violin as listed on the CD. Maybe it’s the combo, but this has a
more Romantic sound than the other two pieces, more Reinecke than Spohr, let’s say.
Andante a lovely cavatine with variations. Spirited Scherzo. Weber-like Finale with some
surprises. The most appealing of the three pieces on the CD. (Je09)
Symphony No 2 in D, op 55
Farrenc’s model is Beethoven’s Second: a minor-key inflection argues seriousness, but it
captures the drive. Andante a singing lyric in 3/8 – beautiful. Scherzo in minor highly
developed – Trio in major alternates duple and triple time. Finale has grand opening,
bright double theme; eventually fugato (the notes mention Bach, but the woman had to
show her learning). Weird slow bit for winds, marvelous extended coda to the end.
Marvelous Symphony. The Societé des Concerts du Conservatoire apparently limited its
repertoire almost exclusively to Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, a clue to the classicism of
not only Farrenc, but Gounod, Bizet, Onslow, Gouvy, and early Saint-Saëns in their
symphonies. (F11)
Overture No 1 in E minor, op 23; Overture No 2 in E♭, op 24

Two works very closely related, with slow intro, leggiero Allegros, big orchestras (4
horns, 3 trombones), similar lengths. They mark Farrenc’s first venture into French
symphonic music, and No 2 was in fact performed by the Societé des Concerts du
Conservatoire, and their numbering marks Farrenc’s declaration for abstract music.
Good, sturdy pieces. (F11)
Piano Quintet (with double bass) in A minor, op 30
Yes, the same instrumentation as Schubert’s Trout (as well as others: Hummel?
Dussek?). Allegro well mannered, balanced phrases, transparent sound (the bass
notwithstanding), flashy piano writing, attractive material but cautious development.
Adagio begins with cello cavatine, gradually joined. Movement builds nicely. Scherzo a
true Presto in elfin Mendelssohn manner – super Trio in major. Wonderful movement.
Finale also fleet, in minor with marvelous second subject in major; surprise turns in
development and unexpected pianissimo ending. Piece gathers strength as it goes. (Je11)
Piano Quintet (with double bass) in E, op 31
Rich expansive melody develops from four-note motif in slow intro – gorgeous. Unfolds
fluently with complete assurance; I’m reminded of Beethoven’s Archduke. Grave is
simple melody in deliberate tempo, ornamented and extended as if effortlessly. Scherzo
fleet, Mendelssohnian, brief. Finale genial, expansive like the first movement. Nothing
cliché’d, mechanical, labored. A joy. Masterpiece. Probably the Farrenc to give the
unconvinced. (Je11)
Violin Sonata No 2 in A, op 39
In four movements, sounds very close to Beethoven: nice tune, lots of piano (flashier than
Beethoven’s writing?), abstract development. Scherzo fleet, rhythmically tricky.
Adagio not slow, melodic in duet. Finale in 6/8, lots of running bits. Good strong piece
“in the style of.” (Je11)
Trio in E minor, flute, cello & piano
Four movements, 23’. Parts sound like Beethoven, the lyrical parts like Schubert.
Beautifully made with lots of major-minor shifting. Andante features cantabile flute; B
section more severe in minor. Scherzo has Mendelssohnian wings – lyrical Trio. Presto
Finale in minor develops a saucy theme. Several times it wants to swerve into major, but
minor is insistent apart from two brief episodes. Super piece. (F19)
Nonet in E♭, wind quintet, violin, viola, cello & double bass
4 movements, 25’. Solemn Intro – gentle swooping theme in 3, nice second idea, all very
busy, detailed, gorgeous. Andante Variations on simple theme are straightforward
ornamental. Scherzo begins pizzicato in minor, a demonic edge – Trio in major with
rhythmic complexity. Finale begins with another slow Intro – Allegro has carefree theme
with complex episodes in minor. Terrific piece. (Ag20)
ARTHUR FARWELL
Navaho War Dance; Song of Peace
Farwell apparently wrote “a vast array of compositions based on Indian sources,” but
only two on this CD; the first has a wee bit of modernist edge. Look out for more. (Je13)
The Vale of Enitharmon, op 91
Here Farwell is an American impressionist in the manner of Griffes or Loeffler.
Enitharmon is Blake’s Spirit of Beauty. The language is not adventurous for 1930,
dreamy, post-Debussyan. The opening statement is unsettling: formless as far as I can
hear, but it sounds nice. (Ja14)

Impressions of the Wa-Wan Ceremony of the Omahas, op 21
Here’s the “vast array” of compositions, a set of eight short pieces, two of them excerpted
in the Marco Polo disc. The first seems to have no Indianist sound at all; the third does,
the most radical. A missionary impulse breathes in the last, a chorale to be played “with
religious feeling.” (Ja14)
Polytonal Studies, op 109
Farwell worked at these pieces in the early 1940s, war raging, he in his 60s. He never
finished his project because he planned a full cycle of 48. The music sounds blander than
promised. The writing is really bitonal, not polytonal, using the simple device of a
different key signature for each staff. There is theoretic clarity, however. They would
show better in excerpt. (Ja14)
JOHANN FRIEDRICH FASCH
Overture in E minor
Indistinguishable from one of Bach’s orchestral Suites. That good. And now I want to say
Handelian. Pure music. Cappella Coloniensis is first rate. (Ag 10)
Concerto for oboe, recorder & strings; Concerto for bassoon & strings in C
The Concerti sound less like Bach and more early classical, J.C. maybe. (Ag10)
Sinfonias in A and G
Short pieces in treble plus continuo texture (though no continuo is used). The G-major
is especially nice: in four movements, lively Allegro, minor-key Adagio, Fugue (no
minuet), Gigue Finale. Very nice low key disc. (Ag10)
Passio Jesu Christi
The Brockes Passion text that attracted Keiser, Telemann, Handel, Mattheson (the Keiser
is not available). Fasch wrote circa 1720, but he seems more Italianate than Bach,
especially in the arias. Not all are da capo, but it’s not clear whether this is Fasch or the
director. Most are short. Chorus seems limited to chorales, straight and perfunctory. Two
airs in Part II use afterbeats, so rare in baroque style. Drama is secondary. Jesus is alloted
recit and aria in Part I, but the Evangelist quotes him in II. Pleasing enough, but
foreshortened and rushed and pallid beside Bach. [The final track is defective.] (S12)
Overture in D minor
Suite for baroque orchestra in six movements. This kind of generic piece can’t go too far
wrong. The Largo has interesting unison bits. Very enjoyable. (O12)
Concerto in D for Trumpet, 2 Oboes, and Strings
Three movements, 7’, on Marsalis’ Concerto disc. Oboes have subordinate role. Sound is
strangely baroque turning galant. Nice stately Largo and Allegro in 3. Very nice. (Je19)
GUILLAUME FAUGUES
Missa Je suis en la mer
Faugues is described as a contemporary of Ockeghem but not as hard to listen to. On the
contrary, the rhythmic independence of the four voices and virtual absence of ictus left
me seasick. Faugues was revered by Tinctoris for his “sweetness.” Decidedly preRenaissance in its florid lines and that extraordinary rhythm, yet it seems to avoid
dissonance or any kind of harshness. He likes to open movements with two-part writing.
Text hardly has a chance. (Mh16)
Missa Le Serviteur
Apparently the song “Le Serviteur” survives but the CD neglects to include it. This is my
only complaint about a unique and extraordinarily beautiful CD. The notes also suggest

that this Mass is a trifle cruder in style and thus probably earlier. Actually it seems much
straighter, at least in the Kyrie. Gloria reverts to the Ars Subtilor (if that’s an appropriate
term) of the other Mass. (Mh16)
GABRIEL FAURÉ
Quartet in E minor, op 121
I can’t believe I haven’t listened to any Fauré for a year. Ebené has his masterpiece just
about right B almost as good as the Guarneri, and I might get used to the slight
differences. If anything, underplayed, if such a thing can be imagined. The moves are all
there, but nothing even slightly exaggerated. Last movement a shade too fast, perhaps,
but within the pale. A performance I can happily live with. (My09) Hearing this again, I
felt let down, but maybe I was just too sleepy. The tempos seem slow, the performance
too laid back. (Je13)
Piano Quartet No 1 in C minor, op 15
It’s great to revisit this reliable standard, just as tuneful as ever, and far more virtuosic
than I remembered, in the outer movements as well as the sparkling Scherzo. (Ames
Quartet live—D09)
Cantique de Jean Racine, op 11
Test piece for Mikkelsen’s choir, a big let down, the men weaker than the women. (Ap10)
Après un rêve, op 7/1
Well-known song in arrangement for cello & piano, the arranger not credited. Gorgeous.
(live, Romanenko & Yoshikawa, Mh12)
Requiem in D minor, op 45
One of my most beloved masterpieces in a thoroughly nondescript performance by
Fagan, his farewell concert. No detail. Lesley Fagan sang a glorious Pie Jesu. But how
could she be a Lois Marshall protégé, so cool and objective, heartless. Soulless. (Ap12)
Messe basse
Unpretentious setting for trebles omits Gloria and Credo entirely: wholly lyrical, wholly
sung, with no theological interest whatever. Benedictus is gorgeous. (Ap13)
Violin Sonata No 2 in E minor, op 108
So many years since I’ve idolized this piece. The Allegro sounds as odd and wonderful as
ever. Capuçon and Angelich do themselves proud. They keep the Andante moving in
tempo despite frequent rubato, and the return of the theme is magical, as it should be (and
yes, he takes the slightest portamento). And that Finale! The piece hasn’t lost an iota of
supreme genius. (My13)
Cello Sonata No 1 in D minor, op 107
The Cello Sonatas have always given me trouble – the off-balance beginning of this piece
is impossible to count. Here the performers deftly solve the problem by emphasizing it,
creating contrast with the buoyant second idea. It works. As for the sublime Andante,
there’s only one composer who could have written it – counterpoint at the end is nearly
bitonal. The Allegro Finale return to a comfortably rippling world. Gautier Capuçon
exterts just the right pressure. (My13)
4 Pieces for Violin and Piano
Berceuse, op 11: The popular early one has one of those Fauré melodies that breathes
new life. Played consummately. Romance, op 26: Another beautiful melody, this with
more embellishment and a modicum of display. Andante, op 75: Despite the late opus
number, still a transparent early work – originally part of the early unfinished Violin

Concerto. Morceau de lecture – I don’t recall hearing this little piece without opus, an
exquisite scrap from the master’s bench, with those modulatory cadences. (My13)
Piano Trio in D minor, op 120
It’s been so long, I wasn’t sure I could feel the same vibes – but yes. The Capuçon
brothers play all the passion overtly – the unison declaration in the coda of the Andantino
is sheer glory – but they lose some of Bernard Greenhouse’s nuance. At least it’s good to
hear Fauré’s sempre forte markings taken seriously. (My13)
Élégie, cello & piano, op 24
One of Fauré’s most ubiquitous pieces, never unwelcome, always intensely moving. That
wonderful piano part! How easily Fauré could have kept this same path without
developing. (My13)
4 Pieces for cello and piano
Papillons, op 77 sounds more like a bumblebee in Capuçon’s performance. Beautiful
broad second theme. Could this be a draft for the Allegro of the First Sonata, those rough
syncops in the piano? Romance, op 69 – one of those luscious and elusive Fauré
melodies. Sérénade, op 98: I don’t remember this – a quasi-guitarre piece, but filtered
through Fauré’s late style. Siciliènne, op 78: Yes, it’s the famous tune. It originated in
obscure incidental music for Le bourgeois gentilhomme – Fauré first salvaged it in this
form, then recycled it in its most famous orchestral dress in Pelléas et Mélisande. (My13)
Cello Sonata No 2 in G, op 117
Allegro is far less thorny than its counterpart in the First Sonata, the cello soaring freely
over the rolling piano – more immediate than usual in the late style. Andante a steady
quarter-note cortège, the cello again soaring above the piano in phrases of superhuman
breath – B section hushed in rocking motion – incomparable. Allegro Finale begins
agitato – second theme in resignation – hope returns with final affirmation. (My13)
Violin Sonata No 1 in A, op 13
Why did I disparage this great music because I love the underestimated Second Sonata—
It’s too beautiful, too easy to like, and the youthful heart-on-sleeve Romanticism is no
less real, nor the technical mastery – even to those blasted octaves. Andante is not a
falling off, as I once thought, but requires meticulous shaping. Scherzo is incomparable.
Finale establishes a relaxed pastoral feeling, but there’s much more going on. (My13)
Piano Quartet No 2 in G minor, op 45
I know this music well yet not as well as the more popular C minor. The strings may be
treated a little more individually, yet the big unisons are not a whit less powerful.
Massive, varied movement. The little 4’ Scherzo is almost savage – no light caprice.
Adagio begins with a little watermill motif the joins the developing phrases – a heavenly
serene ending. Finale again more aggressive than Fauré’s norm, no less complex
rhythmically. What complex music this is – overwhelming. (My13)
Piano Quartet No 1 in C minor, op 15
This is one of the first Fauré pieces that captivated me (after the Requiem), and it
continues to do so, even though I know every move. (Je13)
Piano Quintet No 1 in D minor, op 89
I know this piece, written on the cusp of Fauré’s late period, the least of his major works.
Moderato opens with tracery high in the piano over broad melody – in second group the
strings go their separate ways until big unison reasserts itself – complex development –
understated recap and quiet ending. Adagio seems tentative, with sustained lines, melody

with falling fifth – builds through harmonic complexity – Fauré discovering his elusive
manner – beautiful. Allegretto opens with faux naïf turn of phrase – is it variations? The
motif seems to repeat continuously – beautiful ending, but not sustained apotheosis. (Je13)
Piano Quintet No 2 in C minor, op 115
I’ve loved this piece since I discovered it as an undergrad, that term when Patrick
Simpson lived with us. And I remember once playing through it with Jim Whitby’s
visitors from Florida, who had never encountered it. These broad movements seem to
exist entirely within a single breath. The performance takes the Scherzo very fast, with a
demonic edge. Andante has wonderful moments of the descending octave scale in unison,
the viola solo, the rising and falling sequences. And that ending! It’s an even more
perfect work of art than the String Quartet. (Je13)
Morceau de concert, 2 cellos
Gorgeous little tune less than 1’ long, second cello pizzicato – a texte pour rien. (Je13)
8 motets
On the Christ’s College Quam Dilecta CD (shelved with Fauré). Fauré’s humility is the
keynote here. The pattern is often a simple but exquisitely subtle solo line or duet
followed by full SATB repetition. Some of the pieces are unison – “Maria mater gratiae”
a gorgeous duet for trebles. A model for great liturgical music. (Jy14)
5 Barcarolles
Perlemuter on BBC plays five, plus the First Nocturne. I thought they were all Nocturnes
and sounded distressingly unfamiliar – but I don’t know the Barcarolles as well.
Perlemuter’s playing has a hard edge to it, I think, odd for a pianist so celebrated for
French music. (S14)
Une chatelaine en sa ture, op 110
Slender melody winds through various tissues of figuration. I’m surprised at the
harmonics, the care for timbre. (The recording seems too close – better for speakers than
for headphones.) (Je16)
Impromptu in D♭, harp, op 86
The earlier of Fauré’s two harp pieces, written as a pièce de concours. It’s even suggested
that the busy composer left much detailing to a student. The major theme is stated in
block harmonies, a little cadenza with harmonics, and an exciting fast finish. (Je16)
Les Djinns, op 12
Short choral piece with orchestra and piano obligato, secular and unusually flashy for
Fauré. (O19)
Ballade, piano and orchestra, op 16
This early piece continues to amaze. This time, I hear it as Lisztian, in his subtler vein. I
always remember Kuerti playing it with Clifford Evans, and that wind player who simply
couldn’t make it out. (O19)
Prelude to Pénélope
The gentle opener of the greatest opera that I’ll never see. I love the nearly inaudible
off-stage trumpet, signaling the distant arrival of Ulysse. I picture the opera as I’d love to
see it, in turn-of-the-century gauze and scrim, statuesque, remote – a staging that no
self-respecting director would dare attempt nowadays. (O19)
Masques et bergamasques
Wonderful full version including vocal movements. (O19)
Pelléas et Mélisande

Fauré’s gorgeous score always surprises me for being so substantial. (O19)
Shylock Suite
For some reason that I cannot grasp, this piece never sticks in the mind. (O19)
Three Songs
Arranged for cello & piano, all very familiar (Les Berceaux, Notre Amour, Le Secret), on
Fiona Robson’s recital. Gorgeous. (live, F20)
ROBERT FAYRFAX
Missa O quam glorifica
Texture very dense, rhythmically complex, seems more Okeghem than Tallis. Text is
wholly obscure. Hard to comprehend but beautiful to hear. Cardinall’s Musick is beyond
superb. (Mh09)
Hymnus O quam glorifica; Ave Dei patria filia
Rhythmic strophic plainchant, narrow ambit, very attractive. In the Marian motet Fayrfax
has moved well in the direction of Tallis (who modelled his setting after this), beautiful
alternation of upper and lower voices, attentive to text, ravishingly beautiful. (Mh09)
Three English Songs
All are generic love laments, simpler texture but not too different in style from sacred
stuff, imitation, no periodic melody. Middle piece is Anonymous. (Mh09)
SAMUEL FEINBERG
Four Preludes, op 8
Russian composer not known to me. These could be Scriabin of middle or late period,
very convincing, though the key designations are less so. (O11)
Piano Sonata No 6 in B minor, op 11
One-movement Sonata 13` long from early 1920s, like the Preludes, and thus
contemporary with Roslavets and Mosolov. Feinberg develops from Scriabin toward
Romantic Expressionism, rather than looking to constructivist Futurism. Ends serenely,
tonally. Impressive, intriguing. (O11) This seems to be the go-to Sonata for Feinberg,
published by Universal and so easily available, and performed (to mixed response) in the
West. Quiet opening, weird downward unequal fourths: B - F# - C. A manic vers la flame
passage. Other motifs, a winding chromatic figure, downward chromatics, occasional key
affirmation, thick, heavy, intense. Does Feinberg ever allow upward motion? It all sinks.
Beautiful quiet ending with falling motifs. (O20)
Piano Concerto No 3, op 44
Expansive romantic Concerto in the Russian tradition, with a great deal of symphonic
development. Bunin’s notes (in pidgin English) mention Rachmaninoff, but the language
is more acrid and the motivic development more dogged – all the pomp and grandiose
gestures, but no big tune (though he tries). Andante begins with deep, rich sound, gets
agitated, veers into dissonances before returning. Finale remains heavy, fiercely worked
out. This is ambitious, earnest music, but I can’t say it reaches me. (O11)
Piano Sonata No 1 in A, op 1
One movement, 7’. Feinberg’s Concerto didn’t touch me, but evidently he was a virtuoso
madman in his twelve Sonatas. Hamelin is an apt champion. Gentle opening,
recognizable motif, thick chromatic harmony akin to middle Scriabin with little flurries
of notes. It could be a Nocturne, building high, pushing the edges of tonality. (O20)
Piano Sonata No 2 in A minor, op 2

One movement, 9’. Again a gentle opening with clear motif, but it gets embroiled in
figurations quickly. Do the opening motifs supply a Rondo anchor? It sneaks in
everywhere. Beautiful. (O20)
Piano Sonata No 3 in G minor/G# minor, op 3
The odd man out in three movements, 26’, and published only posthumously in an
inferior version. Hamelin has returned to the original 1917 MS. Prélude has the character
of the previous Sonatas. Marche funêbre has distinctive marcato, but I’d not recognize it
as a funeral march. Allegro appassionato, labeled “Sonate,” is the major movement, 15’
long, rumbling and rambling but with clear second subject. Peculiar staccato figures turn
fugal (at point of development?). Wild! This is more what I expected from all the sonatas.
Recap is pounding thunder, second subject in place, more passionate, lengthy coda. A
real smash! Wow! (O20)
Piano Sonata No 4 in E♭ minor, op 6
One movement, 10’. Begins in the same soundworld as the previous -- but it seems to be
rejected in a fast, angry staccato outburst, only twice but always threatening, building to
conflagration, looking to the Russian futurists (the year is 1918). Apparently it was
inspired by the poem “Night Wind” that also inspired Medtner’s most difficult Sonata.
Abrupt ending. (O20)
Piano Sonata No 5 in E minor, op 11
One movement, 11’. Mellower and more lyrical than the earlier Sonatas. I’d say more
mournful -- the elegiac Sonata. (O20)
JINDRICH FELD
Viola Concerto
Substantial half-hour Concerto in three movements, slow-fast-slow. Feld, a violist, writes
a difficult solo part but makes the viola sound good. Style is a strongly tonal adaptation
of serialism, while texture of the Lento is transparent, viola alternately peckish (à la
Martinu) or lyrical. Allegro is grotesque, the large orchestra unleashed: mid-movement
cadenza halts momentum, but it resumes. Lento Finale changes manner frequently, from
dire and portentous to lyrical to light to anxious: some quarter-tone writing, Allegro coda
to finish. Impressive piece. Live performance by Raphäel Oleg terrific. (N11)
Quartet No 4
Unusual layout B two Adagios flanking Allegro and Scherzo. Opens wholly atonal with
avant gardish harmonics, then moves into dissonant but tonal texture, descending figure,
then pizz under melody: builds to angry Bartokish soundworld. Allegro starts as if
sempre pizzicato, moves again into Bartokish sounds, angry, peckish. Scherzo a stormy
scorrevole in 3 – slower Trio. Finale eclectic. Feld is supposed to be Martinu’s successor,
but he sounds more like Bartok. (N11)
Two Pieces for Cello & Piano
Elegy is intense, rising to passion on the A string, turning agitated, subsiding. Burleska is
scherzando – slower B section. I expected negligible filler, but these pieces are very
persuasive. I wonder if Feld is better in a lighter vein? (D11)
Clarinet Quintet
Fast-slow-fast layout, the first movement an homage to Brahms with its rippling 6/8
motif. Grave too opens with dramatic tremolandi – agitato B section. Finale begins with

weird slow section, quarter tones, a queasy slow gliss, flutter-tongue raspberry, tapping
on wood B followed by brisk movement. Strong piece. (D11)
Alto Saxophone Sonata
Four movements: Allegro angular, staccato, hammered but not unpleasant – clear motifs,
possibly serial. Adagio is subtitled “Bells of Liberty” – which resound in the resonant
piano while the sax wails above – B section scherzando includes tapping by both players.
Scherzo proper sounds like a speedy miniaturized version of the Allegro, plus flutter
tongue and raspberries. Finale is marked con fuoco and carries on in style at greater
length (I want some contrast). There’s a bit using sympathetic vibes from piano strings,
another with bent pitches, plus a reprise of the bells. Adventurous writing, possibly
misproportioned. (N13)
Elegie, soprano sax & piano
Feld likes the staccato stuff even more than Martinu (I crave a legato here). Much
messing around in the middle. The beginning sounds like a continuation of the previous
Sonata. (N13)
Soprano Saxophone Sonata
A scream of feedback? This is no Kenny Gee! The movementsettles into angular fantasia
in Feld’s super-staccato manner, with dynamic shading – B section becomes legato – a
little cadenza shows off the range and registers before return of A. Scherzo is similarly
staccato, faster, more irregular rhythm. Allegro Finale marked con brio carries on in
staccato mode (surprise!), but a welcome second idea has a few sustained notes and trills
– quiet ending. (D13)
Saxophone Concerto
Dramatic screech opening leads to strong rhythmic accompaniment as alto sax does
improvisatory dance – the orchestra raucous at times, like Prokofiev’s Chout. Lento calls
on soprano sax to soar through mystical heights, dissonant, unsettling – B section turns to
tenor sax, becomes agitated – returns to A, soprano sax, and cadenza. Finale is fast and
furious, lots of staccato, lots of xylophone – sudden quiet – percission, vibes – big
ending. I like this best of the works here – Feld benefits from the orchestra. (D13)
DAVID FELDER
In Between, percussion & orchestra
Essentially a Concerto for Percussion & Orchestra, with prominent tape component and
three additional percussionists in the orchestra. Mainly loud, active, but not much to
distinguish from other pieces of the type. Lots of mallet. (Ap11)
Coleccion Nocturna
The notes do not mention soloists, but this appears to be for clarinet(s) and piano with
orchestra and tape, dedicated to the memory of Morton Feldman, but highly aggressive,
like the percussion piece. Nothing special. (Ap11)
MORTON FELDMAN
Structures for String Quartet
Five-minute piece, not graphic-aleatoric like most of MF but precisely notated with
several repeated patterns and of course sempre ppp. (O09)
Rothko Chapel
My only complaint is that it’s too short: it needs to be put on a continuous loop. But what
an enthralling soundscape, with wordless voices scarcely human, solo viola, and

percussion. In situ, it must be profoundly moving, as it is on disc at one remove. Looking
at the score, I am surprised to see exact mensural notation. (F11)
Why Patterns—
Beautiful soft mesh of sound with flute, piano, glockenspiel, one instrument at times
setting up a slow, regular repeated rhythm. Nice disc for the right mood. (F11)
The Viola in My Life IV
Piece for viola and orchestra, 19' in length, the viola playing fragments, including lots of
upward arpeggios, againt a gentle, not discordant orchestral background. Notes mention
that conventional foregrounded soloist is unusual for Feldman. (Ap11)
Instruments II
For full orchestra, 19' of gentle, pointillist slow-mo, but no extended silences. I don’t
Aunderstand” it, but this music is marvelously serene. (Ap11)
Chorus and Instruments II
For Chorus, Tuba, and Chimes, 5'. From Feldman's early years as a miniaturist. Choir
must take its pitches from the sounded notes -- a challenge. But the music is as gentle as
always. (Jy20)
Christian Wolff in Cambridge
For a cappella chorus, 4'. Anecdote: Feldman twice visited Wolff in his dormitory room
at Harvard, and found him both times in an identical position at the same desk. Same
soundworld as Chorus and Instruments II. (Jy20)
HOWARD FERGUSON
Concerto for Piano & Strings, op 12
Ferguson’s music is new to me, though Heifetz recorded a Violin Sonata. He apparently
turned from composition to scholarly activities. Concerto is well made within classic
formulas – the middle movement variations very beautiful. But too little spice, or
heart-on-sleeve, or individual voice. A fine piece, but it doesn’t make me want to search
out more (unlike the Gerhard Concerto). (Mh11)
Overture for an Occasion, op 16
The occasion was the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, celebrated in Northern Ireland.
Ferguson makes an effort to match Walton’s genius for pomp. The tone is right but not
sustained – too many stops and starts. (O17)
The Dream of the Rood, op 19
My favorite Old English poem, set in seven movements for soprano, chorus and
orchestra, 33’. Soprano sings dream-vision opening – beautiful, like chastened Vaughan
Williams. Chorus sings the voice of the Rood. The heroic Christ elicits tones from
Walton. The low point marks Christ’s suffering, the deposition and burial – the latter
given to women of chorus. Allegro vivo and fanfare of trumpets mark the Ascension –
more Walton and a huge sustained climax. This is the cross on which the Almighty
suffered. Soprano returns, alternating with chorus: Pray to this sign! Near masterpiece –
beautiful, moving, direct, accessible, if derivative. (O17)
Partita for Orchestra, op 5a
Substantial 25’ work also has duo-piano version. It combines features of baroque suite
with symphony – an interesting historical comment to be making in the mid-1930s.
Begins Grave, double-dotted like a French Overture followed by Allegretto in sonata
form. The language is “olden style” but with tart dissonance and full-powered orchestra.
Grave returns as coda. Allegro assumes courante three-note up-beat and constant motion,

building to devilish belligerent Scherzo. Super! Andante assumes sarabande pattern, a
dark, macabre dance. Allegro Finale is described as a reel – transitioning with difficulty
from the darker tones to celebration. De facto Symphony, terrific piece. Wow!
Ferguson’s best? (O17)
Two Ballads, op 1
Baritone and orchestra – two well-known medieval ballads, “The Twa Corbies” and
“Lyke-Wake Dirge.” Very effective sung in an approximated dialect, but the poor
baritone has to have the guts for Wotan to do the Dirge justice. (O17)
BRIAN FERNEYHOUGH
Funerailles I
For seven strings plus harp. A tough composer – my first exposure makes little sense –
lots of plucking, pitch bending, trills, harmonics, sustained notes . . . . At about 8’ there
are silent spaces followed by horrendous scrunches. Liner notes are little help and
unredeemably pompous. I suspend judgment. (Ag13)
Bone Alphabet
Percussion piece 13’ long. Ferneyhough’s description makes the organization sound as
complicated as can be. What I hear are non-periodic rhythms with no apparent
coordination and a severely limited range of idiophones and drums. (Ag13)
Unsichtbare Farben
Invisible Colors. For violin unaccompanied. Liner notes give detailed account, with
claims for a fragment quoted from Ockeghem, but I make little of it. There does seem to
be some sense. How much rhythmic freedom is allowed— (Ag13)
Funerailles II
Same ensemble as Funerailles I – uses the same materials and “reprocesses” them. I’d be
hard put to distinguish (Ag13)
FRIEDRICH FESCA
Symphony No 2 in D
Delightful, individual piece, midway between Beethoven Second and Schubert Second,
vivacious. Minor key Scherzo truly novel, foreshadows Mendelssohn. Spontaneous,
nothing pompous or stolid. (My08)
Symphony No 3 in D
Strong piece, larger than No 2 but not as surprising, except for striking motif of first
movement. Finale needs bigger finish. But worthy. (My08)
Cantemire Overture
Minor key overture to Fidelio-like rescue opera – effective but not exceptional. Fesca is
exact contemporary of Weber, but Overture doesn’t have the “hooks” of Weber’s familiar
works. What is it that makes those signature motifs, e.g. bar 1 of Euryanthe? (My08)
Symphony No 1 in E♭, op 6
Four movements, 32’, written probably 1812. Clearly modeled after Mozart’s E♭
Symphony, as the liner notes observe: Strong introduction, dance-like theme in 3, very
attractive theme and second subject, lots of secondary dominant chromaticism, it really
sounds more of Beethoven than Mozart, vastly extended coda. Great movement. Andante
alternates short string phrases with answers from winds. Menuetto begins firmly and off
tonic – Trio repeats question-and-answer idea from Andante. Allegro Finale is a delight,
with quite a workout in development. Masterpiece – a great happy Symphony! (Ja19)
Omar and Leila Overture, op 28

The opera treats a fairy-tale subject, and the liner notes treats the brass riffs and
tremolandi as early German exoticism. That’s hard to sense out of context, but it’s an
attractive piece. It would have to be measured against Weber and Hoffmann. (Ja19)
Overture in D, op 41; Overture in C, op 43
I’ve puzzled over these early Romantic generically title Overtures, but apparently they
were inserted as entr’actes. They were not curtain raisers, nor were they Concert
Overtures, though they were used as such. Both pieces are bright and cheery, and project
finely honed wit and charm. Op 43 has a longish pastoral intro. I must check out the other
two Symphonies again. (Ja19)
COSTANZO FESTA
Magnificat septimi toni
Through-composed, not alternatim. Is this unusual? Quite archaic sounding with intricate
rhythms and counterpoint, sometimes thin, even two-voice textures. (Ja09)
Motets and Madrigals
The Hilliards: I’ve put off listening to this because there are no texts, not even liner notes
– a problem in the five madrigals and the Latin Elegy for Anne of Brittany. Unlike
Hillier’s Josquin CD, which is a cappella, this makes sparing use of viols or organ. Festa
seems more reluctant than Josquin to treat the third as a consonance, and his style seems
similar but less lyrical and transparent – or am I prejudiced? A couple of madrigals are
up-tempo (tracks 5, 7) and Madonna Oyme features remarkable choral shakes that I’ve
never heard before (track 6). The Magnificat septimi toni is through-composed, not
alternatin (v.sup.). are there earlier examples? Ends on a rich triad. (Jy12)
PAUL FETLER
Violin Concerto No 2
Gorgeous opening, expansive first movement in Barber mode. Layout is slow, slow, fast,
and I wait for the fireworks to happen but they don’t appear. Finale needs more barn
burning (cf Barber’s Moto Perpetuo). Nice to listen to. (Ja09)
Three Poems by Walt Whitman
Piece for narrator & orchestra – only “Beat, Beat, Drums” is well known. The narrator is
just OK, but grossly over-amplified. Music is beautifully atmospheric, orchestrated – I
wonder if Fetler ever did film scores? Gorgeous quiet ending. (Ja09)
Capriccio
Light repertoire piece. OK but negligible, ending draws a laugh. (Ja09)
ANTOINE de FÉVIN
Missa Ave Maria
Parody Mass after Josquin’s (then) very well known motet. Liner notes argue for Févin’s
high reputation from the number and spread of the printings, suggesting that his short life
and small output contributed to later neglect. His style resembles Josquin’s imitative but
transparent, nearly diaphanous textures. The Credo opens with extended two-voice
writing. Qui tollis on the other hand shows remarkable solid homophony, as do Osannas I
and II. (Ap09)
Three motets
“Sancta Trinitas” was Févin’s big hit, widely known. Largely homophonic, it seems
hymn-like, though it sets upper against lower voices much of the way. Popularity is also
suggested by the 6-voice version, extra voices added by one Arnold von Bruck (d 1554),
with extra stolidity in the chordal writing. I wonder if Josquin and Févin are early signs

of the Gallic aesthetic of delicacy and restraint? “Ascendus Christus in altus” is for
Ascension Sunday, full of vitality and Alleluiahs. Wonderful. (Ap09)
Missa Salve sancta parens
Based on chant, conveniently supplied (and an older principle than parody mass). Rice
notes lots of melismatic expansion (memories of Obrecht?) and paired imitation (two
verses the two verses) and two-voice texture. Févin’s transparency to the fore. Rice’s
excellent liner notes point out many details, including the effect of Frenchified Latin. I
love the Credo God of God followed by the mysterious Et incarnatus (an early
example?), the grandiloquent Osanna and the gentle sequence of Benedictus/Agnus
Dei/Dona nobis, treated with exquisite sensitivity. Utterly gorgeous. Rice has learned to
relax his tempi. (Ap09)
JOSEF FIALA
English Horn Concerto in E♭
Short three-movement classical piece comparable to Pleyel or Stamitz – principal interest
hearing the English horn treated objectively, shorn of Romantic plangent associations.
(Jy09BMuskoka)
ZDENEK FIBICH
Symphony No 1 in F, op 17
Sounding like pastoral Dvorak B who had only reached Symphony No 3 by this time:
horns, harp, lush strings. Expansive Allegro. Brief Scherzo with Polka Trio. Adagio has
beautiful emotional melody. Finale lively, multi-themed. Fine Romantic Symphony, but
no truly distinctive features. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Symphony No 2 in E♭, op 38
Starts with horn call à la Bruckner, builds to climax, unison passage, but all with a light
touch, beautifully drawn. Adagio is gloriously passionate. Why in God’s name is this not
heard? Big, ominous minor-key Scherzo turns triumphant Finale of rejoicing, big ending
that would bring down the house. Masterpiece. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Symphony No 3 in E minor, op 53
Opens mid-stream developing motto theme. Second subject comes with motto beneath.
Complex exposition moves directly into development. Big brass recap – music keeps
breaking through into major, then going on. Sound is very like Dvorak, but more organic
inter-connectedness than any Dvorak Symphony. Slow movement alternates pompous
and sentimental modes, heart-on-sleeve. Skittish Scherzo moves into fortissimo Polka bit
– pulls back – Trio nostalgic – reprise – marvelous bassoon licks marking transitions.
Finale begins apprehensively, builds to affirmative themes including more Polka. Big
coda absolutely thrilling. The Symphony tells a complex emotional narrative. Another
masterpiece. (Jy10 – Muskoka)
Violin Sonata in D
Slow intro promises an ultra-serious piece in homage to J.S. Bach, but it’s a tease. All
four movements are bright, bouncy, folksy, making no great demands on either
performers or listeners. In the mood of Dvorak’s Sonatina. (Ja11)
Violin Sonatina, op 27
Very much like the Sonata, but half the length, even lighter. (Ja11)
Short pieces for Violin & Piano
Romance is not of the dreamy or passionate type – expansion of a short dance-like figure.
Clear Night a simple wistful tune. Song without Words, similar, for 2 violins. The

Concert Polonaise is the only virtuosic piece on the disc, on the order of Wieniawski’s
short pieces. (Ja11)
Moods, Impressions & Reminiscences; Studies of Paintings
Fibich wrote his piano music apparently as an emotional diary, and that is certainly the
effect. These are short character pieces (the Paintings are more fully developed) with tons
of character, fleeting, delicate, sometimes bombastic, but always spontaneous and fully
convincing. Track 7 is the famous “Poème.” What a wonderful body of work! (Ja11)
Toman and the Woodsprite, op 49
Immediately appealing score, gentle, simple throughout – no brassy stuff – quiet ending.
I listened without reviewing the story and just loved the sound of it. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Othello, op 6
Othello is all pompous brass flourishes; Desdemona a melody first heard on oboe; Iago in
ominous bass lines. Superficial. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Impressions of the Countryside, op 54
Suite in 5 movements, most likely orchestrated from piano pieces. Very nice, especially
the dances of the last two movements. But there’s nothing her (or elsewhere on the CD)
that lives up to the brilliance of the Second and Third Symphonies. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Quartet No 1 in A
Early piece published posthumously. At the beautiful gracious opening, I wondered at the
condescending tone of the liner notes; but the immaturity shows in the development, the
slow movement and the Finale. Even so, the piece is lovely and light, and the Polka is
good enough for Fibich to have salvaged later on. (D11)
Quartet No 2 in G, op 8
Much more skilfully crafted than the A major but no more predictable for that. Superb
Allegro. Aria spins melody in slow 3 – the notes describe it as a “sousedska” – gorgeous
movement. Scherzo a fascinating dance in 3 trying to become a 2/4 Polka, finally
succeeding in the Trio and a gentle Kehraus. Folksy Finale with bagpipe drones. Fibich
does not show at his best in Quartet writing except here, a piece that stands respectably
beside Smetana and Dvorak. (D11)
Theme and Variations in B♭
Movement salvaged from a later discarded Quartet: B pleasant, more craft than
inspiration. (D11)
JOHN FIELD
Piano Concerto No 1 in E♭
Slight, light piece with Scottish allusions. Is this a fair sample of Field? Pretty, but less
impressive than I’d expected. (Jy08) Molto semplice, faux naïf Allegro with Sturm und
Drang minor section. Air ecosaïsse has beautiful melody – gentle snaps, gorgeous piano
entry. Finale has folksy tune over drone. Lovely light Concerto. Is Restani more
persuasive than O’Conor? (Minneapolis—Ag12)
Piano Concerto No 6 in C
Larger than No 1 but still rather pale. Disappointing. Beautiful Nocturne slow movement.
(Jy08) Bright alla marcia exposition. Piano enters and embarks on a free succession of
variations, extensions, transformations, awkward modulations and passages of great
beauty – recap in piano, left hand. Lovely Larghetto. Finale another marziale. Field knew
less about form than any composer of his stature. Or did his free-wheeling set the stage
for Liszt? (S12)

Piano Concerto No 2 in A♭
Here is what I expected: lovely Concerto eerily like Chopin at times, melodic, decorated,
unexpected turns, very unaggressive. Is it a trick of perception? Check No 6 again. (Jy08)
Gentle cantabile: lengthy at 21'. No fireworks but very beautiful. Very beautiful
Chopinesque Adagio. Finale a charming two-step, faux naïf, moments of drone B feels
almost like folksy Smetana. Remarkable development. This unflashy Concerto was kept
in the repertoire from Moscheles and Chopin through to Mark Hambourg. (Ag12)
Piano Concerto No 5 in C “Incendie par l’orage”
Less striking than No 2, except for uncharacteristic warlike middle section in first
movement. (Jy08) Begins with brass and bass drum, which reappear from time to time –
some weird chromatics before the Rossinian l’orage, which even calls for tamtam and
chimes (a fire alarm?). Tiny Adagio. Pert Rondo theme begins with timps. – a peasant
episode in 3 with drones – incredibly awkward transition back to main theme. (Ag12)
Piano Concerto No 3 in E♭
Gentle dotted figure: Field is fond of long, wandering first movements, 19' here
Chopinesque roulades and serious workout in the passagework. There’s no slow
movement, so Restani supplies a Field Nocturne. Polacca Finale again foreshadows
Chopin B tinkly at first but it becomes more forthright, tangy, and wanders far afield (no
pun). His handling of form seems improvisatory, losing then finding itself again. (Ag12)
Piano Concerto No 4 in E♭
Again a gentle exposition, but the solo entry is full-handed, forceful. Passing years have
brought greater harmonic color, imaginative textures. A brief Siciliano with pizzicato in
the middle. Rondo Finale full of surprises B the Rondo form is a fine excuse for Field’s
waywardness. Standout Concerto. (Ag12)
Piano Concerto No 7 in C minor
Field’s last Concerto, in minor key and only two movements, has won admiration of
composers from Schumann to Rachmaninoff. Portentous drum rolls, serioso themes,
hippety-hop dotted rhythms, elegant sentiment – formal freedom and careening emotions,
Field at his most romantic, and at times stormiest. Finale a combined
Minuetto-Scherzo-Rondo with bizarre knock-knock-rest motif: condensed modulations,
offbeat sforzandi, great jolly coda. This and the Second seem to be the standouts. (S12)
Piano Sonata No 1 in E♭, op 1/1
In two movements: Allegro classical, like early Clementi, Field’s teacher. Rondo is that
marvelous dotted dance in Harty’s John Field Suite, a piece that remained a favorite
encore through the nineteenth century, known as “The Thrush.” Unforgettable. (CD
sound, alas, is only tolerable, coming from a very low-fi LP. No note on the instrument:
not a fortepiano, but certainly not a 9' grand either.) (F13)
Piano Sonata No 2 in A, op 1/ 2
Again in two movements, Moderato and Vivace; pleasant but not distinctive. (Though it
was much admired by Anthony Lewis.) (F13)
Piano Sonata No 3 in C minor, op 1/3
Serious mood implied by Beethovinian key is at first belied by square rhythms and
Alberti basses – then development takes off with crazy bm-chks, rapid modulations –
recap returns to wild mood and great cadence. Rondo contrasts with mincing silliness, but
it too gets heated in development. Interesting, ambitious Sonata. (F13)
Piano Sonata No 4 in B

Smoothness shows the work of a more experienced composer, but it also seems blander.
Rondo gets a greater workout, but I like the early set better. (F13)
IRVING FINE
Serious Song: Lament for String Orchestra
The title says it all: nice string piece, predictable to a degree, beautifully played. (F11)
Toccata Concertante
Ten-minute exercise in Stravinskian neo-classicism, what Ravel might call an excellent
forgery: the work of a young 32-year-old Fine. (F11)
Symphony 1962
Fine’s last work before he died, age 48, and a work not in the style of anyone else.
Stravinsky’s ghost lingers, and I detect Honegger, and an American sound, and traces of
1950s radicalism, and maybe Sessions . . . . It’s more modern, more fragmentary,
searching, puzzling than the other two pieces B high energy, nervous. In three
movements: Moderato – Faster – Slow. The finale Ode sounds tragic, defiant, with great
recessional ending. Yes, this deserves its isolated niche among American Symphonies,
though Fine is not on my mental radar. (F11)
GOTTFRIED FINGER
12 Sonatas for Diverse Instruments, op 1
Finger competed in the competition to set Congreve’s text for The Judgement of Paris.
First prize went to the now forgotten John Weldon; John Eccles’ version has been revived
(vide supra), and Daniel Purcell also ran. Finger placed fourth out of four, and returned to
Germany in disgust (though Charles Burney later considered him the most talented of the
lot). These Sonatas were published in 1688, they are beautifully played, and make a
lovely sound. I’m struck, however, by the limitations (mannerisms, weaknesses) – the
resort to sequences and suspensions, always slipping down a step, the repeated note
rhythms, and melodies that seem just the tops of harmonies with no independence at all.
Still, very pleasant listening. (N14)
ROSS LEE FINNEY
Narrative for Cello and Chamber Orchestra
Small-scale Concerto in two movements, slow-fast. The slow part is rhapsodic, with no
well-defined rhythm, but having agitated rhythmic passages, lots of burbling bits. Allegro
takes off in 6/8, threatens to sag but soldiers on. The piece strains between excitement
and the other-worldly but doesn’t reach either destination. (Ja15)
“So long as the mind keeps silent”
Organ piece by the rarely-recorded Finney, Robert Noehren’s colleague at Michigan. It
begins with loud blood-curdling dissonance. Gets quieter but not less dissonant. I
recognize motifs and scales that suggest the piece is not serial, but nothing to suggest
Schoenberg’s respect for acoustic of the instrument. It slows, thins, ends quietly. (Ag16)
MICHAEL FINNISSY
Plain Harmony I, II, and III
Finnissy, whom I’ve not heard before, seems to play with forms of aleatoric construction.
These three short pieces for string quartet are written in parts only – no score – so vertical
alignments change freely. Abstract, not inaccessible. (Ag13)
Sehnsucht
Short piece for quartet – sounds like a romantic piece played without coordination (Ag13)
Multiple Forms of Constraint

Solo violin to the right playing something like a folktune – the other three to the left,
playing ponticello, distantly, in a web of quarter tones. Gradually the ponticello shifts
from trio to solo and they switch places (sonically). (Ag13)
Nobody’s Jig
Single 20’ movement: earliest piece on the CD but still non-synchronized and published
in parts only. Every player does something different, so it’s mostly chaos – passage with
measured staccato sounds like Elliott Carter – sustained harmonics are hard on the dog’s
ears – quarter tones – no pretense of a jig. I hate it. (Ag13).
String Quartet
Yes, there is a score, and what sounds aleatoric is written with “mind-numbing
exactitude.” There’s a strict avoidance of rhythm. Long opening with all players in
pianissimo treble. Close like buzzing flies. Subito forte is terrifying. There seems to be
some quarter-tone writing in a long exchange between cello and viola – another section
pits violins arco against lower strings pizz – ends in long morendo. I don’t like it, but in
this longer piece there’s at least progression d’effet rather than single concept – and a
virtuoso performance. Do they use stopwatches? (Ag13)
GERALD FINZI
Let Us Garlands Bring: 5 Shakespeare Songs
Superb settings, improved, I think, in their instrumental setting – as long as one can hear
the words. Lemalu is OK but no Bryn Terfel. “Fear no more” particularly stately. (O08)
Dies Natalis, op 6
Beautiful cycle based on Traherne. Wilfrid Brown is English oratorio tenor who sounds
almost like natural voice, yet sings these to perfection. (N08) Andrew Kennedy on BBC
sings beautifully, but his light voice bears no pressure at all. Text from Traherne’s prose
Centuries of Meditation not printed and not really needed. Cowpat school, sounds like
aimless wandering but fully contrapuntal. Lovely, though much of the beauty is in the
glorious text. (S16)
Clarinet Concerto
The string orchestra suits Finzi well, and clarinet is an agreeable instrument. Major 28'
work. Adagio dominates the piece, very lyrical; belated pastoral. Outer movements just
OK. Very occasional dissonances seem more dutiful than tasteful. (Ag09)
Five Bagatelles, clarinet & strings; 3 Soliloquies from Love’s Labor’s Lost
I don’t know why the first is so familiar – CBC filler? Altogether lovely pastoral
miniatures. Finzi is decidedly better in smaller forms. (The Bagatelles orchestrated by
another hand). (Ag2)
A Severn Rhapsody; Romance in E♭ for Strings; Introit in F, violin & small orchestra
The first could be Butterworth, the second Elgar. Both appealing. The violin piece is
wistful, serene, little virtuosity required, apart from a perilous bit of harmonics. Beautiful
stuff. (Ag09)
Earth and Air and Rain, op 15
The earliest of Finzi’s celebrated Hardy collections. His trick is to ignore meter altogether
(almost), set the words (almost) as dramatic prose, establish musical rhythm in piano.
I’ve not been overwhelmed with Finzi before, but these songs are masterful. Hardy gets
much of the credit for the emotional force. But Lyonesse and Phantom Horsewoman
seem notched up. Waiting Both and Proud Songsters are revelations. Breathtaking.

Rollicum Rorum great fun. Only The Clock of the Years fails to come off. I’ve not heard
these songs before. Why? They’re more sophisticated than Quilter. What pleasure! (S11)
Till Earth Outwears, op 19a
Seven Hardy songs, less consistent than op 15. I Look into My Glass and Lunar Eclipse
are OK – they can hardly be improved by music. In Years Defaced is improved
immeasurably. Let Me Enjoy and Life Laughs are fine. But I think Finzi mistook the
irony of The Market Girl. (S11)
I Said to Love, op 19b
Just six songs. The title song doesn’t work for me as song or poem. But I Need Not Go,
Two Lips, and In Five Score Summers are superb. (S11)
A Young Man’s Exhortation, op 14
A set of ten: The title song is complex, doesn’t work for me. Ditty is a fine study of
Finzi’s method, prose-like recit, half repetitive, making the poem stronger than it is by
itself. Budmouth Dears is an unforgettably brilliant though uncharacteristic military
march. The Sigh is heartbreaking. A couple of songs – The Comet, Former Beauties –
begin in strangely dissonant uncertain tonality. Transformations is one of Hardy’s finest
lyrics, but Finzi’s lightness suggests that he takes Hardy’s parody of the élan vital
without irony. The Dance Continued is Hardy pure and distilled. (S11)
Before and After Summer, op 16
The first two songs don’t catch fire, but the next seven all do, including a great
dramatization of Channel Firing, a lovely Self-Unseeing, and a strangely moving
Amabel. Only the last seems again more complex than rewarding. Finzi’s settings catch
not only the generalized feeling of Hardy’s poems, but the living voice even to the
timing. Quite amazingly. (S09)
Eclogue, piano & strings, op 10
Utterly enchanting opening by solo piano. I just want it to keep going and going – and it
does, A well-cut diamond, a little masterpiece. And I’ve been a Finzi sceptic. (F16)
Three Songs to Poems of Robert Bridges
Short secular songs, a cappella, two of joy, one of dejection. They sound very difficult,
the music seeming arbitrary, bound to the rather weak words. (Ag18)
Lo the Full Final Sacrifice
Major choral work with organ, 18’, on Crashaw’s translations of Adoro te and Lauda
Sion by Aquinas. A very complex piece, sectional, but it maintains musical continuity.
Even the very angular lines {“Help Lord my faith”) make sense. Transition to “Rise royal
Sion” works well, The final passage, beginning “soft self-wounding Pelican” (a
seemingly impossible line) resolves quietly in major, then reprises opening misterioso
and finishes with a beautiful Amen. Super piece. (Ag18)
JOSEPH-HECTOR FIOCCO
Missa solemnis in D
Fiocco was Belgian born of an Italian musician father. His music falls into an Italianate
French tradition, into style galant. Solemnis: Certainly the most chipper Kyrie on record,
more than the larkiest Mozart. Agnus Dei leaps like a spring lamb. I expected something
conventional, but this is light, fleet, exhilarating, very special. Crucifixus with three
obligato bass viols is charming. If there’s more Fiocco to be had, I’ll go for it.! (Ap12)
JOHANN CASPAR FERDINAND FISCHER
5 Harpsichord Suites

By an older contemporary of Bach, who apparently was influenced by Fischer. They
sound very much like Bach’s keyboard Partitas, both in manner and in musical quality –
the Passacaglia at the end of Urania is outstanding. The only peculiarity is that the Suites
last from 7' to 23', and range from 9 movements down to 2. Lovely disc. (Ap11) Though
he lived to be 90, most of Fischer’s music is lost, only the published works surviving. His
second set of Suites, Musikalischer Parnassus (1738) contains nine Suites named for the
nine Muses, of which four are recorded here. Urania (Astronomy) follows the French
order of dances, but others do not. The music has great character, though much sparser
ornamentation than the French style, but the dance rhythms are clearer. Urania ends with
a truly noble Passacaglia. Millan plays a sweet-sounding instrument, no clatter. Euterpe
(Lyric Poetry) ends with a Chaconne. Melpomene (Tragedy) is in a minor key. Clio
(History) features a stately Sarabande. (N19) Fischer’s Pièces de Clavecin (1696) was one
of the first collections published in Germany. It’s a twist to see French influence in
German music. The Suites are termed Praeludiums, and vary in structure: one is a French
Suite, another an Aria with Variations, another simply Prelude and Chaconne. The
Sarabande of VI sounds like “God Save the King.” (N19)
Suite for Orchestra No 1 in C
Six movements in under 11', much smaller in scale than any Bach Suite, but with great
character and charm. Homburg’s group loads on the percussion freely. (S11)
Missa Sancti Michaelis
For 5 voices, soli & ripieni, plus orchestra, continuo. (S11) Fairly elaborate. Kyrie quite
cheerful, choral music contrapuntal, solo voice music not, strongly rhythmic. In some
ways it sounds closer to Monteverdi than to Bach: short sections, points of imitation in
different tempi and textures like mini movements.Two violins sometimes taking
independent obligato lines, occasional non-symmetrical phrases. Fascinating midpoint
between early and high baroque. (S11)
Missa in Contrapunto
Much less elaborate setting (S11) with only light continuo accompaniment. Despite the
title there are homophonic bits, especially in the Credo, and bar lines are audibly present.
There’s no missing the baroque feel. I wish Homburg’s choir sounded as good as the
recording quality. (S11)
JERZY FITELBERG
Piano Sonata No 1
One movement, 7’. Very different from the other two Schreker students here, Rathaus
and von Zieritz, in scale, pianistic density, and tone. Written in 1926, it seems touched by
Les Six, or maybe the cheeky young Prokofiev. Effective piece, (Ja20)
NICOLAS FLAGELLO
Symphony No 1
Much better than I expected. Big bold serious (too serious?) work, stylistically recalls
Barber. Big climaxes, meticulously worked. It deserves rehearing. (Au08—Toronto)
Theme, Variations and Fugue
Very good piece. Traditional harmonic base, with a touch of extra-note color. Not
Enigma, but good character and consecutive line to huge climax, exceptional
orchestration. (Au08)
Two Waltzes, piano
The second in B minor is spectacular. (Ap11)

Piano Sonata
Tempestuous, emotionally erratic, clotted, bombastic, highly virtuosic. Slow movement a
quasi-operatic scena. Finale marked “vivace quanto possibile” rather heavy fisted. This
doesn’t work for me as well as Giannini’s Sonata. About 20' (no timings on disc). (Ap11)
FRIEDRICH von FLOTOW
Piano Concerto No 1 in C minor
A piano concerto by Flotow— Curiosity overtook me. The two are early in Flotow’s
work, early romanticism from 1830 still sounding of his mentor Reicha, highly diatonic,
quaint if not trite like a student concerto filled with silly figuration. There’s a bit of
unexpected modulation, a bright and cheery second theme, a touch of Weber. The whole
is barely 14 minutes. (Ap15)
Jubel Overture
A quarter century later and Flotow has discovered Mendelssohn – fairy music and tragic
themes in alternation, and a Weber-like soaring tune (repeated too much). Not as good as
Nicolai or even Marschner. Band in the park stuff. (Ap15)
Piano Concerto No 2 in A minor
Written just after the First, its chief distinction the inclusion of a Scherzo movement,
rarely seen before Brahms. Again, much like a student Concertino – Allegro has a nice
marziale bit. Flotow has little power of development or even extension. Adagio routine,
Finale lively. (Ap15)
FRÉ FOCKE
Tombeau de Vincent Van Gogh
Twenty tiny piano pieces lasting 14’ in toto. Focke was an excellent Dutch pianist who
left composition studies with Pijper and sought Webern in Vienna during the war,
1941-44. After, Claudio Arrau got him settled in Argentina. Each piece bears the title of a
Van Gogh painting. Style seems eclectic. The first has a trace of boogie. Some are spare,
pointillist, probably serial; others sound more pianistic and pandiatonic. Nuit étoilée
(track 27) is the longest at 1’20”. Champ de blé aux corbeaux makes a powerful ending.
Interesting stuff. (Je18)
JOSEF FOERSTER
Quartet No 1 in E, op 15
The little Foerster I’ve heard has not left a strong impression. Allegro has nice lyric
theme à la Dvorak, well worked out – lots of grace notes and trills (an affectation?).
Scherzo a Dvorakian furiant. Adagio opens with reflective melody, con sordino, but
development seems mechanical. Finale not much brio, undistinguished material. (Je11)
Quartet No 2 in D, op 39
Three substantial movements, all on the slow side. First begins with strikingly bleak
Largo, opens into lyrical Moderato. Andante also lyrical — nice second subject, cello
solo — doodling kept to a minimum. Final Andantino longer, too similar to Andante at
first, but it’s Theme & Variations, varying moods and tempi — ending passes through
passage of Gothic tremolos — ends with wild major-minor. Foerster is being adventurous
here, but not wholly convincing. (Je11)
Quartet No 3 in C, op 61
Short Quartet at 16' in one movement but three distinct sections. First is long-spun legato
melody, chromaticized harmony. Middle is short polka — interrupted by dramatic

agitation of final section. Very strong — the best Foerster I’ve heard yet. Stamic Quartet
is superb. (Je11)
Quartet No 4 in F, op 182
In three movements, written during War but with no trace: Grazioso opens with solo
viola, answered by others, with hints of Janacek, lots of trills, turns and tremolos.
Adagio is 6/8 barcarolle; B section faster, a stylized chromatic folkdance. Finale threatens
to break into fugue, but simply chugs on to the end. (Je11)
The Prayer; Allegro giocoso
Heartfelt slow piece loses its way in continuous modulation. The other was original
Finale for Quartet No 2, up-beat with folkish touches. Both seem to go on too long. (Je11)
Erinnerung, harp & string quartet; Quintet with double bass, op 3
Two short works whose raison d’être is unknown. Erinnerung is a memento, souvenir.
The harp piece is a one-off, as is the Quintet, barely 6' long. Two movements are Viola
Odorato, the sensuous violet, and Rosa Mystica, represented oddly by a slow polka. (Je11)
Quartet No 5 in G “Vestec”
Foerster’s final work, left unfinished but satisfying as it stands — a nostalgic return to
Czech feelings in 1951, Smetana/Dvorak touched with a post-Wagnerian chromatic wand
and extremely attractive. First movement has violins in thirds throughout; middle
movement is Dumky; final slow movement is wistful, serene. Gorgeous. (The subtitle is
the place where Foerster was living.) (Je11)
Piano Trio No 1 in F minor, op 8
Foerster may have been too young to do F minor, but the youthful vigour shines through
the gestures of passion. Allegro presents a dotted motif, with waltz-like Trio. Andante a
simple tune, with brasher B section. Allegro Finale has gentle folksy theme. Nice, but
nowhere any danger of intellection. (Ja12)
Piano Trio No 2 in B♭, op 38
In three substantial movements 8' or 9' each. Foerster can sustain the length well with two
nicely contrasted ideas plus another derivation, with several changes of mood, all
sounding like pure Dvorak. Second Allegro is Czech scherzando dance extended
skilfully. Finale begins with Adagio that seems to Moderato main section but loops back
to the Adagio and ends quietly — a nice formal idea. Very strong piece. (Ja12)
Piano Trio No 3 in A minor, op 105
Where the Second was direct, this is strange — elegiac yet aloof, unexpected harmonic
turns, sudden tremolos, the form “hard to read,” as the liner notes say. Andante a broken
lyric that tries to cohere, never gets wholly articulate — very elusive. Finale dramatic at
times but still evasive in its shifts of character and texture. All over the place. (Ja12)
Violin Concerto No 1 in C minor, op 88
Declamatory opening, broad Czech second subject in major. Big rambling 18' movement
alternates between the two moods, the violin mainly singing aloft. Zenaty’s cadenza
injects some needed excitement. Andante more of the same, now sul G — where’s the
Czech staccato? Finale also grazioso, a nice waltzlike tune. Lovely, beautifully played in
live performance by Zenaty, but too much of one thing. (N12)
Violin Concerto No 2 in D minor, op 104
No cadenzas, skyrockets, razzle-dazzle, just molto appassionato melody in two
successive Andante movements. Soloist is joined by concertmaster in one spot,
beautifully; B section in quicker tempo heightens anticipation; A returns with touches of

Szymanowski mysticism. Second Andante turns to lyrical double stopping. Allegro
Finale is closer to Moderato, alternating between a dance motif and a lyrical, sometimes
abruptly. Formally rhapsodic, intriguing, with returning themes. This would seem to have
faults similar to the First, yet I’m sold on it. An exceptional Concerto. (N12)
ALEXANDRA FOL
Interludes I & II
Young Bulgarian-born composer based in Montreal. Pieces are inconsequential. (O)
GIOVANNI BATTISTA FONTANA
Joe Fontana— Gawd! This Fontana was born a decade or more before Dario Castello,
and being a violinist, he seems to have written a touch more characteristically for violin,
especially in terms of range, though I hear nothing that Monteverdi himself might not
have written. Fresh and exciting music; Holloway’s performance is a bit tame. (Ag13)
ARTHUR FOOTE
Piano Trio No 1 in C minor, op 5
Masterpiece. It’s a long time since I’ve been as thrilled by a newfound Romantic piece —
Brahmsian classically contained Romanticism to perfection, right to the breakthrough
into C major. Nice Mendelssohn Scherzo (with pizzicato Kehraus). Adagio of piercing
sentiment. Finale explodes in glorious Coda. Arden Trio plays beautifully. (Ja09) Yes,
moreso. (F09)
Piano Trio No 2 in B♭
Written 25 years later, again gloriously beautiful. More compact. Melodies show touches
of Amerind sound (through Dvorak?). Formally controlled, but seams are better
concealed, more adventurous modulation. Finale again rises to heights. (Ja09)
Melody, violin & piano, op 44; Ballade, op 69
How many unpretentious gems from this natural melodist? (Ja09)
Suite in E for Strings
A visit to an old friend — wonderful as ever. Schwarz’s tempo a bit fast for first
movement. (Je09). The wonderful little piece that started my Foote fetish. Klein’s
performance seems just right. (Ap09)
Francesca da Rimini
Why did AF not write more for orchestra? Limited opportunity? He seems a natural, even
in this early piece, not breathtaking but very appealing, serious, dramatic, lyrical by turns.
Everything but hellish (unlike Tchaikovsky’s fiddle parts). (Je09)
Air and Gavotte
Why did Schwarz not do the entire Serenade? There’s 20' left on the CD, and the piece is
unrecorded. These two superb movements were issued separately, so there’s some
justification, but they sound on a level with Holberg, in olden style. (Je09)
Four Character Pieces after the Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám
Wow! Another little masterpiece, AF in Orientalist mode, but still beautifully melodic,
perfectly formed, and even wonderfully orchestrated. Should be standard rep. (Je09)
THEOPHIL FORCHHAMMER
Organ Sonata No 2 in C minor, op 15, “Zur Todtenfeier”
Swiss-born organist lived well into the twentieth century and wrote Liszt-inflected music,
much of it lost. This Sonata “For a Funeral Ceremony” is cast in three slowish
movements. Adagio is episodic, formally chaotic, with radical alterations of tempo,
dynamics, texture, and emotional character, ending with chorale and coda. Larghetto is

more idyllic and lyrical – beautiful. Andante Finale is loosely based on Wachet auf,
which finally appears in pedals as triumphant affirmation, with an up-tempo conclusion.
Superb. (Je14)
2 Chorale Preludes
Baroque snobs would sniff at the chromatic sentimentality and the vox humana of the
second chorale, but these are lovely. (Je14)
NICOLAS FORMÉ
Missa duobus choris; two motets
The Mass is framed with motets by Bouzignac, two of Moulinié (including a lengthy
Litanies de la Vierge), a Salve Regina by Boesset, and even a piece by Louis XIII. The
King had dedicated the Kingdom of France to the BVM, and his famous “vow” was
celebrated by an annual high mass on the Feast of the Assumption – a move in support of
the counter-Reformation. Formé’s innovation was the introduction of Italian double-choir
style to France. Whether this was in keeping with Council of Trent instructions is not
discussed, but the counterpoint is extremely complex. The Mass is given by a choir of
soloists, with theorbo and strings, plus a larger choir with brass. Ornamentation is largely
but not entirely restricted to the solo voices. Influences of Gabrieli and Monteverdi are
obvious. The first Moulinié motet, “Veni sponsa mea,” is light and quick, a plea to the
BVM from Canticles. The piece by Louis XIII, done instrumentally, is astonishingly
gorgeous. So is Boesset’s stately Salve Regina. Chalk up a triumph for director
Schneebeli. (Ag18)
ANTOINE de FORQUERAY
Harpsichord Suites in D minor & G minor
The sound, as promised, is deep and sonorous, giving the instrument some majesty
instead of the familiar jangle. The music, transcribed by Forqueray fils for keyboard from
his father’s viol works, could be mistaken for François Couperin, but it seems to go back
a generation, closer to the dance suite mode. Lovely music — I’d like to compare the viol
versions. (My10) I had thought to disentangle the Forqueray family with this double CD,
but it turns out Antoine is the star. The son wrote some music, but is known mainly for
transcribing his father’s work, and possibly his wife, a keyboard virtuoso, did that. Only a
fraction of Antoine’s music survives in this form, published posthumously in 1747. The
comparison was made with Antoine’s contemporary: “Marais plays like an angel,
Forqueray like a devil.” The pieces are given character titles, like Couperin’s, but
possibly after the fact. In the D minor Suite, La Portugaise has Iberian flavor, La
Couperin is stately. The Suite is followed by an orphaned Musette with gamba. (Ag13)
Suite in G
This one is performed as a gamba Suite, except for two movements of harpsichord solo –
notable La Mandoline, played with lute stop. I think there’s a second gamba reinforcing
the bass. I’m not pleased by the quality of the gamba playing and prefer the keyboard
alone, but the Suite finishes with a fine Chaconne. (Ag13)
Suite in C minor
Done as a gamba Suite – the playing is especially painful in the first movement, but
tolerable for the rest. The isolate Allemande in track 1 is very fine, as well as the two solo
harpsichord pieces, especially the stately Sarabande. (Ag13)
JEAN-BAPTISTE FORQUERAY
3 pieces for viola da gamba

I don’t hear much to distinguish these from Forqueray père, though it may be a bit more
technically demanding for the gamba. It’s very nice music, and the gambist is on his best
behavior. Superb Chaconne – good cello rep in transcription.
MICHEL FORQUERAY
2 Songs
Hardly anything by Antoine’s brother is extant but these pretty little songs. (Ag13)
EMMANUEL ALOYS FŐRSTER
Quintet in C minor, op 19
Főrster was Viennese, born just before Mozart and living to 1823. He wrote some 48
quartets, but only the four double-viola Quintets recorded here. Opening Andantino
sounds so much like a Minuetto that I had to check – it closes with Haydnesque teasing.
Finale especially sounds Mozartean, almost exactly contemporary. (Je13)
Fantasia and Sonata in D
Unusual work in form and length, extending to just under 40’. It seems to be a keyboard
work transcribed by the composer, another unusual feature. The Fantasia itself begins in
D minor and modulates freely as it moves through various tempi and texture – Mozart’s
D minor Fantasy is a tiny miniature by comparison. I’m exhausted before arriving at the
Sonata, which begins like a standard Quintet in D. But it has minor-key Sturm und Drang
passages and some radical development procedures that sound like Beethoven, and it
extends to recapitulation dramatically – decidedly ambitious, pushing classical
boundaries. And it won’t end! Adagio a more conventional ornamented cavatina.
Minuetto is in minor and canonic, like Haydn’s Hexentanz – trio in naïf major. Presto
Finale zips along in 6/8. What a magnificent groundbreaking piece! (Je13)
Quintet in A minor, op 20
Powerful Sturm und Drang opening evolves into routine second subject, a mishmash of
the dramatic and the mundane. Andantino passes the major-key theme around skillfully.
Minuetto returns to minor, a slinky, sly sort of thing, with Trio in major, with a
remarkable sinking chromatic bit. Finale begins in minor – some Romantic sounding
passages – ends quietly but in affirmative major. (Je13)
Quintet in E♭, op 26
Unlike the A minor Quintet, this is firmly in the classical line with its pert theme. There’s
some chromatic slippage, but more concertante brilliance – a delight. Andante turns out
to be Variations on a simple little tune. Minuet gets some ambiguity and also some unity
from an innocent three-note upbeat. Presto a moto perpetuo of sorts, buzzing mostly
pianissimo. Charming, fresh. (Je13)
MALCOLM FORSYTH
Trumpet Concerto
Fully serious single movement piece in four sections: opening Cadenza uses eerie
sonorities — vibes and muted trumpet. Allegro grows out of it, rhythmic, xylophone now
and touches of music hall harmony. Wonderful “night music” effects entering Tranquillo.
All mutes shed for Spiritoso Finale. Forsyth is a trombonist, he really knows brass
writing, a super composer. Terrific. (N09)
WOLFGANG FORTNER
Terzinen
Setting of Hofmannstal’s Vier Gedichte im Terzinen (i.e. terza rima). There are two piano
interludes. As I follow the score, the rhythms are near4ly indecipherable at times (though

I’ve seen worse). Favorite intervals are major sevenths and perfect fifths. FischerDieskau turns in a courageous performance, with guidance from Aribert Reimann. (My20)
LUKAS FOSS
Salomon Rossi Suite
Very much in line with Respighi’s Ancient Airs, and nearly as attractive, though the
notes evoke Stravinsky’s more fashionable treatment of Gesualdo. Good rep. (F09)
Orpheus and Eurydice, 2 violins and orchestra
Here is the avant gardist Foss: The piece was written without soloists, which were
overlaid about a decade later. Lots of percussion, strange (hellish) noises from the
orchestra — marvelous quick stride bass section in the middle. The narrative crisis and
aftermath are clearly represented in the soloists’ music, while the soloists are given stage
directions. The piece works well. (F09)
Renaissance Concerto, flute & orchestra
Super piece, a middle point between simple orchestration and modernist twist. There’s a
dramatic element with the off-stage brass, the soloist exiting while playing. A rewarding,
highly distinctive Concerto. (F09)
Fantasy Rondo
Lively piano piece haunted by Copland’s Piano Sonata. (Je09)
Behold I build an house
Large Anthem for choir & organ based on Solomon’s Temple in II Chronicles. The best
parts are the organ doohickeys. (O10)
Time Cycle
Four Songs with orchestra on texts related to time (Auden, Housman, Kafka, Nietzsche),
with improvised interludes. My fear of improvisation kept me from listening to this in the
1960s. The songs are Webernesque in vocal line and overall texture, but not serial —
there are repeated motifs. The improvisations (not indicated in my score) sound much the
same as the rest — though the re-entry into notation is somehow unmistakable. The last
song sounds almost in D major, and evokes Mahler. A period piece — but I finally got to
hear it. (My11)
Phorion
The memorable bit from Foss’s Baroque Variations, based on Bach’s E major Partita.
Hard work for the players, but great fun. (My11)
The Song of Songs
Four Songs with orchestra on Biblical texts, an early work which Foss describes as
neo-classic Stravinsky, but which sounds more like bad bumptious Copland. It’s neither
sensual in keeping with the texts, nor severe. Jennie Tourel, gorgeous, is wasted. (My11)
Three American Pieces
Written 1944 on Foss’s arrival from occupied France, more interesting than captivating.
Dedication alternates between Satie-like rocking 6/8 and up-tempo sections; Early Spring
is ternary. One loses track of the boundaries. Composer’s Holiday is a sophisticated riff
on Stephen Foster fiddling. Foss liked the pieces enough to transcribe for flute and later
orchestrate. (O11) Entitled “Three Pieces for Violin and Piano”: Are these different from
the American Pieces on Arnold Steinhardt’s CD? [No.] They are described as very early,
and clearly indebted to Copland, and very nice – substantial, not fluff. Composer’s
Holiday is a cross between Arkansas Traveller and Stravinsky. (Je13)
Anne Frank – A Tone Poem about Her Life and Death

For cello & piano, not quite 7’. Begins with tragic declaration, reminisces about a child’s
game, returns to lamentos, eventual drumbeats (on the piano) and a grotesque basso
singing – the child’s game returns – the music evaporates. (D13)
STEPHEN FOSTER
American Dreamer — Songs
Hampson’s collection includes all the usual suspects, plus some less familiar tunes (The
Voice of Bygone Days, Linger in Blissful Repose), accompanied by folk fiddle, (square?)
piano & guitar. Unfortunately, Hampson croons his way through, all but one comic song
(My Wife is a Most Knowing Woman), but variety is supplied by instrumental medleys
and a rough voice on That’s What’s the Matter. (S10)
JOHN FOULDS
Dynamic Triptych, op 88
Piano Concerto by composer best known for light music — his serious side just lately
discovered. Dynamic Mode is a loud, brassy movement built on just seven notes of the
modal scale. Dynamic Timbre sits sustained in the orchestra, slipping quarter tones in
strings against romantic swell in piano — builds to big climax. Dynamic Rhythm works
over staccato repeated notes and chords. The piece makes an impression of great energy,
but I’m let down after the hype. (Muskoka — Jy12) Forget the hype – it’s a decent, strong
piece with a mind and a sound of its own. The chromatic sinking strings beneath the
piano at the end of the middle movement are wonderful, the climax powerful. Strong
Finale. (F16)
April — England, op 48/1
Brief tone poem not far from light music vein — bright, colorful, developmental rather
than formulaic. Great good cheer — a little gem. (Muskoka — Jy12)
The Song of Ram Dass; Keltic Lament
Ram Dass is short, Indian sounding with double reeds, temple bells, exotic scales — nice,
the only trace of Foulds’ Orientalism on the disc. The Lament is gorgeous and very
sentimental — Foulds’ greatest hit. [See Ronald Corp’s British Lite, volume 4.]
(Muskoka — Jy12)
Music-Pictures Group III, op 33
Four-movement Suite for orchestra (I and II are for smaller ensembles) based on pictures,
Blake’s Urizen (The Ancient of Days) being the only one I know, which Foulds treats in
a rather un-Blakean manner. Columbine has some startling quarter-tone glissandi —
remarkable in a piece that won audience favor in 1912-13 London. Old Greek Legend is
cast entirely in Phyrigian mode, as interpreted from ancient theoretical writings. Last is a
good old march. (Muskoka — Jy12)
JEAN FRANÇAIX
L’Horloge de Flore
Utterly charming work, perfect display for oboe without flashy bravura. The short
movements are connected into one and do not seem slight or tossed off. (N08)
Quintet No 2 for flute, harp and strings
Light, bright, sparkling, irresistable. Lower strings sempre pizzicato. Scherzo and Finale
too, punctuated by unexpectedly pensive Notturno. (Ja09)
Clarinet Quintet
Exactly the same layout at Quintet No 2 — jolly Allegro followed by Scherzo, pensive
slower movement, jolly Finale. Also some cadential fingerprints. Slow intro teases with

Brahmsian motifs (parallel thirds, clarinet tremolos) — rudely jarred into insouciance.
(Ja09) Super piece in JF’s familiar manner, longer than usual perhaps. Only fault: too
much writing as clarinet-violin duet with accompaniment. (live, Parry Sound, Jy11)
Quintet No 1 for flute, harp and strings; 5 Piccoli Duetti, flute & harp
Similar layout to No 2 and Clarinet Quintet but opens with Ravel-like Andante. The
movements are short and sweet. Touches of Les Six dadaism— Duets are charming
trifles. (Ja09)
L’Heure de bergere
True comic music — pin-ups indeed! Great oboe gliss — I didn’t know they could do
that. Three short movements in twisted boulevard manner. Great fun. (Ap09)
Sonatine, violin & piano
I’ve searched for this, remembering Dick playing it in recital, and it’s much as I half
remember: double stopping, some stratospheric lines, and of course light and insouciant.
Three movements in a scant 11'. Israelovitch has its measure perfectly. (Je11)
Musique de cour
Riff on Couperin chamber Suite for flute, violin and piano. Minuet is saucy. Ballade a
slow waltz that develops rhythmic complications. Scherzo teasing. Badinage a sort of
cakewalk. Nice. (Jy11)
Trio, clarinet, viola and piano
More a Suite in five movements, mostly peckish staccato, often virtuosic, except for
stately slow movement. Special effects spark by. Piano mostly accompagnato, needs
more showy bits. Strange piece. (Jy11)
L’Apocalypse selon St Jean
I was scared by accounts of this as JF’s only deadly serious piece — but it seems bright,
more divine comedy than carnage. The 7 trumpets of Part II get wilder, and the opening
of the Abyss is eerie. Hell music all terrific — electric guitar (in 1939!|), the Whore of
Babylon singing a cabaret shimmy — but the heavenly music is gorgeous too. ‘six, six,
six, jamais sept— vs —Il est, il était, il vient. Why does no one think of doing this?
Maybe because, oddly enough, it lacks a big finish. (Muskoka—Fe12)
String Trio
Feather light and fiendishly difficult: no wonder Heifetz wanted to do it! The parts fit like
cogs in an incredibly delicate machine, even the deadpan humorous bits. Masterpiece.
Jonatham Crow and the TSO’s great new principal viola. (Jeffrey Concerts, Mh16)
Divertimento for Horn and Orchestra
Three movements, 7’. Françaix in his lightest, jolliest mood, a lullaby between two
romps. Great fun. (N17)
Deux pieces pour clavecin
Very short, 4’ total. Grave is a striking exploration of the lower regions of the Pleyel
harpsichord. Liner notes call it a funeral march, even though it’s in 3. Vivace is happy
music with changeable meters. (O19)
Divertimento, oboe, horn, & bassoon
Four movements, 10’. Prelude is an amiable oboe tune – B section has all three
instruments mostly quick staccato. Allegretto is quick, light, staccato. Élégie again gives
melody to oboe over ripples in the other instruments. Scherzo begins with wild unison
run, then the three go their own ways. Fun piece. (Mh20)
FRANCESCO da MILANO

Lute Music
This disc gives a sampling of Italian Renaissance instrumental music by Francesco and
others: perfect background music, a sameness of sound, texture, dynamic level, all very
pretty and pretty indistinguishable one piece from the next. Was it intended as
background music? I wish O'Dette had included Francesco's version of Janequin's
oiseaux. (S10)
Lute Music
Volume II of the same. I wonder which came first, lute tablature or organ music?
Instrumental notation was slow to develop – string music not until Marini. (N16)
CÉSAR FRANCK
Psyché
Major Masterpiece, little known because of mixed genre — cf Berlioz — much better in
full choral version than more usual excerpt(s). Sensuous, erotic. Madame Franck loathed
it. (My08)
Rédemption
Beautiful work — Franck’s Gerontius. Like Psyché, suffers from mixed genre: though it
is in effect a religious oratorio, the spoken sections are unusual; text requires sympathy
with French piety. Heart of work is abstract music, surrounded by by choral sections, solo
arias, and spoken word. Like Les Béatitudes, lacks plot, has little drama. Édouard Blau is
best known as librettist for Werther, Le Cid, Le roi d—Ys. (My08)
Sept Paroles du Christ sur la Croix
Small-scale devotional oratorio about 40', for organ and choir, with soloists, cello and
harp — the words are followed by personal reflections, as in Les Beatitudes, all wrapped
in an air of solemnity, rarely quicker than a Largo. The choir parts seem uncomplicated,
the harmony conventional, not stamped with Franck's usual chromaticism. Musically
disappointing — performance is fine, though the weak tenor (Contaldo) carries most of
the solo work. Franck is an uneven composer, but the popular judgment cannot be trusted
— witness ignored masterpieces like Psyché or Rédemption or Les Éolides. This, alas, is
not one of them. (D10)
Le Chausseur maudit
Not overly familiar, but stirring, wonderful stuff. Again, not what one expects from the
unpredictable Franck. (Mh11)
Quatre pièces brèves
A little Suite orchestrated from the organ music by Busser, beginning with a familiar
Noël. Nice, but the middle pieces are rather somber for a light Suite. (Je11)
Fantaisie in A
Substantial 14' organ piece. On a different instrument from Murray’s complete Franck —
I must compare. Here he makes the most of extreme dynamic ranges. (Ag12)
Pastorale
For organ, 8'. Despite title, more active than the Fantaisie, then fugal with repeated
staccato. (Ag12)
Quartet in D
Every one of Franck’s big works has its lovers, but the Quartet has only admirers. I
should listen to it beside the Bruckner Quintet – two great contrapuntists, and I remember
both pieces as dense blocs of sound. Here the monumental supra-octave opening
eventually becomes fugal – fine working out – beautiful serene ending. After this massive

movement a brief Scherzo – the Mendelssohnian sprites reveal their dangerous powers. A
great mystery encore! (Is this the only Scherzo Franck wrote?) Larghetto a tragic love
song – beautiful coloration – passionate declaration at end worthy of Tristan himself –
Wow! Finale begins with short citations from previous movements, then sets out
searching for a triumphant melody while having further reminiscences – strives with
great energy, nearly gets lost, finally arrives at a stable key. An invaluable CD! (Je13)
Symphony in D minor
How many years since—! I will not forget the metallic sheen Karel Ancerl cast over it in
Toronto that time. If anything, it strikes me as conservative now for 1888, short for the
quantity of material, all of which could be extended without discomfort. (Mh15) The
opening chromaticism made Gounod and Thomas seasick. I like Arming’s recording –
inner detail, tempo changes perfect, powerful. The middle movement is quicker, dryer
than usual, nothing maudlin. (O17)
Piano Trio No 1 in F# minor, op 1/1
I’ve been curious about these early trios for years, thinking they would be slight and/or
derivative, nothing like the mature Franck. Wrong. They do lack the extreme
chromaticism and restless tonality of typical Franck, but otherwise this shares the
massive scale, the formal cohesion, the originality, the bombast, the dazzling pianism.
Outer movements are 14’ each, the piano dominating. Andante begins with an unusual
staccato motif, then a plaintive violin melody – second idea is stepwise, sweet in major –
lots of staccato/sostenuto, major/minor, and a big turbulent climax. Scherzo in minor is
Beethovenish – Trio recalls stepwise theme of Andante, followed by recollection of
staccato. Allegro maestoso begins attacca with roiling piano, soaring strings – semplice
second idea with further recall of staccato motif. Big coda actually introduces new ideas.
Imposing opus 1. (Jy16)
Fantaisie sur les motifs de Gulistan de Dalayrac
I’ve never heard a note by Dalayrac so the attractive tunes in this medley hold promise. I
expected a virtuoso showpiece for the violin à la Paganini, but no, most of the tough stuff
is left to the piano. Very unlike Franck. (Jy16)
Andantino quietoso in E♭, op 6
Lovely Romance for violin and piano that maintains marginal currency in repertoire. No
technical challenge apart from some awkward sounding violin octaves. Nice quiet
ending. (Jy16)
Piano Trio No 2, op 1/2 “Trio di Salon”
No key given – is it A major? Four movements: Moderato is a classical grazioso.
Exposition acquires some pathos before the development, but the mood is mainly
guileless, serene. Schubert is the ruling presence – even more so in the Andantino, which
sounds open fifths before setting out a plaintive minor-key cello tune – gorgeous. Archaic
Minuetto begins with severe, virtually unmetered militaristic piano motif before gentle
violin entry confirms meter in 3 and minor key. Allegro Finale returns to major with a
theme in curious irregular phrases and lots of barnstorming. These two Trios are both fine
pieces, good enough for regular hearing – only they do not represent the fully matured
and recognizable voice of the composer. (Jy16)
Pièce héroïque
A favorite. I don’t like Noehren’s treatment of the repeated notes as dry staccato rather
than massive and weighty. (Ag16)

Ce qu’on entend sur la montagne, op 13
Early Franck from 1846 and apparently earlier than Liszt’s version, often claimed as the
first “symphonic poem.” It’s based on the same Victor Hugo poem, and comparable in
scope at 25’. Restless chromaticism without the modulatory turmoil of later work – it
takes its time repeating phrases, building, building. It takes patience. Nice clarinet solo,
which later returns ppp – final crescendo to full statement of theme. (O17)
Ballet allégorique from Hulda
A ballet by Franck? Yes, from his failed opera, 18’ in five movements. (1) Lutte d’hiver
et du printemps: Slow 3. (2) Danse de l’hiver: Heavy-footed 2 with nice oboe solo. (3)
Danse des elfes: Half graceful, half grotesque. (4) Danse des ondines: Poco lento in 4
with erotic tinge. Was there supposed to be a choral bit? (5) Ronde générale: Poco allegro
in 4. Bacchanalian — surprising music from Franck, but it works! I like it! (O17)
EDUARD FRANCK
Piano Trio in E♭, op 22
Franck was a younger contemporary, pupil, and trusted friend of Mendelssohn, appearing
with him in concert. This Trio, the first of his music I’ve heard, is large in scale, four
movements just short of half an hour. Allegro is polished, but the material and
development undistinguished. There are awkward modulations. Scherzo scampers in
Mendelssohnian style, with less sparkle. Adagio leaves much the same impression as the
Allegro, and the Vivace Finale is similarly routine – though there’s a bit of rhythmic
irregularity and sustained syncopation. I’d hoped for better. (D13)
Violin Sonata in A, op 23
Four movements. Allegro texture resembles early Beethoven, but the sunny diatonicism
is marred by modulations that never seem well timed, weak harmonic progressions,
empty scales, and a development that suddenly storms through diminished sevenths.
Andante a graceful sarabande. Scherzo has gentle syncops that give spring to the bow –
Trio turns darker. Finale begins with broad melody that veers into minor and returns – a
pattern that persists. So so. “Forward looking” harmonies strike me as awkward. Schmuel
Ashkenazi plays beautifully, with traces of Zimbalist-school Romanticism. (D13)
Cello Sonata in F, op 42
Allegro opens with a contented melody, stronger material than the earlier pieces. Scherzo
works a nice little dotted figure, mildly syncopated – Trio legato, flirting with minor.
Adagio gives long, sustained line to cello, an expansive movement “espressivo” (as the
notes remark, Beethoven oddly wrote no slow movements in his Cello Sonatas) – a bit
too long, but moving. Presto Finale plays with coy little staccato theme. This is best of
the three pieces – nice but like the others too long for its material. (Ja14)
Violin Concerto in D, op 57
Three movements. Allegro is led by violin immediately – the aim is simple purity on the
order of the Beethoven Concerto. The opening idea (shades of Beckmesser!) is joined by
a quasi-marziale variant and unfolds effortlessly in pure uncomplicated harmony.
Christiane Edlinger plays very convincingly, and it`s a beautiful movement, though I
might guess it was Viotti! Adagio has another semplice opening with a B section full of
fast scales and curious shifts of meter. Finale is in jaunty 2 with afterbeats – a real
success of a piece, very appealing, no blunders. (F17)
Symphony in B♭, op 52

Franck wrote two earlier symphonies but both are lost. This one, performed in Köln to
tepid reviews, survives only in MS. Allegro is blared, homophonic, reminiscent of
Schumann`s Rhenish. Presto is a jaunty 6/8 Jägersatz with a bit of chromatic interest.
Adagio aspires to be an introspective journey but gets lost in platitudes. Finale brings
back the jolly hunting horns. Some interested moves, syncopated second idea, maintains
interest – but unexciting. (F17)
MELCHIOR FRANCK
Busspsalmen Nürnberg 1615
How many voices? 6? (Yes, 6 names listed.) Glorious sound with light instrumental
doubling — different texture in each psalm. What sopranos! Text driven, perhaps word
painting is overdone. Sound world of Praetorius, Sweelinck, early Schütz. Irregular
non-periodic rhythms, Germanically marked, not the French ictus. (My09)
Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott
Franck’s version, just one verse sung. Meunier Martin Luther CD. (O19)
BERNANDO FRANCO
Salve Regina
Sixteenth-century Spaniard who helped create cathedral music in colonial Mexico, where
the setting surely sounded less sumptuous than the big Westminster Choir makes it.
(Muskoka—Fe12)
ROBERT FRANZ
17 Heine Lieder
Unexpected treasure. I bought this CD out of curiosity about Franz knowing nothing of
the singer. Mitsuko Shirai turns out to be superb Lieder singer — rich mezzo, good
bottom, not too plummy, sensitive — apparently a favorite in Vienna. Franz is much
more varied than the liner notes say — unhackneyed melodic turns and cadences,
frequent off-tonic endings — more than usual subordination of music (especially piano)
to text, with complete avoidance of introductions, curt conclusions — essentially musical
recitations. RF was small-minded in more ways than one, but he had a clear aesthetic and
wrote exquisitely within it. I intended only to sample and stayed for 17 songs without
tiring. (S09)
LUÍS de FREITAS BRANCO
Symphony No 3
Late in the day for a big Romantic Symphony, but Portugal was lucky in being on the
margin of events. Traces of Bruckner, Franck, as the notes say, but also modal chant, lots
of tempo changes, sequential piling up, chordal complexity — nothing in the least
Hibernian. A mood that I’d call fatalistic endurance. Lento has beautiful bits. Allegro is
more a Moderato, rather weird feeling with dissonant outbursts. Finale a kind of oafish
dance — coda brings back first movement, then goes into major for not wholly
convincing affirmative ending. Certainly an individual voice. (Ag10)
Suite Alentejana No 2
Still more dour than expected for a festive nationalistic Suite, but very pleasant. I don’t
get what the Portuguese sound is, however — it’s not Spanish, or Castilian, Andalusian.
There is tambourine, and something of the Hibernian formality. (Ag10)
A Morte de Manfredo
A very early work for strings, or sextet with bass, lamentoso. (Ag10)
HENRI FRÉMART

Missa Jubilate Deo
Frémart, who wrote for the French court, died in 1650. As the notes explain, he wrote in
prima practica but with modifications: Most noticeable is the continuo, nicely done with
organ and theorbo, an early baroque practice. One or two of the six voices are taken by
treble viols. And thirdly, Frémart limits contrapuntal complexity and relies much on
homophony so as to foreground text. The performance is excellent, and so is the music —
no French squiggles until the last bar. NB: the soprano — who luckily is superb — is
unbalanced, probably a fault of the engineer. (Ag12)
GIROLAMO FRESCOBALDI
Missa sopra l’aria della Monica
Double-choir setting, much antiphonal treatment, largely homophonic — no continuo,
but organ keeps bass line prominent. Nice Credo — small choir for Et Incarnatus,
antiphonal Resurrexit, tutti doxology. Text foremost throughout. (D10)
Missa sopra l’aria di Fiorenza
Very similar to the Della Monica — cheerful, bright, homophonic — the interest lies
largely in the antiphonal effect. (D10)
3 organ works
Organs of Provence. The Toccata “pre l’Elevazione” is appropriately solemn. Toccata
settima is grand but more free wheeling. Canzone is surprisingly quick. The organ is
tuned to baroque mean tone. (S20)
PETER RACINE FRICKER
Violin Sonata No 1
Quite beautiful. Three movements in successively slower tempi. Freely atonal? No, but
nearly, yet softly dissonant. Constructivist but giving way to the rhapsodic.
(Jy08—Muskoka)
Violin Sonata No 2
Late work, bigger, dryer, more academic than No 1. Stanzeleit plays exceptionally well.
(Jy08—Muskoka)
GÉZA FRID
Quartet No 1, op 2
In four movements: Tranquillo in fluid 3, constant motion, not always tranquil. Harmony
pandiatonic, not egregiously dissonant – nice passage in thirds, by two, Presto moves to
6/8 announced by fanfare motif – a super quasi-klezmer bit with big glissandi. Lento
develops into passionate outburst over arpeggios. Vivace has folkdance feel with Scotch
snap in theme. Pound heard this piece in Rapallo played by Szekely’s group. (Je13)
Quartet No 2, op 21 “Fugues”
Oddly designed as a sequence of six fugues. Second surprise: Fugue I is sempre pizzicato
(sounding a lot like Bartok). The second is arco, similar in tempo, serious. The third
faster, full of trills, glissandi, more pizz – very jittery. Fourth is Bach-like, square, in
imitation of the Bach solo violin fugues. Fifth, entitled Intermezzo, resembles Bartok
night music. The last, three times the length of any of the previous movements, opens
with dissonant fanfare motif and theme with hoppy grace notes. Does the rest bring back
all the previous movements? (Je13)
Quartet No 3, op 30 “Fantasia tropica”
Written after Frid visited Indonesia – it still sounds more like Bartok than Bali, with
meters in 7 and glissandi, ponticelli. Four continuous movements outline the day from

evening to night, daytime, and evening. The extraordinary colors combined with lucid
development make it very appealing. The neo-primitivism is belated but lots of fun. A
winner. (Je13)
Quartet No 4, op 50a
Reworking of a Violin Sonata op 50: First violin has gipsy-like cadenzas and a lot of
concertante playing, free bits alternating with rhythmic marcato – Andante in halting
lyrical phrases, passed around a bit over accompaniment – Presto Finale begins con
sordino, small fast figures based on a motif used throughout – mutes come off for a
Bartok finish. Bartok and water. (Jy13)
JOHANN JAKOB FROBERGER
Harpsichord works
I had wanted a clavichord version like Thurston Dart’s LP, but not possible — and the
liner notes argue for harpsichord. I don’t know. But Leonhardt is great, and plays with
some of the freedom of the old LP in the Toccatas, Fantasias, even Allemandes, and his
instrument isn’t too jangly. (Je09)
Clavichord works
I could hardly believe it when this CD showed up on Presto — and yes, it is the same
amazing sound I remember from the LP. It’s not just the clavichord but the match with
this repertoire, so perfect, with its ornamentation and sense on non-mensural fantasy.
Other discs are just pieces played on clavichord — this seems truly written for it. And
yes, Thurston Dart (a fatuous fart according to John Sawyer) plays like a master, full of
expression. A thrilling welcome back to a lost favorite. The Elizabethan pieces are a nice
addendum. (Ap12)
WALTER FRYE
Missa Flos regalis, motets, secular songs
Liner notes make strong case for WF’s widespread presence on the continent. The Mass
is stark, much 2-voice texture, even the 4-voice work lacks sweetness, but it shows
musical formulation of settings of the Ordinary — particularly the Et incarnatus, Hosanna
& Benedictus sections. O florens rosa gorgeous, and Ave Regina (the 2d version
especially), and ‘sospitati dedit. English secular songs are indistinguishable in style from
the sacred. Gorgeous disc. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Missa sine nomine
Anonymous but almost certainly Frye’s — fairly concise — alternatim Kyrie — archaic
sound, continual hocketing, Machaut cadences — intricate interlacing of parts. (O11)
Missa Summe trinitate
More elaborate than the above, no alternatim, less hocketing, no Machaut cadences (or
only one). Much 2-part followed by 4-part writing, vermicular vocal lines, caution with
thirds — wonderful full, extended Amens. (O11)
KENNETH FUCHS
An American Place
My first hearing of this Fuchs: His symphonic poem is a tribute “to the American
symphonists who have come before me.” It strikes me with the clarity of its procedures
— Copland-like gistenings of widely spaced winds, some minimalist accompagnato,
possible concealed serialism while remaining tonal, broad lines in unison strings, later on
some boozy brass. But it doesn’t go anyplace. Fuchs was pupil of Persichetti and
Diamond (and Babbitt — suppressed, thank God). (Muskoka, Jy12)

Out of the Dark
Very different: this early piece is serialist, three movements after abstract impressionist
paintings by Helen Frankenthaler, originally written for string quartet plus wind quintet,
here in a version for chamber orchestra. Again, all technique, no payoff. Fuch’s model
seems to be picture rather than journey. (Muskoka, Jy12)
Eventide — Concerto for English Horn
Single movement fantasy supposedly based on familiar spirituals, but they remain
unheard. Mostly neo-romantic and reflective à la Copland/Barber, but with some
multiphonics — very annoying because so far out of the style. Nah. (Muskoka, Jy12)
Quartet No 2 “Where Have You Been?”
After five collages by Motherwell, nicely reproduced in the liner notes, but the music is
not collage. The relations to the abstract images seem fanciful, but the sound is OK, and
the contrast between the two chordal words as described by Fuchs is lucid. OK. (Mh14)
Quartet No 3 “Whispers of heavenly death”
In three movements inspired by Whitman poems I (“Darest thou now, O Soul”) is agitato
with recurrent double pick-up notes, quite dissonant – based on a hexachord or “pitch
class” given in the notes. II Il know it not, O Soul”) is misterioso, sustained,
incrementally quickening in variation format – beautiful high passages, harp-like
quasi-arppeggiando bit. III (“Till when the lies loosen, all but the lies eternal”) begins
attacca, but with a new, more diatonic “pitch class” with a major key feel – rhythm picks
up vitality. Convincing, impressive academicism. (Mh14)
Quartet No 4 “Bergonzi”
Shortish Quartet at 11’ in one movement. The composer describes the three elements – a
tremolo rising fourth, a descending line cantabile, and a series of chords. These are freely
varied and combined lucidly into three sections. “Bergonzi” is the name of the
commissioning Quartet. Respectable academicism. (Mh14)
ROBERT FUCHS
Quartet No 1 in E, op 58
Gorgeous expansive Brahmsian opening, moody, fluid rhythmic pulse. Fuchs has
captured the technique of continuous variation. Gentle scherzando — Andante lovely but
lacks depth of feeling — Finale marked con fuoco but seems more like a polka in minor
key. Fuchs has in the past struck me as bland, but here the opening movement is
outstanding. (F09)
Quartet No 2 in A minor, op 62
Declamatory motto open movement worked out in detail — very nice. Rich interior
Andante — beautiful. Tempo di Minuetto (retro naming!) is enchanting mix of autumnal
Brahms with Mendelssohn fairy music. Finale is routine, but the ending is pure magic.
These quartets are both good strong pieces. (F09)
Serenade No 1 in D, op 9
Five-movement piece for strings, tuneful, with immense charm. Nothing tries too hard,
the touch is light and sure, like Dvorak in this manner. I’ve been underwhelmed by some
of Fuchs’s serious musc, so this is a welcome revelation. Performance is superb, and it
doesn’t sound easy. (Ap11)
Serenade for Strings No 2 in C minor, op 14
Building on the success of the First Serenade, Fuchs wrote another in four tuneful
movements, Larghetto being expansive, almost a rondo with variations. Finale is a

wonderful tarantella. These pieces are obscure, and string orchestra rep is not that large.
They need exposure. (Ap11)
Andante grazioso and Capriccio, op 63
Late work and, despite the title, substantial, longer than the Second Serenade, wistful as
Grieg at his most nostalgic. Capriccio is a waltz in similar mood, a heart tugger. (Ap11)
Piano Sonata No 1 in G♭, op 19
I associate Fuchs with Brahms but here he reaches back to Schubert with a sweet
four-square subject that modulates far afield — recap moment is gorgeous. The Sonata
also shares Schubert’s magnitude. Allegro a minor key Scherzo. Andante a set of
variations in delicately voiced, warm middle register — staccato variation charming.
Allegro Rondo is surprisingly in minor, a march theme with major key episodes, presto
coda. All very Viennese, and super piece however archaic. Fuchs was an important
teacher with a string of pupils that includes Mahler, Wolf, Schmidt, Schreker, Zemlinsky,
and Sibelius. (F13)
Viola Sonata in D minor, op 86
Full bloom ambitious piece marked “passionate” – credibly. Prominent, busy piano part,
big climax near the end. Andante is marked “grazioso” though it sticks to minor key. B
section (Trio?) brightens to a running major key Allegro. Finale Vivace could also be a
sociable grazioso, but gathers a feeling of achievement by the end. Fuchs would benefit
from more of Brahms’s rhythmic displacements. (D13)
Piano Sonata No 2 in G minor, op 88
Late work, still extremely conservative for 1910 but more chromatic, formally tentative.
Scherzo in minor has Brahmsian tinge. Andante makes beautiful lyric sense, with two
appassionato bits. Finale brusque, moving to alla marcia — second subject recalls first
movement. The whole lacks pianistic flash. (F13)
Clarinet Quintet in E♭, op 102
Brahms’ friend wrote his Quintet in 1914, capping a distinguished career as a teacher. By
this time he had absorbed some Straussian neo-romanticism. Allegro features frequent
modulation, but also tempo changes and obscure sonata outlines. Scherzo has neat
staccato theme, beautiful cello solo, then clarinet scena. Finale Allegretto grazioso led by
strings, clarinet held back for variations. The piece is quite contrapuntal, lots of imitation.
Themes are often reticent, but there’s lots of internal working. (My18)
VIVIAN FUNG
Pizzicato for String Quartet
I remember the Yings playing this live but failed to make notes. Varieties of pizzicato
(including finger taps on woods) in various intricate rhythmic patterns, suggestive of
Chinese plucked instruments. Short and playful. (Jy11)
Quartet No 3
The pièce imposé at Banff last year, when the Dover Quartet trumped every prize. A
short quartet, about 10’, based on some kind of chant, with lots of noodling tutti
arpeggios, crunching dissonance, artificial harmonics, a bit of pitch bending, and so on. I
was glad when the four-note descending ground came in to give it anchor. I didn’t realize
Vivian Fung is Canadian. (Dover Quartet, live, N14)
JOHANN JOSEPH FUX
Requiem, with shorter pieces

So-called Kaiserrequiem, known to have been performed at several royal funerals, larger
of two settings by Fux. Lots of simple word painting, somber colors. Short breathed
phrases and sections. Worth hearing but not overwhelming. (Mh09)
Victimae paschali laudes
Labelled Sequenz — four soloists, chorus and ensemble, text driven but lovely. (Ag12)
Missa Corpus Christi
Fux’s style is hard to place: it’s not high baroque, though he died in 1741 — closer to
Buxtehude or Pachelbel — no flashiness, but ingratiating and courtly, with vocal lines
conceived vocally, not full of Bach-like squiggles and passagework — certainly not dry
or academic, as his reputation might suggest. Haselböck’s direction is full of fine
detailing. Beautiful setting. (Ag12)
Plaudite sonat tuba; Paries quidem filium
Not choral as I expected, but two solo Cantatas. Plaudite is entrusted to one Jonathan
Chum, who sings it beautifully (though Fux seems late for a goat trill!) — expressive,
fine breath control. The piece is a full 18' with two recits and arias plus an alleluia —
very beautiful. Paries is for solo basso, a third the length of Plaudite, but with a cappella
choir alleluia in prima practica. Klaus Mertens sings with agility and expression. (Ag12)
ANDREA GABRIELI
Missa pater peccavi, et al.
The Gabreli name signifies brass, and this disc is dominated by cornets and sackbuts,
very well played. The poor solo voices get sadly overbalanced, alas, to the loss of text if
naught else. Would this music have been done with larger choirs? (S08)
8 motets
On a CD celebrating masters of St Mark’s. Only the last two (Benedictus Dominus, O
salutaris hostia) are 8-part antiphonal motets. Gorgeous and nicely varied group. (Ag14)
Missa Dominicalis
A monumental organ Mass, instrumental apart from a priest who sings the text of the
Ordinary (badly). Organ writing is highly embellished, much of it sounds like improv –
no word which, except that it is written out in fugal passages. I think there is a thematic
rationale for the versets but I have no feel for it. The organ is at St Mark’s but new, from
1966. Disappointing. Not only was I expecting a choral extravaganza, but the editing is
the worst I’ve heard: the echoes after the priest’s voice are cut off ruthlessly. The priest
probably did it himself. But the organist is superb. (Ap19)
14 organ pieces
Appended to Missa Dominicalis are 8 Intonazione, one for each pitch, 4 Ricercare, a
Pass’e mezzo, and a final Fantasia. They are very virtuosic, and I gather they were for use
as needed, and as stimulus to further improv. All bright and extravagantly embellished
like the writing in the Missa. One ornament trills the leading tone with the semitone
beneath, to startling effect. The Ricercare are not slow, and one sounds strongly familiar.
The final Pass’e mezzo and Fantasia both sound rhythmically free, the Fantasia especially
virtuosic. (Ap19)
GIOVANNI GABRIELI
Sonata pian’ e forte; Canzon septimi toni
Odd choice for opening his first season, but Alain Trudel was putting the brass through
their paces. They sounded OK but distant in the feeble Centennial Hall acoustic.
(Orchestra London live — O11)

4 Christmas motets
Quem vidistis pastores is a large work that opens with antiphonal brass, followed by a
series of solo voices with something like continuo accompaniment, followed by grand
tutti. Audite principes is also large, scored for three choirs of 5 or 6 voices each, all
joining midway at “gaudeamus.” O magnum mysterium is a smaller work, solemn until
final syncopated alleluia. Salvator noster is festive, for three 5-part choruses. Splendid
music, though for some reason I was expecting the sound to be closer to high
Renaissance than early baroque. (O11)
Jubilate Deo
Big 8-voice motet on CD celebrating masters of St Mark’s. Lots of meter and tempo
changes – more than Andrea, it seems. (Ag14)
Sacrae Symphoniae (1587)
Giovanni’s great collection of instrumental works. I expected much of a sameness, the
familiar huffing and tooting of sackbuts, but there’s great variety of instrumentation –
brass, organ, mixed groups including strings. Hyperion does this sort of thing so well.
GG’s music shows surprising emotional variety too, from funereal to bright and cheerful.
Great CD, good car music. (D15)
NIELS GADE
Violin Sonata No 1 in A, op 6
Lots of arpeggios in 6/8, spring rustles — lovely minor key second subject — lyrical
Andante with nice tentative transition into Final (which wanders a bit). Stronger piece
than I expected, though I’m still trying to sense Gade’s individual character. Performance
likable. (My09)
Violin Sonata No 2 in D minor, op 23
Yes, this is the piece I looked at in sheet music in the basement and tried to imagine how
it would sound — I never thought there would be a chance to hear it. It turns out to be an
attractive, compact piece, almost a Sonatina in its modest scope and technical demands,
quite lovely. (My09)
Violin Sonata No 3 in B♭, op 59
Bold sound, fresh, light, with beautiful slow movement and fleet Finale — greater
technical demands than No 2. Very good piece, though apparently out of fashion when it
appeared in the Wagner/Brahms heyday. (My09)
Symphony No 1 in C minor, op 5
The brooding legato static intro stamps the piece as Scandanavian — the Allegro unfolds
with fanfares and energy like battle music, the intro material included in the working out
— piu mosso coda in C major. Scherzo sounds 4/4 but it’s probably in presto 3, with
melancholic slower bits at odd intervals — formally tricky — odd ending. Andantino
grazioso presents a lovely oboe tune, which remains semplice and gorgeous throughout.
Triumphant Finale opens with timps and brass, grand roulades, a march tune in irregular
phrases, poco piu mosso development, reminiscences of earlier themes, victorious
conclusion. A much more virile, forward looking piece than Gade’s reputation allows.
Marvelous. (Ap10)
Symphony No 2 in E, op 10
First is marked Andantino, but is lively, bright, Mendelssohnian. Andante is minor key
melody with Scotch snap over rhythmic figure. Gentle Scherzo. Cheerful, simple
homophonic Finale. Nice, clean. (My10)

Symphony No 3 in A minor, op 15
Particularly nice, especially the inner movements — beautiful Larghetto, a kind of
intermezzo. Gade’s music is not unemotional, but it is low key, never excessive. Like
Haydn? Or is it what’s called Biedermeyer, for middle class too proper to display
emotion? (My10)
Symphony No 4 in B♭, op 20
Short at just over 20', genial, beautiful broad figure has some of Mendelssohn’s soar.
Lovely Andante, gentle Scherzo disappears to quickly, cheerful Vivace. Terrific. (My10)
Symphony No 5 in D minor, op 25
Is this the earliest of the Symphony-Concertos? Why would the conservative Gade break
the mold like this, scoring a solo piano in a Symphony? At the premiere the piano was
not mentioned in the program, and the audience murmured but the music won the day.
Laid out in 4 movements: Allegro more virile and Schumannesque than usual (love music
for his new bride), dolce affettuoso Andante, lively Scherzo, Finale alla marcia. This
could be taken for Mendelssohn or Schumann, but it’s Gade in top form. (My10)
Symphony No 6 in G minor, op 32
Written after emotional crisis of wife’s death & dry spell — all minor key, agitato, fast,
except the affecting Andantino. Allegro is marked energico, but it seems more
ingratiating — with undertones. Finale with short intro maintains minor key in a mood
that could be called tempestuous, even angry. Strong piece. (My10)
Symphony No 7 in F, op 45
Warmer, more Schumannesque than the previous, quite thrilling. Andante is in minor,
with dreamy major key B section, ending with serene acquiescence. Scherzo
conventional, legato not pecky. Finale rather like Schumann in triumphant fanfare mood.
Gade at his best. (My10)
Symphony No 8 in B minor, op 45
Allegro presents a restrained tune with gentle snap rhythm — builds to piu mosso coda,
still restrained. Scherzo works a busy figure, still in minor — disappears in silence —
goes to major in Trio. Andante in major has short-breathed folkish song — gorgeous
unfolding. Finale opens aggressively in minor, brass and timps, works out, turns to
triumphant major. There’s beautiful music in these Symphonies. But Gade (1) has no
recognizable fingerprints, and (2) never risks the romantic excess that transcends human
scale. (My10)
Violin Concerto in D minor, op 56
Joachim was an enthusiastic admirer, but as the liner notes imply, there have been few
since. The Concerto has none of the Paganini/Vieuxtemps fireworks, some of the
Mendelssohn/Spohr intricate passagework, a bit of double stopping. Romanze is
untechnical, lovely. Finale is jaunty, with a beautiful second subject — presto
fiddle-faddle coda. (My10)
Korsfarerne, op 50 [The Crusaders]
I hear this just after seeing Rossini’s Armida: now I have to get out Brahms’s Rinaldo.
Gade sounds surprisingly good in this unlikely quasi-dramatic garb — a stirring
Crusaders’ Song, a beautiful Prayer — the music sounds like the Wagner of Rienzi.
Armida’s music is Mendelssohnian (Walpurgisnacht?) Or Weber (Oberon?), and the
temptation is rather tepid: the mezzo temptress sounds less like Carmen or Dalila than
Fricka. No Venusberg for this Hausfrau, but the confrontation scene works up some

intensity. The Jerusalem Finale is stirring — a noisy Schlusschor. A pity the Danish
soloists are not stronger. (My10)
Piano Trio in F, op 42
Four movements: Allegro begins with broad geniality but momentum stops and starts –
performance needs stronger players and steadier tempo to work. Scherzo comes on like
gangbusters – B section in wistful minor – nice. Andantino approaches tragedy in stark
simplicity. Allegro Finale suddenly exuberant and happy – again there are holes, but it’s
pretty well sustained – big triumphant ending. Odd mix of moods, but could be
appealing. (My13)
5 Noveletten, op 29
Set of pieces for Piano Trio. Opening scherzando is a terrific piece, catchy enough for an
encore. Andantino a lovely low-key lyric with agitato B section. Moderato makes Gade
sound brash, a decisive folkdance figure in minor, no mincing around. Larghetto a lovely
rippling pastoral in 6/8. Allegro is marked Finale – a sign that the five pieces are
conceived as a unit – and it is developed as such. Gade at his very best. If only he had a
richer harmonic palette. (My13)
HANS GÁL
Serenade for Strings
A 15' piece in four movements, the incarnation of Viennese Gemütlichkeit. Great
repertoire. (Mh09)
Violin Concerto
Fantasia opens lyrically — B section scherzando waltz — little cadenza bridges to return
of A. Arioso likewise lyrical, bits of agitato, reaches larger cadenza that goes without
pause into sprightly Rondo. A bit disappointing — it needs more brilliance, would never
displace, say, Korngold. Vogel’s playing is OK — clunky double stopping. (F11)
Triptych — Three Movements for Orchestra, op 100
Substantial work in the Strauss-Korngold-Schreker mode, written as late as 1970.
Impromptu is twisty, improvisatory in feel, but not, I suspect, in fact. Lament is not tragic
— more wistful, rises to a passion, subsides. Comedy could serve as overture to a
domestic farce. This could have been called a Symphony, but Gál either thought the
music too unpretentious or wanted to avoid raising expectations. Inventive, engaging
throughout. (F11); Substantial work written in Gál’s eightieth year shows no nostalgia
apart from the Straussian soundworld. Initial Risoluto sounds like tonal parody of a tone
row. Lament is wistful — it should have a sax but doesn’t. Final Comedy sounds like the
last scene of a Strauss comic opera. Nice, if long-winded. (Je11)
Concertino for Violin and Strings
In two movements: Andante tranquillo opens sweetly, unfolds with slight underlying
anxiousness. Cadenza of some brilliance opens into Rigaudon —in olden style— which
returns rondo-style between wandering episodes and ends in another cadenza. Good little
piece. (F11)
Violin Sonata No 1 in B♭ minor, op 17
Written in 1920 in Gál’s native Vienna, rich Romanticism recalling Korngold or Schreker
— long phrases needs careful shaping to make sense. Quasi Allegretto a weird dance in
minor — violin begins alone with left-hand pizz — B section a free-floating legato. Great
movement, marvelous ending. Adagio Finale is searching with echoes of previous

movements, rises to transcendent climax before quiet ending in acquiescent major. The
most convincing Gál I’ve heard. Super (Je11)
Violin Sonata No 2 in D, op posth
Allegretto unfolds with air of nonchalance in long, lyrical, irregular phrases —
development complicates both the phrases and the feeling — gorgeous. Scherzo has
touch of the grotesque — B section full of birdsong. Finale opens with consolatory
melody, espressivo — suddenly launches into jaunty strut. The surface attractiveness and
minimal dissonance of this music mask the complexity of its Straussian harmony. A
delight. (Je11)
Suite in G, violin & piano, op 56
Lightweight set of four pieces originated in commission to write for mandolin.
Praeambulo and Capriccio both playful spiccato. Aria a simple melody in ternary form.
Rondo has more substance but sustains the cheery tone. (Je11)
Oboe Sonata, op 85
Three movements, traditional format, late Romantic style, leaner than Brahms but
otherwise not far removed. I can find no key designation. Tranquillo spins a long,
continuous unbreathing line, develops placidly. Pavane is a boulevardier’s amble in 2 –
nice character. Finale, oddly marked Allegro sostenuto assai, is a waltz with attitude and
two staccato up-beats. Very nice, but nothing much happens. (D13)
VINCENZO GALILEI
Contrapunto Secondo
Lute piece, arranged for several instruments, used as engine cooler after Striggio’s
40-voice Mass. My only piece by Galileo père, outside of Respighi’s version. (N11)
ANTONIUS GALLI
Missa Ascendetis post filium
Beautiful mid-16th-century Mass by a composer who left little extant record — thick in
lower voices. Gloria notable for passage with lower voices — striking harmonic moves
at entrance of trebles — cross relations — bits of triple rhythm. Credo has sensitive
working of Et incarnatus, Crucifixus and Resurrexit — homophonic “unam sanctam
ecclesiam” — close counterpoint in Osanna. One reviewer was condescending, but just
being snobby. (O09)
RICHARD GALLIANO
Opale Concerto, accordion and strings
Three movements, 19’. Concerto coupled with Piazzola’s Aconcagua. The two
composers were, I gather, contemporaries. Allegro furioso takes off like a bat out of hell,
orchestra marking motoric 5/8 until a mid-movement cadenza halts procedings. Then
motoric 7/8 takes over, slightly less intense. Moderato Melancolico begins with a sad
slow waltz, soloist answered by strings, the sound less gaucho than Gallic bistro. Allegro
begins sffz, motor rhythms now counting 11. But the accordion returns to the bistro and
cadenza, before the speedway hurtles to the end. Effective vehicle. (My20)
JACOBUS GALLUS [JAKOB HANDL]
Missa super Sancta Maria
This is very expressive high Renaissance style, sung one voice to a part with lots of mood
and tempo changes. Sanctus is particularly breathtaking, men’s voices then trebles
entering in Osanna, then the process reversed. A standout. (Ja09)
14 Motets

These are arranged by liturgical season — what a concept! Unlike the Mass, some are
done with instruments. Advent: First is a colorful: "Ascendemus” with double choir.
Christmas: “Tribus” pits three groups of voices. “Mirabile misterium” has astonishing
chromaticism, mannerist like Gesualdo. Lent: Beautiful “Pater noster” and “Lamentatur.”
Easter: An elaborate echo antiphon, with echo verse text in Latin, done with instruments
— truly remarkable. Trinity: Again the Latin is structured to reflect Three in One (I think
the setting is in three parts). Pentecost: Here (oddly?) Is a gorgeous “Planxit David,”
nearly as beautiful as Weelkes’s version. “Dominus Deus” sounds like Gabrieli. This disc
is a revelation of a truly great composer. (Ja09)
Missa super Elisabethae implementum
Shortish double choir Mass, performed a cappella (unlike the Harant). Antiphonal,
homophonic, but done in intimate style, not even a chanted Gloria before the Et in terra
pax. The choir OK but somewhat precious. (Mh09)
Harmoniae morales
Delightful miniatures using verses about animal and human behavior extracted from the
classics — full of madrigal word painting, running rabbit, clucking hen, etc. These are
secular madrigals but Gallus preserves dignity with Latin, not vernacular texts, and
moralizing. Clemencic stretches out the matter with instrumental versions and a few
jazzed up accompaniments. (Je10)
BALDASSARE GALUPPI
Trio Sonata in G
The music seems undistinguished, a lot of phrases given a second time by the alternate
instrument. But Karla Schröter’s group can’t be trusted to bring it to life. (D10)
Laetatus sum; Nisi Dominus; Lauda Jerusalem
Galuppi’s sacred music is a late flowering of the baroque: lots of very florid solo writing,
even in movements marked Coro, bass line heavily marked — phrases somehow sound
baroque rather than classical, though there’s virtually no imitation. The effect is as
shameless as Mozart, and just as beautiful as all but the most transcendent Mozart.
Galuppi does not appear here such a second-rater as Browning made him out to be.
Wonderful CD! (My12)
Concerti à Quattro in D and G minor
Used to preface and fill out Galuppi’s Mass – lively music with interesting chromaticism
in Allegro and a fine danceable Andantino. The G minor begins with solemnity but can’t
help dancing. Galuppi was no slouch! (O13)
Missa per San Marco 1766
The entire Mass comprises Gloria and Credo – the Gloria at 35’ being longer (it could be
performed alone). Kyrie was supplied by Galuppi’s apprentice Bertoni, and other music
filled in by two Concerti of Galuppi’s, all according to current practice at St Mark’s. The
music is light and airy, a curious mid point between driven Vivaldi and saucy rococo
Mozart (especially in the soprano’s Laudamus), but the fugal bits are fully expressive.
Trumpets in Suscipe are a real shock. Credo begins on the downbeat with sense of
urgency – Et incarnatus hushed and reverent – Et resurrexit upbeat but in minor. A
curious mix of styles but very engaging. (O13)
6 Trio Sonatas
I’d forgotten my comments above – the music is pleasant, not terribly distinctive, but
very baroque sounding, though Galuppi lived well into the classical period. The playing

is ultra-authentic (with scare quotes) – bows brushing across strings, nothing off the
string, an excess of ornamentation. OK car music. (F14)
9 keyboard sonatas
Selected from an output of about 130 sonatas written throughout his career, and played
on two different harpsichords, clavichord, organ, and fortepiano. They range in length
from one movement (5’) to three (18’). Style tends to be non-contrapuntal, melody and
bass with a few fuller chords, lots of ornamentation – that is, late baroque galant. They
seem more substantial, more harmonically inventive, less formulaic than J.C. Bach. The
contrast between the two harpsichords is extreme. The excessively dry clavichord takes
getting used to. The little Italian organ, no pedals, is tuned to mean tone – I’m surprised
at the effect of it in C major, waiting for the A♭. That turns out to sound like a wee
calliope, really silly. The fortepiano sounds like a harpsichord, the dynamic gradation
nearly undetectable. Interesting CD. (My18)
GE GAN-RU
Fu
“Fu” is a Chinese genre of descriptive writing interspersed with poetry. The 12'
movement for string quartet is avant garde: unstable pitches, varying bow pressures
prescribed, various types of pizz, harmonic glissandi — the whole shebang. The
composer claims to be making a single gesture, but the piece is too long and diverse for
that to come through. (Jy11)
SERGE GARANT
Quintet, flute, oboe, cello, piano & percussion
Highly avant garde texture: oboe & cello sustained, angular lines; piano & percussion
(including marimba) pointillistic with sympathetic vibrations; flute making a delayed
dramatic entrance. Long sustained cluster, instruments inter-changing. The piece seems
divided into short sections, like variations. I think I heard an English horn, flute
multiphonics at the end. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Offrande I
Based on Bach’s celebrated Ricercar: avant garde texture with tonal thread. Soprano
sings little, and wordlessly. Two string quartets, but dominant sounds are harp and
percussion. Tonal bits help, but I can make little of it, nor could I follow the score. (O11)
Amuya
For chamber orchestra, 18', with dominant percussion, in the post-Boulez manner of Le
marteau (without voice or text). Absence of liner notes leaves it a sequence of
uninterpretable sounds, fairly dramatic. I don’t even know what the title means. The
wintry glitter of Murray’s description? Plus rim shots. (O11)
JOHN GARDNER
Piano Concerto No 1 in B♭
Second hearing — not a staying impression. Well made, three-part layout, dissonant
pandiatonicism. Would be improved by cutting, greater incisiveness. (D09)
PHILIPPE GAUBERT
Symphonie in F
[Where are the others?] Four movements, 36’. Slow intro thickly voiced, modal and
monastic – Allegretto offers bright, twisty tune, diatonic then chromatic, major-minor,
brass in augmentation. All quiet, then active development, builds to brassy ending.
Adagio begins in remote key and another twisty, dreamy (related?) theme – ends on

added sixth. Scherzo in 6/8, staccato oboes, flutes, violins – mysterioso episode – return
with canonic entries – mysterioso – reprise. Nice. Finale picks up the slow intro from
beginning, extends it – breaks into major, a stately march just hinted, eventually takes
over – ends in triumphant major that seems wholly unearned. Gaubert strikes me as
competent, listenable, but completely derivative. (My17)
JAMES MacDONALD GAYFER
Suite for Woodwind Quintet
Five movements, 13’, written in 1947 Toronto by a composer unknown to me. The work
is light in tone, expertly scored. Gayfer spent most of his career teaching, conducting, and
arranging rather than composing. Very nice, witty repertoire. (My18)
FRANCESCO GEMINIANI
6 Concerti Grossi, op 3
These are the non-Corelli Concerti, all original. I had a weak opinion of Geminiani
after hearing one of the Concerti in concert in Minneapolis. I don’t know what
Skrowaczeski was trying to prove in such programming, but it was lost on me — trying
to extend the symphonic repertoire back, I guess. Now these pieces are lovely, beautifully
performed by Hogwood and Jap Schröder in a rather early period-instrument recording.
Midway between Corelli and Handel, lots of minor key, shortish movements. I still don’t
hear a recognizable individual style. (Je09)
HARALD GENZMER
Piano Trio No 1 in F
Shortish early work, engaging, rhythmically propulsive, cool. Nearly constant
counterpoint — moments of melody & accompaniment are welcome. Tonal, not
dissonant — the imprint of Hindemith is clear — lots of dotted rhythms, beautifully
crafted. Performance excellent. (Jy10)
Piano Trio No 2
In 4 movements, 20': pandiatonic quartal, added-note harmony in the Hindemith manner,
cool, abstract, just as well crafted but less individual. (Jy10)
Quartet for clarinet, violin, cello and piano
A later work: intro-fast-slow-fast-slow fast. HG does not let the clarinet lead but blend
into the ensemble — remarkable equality of forces. Last Lento is more innig — a quality
otherwise lacking. But the objectivity returns in the Vivace. (Jy10)
Cello Sonata No 2
In four movements: the first is stentorian, more dissonant than I recalled, but still in
Hindemith’s soundworld. The short Prestissimo is truly fast, though the cello notes are all
doubled. Adagio has touches of Bartokian night music – fast B section. Vivace Finale is
more march-like in 6/8 than fast. Genzmer’s music seems rhythmically square. Julius
Berger plays beautifully, but the recording seems to place him in the next room. (S14)
Slow intro – then rhythmic marziale Allegro in 3 – Adagio (which contains germ of
piece) returns before brilliant coda. Short Scherzo, prestissimo, no holds barred. Adagio
is relaxed – but punctuated by Allegro in 3 – return to Adagio has sharp sforzandi in
piano. Vivace Finale is jaunty rather than daredevil. Again, a moment of Adagio before
coda. Strong piece – but I’d forgotten I had heard it before. (Ag16)
JEAN-NICOLAS GEOFFROY
Psalm 131; Regina coeli; Ave Regina; Magnificat

Geoffrey is known for the historical importance of his instructional writing. These
settings are simple, unusual in their extended alternatim procedure: The chant line is sung
by choir, harmonized homophonically — is it strict fauxbourdon?— with its own set of
continuo instruments, while the organ responds, text omitted. Weird. A musical curiosity.
In Regina coeli, the voices are left in unharmonized plainchant. (D10)
Messe pour les fêtes doubles
No explanation for the “fête double.” The Mass proceeds in the same alternatim manner
as the Regina coeli — textual elisions less bothersome because the Ordinary is well
established. The organ is the center of musical interest, some wild stops. Organ mass with
textual reminders. (D10)
Entrée, Allemande, Menuets, etc.
Geoffroy was a good hand at the Couperin character piece, but for organ — treating the
organ as a secular instrument. The man had wit. (D10)
ROBERTO GERHARD
Concerto for Piano and Strings
The star of the CD: a serial piece with three movements given Spanish titles. Tiento is a
glittery moto perpetuo toccata, highly virtuosic. Differencias are —divisions— — solo
piano begins with deep strumming as in Falla’s Harpsichord Concerto — somewhere
there’s a Catalan folksong and the Dies Irae motto — an intense, magical movement with
some spectacular pianism. Folia plays on the famous theme in unobvious ways — lots of
pizzicati and quasi-Spanish gestures, highly abstracted. Wow! This makes me want to
hear more of Gerhard. (Mh11) 3 movements, 21’ – the piece that attracted me to Gerhard.
From 1951. I remember it as more conservative than it is, though it’s pre-Darmstadt,
Stravinskian in a way, quite dissonant but with graspable motifs – liner notes compare
Bartok, Honegger. Diferencias begins with quasi-guitar strumming on keyboard, theme in
low strings based on Catalan song that winds around semitones – I missed the Dies irae
reference. Piano writing recalls Falla’s Noches. Folia is in Presto 3 with sarcastic
reference to God Save the Queen. Strongly rhythmic, not the familiar Folia pattern. (S17)
Concerto for Orchestra
In one 24' movement. The liner notes call this Gerhard’s most frequently played
orchestral work, but it’s not easy listening. Serial, with slight tonal reference, prominent
brass, expanded percussion — fragmented, coloristic. The piece eludes me. (S11)
Symphony No 2
Half-hour Symphony in one movement subdivided into two slow-fast parts. Serial, highly
constructivist, but organized into repeated rhythmic gestures. Soundworld is transparent,
staccato, few sustained tones (especially in lower registers). Despite 1950s numerical and
palindromic procedures the music makes some aural sense, though not so strongly as I
recall from the Piano Concerto. (S11)
Piano Trio No 1
Very early, written in composer’s young twenties, pleasing blend of Spanish nationalism
and French impressionism, not unlike Falla in a similar mood. Modéré is reflective,
gentle dance-like motion. Très calme spins long melody with subtle bitonalism, romantic
and beautiful. Vif Finale returns to gentle dance rhythms, more bitonal vinegar, bits of
Debussy-Ravel pizzicato. Very nice. (Fe12)
Symphony No 1

In three large movements. Gerhard is already by 1952 highly modernist, though not
serialist — there’s even an allusion to Vaughan Williams’ Fourth, which I failed to
detect. Dissonant pandiatonicism, almost pathologically anxious — crescendo to end
seems angry. Adagio is anxiety frozen into stasis, passages of Berg Ratskeller sempre
piano. Allegro spiritoso, the largest movement, begins aggressively, settles into quiet that
crescendos, erupts, becomes juggernaut — reaches silent center with solo flute, more
stasis — erupts into aggressive dash to finish, but evaporates into upper reaches. (D12)
Violin Concerto
Earliest of Gerhard’s four Concerti dates from war years — earlier than the Piano
Concerto and thus tonal — opening gesture mimicks Berg without the overwhelming
anguish — moves in fact to scherzando. (The notes compare Szymanowski’s First, less
obvious to me.) Largo tries for a poetic transcendence, rising to triumphant statement —
gentler cadenza — beautiful conclusion, Finale an exciting moto perpetuo with lyrical
respite, happy Spanish tone — return of first movement. I seem to prefer the middle
period semi-tonal Gerhard to the later Symphonies. (Ja13); Three movements, 34’. Earlier
piece from the war years. Violin spends a lot of time in nostril position, no real cantabile,
no Spanish color, just very demanding pandiatonicism (with “occasional serialism”).
After big cadenza there’s a surprise scherzando bit with tambourine and castanet, still on
edge of tonality. Largo is a tribute to Schoenberg, drawing from the Fourth Quartet, eerie,
nostalgic tone, rises to some feeling. Finale Allegro is energetic, gestures of brilliance,
even more tonal in feeling with rhythm, castanets, left hand pizzicato. The piece seems
long. I keep thinking should like it better than I do. (S17)
Don Quixote – Dances
Far from atonal (except in the Cave of Montesinos), but also far from national color –
highly fragmented, dissonant, wild orchestration – rhythmic phrasing for ballet.
Wonderful Epilogue. Fine Suite. (Ap14)
Symphony No 3 “Collages”
Single movement in seven sections, just 20’. Written in 1960, it calls for intricate
coordination between electronic tape and orchestra, very difficult and daring at the time.
Style is possibly serialist. Tape sounds like generated sound effects. Orchestra initiates
tape gestures with one or two notes – tape changes seem not to matter – track 4 has lots
of silence – track 5 has gremlins on tape, scherzando in orchestra – closes with big
crescendo. Sophisticated perhaps but boring now. (S17)
Epithalamion
Symphonic piece, 21’, for large orchestra and piano (treated as part of the orchestra).
Written 1965-1969. The notes describe the structure in terms of “protocols” and
“anti-symphonies.” The score has epigraph from Psalm 19 but no further explanation.
Bits sound almost tonal – but no, there’s nothing to hang on to. Major solo flute in
middle. Notes describe the ending as somehow an Aztec ritual – there’s a major triad, but
no, it keeps going . . . . . (S17)
Symphony No 4 “New York”
One movement, 26’, for large orchestra with quadruple winds. After the electronic Third,
this marks a step back, but not in dissonance or extended sonorities – events fly by at
high speed between brass crunches, which seem to act as time boundaries. I like the bit
with mallet instruments. There is some intricate synchrony, but a lot sounds rhythmically

free or aleatoric. Past midpoint there are silences and tonal bits. I didn’t catch the Catalan
melody. (S17)
FRIEDRICH GERNSHEIM
Symphony No 1 in G minor
Pleasing, well made Romantic symphony pre-Brahms First but Schumann/Brahmsian in
mode. Liner notes are wrong about the weak last movement: To me it’s radiant. (S08)
Symphony No 2 in E♭
Wonderful! This is the kind of piece that forces the question Why? Why is such joyful
music making not better known? I’m about to become a devotee. (S08)
Symphony No 3 in C minor, op 54 “Mirjam”
FG’s only programmatic symphony suffers from high expectations, compared with either
Brahms or Schumann, especially for big triumphal finish. Lovely slow movement. No
sign of Jewish sound, except perhaps Mirjam’s harp. (S08)
Symphony No 4 in B♭
If this were a rejected symphony of Brahms, miraculously recovered, we would think
ourselves fortunate in its recovery and marvel at its deft orchestration. But for the Finale,
which smacks (less convincingly) of Glazunov. Is it the pleasure we take in an expert
forgery? Not exactly.... (S08)
Piano Quartet No 1 in E♭, op 6
I come to Gernsheim with nothing but positive memories — the Allegro lives up to them,
a soaring, freely rhapsodic movement somewhere between Mendelssohn and Schumann
in its exhilirating mood. Scherzo unfolds over continuous fast triplets, which continuing
through Trio and on to big ending — Wow! Andante a serene contrast, slowly builds
emotional climax — and more surprises — and an exquisite coda. Finale another driving
Schumannesque Allegro, accelerando to big ending. Masterpiece. (Je11)
Piano Quartet No 3 in F, op 47
Allegro opens with gentle expansive F-major theme — by this time Gernsheim had found
Brahms and it shows in thematic contours, chromatic tinges, inner voice figures, seamless
continuity. Energico begins wildly, reverts to laid-back theme — fugato develops both
ideas in contrast — finishes with astonishing pianissimo bit before the coda. Adagio is
utter tranquility, though later return of melody becomes agitated. Finale a Theme and
Variations — always a risky strategy. Opens with light-hearted subject on piano, one
finger, passes through ornamentations, flashy ending. Super, though oddly I think I prefer
the First. (Je11)
Piano Quintet No 1 in D minor, op 35
Allegro dark, alternates with sweet patches – only in development does it catch fire – at
times inspired but not through. Very odd. Andante is truly molto cantabile, the entire
movement one elaborated melody. Lilting Scherzo hints of Dvorak – texture thickens into
fugato and cross rhythms – Trio more reserved. Allegro Finale begins as fast fugue in 6/8
– piano takes over with broad melody dominating – bobbing figure on sixths. (Jy13)
Piano Quintet No 2 in B minor, op 63
Dark beginning on a dropping octave motif – captivating transparent second subject –
development hot and heavy – recap on big unison – coda builds to strong ending. Adagio
lovely – stormy B section, impressive – beautiful surprise. Less twisty than Reger, I
think. Scherzando brief, sotto voce at first but not for long. Finale triumphant,

flamboyant. Nothing shy about Gernsheim, he keeps chuggin’. Terrific piece, more
immediately appealing than the First. (Jy13)
Violin Sonata No 3 in F, op 64
[Where are the notes on the first two?] Four movements: Begins with bold declamation
followed by legato expansion – second subject lyrical, legato in 3 with
tremolos –
heavy development – I missed the recap. Scherzo has Brahmsian swagger with triplets
and sinister minor key figure. Andante features sustained melody with double dotted
accompaniment, all espressivo – becomes turbulent – quiet ending. Moderato Finale
begins with gentle, simple tune that turns marcato with exciting runs. The entire Sonata is
governed by that dotted figure. Beautifully made – Gernsheim’s grandest Sonata. (N13)
Andante
Juvenile piece from age 14 – very simple. (N13)
Violin Sonata No 4 in G, op 85
Three movements: Allegro begins as congenial pastoral, but erupts into virtuoso runs
and octaves early on, a real finger-crusher for both players – efforts to return to
congeniality get frustrated – exciting finish. Andantino is marked dolente, played con
sordino, beautiful unexaggerated melancholy – B section contrasts with short giocoso
romp – Just as suddenly the dolente returns – beautiful. Allegro Finale takes off in a
commanding happy dance – again technical complications with octaves and double
stopping – big wonderful ending. Notes call this Sonata the best of the four and it may be,
but I’m suspicious that the violin writing is more concerto than sonata. (N13)
Zu einem Drama, op 82
Tondichtung fur grossen Orchester, 18'. Theme stated in unison -- the drama is a
tragedy. Second theme begins in major, with fanfare figures, then a big Romantic
subject. Mainly a Sturm und Drang working out. Midway pause and a new
beginning in calm. Tension builds, more Sturm, and a big nobilmente ending. Very
beautiful. But does the generic plot make it too predictable? (Jy20)
GEORGE GERSHWIN
Solo Piano Music
Perfect car music — some familiar tunes, some not — mostly jazzy, worth study for
rhythmic notation and harmony. Angela Brownridge plays with conviction to my ear.
(Ag09—Mpls)
An American in Paris
New Year’s Eve fare from New York, and a great piece of music it is. (D09) Yes —
tremendous — NY Phil at Carnegie Hall Centennial. I spotted the taxi horns in the
Dvorak and knew what was coming. (My11)
Porgy and Bess — 5 Selections arranged by Heifetz
I think these are all that Heifetz did, a great recital set. Caroline Goulding superb. (Mh09)
“I Got Rhythm” Variations
Great song — not a great piece of music, but great fun. Gershwin toys with quasi-atonal
figures, orientalist pastiche, quartal harmony . . . . (Ag10)
Overtures
Great car music, I.M. John McGlinn. Some familiar tunes, most not — does that lead
trumpeter get solo credit? — he carries the whole disc. Virtuoso performances, trumpet,
sax, percussion. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Rhapsody in Blue

I hardly need to hear this again, except that it’s given in Gershwin’s own piano reduction,
a rather flashy recital piece. (Je13) The orchestrated version on CBC. (Jy15)
Crazy for You
Posthumous 1992 Broadway confection made from cherry picking several of George and
Ira’s best songs and weaving a period-style (and very convincing) book around them.
Good songs, good entertainment – especially the dancing – and a star turn by one Josh
Franklin. (Stratford—Ag14)
Porgy and Bess
I’m amazed that I’ve not had an opportunity to see this flawed masterpiece live or in HD
from the Met before this, on PBS from San Francisco. The great moments are as great as
ever, but there’s a tremendous amount of filler and a fully American collage of different
styles. Oddly, I kept thinking of the Paris of Louise – the chorus on stage through much
of the opera, the stage busy, with vignettes of street vendors and shipmen. Plot is loose, a
series of tableaux with more accident than inevitably. Styles range from tin-pan alley,
jazz inflections, spiritual, hymnody, worksong, vulgar Broadway choric dances,
Ravel-based modernism, and grand opera convention (as in the final act trio). Eric Owens
as Porgy and Lester Lynch as Crown were the finest voices, though the performance
ensemble was strong. Laquita Mitchell very good as Bess, though vocally not first-class.
Chauncey Packer had great moves as Sportin’ Life – almost a morality play devil –
though he needed more heft as tenor. What a pleasure to see it at last; Second viewing
with Eric Owens, Angel Blue and a fine detained production from the Met. Blue had
great acclaim as Bess, but I was less impressed. Then I heard her sing “Depuis le jour”
utterly without feeling or style. (Ap20)
Three Preludes
Gershwin planned 24, then 7, and only finished three, alas. In the wonderful Heifetz
transcriptions, Nikki Chooi finishing the concert with them. Nice. (Jeffery Concert My15)
Cuban Overture
Gershwin is so popular and there’s so little of him, why doesn’t this get played more? It’s
decent stuff – caught on CBC. (Je18)
Oh. Kay
Gershwin’s successful Prohibition musiucal from 1926. The music is often closer to
Jerome Kern than to jazz, though the syncopation creeps in. I marvel at the foreshortened
phrases and facile rhymes. 1/Overture. Beach house home of Fine and Better Bootlegging
Co, surrounded by women in swimsuits. I: 2/The Moon Is on the Sea. Potter, Sorty, and
The Duke make plans. 3/When Our Ship Comes Sailing In. The Duke has to distract the
Revenue Officer, while Potter eyeballs the Rushton twins. 4/Don’t Ask. Shorty
encounters Kay, The Duke’s sister, hiding from the Officer. She is looking for the man
she rescued from drowning, having heard rumors of a beach party in his honor.
5/Someone to Watch over Me. Jimmy, the real owner of the beach house, arrives. 6/The
Woman’s Touch. Shorty poses as butler. Jimmy’s fiancée Constance arrives with news
that Jimmy’s first wife has refused to sign the divorce papers. She storms off. 7/Dear
Little Girl. A crack of thunder startles Kay, who bumps into Jimmy and recognizes him
as her man. But she is still dodging the Officer. When he arrives. Jimmy introduces Kay
as his bride. Kay persuades Jimmy to let her stay the night. 8/Maybe. Next morning, The
Duke is searching frantically for his sister, while his friends make light of it. 9/Clap Yo
Hands. The Officer, suspicious, barges in, and Jimmy and Kay poses as newlyweds.

10/Do, Do, Do. Constance returns, and Kay instantly poses as the new maid. The divorce
is now final, and Jimmy must be faithful to Constance. 11/Act I Finale
12/Entr’acte. II.i: The wedding rehearsal begins. 13/Bride and Groom. Kay
arrives. Jimmy is alarmed and confused, while Kay plots. 14/Ain’t It Romantic. The
Duke, still searching for Kay, gets one of the twins to help, while Potter moves on the
other. 15/Fidgety Feet. Jimmy tries to sort his confusion. 16/Heaven on Earth. Kay enters,
and he confesses his love, but must remain true to Constance. Kay gets Shorty to disguise
himself as a revenue officer. He “arrests” Jimmy and tells Potter to confiscate the
bootleg. Constance, enraged, calls off the wedding. 17/Finaletto Act II.i. II.ii: All
celebrate. 18/Dance. 19/Ok, Kay. The real Revenue Officer barges in one last time, but
Jimmy shows him their newly signed marriage license, making her legal. 20/Finale
Ultimo.
Girl Crazy
Gershwin’s hit 1931 Depression musical, set on an Arizona dude ranch. It featured a
teenaged Ginger Rogers, and Ethel Merman’s Broadway debut. 1/Overture. The
townsmen are bored. 2/Bidin’ My Time. A Cowboy enters with big plans. 3/The
Lonesome Cowboy. Danny enters with Gieber Goldfarb, his cab driver demanding an
exorbitant bill. Gieber is accused of shooting the last sheriff. Danny falls for Molly, but
she resists him. 4/Could You Use Me? 5/Bidin’ My Time – reprise. Danny decides to set
up a dude ranch, with imported New York showgirls including an old girlfriend named
Tess. 6/Bronco Busters. Slick is hired to manage the gambling casino, his wife Kate to
sing. Kate tells Patsy that she wants to return to San Francisco, and Patsy agrees.
7/Barbary Coast. Danny courts Molly with dreams of New York City. 8/Embraceable
You. 9/Embraceable You – encore. But Sam Mason arrives, Danny’s old bête-noir, and
he immediately has designs on Molly. One of the cowboys is running for sheriff and
Gieber decides to run against him. 10/Goldfarb, That’s I’m! 11/Bidin’ My Time – reprise.
Kate sings in the gambling salon, while Slick corners two girls. 12/Sam and Delilah. Kate
catches him, but he reassures her. 13/I Got Rhythm. 14/I Got Rhythm – encore.
Gieber enters as the new sheriff, but disguises himself as Big Chief Push-in-the-Face.
Sam, having won big gambling, decides to take off to Mexico with Molly. Danny,
furious, confronts her, but he is helpless. 15/Act I Finale.
16/Entr’acte. A sleepy town in Mexico. 17/Land of the Gay Caballero. The town
comes alive with the arrivals from Arizona. Danny apologizes to Molly and wishes her
happiness. She confesses feelings for him. 18/But Not for Me. 19/But Not for Me –
encore. Sam has checked into the hotel as man and wife, but Molly, taken by surprise,
runs to Danny for protection. Sam is injured as bystander in an attempted robbery, and
Danny is accused. He and Molly flee. Kate finds Slick courting two signoritas. 20/Treat
Me Rough. Kate laments her fate. 21/Boy! What Love Has Done to Me! The Arizonans
return home, but Gieber, now disguised as a woman, causes the arrest of the two cowboys
who injured Sam. Kate and husband Slick reconcile. Molly, in fancy New York dress,
enters with Danny, dressed as a cowboy. They are now a couple. 22/Cactus Time in
Arizona. 23/Finale Ultimo.
BARTHOLOMÄEUS GESIUS
Der du bist in Einerkeit
Another composer who should be better known, say the liner notes. Three-part motet set
for three treble voices a cappella. Meunier Martin Luther CD. (O19)

CARLO GESUALDO
Sacrae Cantiones (Motets à 5)
Naxos disc gives no texts for pieces that depend heavily on word painting —
dissonances, idiosyncratic chromaticism (“pietatis” in the second piece, “O vos omnes”
throughout). Summerly’s Camerata sounds less pallid in this first disc than in some later
ones. (Mh09)
Madrigals
My search for the ideal Gesualdo recital gets nearer with Les Arts Florissants. The
performance is actually understated, with spot on intonation. The extreme Gesualdo
appears in the later books. “Mercì guido piangendo,” “Io parto.” Wowsie! (Ap11)
Tenebrae for Good Friday
There’s lots of text and piles of plainchant here – all the Gesualdo is in the nine
Responses. They’re wild, Gesualdo at his most extreme. Texts are mainly treated in ABB
form. This is good but not quite yet my ideal Gesualdo CD. Choir is good, but the
recording a bit raw. (Ag14)
Da pacem Domine
Included on Herreweghe’s brilliant CD of Stravinsky’s Threni and Requiem Canticles, by
virtue of Stravinsky’s expert recomposition of the one missing part (which is included in
Gesualdo’s Complete Works). The piece does not feature Gesualdo’s most outrageous
progressions. (S16)
GIORGIO FEDERICO GHEDINI
Violin Sonata in E♭
No expectations other than a half-remembered “Italian Hindemith” phrase. Style is
Germanic, even Brahmsian at times, unfolds in very tonal dissonant counterpoint.
Doloroso is impressive — otherwise undistinguished. I suspect this is early— Franco
Gulli plays well. (Jy09—Muskoka)
Musica da Concerto per Viola ed Archi
Much more modern sounding than the Violin Sonata — bitonal, more dissonant, gestural,
still clearly tonal. Sizable three-movement work, quiet ending. Not very ingratiating.
(Jy09—Muskoka)
VITTORIO GIANNINI
Symphony No 4
Well made, well mannered: quartal motifs, periodic phrases, sounds something between
Barber and Howard Hanson (perhaps less gauche than Hanson). Big ending, pompous.
Less convincing, I think, than Flagello, who was his student. (F09)
Piano Concerto
Unadulterated, shameless Romanticism on grand Rachmaninoff scale, with Addinsell
sensibility. Sounds very virtuosic — Imreh is impressive, writes moving appreciation in
liner notes. Slow movement a grand passion, great horn writing. Should have been a hit
— was 1937 too late? (F09)
Piano Sonata
Late work, more dissonant than before, Angst-ridden — big Romantic gestures have
chromatic bending, build to passionate climax. Adagio is lament with rocking motif —
merges into beautiful major key. Finale is angry 6/8 moto perpetuo. A very moving,
convincing piece, this time a step ahead of Flagello’s more wayward Sonata. (Ap11)
Missa Sinfonica

Five-movement Symphony laid out like the Ordinary of the Mass. Neo-romantic like
other Flagello that I’ve liked. Kyrie builds long crescendo on simple motif in block
harmonies, mild dissonance. Gloria upbeat, scherzando, with repeated irregular rhythmic
figures. Credo slow, reminiscences of chant, more block harmonies. Sanctus upbeat,
noble brass chords. Agnus Dei seems to recall Kyrie, but brighter texture. I’m
disappointed — it seems simplistic. (N12)
ORLANDO GIBBONS
13 Anthems and Verse Anthems
“Hosanna to the Son” — great verve and answering effects in choir — is the organ
independent? It seems early . . . No, it’s contemporary with Monteverdi. Gibbons with
Tomkins was last of the Golden Age. Notes give OG credit for inventing the Verse
Anthem, pointing to Blow and Purcell. “Record of John” is familiar, but Robin Blaze is
hardly expressive with the text. “O Lord in Thy Wrath” and “O God the King of Glory”
in older style, prima practica. “O clap your hands” wonderfully lively, antiphonal double
choir. Unlike conductor Hill (but like Fellowes), I hear the Verse Anthem as a letdown
musically, but the solo voices articulate the text. (O09)
Second Evening Service: Magnificat & Nunc dimittis
Magnificat is variant on old alternatim settings, giving verse to soloists — quite
elaborate, but no overt word painting. Grand homophonic choral doxology. Nunc has
even bigger doxology. (O09)
EUGÈNE GIGOUT
Rhapsodie sur des airs catalans
Organ concert piece based on folktunes: unpretentious, colorful, with a touch of Moorish
exoticism. None of EG’s work goes much beyond 10'. (D10)
Suite de Six Pièces
Miscellany never intended to be performed as a whole — the pieces range from 5' to 10'
with generic names, the last 3 giving no sense of closure. Lots of character, fine Prelude
& Fugue — Fantaisie is the largest piece, full of exuberance, grandeur, but nothing
ostentatious or negative or tragic. EG is a happy composer. (D10)
Trois Pièces
These could work as a unitary concert piece, though probably not intended to — nice
Prelude & Fugue, Andante, Allegro, all about 20'. (D10)
3 organ pieces
Toccata in B♭ is a finger twister, seems familiar. Scherzo sounds like a happy baroque
gigue in 6/8. Grand Choeur Dialogué is like antiphonal fanfares, the two ranks answering
with interesting strategies of complication and extension. Very pleasing. (D15)
HENRY F. GILBERT
Indian Scenes
Suite of four short piano pieces that seem to have been composed to fit a 78 rpm record.
Written for Edward Curtis, a noted photographer of Native American scenes. There are
slight hints of bitonalism. I seem to remember that Gilbert wrote a piece called Dance in
the Place Congo, which I’ve never heard. It’s probably disappeared like Vachel Lindsay.
[No – it’s on order.] (Je13)
Three American Dances
Two-piano Suite: “Uncle Remus” has terrific character – is it a Cakewalk? Gilbert has
studied Joplin & Co. This piece is the star of the CD, worthy of Gottschalk at his best.

“Dolphin” sounds more Latin – I don’t grasp the title. “Brer Rabbit” carries on in similar
vein – no contrast among the three movements. (Ja15)
Suite for Chamber Orchestra
Three movements, 24’. Gilbert is one of the most forgotten of the forgotten generation,
student of MacDowell, avid folklorist, his Dance in the Place Congo is only one piece
that uses Black materials. This piece, written the year before Gilbert died, has Hollywood
pops harmony in a prelude before Allegro gives violins their exercise. Spiritual evokes
African drums in impressionist ambience – oh that harp! At the end an original pentatonic
tune emerges, nice, with hints of Delius and that peculiarly American mix of
sophistication and crudity. Fantasy has slow intro and mildly syncopated folksy material.
Great archaeology! (Ag18)
JEAN GILLES
Laudate nomen Domini
Unique sound in the Grand Motet genre, partly from the light instrumentation,
prominence of 2 bassoons, but also from the rapid tempi, cheery dance rhythms, and
extreme floridity. Lots of tone painting, text kept to the fore — clouds burst in pluviam,
the Almighty percussit et occidit gentes multos. Exciting. (D10)
Petits Motets: Afferte Domino; Cantus dent uberes; Usquequo Di\omine
All for soprano & organ, the first very bright and florid; the second an interesting
treatment of text in ABA form; the penitential psalm also bright and cheery. Alas, the
soprano is weak. (D10)
Paratum cor meum
Smaller in scale than Laudate nomen — single bassoon, a bit less florid — otherwise
similar. Laurent approaches this music with a sense of authority like Christie’s, but less
finish — less ease and a sense of exaggeration. (D10)
Laetatus sum; Velum templi scissum est
The first has nice continuity, balance of solo voices, bright sound. The second is
relatively short. The dramatic mimesis of earthquake has a long tradition going back to
Brumel and Campra. (D10)
Requiem
Herreweghe’s performance was the first modern reading from Gilles’ MS, shorn of
Campra’s beefed up orchestration. In the style of the Grand Motet, much of the singing
given to soloists and quite florid — as is the choral work. Despite its reputation as a
bright and dancy Requiem, the music has decorum, not scandalous like Mozart’s operatic
church music. What beautiful music this is, reverential, objective, but nothing morbid.
Gilles gives a new slant on the familiar words (he had no strong convention of Requiem
settings when he wrote). Unique masterpiece. (Ja11)
DON GILLIS
Symphony No 5½ “A Symphony for Fun”
Four movements in 14', the style mid-way between jazzy Copland and Bernstein. As far
as I know, this is all he wrote. (Mh13)
ALBERTO GINASTERA
Violin Concerto
I remember hearing Ricci in Minneapolis play this Paganini-inspired Concerto written for
him, thinking it was a terrific piece, and then being unable to track down a recording.
Yes, it’s a terrific piece with a fiendishly hard solo part, cast in Variation form, with the

final variations making a slow movement, Scherzo, and Moto Perpetuo Finale. Accardo
burns through it, in this wonderful live recording. Wow! (Mh11)
Quartet No 1, op 20
From Ginastera’s folkloristic period, but very rugged, dissonant, as well as rhythmic.
Wow! Vivacissimo faster, skittish. Calmo e poetico resembles Bartok night music —
near stasis, chromatic motifs, atmospheric effects like glissando harmonics, ponticello
tremolos. Finale a fast intricate dance. Masterpiece — would be a knockout in live
performance. (Jy11)
Quartet No 2, op 26
Ginastera moving into his second phase — modified serialism, avant garde practices like
microtones — but without abandoning the gutsy rhythm. Five movements: Allegro
mostly rugged with reflective bits. Adagio bgins in suspended animation, lots of glissandi
— builds tension, relents. Scherzo pianissimo, lots of pizzicato-glissando, ponticello —
recalls parallel movement in Berg’s Lyric Suite. Rapsodico has cadenzas for each
instrument, with comment from the others. Finale is Furioso. Impressive, more
demanding than the First Quartet. (Jy11)
Quartet No 3, op 40
Quartet with soprano who sings four of the 5 movements, texts by Jimenez, Lorca, and
Rafael Alberti (whom I don’t know). Ginastera has become more avant garde since op 26
— his treatment of voice includes approximations of speech as well as jagged lines.
The difficulty is that the strings can never seem anything but accompaniment — the voice
can never be just one line among five. Ginastera allots the second movement and half the
third to strings, but the work is still a collection of songs, not a Quartet. Perhaps my fault,
but it leaves me cold. (Jy11)
Cello Concerto No 1, op 36
Writtem just after Bomarzo in the midst of separation from his first wife — expressionist,
dark, serial. First movement Adagio, soaring declamatory statements against dissonanr
backdrop — intensifies, then dissipates (I did not detect the B-A-C-H reference).
Scherzo, repeated notes in 2/4, spiccato, moto perpetuo — Trio meditative, reduced to
cello, horn and harp — stopped horn, double harmonics, bisbigliando — return Scherzo
pianissimo. Finale pits cello cadenza-lika against complex chords in full orchestra —
cello settles into searching phrases, reminiscent of the Berg Violin Concerto. Except for
the last bit, I find it uninvolving. (D12)
Cello Concerto No 2
Written as tenth anniversary present for his second wife, a virtuoso cellist. Each of the
four movements has poetic epigraph. Metamorphosis begins much like the first Concerto,
but a variation seems like a stylized Latin dance — then a plangent lyric bit — then outer
space glissandi — an arpeggiated bit with rising brass and fade to nothing. Scherzo
continues the outer space motifs. Notti lucente is Bartokian night music. Cadenza, slow
and full of effects, leads to Finale rustico, a strident rendition of Latin dance rhythms.
Not as unforgiving as the First Concerto, but I’m getting impatient with modernistic
stasis. (D12)
Piano Sonata No 1, op 26
Frequently recorded, this is in AG’s modernist folkloric mode, as expected. Allegro a
driven rhythmic ostinato. Presto misterioso is sotto voce, chromatic, also rhythmically
driven. Adagio begins like recit with arpeggios, develops as improvisatory rhapsody.

Finale based on driving 6/8 + 3/4 dance rhythm raises the roof. Super, highly effective —
deserves its popularity. (F13)
Piano Sonata No 2, op 53
Almost AG’s last work, it sounds like he’s trying to recapture the success of the First
Sonata — driving irregular rhythms, thick dissonant chords. Adagio contrasts with
isolated tinkles, thin texture — scorrevole bit, then returns — very effective. The
indication Ostinato aymará places folkloric interest not in latino but in native culture —
drumming mostly at bass end of keyboard. Great piece. (F13)
Danzas argentinas, op 2
Three short attractive piano pieces written while AG was still a student — folklore
reimagined, not merely transcribed. Great recital closer. (F13)
Piano Sonata No 3, op 54
One movement, barely 5' long. Was he taking Scarlatti for a model? Or did he know he
was dying? It sounds much like the Finales of the first two Sonatas. (F13)
Variazioni e Toccata sopra Aurora lucis rutilat, op 52
Ginastera wrote only two organ works, this at the end of his life, a big virtuoso piece 22'
long, the theme emerging as a climax at the very end. Texture is thick, busy, quite
dissonant but clear enough to the ear — though I should listen again having heard the
theme. Toccata is spectacular, but the massive crunches at the end hardly reveal a
thematic line. Very strong piece. (F13)
Toccata, Villancio y Fuga, op 18
The other organ work is early, not as thick-textured, modeled on the great baroque
fantasias. Toccata improvisatory — Villancio means Christmas carol, here a group of
them with mild bitonality — Fugue, built on the inevitable B-A-C-H motif, begins as
slow ricercar, brief quick bit, monumental finish. (F13)
Tres piezas, op 6; Molambo, op 7
Four early piano pieces. Op 6 is gentle, with French suavity, quite beautiful. Molambo is
Argentine, guitar figures in piano, a 6-note signature chord based on guitar strings.
Super. The four would work well as a set. (F13)
12 Preludios americanos, op 12
Very brief piano sketches in AG’s nationalist voice. If there’s allusion to Chopin here, I
missed it. Effective, lots of variety and virtuoso flair. (F13)
Suite de danzas criollas, op 15b
Five short piano pieces, three gentle, teasingly seductive, and two fiery — the set shorter,
more concentrated than the others. Ginastera’s piano music is consistently strong and
effective. Curiously, an earlier version is longer, with a suppressed number at the
beginning returning at the end — but AG abandoned any attempt at a unitary piece and
let the five movements stand. (F13)
Milonga; Perqueña danza
Piano transcriptions of an early song and a familiar bit of the successful Estancia. (F13)
Rondo solare temas infantínos argentinos, op 19; Danzas argentinas para los niños
Ginastera was interested in music for children, but unfortunately he was never satisfied
and withheld them all from publication except for op 19. These pieces, like Bartok’s
Mikrokosmos, teach keyboard, national music, and modernism all at once. (F13)
Piezas infantilas I and II
Two sets of four pieces each — brief, unpretentious, attractive. (F13)

Cantos del Tucaman
Four songs for soprano and mixed quartet (caja grande are a pair of native drums).
Tucaman is the NW of Argentina, the arid home of the poet. Beautiful, simple folklike
songs, wonderful flute, harp, and violin ensemble with subtle drumming. The third song
uses drums alone. The last is a lively love song to the carob tree – “I have a cicada in my
heart, but it does not sing.” The poetry too – everything is gorgeous. (S18)
2 dances from Estancia
Both guitar transcriptions are reflective, the first using violin with guitar. Nice. (S18)
Guitar Sonata, op 49
Four movements, 13’. Ginastera waited before writing for guitar, and he wanted to
produce a sizable work to the limited repertoire. Esordio is largely strummed ceremonial
chords with some prominent dissonance and a few special effects like harmonics and
glissandi. Scherzo—Presto possible adds percussive knocking and what sounds like
left-hand pizzicato. Canto, the slow movement, is impressionist, improvisatory, with
variant plucking timbres. The Finale is driven by strong dance rhythms. A strong piece,
thoroughly modernist without losing touch with the guitar vernacular, and a serious
technical challenge. (S18)
Puneña No 2, solo cello, op 45
Two movements, 8’. Harawi spends most of its time in the ultra-high region of the A
string, pizzicato right hand and left, supposed to evoke the Inca empire. (No mention of
Messiaen’s use of the same native word.) Wayno cama valita is a carnivalesque dance.
Generally unpleasant, but not I think wholly the performer’s fault. (S18)
Duo, flute and oboe, op 13
Three movements, 9’. Ginastera compared the writing to calligraphy lines. The sound is
unappealing, alleviated by the imitation and mirrored lines, plus some piquant
dissonance. The Fugue is evocative of Scarlatti, but the staccato winds are pecky and
squawky. (S18)
2 arrangements for guitar
For guitar, folkloric pieces from a piano suite (op 15) and a set of songs (op 3). (S18)
Impressiones de la Puna, flute and string quartet
Three folkloric movements, 8’, written by Ginastera when he was a student and
withdrawn without opus number. Really a flute solo with accompaniment, not chamber
music, but the last movement is very effective. (S18)
GIOVANNI GIORGI
Terra tremuit; Haec dies; Veni Sancte Spiritus
Last holdout of conservative Vatican school survived to be contemporary of Bach and
Handel. First is exceptional word painting: earthquake, stillness, resurrection. Wow!
Could be late Renaissance but for continuo. Others are Alleluiahs later in style:
Monteverdi, with complex texts. Brilliant — let’s hear more. (Mh09)
6 motets
I was surprised at the heavy instrumentation and organ doubling, but Giorgi is a belated
Gabrieli. Maestro Alarcón also favors straight vocal tone that seems exaggerated,
unnatural, with heavy accenting and dynamic swells. The overall sound is hard to take.
The double choir pieces come off better — the last two (Tui sunt caeli, Ascendit Deus)
have some of the spectacular effect I heard before in Giorgi. (S11)
Messa à due cori tutti piena; In omnem terram

This sounds more baroque than other Giorgi, less because of the organ continuo than the
regular bar line. (When were bar lines first notated?) Gloria has nice tempo changes —
good separation of choirs on recording. The Godfather of this music is Monteverdi. (S11)
ROBERT GIROUX
Benedic anima mea
The last maître de musique for the Chapel Royal of Louis XVI. Despite the late date, this
Grand Motet (unlike Gossec’s) still has a baroque sound. Great opening bits for the solo
bass and the choir. Jucundum is an unabashed gigue. Good final chorus — a very strong
piece. It demonstrates the power of a continuous tradition. (Mh11)
GUNNAR GJERSTRØM
Legend
Brief, sorrowful orchestral piece very much in Grieg’s manner — beautiful. (Jy12)
PEGGY GLANVILLE-HICKS
Nausicaa
Not the whole opera, but scenes and all of Act III, with very young Stratas and Spiro
Malas. Style suggests Asian homophony, texture kept transparent, linear. Orff-like in
subject, but not the repetitive ostinatos that I recall from Transposed Heads years ago.
The story is Graves’s theory of Homer: We recognize Aethon as Odysseus, but he is not
— the contest of the bow is played out but Nausicaa has the life of the minstrel spared on
condition that he tell the story of Penelope as the faithful wife. Impressive dramatic stuff
— cf Monteverdi’s Ritorno, Fauré’s Pénélope. (N09)
LOUIS GLASS
Fantasia, piano, op 35
I’ve not heard this Danish composer, a virtuoso on both piano and cello. The big 17’
Fantasia is conventional harmonically, somewhat chromatic melodically. There are
disconcerting starts and stops. A bit disappointing. (F17)
PHILIP GLASS
Quartet No 1; Quartet No 5
Pretty much the predictable — rhythmic jigging in middle registers, all instruments all
the time, no tension of dissonance or consonance, little contrast from movement to
movement or quartet to quartet. No 5 has a few "lyrical" breaks. (S08)
Violin Concerto
Arpeggios, naturally. The soundworld could be no one else. The problem is that the
repeated material isn’t interesting enough the first time. Slow movement is a chaconne
(as in the John Adams Concerto). It makes sense and would be breathtaking if given
contrasted surroundings. (Ja09)
The Photographer
I haven—t heard this for a long time — and never with the background info about the
Muybridge theater piece. It has not worn well. What surprised as a new soundworld
now seems thin, not just intellectually but sonically. The small ensemble of instruments
and voices is so painfully at work, especially the poor struggling singers, blissfully
unaware of repetitive stress syndrome. And that knob-twisting fadeout — absolutely
amateur! (Ag10)
Satyagraha
Never again. It’s hard to say I hated it, because it’s so well intentioned, but I tried, I really
tried, and I couldn’t get into it. I had hopes that the larger form might encourage Glass to a

greater depth of musical thought, but no such luck — as with everything else of Glass I’ve
heard, the problem is that the repeated material isn’t interesting enough the first time.
Then there is the problem of the venue: Gandhi as radical chic, opera as bloated Zen.
Congratulations to Bloomberg for not pulling the sponsorship — but I suppose no one
vetted what they were funding — at least Glass can’t be accused of preaching to the
converted. (His interview was decent, and that was a nice gesture to Richard Croft on
stage at the curtain calls.) Who was it that described Pfitzner’s Palestrina as Parsifal
without the laughs? (Live MetHD — N11)
Overture
Short piece for solo cello, slow, no minimalist repetitiveness – but not much interest
either. No sign that it’s part of a larger work. On CBC. (S16)
Symphony No 10
Five numbered movements, 26’, apparently elaborated from music for a fireworks
display, scored for large orchestra with six percussionists. I is fast, a 3-2-2 rhythm, active
harmony. II is moderate tempo, over-layered meters, static harmony, lots of percussion
especially wood block. III is in fast 4 with minor key tinge, quasi-African drumming –
big crescendo. V attacca subito piano, same tempo, the regular meter broken. Is it 2-2-2-3
or a 3-3-2-2, or both? Another big crescendo. V is in quick duple time, triplet overlays,
machine music developing more complex cross rhythms, crescendo and accelerando. V is
least simplistic, fairly exciting, but ultimately annoying. Still, audiences like it. (O17)
Cello Concerto No 1: Movement II
Played with piano accompaniment in Fiona Robson’s recital. She was proud to have
performed the Concerto in the composer’s presence, rightly so. But I’m afraid my mind
wandered. (live, F20)
ALEXANDER GLAZUNOV
Waltz in E♭, op 41
Charm exudes — light and airy and lovely. (Ja09)
Stenka Razin, op 13
Song of the Volga Boatman sets the folkish tone for tone poem on the folk hero, leader of
a peasant revolt who suffered grisly torture and execution (but there’s no depiction — it’s
all Romantic heroism). Easy listening, rather vulgar. (D09)
Quintet in A, op 39
Polished as always with Glazunov — the most remarkble movement is the mainly
pizzicato Scherzo. Some Russianism in the Finale. Performance so-so. (D10)
Raymonda
Unlike Cinderella, this music is wholly unfamiliar, but lush, Romantic, very pleasing.
Glazunov really knows how to show off the harp — and apparently the dancers, from the
on-line account of Petipa’s ballet as really a showcase of divertissements with barely a
plot line. I’m glad to have the Selections. (Je11)
Quartet No 3 in G, op 26 “Slavonic”
I remember this one — the Russian sound immediately striking despite the major key —
is it the III and VI chords? Intermezzo continues without sufficient contrast. Mazurka a
distinctive dance movement, more peasantish like Chopin rather than aristocratic like
Tchaikovsky. Finale another Russian dance. Nice listening, full of colorful effects as well
as Slavonic character. But obvious faults of structure (interesting case of four movements
that don’t complement one another effectively), and too much double stopping. (Je11)

Quartet No 5 in D minor, op 70
I somehow recognize the first-movement theme — is it from the Whitbys, or a cassette
tape? Theme continues from Intro into Allegro, serious, no baggage, Glazunov in top
form. Scherzo has dry wit, recalls Beethoven’s Rasumovsky No 2 — weird Trio. Adagio
heartbroken, with smiling-through- tears major-key B section, surprise twists on return of
A — great movement. Finale maintains strenuousness of the rest, cheerful and driving to
cadence. Yes, Glazunov at his very best. (Je11)
Prelude and Fugue (Book I, No 1); Kuranta (Book II, No 6)
Two of the pieces Glazunov wrote for quartet Thursdays with friends. Prelude l
uncharacteristically chromatic, long. Fugue severe, academic. Kuranta is nice, a slowish
formal dance. (Je11)
Piano Sonata No 1 in B♭ minor, op 74
Impassioned music in the grand Russian manner, lots of digital busyness — but nothing
harmonically that would turn Mendelssohn’s head (Scriabin and Roslavets were in the
wings). Either Duane Hulbert or the recording has a coarse metallic sound. Andante a
lovely Lied, touches of salon chromaticism, noble strivings in the B section. Scherzando
Finale is a concerto for the right hand — first-movement theme returns underneath. Big
tune in major with torrential arppeggios is thrilling. Impressive stuff, even if Glazunov’s
passions always seem a little generic. (Jy12)
2 Impromptus, op 54
Described as Chopinesque (not Schubertian) — highly pianistic, but no modulatory
magic. (Jy12)
Theme and Variations in F# minor, op 72
Theme is short, simple, repetitive, and treated in ornamental variations — gradually
disguised but never disappearing, partly because Glazunov never alters the phrase
structure until Variation 9. I’m reminded of Mendelssohn’s Variations serieuses — both
pieces make a strong impression with minimal intellectual strain. (Jy12)
Piano Sonata No 2 in E minor, op 75
Written just a month after the First, the Second seems less worried about flashiness — the
falling motto theme is reminiscent of Brahms’ falling theme in the same key. Less
overwrought, more persuasive. Scherzando a study in alternating hands, moto perpetuo.
Huge Finale brings back themes, works fugato — crescendo coda to abrupt finish. This
may indeed be, as the notes claim, Glazunov’s best piece. (Jy12)
Rhapsodie Orientale, op 29
Russian marshmallow dessert, like a lost bit of Polovtsian Dances or Scheherezade:
luscious and unhackneyed. (Ap14) Large 28’ work in five movements, in vein of
Scheherezade. (1) Evening: Languorous sleep, horn calls, but I missed the “song.” (2)
Dance of Young Men and Girls: Re-write of Polovtsian Dances. (3) Old Man’s Ballad:
Unison lower strings, growling trombones. Nice. (4) Fanfare & Return of Troops: Lots of
color, no tune. (5) Victory Celebration, Singer’s Return, & Orgy: No, Alex, the scenario
might look forward to Le Sacre, but the music yearns for the superior melodic invention
of Rimsky. (O17)
The Kremlin, op 20
Concert Suite in three movements, nationalist in tone with Russian themes and Rimsky
orchestration. In the Cloisters is of course monkish, modal, like Scene 2 of Boris – the

final bit with tam-tam is gorgeous. Coronation is both imperial and sentimental. Nice
easy listening. (My17)
From the Middle Ages, op 79
Concert Suite in four movements. Prelude ominous – the Tatars are coming out of the
East – then a romantic theme. Scherzo toys with Dies irae amid open fifths in fluttery fast
2, a ghoulish carnival – great movement. Lovely, sad Troubadour’s Serenade with solo
oboe. The Crusaders brings more warriors across the steppes in brilliant array – reflective
bit of fugato – would that hymn tune be familiar? The triumph rises and dies away before
grand closing chorale. Easy listening once again, but more complex than opus 20. (My17)
Poème lyrique, op 12
Like a beautiful pas de deux, inconsequential gorgeous music, all winds and harp. (My17)
Poème épique, op posth
Longer, less certain in tone – it begins with romance, becomes apprehensive, takes too
much time to build. (My17)
Ballade, op 78
Orchestral work, 16’. It strikes me as more deeply felt, much more chromatic,
Wagnerian, than most Glazunov – military motifs appear, take over, while strings keep a
romantic wisp of tune alive – opening returns and plays out. Terrific piece! (O17)
The Sea, op 28
One-movement 22’ fantasy for orchestra, dedicated to the memory of Wagner. Friends
thought it too Wagnerian (the Tannhäuser figures at the end?). Dark at first, harp
throughout, expansive rapturous passage, storm announced by flute flutter-tonguing (in
low register!), brass glissandi, universal trills, drums, cymbals, forever and forever.
Cheesy in the extreme. (O17)
Cortège solennel, op 91
Not funereal but processional march based on omnipresent Slava theme. Nice. (O17)
Quartet No 1 in D, op 1
Written at the age of 16, deeply under the mentorship of Rimsky, one finds freshness and
craft rather than depth and profundity of feeling – a fine piece. The repeated dancy figure
toys major / minor. There’s a sentimental bit and a presto coda. Scherzo is a Vivace 3 that
remembers the major / minor, with another presto coda. Andante is a modal Slavic tune,
wistful rather than mournful, very moving. Finale is one of those Russian dances built on
a repeated figure, with a more sustained theme derived from the first. The movement
wanders into reverie before it recovers for the presto finish. (Ag18)
Quartet No 7 in C, op 107
This seems a very personal quartet. Intro in academic style, while Allegro giocoso is
marked “homage a passé” – not nostalgic in feeling but perhaps a reference to passing
musical styles, or just past jocosity. Too much double stopping, though performance is
fabulous. Andante seems to recall youthful romance. Glazunov’s handling of colors and
textures is magnificent, within a tamer harmonic language. Allegretto scherzando,
marked “dans le forêt mysterieuse” evokes the child’s fairy-tale world, just a touch of
grotesque. Finale is Festival Russe, introduced by unison chant and modal solemnity,
then warm tunes and pizzicato “alla balalaika.” A surprising, special quartet. (Ag18)
Quartet No 6 in B♭, op 106
Four movements, 40’. Allegro has a theme daring in its chromaticism, expanded with
virtuosic filigree by violin – it returns briefly at the end of the exposition. There’s no

volatile drama, but the harmony is exceptional for Glazunov. Allegretto, or Intermezzo
rusticano, suggests its folksy Russian feeling and even folksier B section, but
development is sophisticated. Nice ending with open strings, left hand pizz. Andante
piangevole is no simple cantabile but a thickly voiced development of plaintive phrases,
very chromatic, almost Reger-like. Finale is Variations, Allegro, on a unison theme that
gathers energy in a happy giocoso. Very impressive! Did someone complain that it was
weak. I’d judge that Glazunov is a better composer in his Quartets than in his
Symphonies. (F19)
5 Novelettes for String Quartet, op 18
Character pieces handy for the scarce encore rep for string quartets, never meant to be
performed as a group. Spagnuola is subtly Spanish, with pizzicato and tricky rhythms, B
section a reflective cantabile. Orientale is 6/8, pizzicato, open strings, hints of Arabic
chant. Interludium is in modo antico, the tone of Orthodox liturgy, modal counterpoint,
all legato, truly gorgeous. It’s followed by a simple waltz. I’m not sure. (F19)
Saxophone Quartet in B♭, op 109
Three movements, 27’. My tolerance for saxophone quartets is extremely low, even when
written by French composers. But here is Glazunov treating it as a major genre. Allegro
begins with an unfurling motto and a free-wheeling theme in a chromatic idiom. The
homogenous sound suggests an accordion or small organ, the clear delineation
discourages harmonic filler. It’s a demanding medium. Nice staccato bit. Andante
Variations is a 13’ movement on a chorale theme in, is it 7/4? No, I think 3+3+2. Striking
bit with runs and trills works into a wild lather. Boulevardier variations in gentle 3 come
to the rescue, acting as a dance movement with Vivace staccato finish (the unfurling
motif not forgotten). Allegro in 2 has polka overtones, but nothing crass. Super Vivace
accelerando coda. I’m not a convert. I’m sure other groups have better intonation and
more polished phrasing. But the piece really shows off Glazunov’s genius. (Je20)
SRUL IRVING GLICK
Canticle of Peace
Five a cappella choral songs on quasi-Biblical texts presumably (?) by Glick. A little
syncopated bit is repeated at slower tempo. Sweet, skilfully written, but like nearly all of
Glick’s stuff, incurably sappy. (Don’t say so to Larry, who knew him as a friend.) (O10)
I Never Saw Another Butterfly
Cycle of six songs on poems written in the holocaust concentration camps by children –
grim stuff, mostly, and Glick at his most expressionistic. Maureen Forrester recorded
these beautifully. In Parry Sound, Marian Newman (Native Canadian born mezzo) sang
well, but she doesn’t have the sumptuous voice. (live, Parry Sound—Jy13)
REINHOLD GLIERE
Harp Concerto
When is the last time a melodic move has given me a catch in the breath? This is truly
beautiful, sumptuous, unabashed Romantic melodiousness, Saint-Saens with the rich
orchestration of Rachmaninoff. A big piece, just short of half an hour. Lovely Variation
movement — Finale lively with a Russian tinge. Exactly what one would expect,
perfectly executed. (Ag09)
Concerto for Coloratura Soprano & Orchestra
I haven't heard this, I think, since playing it for Rocky Terrifsky decades ago -- a nice
revisit to a classic recording. Are there any other entries in this genre? The idea of

Sutherland singing Stravinsky gives pause, but the Pastorale vocalise suits her. The Cui is
factitious Frenchifying. The Gretchaninoff Lullaby is actually done in Russian, with
recognizable consonants. (Ag09)
Octet in D, op 5
A luxury of a piece, Russian themes tinged with Borodin sounding through thick texture.
Second movement also Slavic, with folkdance B section. Andante relaxed. Allegro Finale
not fast but lively finish. Gliere handles the Octet so orchestrally — doublings, lack of
thin textures — that it would work better for string orchestra, and not pose the severe
intonation challenges the Berlin players don’t quite meet. Pleasant, not great. (Je11)
Sextet in C, op 11
Notes call this Gliere’s Third Sextet — curious, if accurate. The writing is as orchestral
as in the Octet. Allegro lively, a Romantic feeling with slight Slavicism. Larghetto
songlike — becomes turbulent with lots of string doodles. Third movement a scherzo in
minor — B section an accelerando dance piece in major. Finale an upbeat rouser. Gliere
is more convincing with orchestra: chamber writing exposes his mooshiness. (Je11)
Horn Concerto, op 91
Swooning melodious romanticism with heroic inflections, very classic design — lots of
long-breathed legato, passagework demanding great agility, full cadenza, tutti bits to let
the soloist recover. Adagio has passionate theme with agitato B section — full range
arpeggio at cadence. Finale after slow intro breaks into Russian dance — recall from first
movement — madcap coda. No surprises except how good the horn sounds. Valuable
rep: should be played more. (My12)
The Bronze Horseman Suite
From Gliere’s last ballet score — no surprises, just one romantic Russian dance tune after
another, all pleasant, generic. And gorgeously orchestrated. “Fortune-Telling Dance” is in
5/8. The Waltz is a bit disappointing. “Hymn to the Great City,” the last track, was
apparently blared from Moscow subway stations, much to the annoyance of
Shostakovich. It’s a beautifully harmonized song, but over the top at fortissimo. (My12)
The Red Poppy
Full length ballet in keeping with Soviet anti-colonialism makes good car music – it
makes no intellectual demands and it’s loud enough to be heard, though it proved too
brassy for first thing in the morning. I listened in innocence of the scenario, and thus was
unprepared for the cheesy Chinesiness. And the score turned out to be less melodious
than I’d expected, though there’s enough pleasing music on a level with the Russian
Sailors’ Dance (track 11) to make a decent Suite. (Mh14)
Gyulsasa Overture
Glière’s background was Belgian and Jewish, but he was associated with Central Asia
like Borodin. The opera Gyulsara (1936) is based on Tajik themes. The long 17’ overture
has slow modal English horn intro, the Allegro based on a severe, syncopated dance tune,
very catchy – English horn reasserts lament. Extended development with curious
major-minor scale. Simple, effective, lavishly over-orchestrated. (Ap18)
Concert Waltz, op 90
Outrageously romantic for 1953 but pleasant enough. (My18)
Shakh-Souen Overture
Another lengthy 16’ Overture to an opera based on Persian folk melodies, premiered in
1926. It then had to be heavily revised to conform to the Soviet-Stalinist aesthetic of

1934. Brilliant clarinet – then the big tune sounds like Ketelby – second theme for oboe
with augmented seconds, finally a bacchanalian theme heavy with drums. Could be
pleasing in the right setting. (My18)
Overture on Slavonic Themes
Straightforward nationalism on three folk themes, including the Slava motif used in
Boris, though the grand ending is built on the minor-key tune. Enjoyable. (My18)
Heroic March for the Buriyiat Mongolian ASSR, op 71
Not just a symphonic march but a full tone-poem on a pentatonic theme celebrating the
place of Mongolia in the USSR. The agitated middle section depicts the oppressions of
the Czar. Colorful quasi-film music. (My18)
Holiday at Ferghana Overture, op 75
Ferghana is in Uzbekistan, where Stalin needed music to open a new canal – but the work
is dedicted to Frederick Stock and the Chicago Symphony, who gave the first
performance in 1941. Glière again uses Tajik folk material, lots of drums and fancy
percussion, and that slick Rimsky sound for Asian tunes and bacchanalian dance stuff.
What fun! A keeper! (My18)
MIKHAIL GLINKA
Sextet in E♭ for Piano and Strings
Immensely enjoyable, much like a great ensemble scene from Donizetti, with the same
melodic and dramatic cunning. The piano is bmm-chk like a bel canto orchestra, except
passages that sound like Chopin. Not Russian in the least. It’s easy to underestimate
music as modest as this. (S09) After hearing the operatic fantasies, this sounds more
ambitious — but just as enjoyable. (D10)
Kamarinskaya
One of my favorite light pieces. I’d forgotten the slow intro. Sheer fun. (D09) Nice to hear
again, though the Regis recorded sound is far inferior to the rest of the CD. (Ap12)
4 Songs
“The Lark” is folkish with piano twitters. The Pushkin setting is nearly throughcomposed, following the passionate arch of the poem. “Bolero” has the Spanish touch
(like Balakirev’s on the same disc) — Russians respond to the earthy folkishness of
Spain. The last is passionate, with a touch of Gorchakova chest voice. (My10)
Sextet in E♭ for winds & strings
Earlier by 9 years than the other pieces on the disc — nothing special. (D10)
Serenade on Themes from Donizetti’s Lucrezia Borgia
Unusual chamber septet — piano, harp, bassoon, horn, viola, cello, bass — gives an
otherwise routine opera fantasy great interest. Harp with piano works surprisingly well,
and Glinka lets the other colors shine, though not quite in overt concertante fashion. I like
it. (D10)
Divertimento brillante on themes from La Sonnambula, piano & strings
Great fun, mostly for the Chopinesque pianist — the string quintet is mostly
accompagnato, not as colorful as the Serenade. (D10)
Dance for Violin and Orchestra
Brief concertante piece, a scrap left over from the Polish act of A Life for the Tsar — like
an engaging Spohr polacca. (Ap12)
Dance for Oboe, Cello and Orchestra
Another discarded scrap, slow-fast, and very nice. (Ap12)

Dances from Ruslan and Ludmila
Substantial 15' ballet sequence from Act III, plus a shorter bit from Act IV — superior
ballet music with faint hints of Borodin Asianism. (Ap12)
Andante Cantabile & Rondo; Majestic Polonaise
The first is a substantial 12' piece, unknown to me, very attractive in minor key, with a
whiff of Weber in a pleasing guise. The Polonaise is also new to me. Neither is quite up
to the captivating Valse-Fantaisie, but not far off. (Ap12)
Dances from Ivan Susanin
Three excerpts from the Polish act — very nice ballet sequence. (Ap12)
Impromptu-Galop on the Barcarolle from L’Elisir d’Amore
For two pianos – quite virtuosic, very funny. Played on period pianos. (Jy16)
Trio Pathétique in D minor, clarinet, bassoon, & piano
I finally get to satisfy my curiosity. There’s a dramatic opening, a pathétique theme, and a
bright second subject. Development in and out, piano riffs, attacca to Vivacissimo –
actually a gentle waltz-like tune with vivacissimo bridge to Largo, a bel canto cavatina
for (soprano) clarinet, taken over by (basso) bassoon. It’s very operatic, the Finale a
dramatic cabaletta in minor with very chromatic coda. Not profound, but a very effective
piece. (Je20)
CHRISTOPH von GLUCK
Orfeo ed Eurydice
Stephanie Blythe was star of show, sounding like a young Marilyn Horne and looking
very butch. The music is beautiful in its way, but lacking variety and fireworks.
Production ghastly: dancing mysterious, angular (and shown too much in close-up and
odd angles), Amor looking ridiculous. Vienna version seems to lack flute solo. So so.
(MetHD— Ja09)
Iphigénie en Tauride
This is my second production of Iphigénie, after Glimmerglass with Goerke, Burden &
Gunn, and I still can’t remember any of the music, apart from “O Malheureuse
Iphigénie.” It’s beautiful while it lasts, but so limited — all diatonic, legato, contained
within narrow vocal compass — and there’s less dance music than in Orfeo, which gives
rhythmic lift. I know Gluck is important, and I understand why, but . . . . Susan Graham
is wonderful (even with cold), and Paul Groves. Domingo was Domingo, aetat 70. The
production very effective. (MetHD— F11)
Don Juan
What I would expect of a ballet by Gluck: a sequence of short classical set pieces, mostly
routine but with an occasional glimmer of the great melodis?. No comparison with
Mozart of course, but the underworld music of Orfeo is similar — especially the dance of
Furies in the Finale, which suddenly sounds familiar — in fact it appears in Orfeo. I
wonder if Mozart knew it? (Je12)
Der betrogene Kadi: Der Pilger von Mecca
Rare Gluck, but commonplace Germanic huff-and-puff opera chorus. In Les brises
d’orient, driving home from Boston. (O16)
BENJAMIN GODARD
4 Songs
The first two are delicate with folkish drone —"Guitarre,” also set by Lalo, Bizet,
Saint-Saens et al. L’Invitation au voyage has an appropriate barcarolle motif — Godard

sets only two verses but much bolder than Cressonois’ version. Vien! has a strangely
angular melody that works. (Ja11)
Piano Trio No 1 in G minor, op 32
An Allegro of grand gestures, molto appassionato, Mendelssohnian ripples of absurd
speed in the piano — serene second theme. Minuetto a kind of clockwork piece —
tongue in cheek— Trio solenelle in exaggerated contrast. Adagio a beautiful
courage-in-face-of-tears melody. Vivace Finale returns to stormy passion of beginning —
breaks into major for race to the finish. Terrific piece — Godard is much better than his
reputation. (Je11)
Piano Trio No 2 in F, op 72
Allegro an arching, soaring subject — develops with other themes in uplifting mood,
sweeping arpeggiation in the piano. Adagio melody, semplice, also has arched shape —
B section turbulent, brief. Scherzo bedevils a little turn figure, also in an arching line.
Finale has Hungarian feel, lots of pizzicato, freedom of chromaticism. Terrific. (Je11)
6 Études mélodiques, op 149b
Charming character pieces on the order of Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne Worten,
apparently a bit tougher. Obsession stands out. (Fe12)
6 Études rhytmiques, op 149c
I don’t hear the technical challenges in these pieces — lots of staccato and one piece in
5/8 (track 10). Pleasant listening, not dull or banal. (Fe12)
6 Études de concert, op 149d
I suppose this is where it all comes together. Pleasant — not bad music, just not very
good. (Fe12)
Violin Concerto No 2, op 131
Godard was a virtuoso violin prodigy who studied with Vieuxtemps before he became a
piano virtuoso and composer. This Concerto opens with solo violin leading the way with
multiple stops and cadenza before the exposition — lots of fireworks but not enough tune
to carry it. Adagio too is passionate, but the melody is undistinctive. Finale takes off in
6/8, a fine romp with presto coda — a terrific movement. (N12)
Violin Concerto No 1 in A minor, op 35
This is the Concerto Ricci recorded. It begins with rugged chords and variations on a nice
tune, declamatory cadenza semi-accompanied. Unconventional four-movement layout
(like the First Piano Concerto). Adagio sul G and Canzonetta both beautifully melodious
and imaginatively scored. Finale too is appealing, adds a few fireworks. This Concerto
sounds less technically demanding than the Second, but it’s a terrific piece. (N12)
Scènes poétiques, op 46
Orchestral Suite in four movements that would sit comfortably among the Suites of
Massenet. Woods—Fields—Mountain—Village. Sur la montagne is enchanting.
Inconsequential music but beautiful. (N12)
Introduction & Allegro, piano & orchestra, op 49
Gorgeous Lento with misterioso strings, beautifully harmonized melody, downward
slithering chromatics. Allegro opens with detached theme like a deliberate Yiddish
folkdance, rich in color, thumping offbeats and cymbals. A perefect little gem equal to
Saint-Saens at his best. (N12)
Piano Concerto No 1 in A minor, op 31

I’ve decided that Godard is a lesser Saint-Saens — and that ain’t bad. His music always
seems beautifully crafted, capable of rising to real feeling though in the somewhat
objective French way. Here. Allegro is turbulent — Scherzo distinctively dry, witty —
Andante calm, quite beautiful — Finale in minor with lighter bits in major, one bit
sounding Chinese. Good strong piece. (N12)
Symphonie Orientale, op 84
Put all ideas of “symphony” out of mind: this is a French Orientalist travelogue Suite in
five movements. Arabia: heavy-footed elephants treading on the march. China:
schoolgirls chattering in upper winds. Greece: strangely exotic slinky baigneuses. Persia:
the dream of one Nikia (oboe solo) — brassy fortissimo in B section. Turkey: march with
chromatic twists, bass drum and cymbals. Colorful, entertaining. (N12)
Symphony No 2 in B♭, op 57
Four movements, 29’. Godard wrote a number of pieces with the word Symphonie that
are more like character suites – like op 84, above. He seems to have composed three true
symphonies, of which the earliest is lost (if I understand the clumsy liner notes). This was
performed and well received, though it eschews both Wagnerian and Franckian
influences; Godard was a pupil of the formalist Reber, who had composed four
symphonies himself. The Allegretto begins with a happy motif and develops it concisely
and effectively. Lento is a set of variations, very much in the classical mold with a pause
between each, also cheerful in tone. The very cheeriness of this music must have
rendered it suspect – it reminds me of Goldmark’s Rustic Wedding. The brief Vivace
plays duple rhythms on 3 (like the Scherzo in Vieuxtemps’ Fourth Concerto), leaving
time for a nice broad Trio. Finale in grand 4, sonata form, lively, just hinting at becoming
serious. This Symphony is a later example of the French neo-classicism of Gounod,
Bizet, and Saint-Saens, with heavier instrumentation. (Jy17)
Symphonie gothique, op 23
The title refers merely to the archaic modes in movements 1 and 3. There are five
movements in total, all short, none employing development. Maestoso has an archaic,
stately sound. Andantino still has an antique air – this is another contribution to Romantic
explorations of “olden style.” The three outer movements all sound serious and lovely.
(Muskoka, Jy17)
Trois Morceaux, op 51
A collection of three character pieces for orchestra, just 20’. The premiere performances
took place separately, and it’s not clear whether Godard was set on keeping them
together. Marche funêbre is very slow, unrelieved in its gloom, and modally archaic.
Very beautiful. Love the percussion. Brésilienne is a slightly exotic dance, again with
great percussion. Kermesse is not wild, but a dance in 3, a B section that gets lively, a
waltz section, a march bit, and a happy ending. The Suite is a secret wonder, a tribute to
joyful life – it deserves to be heard much more. (Muskoka, Jy17)
Ouverture des Guelfes
Les Guelfes is a big French grand opera on the Florentine feud. Andante strikes mood of
tragic nobility – Vivace, with trumpet fanfares and cascades of chromatic scales, depicts
violent conflict. Closes with angelic strings. (S17)
Jocelyn Suite No 1
Three movements. The four-act opera is based on a narrative poem by Lamartine
focusing on refugees from the French Revolution hiding in the mountains, a young man

Jocelyn and a boy in his care who turns out to be a girl. They fall in love, etc. Prelude is
very gently dramatic. Entr’acte Dans la montagne is pastoral with ominous undertones.
Carillon is superb, with gently lilting syncopation, big ending. Fine repertoire. (S17)
Jocelyn Suite No 2
Three movements. Prélude de la grotte is another restful pastoral piece. Berceuse is
Godard’s hit tune, given to solo cello Scène du bal starts with a bang as a colorful waltz.
Super. (S17)
Fantaisie persane, op 152
Two movements for piano and orchestra, 17’. Slower movement begins with grand
virtuoso gestures, serioso until Tranquillo takes on Asian modal scales. Allegretto begins
with plethora of trills and grace notes and a hint of the caravan. Flashy piece, but it never
reaches the big tune that it needs. (S17)
Piano Concerto No 2 in G minor, op 148
Four movements, 29’. Form of outer movements is unconventional. Piano dominates
immediately with agitato intro, then romantic moderato theme in major – agitato returns
and the two moods alternate with tempo changes – ends with big pomposo restatement.
Andante a melody over simple left hand figure, beautiful, with big moments, steady
tempo. Long transition to attacca Scherzo, Mendelssohnian but anxious – rollicking Trio.
Finale opens with another virtuoso cadenza, and piano introduces theme – dominates
with big-boned late romantic pianism. Fine piece. (S17)
LEOPOLD GODOWSKY
Piano Sonata in E minor
Mammoth work nearly 50' long, in five movements, by the supreme Lithuanian virtuoso
who wrote little other original music (but many transcriptions, often of other piano music,
notoriously Chopin’s Etudes). The style is in the Chopin-Liszt line, with occasional
warped chromaticism, an occasional whiff of Rachmaninoff. Ends quietly. Andante very
cantabile, obsessive, big climax, quiet ending. Brief, flighty Scherzo. Allegretto a waltz
with chromatic twists. Lengthy Finale is sectional, beginning with recall of first
movement, passing through a moving lamentoso, then through a complex B-A-C-H
fugue, then a slantwise Mahlerian funeral march, with detours through a transcendent,
cloudlit place where it comes to rest. Masterpiece. (My11)
Passacaglia
Variations, Cadenza & Fugue on Schubert’s Unfinished. I was about to write what a
clever idea, but I was overwhelmed by the beauty of the music. It’s an incredible
showpiece, but a lot more too. Hamelin is an archeological genius. (My11)
ALEXANDER GOEHR
Violin Concerto, op 13
I know this composer in name only. The Concerto is in two long movements, slow and
moderato. It sounds serial, though with a diatonic effect and a gentle sound that rises to a
brief angry climax. Second movement continues just a tad faster, and for a great deal
longer. Parikian plays beautifully, with great conviction, and the piece seems to hold
together, but there’s too little contrast, and I don’t hear a distinctive voice. (Ja11)
Symphony in One Movement, op 29
Goehr seems to be associated with Maxwell Davies and Birtwistle as the Manchester
School. His music is atonal but not at first harshly dissonant. Opening section described
as Variations, which seem audible, crescendos to raucous climax. Scherzando begins

tentatively — remains slow, serious — another raucous climax. Last section begins with
no tempo change. Rugged stuff, but possibly discernible sense. (Muskoka — Jy12)
Piano Concerto, op 33
Goehr tries to make a more classical sound here than in the Symphony, with smaller
orchestra, symmetrical phrases, double-exposition form. Allegro moderato fairly reserved
— I think of the Schoenberg Concerto — a long movement that sustains the classical
reserve admirably. The Adagio is equally reserved, and so is the Allegro Finale, except
for agitato too little too late. But the piece has found champions in Barenboim, Peter
Serkin, Knussen. (Muskoka — Jy12)
HERMANN GOETZ
Piano Quintet in C minor, op 16
Pre-Brahmsian link back to Mendelssohn. Goetz kept piano writing within limits of his
own technique. Uses double bass, like Schubert’s Trout, but it enters into ensemble more,
adds depth and darkness. HG knew he was slowly dying. Agitated, tragic opening —
beautiful slow movement — Finale weaker, self-conscious learned fugal stuff, abrupt
turn to major, ends oddly in minor. (Ja09)
Piano Quartet in E, op 6
Authoritative masterpiece. Gorgeous lyrical opening, covertly contrapuntal, expansively
developed. Equally expansive plangent Variations. Upbeat Schumannesque Scherzo.
Langsam intro virtually separate movement — animated Finale brings back earlier
themes — exhilirating. (Ja09)
The Taming of the Shrew Overture
Mendelssohnian Overture with (given the subject) oddly sentimental love theme. (Mh09)
Violin Concerto in G, op 22
Short one-movement Concerto of very moderate virtuosity, mostly lyrical. Very pleasant,
but no more. (Mh09)
Symphony in F, op 9
Schumann soundworld — is this the Symphony Nicolai might have written? It seems
worthy of the accolade. Lovely Intermezzo has horn signal and stately country dance —
nothing hackneyed. Adagio is a passionate elegiac song, beautifully sustained —
harmonically simple but not four-square — a magnificent achievement. Finale is a quick
but gentle Rondo, not rushed or driving but noble, affirmative. Yes, a masterpiece. (Mh09)
6 Lieder
These could be mistaken for Schumann, Geheimnis especially with its through-composed
breaking of strophic pattern and its dramatic climax. The liner notes compare
Mendelssohn, but Goetz takes more liberties than that. The Goethe setting is
disappointing. (My13)
KARL GOLDMARK
Quartet in B♭, op 8
Pleasant romantic quartet, not very memorable. It made Goldmark’s reputation. (S09)
Quintet in A minor, op 9
Near masterpiece — big, sonorous two-cello Quintet, passionate Allegro full of
Goldmarkian chromaticism. Only weakness in finale, perhaps, with academic fugue. A
real find. (S09)
Piano Quintet in B♭, op 30

Large, passionate effort in Schumannesque mode — too many straining sequences in first
movement. Second more convincing, huge at 15 minutes and quite grand. Tiny charming
Scherzo & nice Finale. The whole tries too hard, but well worth hearing. (N09)
Piano Quintet in C# minor, op 54
Masterpiece, none of the straining, just authoritative statement, beautiful ideas, shifty
chromatic harmonies. Another extended slow movement, marvelous semplice subject.
Third has surprise slow intro, then vivace with wistful B section. Flagrantly chromatic
Finale with triumphant return of opening subject before Coda. Written by octogenarian,
but with overflowing vitality. (N09)
Piano Trio No 1 in B♭, op 4
Starts with upward rush like early Strauss (30-40 years later): lively, youthful, lots on
Mendelssohnian melody and vitality — lovely. Some rough edges (development, piano
vamp in slow movement, fugato stuff in Scherzo) but forgivable. Nicely played. (D09)
Cello Sonata in F, op 39
Gentle, lyrical piece throughout — not “ambitious,” either compositionally or
technically, quite beautiful. (D09)
Piano Trio No 2 in E minor
Near masterpiece. Confident dramatic first movement — marvelous 6/8 Presto, with
reflective B section. Slow movement curtailed in favor of expansive Finale. Quiet ending.
Gorgeous throughout. (D09)
Sakuntala, op 12
Pure German Romanticism — not much Orientalism here, musically speaking — touches
of drama but nothing fast and furious. Object of much curiosity, but something of a let
down. (D)
Im Frühling, op 36
Ever fresh and familiar — midpoint between the Weber of Euryanthe and early Strauss.
Kórodi performance is awfully stodgy. (D09) The Gunzenhauser performance on Naxos is
fine. (Jy13)
Aus Italien, op 49
Bumptious medley (with pensive middle section, a bit too long) on order of Tchaikovsky
or Strauss, less vulgar, but also less flashy. (D09) Yes, good comments. (Jy13)
Der gefesselte Prometheus, op 38
Long slow minor key intro — dramatic allegro — idyllic sections — beautiful resigned
coda. Nice Schumannesque writing — not likely to be memorable. (D09)
Merlin Overture
Beautiful Goldmark: Slow intro with augmented fourth motif, very chromatic
development, moves into moderato built on winding theme. Rhythmically square with
lots of sequences but well varied – beautiful ending high in divisi violins. (Je13)
Rustic Wedding Symphony, op 26
A favorite – the romantic Andante is one of the most beautiful movements in the
repertoiore (if this piece can be said to be in the repertoire), and the rest is wonderful. I’m
sorry we never got to play it in Sarnia, despite my pushing for it. (Jy13)
RUBIN GOLDMARK
Prairie Idylls
Goldmark was a European transplant, nephew of the great Karl, who worked in America
and taught Copland, Diamond, and others. These are four character pieces for piano – the

first two unexceptional. But The Old Mission is haunting, and Prairie Dog Town a witty
tail chaser. (Je13)
BERTHOLD GOLDSCHMIDT
Ciaconna Sinfonica
The first music of Goldschmidt I’ve heard — a kind of grotesque fantasy, tonal, mildly
dissonant — a whiff of Shostakovich. Short piece, 12', in three movements,
fast-slow-fast. (F11)
Chronica
Ballet Suite in 8 sections composed and assembled over half a century — no matter. A
satirical anti-Nazi, anti-military piece in the ironic mode of Weill without the raw
vulgarity. Less cutting therefore, but it works. Good piece. (F11)
Cello Concerto
Bold opening seems an odd mix of neo-romanticism, a layer of the ironic grotesque, and
a pinch of Bloch. Traces of the “olden style” in the Caprice, Sarabande, and Tarantella
Finale. Great display writing for the instrument. (F11)
OSVALDO GOLIJOV
Qohelet
Golijov’s second Quartet, written for the St Lawrence and performed here before being
taken to NYC. It’s in two movements, quite reserved: Golijov intended a maturer contrast
to his youthful Yiddischbuk, but I was hoping for something more flamboyant. But very
nice stuff. (live — Ja13)
Oceana
Hard to describe. The forces include a battery of amplified guitars with harp plus a
special pop voice capable of negotiating complex rhythms and intervals at a fast tempo,
plus double choirs (including children) and orchestra. Text is a beautiful passage from
Neruda. Bits of pop, Latin beat, chorus à la Philip Glass cum Arvo Pärt – but a wholly
new flavor combination. Wow! (Ag13)
Three Songs
Songs with orchestra. First a Yiddish lullaby in straight traditional style – very beautiful –
watch out for that bass clarinet, with violas, klezmer pitch bending, a brief up-tempo
gipsy flight. Second a gorgeous Spanish Nocturne – the saddest C major song I know –
sunt lacrimae rerum. Third an Emily Dickinson setting – she sounds like a Spanish
symbolist in translation – and that bass clarinet again. Dawn Upshaw like I’ve never
heard her. Return to this one! Wow! (Ag13)
Tenebrae
Two slow movements for string quartet, prepared for Kronos by Golijov from an
orchestral piece. Baroque harmony in a never resolving sequence of ultra-slow
suspensions – a touch of Sturm und Drang before it’s over. The music is about pain, but
pain seen from the inside. (Ag13)
NICOLAS GOMBERT
Tulerunt Dominum meum; Magnificat primi toni; Credo
Beautiful Easter morning motet with weeping alleluiahs. Alternatim Magnificat.
Complex Credo. I was right thinking Gombert excessively complex. Summerly’s notes
make passionate case for him, as do the superb performances. (My09)
Super fluminis Babylonis; Media vita

Two confessional psalms set with great expressiveness, the highlights of the disc —
progressions, parallelism. Quickened tempo at end of Super fluminis seems arbitrary,
maybe because Summerly does not use enough tempo or character contrast. Media vita
unutterably gorgeous. (My09)
Salve Regina
Performed first as plainchant, then in 4-part setting. (My09)
Epitaphium in Josquinium a Prato
Beautiful. I can’t to detect the shift into Josquin’s style mentioned in liner notes. (My09)
11 Motets (Stephen Rice)
Extraordinarily beautiful music and performances. Emphasis on penitential motets, where
cross relations are frequent and subtle, rising and falling registers are special. Gorgeous
motet for four-part trebles. The thick textures in Gombert that bothered me before are
here more transparent — whether because of the music, the performance, or the recording
I’m not sure. Now I’m struck by the long-breathed melismatic lines. Rice’s liner notes
put most others to shame. (S09)
Magnificat octavi toni à 8
Beautiful alternatim setting, densely voiced but here the alternatim format offers respite.
Some cross relations, and a startling dissonance before the final cadence. (Je11)
Missa Tempore Paschali
Easter Mass in six parts (8 in Credo, 12 in Agnus Dei). Alternatim Kyrie, the voicing so
thick that even the Kyrie text disappears. The Credo even thicker, little homophony or
antiphony to relieve texture — Crucifixus highlighted, but not Et Incarnatus. This is the
generation after Josquin, but before Palestrina and Council of Trent. Unlike Josquin,
whose rests give singers and listers alike room for air, Gombert was noted for not writing
rests. Sanctus has another extraordinary cadence. Benedictus only slightly thinner texture,
with two different settings of Hosanna. Agnus Dei alternatim, full of fleeting cross
relations. Extraordinary recording of challenging music, but Gombert’s excesses are, in
the end, not attractive ones. Gombert is the chief offender in this generation of high
Renaissance masters. (Je11)
3 Motets (Henry’s 8)
Adonai Domine Jesu Christi: gentle setting of ancient prayer for forgiveness. In illo
tempore: passage from Luke, a kind of anti-Marian text. O rex gloriae: beautiful text from
liturgy for Ascension. (Je11)
In te Domini speravi
This motet figures among the Savanarola group only because it sets Psalm 30, on which
Savanarola wrote his meditation. It’s a psalm of faith more than a penitential psalm,
ending “redemisti me.” Typical of Gombert’s clotted polyphony, unvaried, punctuated
only at turn, “Educas me.” (Ap19)
HOWARD GOODALL
Eternal Light
Goodall’s semi-commercial Requiem — a marriage of Michael Nyman and Carl Orff —
has its moments, including a couple of good tunes. His setting of "Lead kindly light” is
terrific, and there’s a nice soprano solo in the Kyrie, and the reprise of highlights just
before the end works OK. But there are lows as well, especially the sappy verses by Ann
Thorp (thank God we don’t have to sing them), and that awful Mary Elizabeth Frye
sentimentality. The crowd will eat it up. And I dislike the orchestration for strings and

keyboards — though anything more symphonic wouldn’t sell. “Love Divine” and “The
Lord is my shepherd” are OK. (Mh11)
HENRYK GÓRECKI
Already it is dark (Quartet No 1)
One movement. Opening contrasts harsh dissonant fortissimo chords with open strings
against quiet contrapuntal lines based on a Polish Renaissance motet – wild but
graspable. Open strings turn into harsh accompaniment pattern to a raucous folkdancy
motif in bass, repeated minimalistically. Folkdance finally disappears, the sawing stops –
Renaissance sound returns, ponticello pianissimo. Closing coda of unrelated triads.
Convincing. (Ag13)
Quasi una fantasia (Quartet No 2)
Four movements. Largo marked by constant E♭ pedal throb in cello, sorrowful viola line
– violin enters with semitones – movement ends with triads that ended the First Quartet.
Deciso features marcatissimo chords behind violin in Bartokish dance on G string, then
higher up – time out for triads – intensified return – punctuating silences – quiet sustained
bit to the end. Arioso features repeated chords in low instruments while violins play
appassionato in minor ninths, excruciatingly – triads return – quiet major-minor to end.
Allegro gives repeated notes to violins, irregular rhythms to lower strings – new churning
texture, the textures changing in blocs – loud, driving repeated notes stop suddenly, leave
desolate violins over sustained chord – triads return – low E♭ throbs in cello. Really, I get
what’s going on. I just don’t like it. (Ag13)
. . . songs are sung (Quartet No 3)
Behemoth in five movements, 56’ long. Four long movements of lamentoso with brief
Allegro Intermezzo for relief. Adagio takes the solemn pace of Beethoven’s Seventh with
a drooping semitone figure, all senza vibrato, harmony nearly triadic. Largo sends violins
in cantabile thirds high over drones in lower strings – B section in simple block chords,
completely consonant. Allegro is supposed to be happy, but it’s first ominous, then
mechanistic and grinding with snatches of vibrant romanticism. Deciso reprises the
vibrancy, espressivo – but it behaves like a static entity without  -- ends in
vibratoless tranquillo, where Largo picks it up. I like this a little better because it is not
deliberately ugly. (S13)
Totus tuus, op 60
Short a cappella choral setting, relatively conventional and very beautiful, with some
treacherous turn for the choir. On TV with Gilbert Levine’s concert for peace. (Mh19)
FRANÇOIS-JOSEPH GOSSEC
Terribilis est locus iste
Outwardly a Grand Motet, but purely classical in style — nothing left of the French
baroque. The place is “terribilis” in the sense of awe-inspiring, not terrible, and it’s filled
with turtledoves chirping in the strings. Calls for three soloists, no choir, soprano and
bass having short arias. (Mh11)
5 Symphonies
Gossec’s early Symphonies are pleasant enough, good car music, but not very
distinguished. Two of them — op 5/2 and op 5/3 — have four movements, all in usual
format, consistently motivic with little sustained melody. (Jy11)
Quartet in C

Just two movements ending with Minuet – a Paris pattern. Generic material. I can’t forget
Mozart’s comment about Gossec’s dry personality. (My13)
Requiem
Written 1760, published 1780, using the full Requiem text set by Berlioz and Verdi after
him – perhaps the first of the Sequence-centered public Requiems. It opens with great
pomp in C major, the chorus entering in C minor. Tedecet hymnus suddenly takes a
lively tempo in major. Exaudi returns to minor with soprano aria. This opening section
closes with a large-scale, highly chromatic fugue in minor – all danger of gallant frippery
dispelled.
The Dies irae takes a full 39’, full of word painting, another serioso chorus with
graphic “trembling” (though Gluck managed more fire and brimstone). Impressive
massive brass in Tuba mirum, basso solo in competition. Mors stupebit brings on drums,
plus chorus in declamatory staccato. Quid sum miser is treated as tenor recit – also Rex
tremendae – all preparatory to a gorgeous Recordare – 6 stanzas of exceptional writing
for the solo quartet. Inter oves (sometimes omitted) becomes a big soprano aria – not
quite Queen of the Night, but very high lying and impressive. Confutatis is a hellfire
chorus with violin tremolandi, Oro supplex following attacca, choir pianissimo. Then
Lacrymosa, a soprano-mezzo duet, and a reverent choral Judicandis and Pie Jesu before a
final Amen. The extended Sequence seems to act as a ritual ordeal, a rite of passage quest
for afterlife – not its theological purpose but a mythic enactment.
Offertorium and final sections are relatively brief. Tenor recit signals a new start,
followed by a full aria, somewhat florid. Tenor is joined by basso, then the chorus, in a
fully concerted number to dispel the enemy. Sanctus for choir is reverent – there is no
Benedictus, but a repetition of the Pie Jesu text , now for the two men and chorus.
Beautiful quiet choral work to the end. This piece is a truly pleasant surprise – I’d love to
hear or participate in a live performance. (S17)
Symphonie en F à 17 parties
Composition began in 1792 but was interrupted by the Revolution and not completed
until 1809, by which time Gossec had otherwise finished composing. The natural
comparison is late Haydn or early Beethoven. The tone is bright, brilliant grandeur rather
than sly humor, though counting bars is tricky. Larghetto a bland cavatina. Minuetto
surprises with minor key and fugal development – it’s the weightiest movement – Trio
turns to major with witty continuation of serioso. Allegro Finale is light-hearted fast 4
with brilliant triplets. Rather stolid but impressive. (O17)
LOUIS MOREAU GOTTSCHALK
Piano pieces, vol 2
Unalloyed joy, as always. “Manchega,” “Pasquinade.” (My10)
Piano pieces, vol 5
I thought this might be scraping bottom, but nothing like. Outstanding are
“Réponds-moi,” “Ballade 8,” “Tremolo,” “El Cocoyé,” and the opus 1 “Polka de salon.” I
was thinking that the joy was limited to Latin numbers, but no, Gottschalk’s pianism
raises the salon pieces to high levels. (Jy10)
Piano pieces, vol 6
I spoke too soon — the big numbers here are “Carnival of Venice” and a Lisztian fantasy
on Favorita — but little of what makes Gottschalk special. (Ag10) Great car stuff – more
notes per square inch than believable. (Jy13)

Piano pieces, vol 1
Begins, of course, with “The Banjo” and includes a few other favorites, plus a riotous
fantasy on American tunes including “The Star-Spangled Banner” and “Yankee Doodle.”
A joy! (Mh15)
Piano pieces, vol 3
This collection features Gottschalk’s sentimental, less showy side, not his best. O ma
charmate is an exception, pure gold. Brazilian Fantasy is pure barnstorming. Bamboula is
a first-rate folk tune. Hercule is bravura variations, apparently very difficult. (Ap15)
Piano Pieces, vol 4
The set is complete, I think. This one ends with a Marche solenelle, which is funny
enough with just one piano, much less 100. Excellent program – mazurkas, polkas, two
gentle Ossian ballades, lovely Songe de nuit d’été. (S15)
The Union
LMG’s most famous patriotic piece, barnstormed by Gilles Vonsattel. Great fun. (S16)
JOHN GOUGH
Serenade for Small Orchestra
Brief 3’ piece, belated pastoralism by short-lived Australian composer. (Muskoka—Jy14)
MORTON GOULD
Dance Variations, 2 pianos & orchestra
Decent showpiece, but I was hoping for cheekier vulgarity. This keeps its pops tone
restrained. (O08)
Cowboy Rhapsody
Written in 1943. Trove of cowboy songs, sometimes rather disguised, very much in mode
of Copland ballets. Irregular rhythms, virtuoso orchestration (guitar, percussion —
sounds like big orchestra). Decent piece, invaluable repertoire. (Ja09)
Symphony No 3
Gould a symphonist: There are three others, two patriotic wartime pieces, the last for the
West Point band. This one bids to be magnum opus, ambitious on grand scale. First two
movements serious, interesting in patches. Scherzo jazzy, solid, a distinctive sound —
super! Finale (a choice between 2 alternatives) has start/stop problems, ends with
off-kilter chorale, brass flourish. (F09)
Prelude and Toccata
Piano piece, very pianistic and effective. (Jy10)
Fall River Legend
Gould’s best known score — American to be sure (what could be more American than
intra-family murder?) with strong melody, well-marked balletic rhythms, the chastened
texture of Copland but less spiky. One would think Fall River was out on the great plains.
Only at the end is it dark, grotesque. (S10) Suite: six movements from the ballet in
Copland’s down-home style, though I seem to remember this as a dissonant score – only
in the Epilogue. The 1960 sound is not bad. (F17)
American Salute
Pop concert staple riffs Jonny Comes Marching Home, à la Roy Harris. (Time marking
must be 14' rather than the 4' on the disc.) (Je11)
Interplay, piano & orchestra
A small piano concerto – the pianist is not even identified – it is Morton Gould. Four
movements in 15’, all jazzy, even the second named Gavotte. Very nice Blues, and a

Finale like Road Runner chase music. Very nice light stuff, but cross-over music risks
fading with the pop styles it crosses with. (F17)
Latin-American Symphonette
The middle movements only, II and III, of Gould’s pop Symphony, a Tango and a
Guaracha (undefined). The Tango is extremely Anglo next to Piazzola, Lawrence Welk
does the tango. The Guaracha is more colorful with Latin percussion and more going on.
But it’s very dated. (F17)
Declaration Suite
Five movements from a work involving speakers and a “speaking chorus,” no doubt
reciting patriotic texts. The music is more Copland-Harris Americana, but it’s
surprisingly detailed and complex. Liberty Bell is a passacaglia. Midnight Ride has more
than ricochet bowing at work. Concord Bridge is a quiet hymn with military echoes.
Summer `76, however, is a serenade that never achieves full-throated melody.
Celebration is a boisterous chorale and fugue, loud and brassy. Oddly, Gould`s biggest
weakness is as a melodist. (F17)
CHARLES GOUNOD
19 Mélodies
Some extraordinary beauty here, and even the minor songs are very attractive. The
“Sérénade,” of course, “Le soir,” “Venise,” “Chanson du printemps” — and do not sniff
at “Ave Maria, Gounod’s tribute to a forgotten Bach. "Au rossignol” is incredibly
minimalist and utterly right. CG virtually created the French mélodie on the model of
Schubert and Mendelssohn. There is fluff, of course — a Spanish “Boléro” and
“Réverie,” adapted from the Faust ballet music. “Connais tu le pays” is lovely, but no
match for Schubert or Wolf, or even Thomas. The collection also reveals a lack of depth
to the pool of 120 or so songs. “Loin du pays” and the lullaby “Clos ta paupières” are
charming simplicities. “L’Absent” wells up with unwonted emotion. (Ap10)
Biondina
Gounod’s only cycle is in Italian, oddly enough, 12 songs by a minor hack Giuseppe
Zefirra narrating a happy courtship, marriage, and sudden death, so it is a true cycle with
musical links among the songs, which are given attacca. Music is Italianate — from
streetsong serenades, to bel canto embellishment, to full-throated dramatic opera. The
first serenade returns in minor key — a fine stroke. The ending falls short of convincing
pathos, as Johnson’s notes concede, but I would say through striving for understatement.
Rolfe Johnson sounds great. (Ap10)
10 English Songs
These surprising songs, as Johnson remarks, adopt the English manner and sound like
Sullivan in a drawing room. Despite Johnson’s advocacy, I find them harder to accept,
though the Shelley, Byron, and Longfellow settings are fine (including “Love’s
Philosophy,” which challenges Quilter’s). “Ilala” is a truly weird exercise in Africanism
and British Empire jingoism. (Ap10)
Faust
All these years and I’ve never seen it full length. The production opened some traditional
cuts in the last act and dropped the ballet, making the drama intense and losing whatever
quality of divertissement that I thought it had. Pape was the only French singer in the
cast, superb, but not a deep bass. Kaufmann’s voice is baritony like Domingo’s, high C
without strain but also without ease, but elsewhere succeeded in diminuendo.

Poplavskaya grows with every exposure: her Marguerite rose from innocence to mortal
fervor. Finley sang Valentin as well as I’ve heard him sing. Des MacNuff’s nuclear
interpretation works for the most part, except for the sanctimonious finale. One for the
ages. (MetHD--D11)
Mors et Vita
Gounod’s last major work encloses a large-scale Requiem within a brief Prologue and an
extended two-part Epilogue, written for the English oratorio societies. The faults of the
piece are glaring: lack of drama, scarcity of counterpoint, excessive treatment of choir en
masse, lack of variety in tempo and four-square phrases. Gounod’s heaven is nowhere as
convincing, musically or dramatically, as Elgar’s in Gerontius. But I loved it. I could
bathe in the beautiful sound for hours – and just have.
Part I: The Prologue is more ceremony than substance. (1) The Requiem is elaborate,
beautiful, clearly not liturgical, though Gounod makes room for a magnificent
double-choir unaccompanied motet. (2) Dies irae is huge, but very pietistic – is Gounod
answering Verdi’s theatrical dramatization? It builds crescendo on an insistent rhythm,
then explodes on Tuba mirum. (3) Solo quartet enter on Quid sum miser, the personal
part of the text, with plea for mercy plus statement of faith. (4) Gounod here interpolates
a little mezzo aria, Felix culpa. Nadine Denize – the unknown in the quartet is glorious!
Soprano-mezzo duet follows, with dramatic choir finish. (5) Ingemisco section is cast as
pious prayer to Mary – of course bringing out the best in Gounod. (6) Inter oves, another
prayer, is given to solo tenor. (7) Confutatis again raises terror of hellfire, but the solo
quartet soon restores calm. (8) Lacrymosa again begins dark, but once again comes round
to a premonition of the Pie Jesu. This must be the most serene Dies irae ever written! (9)
The Offertorium begins with liturgical ceremony until the solo soprano appears like an
angel, leading to fugal Quam olim Abrahae. (10) Sanctus is given to soloists, with a very
understated Hosanna. (11) Pie Jesu with solo quartet turns on the chromaticism, with
plangent solo oboe. (12) Agnus Dei gets extended treatment with solo soprano, the choir
almost menacing. (13) Lux aeterna is again ceremonial, ending serenely in major. Part I
ends with short orchestral coda and triumphant final chord. [INTERMISSION]
Part II: The Judgment. (1) Parts II and III together are shorter than Part I. The bass soloist
takes over the lead. (There’s no word about who prepared the Latin text.) Orchestral
Prelude represents the Somnus Mortuorum and the final trumpet, now mixing in the
plainsong Dies irae motif. The bass signals the Son of Man to be seated on His throne. (2)
The choir sings praise to the Lamb. (3) The bass announces the King will separate the
sheep from the goats. He will bless the blessed Soprano solo joins him, then the women’s
choir. (4) The bass pronounces the curse upon the accursed, with men’s choir joining.
Part III: The Life. (1) The bass now assumes the role of John: I John saw a new heaven. The
music becomes much more diatonic. (2) And I saw the Holy City. (3) And I heard a great
voice. Chorus sings Behold the tabernacle of God. (5) The solo quartet takes up the
personal text – and there were no more tears. (6) Bass and chorus together makes all
things new. (7) The piece ends with an imposing Schlusschor: Ego sum Alpha et Omega .
. . Ecce tabernaculum Dei. (8) Hosanna – with inevitable but short fugue.
Roméo et Juliette
Gounod’s most beautiful score, in fine traditional Bartlett Sher production at the Met. It’s
my third time through in performance, with memories of Judith Blegen and Franco
Corelli in Detroit, and that poor tenor in Kitchener singing in his Joe Boxers. Damrau

looked more like a Hausfrau than a teenager, but she sang and acted well. Grigolo both
looked and sounded the part. Both sounded a touch strained on top, and I’m surprised
Damrau hasn’t a better trill. Frère Laurence could have been much more imposing –
where have the bassos gone? I had thought that Act III, with all its action, had been a
weak part of the score, but it held its own – maybe because of Noseda’s pacing and
Sher’s fast scene changes. A very moving show. (MetHD—Ja17)
Suite Concertante in A, pedal piano & orchestra
Four movements, 23’. Gounod’s four pieces for pedal piano are all late career, inspired
by Alkan’s demonstrations. The instrument itself, photographed in the booklet, was first
intended as a practice instrument for organists, but Schumann, Liszt, Alkan, and
Saint-Saens had already written for it. This Suite is a charmer. Entrée de fête is a quirky
marche miniature. Chasse is a horse’s galop in fast 6, with a romantic B section.
Romance is gorgeous. Tarantelle is another Presto in 6 but different from Chasse, now in
minor with special effects like tambourine. What a lovely piece! (Mh19)
Fantaisie sur l’hymne national russe
This 9’ piece exists in pedal piano and standard piano versions, its raison d’être unknown.
Very straightforward theme and simple variations on Lvov’s national anthem. The pedals
are more obvious here than in the Suite. Nice to hear. (Mh19)
Danse roumaine
This has more to offer musically than the Lvov variations, though just 5’. A pinch of
pixie dust and lots of flash, very entertaining. (Mh19)
Concerto in E♭, pedal piano & orchestra
Four movements, 20’. I think this must be Gounod’s only concerto, and it remains in MS,
unless it has been published since the CD. There are interesting notes on playing this
peculiar compound instrument, the addition of pedals requiring the elimination of
sustaining pedal and thus much dryer sound. Allegro begins with trumpet fanfare and
classic dot-dot-dash figures, verse concise. Scherzo is a gnomish dance, Mendelssohnian,
but not in the form of classic Scherzo. Adagio is a funeral cortège with not a marionette
in sight – small but serious, with a gorgeous major-key section. Finale, marked Allegretto
marziale pomposo (!), is politely rollicking picnic music. Apparently, Gounod did not
take the pedal piano seriously, so he elegantly stooped to the occasion. (Mh19)
THÉODORE GOUVY
Symphony No 3 in C, op 20
Allegro establishes a marked 12/8 figure, fast, with lots of cross rhythm and syncopation
— original, exhilirating. Larghetto unfolds 6/8 melody expressively, with prominent solo
horn. Scherzo is frisky 6/8 — almost as captivating as Litolff’s. Finale is again 12/8,
apparently modelled after Schubert’s C major but characteristic enough in itself. Gouvy
was praised by Berlioz and a smash hit in Leipzig. There’s no reason why music of such
distinction should be forgotten. (My10)
Symphony No 5 in B♭
Shorter, less imposing than No 3, related to baroque dance suite in “olden style” — but
it’s just a happy piece with a very unbaroque accelerando to finish Allegro. Minor key
Menuetto is purely romantic. Larghetto is beautiful romantic Air. Finale almost a tripping
Gavotte. Unlike No 3, this belongs in the line of French neo-classic Symphonies —
Gounod, Bizet — and like them, the work of a master. (My10)
Requiem

Not a careful hearing in the car, but nothing attracted much notice — in Cherubini mode
perhaps, only very homophonic. (Jy10)
Symphony No 6 in G minor, op 87
Long melancholy slow intro leads into risoluto Allegro — second subject in slower
tempo — drives to dramatic climax. Scherzo has balletic feel — sumptuous orchestration
in Trio — exciting. Andante Variations take sonorous chorale theme, heighten into
nobilmente without changing tempo — glorious. Finale a surprise whirlwind tarantella in
major — works into jovial fugato — big Finale. Beautiful Symphony. (F11)
Sinfonietta in D, op 80
He was persuaded not to call it a Symphony, probably because it is so happy, but it’s full
length and full of ideas. Pastoral opening recalls the Brahms Second, while the Allegro
develops a jaunty hunt motif. Scherzo is fast, tricky. Variations are in minor, wistful, not
tragic (I don’t hear the Schubert or Beethoven echoes in the liner notes). Finale a
wonderful risoluto march that alternates with a tarantelle like the Sixth. A winner. (F11)
Symphony No 1 in E♭, op 9
Allegro opens with startling fanfare chord, launches into Schumannesque dotted figue
(though he did not yet know Schumann’s music), some surprising modulations, elaborate
development. Beautiful. Scherzo in minor has lightness, verve of Mendelssohn,
mischievous joy in dissonances — Trio in major floats. Andante unfolds lovely melody: a
special bit with winds and celli pizz underneath, big passage in seemingly remote key —
gorgeous. Finale grazioso in tone with dramatic interruptions, but grazioso returns —
horn solo with broad triplets, accelerando coda leads to surprise allargando theme.
Wonderful. Continually inventive without being grandiose. (Ap12)
Symphony No 2 in F, op 12
Allegro opens with motivic fragments described in the notes as Beethovenish but they
seem quirkier, like Berwald — second subject derived therefrom, the whole propelled in
a 6/8 canter — pre joy. Scherzo oddly in 2/4, a major-minor elvish dance — B section
slower, grandiose, then dreamy. Andante spins a gorgeous melody in rockabye 6/8,
development in unusual 5-bar phrases, theme returns in cellos with violin ornamentation
— transcendent. Finale begins on open fifths and a folkish tune in 12/8. How many
masterpieces are there by this unknown giant? (Ap12)
Piano Trio No 2 in A minor, op 18
Allegro marked by rumbling piano and menacing cello solo – violin takes the bright
second subject in major – coda picks up speed. Andante gives strings singing duet over
simple piano strumming. Scherzo Mendelssohnian, delightful – show off piece for piano,
violin (cello left out—). Finale broad and expansive in 3 – exceptionally gorgeous, with
melting modulations. This music is too beautiful to be forgotten. (Ag13)
Piano Trio No 3 in B♭, op 19
Allegro develops a swaying, angular dotted tune in 4 with inventive embellishment, great
ending. Intermezzo spins a captivating tiptoe staccato tune, also dotted rhythms in 4.
Adagio unfolds a long, sostenuto in 3, very simple, unadorned – ambition for the sublime
– glorious. Vivace Finale reverts to fleet fingered Mendelssohn mode – second theme
much slower, recalling the Adagio – it occurs twice – development with chromatic
passages – whirlwind coda. Between these two Piano Trios I don’t know which to choose
– two masterpieces. (Ag13)
PETER GRAHAM

Harrison’s Dream
Wild opening — recalls Ginastera. Colorful instrumentation — clocklike bits, but not
overdone — truly touching quiet section, returns at end. Terrific band piece. (D08)
PERCY GRAINGER
In a Nutshell; Lincolnshire Posy; The Warriors; et al
Marvelous disc. Rattle has true measure of PG’s sound world. Even the version of
Country Gardens is mildly acidic, with odd whoops in orchestration. The Warriors is a
one-of-a-kind Masterpiece, Ivesian in texture, far beyond Holst, Delius . . . . I seem to
recall movements of In a Nutshell in different order, with dreamy and harmonically
wayward Pastoral first. Rattle’s version creates greater shock with Gumsucker’s March.
(Jy08). No, not far beyond Holst, who was more advanced harmonically than I thought,
though precise (no Ivesian chaos). (F09)
Piano Music I: Original Works
CD I has the favorites: “Handel in the Strand,” “Mock Morris,” plus the piano version of
“In a Nutshell” and a number of unfamilar charmers (“English Waltz,” “In Dahomey”).
The Pastoral movement of Nutshell is very revealing in its keyboard format, and no less
radical. (My09)
Piano Music II: Arrangements
A collection of gems from the great composers, solo piano riffs on everything in the
repertoire from Bach to Gershwin, with a Chinese folktune thrown in. I could easily do
without these, but the free ones are curious: Foster s Lullaby, Rag-Time Girl, and the two
riffs on Bach. (My2)
Piano Music III: Folk Songs
The third CD has more favorites: "Country Gardens," "Molly," "Derry," "Shepherd's Hey
— all Grainger in the folkish mode, charming, if a bit cloying in huge doses. (My09)
Piano Music IV: Arrangements
The Irish jigs from Stanford are smashing. The rest is odds & ends & curiosities. (My09)
Piano Music V: 4-Hand Works
Highly entertaining program, a number of repetitive folksy pieces with big ham-fisted
crescendi, shorter pieces, arrangements of Byrd and Gershwin (!), plus Delius— Dance
Rhapsody complete, and keyboard version of The Warriors. Good disc. (My09)
Orchestral Works
One of my favorite CDs, perfect car music. Grainger was pure eccentric genius in
orchestration too. (Ag09—Mpls). The scoring is wonderful — did I hear an accordion in
one? (My09)
16 Songs for à cappella choir
Grainger’s choral works mix original pieces with folksong arrangements, and they vary
between fairly conventional versions and some bizarre practices. These include
unconventional voice leading, extreme side-slipping chromaticism, thickened textures,
free use of divisi, extreme registers. “Early One Morning” frames the familiar tune with a
weird modal distortion. “My Love’s in Germanie” calls for 8-voice mixed choir plus
seven soloists. “Ye Banks and Braes” for whistling. Kipling’s “Soldier. Soldier” is
stunning. (Ap15)
Jungle Book Verses
Four Kipling settings for men à cappella. The verses suggest a narrative and the settings
revel in dissonance and formality – the line-for-line call and answer in the final poem, the

finely handled stanza alternation of the lengthy Inkarnon. Kipling sets well because his
verses make a formal design while the words mean what they say. (Ap15)
ENRIQUE GRANADOS
Danzas españolas; 2 excerpts from Goyescas
Hewitt’s surprise disc after all that Bach: Granados is a self-defi ned minor composer, but
superb in his metier. I’m surprised at how many of these tunes are familiar. His music
sticks. Pianism to burn, interesting even to me. Great car music. (Je09) Familiar No 5
arranged for bandoneon. (My20)
Cant de les estrelles
Lost and recovered work scored for double choir, piano & organ — essentially a little
Piano Concerto — sheer self indulgence, not identifiably Spanish but luscious. Piano and
organ together have never sounded better. (S10)
Salve Regina
Lovely but unexceptional homophonic setting. (S10)
Romanza; Escena religiosa
Short non-virtuoso violin & piano pieces, the second adding organ, exceptionally
melodious. (S10)
3 Songs
On the Victoria de los Angeles recital — the Goyescas nightingale and two tonadillas —
vaguely familiar, very beautiful, especially the second that sits so high. (Ag11)
Piano Trio
Allegro is hyper-romantic, improvisatory, aimless, Spanish, and passionate – tempo
changes freely – ending quiet. Scherzetto suggests Spanish Mendelssohn faery music.
Trio fiesta-like in major. Duetto seems like dialogue between the strings, tremulous and
restrained – gorgeous. Finale alternates between a racing motif, a heavy-footed dance, an
emotive melodic phrase – and do ideas from earlier movements get called back. Outer
movements are formally awkward, but does that explain why this piece is so little
known? (Ag13)
Violin Sonata
I’ve never heard this, a single-movement 12’ formless, improvisatory fantasy. There are
germinal phrases passed between the instruments, some sequential repetition, a great deal
of piano rippling. Lots of passion and sheer beauty. The violinist plays with Szigeti-like
tremulo. (Ag13)
Madrigal, cello & piano
Written for Casals, an improvisatory piece, modal and Spanish in feeling. Nice. (Ag13)
2 Arrangements, cello & piano
The familiar Intermezzo from Goyescas, arranged by Cassado, and the equally familiar
Rondella aragonesa (from Danzas españolas), arranged by the composer. (Ag13)
Escenas Romanticas
Large piano work, nearly half an hour, a succession of short pieces with connecting
material – I don’t think meant to be extractable. It’s seldom performed, say the notes. The
style is fairly austere – I thought of Mompou’s Musica callida – and it’s not typically
Spanish except in spots, with occasional virtuoso flourishes. There’s Chopin in sound and
pianism, Schumann in structure. Not good car music – too much dynamic range, too little
redundancy. The Hungarian pianist tends to be percussive. (Ag16)
6 Piezas sobre Cantos populares espanoles; Danza Lenta

Seven short piano pieces, only a couple with Spanish flavor. I liked Marcha oriental (not
very “oriental” either) and Zapateado the best. (Ag16)
ALESSANDRO GRANDI
17 Sacred works
Grandi was and is highly regarded but overshadowed by Monteverdi, whom he closely
resembles. His music, all sacred vocal music, is attentive to text (not provided by DHM!),
and sounds more like madrigal than motet. Some are polyphonic, some solo, with two
dialogues, plus Missa est Gabriel, a Christmas mini-drama that foreshadows Carissimi’s
Latin oratorios. Domine ne in furore is outstanding. Performers are a Who’s Who of early
music. I like René Jacobs as countertenor. (Ap11)
6 motets
These flesh out Cavalli’s Requiem, using the same continuo (organ, arpa doppia, gamba).
Exaudi Deus orationem sounds like solemn Monteverdi with a splash of wild
chromaticism. In te Domine speravi is a powerful duo for two bassi. O bone Jesu is for
full choir à 5. Exaudi Domine is a gorgeous duo for two trebles. Versa est in luctum, for
full choir à 5, gives the desolate verses from Job highly chromatic treatment, almost
Gesualdo. Da pacem Domine is a duet for baritones. (My20)
CARL HEINRICH GRAUN
Der Tod Jesu
A full-length Oratorio, possibly the first in German written apart from liturgical setting,
and written to the same text as Telemann’s (not the Brocke Passion). The two composers
were in a friendly, collaborative rivalry. Graun is much more Italianate than Bach, his
text far more rationalist, emphasizing Jesus’ heroism more than his suffering or
atonement. His piece enjoyed a century tradition of continued performance in Germany.
Part I: Graun begins with the Passion Chorale and a fugal chorus before the da capo arias
begin. Lovely music but not likely to shake one to the core. Part II: The tenor recit and
aria frame Graun’s Christology, one who suffers without complaint, a mountain with
head in clouds. Stephan Genz almost won me over until the aria, where he is incompetent
to execute the turns. How does he get his reputation? Super fugal chorus — extremely
florid soprano aria — chorale —Ihr Augen weint— imaginative with pizzicato and
protesting baritone. Schlusschor a let down. I’m glad to hear this, but I’d not choose to
revive it in performance. (S12)
JOHANN CHRISTOPH GRAUPNER
Harpsichord Partitas; Chaconne in A
The Liner notes make three important points: (1) Graupner was influenced by Handel and
Telemann, but being later, he also absorbed some French influence. (2) The Partitas
were not published, probably because their technical demands exceeded the likelihood of
widespread interest. (3) The Chaconne in A is a stand-alone piece of special interest as
possibly the most flamboyantly baroque example of its genre. Flamboyance seems to be a
lot of runs. The justice of these comments escapes me. Standard Suites of Allemandes,
Courantes, Minuets, etc. (My11)
Canon all’unisono in B♭
The unusual title describes a Trio Sonata for two oboes and continuo, the cello part
occasionally independent, and the oboes written in canon throughout – a considerable and
distinctive tour de force. The problem is that these two baroque oboes are particularly
honky and unpleasant. (N13)

Overture in F
Concertante Suite for recorder, which had already become outmoded when Graupner
wrote. It is modeled after the famous Telemann, according to the notes. There are seven
movements, mostly dances, but the second is entitled La Speranza and the last
Plaisanterie. The fuller sound with extra strings and double bass is welcome. (N13)
Sonatas in G & G minor for transverse flute and continuo
The G minor is a late four-movement Sonata da Camera, the flute part well within
amateur capacity. The major is very early, in five movements, the flute even more
restricted in range though there’s more finger work. (N13)
ALEXANDER GRECHANINOV
Symphony No 5 in G minor, op 153
The last of AG’s Symphonies in the post-Rimsky manner. The liner notes mention
Borodin, but over-ripe Glazunov seems apter. Maestoso is built on pesante motif.
Andante variations end with Allegro bit and fugato with wild subject. Scherzo has folk
feel with big orchestra. Finale seems formally wild. AG’s soundworld is striking with its
melodic use of low brass, percussion and bells. More colorful than Bortkiewicz, less
conventional and predictable. (O10)
Missa Oecumenica, op 142
Remarkable one-of-a-kind concert Mass with orchestra, SATB (not male) chorus, soloists
and organ, the Latin ordinary refracted through a Russian Orthodox lens. Kyrie is
developed symphonically. Sanctus has bass chant, transcendent Hosanna. Curious
Russian-inflected Latin, modal coloration, the treatment of the text quite free from
Western traditions. Unique. (O10)
Quartet No 2 in D minor, op 70
Composed in 1913 firmly in the Russian Romantic tradition, but formally, harmonically
venturesome. Begins with meandering highly chromatic Lento; moves into Scherzo, with
Trio touched by the meandering tone; the Largo too, though less disquieted, with fugato
section, passionate, beautiful; Finale Allegro more playfully romantic with jaunty dotted
rhythms. Attractive, not memorable. (O10)
Quartet No 4 in F, op 124
Composed 1929: Light, bright Allegro with nice lyric bits. Moderato serves as slow
movement, romantic lyricism on the order of Borodin’s Notturno — gorgeous ending.
Scherzo too recalls Borodin’s baubles & bells, but more elaborate, double Trio. End
weighted piece, with Lento prefacing lengthy Vivo. This is a fine Quartet, but I still get
no strong sense of Grechaninoff as a musical identity: he remains merely gifted. (O10)
Passion Week, op 58
Music to bathe in — healing music for body and soul — simply the most beautiful choral
singing in my library. I shall be turning to this one often. Motets in the Russian Orthodox
tradition, all slow, sustained, richly voiced. I have only a rough idea what they are
singing about. The texts are translated, but I can scarcely follow the words in Cyrillic
script. What matter? Music to bathe in. Utterly transcendent. (O10) Bruffy’s Kansas City
Chorale (with added basses) create some of the most gorgeous choral sound ever put to
recording. There are thirteen texts chosen by the composer – it’s not a prescribed liturgy
– two for each day, one for Good Friday. No one stands out. All exist in transcendent
space. (Ap19)
Piano Trio No 1 in C minor, op 38

In three substantial movements. The Allegro passionato works a rhythmic figure
obsessively, as does the Allegro vivace Finale. The melodic Lento is lovely but does not
rise to a high pitch. OK piece but seems labored, too ambitious for its material. (N10)
Piano Trio No 2 in G, op 138
In three movements. Much more interesting than No 1, almost as if the Romantic
Grechaninov had been listening to, say, Poulenc: phrases short and clipped, feeling
contained, but in traditional harmony. It feels somewhat unnatural but it makes a strong
piece. (N10)
Vespers, op 59
Gorgeous sound, remarkable profundo basses (are they possibly miked?), not quite the
mystical effect that Bruffy gets, full-throated non-Brit singing, exquisitely voiced and
pitched. Liner notes point out preference for major keys with sharps, frequent use of
double choir. Grechaninoff was earlier than Rachmaninoff’s masterwork by three years,
and to another massive orthodox service by Kastalsky (check it out). I love the Alleluiahs
at the ends of tracks 8 & 9, the serene penitance of 10. Slava! (D11)
Three Anthems
“Now the powers of Heaven” seems more chromatically romantic than the Vespers
music. “In the Kingdom” a setting of the Beatitudes, with alto solo in near monotone.
Last a Russian Nunc. (D11)
Cello Sonata in E minor, op 113
This piece changes my mind about AG’s chamber music: gorgeous opening Maestoso
moves into quick 12/8 – beautiful slow theme returns over top – nice ending. Menuetto is
marked “tragico,” mainly for the stentorian intro and the two Trios, one melancholic, the
other melodramatic. Finale opens with flourish, then chromatic theme, agitato. Strong,
interesting piece. (Ap13)
Symphony No 1 in B minor, op 6
Grechaninov is such a wonderful choral composer that I want him to be a great
symphonist too, but I was first put off by the conservatism. Yes, this could have been
written by Borodin, and it’s clearly modeled on the Symphony in the same key. It’s much
crisper than Gliere, with his heavily lubricated orchestration. Allegro is convincing
enough. Andante maybe less so –the ideas are weaker, until a beautiful B section.
Scherzo in 3 recalls Borodin’s great movement in 1/1, with its tricky syncopation and
broad melody – Trio orientale in slower tempo. Finale opens with fanfare and moves into
march time but keeps shifting patterns – effective coda. (S14)
Symphony No 2 in A, op 27 “Pastorale”
The first movement is titled “Pastorale,” but it sounds bumptious at first, then introduces
a couple of folksy Rusian tunes, singable and danceable and modal, exciting. Andante
sets a plaintive duet for clarinet and horn, and soon a consoling melody in strings – lots of
work for brass (who aren’t quite up to it – this is a larger orchestra than in the First).
Scherzo is in boisterous duple time, brassy, with fine Russian tune for oboe – Trio a
touch slower in minor. Finale seems to slip around chromatically – it eventually
articulates a theme, develops it exhaustively – more complex texture and harmony than
anything earlier. Grechaninov is flexing, but it wears until the big tune and coda. (O14)
Liturgy of St John Chrysostom
I still cannot penetrate this liturgy with the feeling I have for the words of the Latin Mass.
But then I understand Latin, and Russian is alien, except its sound as a singing language.

The reward of this CD is those Slavic basses, not only the extraordinary priest (whose
surname is Gudenov) but the unnamed choir bass at the lowest octave. Wow! (Mh16)
Cantata: Praise the Lord, op 68
Full-scale setting of Psalm 150 (in Russian paraphrase) for double choir, orchestra, and
solo soprano. Thickly voiced chords, echo effects, sub-choirs. Second movement
responds to the “mystical sacrifice” – women, celeste, and later, single lines for choir
sections. Third is longest, most varied in texture. Solo soprano appears only briefly,
toward the end. (Ap16)
Symphony No 3, op 100
No indication of key. Moderato begins with two motivic figures, in flutes, in strings –
wistfully lyrical but threatens to become more strained. The relaxed feel of the opening
prevails. Scherzo develops a timpani rhythm – Trio features solo flute – lovely with brass
becoming ominous – very interesting twist on Scherzo form, big movement. Andante
presents theme and variations in an ambiguous 3, almost a second Scherzo, especially the
variation with flute and celeste. Allegro vivace begins attacca with busy theme in violins,
broader theme in cellos. Twists and turns complicate structure. Liner notes make claims
for Grechaninoff as a formalist. Impressive. (Ap16)
MAURICE GREENE
Anthems
Nice look at Handel contemporary — modest music, no Handelian grandeur, but
appealing. (S08)
Voluntary in E♭
Short work in two parts played on a small hand-pumped organ by built Dolmetsch – it
sounds thin, halting, distressed. (N14)
Hearken unto Me, ye Holy Children
Anthem in 7 numbers, 21’. Filler for Handel’s Choice of Hercules. ATB soloist take three
airs and a duet, chorus the rest. “And in praising him” is elaborately contrapuntal and
gorgeous. Low key, beautifully made, in praise of God and King, whom God has inspired
to build the temple. Perfect for sanctification of a new church. (My20)
JOHN GREER
Allegory of Sweet Desire
I know nothing of this Canadian composer. A nice song cycle of ancient Greek & Latin
texts (in English), fairly conventional harmony, imaginative selection and sequence of
texts, beautifully sung by Pieczonka. (Ja09)
Liebesleid-Lieder
Clever cycle of vocal quartets with 2 pianos directly replying to Brahms’ Liebeslieder
Waltzes, but mixing several dances. On sardonic texts by Dorothy Parker and others —
not all of them work, but enough to make the piece viable. (Mh09)
OLIVIER GREIF
Sonata de Requiem, cello & piano
A composer I knew by name only. Four movements. Molto lento establishes a tonal
matrix and a taste for quotations: hymn (Aberystwyth), folksong. Allegro erupts in fury,
piano pounding on bass (where does that motif come from?). Contrasting textures create
nostalgia as in Kancheli, more thick textured and cross rhythmed. Notturno begins with
cello chanterelle before full statement of hymn, plus verse with descant – increasingly
dissonant, loud, third verse pianissimo. Presto obsesses further with hymn, up tempo,

then slower, softer. Finale Quasi cadenza moves into Feldman/Glass territory, pianissimo,
repetitive. A spiritual masterpiece. (Ag17)
Piano Trio
Written after decade of silence, but I hear no radical change of style. Four movements. It
begins with forearm clusters on keyboard, occasionally and unpredictably repeated,
lugubrious low cello, snatch of dance on violin. The chorale is called “apocryphal,”
possibly meaning original. I didn’t hear the four-note cell immediately. Volume and
tempo increase steadily. (2) Java – a kind of declassé waltz – is subject to dissection but
recognizable – it ends with ghostly harmonies and a wild bit. (3) Romanze abandons all
harshness for prolonged lyrical movement, cello first, then violin, a wailing duet over
patient piano arpeggios. Again, a long slow crescendo. (4) Alla breve begins as fugato on
the 4-note cell, progresses “towards radiance and light,” climaxing in a folktune
rhapsody. (Ag17)
ANDRÉ GRÉTRY
6 Quartets, op 3
All but one are in 3 movements, but only No 2 is fast-slow-fast. The 4-movement
Quartet has three Allegros and a Minuet (in second position). Two end with fugues, a
surprise from the supposedly untutored young Grétry, who is seeking to make an
impression, though mainly through grace and charm. He succeeds. But the parts are very
imbalanced, the cello simply marking the bass line, viola filling in. Performances
excellent. (Ag10)
Confitebor
Grand Motet but classical in style — Grétry’s model was Pergolesi — lots of repeated
notes and rushing scales. Unfortunately, the soloists are barely adequate, and there’s lots
of platform noise in the live performance. Choir is good, however. Interesting but
sporadic. (Mh11)
EDVARD GRIEG
Violin Sonata No 3 in C minor, op 45
Kreisler all business in the motto/working out bits — lots of tempo play elsewhere —
sequence leading to recap perfect example of shaping macro-phrasing. I’m always
surprised by the familiar sound of this piece, which I’ve never played. Grieg may be
“minor,” but he is always memorable. Why oh why did they not reissue the version with
Rachmaninoff? (N08)
26 Piano Pieces (Knardahl)
A lot of favorites, with overlapping of the classic Gilels recording, but a few new pieces
and a couple of Slåtter. Is “Erotikon” on Gilels? The photo of Eva Knardahl brings
back early memories of her — nice to have. (O09)
Choral works
An unutterably gorgeous disc — the music is homophonic, not a smidgen of
counterpoint, but Grieg’s harmony is somehow distinctive, all his own. “Våren” of course
— though neither harmonization is, I think, the one I heard years ago. The four psalms,
op 74, Grieg’s last work, are glorious. Listen to that Kyrie. Expert Norwegian choir.
Invaluable disc. (Ottawa trip—My10)
Holberg Suite; Two Elegiac Melodies

Nice to revisit, though Järvi’s Gothenberg strings are less than ideally polished. I want
“The Last Spring” at my funeral. (Jy10—Muskoka) The piano version of the Holberg
Suite – yes, the articulated sixteenths at the beginning are arpeggiated. This came first –
Grieg did the string version a year later. What gorgeous stuff! Those deceptive cadences
to IV in the Air! (F17)
Two Melodies, op 53; Two Nordic Melodies, op 63; Two Lyric Pieces, op 68
Six lovely, unhackneyed string pieces. Only one, I think, is familiar, “Cow Call.” (Jy10
Muskoka)
Lyric Suite, op 54
One of the chesnuts, but only the two loud movements seem familiar. interesting group.
(Jy10 Muskoka)
Peer Gynt — Incidental Music
Not the Suites — the whole shmear, which I’ve never heard, with Vorspiel, hardunger
fiddle, chorus of Trolls, plus several new movements. The disc includes some dialog too,
perhaps too much since there are no translations — but it increases the presence of the
drama and samples the sound of Ibsen’s poetry. The final bits on the next disc are
particularly beautiful, including Solveig’s Song. It’s like a vast film score (the current
equivalent of “incidental music”). (Jy10 Muskoka) BBC disc has movements from both
Suites in a mash-up. Good car music. (S16)
Funeral March I.M. Rikard Nordraak; Norwegian Dances, op 35
The Funeral March is given in its wind band format — the piano version is impressive by
itself. The Dances were orchestrated from piano pieces by Hans Sitt with Grieg’s
imprimatur, all familiar, including Wedding Day at Troldhaugen (much toned down
apparently). Unpretentious group. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Sigurd Jorsalfar: Incidental Music
Nine numbers: 3 are the familiar Suite, plus 2 songs with male chorus. The evocative
fanfares and Act I Vorspiel could advantageously be added to the Suite, the great March
remaining climactic. The two songs are stirring but of a different order, & the reprises are
expendable. (Jy10 Muskoka)
Piano Concerto in A minor, op 16
The war horse of war horses revisited. It’s actually a pretty good piece. (Jy10 Muskoka)
Im Herbst, op 11
Early piece, starts with hardunger gesture, ends noisily, but there’s no great tune to carry
the day. (Jy10 Muskoka)
Symphonic Dances, op 64
Surprisingly big half-hour piece. The first two dances are familiar radio fare — the others
don’t sound familiar at all. Either way, they’re all pretty bangy. Not Grieg at his most
appealing. (Jy10 Muskoka)
Landkjenning, op 31
Short work for male chorus, orchestra, and baritone in a brief solo. Bjørnson lyric
presents Olaf Trygveson bringing Christianity to Norway, a subject that elicits a simple
pietistic, patriotic hymn, elevated by Grieg’s unpretentious melody and exquisite
harmony. (D10)
Olav Trygveson
Three choral scenes from Grieg’s abandoned opera on Bjørnson libretto. First depicts a
ceremony summoning the Norse gods, solemn and static. The second presents a Sibyl

(deep contralto) who calls for runes to be carved and warns of consequences on infidelity
— she throws runes into the fire, but the fire bursts up and the temple collapses. To the
terrified people the Sibyl calls for resistance to Olav, the High Priest joining as she stirs
emotions. The third is a pagan fire dance. It all seems like a Scandanavian Samson et
Dalila without the sex. (D10)
Symphony in C minor
Grieg’s only Symphony, written at age 20 before he had become Grieg, then withdrawn.
Recognizable only in the occasional juicy harmony. It would fit into the Gade cycle.
Intermezzo could pass as a Norwegian Dance — almost. Vivace Finale just OK. (D10)
Den Bergtekne, op 32
“Mountain Thrall,” song for high baritone with strings, 2 horns — no text available, but
the folk subject and folk treatment make it melodically, vocally attractive. (D10)
Foran Sydens kloster, op 20
“Before a Southern Convent,” song on Bjørnson poem for soprano, alto, women’s choir
& strings: a young woman who has witnessed her father’s murder and just escaped rape
is welcomed into convent. No text available. (D10)
Bergliot, op 42
Melodrama in Norsk. No text, no point. (D10)
5 Songs with Orchestra
The saving feature of this disc. The first song is beautiful, text or no, and recorded here
for the first time. All the rest except the last are familiar from the Ann-Sophie Von Otter
recital, including of course “Våren,” the most beautiful song in any language.
Orchestrations are fine: they enhance without destroying intimacy. Both Bonney and
Hagegård sing with great finesse. (D10)
Old Norwegian Melody and Variations, op 51
Certainly not a hidden gem. An early keyboard work orchestrated, pleasant enough, with
nice quiet ending, but the variations are mainly old-fashioned ornamentation. (D10)
CHARLES TOMLINSON GRIFFES
The Pleasure Dome of Kubla Khan
I love Griffes but haven’t revisited in a long time. Schwarz performs it in the original
very large, impractical orchestration. American Orientalism, lush and lovely. (N12)
The White Peacock
Another orchestrated piano piece, gentler in swaying 6/8, lots of winds and harp —
gorgeous. I wish I could hear Sho-Jo again. (N12) Coleridge gives Griffes an opening for
his Orientalism – where does Debussy sound this Chinese? Why isn’t this standard rep?
(Muskoka—Jy13)
Poème
The Griffes I know best, even before Dale played it back in Minneapolis. Nice to get
reacquainted. Scored for strings plus two horns and percussion. (N12)
Bacchanale
Short, colorful, memorable — that one clipped phrase. (N12)
Three Tone Pictures, op 5
Piano pieces scored for eleven instruments, string and wind quintets plus piano. These are
gorgeous, and I’ve not really taken notice of them. (N12) Piano pieces done up for
chamber ensemble – I count 11 instruments. I’ve heard these before, though the first

doesn’t ring a bell. Strong pieces, too much in the grip of Debussy perhaps, though
Griffes does not imitate the excessive duplet phrasing. (Muskoka—Jy13)
4 German Songs
Student work – apt generic Lieder, suitably restrained vocally, pianistically. New World
gives neither texts nor translations nor even authors (Muskoka—Jy13)
4 Impressions; Song of the Dagger
Four Songs with piano in French style but sung in English, impressionist, reaching for
high notes. I assumed student work but contemporary with The White Peacock. The
Dagger is fully achieved – do I recall Hampson singing it? (Muskoka—Jy13)
Three Poems of Fiona McLeod, op 11
A little masterpiece: for soprano and orchestra, beautiful, with surprising outbursts of
operatic intensity – they remind me of Chausson’s triptych on a smaller scale, and that’s
strong endorsement. Bryn-Julson outdoes herself. (Muskoka—Jy13)
5 Songs of Ancient China and Japan, op 10
Like the Carpenter songs, these seem to use the Giles translations (uncredited), and they
are more orientalist than impressionist. “The Old Temple” and “Tears” are moving
nonetheless. (Je14)
NICOLAS de GRIGNY
Messe
Grigny’s Organ Mass is a huge structure, more than an hour of music in 23 separate
movements. I don’t understand the liturgical use of the work, nor the reasons for the
subdivisions or their disposition into types of treatment. But the music is glorious, full of
complex ornamentation and snarly organ colors over a rich bed of counterpoint. Grigny is
to the organ as Couperin le Grand is to the clavecin. There’s no mistaking the ultimate of
something, a masterpiece and I love it. (My11)
Hymns
The five organ hymns following the Mass are multi-movement works based on
plainsongs, ranging from three to five movements, each with a full organ chorale-like
harmonization and a fugue, but nothing else consistent. I perhaps detect the Veni Creator
in the Récit, but I’m not sure — and perhaps that’s not the point. I take pleasure in the
music simply as a series of pieces, not even worrying where one set stops and the next
begins. The Duos and Dialogs fascinate — how much music from just two lines! One of
my favorite discs. (My11)
STANLEY GRILL
American Landscape
A facebook friend, a composer who favors the string quartet and is deeply involved with
medieval music – a perfect combination. His CD contains three quartets. The four
movements (28’) have only metronome indications. The music is pandiatonic in the most
literal sense – there seem to be nearly no accidentals, lots of open strings. It’s not exactly
minimalist, but a cousin. I don’t detect thematic interest, more a roil of instrumental
figuration, all senza vibrato, lots of cello pizzicato. Last two movements are more
changeable. (D18)
Lonely Voices
String quartet in four movements, 24’. Adagio in minor, violin motif winding through
arpeggios – Allegro doubles the tempo, with cello pizzicato, nearly heptatonic – return to
Adagio. Allegro in fast 3 has more rhythmic vitality, with repeated motif. Adagio

continues three-note motif in 3, with some calculated modal shifts. Presto (more an
Allegretto) has more short motifs, lots of cello pizz, and moves closer to major key. I
guess this is more varied and appealing than the previous. (D18)
At the Center of All Things
String quartet in one movement, 17’. It begins in the same heptatonic territory – melody,
harmony, cello pizz, plus some measured tremolandi. There are a few brief visits to alien
key territory, and more extended bits in middle and just before the end. I wonder if he
acknowledges Hovhaness as a master? (D18)
GÉRARD GRISEY
Les espaces acoustiques
A pleasant surprise: From the hype and the provenance, I expected a lengthy discourse on
sonic chaos, tricked up with scientific talk. Instead, Grisey is clearly concerned with the
process of auditory perception and operates with Gallic rationality. A sequence of 6
pieces for successively larger ensembles: Prologue, for solo viola, is a kind of etude
that starts with a repeated figure and then stretches it; Périodes, for 7 winds and strings,
“envelopes” the viola and proceeds along similar lines; Partiels, for 16 or 18 players,
adds more instruments — the end is a remarkable disintegration into the noise of the real
world, clunks, footsteps, shuffled pages — setting up Intermission (considered as part of
the piece); Modulations, for 33 players, and Transitoires, for full orchestra (84 players):
even the larger ensembles “breathe.” The conclusion is rounded off by massed bells, then
return to solo viola; Epilogue, for 4 solo horns and 80 players – the only part that may
not stand alone – introduces disruptive elements, the horns resembling rampant elephant,
the entire sequence ending with bass drum. Grisey stems less from the Boulez line than
from Varèse and Messiaen, organizing sound in ways that remain perceptible to
experience. I like it. (S10)
FERDE GROFÉ
Hollywood Suite
From the king of early crossover, symphonic jazz, the faux classical . . . . sort of a fun
jazzy suite of six numbers from a commissioned ballet, the ballet giving a kind of natural
movement. (O10)
Hudson River Suite
More picturesque that the above, so more static, low key. The Rip Van Winkle section
attempts realistic narrative, complete with barking dog. Not as appealing. (O10)
Death Valley Suite
Odd in portraying a grim rather than a celebratory theme – opening in slow 5 with lots of
ponticello, lots of Straussian sound effects throughout: rusty axles, groaning oxen, some
Hollywood Indians, a sandstorm. The score must be a lesson in orchestration. Musical
substance on the level of a decent film score, perhaps. The patriotism sets in with two
Stephen Foster tunes in rather forced counterpoint. (O10)
Grand Canyon Suite
Once a repertoire staple, its popularity has faded. Am I ready to forgive Grofé’s
shameless and vulgar ripoff of the Tannhäuser Overture in the last movement? Certainly
“On the Trail” is irreplaceable. With due allowances (maybe including those awful string
harmonics in “Sunset”), it’s an enjoyable piece. (N10)
Mississippi Suite

Vaguely but surprisingly familiar, especially the third and fourth movements, “Old
Creole Days” and the big tune of “Mardi Gras.” Durable pops. The vaunted Mercury
Living Presence recordings now sound rather thin and scratchy. (N10)
CARLO GROSSI
Cantata ebraica en dialogo
Music of the Jewish baroque, dated 1681. A short 6’ Cantata sung in Hebrew. Eight
sections alternate between tenor solo and homophonic four-part choir, with guitar and
gamba continuo. Very intimate, lovely. (D16)
EYVIND GROVEN
At Evening, op 60
Brief, melancholy folklike tune for orchestra, very nice. (Jy12)
Halarljod Overture, op 38
Brassy festival overture. Stirring, pleasing, nothing special. (Jy12)
GABRIEL GROVLEZ
L’Escarpolette; Petites Lithanies de Jésus
Two short piano pieces by a French composer I don’t know. Dates 1879-1944, mainly a
conductor, music is light Fauré with some spice. Paul knew them from Kiwanis. (Robert
Kortgaard live—Ap10)
H.K. GRUBER
Aerial – Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra
Viennese composer born 1943. Two movements, 26’. “Done with the compass – Done
with the chart” (a line from Emily D’s “Wild Nights”) features trumpet without
mouthpiece, with various mutes, multiphonics, singing into horn, cowhorn, trumpet
piccolo – a mix of avant garde and nightclub, with echoes from orchestra trumpet and
sax, raspy soloist, extraordinary array of colors, huge range, dynamic range. I like it.
“Gone Dancing” starts with staccato trumpet leading an avant garde dance band. Later
soloist takes piccolo trumpet again. A real tour de force! – both composition and
performance. I love it, especially when least gimmicky. Unique ending. (O17)
LOUIS GRUENBERG
Marcia
Bumptious night-clubby piece, the last movement of an orchestral Suite called Serenade
to a Beauteous Lady. Good fun. (Ap12)
The Enchanted Isle, op 11
Early tone poem based on even earlier material — style post-impressionist Debussy with
hard edges, maybe Roussel. Allusion to Til Eulenspiegel near the end leads to an
unprepared jokiness and an unexpected big band sound. Grossly uneven. (Ap12)
Symphony No 2, op 43
In three movements: Begins like a Hollywood awards show: lots of film score in
orchestration, but more dissonant, detailed — big blatant ending. Langsam has intriguing
rhythmic clip-clop plus Orientalist line over top — B section static, misterioso. Finale
begins with nervous triplet figure — gradually gathers continuous momentum. I really
can’t catch on to Gruenberg. (Ap12)
FRIEDRICH WILHELM GRUND
Quintet, piano & winds in E♭, op 8
3 movements, 25’. Grund was active in Hamburg in the mid nineteenth-century (d 1874),
mainly as a conductor. As composer, he was a conservative disciple of Mozart. This

Quintet is closely patterned after Köchel 452. Intro Grave in minor leads to lively Allegro
theme with hint of modulation. Piano dominates development, complex, interesting,
recap gets into further modulation and surprise turns. Very nice. Adagio OK, B section in
minor. Rondo Allegro runs at easy tempo. Nice but undistinguished. (Ag20)
JEAN-JACQUES GRUNENWALD
Hommage à Josquin des Pres
A composer I know nothing about – modern French. His piece is a serene Prélude
tormented by extreme chromaticism – almost (but not quite) atonal. On Noehren recital
CD. (Ag16)
DAVE GRUSIN
Three Latin American Dances
Grusin’s name is unfamiliar to me, though he has won considerable eminence in jazz and
film music. The Dances are for Piano Trio. Tango is pure Piazzola. Danzòn de Etiqueta
riffs on the simpler syncops of earlier Cuban dances. Joropo Peligroso begins fugato (!)
And turns into a jazzed up fandango. Sophisticated entertainment, nothing cheap. (O11)
CAMARGO GUARNIERI
Violin Sonata No 2
Of this composer I know only that he was a Brazilian contemporary overshadowed by the
flamboyant and prolific Villa-Lobos. Liner notes are uninformative. Style is Latin
inflected pandiatonicism with lots of ostinato. There’s a sameness in the harmony and
little relief from legato detaché articulation in the violin. Piano writing sounds fine. All
three Sonatas are in three movements. Similar gaucheries as found in the self-taught
Villa-Lobos. Performance by Guarnieri’s daughter is, alas, inadequate. Sound on the
off-label CD poor. (F13)
Violin Sonata No 3
Written 17 years after No 2 — no change in style except more varied violin writing.
Finale has somewhat more freedom in its dance rhythms. (F13)
Violin Sonata No 4
Similar to the others, but increased technical demands for the violin. Some sound
awkward, but I don’t know which Guarnieri to blame for that. Intimo has bluesy feel. In
the hands of a decent player this might be doable — best of the three. (F13)
SOFIA GUBAIDULINA
Sieben Worte
The pattern of soloists / strings is clear, some recurrent note sequences — but the thrust
of it escapes me. Is there symbolism in the interminable decentered pitches— the
clusters, glissandi, etc? the bayan? Too far out for me. (Cx Ives’s lucid Unanswered
Question.) (Jy08)
Stufen
Another try: An 18' piece for large orchestra in which different masses conflict and
combine. Old William Mellers’ note is charming but not very informative. Still, the
sounds are more comprehensible than in other works by Gubaidulina that I’ve heard.
The electronic collage of spoken voice at the end (Rozhdestvensky’s) is effective. (Je12)
Stimmen . . . . Verstummen
A meta-Symphony in twelve movements, the whole a mere 34'. What’s “verstummen”?
[“Silenced.”] First movement is Klangfarben on a D triad — other sections converge on
D. The music sounds more minimalist, more tonal, than other work by Gubaidulina.

Middle sections feature prominent percussion. No 8 is longer, tenser, as is the final
movement. Section 10 returns to the one triad, while 11 and 12 are surrounded by bells.
As attractive a piece as any I’ve heard by Gubaidulina. I’m trying to like her. (Je12)
ALBERTO GUERRERO
Chants oubliés et danse, cello & piano
Short piece on Fiona Robson and Raymond Truong recital. I don’t remember ever
hearing Guerrero’s music before. Apparently he taught himself, largely through studying
Debussy and Ravel, so the piece sounds impressionist. Effective, not easy. (live, F20)
FRANCESCO GUERRERO
Pange Lingua; Missa de la batalla escoutez
The hymn is beautifully audible monody alternating with polyphony built on monody —
a demonstration piece. The Mass (which has nothing to do with battle) is performed with
instrumental support, giving a bit of Spanish snarl to the sweet singing. Glorious. (Ap09)
In exitu Israel; 4 motets
“In exitu” is lengthy psalm (14') alternating plainchant and polyphony — unusual, with
beautiful concluding Gloria. Magnificat and “Conditor” likewise alternatim. “Regina
coeli” done by winds alone. “Deo Seraphim” is gem, with three angelic choruses. (Ap09)
6 Motets
The middle four of these are slow, reverent, showing the mystical Spanish flavor of
Victoria, especially the 5-part “O sacrum convivium” and “Ave Virgo,” Guerrero’s most
famous work. The “Regina coeli” shows Guerrero in joyous mode, lots of alleluiahs.
The “Surge propera” (on the “Rise up my love” passage of Canticles) is sung
aggressively, like a command. I think Hill is proving a point, but I’d like it to be rather
more relaxed. (Mh11)
Missa Dormendo un giorno
Mass based on amatory madrigal by Verdelot (also sung), with five motets. Peter Phillips
conducts, but a Spanish group live, not the Tallis Singers, nor English voices neither.
Spanish voices and intonation are far removed from that bleached white emasculated
sound. “Heu mihi Domine” is an outstanding penitential motet. (O11)
Missa Surge propera
Guerrero’s only 6-voice Mass, on the “Rise up” text from Canticles. Tallis Scholars use
12 singers, seemingly an enormous number after hearing so many one-on-a-part
performances. Phillips drives the tempo and the pitch seems high, probably to keep it
bright, but too much, I think. Osanna is even faster. (Ag12)
7 Motets
“Usquequo Domine,” a penitential motet, is gorgeous, as is “Respice Domine.” “Ave
Maria,” a wonderful antiphonal double choir setting. “Heu mihi Domine,” another
gorgeous penitential motet. “Surge propera,” an intricate setting of the “Rise up” text
with unusual cantus firmus ostinato — see liner notes (though I did not hear it); but the
unwinding after the medial break is clear. “Beati Dei genetrix” is Marian motet notable
for alleluias repeated and elaborated. “Ave virgo,” “Regina coeli” two more Marian
motets on familiar texts. The CD is demonstration of the view that the greatest music of
this type lies in the motets rather than the masses. (Ag12)
Simile Regnum Caelorum
Motet basis for Alonso Lobo’s Mass – oddly sets only the first half of the parable. (Ap13)
Petre ego pro te rogavi

Motet basis for Alonso Lobo’s Mass. (My13)
Vesper Psalms
These settings are all alternatim, the plainchant mensural in Spanish tradition, the
responses sometimes contrapuntal, sometimes homophonic. Beatus vir is all plainchant.
Laudati pueri useds some fauxbourdon. A bit of a let down. (Ag14)
Requiem; O Domine Jesu Christe
The motet is unrelated to the Requiem, but a pious Good Friday prayer and gorgeous.
The Requiem is sung in its earlier 1566 version, which reflects local usages at Seville.
The text of the Requiem (including the addition of Dies irae) was standardized after the
Council of Trent, and Guerrero duly published a revised version in 1582. (Bruno Turner’s
notes are superb.) The Tract here is Sicut cervus – much more comforting than the Dies
irae. The performance emphasizes contemplative and reverential feelings – very
beautiful. Alistair Dixon’s Chapelle du Roi, an English group not known to me, is very
fine. Nice deep basses. (Ag14)
Requiem
The Glossa CD uses the revised version of the Requiem in a liturgical reconstruction.with
tons of plainchant. Noone generates magnificent sound with instruments and voices. The
plainchant version of Dies irae uses a different tune, recently discovered, rather than the
familiar one. Offertory is very grand, but the austerity of the chanting and the alternatim
is too much. Long, slow recession. (Mh16)
“Maria Magdalen et altera Maria”
A great Easter Sunday motet, source of Alonso Lobo’s Missa Maria Magdalen”
Gorgeous. (Ap19)
JEAN-ADAM GUILAIN
Suite du premier ton
Guilain might be better known as a composer if we knew anything about him as a person.
The quality of his 1706 organ pieces for the Magnificat is undisputed. I love the Basse de
trompette sound here and in the Du Mage Suite. (S12)
ALEXANDRE GUILMANT
Organ Sonata No 1 in D minor
Super piece, three movements fast-slow-fast. Dramatic, very like Franck (especially
second subject). Pastorale a gentle 9/8, lightly contrapuntal, extended. Final Toccata
fast & furious, big chorale (from first movement?) to finish. (O08)
Symphony No 1 in D minor for Organ and Orchestra
This is my fourth hearing of this piece — first with Paul playing the Sonata version, then
the Symphony version with Orchestra London, then the previous CD, now this. It’s
beginning to stick: the stentorian opening, lovely second subject, lovely Pastorale
(tremulant), grand pomposo Finale. The recording seems exceptional. (D09)
Marche Élégiaque
Expecting a solo piece I was surprised to hear the orchestra. This has the grandeur of an
important state funeral. (D09)
Symphony No 2 in A for Organ and Orchestra
Big five-movement piece with two slow movements plus slow intros to both fugal outer
movements. Expansive, Romantic, gorgeous. Fine Scherzo. These Organ Symphonies
were composed at the turn of the century, later than comparable works in the
symphony-concerto genre by Berlioz, Lalo, Saint-Saëns, d’Indy. (D09)

Organ Sonata No 7 in F minor, op 89
Six movements: Entrée starts directly with a vigorous march. Lento, subtitled Rêve, is a
stylistic leap in tribute to Debussyan impressionism. Intermezzo presents an appealing
melody with lots of left hand figuration – a simpler B section with vox humana. Grand
Choeur is subtitled Tempo di Minuetto, but it’s a bold piece in very quick 3. Cantabile is
in slow 3, quite chromatic – I might guess MacDowell. Final is another alla Marcia like
the beginning, stern in minor but ending in bright major. Guilmant seems to avoid fugal
writing – he was a publicist-entertainer. [No, see Symphony No 2 above.] (Jy14)
4 organ pieces
Allegretto in B minor and Mélodie in G are both salon pieces, a Lieder ohne Worte,
pretty enough. Saint-Saens’ Le Cygne is a tribute to Guilmant’s aptitude as transcriber for
his instrument. Impression grégorienne has a very slightly modal cast. (Jy14)
Stabat Mater, op 65
A quasi-improvised fantasy on phrases of the plainchant, which are intoned between
versets. (Jy14)
Marche funêbre et Chant séraphique, op 17
Guilmant’s calling card, according to the notes. It starts low and sinister, with a more
frivolous B section, texture remaining homophonic. A section returns quietly with tones
of arpeggiation. (Jy14)
2 organ pieces
Cantilène pastorale is an exotic melody alternating with stalwart heroism. March on Lift
Up Your Heads is straightforward treatment of the hymn tune. (N15)
YRJÖ GUNAROPOLIS
Saxophone Concerto in C minor
Three movements, 21’. This Finnish composer with Greek surname was born in St
Petersburg, where he wrote one of the first large-scale sax concertos, though it was long
thought lost in a fire. The original score was rediscovered in 2016. Sax writing is
idiomatic, themes appealing, with an attempt at symphonic development. But the sound is
like a film score with weak orchestration, poorly integrated with the soloist, [The
orchestra is weak.] Adagio expands on an appealing simple tune, cantabile. Finale opens
dramatically, and sax enters with a devilish staccato theme with Armenian accent. Lights
second subject in major. (D18)
IVOR GURNEY
5 Elizabethan Songs
Gurney called these, his earliest published songs, his five Elizas – unusual for Gurney in
setting well-known classic lyrics like “Under the greenwood tree.” Unlike Warlock,
there’s little Elizabethan pastiche. Keyboard gives continuity, lots of modulation, the
vocal line a sensitive recit. A lot like Delius songs with less over-ripe harmony. Here, the
poems are strong enough to stand the treatment. “Spring” is masterly. (Mh17)
6 Songs
The end of the CD returns to Gurney’s usual Georgian fare – De la Mare, early Yeats,
and one Edward Shanks. “Salley Gardens” and “Cloths of Heaven” are not the familiar
settings, but very beautiful, as is the last Joseph Campbell, “Father a-Ploughing” – both
poem and setting. I usually dislike these freely wandering voice lines, but the performers
make them work. (Mh17)
14 Songs

The first three are of a type. “The Folly of Being Comforted” might seem ideal for this
treatment, but it’s too drawn out, as is Masefield’s “By a Bierside.” Overdramatized.
Only Gurney’s own “Severn Meadows” works well – understated. I like Belloc’s
“Houseker Hill” and “Most Holy Night,” and Ledwidge’s “Desire in Spring” and Yeats’s
“Cradle Song” (where from?), but not De la Mare’s “Cherries.” Graves’s “Nine of the
Clock” must be the only up-tempo bit on the CD. (Mh17)
JEAN GUYOT
9 motets
Guyot spent most of his life in Liège, except for a short time in Vienna in service of the
emperor there. He belongs to the post-Josquin generation (I think Gombert), with lots of
thickly interwoven imitation. His extant work is limited to a single Mass, the Te Deum
recorded here, 26 motets and 13 chansons. His Liège works are restricted to 5 voices but
expand in Vienna to 8 or 12. “Te Deum” sets the tone: the voices unite dramatically at
“laudamus” and the “alleluiah” is repeated in the second part. “O florens rosa” appears to
be a double canon with one free voice and lots of dissonant cross relations. “Amen amen
dico vobis” is Guyot’s earliest publication, in Susato’s 1546 volume. “Accepit Jesus
panem” sets the words of Maundy Thursday, so Guyot emphasizes the words “in meam
commemorationem.” “Prudentes virgins” poses the challenge of a lengthy text, which the
booklet praises for its handling of key words. (My18)
Te Deum laudamus
Alternatim setting remarkable for its length at 17’. The first half, the ritualistic part of the
text, seems unextraordinary, but the prayerful second half comes to life as the choral
sections become longer. Liner notes give more detail about technicalities but do not relate
them to text – e.g. the extensions of track 27 on Per singulos dies. There’s more to take in
here. (D18)
ADALBERT GYROWETZ
Symphony in E♭, op 6/2
From circa 1790, standard format at 18'. Pleyel-like tune in thirds, undistinguished.
Andante has four-square tune, some interest in winds. Rustic Minuet, a nice yodeling
horn solo. Perky bustling Finale with modicum of modulation. Very little counterpoint
anywhere. Gyrowetz, 6 years younger than Mozart, lived until 1850. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Symphony in F, op 6/3
Bm-chk-chk theme nice, naïf. Dramatic minor key gestures in Andante, unexpected
modulations — more interesting. Minuet with hemiola displacement. Finale perky, some
twists. Gyrowetz is a more “advanced” symphonist than, say, Wagenseil or Monn, but
he’s not a better composer. Art changes, evolves, but does not improve. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Symphony in D, op 12/1
Impressive slow introduction opens into typical bustle, more dramatic in development.
Andante has novel pizzicato and some harmonic twists. Blaring Minuet modulates
daringly. Finale has Haydnesque sassiness. (Jy10 – Muskoka)
Quartet in G, op 29/2
[Liner notes confuse descriptions of the two op 29 pieces, but the G major comes first.]
Allegro genial – keeps changing ideas and tosses the lead around concertante style.
Adagio rather saucy, full of scales. Routine. (Ag13)
Quartet in D, op 13/1

Three movements: charming naïf violin in very top register – the piece turns concertante
and there are passages in distant keys, surprising juxtapositions. Lovely brief Larghetto –
romantic tune that jumps into jaunty 6/8, morphs into slower bit, returns to Larghetto
with embellishment. Allegretto begins softly like a minor key scherzo – turns into
implausible fugue and does a couple of other crazy things before finishing as true
Allegro. Delightful. (Ag13)
Quartet in E♭, op 29/1
Allegro opens in the warmest registers. (Does AG keep the cello too much in its bottom?)
There’s some nonsense, but intriguing modulations and progressions in the development.
Andantino is a canzonetta with just a few wrinkles. Menuetto keeps moving in and out of
minor. (There are notes in the Trio that must be misprints!) Allegretto Finale is jovial
with a bit of counterpoint and development. (Ag13)
PAVEL HAAS
Suite for Oboe & Piano, op 17
I’ve heard some of Haas’s music in passing but have not placed him – apart from his
murder in Ausschwitz a few months after writing this piece. I don’t hear the Janacek
presence mentioned in the liner notes, nor does it seem especially Czech. Rich
polychords, irregular rhythms, piano furioso while the oboe keens. Nice big ending.
(D13). This little three-movement Suite appeared in 1939. Thickly chorded
pandiatonicism, sadly capriccioso – traces of folk. Last movement is laid back, a folkish
melody to the fore. (O14)
Quartet No 2, op 7 “From the Monkey Mountains”
Four movements. Highly descriptive music, unmistakably touched by his teacher Janacek
– extending an autobiographic impulse in quartet writing back to Smetana. The Monkey
Mountains are an improbable Czech place name. The piece begins with Landscape, and a
sense of travel: lots of ostinato, violins in stratosphere, ponticello and special effects,
settling into a lengthy tranquillo before picking up speed. Coach, Coachman and Horse is
a comic scherzo experimenting with grotesque glissandi: I thought drunk, but no, the
coach slipping in mud, getting stuck, then racing. The Moon and Me is a quiet nocturne
with extended viola solo. Throughout, there’s a modal folk tinge to the music. Wild
Nights finishes with raucous festivity with a Latin flavor and even optional percussion
(castanets, drums). This is the most ambitious and accomplished Haas I’ve heard – what a
finish to a concert! (N16)
HANS HAASS
Fuge in C; Intermezzo
What fun! Haass was a specialist composer for pianola, wrote for 1926 festival.
Impossible tempi, runs with blinding clarity. Both pieces wild and crazy. (O10)
ALOIS HÁBA
Overture, op 5
I’ve heard a bit of Hába’s microtonal music (which began as early as op 7), but this is
lush late Romanticism — the notes compare Korngold, Szymanowsky. The orchestra
sounds enormous, with xylophone, glock, celeste. Great stuff. (My11)
CAROLUS HACQUART
Trio Sonata No 6 in D minor
Trio Sonata in 7 sections, or movements, published in 1686 and beginning to show the
shape of the genre, highly unpredictable, varied tempos. A longer piece at 12'. (D10)

HENRY HADLEY
Scherzo Diabolique, op 135
I was prepared for a very mild-mannered devil, but Hadley surprises with a dissonant
blast and some convincing ideas, exotic orchestration including wood block and bells.
Telltale touches of Sorcerer’s Apprentice weaken the effect (Ja16)
Cleopatra’s Night, op 90
Not billed as a concertante work, but really a 5’ flute solo with Orientalist themes. (Ja16)
The Enchanted Castle Overture, op 117
`
Slow intro to upbeat theme in style of Brit lite music. Second idea has an Elgar fragrance.
Pleasant but uncomfortably derivative. (Ja16)
Salome, op 55
Big piece, over 35’ long. Hadley, a pupil of Chadwick, was studying with Thuille when
writing this piece, simultaneously as Strauss was finishing his opera, both in response to
Wilde’s play. There are no direct links, but Hadley has certainly picked up Straussian
gestures (the little clarinet figure is from Til), the chromaticism. The passion is more
Romantic than Expressionist. Over-extended, overly dependent on sequential repetition,
the narrative opaque, but there are exciting passages. The climax is achieved with a
shattering gong – the ending is tender but dark. (Ja16)
Othello Overture, op 96
Begins in deep tragedy, then agitato. Perhaps competition with Verdi, not to mention
Dvorak, is too much, but Hadley needs more dramatic characterization. (Ja16)
San Francisco, op 121
Three-movement Suite: The Harbour begins with boat noises, a mix of impressionism,
orchestrated realism, folk tune, in-and-out tonality – more ambitious than Eric Coates but
on the same order. Chinese Quarter has oboe, pentatonics, wood blocks, glissandi in the
bass. Mardi Gras seems rather chaste. Colorful, but the risk-taking is timid. (Ja16)
The Ocean, op 99
Tone poem, 15’ – bold opening, the ocean is frenzied. Hadley had studied scores by
Strauss and Reger, but his harmonic palette is traditional. Within that frame, the piece is
dramatic, full of unexpected eruptions. Strong orchestration – watch out for that timp!
Beautiful sweet finish. (O18)
The Culprit Fay, op 62
Rhapsody after a romantic poem by Joseph Rodman Drake, set on the Hudson River. The
opening is weird, appropriately. The subsequent fantasy is romantic, rather French, with a
pinch of harmonic spice and virtuoso orchestration – celeste and harp, string harmonics,
and a great oboe rooster call at the end. No wonder the Ukrainian orchestra wondered
why they had never heard of this man and wondered if he was popular in America.
Brilliant piece. (O18)
Symphony No 4 in D minor, op 64.
Four movements, North, East, South, and West, 39’. Hadley wrote five symphonies in
total. North, i.e. the harsh icy North, begins with solemn brass, then a turbulent Allegro
with cymbals – a more diatonic November Woods. Much of it is relaxed, but always in
suspense. Coda returns with a crash and brings back the solemn brass. East is the
orientalist Far East, full of oboe and exquisitely muted horns. Quicker B section
introduces a pentatonic tune that sounds more American Indian than Chinese, but the
oboes and horns return. South brings the mildly syncopated Juba, the first genuine

American sound, with more pentatonics. Great movement. Allegro Finale alla marcia
moves to the land of manifest destiny, with sly modernisms in the harmony –
impressionist touches, parallel sevenths – a romantic passage, an Indian bit with
tom-toms (quickly discarded). As before, orchestration is colorful, detailed – a joy.
Fabulous joyous piece. (O18)
REYNALDO HAHN
Piano Quintet in F# minor
First movement turbulent, but contained in neat 4-bar phrases. Andante moody, has the
true Fauré touch so rare, bright B section, then return. Gorgeous. Final grazioso pleasant,
guilty of some mechanical working out. I’d hoped to like it better. (Ap09)
Piano Quartet in G
One of Hahn’s final works, a throwback to Schumann or early Fauré mainly, especially in
the tiny Scherzo. The muted Andante has some charged chromaticism, an exotic edge —
gorgeous. Finale a rolling legato. Beautiful, understated music, a trifle anonymous. (N11)
Violin Sonata in C
The notes relate Hahn’s Sonata rightly to early Fauré — supple melody, rippling piano,
an occasional surprise turn, forceful chromatic passage with violin in octaves. Scherzo
Véloce is highly chromatic: violin supplies rhythmic engine usually given to the piano.
Modéré slow, nostalgic, pure dreamy song, one of those endless progressions that never
reaches its cadence — in fact it doesn’t. A unique Finale. (N11)
Soliloquy and Forlane
Salon piece for viola and piano — Soliloquy exquisite, Forlane unexpectedly jolly. (D11)
Nocturne in E♭; Romance in A
Salon pieces for violin and piano. Nocturne is nice. Romance an exquisite ambulatory
outing, genial, serene — a gem. Cello arrangement of Hahn’s most famous song thrown
in as a bonus. (D11)
Piano Concerto in E
Unusual layout: Improvisation, Dance, Réverie, Toccata & Finale. Improv alternates
dreamily between piano and orchestra, picks up tempo, still alternating, and settles back
into dream; perky bit coasts like bicycle, then passage back into slow tempo. Danse takes
off with elfin swagger. Réverie is simply gorgeous, returning to main theme with wistful
acquiescence — faster tempo brings new dance idea, evolves, gains speed to conclusion.
A perfect gem — perhaps not enough flashy display, but loads of charm, novel and
inventive structure, tons of melody and color. A winner. (D12)
Le Rossignol éperdu II: Orient
Six short piano pieces of modest technical demands. Not overtly orientalist, more of the
rocking boat conceit, pleasant but too much sameness. I was hoping for better. (F13)
Le Rossignol éperdu III: Carnet du Voyage
Nine short piano pieces. They interest me more than the Orient set, perhaps because they
set no expectations. Also, the blend of religious and aesthetic pieties is irresistable. (F13)
Le Rossignol éperdu IV: Versailles
Eight short piano pieces, much like the others with a slight hint of eighteenth-century
pastiche — in “La Reine au jardin” and “La Fête de Terpsichore.” I wonder if he knew
that occult book? Very likely. “Adieux” and “Hivernale” are gorgeous. Lovely
melancholy postlude. (F13)
Le Rossignol éperdu I: Première Suite

The title alludes to Couperin — a vast collection of 30 pieces, over 70' of music. These
are purely textes pour rien: they have no larger purpose than their momentary beauty. If
they were sparked by poems the words are silent, though titles give significant clues to
general character. Gretchen stands out; “La Fausse Indifférance”; “Never More (homage
to Poe)”; the tiny “Portrait — Ivresse” (gloomy false relations, amazing cluster in the
middle); “Per I piccoli canali” (in Hahn’s best Venetian manner); “La Danse de l’Amour
et du Danger”; “Chérubin tragique;” “Les Chênes enlacées.” I might choose different
titles next time. I’m won over by the trifling. A great CD. (F13) Three pieces on Ann
Queffélec’s BBC disc, apparently taken from the end of the collection. Hivernale leaves a
sense of real desperation, like Schubert’s Leiermann. (Je17)
ANDRE HAIDU
Bestiary
Four poems by Ted Hughes set by Hungarian composer in mimetic style, dramatic —
horribly melodramatic — slow, no pulse, parlando. Blah, interminable. (Muskoka—Fe12)
ADOLPHUS HAILSTORK
Symphony No 3
Bright, cheerful, syncopated, reminiscent of Glass — a few jazz licks toward the end.
Moderato is floating of sustained harmonies — gorgeous. Vivace has feel of first Allegro
with some blues slurs. Finale more complex with cross rhythms, slow reflective passage,
return to fast stuff, a bit too sectional. Very successful on the whole, minimalism adapted
to true symphonic thinking. A winner. (Mh09)
Symphony No 2
Darker than No 3. Opening quiet with single shriek of dissonant brass is memorable;
development has angular lines, not quite square driving rhythms. Grave is ominous,
deep drums, solo lines, lots of English horn — a striking mood with simple means.
Scherzo is dark, irregular rhythms. Finale has slow intro, many-layered Allegro with
Martinu-like dancing, deep sinister throbbing, rhythms of anxiety, memories of the
solemn opening chords building to affirmation. Super piece. (Mh09)
NAJI HAKIM
Rhapsodyfor Organ Duet
Concert piece in five short movements. Lebanese-born Hakim studied with Langlais and
learned to meld the French organ tradition with Middle-eastern rhythms filtered through
Stravinsky and Bartok. The folk element shows best in the Vivace. He became
Messiaen’s successor at Le Trinité. Four movements of the piece deal with an English
tune, a French noel, a danse de Champagne, and an American spiritual (Go tell it on the
mountain). The fifth, Potpourri, combines them all à la Milhaud. (Je14)
Mariales
Secular Suite for organ, four hands, each of the five movements based on a Gregorian
theme with Marian associations. The last sounds like a finger twister. (Je14)
Le Tombeau d’Olivier Messiaen
Hakim, Messiaen’s successor at Trinité, has considerable reputation as organistcomposer-improviser. His Tombeau is in three parts, each using Messiaenic motifs. The
first sounds like Messiaen gone feral – there are even jazz elements. The second, to be
played “with love,” is slower, melodic, sustained legato. Third is a flighty Toccata
interrupted by alternating triads and dissonant clusters. I cannot tell how he`s producing
those sounds just before the big major triad finish. (D15)

CRISTÓBAL HALFFTER
Prelude for Madrid ‘92
My curiosity was roused by Martin Haselböck, whose recital here included an organ
piece by Halffter calling for weights on certain keys. Expecting an avant garde fanfare,
I’m surprised by a piece for chorus and orchestra with a Spanish flavor. Marvelous
handling of chorus, which goes crazy by the end. Hey! (Jy11)
Daliniana
Three avant gardish orchestra pieces inspired by Dali paintings: The melting watches
become anxiously reiterated brass and string staccatos roiling in sustained tones,
irrational percussion. El sueño becomes quiet sustained tones, rapid events widely spaced
— crescendo, the sustained dissonance perfect madhouse music (great for Hallowe’en).
In The Birth of Liquid Anguish (can I find the image), the madhouse starts the day’s
activities. Creepy, scary, impressive music. I can’t imagine how some of the sounds are
made. (Jy11)
Fantasia on a Sonority of Handel
String piece written for a 1981 Handel Festival. One hears massive ball of string
dissonance through which bits of Handelian lines can be made out. Four cellos are
foregrounded. After a bit, tonal blocks try to get free: at 10' they succeed, an elegiac
quotation (maybe transposed down a fifth?) Chaos returns, still with elegiac tone. (Jy11)
Veni Creator Spiritus
Celebratory setting of the great Pentecost hymn. There’s an avant garde layer —
clustered dissonances, non-rhythmic clangs and bells. Second, a choir that sings in
thirds (?) using fragments of the familiar chant, gradually going wild. Third, another
choir in the background intoning the chant itself. Wonderful texture. But the big tonic
triad at the end doesn’t work. (Jy11)
Ricercar para Organo
Liner notes mention the premiere in London, Ontario, which I attended and reviewed
(favorably), and had lunch with Alan and Haselböck. The notes do not mention placing
weights on certain keys — is that a false memory? The piece is even wilder than I
remember. (Ja12)
Quartet No 1 “Tres piezas para cuartet”
The title alludes to Stravinsky, but it is more neo-classical than Stravinsky’s piece, a
dissonant pandiatonicism in fairly square rhythms. Adagio nearly static, a trial of
sostenuto with eerie ending. Vivace is rugged in 3, with Spanish folk underlay – rhythmic
passage recalls Le Sacre – the piece could be mistaken for Ginastera. (My13)
Quartet No 2 “Mémoires”
One long movement of 22’: begins with sustained cluster and sudden consonance (the
first quotation from Beethoven’s op 135); a long passage of avant gardish effects before
the second quotation emerges, resubmerges; even longer bit of tremolos, harmonics, you
name it; near the end, a brief reminiscence of Beethoven’s “Es muss sein” motif.
Unforgiving avant gardism from 1970. (Je13)
Quartet No 7 “Espacio de silencio”
Complex avant garde piece in one movement with four spaces of silence – at beginning,
two midway, and at the end. In effect, three sections with pauses. In these silences, both
performers and audience are instructed to read, silently, verses on the transcience of life
from a Golden Age poet named Jorge Manrique. This enacted, enforced reading in the

piece’s raison d’ȇtre (gimmick?). The music is atonal but not strictly serial – the middle
section breaks into quasi-consort polyphony. There is thus drama, more to hold onto than
in the Second Quartet. (Je13)
Odradek: Hommage à Franz Kafka
For large orchestra, 21’. Title refers to “a character” or “an object” (no one is sure which)
in Kafka’s last story “Cares of a Family Man.” The music begins with punctuated
silences and patches of scurrying, growing louder as they continue. Later parts introduce
consonant triads alternating above the mix – they turn into bullying brassy dissonance.
Sudden cut-off to pianissimo xylophone. More of same, with lots of whip, wood block,
bells, etc. I must read the Kafka story! (Mh19)
Tiento del primier tono y batalla imperial
This 11’ piece unites a Tiento by Cabezon and a Batalla by Cabanilles, with modernist
trimmings. Tiento is solemn, moving, the Batalla somewhat belligerent but really more
celebratory and festive. Effective. (Mh19)
Dortmund Variations
A celebratory 18’ piece for the orchestra’s centennial, but inner reflection and drama
participate in the celebratory joy. There is no theme as such. Variations feature distinct
orchestral groupings, and they overlap. It’s very much a matter of sound masses, and
exemplary as such. The beginning features raucous if brightly colored brass. Woodwinds
enter, and as the sound slows and calms, strings appear. The winds continue, great
percussion riffs – it all makes a kind of sense. Two-thirds through, it falls static, builds,
and ends finally on a brassy major triad. I like it, I think. (Mh19)
ERNESTO HALFFTER
Sinfonietta
At 37' long enough for a Symphony, but light folksy material and string soloists bring on
the diminutive term. Ernesto was a pupil of Falla, and it shows. His compositions were
relatively few because of politics, time devoted to the completion of Falla’s Atlantida,
and administrative duties. Pastorella is folksy, racy. Adagio long, doesn’t seem to go
anywhere, but a big ending. Minuetto opens with snares and trumpet. Finale toys with
grotesque, a jolly double-bass solo. Nice stuff but feels over long. (My12)
Elogia
Short piece for chorus and orchestra for the Prince de Polignac, much more modernist
than the Sinfonietta. Text from Psalm 100 and II Samuel. (My12)
Dos Salmos
Two Psalms for vocal quartet, chorus and orchestra. Psalm 22, Dominus regit me (My
God, why hast thou forsaken me?), is much the longer. The second, from Psalm 116, less
than two minutes long. The sound is not Spanish, Stravinsky influenced (Symphony of
Psalms) but more consonant, the final Alleluias captivating. Very beautiful. (My12)
2 Dances from Sonatina; Sérénade à Dulcinée
NB: “Sonatina” is the name of a ballet: the dances were originally written for piano, then
incorporated into the score. They became Ernesto’s most performed piano works. The
Sérénade is a short piano piece, Spanish with wrong notes. (Ag12)
Dos piezas cubanos; L’espagnolade
Habañera is slithery-seductive. Prezón has added-note edge. Both are charmers.
L’Espagnolade was apparently a spoof, the notes say, Halffter taking flamenco clichés
over the top. (Ag12)

Crepusculos
Three-part set was Halffter’s earliest work (1920), showing his debt to Debussy and his
modernist ambitions (ending on the supertonic). Exquisite Lullaby. Hermit’s hymn
harmonies contrast with impressionist wafts. Halffter might have pursued this line but did
not. (Ag12)
4 piano pieces
Early Marche Joyeuse is pure Les Six in the wake of Chabrier. Llanto por Ricardo Viñes,
an elegy for pianist friend, strums its solemn chords like a harpsichord or guitar —
beautiful. Gruss — the German title used in 1940 is described in the notes as
Mendelssohnian. Maybe. Nocturnal otoñal — Recordando a Chopin was written for
Rubinstein: “otoñal” is autumnal, not atonal, but it’s more modernist than most of the
rest. (Ag12)
3 Hommages
Late tributes to three fellow composers, Turina, Mompou, and brother Rodolfo. Only the
first is the least bit flashy, but they make an expressive set. (Ag12)
3 piano pieces
Preludio y danza: severe chordal intro, pert dance. Sonate: Homenaje a Domenico
Scarlatti is a tribute like the Three Hommages, but low key, no glitter. El cuco — a scrap
of juvenalia. (Ag12)
Sonate in D
Just 7' — bitonal neo-baroque, more like Scarlatti than the Homenaje, but falls into
separate sections — fugato, slower bit before the retake. Super piece. (Ag12)
PAUL HALLEY
Outer Hebrides
Very flashy organ piece on Paul’s recital program at Elmwood Presbyterian. I heard tons
of notes in the middle voice, melodic lines in pedals and right hand, and interesting
counter rhythms. On investigation, Halley seems to be a composer of nothing more than
unambitious mood music. But this was a knock-out. (live O19)
JOHAN HALVORSEN
Passacaglia after Handel, violin & cello
Very flashy virtuosity by Kennedy & Harrell, impressive if not too closely inspected.
(O09) The version on Youtube with Perlman and Zuckerman is jawdropping purity of
playing. (Ja16) Performance in the Halvorsen box is fine technically, with plenty of
temperament. (F16)
Scenes from Norwegian Fairy Tales, op 17
The Princess riding the bear is a charming amble. The trolls are genially grotesque on
entry, then break into a wild dance. Could be mistaken for (good) Grieg. (Jy12) Suite of
character pieces drawn from incidental music written for various children’s plays. The
temptation is to listen for narrative, but far better to listen for character. The grotesque
fourth movement is a prize. One of Halvorsen’s most substantial works. This is the last
item in the Halvorsen box set, and I’m sorry to leave him behind – such a purely
entertaining, musically solid composer. Halvorsen is a happy composer – no anguish,
pathos. Just lots of charm and sociability. (F16)
Symphony No 1 in C minor
If one could be called the least played of Halvorsen’s Symphonies, this is probably it,
though it opens with an immediately attractive tune, 3 on 2 in a hemiola beat. Second

subject is nice and gets grandiose treatment. Texture and decorative orchestration seem
quite complex, but the exposition is that of a highly conventional romantic Symphony
(tempi in all movements are variable). Andante presents a semplice melody in strings,
builds to grandiose climax before it’s over. Scherzo begins quietly, then moves into elfish
tune, stays light. Finale begins quietly, quickly moves into main Rondo idea (a poor
man’s Mountain King), then an amorous bit. The Rondo gets a cocksnooting turn, ideas
return from early movements in tuneful mash-up. Halvorsen was not only a backwardlooking composer at best, but deeply insecure about his talent. He did not attempt a
Symphony until the age of 60. It’s absurdly out of date, but very good nonetheless in the
Grieg-Svendsen line, probably not quite up to the level of the under-rated Sinding. (F16)
Entry March of the Boyars
Halvorsen’s hit, an early piece very in the mode of Grieg’s trolls. A political statement—
Notes say that the inspiration was largely a historical factoid. Grieg liked it. (F16)
Andante religioso, violin & orchestra
Another early piece, sentimental, originally for church performance with organ and
strings. (F16)
La Mélancolie – Mélodie de Ole Bull
Halvorsen’s arrangement of Bull’s “Lament” for string orchestra, re-harmonized from
Bull’s apparently pedestrian original. It could serve as a Third Elegiac Melody. (F16)
Mascarade Suite
Eight movements of incidental music for Ludvig Holberg’s 1724 comedy, the same that
Nielsen had turned into an opera in 1906. Written 1922 and scored for small orchestra but
not just strings, it counts as Halvorsen’s Holberg Suite: The opening is lively, with wit
and great charm, and just a touch of the Enlightenment century. The rest follows like a
Baroque dance suite (Menuetto, Gavotte, Passepied), with a couple of clinkers
(Hanedansen, Grotesque Dance, Kehraus). I don`t know why this should not be as
omnipresent as Grieg`s Holberg – it`s damned good! (F16)
Suite ancienne, op 31a
“To the memory of Holberg” – a second Holberg Suite in 5 movements: a jolly Intrata
and extended Variations on a very affecting Air are finished with Gigue, Sarabande, and
Bourée (in that order). It all sounds like a cross between Grieg and a Respighi
orchestration. (F16)
3 Norwegian Dances, violin & orchestra
Halvorsen wrote these ostensibly to fill the gap of national dances for violin by virtually
every country but Norway. Of six written with piano, he orchestrated three. (F16)
Air norvégien, violin & orchestra, op 7
Much more rhapsodic than the dances, begins slowly, ramps up tempi. Nice. (F16)
Chant de la Veslemöy, violin & strings
Very sweet little 4’ tune dedicated to Kathleen Parlow, who had just premiered
Halvorsen’s Violin Concerto (recently rediscovered in Toronto). Veslemöy, or “little
girl,” is the central figure of Arne Garborg’s “Haugtussa” cycle. A little gem. (F16)
Symphony No 2 in D minor “Fatum”
Often thought the best of Halvorsen’s Symphonies: Allegro presents a foreboding theme
with rhythmic drive and punctuating staccatos. Romance deals with a passionate melody
shared between oboe and strings. There are hints of the Fate rhythm, which shows up
much disgused in the light but internally disturbed Intermezzo. The rhythmic motif

continues in the Finale with new material, brings back earlier themes. Strong piece, but
Halvorsen’s “Fatum” lacks the cosmic inevitability of Beethoven’s, or the anguish of
Tchaikovsky’s. (F16)
Sorte Svaner
Black Swans: Short, unusually impressionist piece for Halvorsen. I love the orchestra
piano, with its icy teeth. The notes claim, incredibly, that Halvorsen published under a
pseudonym because it was too modern for the Scandanavian critics! Nice stuff. (F16)
Bryllupsmarsch, op 32/1
Wedding March: an utterly charming bit of quasi-Hardanger folk rhapsody for violin and
orchestra, just five minutes. (F16)
Wedding of Ravens in the Grove of Crows
Short, morose melody set for string orchestra. Elegiac. (F16)
Fossegrimenn, op 21
Incidental music for Sigurd Eldegard’s very successful “troll play” in four parts.
Halvorsen not only composed and conducted the music, but he played to solo part for
Hardanger Fiddle – its first use with an orchestra. Halvorsen in fact had transcribed the
Hardanger tunes that provided Grieg with his Slåtter, op 72. The Suite has six
movements, three of which use the Hardanger. The third movement presents wedding
music, which becomes more drunken and orgiastic. The ”Danse visionnaire” is a lovely
spectral Minuet. Melodrame presumably was designed to play under dialogue on stage,
though it’s quite loud. The final appearance of the Hardanger seals the Devil’s pact. It has
a Scots pipe sound. Extraordinary music. Wow! (F16)
Bergensiana
Roccoco Variations on an old melody from Bergen, for orchestra, an eleven-minute
concert piece in a light mood. It has been relatively popular in Scandanavia as an
orchestra showpiece since its first performance. The melody itself is probably a modified
Minuet by Lully (!). The Variations show off instruments (including mandolin) and
sections, though not systematically. Good fun. (F16)
Symphony No 3 in C
In three movements: Beautiful chromatic oboe opening gets swamped by nobilmente
Allegro in diatonic C major, which rules the movement, even through stormy passages,
until the motifs return, diatonically purified. Andante, poised and serene, rises to
full-throated passion, then alternates with light Allegro, returns to beautiful Andante.
Finale begins with rhythmic drive in minor, angry, relentless – second idea more pastoral
– angry motif returns as in rondo – builds with magical transition to major key. Beautiful
symphony. (F16)
Norwegian Rhapsody No 1
Both the two Rhapsodies are eleven minute pieces that use a three-part fast-slow-fast
format, with strong dance rhythms. Melancholic center section reminiscent of Ase’s Tod.
Finishes with bright Nordic dance in duple time. (F16)
Norwegian Rhapsody No 2
Dance in duple time with Lydian modal tinge – motif extends through the Andante
section, which rises to eloquence – finishes in swaggering 3. (F16)
Norwegian Bridal Procession
Wedding procession as a kind of curtseying dance in 3. Fades into the distance. (F16)
Dance Scene from “Queen Tamara”

Five minutes of brilliant orchestral Orientalism from music for a failed play by Knut
Hamsun, This truly belongs in regular rep. (F16)
Symphonic Intermezzo from “The King,” op 19
Written for a lengthy play by Bjørnson to supply musical narrative for omitted scenes – a
substantial 9’ symphonic work, highly romantic, passionate, with a heroic thrust.
Beautiful. (F16)
Norwegian Festival Overture, op 16
Written for the grand opening of a new theater, it has the pomp and grandeur needed, but
also a rococo touch appropriate to the style of the building, as well as Norwegian folk
elements – a complex and brilliant synthesis. (F16)
IAIN HAMILTON
Violin Concerto, op 15
I know this composer in name only. Concerto is in three standard movements,
pandiatonic, quite dissonant but coherent, with declamatory statements, a bit Bartokian
— Adagio fairly static — Allegro Finale rhythmic, mildly syncopated. OK but not
distinctive. (Ja11)
Sinfonia for Two Orchestras
Condensed constructivist work written after Hamilton had encountered Webern. In
Variation form and quasi-mirroring arch form — hallmarks of the 1950s — but with an
expressive sense like Webern. The formal gestures have an auditory reality. I like it.
(Ja11)
Piano Concerto No 1
Intro plus four movements, 24’. Style is very modernist. Fragmented. Despite division
into movements, the music is continuous, with 13 sections and cadenza bits for piano.
The orchestra is split into divisions of SATTB instruments around the piano. This
recording is the 1961 premiere – not bad sound – but then Hamilton revised the piece
thoroughly. (Ja18)
The Bermudas
Five movements, baritone, chorus, and orchestra, culminating with Marvell’s idyllic
poem. Sections I and III are drawn from accounts by early explorers and geographers, II
and IV are orchestral. The first bit would hardly be out of place in Vaughan Williams, but
II is serial and dissonant – not too jagged – more like uninspired Britten. Drama of course
is lacking. (Ap18)
Cantos
Five movements, 16’, for horn, tuba, harp, and orchestra. Post-Webern atonal pointillism.
No rationale given for the odd solo group. II and IV are called Nocturnes, the others more
aggressive. Probably the best of the three pieces. (Ap18)
ANDREAS HAMMERSCHMIDT
Suite à 5 in D minor for gambas
Hammerschmidt was a middle baroque church musician who published a great deal of
Hausmusik, not too challenging, and actually earned a comfortable income. His sacred
music apparently resembles Schütz. His dances were collected in three large books, 1636
and 1639, the last not extant. Jordi Savall seems to have arranged these Suites by
selecting dances in the same key from the two books. Performances are heavenly, with
lute continuo. (F17)
Suite à 5 in G for gambas

This opens with a Paduan, bows legato on the string, so rare in this music. Lute is still
continuo, but I detect a cembalo faintly in the background – was it there from the first?
[No.] Sarabande sounds like no sarabande I know – it almost seems to be in 5. (F17)
Suite à 5 in G for winds; Suite à 5 in C for winds and gambas
Jordi Savall is playing the options, though I do like the gambas better. He brings the full
“orchestra” into play at last. His zinks are extremely agile. Hammerschmidt seems to
have discovered a wide open market. (F17)
Freude. Grosse Freude
A Christmas motet in the manner of an Italian madrigal, style learned from his teacher
Schütz. Upper voices are angels speaking to lower voices, the Shepherds. Utterly
gorgeous. Meunier Martin Luther CD. (O19)
GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL
Solomon
Grand grand oratorio, worth the drive. Gauvin is first-rate. Robin Blaze a peculiarly
androgynous, effete Solomon, but OK singing, plus an accomplished if small voiced
florid tenor. Poor Jamie Westman, had his one number and screwed up. Trio of Solomon
and two women (not on Beecham recording) is amazing dramatic writing. But why did
Edison leave out the great Duet? (Jy08—Elora)
Alcina & Agrippina — excerpts
Super Gauvin/Tafelmusok disc, too little explored. Gauvin can trill perfectly on any note,
including at the ends of phrases, making Handel sound like Rameau. (Jy08—Muskoka)
Giulio Cesare in Egitto
I was slow to get involved — too many trills, fussy style seemed to lose rhythmic frame
— but I was totally won over. Lyubov Petrova is a major singer. Move over, Renée. And
yes, Handel’s dramaturgy was totally convincing — inexplicably, given that the
production was both stylized and given to jarring “contemporary” realism. Still, it works:
the characters are distinct, even if the conflicts between factions (Roman vs Egyptian,
Roman vs Roman, Egyptian vs Egyptian) are nearly unintelligible. (Au08—Cooperstown)
The David McVicar production at the Met is brilliant – no pretense of realism, all stylized
British Empire soldiers in Egypt, full of dancing, action of all sorts. Dessay and Daniels
were super, but the best singers on the stage were Alice Coote as Sesto and a young
athletic Christophe Dumaux as the wicked Tolomeo. Rachid Ben Abdeslam had comic
genius as the eunuch Nireno. Ruth liked Patricia Bardon’s Cornelia better than I, but I
can’t get Maureen Forrester out of my ear. After five hours Handel fatigue was setting in,
but I’m glad not to have passed up the encore. Unforgettable. (MetHD live—Je13)
Alexander’s Feast
This is a piece I should know well, but I’ve missed it. Gardiner’s version sounds good,
though the soloists are just OK. This will take more hearings with text. Confiteor — I
need to know Dryden’s poem better too. (N08)
Concerti Grossi op 3/1 & 3/2; Chandos Anthems: “As pants the hart,” “The Lord is my light”
Very fine period performances by Egarr and Christophers on BBC dis, brightly recorded.
Band 8 is anthem we sang at FSA. (F09)
Opera & Oratorio Arias
Predictably gorgeous Karina Gauvin recital, a lot of favorites — up to date, light
orchestrations, ornamentation but not overdone, that easy voice production. ‘seraphim—
a standout with great trumpeter, —O Sleep— in modern performance (two breaths for the

big phrase), extraordinary florid aria from Hercules. —Redeemer Liveth— first seemed
too fast but it works as testamentary faith. Great gift! (F09)
Carmelite Vespers of 1707
Actually a constructed work using music Handel wrote for the 1707 Vespers plus
additional sections missing from the liturgy (probably supplied at the time by other
composers), plus some plainsong. A collection of grand motets, beginning with the
familiar Dixit Dominus. Parrott’s choir is superb: his style uses exaggerated dynamic
contrasts. Soloists as usual a mixed bag. Thankfully, Jill Feldman gets more to sing than
that Kirkby dame. (Jy09—Muskoka)
Four Coronation Anthems
Wonderful to hear this great music again, especially after listening to so much less than
great stuff, and I know it so well, singing, playing, listening. (Elora live — Ag09) The
crescendo at the beginning of Zadok must have been quite an innovation. I know these
pieces inside out and love them all the more. (Muskoka—Fe12) Check through before
concert Sunday. (Ap12)
Arias — Angelica Kirkschlager
A dozen arias from three different operas. The only familiar item is “Dopo note” from
Ariodante. Kirkschlager sings beautifully — sound, amazing facility. She punches out
fioriture with machine-like perfection. “Dopo note” has less dramatic intensity than Janet
Baker’s. Voice has little variety of color, little Affekt. A potentially major singer in early
career. (Ag09)
Messiah
Gerald Fagan’s bunch sounded better than I’ve ever heard them, with some spirit and
(mirabile dictu) shading. Colin Ainsworth’s opening arias were transcendent. Leslie
Fagan very good, if rather soulless. An English basso sang —The Crumpet Shall
Sound.— Wonderful to hear again — it’s been a while. (Live—D09) Orchestra London’s
Messiah was even faster than Fagan’s, but with no lulls and shuffling of feet between
numbers and, on the other hand, time taken for silences and inward moments. Phrasing
and articulation the rule rather than the occasional applied idea. Timothy’s conception
was operatic, and the soloists matched. Odd that the tenors shone in both, but John
Tessier is simply exciting — his Potter’s Vessel seemed easy. Sherri Steele (John’s wife),
a small but agile voice. Sophie Louise Roland — unbuttered, but highly dramatic. Todd
Wieczorek (UWO), good sized voice, a bit woolly, Polish accent. (Live—D09) If Ernest
MacMillan was Lord Largo, Fagan is Mr Moderato. I was suffering from the heat and
nearly fell asleep. Paul described it as “lacklustre,” but it was better after intermission.
Chorus sang well. I wish John had three times as much to sing. Leslie Fagan called to
mind Isobel Baillie in style, Princess Margaret in appearance. Patricia Green did OK with
what instrument she has. Todd Wieczorek improved but still woolly where he needs steel.
(Live—D10)
Saul
Great 3-act oratorio, mainly invested in the soloists, like the operas, but the chorus has
some good bits. Part I: Elaborate 4-part Overture, with celebration of David’s victory
over Goliath, mainly choral with Halleluia. Exposition characterizes Jonathan (an aria
contemptuous of rank —!), Merab (contemptuous of the low-born David), Michal (in
love with David), and Saul, first honoring David then dangerously jealous. High Priest is
a voice of justice. Merab’s first aria, Saul’s “With rage I shall burst,” Jonathan’s final

aria, the High Priest and closing chorus, plus carillon passage in Scene 3, harp sinfonia in
Scene 5.
Part II: Opens with mighty chorus denouncing Envy. The love music in Scenes 4, 5 & 6 is
wonderful, as is Merab’s change of heart “Author of peace.” Regal Sinfonia in Scene 9
and Final scene between Saul and Jonathan with Chorus are fine.
Part III: Something of a letdown. Saul at Endor, with Witch and Samuel are all dramatic
Accompagnato. The deaths of Saul and Jonathan are reported by a messenger, with
David’s reaction, “Impious wretch” followed by the famous Dead March, which I don’t
recall ever hearing. The final scene is all lamentoso, until the last bits with David, the
High Priest, and the Schlusschor, all gorgeous. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Tolomeo
Great singing, middling opera, ghastly production. The director instead of coming to
terms with opera seria made fun of it — and his idea of fun was to repeat the same joke
over and over again. I still don’t know if the opera is a comedy or a tragedy, but I do
know it isn’t what I saw. The three mute old stagehands (lifted from Barbiere) were
particularly awful because their presence repeatedly distracted from the singing. The
concretized metaphors (goldfish bowl for sea voyage, electric fans for breezes) might
have been tolerable if not so intolerably insisted on. The entire tone of the piece was
uncertain and therefore uncomfortable. Handel’s dramaturgy is problematic to be sure
(only two duets, one final chorus). Julie Boulianne (last year’s Cenerentola) was
outstanding, Joélle Harvey a lovely lyric. (Glimmerglass—Ag10)
Semele
What a great work! It is more closely related to Acis and Galatea than to the Italian
operas, not only in its mythic subject but in its free use of the Chorus and ensemble
pieces, giving the work immense variety. A pity Handel did not use this license in his
Italian pieces. There are great arias: “Iris hence away,” “Where e’er you walk,” “O
Sleep” have an independent life; and wonderful florid singing, especially in Act III.
There’s a grand moralizing chorus (“O terror and astonishment”). Kathy Battle gets to
sing “Myself I shall adore” (!). The drama seems stageworthy, with lots of room for
machines and special effects. The Congreve libretto is superior. The recording is
spectacular — though I question the doubling of parts, even though it allows Horne and
Ramey to sing more. One to return to. (My11) I caught much of the opera on CBC, with
admirable florid singing by Jane Archibald, mezzo Allyson McHardy (isn’t she from
UWO?), and amazing basso profundo tones from one Steven Humes. I was surprised to
hear that the florid tenor was William Burden, not wholly at home but very
accomplished. The stage production was apparently a total mess. (S12)
Organ Concerto No 4 in F, op 4/4
I thought I only knew the ubiquitous B♭ Concerto, but this one is immediately familiar,
jumping up and down on the tonic triad. It differs from the others in starting with the
Allegro; the others here all follow the slow-fast-slow-fast Church Sonata layout
(sometimes ending with fugue.) I don’t think the group is an original instrument
ensemble, but that’s OK by me. The organ is small, bright and well foregrounded. (My11)
Organ Concerto No 10 in D minor, op 7/4
I didn’t recognize the Adagio, but the major key Allegro is quite familiar, as is the Finale.
What an endless melodist Handel was! The unaccompanied Aria is gorgeous. Are any of
these tunes reused? (I haven’t downloaded the Hänssler liner notes.) (My11)

Organ Concerto No 13 in F "The Cuckoo and the Nightingale"
The title comes from the first Allegro, which oddly enough, rings a bell vaguely. (My11)
Organ Concerto No 7 in B♭, op 7/1
No, this is not the deadly B♭ Concerto that so many have stumbled over — Robert
Laudon, Gordon Atkinson, Maria Lorcini — so memorably. Thank God! That piece
alienated me from the entire genre. Only Paul got it true. This one is pompous — less
jovial, more seated at full attention, as for royalty. (My11)
Organ Concerto No 5 in D, op 4/5
Wholly unfamiliar — until the final Gigue, which I would swear is stolen from Corelli. I
bought this disc rather pro forma, and it turns out to be very rewarding. (My11)
L’Allegro, Il Penseroso ed il Moderato
Handel’s only treatment of Milton but for Samson sets the two poems alternately as in
debate, brought together rationally by Il Moderato (mocked by contemporaries as Il
Moderatissimo) — words by Charles Jennens. Despite the imposed dialogue, the piece is
wholly without drama, but the chorus enters often enough to relieve the solo voices. Liner
notes make apt comparison with pastoral Acis and Galatea.
Part I: Overture supplied by op 6/10 (familiar from CBC). Principals exchange accompagnati
and airs — Susan Gritton, Lorna Anderson both magnificent, but the three sopranos
sound too much alike. The Laughter air & chorus (Haste thee Nymph) is what first
grabbed me. Penseroso’s stately numbers are gorgeous (especially There hold in thy Holy
Passion) but as so often with Handel too much of a good thing. Sweet bird is a full 15'
long, complete with soprano-flute cadenza and moonrise. Robert King exaggerates the
slow tempi excessively. Basso gets corno di caccia hunting aria. Finale is fine aria and
chorus, but King drags the slow ending mercilessly.
Part II: Alternation continues. Great l’Allegro chorus on Populous Cities, with trumpets and
drums, the tenor praising Hymen (I’m disappointed in Paul Agnew’s aspirated florid
singing). Hide Me is beautiful. As the blurb says, one aria more beautiful than the last.
There let the Pealing Organ is a natural climax. Part II ends with great melancholy
chorus.
Part III: Il Moderato sings the sanity of the middle way, easy, cheeful and sedate. The
pseudo-debate is resolved in beautiful duet As steals the Moon, and four-square chorus.
(Muskoka, July11)
12 Concerti Grossi, op 6
What wealth! More than 2 hours of pure gold! I thought more of it would be familiar,
especially given the liner notes’ comparison with Bach’s Brandenburgs, but only
movements here and there, plus the couple I’ve played. The CBC signature tune (played
quite slowly), the great repeated note fugue, that spectacular gigue . . . . (Ag11)
13 Arias – Lorraine Hunt
Lorraine Hunt [Lieberson] in a recital that marked her first celebrity status. Her voice is
naturally dark, not darkened, and has no pressure behind it. The timbre has a plangent
feeling, a bit reminiscent of Ferrier though brighter. She is capable of fine fioriture and
has a perfect trill, but shies from overt display, favoring purity of line, so her
ornamentation in “He was despised” is a benchmark of expressive good taste. The two
arias from Susanna are extraordinary and make me want to hear the entire oratorio.
Superb CD. (N11) I listened again: perfect line, character, phrasing, breath control, poise,
florid singing, ornamentation, trill – a beautiful sound. But it’s not a distinctive sound,

like Ferrier, Baker, Forrester, Horne . . . . (Ag14)
Rodelinda
A glorious profusion of great melody. The notes give no mention of the librettist, so I
append them from Wikipedia: “The libretto by Nicola Francesco Haym was based on an
earlier libretto by Antonio Salvi set by Perti in 1710. Salvi's libretto originated with
Corneille's play Pertharite, roi des Lombards (1653), based on the history of Perctarit,
king of the Lombards in the 7th century.” All the conventions are there: da capo arias
strung end to end, complex plot, ensemble restricted to closing curtain. Production was
traditional, and focused on making the da capos meaningful — a wise decision. Blythe,
Scholl, Iesstyn Davies, and Shenyang were superb (Ruth didn’t like the bass, and the
countertenors were swallowed in the Met). Joe Kaiser was very strong, but John has
better coloratura. Renée sounded terrific most of the time, but for occasional scoops and
missed fioriture. Great trill. Wonderful Handel. (MetHD live —D11)
Dixit Dominus
I know this pretty well from the recording, though I’ve never had privilege to play or sing
it. What a beast, tough for both choir and soloists. (Muskoka—Fe12) Left on after
Coronation Anthems. (Ap12)
9 Arias
The great ground-breaking Marilyn Horne disc. Five of the arias are from Rodelinda. The
spectacular ones like “Or la tromba” are unsurpassable, but I was taking greater notice of
others like “Lascia ch’io piango,” with its perfect ornamentation and trills. What an artist!
(Ap12)
8 Harpsichord Suites; 6 Fugues; 2 Fugues
A double CD of Handel’s keyboard music, played on a lovely harpsichord, warm, clear,
with little jangle. I don’t understand why this music is not as present in the recital
repertoire as Bach’s. Handel is so vast. I’ve never explored this territory. Four of the
Suites are cast in four movements, rather like the Violin Sonatas though not uniformly
slow-fast-slow-fast. The other four are like multi- movement partitas, but not exactly
dance suites, and not arranged in pairs like Bach’s violin set. Five are in minor keys.
No 1 in A: Very improvisatory Prelude, partially written out. Bouncy Gigue.
No 2 in F: Shortest and most conventional layout.
No 3 in D minor: Much the longest at 26', somewhat like a French dance suite in six
movements, but it begins with a toccata-like Prelude plus Fugue (is Nicholson suggesting
“notes inégal” in his phrasing?). Then two very pensive dances, and then (surprise!)
Variations, each getting fast to a final Presto. Possibly the masterpiece of the set: the
Variations give weight and tempo-control to the entire set.
No 4 in E minor: Begins immediately with full Fugue, followed by four dances. Why is such
elegant music not heard more? It’s not in Handel’s theatrical mode, nor is it simple
Hausmusik. It’s purely abstract, seemingly written for his own enjoyment.
No 5 in E: This is the one with the “Harmonious Blacksmith,” a smash hit. Those flashy
scales!
No 6 in F# minor: One of the grandest of the series, say Wilfrid Mellers’ notes, though in
only four movements: fast-slow-fast-faster.
No 7 in G minor: After the D minor the most elaborate at 22', beginning with grand French
overture, ending with Passacaille. Lovely Sarabande with lute stop.
No 8 in F minor: Prelude plus four dances, all very dark as befitting the key.

Fugues: Mellers gives notes characterizing each individually in detail. The standout in the A
minor, with its weirdly falling sevenths. (F13)
Deborah
I’ve put this off, not because of the obscure and grisly story, I think, but because it seems
a lesser work. Well, it’s beautifully done by Robert King, and was intended from the
beginning as a grand production, with 8-part choir, enlarged orchestra, two organs, and
MSS with unusually detailed markings, including unusual notated diminuendos. It also
features a number of recycled familiar bits – a shred of Water Music, several helpings
from the Coronation Anthems, and a bit from Dixit Dominus. There are also duets, lots of
choral numbers, and a fabulous number for the four soloists plus antiphonal choirs, not
like the stiff formulas of the operas. It moves quickly too. I wonder how much has been
cut, how many da capos waived? In Part III, the bloody climax is narrated by Jael, with
arias in succession by Jael, Deborah, and Barak, with grand Schlusschor. Splendidly
entertaining, more than I expected. (Muskoka—Jy13)
6 Trio Sonatas, op 2
Handel would be one of the greats had he never written a note for voice. His instrumental
music alone surpasses Corelli in the same manner, and it’s more varied. These are early
works gathered for publication in London, and the continuous invention is breathtaking.
All but one are in Sonata da chiesa format, and Handel has a predilection for G minor,
welcome enough considering the results. Performances by Egarr and Co. could hardly be
bettered. (Muskoka—Jy13)
7 Trio Sonatas, op 5
According to Egarr, this set tends to be given short shrift, even by Handelians, for no
reason apparent to him or me. Unlike op 2, they are Partitas, that is dance suites, so they
run to five or six movements, often with slow connecting links, though there are plenty of
pure fugal movements as well, and just as much evidence of Handel’s bottomless well of
invention. I recognize the first movement of No 1 and the marvelous Passacaille of No 4
from God knows where. If Handel is not in heaven making music, I don’t want to go
there. (Muskoka—Jy13)
Il Pastor Fido
Guarini’s popular pastoral drama became the basis of Handel’s second Italian opera for
London, after Rodelinda. I looked forward to much familiar music from Beecham’s
wonderful concert suite which rescued so much of Handel’s music that would otherwise
not have been heard. Presumably he had access to material not only from this first
version, but from the later expanded revival not recorded here. The six-part 23’ overture
reveals David Bates’s approach to performance, “authentically” informed, but soft
grained and easy on the ear, the strings bowing with brush strokes, allowed great dynamic
shading, slow parts allowed to relax, the reeds discouraged from croaling or honking. Yet
the differences are extreme. The solo oboe Adagio at the end of the Overture, which I
remember as a line filled with pathos, becomes a rather objective, even somnolent air,
and I detect another bit treated as melody by Beecham hidden in the cello part. But I
quickly forgot about Beecham’s Suite, and reminders are few. The opera is in typical
Handelian recit-aria format. There’s not much Guarini left – none of his lines, and
essentially five of the original eighteen characters. Some of the numbers are
exceptionally beautiful, particularly the women’s numbers in Act II (Lucy Crowe,
Katherine Manley). (My14)

Organ Voluntary in C; Fugue in G minor
The Voluntary is essentially a Prelude and Fugue; the G-minor Fugue is quite substantial.
Part of Jennifer Bate’s eighteenth-century survey. (N14)
Ode for St. Cecilia’s Day
Happy revisitation – I know this much better than Alexander’s Feast. Hyperion notes are
very informative about Handel and Dryden. Handel wrote this three years after Alexander
in 1739, helped himself liberally from Georg Muffat, and rejigged the Overture as
Concerto Grosso in D, op 6/5. The tenor opening foreshadows The Creation. I marvel at
the instrumental trills and scales in this performance, the transparency of the viols in the
soprano aria – though I’m not certain that either soprano or tenor could muster enough
passion to require quelling. So the trumpets and drums sound harmless, militarily. The
complaining flute is a recorder, the passionate violins send the tenor running. Best of all
is Cecilia’s organ, beautifully if inhumanly sustained. (Ap15)
Cecilia vogli in sguardo
Italian Cantata on the Cecilia theme for soprano and tenor – two arias for tenor, one for
soprano, plus final duet, each with recit. The second tenor aria is florid and lovely, but the
weak voiced tenor struggles. The soprano aria sounds familiar – is it Rinaldo? (Ap15)
Harp Concerto in B♭
Familiar albatross, originally an Organ Concerto and nerve-strain for Laudon / Atkinson /
Lorcini – only Paul has played it calmly. Larghetto is a drag, Finale sprightly. (D15)
Arias and Duets – Karina Gauvin, Marie-Nicole Lemieux
Sumptuous listening, even though not one piece is familiar, with the exception of the
great B-minor Love Duet from Solomon. Lemieux is a real contralto. The voices are
beautifully paired. Why was Handel more free to write those wonderful dramatic duets in
his oratorios but not his Italian operas? A matchless CD. (My17).
Rinaldo & Orlando – 14 Arias, Ewa Podleś
The voice takes some getting used to, and the fioriture are a bit huffy, but the technique is
astounding and projects real drama as well. Her “Or la tromba” compares well with
Horne, including the honky lowest register. Podles has distinct registers and uses them. I
love it. (D17)
Fugue in C minor; Voluntary in G minor
Jennifer Bate, vol 5. Scraps from the master’s table. Bate thankfully gives sources in a
1735 publication and a posthumous collection. The Voluntary is just two sections, the
Allegro a complex cornet solo. (Jy18)
The Choice of Hercules
Short secular oratorio, 46’. Hercules must choose between Pleasure and Virtue. The
outcome is not in doubt. But Pleasure makes her seductive appeal in two airs plus air with
chorus. Virtue counters with same, demanding that he hear her “awful voice.” The
characterization is subtle, her voice not nagging but angular, with octave leaps and
trill-like obstacles. Pleasure tries again but Hercules, though tempted, refuses. Pleasure’s
male attendant then tries. The three principals join in a superb trio, Virtue and chorus
urge him to “mount the steep ascent” to fame, Hercules accepts Virtue’s path, and the
chorus cheer. (My20)
HOWARD HANSON
Chorale and Alleluia
Pleasant hymnlike band piece with brassy ending. Negligible. (D08)

String Quartet, op 23
[A big chunck of text has disappeared!!] Quartet in one movement, modal, I’m pretty
sure the same one as on the Vox set, but Ying performance is tops and sound is much
better. They make a good case for serious Hanson in rarefied element. Lots of recit, too
much writing in octaves. (My15)
Concerto da Camera, op 7
For piano and string orchestra, here in Hanson’s Piano Quintet version. High Romantic
mode with a certain angularity and rough grain. In three sections, fast-slow-fast, with a
pious inscription from Psalms. Very changeable for a 16’ piece, from angular fugue to
whole-tone scale. Enjoyable Americana. (Je15)
JOHN HARBISON
Quartet No 2
Five movements without pause. Harbison’s commentary refers to Baroque string music
— only distantly evident. Finely handled quartet textures, some welcome moments of
harmonic gentleness. Last movement suggests Concerto Grosso pastiche, an interesting
approach. But I don’t hear an individual voice. (O08)
North and South: 6 Elizabeth Bishop Songs
Songs with instrumental ensemble. The Bishop texts are great, the settings highly skilled,
the performance of the tragic Lorraine Hunt Lieberson is beyond praise. Yet there’s a
flatness. Harbison is a puzzle: honoured, yet he seems to be without a style, as Corigliano
said he wanted to be. The effect of the songs comes mainly from the texts: the two jazzy
Black-voiced lyrics, “Breakfast Song.” (O09)
Book of Hours and Seasons
Four Goethe settings plus instrumental interlude, with flute, cello and piano. Opening
sounds like early Schoenberg (or Anna Russell parody), lots of falling sevenths. These
might work as song settings, but not as an ensemble piece; the added instruments don’t
add, cello gets swamped, they are tacit in “Um Mitternacht.” (N09)
Six American Painters
Six brief movements for Flute Quartet, characters of 6 painters, only two familiar to me
(Eakins, Homer). OK. Portraits need plangency to make an effect in short space. (N09)
Christmas Vespers: Three Wise Men
Narrator and brass quintet — no Orientalist caravansery. Dull. (N09)
Piano Trio
A Piano Trio on the Naxos sampler, 7:22 timing — is this the whole piece? It most
resembles Schoenberg, with woozy string glissandi. Not original, but attractive in its
mode. (F10) Tiny 7' piece doing a Webern. The date is 1969, a little late, but yes,
pointillistic, precious and (presumably) serial. I remember having heard it before, but not
the sound or manner. (Mh12)
Oboe Concerto
3 movements, no break – I wish I’d known because it’s impossible to detect the passage
from one movement to the next. Aria begins like John Williams score, running rhythms,
trumpets in unison, spectral echo. Oboe line elaborates over wandering basses, gets
bluesy – nice muted brass, clarinet, sax. Passacaglia also gets jazzy, virtuoso percussion.
Fantasia fuses with previous. I sorta like it, but I’d rather the movements were more
distinct. (Ag17)
Symphony No 2

Four movements with programmatic titles. Dawn has a bitonal gouache with busy
twitterings and a slow crescendo. Daylight begins with a jolt, several jolts, and lots of
scurrying, rhythms active but not complex, and a long decrescendo. A helluva short day.
Dusk, poco largo, is ominous – long unison string lines, a nice squib of exotic, dividing
into separate lines. Darkness, “inesorabile,” begins with calls from muted brass, not quiet
or restful until it settles into fragments over bass pizzicato. Gradual diminuendo to gongs
and cymbals and – was that a lion’s roar? Harbison is a Sessions student, essentially
conservative but not pandering. I like it. (Ag17)
Symphony No 4
Five movements, 25’. Fanfare is a formal intro, bright and pulsing. Intermezzo plays tutti
or gamelan textures against irregular silences. The central Scherzo continues in the vein
of contrasting choirs and silences, faster but still moderato – quite a sombre scherzo –
even as tempo picks up the complex cross-rhythms and dissonance become more
alarming. Threnody begins with elegiac gestures, again punctuated with silence, rising to
a massive wail before returning to the opening phrases. Finale is brighter but scherzo till
anxious with overlaid cross-rhythms – builds to a terrific big ending. Here is a symphony
that speaks in the American tradition without being derivative. Possible masterpiece. I
love it. (Ag18)
Viola Concerto
4 movements, 23’. Very dark opening, almost serial but solo viola sounds more tonal.
There is a luminosity, almost like Berg. Allegro brillante sits content with up-tempo
running sixteenths, brief like a Scherzo. Harbison says he avoids the “unnatural upper
register of the viola,” but it’s to his disadvantage. He confesses his own limitations on the
instrument, but no need to write them into his concerto. Adagio returns to dire opening
mood and delicately scored passage work. Harbison keeps the viola in the foreground,
but I’m grateful for the big tutti and percussion at the end. Vivo Finale returns to mood of
Scherzo but with irregular rhythms, more complexity. Abrupt ending. I love the slow
movements; the other two seem out of tone. (D19)
EDWARD HARPER
Clarinet Concerto
Two movements, Passacaglia-Rondo, with no break, 18’. An English composer not
known to me, active in Edinburgh. It opens with clarinet in alt, lento, a hint of swing,
before the passacaglia – a procession of four chords repeated in radically different
orchestration and articulation while the
clarinet does its own thing – much of it
sounds beyond the clarinet range. Rondo is lively, even
playful, lots of repeated
notes. The notes say Harper was paying homage to Weber (?). Lots of trumpet, brass,
hints of jazz, big ending with amusing whimper by the soloist. This is the most avant
garde of the four clarinet pieces, and the one I like best. (F17)
ROY HARRIS
American Creed; When Johnny Comes Marching Home
Vintage Harris populism, Creed could be extracted from Third Symphony, but without
the tone of tragedy. Johnny is more abstracted than I’d remembered, not mere folksong
arrangement. Decent patriotic fluff. (Je08) Yes. Maybe the tragic undertone is there. (Jy10)
Symphony No 11

I love it — pure Harris, the open expansive optimistic brass deepening into concentrated
acid, dissonance, even ugliness. The nonce form with its moment of silence midway
works. Novel use of piano at beginning and end of symphony. (Ja09)
Symphony No 2
Written after Koussevitzky success of 1933, brushed aside by Harris himself after
misunderstanding (apparently). In three concise movements. RH’s sound world, air of
being self-consciously worked out but lacking sweep and direction of No 3, a kind of
sketch. Meditative middle. Maestoso in similar broad tempo. One passage sounds like
Glass. Unconvincing end. (F09)
Symphony No 4 “Folksong”
As much as I love Harris, I’ve avoided this one because it so embarrassed me when I was
a kid. I can now appreciate the sophisticated elements in the treatment, and the
down-home feel in the singing. The well-trained Colorado choir has just the right
not-too-professional color. I’m much less worried than I was then whether this is really a
“symphony.” It has the echt Harris sound. (Ja11)
Symphony No 3
Marin Alsop gives Harris’s masterpiece a clean workout, but I’m afraid it lacks the
energy and drama of Bernstein, or even I think Mata. (Ja11) The quintessential American
Symphony in quintessential Bernstein performance, though Howard Hanson introduced it
to me. American prairie populist modernism with tragic ending. One of my favorites of
all time. [CD refused to play on my mini machine — OK on big player.] (Ap12)
Symphony No 5
I remember rejecting this Symphony with disappointment years ago. Was Harris’s
wartime dedication to the freedom loving people of Russia advertised then? Is there a
whiff of Shostakovich? Marin Alsop has the pulse of this music: the first movement with
its driving dotted rhythm. Second begins with a beating dirge, picks up agitation, ends
with quasi-liturgical responsories — beautiful. [Elsewhere this is praised as RH’s best
slow movement.] Third works into a loping cowboy tune — mysterioso muted episode
rebuilds impetus — big percussion. Yes! (Ja11)
Symphony No 6 “Gettysburg”
I liked this when I first heard it and still do. In four movements: Awakening — slow,
gentle, chiming chords punctuate as activity builds, no modulation. Conflict — sinister
repeated quartal bass with muted brass swoops building to relentless march, lots of
percussion & brass. Dedication — lyrical lines in brass, middle strings, high solo violin,
gradually become articulated melody, restrained, tentative; eventually chordal waves
overlap, but never dissonant. Affirmation — octave leap motto in brass builds, breaks
into faster tempo, major key. Fine ending over dynamic surge. Liner notes mention
Sibelius — how about Hovhaness? (Ja11)
Acceleration
Short symphonic piece reworked into Finale of the Gettysburg. The name is a misnomer:
it never gets very fast. (Ja11)
Piano Sonata, op 1
In four movements, just 12' long. Maestoso beginning and end are recognizable Harris.
Andante a pleasant ramble, while Scherzo is toccata-like bravura — the climax of the
piece. (Ap11)
Piano Suite

Three movements, 11'. Sonorous chords based (somehow) on African chant; meditation
on Be Thou My Vision, very nice, though nothing could improve the bare melody;
whimsical jig, great fun with Ivesian quotes of simple tunes. Good piece. (Ap11)
Toccata
Improvisatory, not moto perpetuo but mish-mash of ideas, a veritable quodlibet. (Ap11)
American Ballads, Sets I and II
Arrangements of 7 folktunes, highly stylized though remaining clearly recognizable. A
couple have touches of bluesy harmony. Nice. (Ap11) The 1947 set, five arrangements
used to set the tone for a recital of American piano music. Nice pieces. I’m glad they
haven’t disappeared entirely. (Je13)
5 unpublished piano pieces
Filler for the Naxos disc — nothing that adds to Harris’s reputation. (Ap11)
Quartet No 3
Subtitled “Four Preludes and Fugues” – an unusual format that might work, but Harris
gives no textural variety, alas. First pair all legato and moderato – risoluto. Second pair
legato and (slower) moderato – more cantabile. Third pair legato in slow 3, with a slow
ricercar that picks up speed. Last pair legato and moderato, the fugue more pointed with
twiddling motifs and greater rhythmic interest. Unmistakably Harris, but bland and
utterly miscalculated. (N13)
Piano Quintet
Written for Harris’s fourth (!) wife Beulah, who changed her name to Johanna to please
him. Passacaglia is slow, austere – builds magnificently. Cadenza begins with long solo
violin gradually joined by others, the piano last of all. Fugue enters attacca in strings after
piano solo – the subject develops, turns to skipping 6/8, builds a long arch. Top-notch
Harris – and yes, I remember it from the LP. (N13)
Violin Sonata
I’m so glad to have a decent performance of Harris’s little-known Sonata, even though it
lacks some of Eunice Shapiro’s flame. Such a strange piece, published in separate
movements. The swaying 6/8 is perfect. The difficult, square, abstract lines of I and III
are shaped with great sympathy – the last movement superb, even the silly cadenza. I
wish I had seized an occasion to perform this when I could. (N13)
Give Me the Splendid, Silent Sun
Late setting from 1959 is Harris at his most modernist – brassy, fragmented orchestra
behind declamatory baritone. Fine setting underlines the tragedy and the surprising
exchange, WW giving up Nature for the streets of Manhattan. Irregular rhythms
throughout, with warlike snares constant in the background. Near Ivesian chaos – great
diminuendo ending. Wow! (Je14)
Symphony No 8 “San Francisco”
Timing was perfect (maybe not coincidental?), a commission from the San Francisco
symphony just after Harris had completed his Canticle of Saint Francis. He re-used some
material and included a concertante piano (amplified) in section 4 for Joanna. One
movement in five sections, 29’: (1) Childhood and Youth: rambunctious, fragmentary,
skittish, bits of 6/8, intricate rhythms. (2) Renunciation: somber tone, processional,
chimes and trumpet. (3) The Building of the Chapel: fugal texture, brass, wild timps. (4)
Joy of Pantheistic Beauty as a Gift from God: Piano enters into the texture, solo bits from
winds – trumpet, flute, oboe. (5) Ecstasy after Premonition of Death: Trumpet takes over,

solemnity returns with chimes, piano. Recognizable soundworld, more fragmentary. I
love it. (O17)
Memories of a Child’s Sunday
Orchestra Suite in three movements, 12’. Bells is dominated by a horn melody. I hear
Harris’s unique soundworld, but no bells. Imagining Things moves in exactly the same
tempo, winds and strings forward. A moment of fear. Play is in quick 3, phrases of sassy
kids’ song. What a great little piece! (O17)
Symphony No 9
Three movements, 29’. I is quick in an abstruse cowboy mode, folksy feel but
fragmented. II more like hymnody, eventually picks up tempo, nice serene trumpet solo,
builds into more driven material. III begins with complex counterpoint, bass and treble
competing, high winds adding quirky comments. New section in dotted 3. Ends with
complex fanfare. Great piece. (O17)
Sir WILLIAM HENRY HARRIS
12 Anthems
No surprises here except the power of an unfamiliar anthem to move me. Strengthen ye
the weak hands is gorgeous. Harris’s music is text driven and his choice and handling of
texts is exquisite. The longest, Praise the Lord, is a cappella double choir and quite a
handful, almost beyond the boys here. Evening Hymn is nearly as long but accompanied,
with touches of surprising impressionist harmonies, perfectly beautiful – partly due to the
verses of William Browne. The other Evening Hymn is a cappella with an Orthodox
sound. Am I a sucker for Evensong? The last three anthems are a cappella, the Swinburne
setting wildly modernist (!), “I said to the man who stood at the gate of the year” for
men’s voices, the beautiful Donne prayer back in Harris’s familiar manner. A nice
overview. (O13)
LOU HARRISON
Concerto for Violin and Percussion
Mostly Near-Eastern sounding rhapsody line over percussion background, using a system
of interval control. Highly effective. LH says it’s his most performed piece. Carroll
Glenn, surprisingly, plays sharp in slow movement. (O08)
Concerto for Pipa and Strings
Fabulous Asian fusion piece — first and last movements especially. An inheritance from
Cowell. I’m not convinced that the Bits and Pieces miniatures do more than break up the
formal sequence, but the whole is melodious and attractive. (Ja09)
Suite No 2 for Strings
Early work in dissonant mode. Opening chorale is serene and transparent, but not second
and third. LH claimed Ruggles as ideal, but he is much less chaotic. Well made but not
distinctive. (Ja09)
Symphonic Suite for Strings
Too long to be practical as whole — 9 movements, 38'. Very eclectic, with East Asian
monophonic bits next to dissonant counterpoint. The Asian bits are most attractive,
sounding like Hovhaness. Selected movements would work best in concert. (Ja09)
Sonata for Harpsichord
Short fast-slow-fast Sonata done in baroque temperament and pitch. First movement has
Spanish feel — middle movement Chinese, pentatonic — Finale archaic, medieval. The

entire CD is exercise in contrasted keyboard instrument sound and alternative tuning
systems. (Jy09)
Village Music; Six Sonatas for Cembalo
Six short pieces on smaller harpsichord, eccentric tuning in true thirds. Sonatas use
smaller harpsichord with pleasant twang, baroque tuning. (Jy09)
Cinna, Incidental Music
This is the strangest yet, a “tack piano” (with hard hammers?) in just intonation. Sound is
truly alien, Asian. All of these pieces have a percussive gamelan quality, non-melodic.
There seems no consistency whether a particular work requires a particular instrument or
tuning. (Jy09)
A Summerfield Set
Shortish harpsichord work, mainly two-part texture. Final round, fast, written for young
child. (Jy09)
Triphony; A Twelve-Tone Morning After for Henry; Largo Ostinato
Triphony, fortepiano in yet another tuning system, was a cri de coeur, rare expressionism
for LH (think Berg). The jeu for Cowell follows naturally, but immediately sounds
objective. Largo Ostinato is closest thing to conventional harmony on this valuable disc.
Nice improvised melody. The ostinato is another version of LH’s personal kind of
minimalism. (Jy09)
Symphony No 2 “Elegiac”
In 5 movements. “The Tears of Israfel” played twice (or is it different music?), with a
short Allegro movement intervening. The fourth, “Praise for Michael,” is relatively
dissonant, the Epicurus Finale consonant, serene. Gentle, unassuming music. (My10)
Lo Koro Sutra
Only Lou could have come up with it: a piece for large chorus and gamelan on a
Buddhist text translated into Esperanto. Most of the singing is unison, in irregular
phrases, but it breaks into parts or two-part polyphony. There’s a whiff of Asian Orff.
Music is essentially pentatonic, but the scale changes (I think) for each strophe, as well as
the gamelan sound. Unique. If I had any Buddhist in me, I’d love it. (Fe12)
Suite for Violin and American Gamelan
In seven movements ordered rather like a baroque Suite, with longish first movement
followed by dances entitled Estampie, Air and Chaconne plus three Jhalas — a nice mix
of cultures and time periods. The notes do not describe an “American” gamelan. I
suppose just a non-Balinese set having (I gather) Western tuning. Harrison is an
inexhaustible melodist, the Estampie, Air, all of it. The Chaconne is enraptured. Some of
the best LH I’ve heard since the phenomenal Piano Concerto. Wow! (Fe12)
Varied Trio
Five movements for violin, piano & percussion — the percussion mainly pitched, with
decided Asian sound (vibes, rice bowls played with chopsticks). The little Rondeau in
Honor of Fragonard is beautifully imagined. Dance uses drums and pentatonic scale with
jazz inflections. Nice. (Fe12)
Sarabande
Short piano piece written while studying with Schoenberg. Impressive. Schoenberg liked
it. (N15)
String Trio

Single 5’ movement, poco lento. It sounds serial, possibly from Harrison’s early study
with Schoenberg. Interesting, very refined. It’s not what I look for in Lou Harrison. (Jy17)
J.P.E. HARTMANN
Piano Sonata No 1 in D minor, op 34
The first of Hartmann’s four Sonatas is a large work in four movements lasting just short
of half an hour. The models are Beethoven and Spohr. Allegro is very chromatic with
diminished chords – emotive second subject more pastoral. Romance begins too with
chromatic phrases before a straight melody. Scherzo in 2, a monothematic chase. Finale
grazioso with repeated chord idea. Impressive piece won a prize and was praised by
Schumann. I had thought Hartmann was earlier than Gade, a classical throwback, but no,
if anything more “advanced” (Lisztian?). (Ja14)
Organ Fantasy in F minor, op 20
Hartmann was a respected organist and improviser, leaving a rare body of Romantic
repertoire for his instrument. (Ja14)
Hakon Jarl, op 40
Concert overture dealing with strife between pagan and Christian worlds. Beethovenish
martial themes working into a double fugue of sorts. Ends in triumphant major key.
Stirring but not outstanding. (F14)
Andantino and Variations in C
Short one-off piece for piano trio. Beethovenish, very nice. (F14)
Suite for Violin and Piano in A minor, op 66
Five movements: Allegro is thoroughly developed for a Suite, Moderato a simple
Romanza (not so labeled), Scherzo spiccato but bland. Second Moderato melodious. (F14)
Symphony No 1 in G minor, op 17
Slow intro begins with snaky chromatic clarinet: Allegro a quick 6/8 with a signal
sixteenth-note figure – nice trumpet solo, nice affirmative cadence – fine development
and recap – clarinet returns for coda – what a stirring movement! Andante could be a
Beethoven Larghetto. Here and in Allegro, Hartmann likes downward modulations – a
Scandanavian trait? Minuetto maintains minor key and chromatic mystery, nothing
formulaic, nor in the unsettled modulating major of the Trio: one of the most distinctive
and beautiful Minuets I’ve heard in a long time. Finale again is fast 6/8, firmly in minor
with brass motto and inevitable fugato – Mendelssohnian but better developed – thrilling
accelerando coda remains stubbornly in minor. Yes, a masterpiece! (F14)
Volvens spådom, op 71
Cantata with men’s choir in five movements, on Christian-pagan conflict. The title means
Prophecy of the Sibyl. No 1 incites world of Odin. No 2 recalls ancient wars of myth in
martial tones. No 3 recalls assembly of gods – Thor’s anger at Odin’s bargain with the
giants. No 4 recalls gathering of Valkyries. No 5 suddenly evokes Higher Power with
harps, peace and justice. Both Gade and Grieg have similar projects, I think, and
Langgaard’s magnum opus is a crazy version. This work seems sketchy, abrupt,
undeveloped – and Wagner was just around the corner.(F14)
KARL AMADEUS HARTMANN
Symphony No 1
Masterpiece perhaps, serious, difficult. Whitman in tears text. KAH will take some
getting used to. My first hearing of Hartmann recalled Berg. Contralto has ugly voice, not
unsuitably. (Je08)

Symphony No 2
Single movement Adagio, lots of variety. The missing link between Hindemith and
Henze. (Je08)
Symphony No 3
Big half-hour work. Fast section more Hindemith than Berg, but Adagio ending. (Je08)
Symphony No 4 for Strings
Big half-hour work in three movements. Limitations of strings make KAH’s style clearer:
Long, slow, ornamented, nearly atonal melodies, rhythmically asymmetrical to disguise
the pulse — sometimes repeated at higher pitch. Constant dissonance with occasional
surprise triadics. Much unison and spare texture — strings seldom divisi (could almost be
Quintet with bass). Odd practice of inserting artificial harmonic into melodic line.
Slow—Fast—Slow layout, with demonic scherzando, a bit long and note spinning (Je08)
Symphony No 5
Different in kind from the previous. Orchestra of Symphony of Psalms, winds & low
strings. Began as trumpet concerto. Neo-classic Stravinskian inflection, though still
becomes chromatic. Attractive, more accessible piece, 20+ minutes long. (Je08)
Symphony No 6
Masterpiece without question. This was my first exposure to KAH, but I don’t think it
was having heard it a second time that makes it convincing. Yes, it is Berg (Lyric Suite, 3
Pieces) filtered through the more extreme parts of Le Sacre — followed by more
rhythmic Part II, with Hindemith fugue and driven big ending. (Je08)
Symphony No 7
Big half-hour piece, opens with winds — 3 bassoons, strings & percussion joining.
Regular metrical pulse, unremitting counterpoint. Part II slow, but note values keep it at
similar tempo. Too much overt intellection. (Je08)
Symphony No 8
Big 26-minute piece, opens with winds. Seems stronger than No 7, perhaps because of
rhythmic drive, perhaps because of my distance because there is no score handy. Of the
eight, No 6 seems best, followed by Nos 1 and 5, and maybe No 8. (Je08)
Concerto funêbre
Violin Concerto with string orchestra, contemporary with the first Symphonies and
relatively tonal, with some conventional cadences. The Concerto opens with an
unaccompanied chorale melody in the violin and moves into a plaintive Adagio. Second
movement is agitato, but finishes with a slow chorale, accompanied this time. Effective,
moving. (Mh11)
Quartet No 1 “Carillon”
Three movements: First has slow contrapuntal intro, espressivo, plus Bartokian folk
dance, very rough. Second marked con sordino, with cello solo that quotes a Jewish
theme (a sneer at the Nazis), then a strange parallel chord passage and a heavy ostinato
pattern. Fascinating movement. Third returns to roughshod Hungarian dance. “Carillon”
refers not to the music but to the competition where KAH won first prize, – his
breakthrough piece in 1938, five years after he had actually written it. Great stuff. (Ag13)
Quartet No 2
Written in 1945-46 during the difficult German transition to peace. Solemn intro for solo
cello – energetic Allegro still in Bartokian vein – fine ending. Andantino is not
diminutive: long, slow, deeply expressive; beautiful viola leads in imitative passages;

development a series of transformations with tempo changes; gorgeous return of theme;
imitative passage the builds to big symphonic climax, trails off to solemn major chord.
Wow! Presto frenetic, off-beat moto perpetuo, beat and textures changing, tempo
increasing. A very great Quartet.
Sir HAMILTON HARTY
A John Field Suite
Uri Meyer’s recording is incredibly the only one of this light charmer. Great stuff. (Je09)
Variations on a Dublin Air
For violin and orchestra: fairly elaborate throat-clearing intro before violin introduces the
simple Irish tune, unfamiliar to me. As expected, some sentimental moments – ends with
jaunty dance. Nice piece, nothing too technical. (Jy13)
Fantasy Scene from an Easter Romance
Suite of four light character pieces. Moonlight is a gorgeous horn solo, but The Slave
Market is a disturbingly happy place. (Ap14)
JONATHAN HARVEY
Lullaby for the Unsleeping
Lone song included by Patricia Green. Rocking rhythm gets increasingly dissonant. (Ja12)
Bird Concerto with Pianosong
Janequin, Respighi, Messiaen, Rautavaara. Harvey’s piece incorporates taped birdsongs,
imitations in piano, bass clarinet supplying a bullfrog. More than special effect, like
Respighi, or general backdrop, like Rautavaara, Harvey’s birds are woven into the fabric,
acoustic instruments commenting volubly. The piece lasts 30', no divisions, no apparent
development. I’m not wholly convinced by Harvey, but I was sorry to read of his death in
December. (Ja13)
. . . . towards a pure land . . . .
Orchestral piece, 17’, said to depict a non-technological Edenic paradise, but it sounds
pretty techy to me. I think electronics are involved, and sonic events, plus a few
fashionable bird calls. Does the multiple RR engine represent Eden or the reason we want
to go there? Aaaargh! (N17)
Ricercar una melodia
Experimental tape music from as late as 1984 recorded in two versions, solo oboe and
solo cello plus electronic playback loop. The oboe features an extension of oboe sounds
including multiphonics, at first played back straight, quasi quintet, then with octave
displacement, like a foghorn. The cello version is a minute and a half longer. Both leave
me cold. (N17)
Other Presences
Another experimental piece for one instrument with replay loop (or whatever), this time
operated by the performer. It was written for Markus Stockhausen’s trumpet. Where did
the sustained triad come from? (N17)
FRANZ HASENÖHRL
Till Eulenspiegel—Einmal Anders!
Party piece. Strauss when the economy goes bad? Nothing to show off, really. (Ap09)
JOHANN ADOLPH HASSE
Requiem in C
Odd major key Requiem, ceremonial with trumpets & drums, for patron-prince; lacks
grandeur or thorough counterpoint of Handel or Bach; more on scale of Vivaldi/

Scarlatti/Pergolesi. Short movements 3 minutes or so. Soloists alas are second rate, alto
displaying a McNair limpsiness. (O08)
Miserere in E minor
Full setting of the penitential text from Psalm 50 (frequently used in Catholic liturgical
music before Vatican II, especially for Tenebrae). Hasse sounds more liturgical in minor
key, but solos are still fairly operatic. (N08)
Mass in D minor: Gloria
The Mass is festive, for the dedication of a church in 1751, so the Gloria is full of
trumpets and drums, with soprano and tenor arias (the soprano pleasing, the tenor not).
This music does not improve my estimation of Hasse — generic early classical, lots of
sequences, little intricacy. The performance is a problem, despite the authentic venue. It
suffers from blatty choral sound, miking uneven (too close, too distant), and the CD had
plenty of room for the rest of the Mass. Shame on Christophorus. (Mh13)
Te Deum laudamus
Another ceremonial piece with trumpets, drums — both music and performance
excessively rectangular. Soprano aria in second movement nice. (Mh13)
Regina coeli
Similar in style, but alas, an extended display piece for mediocre alto. (Mh13)
HANS LEO HASSLER
Laurentanische Litanei; Ecce quam bonam
Ratzinger’s Regensburg choir is well disciplined, expressive, sweet sounding, much
better than on the old Lassus LP. I’ve never seen the Litanei text before: a festooned
Kyrie plus a congeries of attributes of the BVM. Setting is antiphonal, homophonic.
The brief motet is similar. (Mh09)
Missa Ecce quam bonam
Wholly homophonic antiphonal setting that projects the text as clearly as the Council of
Trent could have desired. (Mh09)
11 German Songs
Apparently Hassler is best known in Germany for these. Texts given in German only, but
they are fairly simple. Oddly these madrigal-like pieces are more contrapuntal than the
Mass setting, though they too have the antiphonal impulse. The last two are
outstanding. Ratzinger’s boys perform with great polish but not much abandon. A
fine disc. (Ap09)
19 Motets and organ works
I’ve become somewhat more accustomed to the heavy brass presence in this music, but
Cordes uses solo voice, filling vocal parts with instruments, and I don’t like the sound
whether the Gabrielis did it or not — quite apart from balance issues. Exsultate Deo,
lightly accompanied, has the sequences of a Monteverdi madrigal. Duo Seraphim is
glorious. Ad Dominum cum tribularer is exceptionally chromatic. Gratias agimus,
however, is lum. Quem in cielo & Si bona are likewise less than lively. The last motets
are two settings of Domine Deus noster, for 5, then 23 voices — both coming off quite
well. Maestro Cordes seems very scholarly but conducts with a dead hand. The organ
pieces are superb. [Check again. I’ve come to respect Cordes.] (S10)
JOHANN HASSLER
5 Fantasias, harpsichord

I bought this expecting music by the Renaissance Hassler. Johann Hassler was born ten
years before Mozart and died in 1822. These late harpsichord pieces sound quite
pianistic, with big chords, dramatic pauses, varying dynamic levels, and so on. The
Fantasias are single-movement pieces from 1’ to 7’ long, more continuous than sectional.
They focus more on arpeggiated motifs rather than melodic ideas. (N19)
4 Harpsichord Sonatas
Three of these look back to the formal model of early classicism, all in three movements,
fast-slow-fast, lasting from 6’ to 14’. For some time they were attributed to W.F. Bach.
They do not compete with Beethoven, but the movements have contrasting elements
rather than baroque continuity, and they seem more serious than galant. The A major
Sonata is full of mannerisms – salon-like quasi-dramatic gestures, silences, possibly
learned from C.P.E. Bach, who was the chief influence on his style. The last in A minor
is a full 14’. Poco Allegro is beautiful, a song. Largo is rather static. Finale a furious
perpetuum mobile. Great piece. (N19)
Rondeau in C; Arietta mit einige Veräderungen
The short Rondeau is purely melodic, a left-over Sonata movement. The 6’ Arietta is a
set of ornamental variations that could be a Sonata movement. Nice stuff, all of it. (N19)
CHRISTOS HATZIS
Mega4 Meta4, viola and tape
Exciting tape piece — tape used not just for usual noise effects but for pre-recorded
instrumental accompaniment, tonal rhythmic Piazzola stuff — organ, chorus, accordion
floating through, touches of pop, screams, faux-classical (e.g. “Albinoni Adagio”).
Presence of live instrument highlighted, personal. Steven Dann is a wizard. (Je09)
The Temptation of St Anthony
Earlier, more primitive tape piece, no live musician. Also rhythmical, tonal, recognizable
instruments, including jazz band, Middle Eastern plucked instrument, pompous
Scheherezade fanfare. (Je09)
Crucifix
Orthodox chant is now the live music, treated as previously. The amazing feature here is
the continuity between the live and the recorded voice — impossible to determine where
they join (if in fact there is a recorded voice for the high passages). Entrance of the choir
a lightning stroke. (Je09)
Byzantium
Further in the Asian-fusion direction, Indian drum rhythms, Western sacred chorus, and
oboe (which swings both ways) playing constantly — a slightly more sophisticated
version of Morricone’s Mission. Attractive, but perhaps the novelty has worn off — it
seems less inventive than the more concentrated works, especially Crucifix. (Je09)
Quartet No 1 “Awakenings” (string quartet & tape)
Another amazing piece — the tape gives Inuit throat singing, trains, arctic bird (shades of
Rautavaara!), noise of the rape of the north (shades of Schafer!), while the quartet is
alternately dissonant, minimalist, cinematically romantic . . . . Wow! (Jy09)
Quartet No 2 “The Gathering”
I heard St Lawrence play this live just before recording and it blew me away.
Masterpiece! No tape this time — big 40' work in juxtaposed (mainly) not superimposed
styles: Arabic melody, Philip Glass minimalism (sometimes running out of gas), return of
emotional music from Quartet No 1, dissonant stuff, tone bending, shouts. The shouts

stick in the mind (Jeff warned the audience of a “surprise” coming. It’s great to have it on
CD. (Jy09)
ROMAN HAUBENSTOCK-RAMATI
Credentials, or Think, Think, Lucky
Written for Cathy Berberian using bits of Lucky’s great speech from Godot. I can’t find
the instrumentation, but I hear clarinet, trombone, some strings, piano and lots of
percussion. Despite Salome Kämmer’s theatrics, Lucky’s speech has much greater effect
in its original context. (D13)
String Quartet
Seven movements: I and VII are based on a traditional Viennese waltz in ultra-slow
tempo treated aleatorically. II and VI describe small sonata forms using dynamics and
timbre. III and V use isorhythmic canons with pitches chosen aleatorically. IV is based on
dense clusters. Actually, none of this is detectable by ear (except the tonal waltz
fragments), and even the movement breaks are blurry. Exceedingly raucous in spots.
Blah! (D13)
Mobile for Shakespeare
Salome Kämmer is back to sing-speak two Shakespeare sonnets with avant garde
accompaniment by celeste, piano, and a large assortment of percussion. I still don’t
grasp the Calder mobile concept, but it has something to do with aleatoric
procedures. Extremely fragmented. (D13)
Liaisons
Written like Mobiles for Shakespeare in 1958, Liaisons is performed by a variety of
mallet instruments from written miniature fragments performed in any order at any
tempo. (Did I get that right?) Tam-tam signals the end. (D13)
Interpolation
Typical aleatoric stuff. I’d rather hear the two or three flute version with tape playback.
(My14) For 3 flutes and tape, written for Severino Gazzeloni. "consists of twenty-five
fragments of varying lengths. Haubenstock-Ramati has provided a network of paths by
which the flautist may switch from one fragment to another – in some respects it is not
unlike a game of snakes and ladders. Each performance of the work is different and up to
three performances may be given simultaneously.This may be achieved by employing
more than one instrumentalist, or by a single flautist pre-recording one or two versions."
(Jy20) Gazzeloni's performance, 5'. Subtitled Mobile for Flute 1, 2, and 3. Begins with
long solo flute solo, then others join in. I'm not sure how closely rhythms are coordinated
-- I hope they're not. (Jy20)
JOSEF MATTHIAS HAUER
Romantische Phantasie, op 39
Yes, this is radical stuff for 1925, though it reminds me immediately of Schoenberg’s
First Kammersymphonie: quartal aggregates, tonal areas that shift around, chromatic,
shifting textures, and lots and lots of 6-note figures. A single-movement work about 20'
— clearly in the German Expressionist camp. The weakness is rhythmic inertness. I don’t
know which was earlier, but Schoenberg was clearly the better composer. (S10)
Apokaliptische Phantasie, op 5
Concert overture written 1913, tonal but extremely chromatic. Slow, portentous feel —
I’m reminded of Schoenberg’s much later Lichtspielszene. (S10)
Suite VIII, op 48

In 5 movements — two marches and a Ländler separated by Lentos, written 1926.
Composed to a theory of continuous movement, rhythm reduced further than before —
even the Ländler can be heard in 3 only with effort. Boring. (S10)
Violin Concerto, op 54
Hauer’s disinterest in rhythm at least allows him to make his procedures audible.
There’s no escaping the 4-note aggregates treated as rhythmic units, melodic motifs,
arpeggiated, gathered into multiple stops (performed with apparent difficulty). Largo is
monstrously inexpressive, soloist just climbing up and down on figures. Finale cheered
by bm-chk-chk beat, but again it goes nowhere. Awful. (S10)
Two Zwölftonspiele
Hauer’s final phase devolved into generating quantities of these short pieces with no
10
expressive purpose whatever. Chess games. Thank God that’s over. (S )
SIEGMUND von HAUSEGGER
Natursymphonie
Hausegger was best known as a conductor but he wrote a few operas, a Mass, a Requiem,
and five large post-Wagnerian-Straussian orchestral pieces, though with no narrative
reference. This work in four vast movements lasts just under an hour. It opens with brass
and deep organ pedals — there’s little use trying to follow development (and the woozy
liner notes are useless). It’s music to luxuriate in. If the sound is Strauss, the soul is
Mahler at his most uncompromising, as if Hausegger is vying with both the Alpine and
the Resurrection Symphonies at once. Langsam opens as well with those organ pedals,
focuses more on winds and transparent textures — but the lush Arcadian mood is
interrupted midway by a rhythmic ostinato that grows into a monumental funeral march
with an overwhelming climax. Wow! Stürmen bewegt is no Scherzo: dead earnest, brassy,
but raging only to affirm the sublime: the Finale breaks in with full massed choir,
fortissimo, “in the name of Him who created Himself” (Goethe of course). Who would be
so pusillanimous as to deny the name of masterpiece to such a work? [Hausegger, who
died in 1948, was at first a Nazi sympathizer, but soon fell away because of his idealism
and his native sense of decency.] (Mh12)
FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN
Symphony No 70 in D
Written after great fire at Esterhazy destroyed theater, instruments, MSS. Learned
counterpoint of Andante = hope for future. Brusque Finale with strange repeated note
motif. Fey plays up the oddity – natural brass, thumpy timps. Heavy-hitting Haydn. (N08)
Symphony No 73 in D "La Chasse"
Long slow intro. Teasing silences in fine Variations movement. Bumptious 6/8 Finale
with featured hunting horns. (N08)
Symphony No 75 in D
Dramatic slow Intro; Fey takes Presto really fast, exciting, elaborately developed. Radical
interpretation yields convincing results. Great timpani riff at end of Minuet — added?
Nice playful ending. (N08)
Symphony No 35 in B♭
Bright, sparkly, but no really distinctive features. (N08)
Symphony No 38 in C
More densely worked out than the previous — marvelous echo movement Andante —
fast staccato Finale, touches of counterpoint. Super. (N08)

Symphony No 39 in G minor
Exceptional premonition of G-minor Mozart: eerie silent bar, minor key Minuet, intense
Finale, cascading staccato runs, sforzandi. (N08)
Symphony No 59 in A "Fire"
Slightly familiar: downward octave jump theme; minor key Andante, sudden inexplicable
horn outburst; Minuet is variant of Andante theme, with slinky Trio; Rousing hornsignal
Finale. (N08)
Symphony No 26 in D minor “Lamentatione”
Strong short three-movement minor key Symphony with familiar ring. Liner notes say it
uses chant from Holy Week, concealed (apparently) in first movement, overt in
remarkable slow movement. Ends with minor key Minuet. (N08) A bit less familiar
three-movement symphony. I’m not sure why “Lamentatione,” except for the minor key,
but it’s otherwise bright. (Jy09)
Symphony No 49 in F minor "La Passione"
Familiar Church Sonata Symphony. Liner notes compare opening slow movement to
C.P.E. Bach — very intense throughout. (N08)
Symphony No 58 in F "Alla Zoppa"
Two rather lyrical movements followed by witty “alla zoppa” Minuet — irregular phrases
over regular 3/4 bars. Remarkable fast 3/8 Finale. A winner. (N08)
Symphony No 41 in C
Ceremonial C major with trumpets & drums but not too much pomp. Muted slow
movement with big flute & oboe solos, fast 6/8 Finale. Nice. (N08)
Symphony No 48 in C “Maria Theresia”
Superb ceremonial C major Symphony, somewhat familiar. Horn fanfares in first
movement, nice sequences, muted strings in second, Finale ends with flourish. (N08)
Symphony No 65 in A
Concentrated rustic Symphony: marvelous 3/4 + 2/4 Minuet, hunting horn Finale. (N08)
Symphony No 43 in E♭ "Mercury"
Nickname a 19th Century product. It’s surprising how many Haydn sonata-form
movements are in ¾: it seems un-Germanic. Harpsichord busy in slow movement. Liner
notes comment on chamber proportions. (N08)
Symphony No 51 in B♭
Notable for extraordinary horn parts — solo in slow movement, precarious high riffs
throughout. Minuet has double Trio. Finale has remarkable minor-key section. (N08)
Symphony No 52 in C minor
Familiar. Merle loved this one (Why don’t we ever get to play it?). Great minor-key
Symphony — essence of “Sturm und Drang” say liner notes. Intense development.
Longish slow movement. Spare minor key Minuet relieved by major key Trio. Finale full
of quick syncopation. (N08)
Symphony No 88 in G
Thoroughly familiar — ideal happy-go-lucky Haydn Symphony. Drones in Minuet. (D08)
Fürtwängler leads full force of Berlin Symphony, a view of Haydn from 65 years ago,
gamboling like hippos, violins producing a thick tangle of sound. Largo is soooo slow
(would Beecham have done this?). Minuet sounds like a clog dance. Serious sawing in
Finale. The whole humorless. (N17)
Symphony No 89 in F

Liner notes call this the companion to No 88, while others bad mouth it. It seems
perfectly festive, though a bit more straight-laced. Fisher makes it sound glorious, with
glissandi (!) in the Minuet, courageous, outrageous and convincing. (Ja09)
Symphony No 90 in C
Festive C major Symphony. Beethovenish repeated note subject. Beautiful variations.
End-weighted Symphony with driving pace Finale full of remote modulations — trick
ending silence, then coda with further modulations. Special. (Ja09)
Symphony No 91 in E♭
Masterpiece. More intricately contrapuntal and thoroughly worked than usual for Haydn.
First movement, also splendid: “double” Variations, building to a welter of trills. Near
vulgarity of Trio in Minuet. Beethovenish Finale. A real standout. (Ja09)
Symphony No 92 in G "Oxford"
I had expected this to be very familiar, but no, though I have heard it before.
Particularly ingratiating. Lovely lyrical slow intro, nothing agressive, tricky or “learned”
in first two movements Warm Minuet with displaced accents in Trio. Finale alone very
familiar, showier, with chromaticism, octave leaps, silences, thorough development.
End-weighted Symphony. (Ja09)
Sinfonia Concertante, violin, cello, oboe, bassoon & orchestra, in B♭
I didn’t know the existence of this important piece until a year or so ago, when I thought
it was spectacular. Revisit affirms that it is a great ensemble concerto — much preferable
to the problematic Mozart. Perhaps less melodic imprint than the great D major Cello
Concerto. (Ja09)
Symphony No 42 in D
In the Mannheim manner — simple figures, unadventurous modulation, orchestral
brilliance — rockets, steamrollers, etc. Not up to the usual standard. (Mh09)
Symphony No 44 in E minor “Trauersymphonie”
One of the great ones, somewhat familiar. Not a Church Sonata Symphony like “La
Passione,” but austere canonic Minuet placed before the slow movement, which Haydn
requested for his own funeral. Angry, peckish Finale. (Mh09)
Symphony No 46 in B
Rather familiar because of the outrageous key (no explanation offered). Last movement
features unexpected return of Minuet, followed by further surprises. (Mh09)
Symphony No 45 in F# minor “Farewell”
Yes, I know it pretty well. Liner notes call attention to the turbulence, motivic
abstractness, unusual chromaticism, restless modulation, but to the unprepared melody
that appears just before the recap. Mutes in modulatory slow movement. Rugged Minuet
with odd ending. Frenetic Finale that resolves in odd Adagio before players depart.
Yes, more than a stunt piece. (Mh09)
Symphony No 47 in G
I seem to know this one quite well too — lots of character in its hornsignal, the afterbeat
and triplet bits. This one sticks for some reason. (Mh09)
Symphony No 50 in C
Grand slow intro, then fairly average Haydn. Through-composed Minuet. (Mh09)
Quartet in A, op 55/1
Perfect average Haydn, nothing exceptional or entirely memorable. Cheery, familiar from
the Allegri Quartet LP. (Mh09)

Quartet in F minor, op 55/2 “Razor”
Nickname is anecdotal, no reference to the music. Begins oddly with Variations,
alternating between minor and major. Allegro proper is in minor. Double-subject Minuet
in major, with minor key Trio. Ends in major with bright 3/4 Presto, gets fairly
chromatic. Superb. (Mh09)
Quartet in B♭, op 55/3
Nice standard quartet, no exceptional features. Brilliant 3/4 Finale. Less familiar than the
A major because last on the old LP. (Mh09)
Quartet, strings, in F, op 77/2
In performance I marvelled at Haydn’s constant inventiveness in this last of the great
cycle — nothing routine here. Very familiar. St Lawrence wonderful, though some would
fault their excessively Romantic approach. Jim Whitby loved it. (Ap 4—liv09 e)
Quartet in G, op 54/2 [labelled incorrectly — actually C major, op 54/2]
First subject formulaic, then goes immediately into the wrong key: FJH having fun with
formulas. Second movement is profound and searching Adagio (the Allegretto indication
on the jewel case has to be an error). Bouncy Minuetto with minor key Trio. Finale has
slow intro not indicated — is there mislabeling here? [Yes] The descriptors bear no
relation to the music, which is Haydn in top flight, one of the great Quartets. Masterpiece.
(May09) St Lawrence Quartet live labels this Quartet in C, op 54/2: Their performance
was on the outer edge for Haydn — playful, Romantic, I could almost hear Sandra
grinding her teeth behind me. This is not how I’d want to hear Haydn regularly, but it’s
a fascinating approach, and who’s to say it’s wrong? (St Lawrence Qt, live—F10)
Quartet in C, op 54/1 [labelled incorrectly — actually G major, op 54/1]
Solid Allegro. Restlessly modulating though diatonic Adagio on a pulsing 6/8. Minuet
with minor-inflected double Trio. Bouncy Presto with teasing conclusion. (May09)
Quartet in E, op 54
Good middle-of-the-road Haydn, without the edgy brilliance I associate with E major.
Largo lengthy, a bit tedious. Charming Minuetto, and Presto Finale with modulatory
twists. (May09)
Symphony No 22 in E♭ "The Philosopher"
Fairly familiar and wonderful church sonata symphony with two English horns to darken
color. First movement special, with striding bass. (Jy09) Three of my favorite Haydn
symphonies on one Naxos CD: Nos 22, 29, and 60. The horns are very heavy here, but
expression and coloration are very good. The three remaining movements are just jolly
good Haydn. (O17)
Lord Nelson Mass
Familiar somewhat, since I sang it years ago with Alan, but only vaguely. Fine
performance at Elora with small forces making a big sound. Promising young basso
cantante Michael Uloth, good young soprano Marion Samuel-Stevens (though not
absolutely reliably on the beat in difficult part). This music is so detailed — why was the
Quoniam so much more familar than the rest? I’ll soon know it all very well.
(Ag09—live) What a wonderful experience: hitting a high A (and missing one) in
Carnegie Hall. Ruth got a couple of B♭’s. (live—Carnegie Hall—Ap10)
Symphonies Nos 9, 12, 40 and 13
How incredibly free of banality all of these pieces are! Haydn’s invention seems endless.
The Finale of No 13 has the same fugal theme as Mozart’s Jupiter. (Ag09)

Symphony No 80 in D minor
Sturm und Drang contrasted with absurdly naïf second subject. Pleasant Andante.
Aggressive minor key Minuet with fierce horns. Finale has strangely tentative
syncopated figure that leads into full development. The master has another hit. (S09)
Symphony No 67 in F
Fairly conventional except for oddly structured Finale, with slower B section. Col legno
bit at end of first movement, village band soloists in Trio. (S09)
Quartet in G minor, op 74/4, “Rider”
I thought this was the “Frog” because of its silly octaves with grace notes (done on one
string by the Cecilia Quartet), but I stand corrected — it’s the one with the bloody hard
triplet passagework in 3/4, beautifully played. (Cecilia Quartet live — O09) Is it possible
to tell, objectively, the difference between great Haydn and routine? Maybe only by
direct comparison, as with this and op 74/2: this with its iconic theme; its Adagio of
Beethoven-like stillness, sudden modulation, spare ornament; the first chord of the
Minuet, with its minor-key Trio; or its great Finale, minor-key and Serioso — with
frivolous contrast. This is Haydn at his greatest in the Quartets. (Je10)
Mass No 7 in C “Missa in tempore belli” or “Paukenmesse"
As a C major military Mass, this is much more four-square than the D minor Lord
Nelson, prominent brass & timpani, naturally. Solo writing fairly conservative, no
virtuoso flights. But it’s Haydn through. (O09)
Mass No 13 in B♭ “Schöpfungsmesse”
Full force Haydn with nearly scandalous 6/8 Kyrie, suped up Gloria, reflective moments
at Christe and Qui tollis provided by the soprano, exceptional fugal Amen. Rollicking
Credo, until Et incarnatus (tenor solo). Sanctus begins in subdued tone, “unusual.”
Agnus ends typically with a wholloping Dona nobis. Great stuff, though it lacks the
thrilling solo work of the Nelson (D09)
Mass No 14 in B♭ “Harmoniemesse”
Haydn’s last major work, named for the full complement of winds in the orchestra.
Kyrie is slow throughout, with dramatic off-tonic entry by chorus, much solo quartet
work. Gloria is particularly bright, crisp, as is Credo. Sanctus is Andante, like the
Kyrie, subdued, but the Dona nobis ends again with a whallop. (D09)
Piano Trio No 23 in D minor
A reminder that Haydn is not only father of the Symphony, but of the String Quartet, the
Piano Trio, and God knows what else. I need to explore. (live—Apollo Trio, F10)
Quartet in D minor, op 20/4
Wonderful early Haydn: tricky false recaps in Allegro, super Variations, syncopated
Minuet, nice Finale. Ralph’s notes say this is the most popular of the op 20 set.
(live—Lafayette, Mh10) Allegro has fortissimo outbursts, fast arpeggios. Poco adagio
builds Variations on a theme in minor; beautiful passages and a few surprises. Minuet
highly syncopated, marked Alla zingarese, almost comically short. Presto full of
disruptive tricks, very exciting. (S13)
The Seasons
Why have I avoided this piece for so long? James Thomson in German? (I found a good
English performance); the cutesy faux naïf excerpts delivered so archly by
Fischer-Dieskau (which thank God don’t dominate); length and absence of narrative; a
wrong assumption that the piece preceded The Creation. This is mature Haydn at full

force and engrossing throughout, if a bit much at two hours and forty minutes. Each
season is a well-shaped series of beautifully varied (if generalized) genre pictures. Equal
to the greatest Haydn. (bus to NYC—Ap10)
Die sieben letzten Worte am Kreuze
I’ve never before heard this piece, but I’ve reached an age when the prospect of seven
successive Adagios is appealing. Why should I have doubted Haydn’s ability to sustain
interest? The choral version was a good choice — with its added Introductions, à cappella
openings, sonic variety. Sandrine Piau is a beautiful flutey soprano. Equilbey’s
performance is fine, though possibly too obviously “interpreted.” Is this the only piece
Haydn wrote that’s sui generis? Wonderful experience. Remember this for Lent. (My10)
Quartet in C, op 74/1
Opus 74 is described as Apponyi Quartets 4, 5 & 6. A demonstration of Haydn’s uncanny
ability to sustain interest with fairly generic material in monothematic development.
End-loaded, the Finale is the most contrapuntally intricate movement. (Je10)
Quartet in F, op 74/2
Good standard Haydn. (Je10)
Symphony No 3 in G
In 4 movements at 18', surprisingly, from late 1750s. Trio Sonata texture with active but
not independent bass, motto theme developed throughout. Minor key Andante. Canonic
Minuet with Trio of winds & solo strings. Contrapuntal Finale. (The MHS notes are
good.) (Jy10—Muskoka)
Symphony No 11 in E♭
Odd format: Church Sonata Symphony, but with Minuet? Or reversed position Adagio
and Allegro? The whole is 23', but the opening Adagio at 11' bears the weight of the
piece, lavishly beautiful. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Symphony No 18 in G
In 3 movements, oddly ordered like No 11, Andante-Allegro-Minuet, neither Italian
overture nor church sonata. Andante is charming, perky theme over pizzicato bass.
Allegro bouncy, rather formulaic. Minuet features 2 solo violins in Trio. Haydn still
finding his way with the genre. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Symphony No 19 in D
Short 3 movements in mode of Italian Overture, 11'. Horns but no trumpets & drums,
Nice plangent Andante. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Symphony No 20 in C
Firmly in the new classical style, in 4 standard movements, trumpets & drums.
Orchestral tutti, motto theme, some active middle voice but no independent bass.
Lovely delicate Andante, 2 violin parts plus pizzicato underlay. Trumpets & drums return
for Minuet, solo strings in Trio. Presto Finale a romp in 6/8. (Jy10—Muskoka)
Symphony No 29 in E
Typical genial early Haydn — until the exceptional Finale with its rising sequences and
skyrocketing runs. I had to have it. (Ag10) The brightest key in the spectrum doesn’t deter
darker modulation in development. Andante is one of those gingerly staccato melodies
that detours through minor before it’s – FAULT IN CD! Minuetto is bold, Trio
misterioso in minor. Yes, the Finale is as I remember with those exciting skyrocketing
scales. Notes suggest Haydn swings weight of piece to Finale. (O17)
Mass No 6 in G “Missa Sancti Nicolai”

Yes, I do remember singing this Mass in Dreivierteltakt. Considerably less demanding
than the Nelson Mass, both solo and choral parts, but there is great joy in the triple
rhythms: a cheery Kyrie, beautiful Et incarnatus with soloists, marvelous 6/8 Sanctus,
waltzing Hosanna. The minor key Agnus Dei surprises, but the lilting opening returns for
the Dona nobis. (O10)
Mass No 5 in E♭ In honorem Beatissimae Virginis Mariae “Grosse Orgelmesse”
Features organ obligato prominently but not constantly, especially in great Benedictus
with all four soloists. Relatively earlier but none the worse for that. Wonderful Gloria
throughout. Nice tenor solo for Et incarnatus. Solemn fugue for Crucifixus. Wonderful
syncopated fugal Sanctus. Big Dona nobis. I’ve never heard this before. Haydn never
misses. (O10)
Quartet in E♭, op 64/6
Courtesy of BBC: It doesn’t ring a bell — in fact I mistook it for the Mendelssohn — but
it’s gentle, low-key throughout, with a skipping Finale. I dislike the grotesque slides in
the Trio of this performance — it mocks the formality; but Haydn would be more likely
to countenance it than Mendelssohn would. (?) (Je11)
Quartet in D minor, op 76/2 “Quinten”
One of Haydn’s greatest works, given extraordinary muscular performance by Geoff
Nuttall and the St Lawrence Quartet: upbow separated notes, tempo play, every string
color imaginable. The Witches’ Dance fiery. The Trio even more so. I was thinking Jim
Whitby, a few rows back, would hate it, but he approved. All those powdered wigs and
lacy cuffs — they smelled! (live — Ja13)
Quartet in F minor, op 20/5
Standard layout with broad melody, violin dominates, great internal interest. Menuet
follows, then Adagio – naïf 6/8 melody with violin embellishments. Finale is one of three
in the set with fugues, this one à 2 soggetti. (Ag13)
Quartet in A, op 20/6
Bright, playful 6/8 with downward arpeggio figure and string crossings, apt to tease with
excursions into minor – brilliant. Adagio a charming two-violin cantilena with bm-chk
accompaniment. Menuet a stiff country dance; Trio has second violin tacet. Finale is fuga
à tre soggetti, light as air. What utter beauty! (Ag13)
Quartet in C, op 20/2
Nice theme with suspensions gets Sturm und Drang development. Adagio, called
Capriccio, opens with bold unison quasi una fantasia – very unusual – and finally
resolves into operatic cantilena. Attacca into Minuet, mostly legato and sustained. Fuga à
Quattro soggetti is in quick 6/8, sempre pianissimo. One of Haydn’s great quartets. (Ag13)
Quartet in G minor, op 20/3
Allegro is an extraordinary capriccio, Haydn playing with strategies of disruption –
silences, stray fragments, dynamic shifts, cadenzas, all very wild for a so-called classicist.
Minuetto is built from five-bar phrases. Poco adagio is stark simplicity, violin sharing
attention with cello, with some highly chromatic ornamentation. Finale confirms minor
key, but continues into major with no let-up of trickery. Exceptionally experimental,
wonderful. (S13) Pleasant concert opener by the Emerson Quartet. Most of my close
observation passed me by. (live, F14)
Quartet in E♭, op 20/1

Allegro may be loosely structured, as the notes say, but it’s also intricate and ingratiating.
Minuetto is light and springy. Affettuoso is pure note-on-note chorale harmony
throughout, very odd. Presto Finale in quick 2. (S13)
Piano Trio No 43 in C
Those grace notes! Haydn’s clean perkiness comes as a relief after John Ireland bombast.
This is essentially a Piano Sonata with extra bottom and bits of filigree. Development
travels far afield but never gets lost. Andante states simple melody, elaborates, wanders,
returns refreshed. Presto to my surprise is utterly familiar, but I don’t know where I’ve
heard it. Haydn is inexhaustible. (S13) Oddly enough, this same Trio shows up on the live
concert from the Gryphon Trio. Top speed. (live--S13)
Piano Trio No 44 in E
Allegro keeps returning to simple four-square theme – is it a first-movement Rondo?
Allegretto in minor a rather creepy 3 in constant motion, piano alone until near the
end—marvelous invention. Allegro Finale in gentle 3 with episode in minor. (O13)
Quartet in C minor, op 17/4
I’ve avoided the early Haydn simply because of the wealth of the later work, but op 20,
which I knew a little, lured me on. The notes here stake claims for progression from op 9
and op 17 to op 20 (all 1769-72). Technical demands are within reach of amateurs, and
violin dominates throughout. These performers play with all gut strings and baroque
bows, using an unedited eighteenth-century printing. The result is a dominant legato
reminiscent of viols – I think Abel. No trace of Sturm und Drang in the minor key until
Finale, with sudden sforzandi and flashy fiddling. Haydn’s inventiveness and internal
intricacy everywhere. (N13)
Quartet in E♭, op 17/3
Opening movement is Variations on a nondescript little tune, giving violin chances to
show off and the composer chances to display invention. Minuet has odd phrase
structure, not meant for dancing – Trio sounds like street organ drone (not bagpipes).
Adagio a sustained cavatina verging on the romantic with surprise harmonic turns. Finale
is a bit of the happy, chirpy Haydn that the series has so far lacked, with some goofy
counterpoint – brilliant. (N13)
Quartet in F, op 17/2
Allegro works over a conventional theme with some violin acrobatics and very active
lower parts. Minuetto treated like a country dance (the performance seems too elegant).
Adagio an extended violin air, too long. Finale perky, syncopated, witty, the best
movement. (N13)
Quartet in E, op 17/1
Much the longest of the set, this Quartet sets a gently melodious tone, minimizing display
despite the brilliant key. Minuetto elegant, but with unpredictable phrasing – Trio in
sinister minor. Adagio a slow 6 – the notes describe it as Sicilienne, but it’s much too
slow. I think the entire set may be played too slow, gut strings and all. Presto is perky 4
with episodes in minor and a surprise piano ending. (N13)
Quartet in G, op 17/5
Opening motif features Scotch snaps and sounds like some later piece I cannot place –
development with syncopation and a long winding bit for violin – recap goes straight for
wild modulation. Minuetto has simple tune contrasted again with sinister Trio in minor.
Adagio full of dramatic recitative plus an aria of sweet resignation. Perky Finale. (N13)

Quartet in D, op 17/6
Presto is a gay 6/8 that modulates crazily to a very distant key before landing on its feet –
fabulous. Minuetto has a touch of sentiment. Largo a long violin cantilena, even with
cadenza. Allegro Finale full of spiccato and string crossing arpeggios, bright, cheerful,
with Turkish moments. (N13)
Piano Trio No 13 in C minor
Earlier than the others, in just two movements. Considerable independence in the violin
part, much less in the cello. Andante a lovely set of Variations. Allegro in a flashy 3, a
sonata-rondo I think, very appealing. (N13)
Quartet in C, op 33/3 “The Bird”
Afiara Quartet, live, played beautifully but much too precious. First movement has
repeated notes introducing birdsong in violin. Minuetto is all lower register, with Trio left
to two violins on high. Nice Adagio, and bouncy Finale. (Jeffery Concert, live D13)
Organ Concerto in C
I caught most of this on CBC and tried to guess the composer, a classical composer with
a wonderful harmonic palette: I thought of Haydn, but didn’t know if he wrote organ
concerti, and thought this a trifle rococo. But Haydn it was, thoroughly engaging. (Mh14)
I now have two recordings. The one on George Guest’s recording of two Masses is fine,
but not good car music. (Ag14)
Piano Sonata No 52 in E♭
André LaPlante played it (beautifully) on CBC and I stayed to listen through, thinking it
was very familiar it must be early Beethoven. How have I heard this particular Sonata so
many times? (Ap14)
Kleine Orgelmesse
The accompaniment includes strings as well as organ, and there is a Credo, but it is
marked “brevis.” The Gloria is less than a minute long, the whole less than 20’. But the
master’s hand is in it – Gloria and Credo use the same charming Amen, and the brief
Credo is superbly characterized. Benedictus is a long-breathed soprano solo treated
lavishly. (Ag14)
Mass No 3 in C “Missa Cellensis” or “Mariazeller”
But not Caecilienmesse because it has nothing to do with St Cecilia. Because of the
confused nomenclature I’ve ended up with two recordings, and I thought I’d made notes
on the other but apparently not. George Guest’s version (as Mariazeller) has boy trebles,
a little harsh in the car, and I couldn’t listen carefully. (Ag14)
Piano Sonata No 50 in C
[I thought I had notes on more of these.] One of the most familiar, played by Schwizgebel
on BBC, heard in the car.
Symphony No 103 in E♭ “Drum Roll”
On CBC: Franz Brüggen, to my surprise, gives a full-bodied performance, making the
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment sound like the Concertgebouw. Superb. And he
makes much of the mysterious drumroll. (S14)
Quartet in C, op 50/2
A beautifully asymmetrical motive developed in detail – Haydn at his greatest. Afiara’s
approach to Haydn as before treats him as precious china. (Afiara live – F15).
Quartet in D, op 71/2

From the first set of Apponyi Quartets. I thought Jeff was a bit slap happy at first, but t
they were having fun. Their Haydn is always alive. (FSA, live, Ap16)
Organ Concerti in C and F; Concerto in F, organ, violin & strings
I had no idea Haydn wrote pieces like this. They turn out to be quite elaborate, 18’ to 22’
each. To my ear, they sound early, reminiscent of J.C. Bach, irregular phrases, lots of
sequences, quite galant but more imposing. Very impressive pieces, surprisingly good in
the car. (Driving from Boston, O16)
11 pieces for Musical Clock
Recorded with the Organ Concerti above – it’s nice to have them. They bring back that
recital by Diane Bish. Charming. (O16) Five of the twelve (?) concoctions Haydn made
for a fancy mechanical clock (?), transcribed for organ by E. Power Biggs. Terry
contrasted them with a piece for pedals alone to show off the flutes. Last I heard these,
Diane Bish played them at Metropolitan. Great recital lightener. (live at FSA, S18)
Symphony No 60 in C “Il Distratto”
Developed from incidental music for French comedy. In six movements (!) Pompous
slow intro and Allegro with funny diminuendo / subito forte (the absent-minded character
forgets, remembers). Development loses track of key. Andante sounds very familiar.
Menuetto has string Trio in minor with peculiar peasantish tone. Presto begins with
frenzy music in minor, second half brings folksy theme with bagpipe drones – then an
unexpected Adagio tune, interrupted by brass. Last bars absurdly fast – tuning
interruption – then finish. Great fun. Why did idiot Jeff turn it down? (O17)
Piano Trio No 19 in G minor
Three movements. More subdued than usual for Haydn, minor key and all. Andante first
movement Variations . . . . I lost track, but Presto struck me as final variation rather than
separate movement. Nice Adagio. Finale a touch of Sturm und Drang before happy
ending. (Live, Gryphon Trio, Parry Sound, Jy18); The minor key is dominant, lyrical and
poignant in the Moderato (which were Variations as I recall), and more forceful in the
Presto. Both movements, however, finish dutifully in major. Minuet and Trio are
standard, with a nice Trio. Ralph’s notes advance the case for Haydn’s Piano Trios as a
third great series of works to set beside the symphonies and the string quartets. The first
16 just use strings to double the piano, but the 27 that followed in 1784 to 1797
established independent string parts and created the genre to be followed by Beethoven
and Mendelssohn. (Gryphon Trio, live at Wolf Hall, S19)
Trumpet Concerto in E♭
Three movements, 15’. Overly familiar (apart from the opening tutti!). Marsalis plays it
straight, even in restrained cadenzas. He comments that it is the first concerto known to
have lyric tunes in the middle register. (Je19)
Piano Fantasia in C
After three earlier fantasies, this begins to sound like a Sonata – it could be Scarlatti. But
then it plunges into wrong keys, develops classically, sustains considerable length. What
a gem! (Ag20)
MICHAEL HAYDN
Missa in honorem sanctae Ursulae
MH was thought by contemporaries to equal or surpass his brother for seriousness in his
church music — plausibly enough, on the evidence of this Mass (remembering that
brother Franz had not yet written his final masterworks). Michael seems much less

inclined to unseemly romping; Franz Joseph by comparison seems to clamor for attention
— more ego? The Enlightenment positive tone is shared by both. MH does not use
violas, giving the orchestra some airiness. The Gloria here is truly glorious, with a
forward pressing 3/4 motion into a smooth fugue on Cum sancto. The Dona nobis happily
does not end with a bang. (D09)
Requiem
The opening bars place me in the presence of an unmistakably great composer —
inexorable striding bass, dissonant choral suspensions, plainsong with classical
embroidery, odd harmonic twists. Dies irae lacks the romantic anguish of Mozart but is
finely solemn. Offertorium has really weird modulatory sequence. Sanctus combines
grandeur with minor key. Benedictus notably beautiful. Last movement folds serene
Requiem between fugal Cum sanctis, dark until tierce de Picardy. Slightly uneven near
masterpiece — I never knew Michael capable of such heights. (D09)
Quintet in G
Michael’s Quintets take two violas, with violin and first viola parts dominating but rich in
inner detail even though there’s a divertimento feel of lightness. Adagio very long and
beautiful, with surprising development extensions. Menuetto is more a sicilienne with
dotted rhythm, warm, rich harmonies, downward arpeggios, interesting minor key
episodes. Presto races with tricky entries after the rest, tricky imitative entries stretto.
Terrific piece. (Ag13)
Quintet in F
Really a Divertimento in seven movements, with two Minuettos, two slow movements,
and a Marcia after the Allegro Finale. The music is charming, lots of interest in the
middle voices, moments of imitation, plenty of unalloyed joy. Wonderful music. (Ag13)
Quintet in C
Standard four movements. Allegro bright, cheerful in 3 – development modulates freely –
recap develops further. A demonstration piece sonata-allegro, charming, those scales!
Adagio con sordino, viola melody echoed in high violin, pizzicato underlay. I’ve heard
this before, I swear! Lovely Minuetto with hushed Trio. Allegro molto brings back those
torrential scales with great joy. My estimation of Michael Haydn goes up with each new
piece. (Ag13)
Bassoon Concertino in B♭
Actually an 8’ movement that features solo bassoon from an orchestral Serenade
presented as a bassoon piece (apparently by Haydn, but it’s not clear). The instrument, as
in Mozart’s Concerto, lends itself to Andante cantabile. (F19)
Trumpet Concerto in D
Two movements, 9’. Lovely Adagio – one phrase rises to high X. Presto too, though it’s
very laid back. (Je19)
WILLIAM HAYES
The Passions: An Ode for Music
Grand Handelian setting of William Collins’ 1747 Ode. Hayes was the center of musical
life at Oxford, and his oratorio was first heard in 1750.The text is split into two equal
parts, each introduced by an Overture. Soloists assume the roles of a soprano Narrator
plus individual Passions. The Chorus is left to close each part and, in Part II, add some
comments. The countrified rattles in the first Overture suggest college humor, which is
carried into the hyperbolic dramatics of the musical pictorialism and the singing – I’m not

sure whether it’s jokiness, crude literalism, or a lack of Handel’s subtlety, but the settings
do recover some feelings blunted by Collins’s eighteenth-century diction. Performances
are excellent all around – if the soloists are very young, they enter into the spirit with
gusto, and the basso handles some exceptional florid writing. Cheerfulness is neatly
portrayed by two sopranos echoing each other, followed by chorus over hunting horns.
Joy overtops Cheerfulness, and the chorus returns with rattles. But Reason steps in and
bids Music compose a place for each unruly passion. (D16)
MICHAEL HEAD
27 Songs
I’ve wondered about the disappearance of Head from the radar, given my love for “Sweet
Chance”: the issue is not so much musical as his desperately bad taste in verse. He was a
Corder pupil, like York Bowen, and his musical range is less narrow than I’d thought.
And he could succeed with W.H. Davies— sporadic victories (Sweet Chance. Money
O!), or with Hardy (The Garden Seat) or Joyce (Lean out of the window), or occasionally
with mediocre Georgian stuff (A Piper, Teweksbury Road). But he squandered too much
of his little talent on trash. (Mh12)
JOHANN DAVID HEINICHEN
Twelve Dresden Concerti
“Festive” baroque music: I had expected diddly baroque, and it is, in a way, all bouncy,
in the brass major keys of G, D and F. But it is exceptional in its handling of the elaborate
orchestra, figured slightly differently in each piece, beautifully performed. Very nice.
The add-on pieces at the end of the 2-disc are indistinguishable from the rest. (My10)
PETER HEISE
Piano Trio in E♭
A mid-nineteenth-century Danish composer unknown to me, a younger contemporary
and friend of Gade. The music is bright, breezy, happy, derivative generically rather than
from any specific composer. Allegro has nice heroic theme. Andantino has nice
Sicilienne melody (if they could only play it in tune!). Presto a frolic – with a slower
sentimental Trio. Finale begins with mock solemnity, then launches into folkdancy main
theme, develops impressively with accelerando coda. Very appealing – better than
Gade’s Piano Trio. (My13)
ROBERT HELPS
Piano Concerto No 2
Opening chimes are novel, even alarming, as is the sound world — motor-rhythmed, not
I think serial, less radical than I expected. Touches of Messiaen at times: sudden lurches,
strange repetitions, unexpectedly quiet ending. Intriguing. (O09)
Symphony No 1
Three movements without a break, 22’. The Adagio was written first, firmly tonal in B♭
minor, so Helps, a Sessions pupil, thought he was regressing. Sessions reassured him, and
he framed it in two acerbic fast movements. Energico sounds like wacky machine music,
brassy, not quite atonal – and he loves the bass clarinet as much as his teacher did.
Adagio doesn’t really sound that much more tonal. Rhythms seem square, nice crescendo
to ethereal violin solo. Then it takes off in sputtering 6/8, changes meters, but never
develops a sense of direction. (Ap18)
Gossamer Noons

Five songs with orchestra on poems by James Purdy. Style similar to the Symphony, with
a touch of pictorialism – tremolos for fish. Grossly over-dramatic. II is ominous
scherzando, III manic and violent, IV might be a slice of Erwartung – all too much for the
innocuous descriptive poetry. Vocal tessitura sounds too high, ungratifying. (My18)
Symphony No 2
Four movements, 24’. Written 45 years after the First. Awakenings is quasi-tonal with
military flourishes and slow march movement. It could serve for a funeral. Big crescendo
to climax with whip, long wind down. II Dance is grotesque waddle in 3 dominated by
reeds – short. III Romance brings back strings, even a parody of a film-like love theme,
fractured in polytonality: a hint of Tristan, piercing climax, long quiet coda to final triad
(!). IV Forebodings is slow, dark, an angry continuation of III. It builds to shattering
fortissimo, then winds up for a second go. Yes, this piece has classical balance and
symphonic narrative. He knew he was dying – was it AIDS? [Yes.] Terrific piece. (My18)
Quintet, flute, clarinet, violin, cello, & piano
Three movements without a break, 14’. Helps uses the ensemble of Pierrot Lunaire.
Opens with winds and awful string harmonics – piano and cello pizzicato steer rhythm.
Middle section begins with moderate trot on the piano – is that the violin still trying to do
damned hrmonics? Final section slower with broad strokes gradually becoming gentler. A
particularly ugly piece of music. (My18)
HENRY VIII
Henry’s Music
Disc contains set of six motets by various hands, a lengthy motet by Fayrfax (qv), a Latin
panegyric to Henry (probably by Verdelot), and several pieces by Henry himself.
Tandernaken has extraordinary virtuoso rhythmic shifts, a most remarkable piece. In
“Though some saith” it strikes me that the perceived metrical irregularities in the lyrics
are carried by the non-periodic musical lines, carry-over from Latin motet style. The
whole disc is an anthology of period sonorities. (O09)
PIERRE HENRY [See also PIERRE SCHAEFFER]
Antiphonie
A bow to postwar total serialism: mixes 12 pitches, 12 durations, 12 silences, and notates
duration by the centimeter for first time. Nervous silences heighten fragmentation. (Ap18)
Vocalises
Single voice vocalizing a single vowel. Scary. (Ap18)
Le Voile d’Orphée
Described as Henry’s “most accomplished creation, with stage scenario involving the
torn head of Orpheus. Choral sounds in distance get higher pitched, children’s voices, a
male voice pronounces a bit from a Greek Orphic hymn, then the language is pulled to
pieces. An extended stage piece with considerable drama. Derivation from French classic
drama is clear. (Ap18)
ADOLPH von HENSELT
12 Études de concert, op 2; 12 Études de salon, op 5; Poème d’amour, op 5
The Chopin of the North, said Schumann: These etudes have the brilliance of Chopin and
Liszt, and some of the same jaw-dropping virtuosity at times – but none of the harmonic
daring or Chopinesque rubato that signals advanced music. Henselt was one of the great
virtuosos, and drew on Weber as his model: plenty of brilliance, combined with rhythmic

speed and squareness. The Poème as a breather between the Études shares the stolidity,
though it’s attractive enough. Great piano CD. (S16)
VICTOR HERBERT
Cello Concerto No 2 in E minor, op 30
Romantic virtuoso Sturm und Drang just OK, but followed by truly gorgeous slow
movement. Finale an ingenious transformation of both earlier movements. Herbert’s
style does not strongly recall anyone, unless it’s Saint-Saëns, classic forms with
chromatic coloring. (Ap09) No reason to alter my first assessment. Miquelle is a fine
cellist with a searching phrase. I like him better than Harrell. (N10) A revisit in the car
via Mark Kosower’s fine performance – driving to Boston. Too much dynamic range for
the highway. (O16)
Cello Concerto No 1 in D, op 8
First movement thrilling stoic romantic heroism à la Max Bruch at his best. Other
movements not on the same level but very nice. Less ingenious formally than No 2.
(Ap09) A revisit in the car via Mark Kosower’s fine performance, driving to Boston. Too
much dynamic range for the highway. (O16)
Al Fresco – Intermezzo
Salon duo-piano piece, as cheeky as Scott Joplin. (Ja15)
Columbus Suite
Herbert’s last large orchestral work, four character pieces at 28’. Dawn and Sunrise at
Alhambra is an aubade with birdsong but no trace of the Spanish. Pompous chorale
ending. At La Rabia (At the Convent) sounds darker, with Spanish tones. An offstage
organ invites a reverential brass chorale, followed by an indomitable sailing melody, but
the movement closes with organ. Dramatic and inventive. Murmurs of the Sea features
prominent harp, plus a peculiar violin effect (Herbert has heard Debussy). Repetitive
monotony is hard to create artistically; the string harmonics don`t work. Triumph: The
Vision of Columbus promises a much-needed good tune, picked up from the Convent
movement (organ and all). No, the whole piece doesn`t hold up. (Ap16)
Irish Rhapsody
Bold, considering widespread antipathy toward Irish immigrants in 1892, a medley of
folktunes, longer at 16` than most light music, with prominent harp (of course). There`s
even a note of tragedy (solo cello), redeemed by gorgeous tune for full strings. It ends
inevitably with a jig. (Ap16) A quick revisit via Naxos recording. Neat repertoire. (O16)
Auditorium Festival March
Pomp and Circumstance for Herbert’s own Pittsburgh Orchestra tour. It incorporates
“Auld Lang Syne” and serves as an orchestra showpiece. Worth keeping in mind. A real
barn-burner. (Ap16)
Natoma – Symphonic Picture
Herbert’s effort at grand opera took him into American Indianist territory. The result
sounds more Gaelic than Indian, with rich harmonies and Scottish snaps, a few glissandi
and odd ornaments. OMG there’s a tango! And maracas! Mostly a palm court flavor.
Herbert was proud of the Dagger Dance, which he said was authentic native. Selection
and stitching are all Herbert’s. (Ap16)
JEAN L’HÉRITIER
Miserere mei Domini à 6

L’Héritier, possibly a pupil of Josquin, echoes Josquin’s large motet and some of its text.
He retains Josquin’s beautiful clarity of counterpoint. Utterly gorgeous. (Ap19)
FERDINAND HÉROLD
Symphony No 2 in D
In three movements, with grand Largo intro. Allegro seems more serious and
sophisticated than I expected, until the faux naïf bmm-chk-chk second idea. The
classicizing French Romantic Symphony has an important reference point here (Gounod,
Saint-Saens, Bizet). Hérold has studied Beethoven — the modulations, sudden dynamic
changes, offbeat sforzandi. Andante a charming melody over pizzicati, rather pert,
flirtatious. Finale, a full Sonata-rondo, springs in the bows, tune over drone. And that
bassoon entry! And true development. A revelation. I’m captivated. (D12)
Symphony No 1 in C
More squarely formal than the Second, in keeping with the key, but nice moments:
sforzandi, modulations, turns of phrase. Development, alas, is too mechanical. Andante
sounds like Variations, nice. Minuet unexpectedly in minor — Trio in remote major key.
Vivace Finale lively, terse. Not as impressive as the Second, but worth hearing. (D12)
Le pré aux clercs Overture
I’ve never heard this, though the notes say it’s played as often as Zampa. The Rossinian
heritage is clear, not just the crescendos but the wind solos and drum strokes. (D12)
Zampa Overture
I confuse this with Reznicek’s Dona Diana, but I can never remember how it goes. As
Berlioz sniffed, it’s hardly more than a medley of tunes. But they’re good tunes,
especially the sparkling ones at the end. (D12)
JOHANNES HEROLD
Historie des Leidens und Sterbens unseres Herrn
Similar to the earlier von Bruck Passion. More elaborate word setting at times obscures
text, at times dramatizes it more. Voices of Jesus and Judas given character. Rabble
choruses in both. (Ap09)
BERNARD HERRMANN
Concerto macabre
Laird Cregar’s big scene from Hangover Square as the theatre goes up in flames around
him. It’s called Lisztian: Totentanz plus augmented fourths and beefed up orchestration,
until the dramatic unaccompanied conclusion. (Jy16)
MICHAEL HERSCH
Symphony No 1
Half-hour Symphony in one movement begins with portentous chimes. Slow, elegiac,
striving to be Mahler Adagio, but I hear nothing exceptional. Parts sound even
amateurish. (Ag11)
Fracta
A different world: atonal with tonal references, pointillistic. A 12' piece based on a
tonal work for cello and piano, but Hersch focuses on overtones, aftertones, reveries,
second thoughts. More interesting than the First Symphony. (Ag11)
Arraché
Short orchestral piece, extremely dissonant but tonal, moved by violence in Mideast
news. Slow intro. Angular, aggressive Allegro. Too much square rhythm, note spinning.
Awful. (Ag11)

Symphony No 2
In four continuous movements: angular - static - slow growing wild - static growing
wild, ends in a whimper. Hersch seems to be working in old-fashioned pandiatonicism
but thickening the chords into dense clusters. Third movement allows tonal, less
dissonant bits emerge, then smothers them. Rhythm still too square, but the piece has
structural shape that compensates — effective silences, sudden interjections. (Ag11)
WILLIAM HERSCHEL
6 Symphonies
All are in 3 movements, about 10 to 12 minutes long, written in the early 1760s, claiming
no great originality or furtherance of the art of composition. Lots of sequences. They are
innocent of counterpoint — by choice. Herschel had good training. But he does know
how to create a mood — the slow movements are very rich in atmosphere. (N10)
PHILIPP HERSCOVICI
Frühlingsblumen; 3 Klavierstücke
Rumanian born, Herscovici was harassed first by the Nazis then by the Soviets – most of
his work is lost. These four pieces are Webernesque miniatures totalling less than 6’.
Frühlingsblumen tries too hard to make the series audible. Moderato has a dance feeling
in 3. Lento is mostly staccato, with some painful fortissimos. Allegretto also has a
staccato dance feel in 4. (Je18)
PHILIPPE HERSLANT
5 Miniatures for Flute Solo
It’s impossible to gauge Herslant from these tiny sketches for alto flute. But the
references suggest a post-colonial modernist: he begins with homage to Varèse, then
continues with allusions to pigmy (Burundi), Berber, and shakuhachi flutes. (Ag13)
HENRI HERZ
Piano Concerto No 1 A, op 34
Vienna-born as Heinrich, Herz was a thoroughly Frenchified virtuoso composer of eight
piano concerti and a few hundred profitable salon pieces, as well as an entrepreneur of
piano manufacture and sales. His music makes no pretense to be other than glittery,
graceful and enjoyable. Allegro has a march-like theme. Larghetto has nice writing for
horns, a Bellini-like tune (according to the notes) with appropriately proto-Chopinesque
flourishes. Finale is a Rondo on a polonaise theme. The music avoids Romantic high
seriousness or intensity, but it is neither clichéd nor cheap: not failed high ambition, but
tidy facture. (Muskoka—Jy14)
Piano Concerto No 7 in B minor, op 207
This late Concerto appeared in 1864 – I would have placed it in the 1830s. Allegro has
elaborate introduction, the soloist entering with a brief recit: the main theme is
Mendelssohn with extra keyboard flourishes. Lovely Chopinesque Romance. Finale
suddenly becomes Spanish. Inconsequential music but ingratiating. (S14)
Piano Concerto No 8 in A♭, op 218
Three highly compact movements, less than 15’ total, full of brilliant passages but
(according to Howard Shelley) no gratuitous virtuosity. The air of the salon is all over it.
Lively Polonaise Finale. Nice. (S14)
Rondo de concert, piano & orchestra, op 27

The 11’ piece opens with a graceful Larghetto and lovely arpeggios, before turning to a
balletic Allegro, tinkly in the upper keyboard – the joy of sparkly pianistic bling! The
Larghetto tune returns to join in the fun. Spine tingling. (Mh20)
HEINRICH von HERZOGENBERG
Piano Trios Nos 1 & 2
Beautiful disc — the cf with Brahms is not absurd. No 1 is big-boned, expansive,
passionate . . . No 2 even better — more compact, even stronger ideas. (My08)
Symphony No 1 in C minor
Big disappointment after the Trios. Modelled on Brahms, C minor. This is how Brahms
must sound to those who think him academic: big, all the right moves, but no passion, no
expansive lyricism. Brahms with the Schubert subtracted? (My08)
Symphony No 2 in B♭
Better. Brahmsian seriousness in the B♭ “hunt” manner, tempered with Goldmark’s
Rustic Wedding. Ingratiating, lighter handed than No 1. Last movement too long,
repetitive, lacks big ending. (My08)
Trio in D, horn, oboe & piano
Surprising piece — superbly written, especially for horn, and surprisingly easy on the ear.
Four wholly satisfying movements. (Sirius—D08)
Quintet in C minor, op 77
Moving work in the Brahms mold, passionate, rich sounding, intricately worked out, like
the op 75 Piano Quintet, written in the shadow of his wife’s death. Beautiful Variation
movement based on a song composed by her. Scherzo has disconcerting mood: elfin,
but of the malicious variety — highly original (not a word commonly used of this
composer). Finale has Adagio intro that digs subjectively before a more objective
Allegro tranquillo, then reminder of Adagio, then an utterly gorgeous quiet ending. Very
satisfying music, deeply felt but not heart on sleeve. (F09)
Quartet in D minor, op 18
Is this the one we played at the Whitbys? I don’t know, but I was impressed then as I
am now. Opening is fluent, immediately compelling, worked out to recap that comes as a
surprise. Gorgeous Andante, interior, retaining some Wagnerian chromaticism; return of
A section incorporates some of B agitato. Scherzo full of tricky rhythms. Strong. (F09)
Violin Concerto
Big piece written for Joachim (who never played it). Beautiful, graceful thematic ideas,
wonderful misterioso violin entry, lots of working out. (Too much? It doesn’t seem
tedious.) Plaintive Andante with agitato bits. Playful Finale and return to opening in
minor, serioso. A folkish episode, a slow episode before fast coda. (S10)
Odysseus Symphony, op 4
Enormous program Symphony in four standard movements, an early effort at a
post-Wagner, pre-Strauss symphonic poem. Die Irrfahrten: watery music opens like Das
Rheingold, feminine subject like Sieglinde’s motif, I think, but diffuse, none of Wagner’s
intensity. Penelope: Beautiful minor key Romanza, winds in thirds. Die Gärten der Circe:
a locus amoenus, sans snorts & oinks — lovely. Das Gastmahl der Freier: The suitors
carouse, Odysseus arrives quietly in minor key, hooks up with Penelope, triumphs in
major. Respectable piece, but needs to be stronger to support its length. (S10)
Die Geburt Christi

Herzogenberg was most admired for his choral work. This is low key, virtually a chamber
oratorio, split into three sections: Promise, Fulfillment, Adoration. Format involves
chorales (audience joining in), passages of scripture sung by solo voice, choral
commentary. Recits are mainly with organ, strings appearing occasionally, but mostly
with choir. I don’t hear any winds: my impression is that musical demands are kept well
within amateur reach. I was about to call the music mediocre until No 16, Es ist ein Ros’
and the Mary-Joseph duet that follows — pure enchantment. Part III brings on Children’s
Choir and uses more familiar carols with pastoral gaiety. Climax is setting of John 3:16
for double choir with children. Conclusion: A Mighty Fortress. The piece has moments
but it’s not a patch on Berlioz, or even Rheinberger’s Stern von Bethlehem. (S12)
Quintet in E♭, piano & winds, op 43
4 movements, 28’. Maestoso presents nice theme then accelerando into Con brio – no, it
settles back on theme, then accelerando. Interesting treatment of form, bold horn writing,
marvellous piano. Great movement. Adagio melancholy, a Brahmsian autumnal, formal
seams again concealed. Gorgeous. Scherzo has ambiguous meter, eventually settling into
easy 3 – Trio (if it be that) presents no contrast. Sly. Vivace Finale in quick 3 with
lengthy periods – episode in 2 appears twice, return with Adagio theme (?) over top.
Abrupt ending. A surprise masterpiece full of novel ideas and brave formal twists.
Herzogenburg gets A+. (Ag20)
JACQUES HÉTU
Trumpet Concerto
Nice repertoire piece in Honegger style: a happy piece, says Hétu, no jazz. Guy Few has
nice French sound with slight vibrato. (N09)
Symphony No 3
I caught this in the car on CBC, complete, a shortish Honegger-like Symphony played by
Zukerman at the NAC. Glad to hear it done. (Ag12)
Quartet No 1, op 19
Four movements, 19’. Hétu is possibly the most distinguished “maker” among Canadian
composers. His two Quartets, 20 years apart, time to within two minutes of each other.
Allegro is rough, dissonant, unashamedly motivic. Andante, likewise motivic, features
big plangent viola recit. Scherzo sounds suspiciously like the opening, moves into
tremolos, arpeggios, and pizzicato. Finale begins with opening motto and fugue. The
work of a very accomplished student. (My18)
Wind Quintet, op 13
Four movements, 12’. Opens with brief Adagio, then Allegro led by horn – it seems more
dissonant than the First Quartet, full of fancy roulades. Vivace tries to be light but it’s
tinged with gray. Adagio is short, pensive. Adagio intro reviews earlier material before a
rousing Allegro with virtuoso finish. Effective piece. I didn’t know it was serial until I
read the liner notes. It sounds pandiatonic. (My18)
Adagio and Rondo, op 3
Early student work for string quartet is ultra-serious, even grim, with ominous
tremolandi. Rondo begins with declamatory unison (a Hetu signature), and continues in
bumptious grotesque, an obligatory fugue, and a definite ending. (My18)
Quatre Miniatures pour trio d’anches
Four movements for oboe, clarinet, and bassoon, 7’. More than trifles, strong little pieces
for difficult ensemble. Charming, especially the last. (My18)

Quartet No 2, op 50
Three movements, 19’. Written nearly twenty years after the First, and said to mark a
more emotive turn and tonal style. Adagio is lyrically motivic with an acid tinge. Vivace
in 3 buzzes and strikes staccato chops, with a passage of reflection before repeat. Andante
Finale is wriyyen In Memoriam the composer’s mother – beautiful cello writing,
beautiful piece. (My18)
Scherzo, op 54
Probably devised from scraps left over from the Second Quartet – but a rather elaborate
and serious joke. Somewhere there’s an allusion to the Goldberg Variations (did I catch it
in pizzicato?). (My18)
Serenade for Flute and String Quartet, op 45
Three movements with no break, 11’, inspired by the fifth act of The Merchant of Venice.
Short Intro, a Nocturne featuring flute over gently rocking strings, beautifully extended.
Finally a dance in 2+2+3 rhythms continues, along with reminders of the Nocturne.
Minor, very attractive. (My18)
Sextet for Strings, op 71
Single movement, 12’, an original theme plus six variations. Opening statement is not
unison but rich parallel chords, the theme slow and pensive. I rich and squirmy. II
dancelike. III unisons, roisterous. IV slow, inward. V squirmy counterpoint in crescendo,
outburst from cello, quiet decrescendo. VI Vivace in 3 with tremolandi, pizzicato.
Beautiful piece – lucid outlines, restrained yet passionate and luscious. (My18)
STEFAN HEUCKE
Sonata, bass clarinet & piano, op 23
Three movements, 22'. Heucke is a German composer centered in Dortmund. Ballade
begins with mournful, atonal solo; piano entry inserts a dotted rhythm; ensemble is tight,
the rises and falls expressive. Not gimmicky, but some flutter-tonguing. Variations is
quicker, not fast but playful in a sassy way. One variation uses keyed puffs and plucked
piano strings, followed by scorrevole variations. Elegie continues attacca, suddenly tonal
with deep prepared piano tones, reminiscent of the opening movement. Tonality comes
and goes -- some pitch bending and glissandi, ending on a plaintive multiphonic. Wow!
Certainly the most ambitious piece on the CD, and I think the best. Very beautiful,
possible masterpiece. (Je18)
JAMES HEWITT
Medley Overture in D
Colonial American composer presents Mozart’s great D minor piano concerto sans piano
– suddenly turning to major for a series of folktunes, including a familiar Irish jig and
Pop Goes the Weasel. The Scots-Irish rule! Not much survives from this period,
appropriately enough. (Je17)
JENNIFER HIGDON
On a Wire
Concertante written for new music group “eighth blackbird” with orchestra — flute,
clarinet, violin, cello, piano, marimba (with auxiliaries). Visuals are important, because
the players move on stage beginning at the piano with “bows” (bow hairs) and mallets.
The piece is one movement, about 25', with each player given a solo sequence, and
using some extended techniques. But I was struck by how conventional the sound was
(bowed piano apart). Higdon’s avant gardism is superficial, but the piece makes a

Voices

bright sound, sustains interest, and ends on a great high. (TSO live — World premiere
Mh11) Hearing this again on CBC, I realized that the sound of this piece is conventional
because it’s lifted from Copland’s Clarinet Concerto, with lots of notes encrusted. (My11)

Three movements for string quartet. Blitz is supposed to be explosive, but it’s more like
carnival fireworks. Soft Enlacing is minimalist, with various overlapping doodles. Grace
is slow, reflective. So so. (O11)
Piano Trio
In two movements: Pale Yellow is the first piece by Higdon that grabs me — truly
beautiful, diatonic, reminiscent of Michael Torke’s color pieces. Fiery Red is scrubby
pesante, too four square, but wild enough, probably effective in performance. (O11)
Impressions
Four movements, a substantial String Quartet, again color labelled. Bright Palette is free
diatonicism, like Pale Yellow, more active, less appealing. Quiet Art at first seems
suggested by Fauré’s middle movement, quite beautiful but too long. To the Point takes
off from the pizzicato movements of Debussy and Ravel. Noted Canvas does a little of
everything. This has nice moments, but it doesn’t sustain or add up. (O11)
Concerto for Percussion & Orchestra
Cast in one movement, the soloist teamed with section players. I didn’t know Higdon was
a student of Crumb, but it makes sense of this and On a Wire. The percussion beginning
jars with the Copland-Piston orchestra syncops, but the percussion writing has expertise –
it’s loud and exciting. B section pauses for unworldly singing bowls and marimba – lots
of mallet play. Big crescendo to maestoso that then breaks into Allegro and a cadenza of
unpitched percussion à la jazz (is it improvised?). Exhilarating stuff despite oddly
conventional underlay. I like it. (N16)
EDWARD BURLINGAME HILL
Prelude
Short concert piece by devoté of Debussy, though it begins with surprising dissonance.
Extremely poor 1953 recording. (Jy10)
PAUL & LUCIEN HILLEMACHER
5 Songs
Two brothers who wrote in collaboration: Graham Johnson praises them highly. Soupir
— beautiful long-breathed cavatine. Si mes vers avaient des ailes — written before
Hahn, relatively mundane. L’Invitation au voyage — beautiful setting, tripping.
Ici-bas — beautiful angular melody, slow waltz. Sérénade — lots of charm. Worth
exploring. (Ja11)
FERDINAND HILLER
Konzertstück, piano & orchestra, op 113
“A concerto in all but name,” 21’. Three continuous sections: Alla marcia, Andante
religioso, Saltarello. Marcia is stately, relentless. Soloist enters mid-phrase and the march
extends and varies. Religioso is all calm and comfort, with a brief passage of disquiet.
Saltarello takes off in 6/8, minor key, balancing the march rhythms in its relentlessness.
Liner notes praise Hiller highly, especially the Second Concerto. A worthy piece. (Mh20)
LEJAREN HILLER
Quartet No 5 in Quarter Tones

Highly constructed piece cast as variations on a 24-pitch tone row. Intellectually
formidable and very rugged listening, not only because of the quarter tones. Wilder parts
sound like Carter played noticeably out of tune. Concentration on effects: ponticello
mainly, snap pizz, harmonics, noxious bow scratches, nary a normal tone. No. (O09)
PAUL HINDEMITH
Symphonia Serena
Masterpiece, dated 1946. Must be thanksgiving for end of war. First movement mood and
sound world resemble Honegger’s Fourth (with larger orchestra), big but not triumphant
ending. Short scherzando March is labelled an homage to Beethoven (i.e. German
idealism). Third movement is quodlibet with solo violins, violas, on and off stage.
Brassy Finale, with quiet moments. (N08) 4 movements, 30’. No booklet so no backstory,
but the 1946 date says much. It sounds oddly like white-note pandiatonicism despite the
many chromatics. Horns lead in big theme. The march in homage of Beethoven seems
oddly clownish, winds and horns fast and puckish. Colloquy begins quietly with strings –
mood and tempo change with assertive solo violin, scherzando pizzicato, and solo violin
returns. Finale bursts with brass, more winding themes – short B section sounds tropical,
but energy returns. The loud finish seems tacked. I like it, but as pure abstract music it
seems sectional. This needs more exploration.
Symphony “Die Harmonie der Welt”
Grand, important piece in three movements. Musica Instrumentalis: bumptious brassy
stuff – logic hard to follow. Musica Humana: somber string line punctuated by low brass.
Musica Mundana: rising fifths in counterpoint: sonic cosmology, variations — Later, do I
hear a serpent? Ophecleide? Enormous brassy ending, nobilmente. Lacks big tune à la
Nobilissima Visione. (N08) 3 movements, 35’. This music is related to the Kepler opera,
but apparently was written first. Without the booklet I wouldn’t remember the precise
meaning of Musica Instrumentalis, Humana, and Mundana, but the first is marked “laut
und brutal.” It sets out a big lead theme in trumpet against a busy background (as in
Sinfonia Serena), then a characteristic march reminiscent of the Weber Metamorphoses.
Great stuff. Humana is elegiac with emphasis on low strings, though it mounts to a brief
brassy fortissimo. Lots of counterpoint meanders to quiet ending. Mundana opens with
slow fugal entries on rising fifth, a passacaglia. As it’s about to become a juggernaut, it
pauses for flutes and bells and a weird orientalist march. The juggernaut returns and rises
to a broad triumphal ending out of Star Wars. Movement is Act V of opera, voices added
later. Probable masterpiece. (D18)
Symphony in B♭ for Band
Hindemith treats band as orchestral ensemble of soloists, highly textured. Grazioso is
surprising instruction for middle movement; the tune sounds like ironic Weill — maybe
it’s the saxophones. Fabulous return of tune. Fugue more predictable, but huge brassy
ending. Despite its short 15' a serious Symphony, PH at his greatest. (D08) I begins
with distinctive angular trumpet theme that dominates, followed by three chord motif
(first three notes of angular figure), lots of detailing. II Andantino grazioso presents
theme with wide leaps. B section, Fast and gay, begins with saxophones, continues as A
theme returns, beautifully. III Fugue subject has three figures separated by rests, later
turns to gentler triplets, reaches point of pause before gathering energy again, big ending.
Yes, top flight Hindemith. (Jy20)
Horn Concerto

Attractive Hindemith, not flashy. Oddly shaped, two short movements, then 10-minute
long Rondo (?). Not very memorable. (Ja09)
Symphonic Dances
Liner notes argue, convincingly, that this is a “symphony— not in name, but in form,
scope, and development.” From period of Mathis and Nobilissima. I was not prepared
for such magnificence, misled by title and total absence of reputation, but this is PH at his
very greatest. (Ja09)
Ragtime
Brief early scrap of Bach, ragged. Comic jeu joyously orchestrated. (Ja09)
Pittsburgh Symphony
Very odd Hindemith. Loud, angular opening, dissonant counterpoint expected, but the
quiet string bit (Ivesian, as the notes say), the raucous bit, some anarchic bits, the vulgar
Pittsburgh booster song at end. Yes, Ives may be the secret presence in this American
tribute, but the master’s hand is also in it. Exhilarating. (Ja09)
Quartet No 4, op 22
Recognition from listening through the cycle a year ago. Yes, but not until the rhythmic
movement. Sound world and arch-form architecture call Bartok to mind, but if there’s
influence it probably goes the other way. For Hindemith a lucid, relatively accessible
piece, more drama than much of his music. Super. (Ap09) Yes, in performance a dramatic,
exciting piece played to the hilt by St Lawrence, committed advocates. (Ap09—live)
Das Marienleben, op 27
Glenn Gould’s high estimate is a challenge: these are long, difficult songs, complex, and
the Rilke poems, though not as obscure as some, are hardly transparent. Entire cycle goes
80 minutes, melodically abstract, phrasing follows prose rhythms, not verse, so not
periodic. At first there’s little contrast, but “Argwahn Josephs” is super, “Geburt
Christi” subverts Christmas clichés, “Der Flucht nach Aegypten” a great dramatic song.
This is music for study. Roslak sounds convincing vocally, but I’m oddly suspicious of
her German. I’d like to hear a singing actress like Anna Silja do these, especially the
climactic “Pietà.” The very long songs sag terribly. No 14 is clearly based on chorale
tune — any others? (Jy09—Muskoka)
String Trio No 1, op 34
Unmistakably Hindemith. The thinner Trio texture is welcome for the counterpoint.
Toccata has gales of scorrevole passages, especially in the viola. Langsam winds
wistfully in three parts. Pizzicato Scherzo. Finale is a formal fugue, feroce, then
solemn, then coda. All very concise, a terrific piece. (Mh10)
String Trio No 2
In three substantial movements. The CPO notes are excellent on Hindemith’s altered
aesthetic since the first Trio. The free contrapuntal procedure is given over to a more
constructivist approach that oddly sounds more like fantasia, less rhythmically driven.
Scherzo more straightforward, nice syncopation. Finale pits slow and fast sections
against each other, with presto coda. This is difficult music to follow, deeper perhaps,
not ingratiating, but strong and convincing. (Mh10)
Quartet for clarinet, violin, cello & piano
In three large-scale movements: the first has a light, tripping but hardly frivolous feel; the
second is ABA, with a transparent lyrical section framing a darkly anxious agitato; the

third is similar in feeling, but at a quick march-like tempo, with reflective bits that don’t
cripple the forward drive. PH in top form. (Ap10)
Clarinet Sonata
Cast in 4 movements, slow-fast-slow-fast, with the weight carried in the slow, expansive,
reflective sections, the quick movements serving as punctuation. Effective, but cooler,
more objective in feeling than the Quartet. (Ap10)
Drei leichte Stücke, cello & piano.
Very short throwaway pieces. (Ap10)
Clarinet Quintet
A 20' piece in five sections. The opening Lebhaft says serious business, no
Gebrauchsmusik here, then moves on the a very inward Ruhig section. Then a zany,
nearly expressionistic Ländler (did I hear a snatch of Mahler?) with accelerando. The
Arioso is uncharacteristically almost stationary. A short Lebhaft Finale concludes,
balancing the opening. I thought this was a late piece, but it dates from 1923, revised and
published only in the 1950s. It has the virtue of resembling no other Clarinet Quintet, not
Mozart, Brahms, Reger . . . . PH again in top form. (Ap10)
Toccata, op 40/1
Short work from 1926 festival for player piano. Lots of notes, thick chords. (O10)
Cello Concerto
From 1940, in three movements: Brash, marchlike but not overtly militaristic, lots of
flashy triplets. Slow movement is ABA, with deliberate statement; Allegro middle, more
flashy triplets, almost a tarantella, gets quite wild, settles gradually back to opening
tempo. Finale is a jaunty fife-and-drum march, slam-bang passages, presto coda. Solid
live performance. Hindemith in good form — but the martial feeling is so happy! (O10)
Clarinet Concerto
The clarinet is primus inter pares before what sounds like a large orchestra — benign
white-note tone, little display. Tiny Scherzo, gnomish. Beautiful Ruhig, a laid back wail.
Finale genial — more display here. Super piece. (O10)
6 Chansons nach Rilke
I remember singing these and being surprised at their beauty, and at Germans writing in
French. They come back vaguely, especially “Printemps.” Still beautiful. (Ap11)
Mass
Hindemith’s last composition. It’s odd that an à cappella Mass by a major composer has
received so little attention, but it’s PH at his farthest remove from tonality. It sounds
exceedingly difficult for any choir less phenomenal than Gronostay’s. There’s even gliss
(it sounds like gliss) in the Credo, and some word painting atypical of the composer. The
setting is severe, devotional in tone, and not for the faint of heart. (Ap11)
4 Male choruses
These are unexpected wonders, partly because of the beautiful mystic texts by Whitman,
Hölderlin and Nietzsche (I dislike the Gottfried Benn). They are not related to each other,
not a group. They are set with great reverence, Hindemith stealing his cadences from his
master, Reger. (Ap11)
6 Madrigals
For SATB choir, six from a group of twelve, relatively undistinguished. Only “Judas
Kiss” stands out. (Ap11)
Cello Sonata, op 11/3

Relatively early but Hindemith already modernist, dissonant pandiatonicism with
signature tritone. In three movements despite the designated two: Mässig schnelle Viertel
drives forward with enormous rhythmic thrust, tumultuous finish. Langsam begins
peckishly, builds to peroration, still with defining tritone. winds back down. Lebhaft is in
fast 3, more forward momentum, but at the end evaporates. Terrific piece. Hindemith in
top form. (Ja12)
Der Dämon, op 28
My only recollection from a previous hearing is surprise at the early expressionist
Hindemith. Scored for chamber (pit?) orchestra including piano, the score comprises
thirteen dances, with a whiff of Le Sacre but less rhythmic irregularity. Passacaglia Tanz
der Dämons is outstanding. Serious, colored with shades of gray. Too much slow stuff
drags in middle sections. (D12)
1922 Piano Suite
In five continuous movements, Hindemith in bufoonish guise. Begins with dissonant
bitonalism, parallel seconds. Nachtstück rather gray. Boston and Ragtime a letdown.
This should sound better, but it might be the weak performance. (Mh13)
Cello Sonata, op 11/3
Early piece dates from 1919, revised 1921. Two movements: First very rhythmic, lots of
double stops, piano cascades – reaches big climax. Second movement has big ritmico 6/8
before fast coda. Good. (Ag13)
Solo Cello Sonata, op 25/3
Shortish, five movements in 10’, very distantly modeled after Bach. Hindemith plays
with improvisational neo-baroque and radically decentered tonality. Very strong,
attractive piece – beautifully played by Wendy Warner. (Ag13)
A frog he went a-courting: Variations on an English Nursery Tune
Hindemith in a light mood sounds magically, modally English in a short concert piece for
cello and piano – even a touch of Delius. A charmer. (Ag13)
Capriccio, cello & piano, op 8/1
Short, whimsical encore piece, early, Hindemith still in the grip of Reger. (Ag13)
Sonata 1948
Written for Piatigorsky. Pastorale begins sweetly, picks up speed and intensity, unfolding
rather than developing its melody. Intermezzo is moderately fast in swaggering 4, a
pointed melody – middle section more relaxed, withdrawn. Passacaglia begins slow,
unshowy – all changes with piano fortissimo after 3 minutes – builds to eloquent climax.
Good Hindemith. (Ag13)
Trio, viola, heckelphone and piano
I’ve seen this piece listed but never expected to hear it. The heckelphone is a baritone
oboe, even larger than an English horn (tenor sax is the suggested alternative). The odd
design of the piece has Solo (piano solo) followed by Arioso (heckelphone & piano),
Duetto (introducing the viola in free imitation over running notes in piano). Potpourri
brings the three together in four sections, each getting faster. (D13) Here`s the version
with sax, sanctioned by the composer: two quick movements in 14 minutes. Potpourri is
jaunty, insolent march in irregular meters, like a cheeky nursery rhyme. A terrific little
piece. (Ap17)
Oboe Sonata

Two movements: I: long legato line shifted off the beat, lovely. II: Slow, long-breathed
line alternates with flowing, syncopated dancing motif in 3 – slow movement and Finale
wrapped up together. The 3-beat subject ends the piece triumphantly. (Jy17)
Sonata in B♭ for Bass Clarinet and Piano
Actually a transcription of the Bassoon Sonata, two movements, 9’. First is a light,
rocking, dance-like movement. The Second, in three parts, Langsam, Marsch, und
Pastorale, begins with persistent tri-po-let/duplet rhythm. March takes over, then
Pastorale echoes the beginning. Somewhat disappointing. The piece calls for no brilliance
and oddly avoids the lowest register. (Je18)
VINCENT HO
Rejuvenation: A Taoist Journey
A piece for pipa and orchestra, with poems narrated in Mandarin. Not very successful,
but I discovered that pipa master Wu Man is female, and saw a professorial Anglo male
speak what sounded like perfect Mandarin. Done by TSO on CBC television. (Ag17)
ALUN HODDINOTT
Symphony No 2, op 29
I didn’t know what to expect. Adagio begins with dissonant chromatic but tonal gestures,
very serious, somber, with fateful timps and bass clarinet – I might guess an American
like Mennin or Piston. Allegro is rhythmic, distressed, builds to complex brassy climax.
Molto Adagio begins with wind flutters, mourning strings – big passage with unison
strings punctuated by brass. Finale is a grotesque march, gradually increasing tempo,
grand restatement of cell theme, presto coda (plus wholly inappropriate major triad
finish). I like it, except for the final chord. (D15)
Symphony No 3, op 61
Four movements with just one break. Adagio again dark and somber. Presto jagged
rhythmically, lots of low brass. Allegro continues main idea, gets quiet, steady march
with uncoordinated ideas over top. Final Adagio a real downer, with quiet ending. (D15)
Symphony No 5, op 81
Two movements: Allegro an “interrupted passacaglia,” and Finale in six-section arch
form ABCCBA, but tempi alternating slow-fast. Allegro less lugubrious but also less
tonal, more dissonant. AH says it incorporates Alpine inspiration, but I just hear maracas.
Great trombone parts, lots of low brass. Second movement also has consistent motif
throughout, builds excitement. I like this best of the three. (D15)
Piano Concerto No 1, op 19
In four short movements without pause, totaling 19’. Hoddinott uses orchestra of winds,
brass, and percussion only, no strings, being careful not to overpower the piano.
Moderato opens with piercing dissonance. Presto in 3 (more like Allegro) gains
momentum, rhythmic complexity (I’m reminded of that fabulous movement in Lou
Harrison’s Concerto). Largo sounds like Bartok Nightmusic: lots of trills, builds to
fortissimo, drops back. Allegro Finale takes off percussion first, some brass jazz
syncopation, primitivist gestures, dissonance as at beginning. Terrific piece! (Mh16)
Cello Sonata No 2, op 96/1
Three movements. Moderato begins with a winding chromatic theme for cello that
evolves into a dialogue with piano. Adagio picks up where the Moderato left off, the
cello leading, the piano asserting itself, first in a forte, then taking over actively until the

cello returns. Allegro breaks away in 2, but too quickly settles down. It’s all very
abstract, rather gray. (Jy16)
Clarinet Concerto No 2, op 128
Hoddinott’s First Concerto was op 3, a student piece. This, in two substantial movements,
threatens shifting clusters in avant garde manner with giddy glissandi, but these effects
are coloristic in a linear, tonal Andante misterioso. It doesn’t show off the soloist nearly
as well as, say, Copland. Presto is lighter but the effects and the misterioso remain. All
the interest sits in the orchestra. Disappointing – as is Janet Hilton’s playing, clumsy and
sharp to pitch. (F17)
E.T.A. HOFFMANN
Quintet in C minor for Harp and Strings
I don’t know why I’m surprised, since I was very impressed with Hoffmann’s opera
Undine, but this immediately strikes me as beautiful – maybe it’s because I’ve just
listened through some deadly harp repertoire by Albrechtsberger and Wagenseil.
Moderato is true chamber music, all the parts interacting, emotive material, lots of detail,
beautiful moment in major key cut short. Adagio in major at lesser tension but pleasant.
Finale in lovely lilting 3, with lots going on. Very strong piece. (Ja16)
Fortepiano Sonata in A
The bone-dry opening promises little: there are moments, but few. Minuetto is more
attractive., with Trio in remote key using similar material. Lovely Finale in 3. Beni
Araki’s fortepiano sounds less dull and clunky than most. (Ja16)
Fortepiano Sonata in F minor
Trombone-like opening, molto serioso, eventually works into fugue – attacca into
semplice chordal theme and fine variations – attacca into emotional, though not really
turbulent and very short Finale – is it another variation. Another strong piece. (Ja15)
Trio in E, pianoforte, violin & cello
Cello gives the first subject alone – the ensemble intricacy, modulation, and invention
equal good early Beethoven. The opening triadic motif never finishes the same way
twice. Wow! I don’t miss the weight of the modern piano. Middle movement is
designated Scherzo, and continues the trickiness of the Moderato. Short Adagio intro
substitutes for slow movement, before Vivace takes off, but the development is hardly
lightweight. Masterpiece? I think so. (Ja16)
Symphony in E♭
Four movements, 22’. Slow intro fanfare to Allegro in 3. Liner notes claim that the
arpeggiated figure contains the building motif of the entire symphony, perhaps
over-analysis or wishful thinking. The texture is certainly motivic, most reminiscent not
of Haydn but of Beethoven’s Second with its scurrying sixteenths, forward drive,
modulations, sforzandi in minor. Minuetto after complex Allegro is straightforward.
Andante is again in 3, a gothic canon in minor with displaced accents: re Haydn’s
Hexentanz. Allegro Finale bustles from the start, gets around corners of modulation. A
perfectly viable symphony, never flags. (I am impressed with conductor Willens.) (Mh20)
Undine Overture
Slow intro opens grandly in major, but the fanfare quickly returns to an ominous minor.
Allegro continues odd mix of happy normality and anxieties – especially in those horn
calls. Lovely wind solos. (Mh20)
Aurora Overture and March

Hoffmann’s opera followed the Symphony but preceded Undine. Both the two last operas
are based on fairy tales, here Princess (or goddess?) Aurora loves the mortal shepherd
Procris. Slow intro sets pastoral tone, then Allegro hammers a sighing motif. The March
(from Act III) is mere filler. Hoffmann’s operatic model was Gluck at first, but he
adopted ideas from Cherubini, Méhul, and Spontini before he was done. (Mh20)
FRANZ ANTON HOFFMEISTER
Sinfonia Concertante in B♭, 2 clarinets & strings
Allegro has frenetic doodling in the underneath parts, both solo and accompagnato,
throughout, plus lots of fast passages in thirds. Klöcker’s notes observe the bold
exploration of chalumeau, and Hoffmeister’s personal ties with Mozart. Andante bland.
Rondo Finale has winning brilliance. Lightweight, pleasant. (Mh12)
Sinfonia Concertante in E♭, clarinet, bassoon & orchestra
Themes are ornamented triads, with idiomatic ornamentation for each instrument.
Routine, with some nice touches. Romanze has oddly asymmetrical tune. Rondo perky,
with bassoon passagework that almost exceeds the capacity of the period instrument —
surprise shift into 6/8. Nice. (Mh12)
Quartet in F, op 14/1
Three movements. Pleasant, not exactly simple minded but simple part writing after
Haydn’s opus 20. Adagio not slow, a gentle 6/8 tune with chromatic touches in the
harmony. Allegro chirpy, cheeky. The Naxos sound recorded in Budapest is dry.
Quartet in B♭, op 14/2
Has B♭ always been a 6/8 hunting music key? This is lovely, joyful: it could pass for one
of Mozart’s best early quartets. Superior ideas, simple presentation, wonderful. Romance
is praised in liner notes – basically a violin concertante cantilena, gentle, wide ranging.
Allegretto cheeky, with sforzandi on the fourth beats. Very nice.
Quartet in D minor
Four movements. Vivace (more a Moderato) states a plaintive melody followed by a
chirpy tune in major that takes over completely. Even the recap is in major, with lots of
doodly triplets. Adagio also in major, untroubled four-square tune with ornamental
variations. Menuetto in major with Trio in minor, somewhat chromatic. Presto Finale a
fast 6/8 in major, with mysteriously modulating passage. Attractive but not exceptional.
(Ag13)
LEE HOIBY
19 Songs
Hoiby was of the Barber-Rorem school: tonal, often modal, vocally plausible, literary.
And somehow, like Rorem, rarely satisfactory. Possibly he is better with the less
presupposing texts. “The Doe” is OK, and his own verses in “Wherever music comes
from” work beautifully. Part of the problem is Kleinecke-Boyer, with her spread tone,
wobbly vibrato, monochromatic sound, mumbled diction . . . .
(Ag12)
The Italian Lesson
Sonya’s contribution to the London Fringe, a perfect vehicle for her, beautiful as she is:
Ruth Draper’s classic monologue set as a little chamber opera. Great idea, owes
something to Menotti’s Telephone. The words do more than the music. (live--Je13)
Dark Rosaleen – Rhapsody on an Air by James Joyce
For piano quartet, 20’, a rare instrumental piece by songwriter Hoiby. The Joyce melody
is derived indirectly from Joyce’s friend Fr Francis Byrne. Hoiby handles the quartet

largely as a big piano part with string accompaniment, mostly low, dark, chordal.
Amateurish. (S18)
JOSEPH HOLBROOKE
Sextet in D, op 43
Three substantial movements in neo-Brahmsian style, not too chromatic. I might guess
Dohnanyi. Serioso minor key Adagio breaks unexpectedly into bright D major, cheerful,
developed in clear sonata form. Andantino con sentimentale. Vivace again cheery, with a
touch of Eric Coates and a fugato section. OK, but Holbrooke lived until 1958 and this is
more conservative than John Ireland. When was op. 43 written? (Ja10)
Piano Quartet in G minor, op 21
Again, three big movements in Brahmsian mode, but this seems a stronger piece, if only
because the material is more appealing. Or am I a sucker for the minor key? Perhaps JH
was more comfortable writing with piano. Larghetto is elaborated with scherzando
inset, to good effect. (Ja10)
Piano Quintet in G minor, op 44
Elaborate four-movement piece with dramatic opening that doesn’t realize its potential.
Andante has lovely viola solo and inset scherzando. Double waltz movement with lots
of character. Finale with fugato section. OK but not outstanding. (Ja10)
Piano Concerto No 1, op 52 “The Song of Gwynn ap Nudd”
Highly programmatic and melodramatic, based line by line on a ballad telling a legend
related to King Lear. It had a significant performance history: Holbrooke was once
championed by Beecham, Scherchen and the like. Lots of swoony music with a few
brass spikes and scherzando bits. The Concerto is continuous but broken audibly into
three sections. A fairly novel concept, but Holbrooke’s harmonic language is hopelessly
old fashioned. (D12)
Violin Sonata No 1, op 6a
In four movements: Allegro bright, cheerful. Nocturne lovely with an American tang like
MacDowell. Scherzo in minor with light touch. Finale with air of “light music classic,”
happy and chirpy. An unpretentious, well-made, attractive piece. (Mh13)
Horn Trio in D, op 28
Holbrooke wrote this for a friend who was horn virtuoso and modeled it after Brahms.
Lovely slow intro led by horn, bouncy well-made Allegro, jolly Brahmsian without the
hunt motifs. Notes neglect to say whether Holbrooke requires valve horn, but I would
guess so. Adagio nicely placid, but one figure reminds me of Beckmesser losing his
power of invention. Vivace Finale is light march, but it gets stuck, loses phrase structure.
Only the Allegro passes the bar. [The notes reveal that Holbrooke’s oeuvre is a mess —
multiple versions and revisions of works, contradictory opus numbers. The performers
use the original version of this Trio because they feel Holbrooke’s own revision is
weaker.] (Mh13)
UEIBE HOLGUIN
Tres Danzas
Short Suite, 8’. Holguin was born and trained in Bogota. These dances are in native
pre-Colombian rhythms: Joropa is a formal courtship dance, Pasillo a slow waltz,
Bambuco quicker and rowdier, the true national dance of Colombia. Very attractive. (F19)
THEODORE HOLLAND
Suite in D for Viola and Piano

Yet another minor Brit. The notes describe the Allegro as kaleidoscopic, perhaps a
euphemism for formally and emotionally chaotic, uncertain. Romance spins a melody
through different keys with no apparent direction; B section more stable. Vivace Finale in
driving 6/8. Why wouldn’t he call this a Sonata? “Suite” generates expectations of lighter
stuff, but this aspires to a grand passion. (Je13)
DEREK HOLMAN
The Heart Mislaid
Fine cycle of four songs on poems by Douglas LePan, nicely sung by Colin Ainsworth,
very much in the Britten mode. The last is particularly effective. (Ja10)
Air and Echoes upon a Ground
Short two-piano piece in memory of Lois Marshall: The ground is Dido’s Lament, with
superimposed “Ae Fine Kiss.” Good piece. (Ja10)
VAGN HOLMBOE
Symphony No 8 “Sinfonia boreale”
Opens in seven, unfolding driving constructivism on 4-note motif; halts for long quiet
coda. Second movement brassy maestoso. Andante built on 5-note rhythm, rises from
solo English horn to big climaxes. Finale brassy, big, more varied in texture but same
drive. Better than the Danish Howard Hanson I remembered — more intellectual, more
like Piston? (Je09)
Symphony No 9
Nice layout in three intense movements separated by two short, motionless interludes.
This is worthy music, but severe and rather gray. It would make more splash with more
colorful orchestration (somehow I think of Lajtha), but I suppose Holmboe is too self
denying. (Je09)
Requiem for Nietzsche, op 84
Big 51' oratorio for baritone, tenor, choir, orchestra, more modern in style than I’ve heard
from Holmboe: chorus speaking, whispering, indeterminate pitches, though it remains
tonal and rhythmically square. Texts based on sonnets by Thorkild Bjornvig which,
fortunately, are freely treated and seem strong: narrative plays on Nietszche’s descent
into madness, framed by temptations of Jesus, to which Nietzsche naturally succumbs in
Faustian fashion. John Reuter is a superb baritone. A brave, impressive work, not apt to
get much play. (Ag09)
Prelude — To the Seagulls and Cormorants, op 174/6
Short piece for chamber orchestra, descriptive sea music, gray, serious, fluttery. Very
nice. (Ag09)
Chamber Concerto No 2, flute, violin, strings and percussion
Lighter in tone but not much, still intense, percussion very much present, lower strings
pesante. Bright Vivace. Lugubrious Andante with Arabic hints, a Danish caravanserai.
Finale Animato on same ostinato. Great ending until it gives way to cadenzas. (Ag09)
Quartet No 4, op 63
The fourth of 20, with yet another left to be completed by pupil Nørgard. I is passionate,
declamatory. II a fugal skittery scherzando with marchlike B section. III a fugal Adagio
rising from deeps to the sky. IV a short, tentative, sparse intro to V Finale, marked sereno
but only serene by the end. Admirable but lacking in color, dance, folk, geniality. (Ag09)
Sinfonia I, op 73a

Concert piece for strings, 12', highly abstract pandiatonic constructivism, alternating slow
and fast sections. So so. (S10)
Sonata for Solo Cello, op 101
Praeludio is quasi-recit, full of dramatic gestures. Fugue subject sounds playful, with a
whoop, but development is dead serious. Adagio: Allegro giocoso begins with recit in
harmonics, followed by willed joviality. The trouble with this genre is to motivate all the
flailing about. Holmboe doesn’t do it. (S10)
Nuigen — Piano Trio, op 129
Interesting layout, 3 Allegros divided by slow Intermezzi, played continuously. The
sound is Hindemithian, more rhythmically active than most Holmboe. (S10)
Quartet No 7
Three movements. Tempo giusto dramatic, surprisingly harsh, alternates between
resigned and angry. Allegro begins pizzicato, not too fast, works into irregular bars, a
kind of frustrated dance: tempo slows, gets faster, driving, ends pizz, morendo. Adagio
works a snaky chromatic motif various ways, picks up tempo, agitato, slows down, turns
Vivace. I want to yell Make up your mind! (Ag13)
Quartet No 9, op 92
Five movements, slow-fast-slow-fast-slow, like Bartok arch form. Andante states fugue
subject with downward semitone motif – an upward counter-motif develops into major
figure. Viveza whirls fast triplets superimposing the fugal motifs. Adagio dwells on the
rising figure, slow, inward, works itself into clusters of trills. Vivace in determined duple
motor rhythm, fugal motifs still audible, harmonics appear. Andante returns to opening,
climbs into heights, fades to pianissimo. (Ag13)
GUSTAV HOLST
The Cloud Messenger
Big 1912 choral society number suffers from inconclusive Indian narrative text mixing
post-Victorian stilted language with prudishness and prurience. Mild bitonalism, but
conventional harmonically. Avoids exoticism except in temple dance sequence, the best
part. No match for Elgar’s Music Makers or Walton’s Belshazzar. Disappointing. (Ja09)
The Hymn of Jesus
Text from Gnostic Acts of John: glorious setting for 2 choirs, semi-chorus, full orchestra
with organ, beautifully deployed. Plainsong from trombones, fairly simple modal chordal
textures, 5/4 and 5/2 meters, nothing over the top. Liner notes call it GH’s masterpiece.
and yes, it could be. Was big hit at 1920 premiere. (Ja09)
Ave Maria; The Evening Watch
Very early setting for 8-part Women’s Choir. Is the music beautiful in itself, or from the
novelty of texture and perfection of performance? The second for 8-part Mixed Choir:
very unexpected thick, quartal harmonies sounding like diatonic clusters. I’d never guess
Holst, who is much more adventurous harmonically than I thought. For once GH’s taste
in text is not destructive. (Ja09)
Seven Part-Songs for Women’s Voices, op 44
Not a miscellany but a unitary piece, a sort of choral song cycle on poems of Bridges,
chromatic in the extreme, sombre Phrygian mode, accompaniment very sparing.
Melodies could be Britten, logical but strange. A unique sound world. (F09)
A Choral Fantasia, op 51

Strange setting of Bridges’ “Ode to Music” for organ, brass, strings & percussion. Big
organ part. All slow, modal, quite depressing. Liner notes make a case for it, but not for
me. Holst is a wildly uneven composer. (F09)
Dirge for Two Veterans; Hymn to Death
Dirge for Men’s Voices and brass, not a patch on Vaughan Williams’ setting. Hymn to
Death (also Whitman) is much better, atmospheric setting, irregular meters. (F09)
Tomorrow shall be my true love; Four Part-Songs
I don’t know why Holst’s Christmas carol is not better known: more elaborate than most,
beautiful modal melody, solo opening. I’ve never heard it. The Part-Songs are very early,
very beautiful, not quite a set, but could parallel Britten’s Flower Songs. Nice. (F09)
Beni Mora
A 3-movement Suite in Orientalist mode that could easily be mistaken for facile
exoticism, but it probes the colors and hypnotic repetitiveness a little more deeply.
Fabulous orchestration: big fortissimo in middle, quiet ending. (Ottawa trip—My10)
Invocation, cello & orchestra
A 10-minute piece of pastoralism. Doesn’t do much. (Ottawa trip—My10)
A Fugal Overture
A short piece intended for a comic opera. Light spirited in tone, but very concentrated
musically. (Ottawa trip— My10)
Hammersmith
A major symphonic band piece (also available for orchestra). Begins slowly; gets active,
noisy as London wakes and gets busy; diminuendo; London goes back to sleep.
Remarkably dissonant bits: hardly a typical band piece (and therefore better in that
context). (Ottawa trip—My10)
Egdon Heath
Holst’s own favorite among his works: moody, quiet ending. I’ve heard this a number of
times and it doesn’t get to me. Romantic landscape is better left to Bax. (Je10)
Somerset Rhapsody
A much earlier, more conventional Romantic landscape with familiar folksongs —
Vaughan Williams territory. I like it better than Egdon Heath, but it still seems self
defeating. (Je10)
4 Songs for Voice and Violin
So minimal, so transparent! Voice nearly unaccompanied, yet the violin’s few notes are
right — and treacherous. The Malfitanos’ performance exquisite. (Ag10)
The Dream City
Ten Humbert Wolfe songs arranged into a cycle and orchestrated (with connecting links)
by another hand. The setting fits the verses well, not overpowering them. The poems are
old fashioned but well made — nice off rhymes. Patrizia Kwella has a flutey pipsqueak
soprano, vulnerable sounding, but strained in “Envoi.” I find more interest in Wolfe’s
poetry than Holst’s music, but I’d like to hear the piano version. (Ap11)
Savitri
A short one-act parable based on the Ramayana, in which Savitri successfully persuades
Death to grant life to her husband in the name of love. The most interesting feature is the
dramaturgy, which for 1908 precedes Pound’s Noh, Yeats’s plays for dancers, and
foreshadows Britten’s church parables. The message is simultaneously simple minded

and confusing, but there are lovely high points, heightened by the wordless chorus off
stage. Fascinating. (Ap11)
Walt Whitman Overture, op 7
Yet another Brit tribute to the Good Grey. Holst was 25 when he wrote it. Described as
Wagnerian, but it must be very early Wagner. Bright, charmingly naïf. (Muskoka — Jy12)
Symphony in F, op 8 “Cotswolds”
I had not known of a Symphony by Holst, so I snapped up the CD. It turns out to be a
youthful, modest folksy piece in four movements, written age 23. Allegro ebullient.
Elegy in memory of William Morris a dignified, detached, noble sorrow. Scherzo
rhythmically off center. Finale a grazioso 6/8. Pleasant listening, but not crammed with
symphonic thought. (Muskoka — Jy12)
A Winter Idyll
Short 9' piece written at age 23 and thus marked by the impress of Stanford: harmonically
conservative, clean lines, brash – lovely trumpet solo. (Muskoka — Jy12)
Japanese Suite, op 33
I had no idea there was a connection between Holst and Michio Ito, but it makes sense,
and this music was written for his dancing. Liner notes give no source for Eastern themes
or modes employed. But yes, Marionettes vaguely recalls Petruchka. Ceremonial Dance
on the other hand recalls Sullivan’s Mikado. Interesting Orientalism circa 1913.
(Muskoka — Jy12)
Indra, op 13
Symphonic poem on Hindu myth about god of rain and fertility overcoming demon of
drought. Very little Orientalist at all, noisy, very romantic. (Muskoka — Jy12)
The Planets
I haven’t heard the whole thing through in ages: then BBC sent me a reissue of my own
Adrian Boult LP version. What magnificent big orchestration, fine invention. It deserves
its popularity. And yes, the big tune in Jupiter is a kind of joke, though a more
sophisticated one than I understood as a kid: Jupiter in pure C major, without an
accidental on the page. (Jy13)
Suite de ballet, op 10
Four short movements in style of light music: yes, the notes compare it to Eric Coates. It
was overshadowed by The Planets even in his lifetime. The third movement is a kind of
barcarolle with extended violin solo. Carnival is well titled, unmistakable circus music,
with oom-pahs. (Ja16)
A Song of the Night, violin & orchestra, op 19/1
Violin begins alone – notes suggest that it was written for popular favor, perhaps in the
salons? Very nice, but the big tune never quite takes off. (Ja16)
The Wandering Scholar, op 50
Chamber opera less than half an hour long: a husband leaves his wife, who is
immediately accosted by a lustful priest. They are interrupted by the Wandering Scholar
begging food at the door. But the two refuse him the pork and wine they have been
preparing for themselves. The Scholar leaves but returns shortly after with the husband
and reveals the whereabout of the hidden food – and ultimately the Priest, who flees. The
husband chases Alison up the ladder, while the Scholar sits, eats, and drinks his fill. This
very mild fabliau was prepared for Holst by Clifford Bax, the composer’s brother, for the

work of Helen Waddell. Holst’s music is bright and depends on folkish melodic writing
skewed by rhythmic irregularity. Mildly amusing. (Ja16)
Psalm 86
Psalm of supplication begins with plainsong. Organ interlude sets striding rhythm.
Middle reverts to quasi-recit, solo tenor with trebles in response. Final section in unison,
then hymn-tune-like harmony. Nice setting. (Ag18)
2 choral works
Nunc dimittis is a beautiful a cappella setting of the Latin. The Evening Watch comprises
two exchanges between Body and Soul by Henry Vaughan, a gorgeous text. Holst uses
his most extreme harmonic language here – I’d swear it was Leighton or James
MacMillan. (Ag18)
Psalm 148
A cappella until final stanza, the text paraphrased into the meter of Lasset erfreuen.
Glorious setting. Middle stanzas divided between lower voices, four-part, and upper.
Final stanza, organ enters in a new key, fortissimo, the voices in multiple canons. A
thrilling masterpiece. (Ag18)
JOAQUIM HOMS
Biofonia
Catalan composer new to me, a student of Roberto Gerhard. Biofonia is late, a single 18’
movement apparently filled with allusions to earlier work, all lost on me. I imagine it’s
serial to some extent, freely atonal, sharp edged, well orchestrated, less murky than later
Gerhard, with strong elegiac feeling. Attractive. (Ap18)
Prèsences – Seven Movements for Orchestra
In Memoriam for the composer’s wife, 24’. Major sections I, IV, and VII, are slow,
desolate, the intervening parts more rhapsodic, pointillist. Bits in quicker tempo, but it’s
long and I lose it. (My18)
Two Soliloquys for Orchestra
Another death-haunted score, written during his wife’s illness and the death of mentor
Roberto Gerhard. About 7’ each, both have Webernesque sparseness. The first builds
crescendo, with great diversity of timbre and consistency of feeling. It nearly ends on a
major triad. (My18)
Variations on a Popular Catalan Theme
Written in 1943, nearly twenty years before Prèsences. There’s a lullaby theme and
fifteen variations in an eclectic assortment of styles – the modal theme presented in stark
widely spaced unharmonized octaves. Orchestration remains thin, though neither atonal
nor dissonant. Lots on canon – I caught the Brahms allusion – gradual increasing
dissonance. Apparently Homs added three variations at Gerhard’s suggestion to build a
more satisfying ending, but the whole piece still seems dry. (My18)
ARTHUR HONEGGER
Horace Victorieux
Early work (1921) but fully formed, big symphonic poem, not at all like Florent Schmitt.
and if indebted to Le Sacre (see liner notes), not obviously so. Muscular, dissonant
climax. Would it be better known if it were descriptive of a train or a rugby game? A
super piece. (N08)
Cello Concerto

Undemonstrative piece that did not impress me on first hearing, with Rostropovich.
Maybe Gerhardt does better with delicious bluesy bits in first movement. Beautiful
contrasting ABA middle — snappy Finale, Wow! (N08)
Amphion: Prélude, Fugue and Postlude
What a variable composer! Here is the Florent Schmitt quasi-romantic canvas, big string
chords, horn tune, harp. Huge orchestra, galumphing fugue subject, grand impressive
tableau with (alas) quiet ending. (N08)
Concerto da Camera, flute, English horn & strings
Honegger in light pastoral mode, closer to Poulenc/Milhaud than usual. Quick Finale
displays agility of English horn. An absolute winner. Soloists have beautiful tone, Van
Riet with pure French flute sound. (N08) Attractive modernism, wholly abstract, but
neither dissonant nor dry. Clear, mildly plaintive Andante. Loping 6/8 Vivace, lively
without exhibitionist razzle-dazzle. (Muskoka—Jy13)
Une Cantate de Noël
I can’t believe I’ve never heard this wonderful Christmas piece before. Begins darkly,
with “De Profundis” (maybe this is put-off for audiences) and rises to consolation of
children’s voices and baritone as angel (baritone sings very little). Body of work a
marvelous fusion of familiar carols in different tempos, French and German (a wartime
gesture of peace dating to 1941). Epilogue, diminuendo. A winner. (N08)
Le roi David
I sang this years ago but hardly remember it, except for the gorgeous Alleluiahs. It was in
English, of course, thus losing the French déclamation, and the choral bits are short until
the big number in Part II. Hearing it from outside, I’m struck by how Honegger modifies
his style to oil the big machine — but I didn’t realize how early the piece is, and how
Stravinskian the first chamber version might have sounded (I’d like to hear it in that
form). Admirable: the restrained orientalism, the sleep music, every note Alessandra
Marc sings, the mélodrame at Endor, the tenor’s “Je leve me regards.” And the smashing
Finale. What a breakthrough piece! (My10)
Concertino, piano & orchestra
Honegger in highly Stravinskian attitude here: dry wind chords, all staccato. Larghetto
introduces some slithery night music, muted trumpets. Impressionism hung out to dry.
Finale is hardly Allegro — bluesy bits over ostinato bass. Somewhat familiar. (Ag10)
Jeanne d’Arc au Bûcher
One of the mighty masterpieces of my century. I heard it on KUOM and was fascinated,
despite the French, and saw it in Toronto with the hapless Alan Crofoot as Porcus. Miles
ahead of Le roi David, the magnificent libretto of Claudel almost too much. The big
scenes, the indelible Porcus, the Card Game, the village fest at Rheims, are incredibly
dramatic, while Honegger’s music ranges from choral complexities, from rabble to
evocative liturgical bits to rowdy folksong, plus children, and finally the voice of La
Vierge rising above the choruses. Such layerings! Or am I sucker for melodrama? The
ultimate masterpiece of Les Six is Carmelites, maybe, but this close. (S10)
Violin Sonata in D minor
Juvenile work written by Honegger as first-year student, posthumously published, reveals
roots in Franck tradition. Makes a nice sound, decent violin writing (Honegger was
violinist), but formally all over the map: stop, start, chop & change. Threadbare harmony,
some laughably obvious mounting sequences. Interest purely historical. (Ja11)

Violin Sonata No 1
Very early, 1918, but part of the official canon. Shows impressionist affinities, but
rockier, sharper edged. Scherzo is fast, light 2/4, approaching the insouciance of Les Six,
but enfolding a slower Trio con sordino. Finale begins with somber Adagio, gains
speed but retains earnest tone, rises to grandioso passion, ends Adagio on a quiet
dissonance. Impressive piece, but lacking charm. (F11)
Violin Sonata No 2
Half the length of the First Sonata. Opens with sweet-sour lyricism; fugato development
to big climax; quiet ending. Larghetto pits angry piano against conciliatory violin;
mounting tension. Vivace builds peckish figure with hints of Les Six, mechanistically
driven, abrupt ending. Great stuff. (F11)
Sonata in D minor for Solo Violin
Substantial piece in four movements, with big neo-classical Allegro, lucid in outline,
multiple stops and figuration all motivated by the developing melody, much of it on the G
string. Larghetto is a sustained melody. Brief Allegretto uses Bach-like cross string
figuration. Presto Finale builds from ostinato on the open D. I’m no fan of the Solo
Sonata genre, but Honegger’s is more interesting than Prokofiev’s, easier to listen to than
Bartok’s, and beautifully violinistic. Super piece. (F11)
Sonatine for Two Violins
I bought this disc to have this piece, which I remember well from the David & Igor
Oistrakh LP: incisive, not virtuosic but big ending. Great piece in odd medium. (Ag11)
Deux pièces pour orgue
Fugue and chorale, though the fugue doesn’t sound like one. A rare organ piece by
Honegger, serious, slightly acerbic. (S12)
Quartet No 1
Three movements: Appassionato violent and tormented – nothing of Les Six here. All
turgid, gnarled emotion. Tonal basis with free dissonance. Adagio is quasi-melodic, a
four-square line with ultra-rich added-note harmony (not, I think, bitonal), and again, a
huge, turgid fortissimo passage. The direction “violent” has become “rude,” but the effect
is similar. Multiple active lines, no one relegated to accompaniment – ever. Dissonance
becomes savage, then a recollection of the Adagio to end. Honegger’s Quartet cycle
begins molto serioso. (Je13)
Quartet No 2
Three movements: Allegro relaxed, legato, bitonal, with outbursts of a syncopated bit.
Ending makes dramatic transition to Adagio and quiet cello solo, which sets a reflective,
slightly ominous mood. Sudden fortissimo passage, a weighty lamentation with repeated
rhythmic hammering (think Shostakovich). Quiet cello returns, the reflection now tragic,
very moving. Marcato Finale opens with piercing dissonances, develops through soft bit,
crescendo to great Honegger victory chorale in violin over thunderous counterpoint.
Wow! (Je13)
Quartet No 3
Three movements: I remember thinking this piece was too monolithic for Quartet writing.
I was wrong. It is certainly clearer in texture than the first two Quartets, and there are
passages of homophonic and two-part writing. It’s easier to follow but far from simple.
Adagio begins melody with accompaniment, gradually becomes more complex, intense,
with wonderful cello rumblings – very beautiful. Finale seems to be built on a marcato

passacaglia theme: the four-bar pattern is consistent. I think it’s a ritmico version of an
earlier theme that appears in counterpoint. (Je13)
Toccata and Variations
At 13’ the largest of Honegger’s piano works. It begins with a swirling presto, a brief
slow section. Variations begin with beautiful Chorale, becoming gradually more
complex. Fine piece. (Je13)
Sept pieces brèves
Brief is the word: “Webernesque,” the longest 2’ and the shortest a mere 19 seconds. To
me they sound as though they use scales with sharp inflections, though the notes say
nothing. Tricky. (Je13)
Prélude, Arioso et Fughetto
In baroque format but much more concise than any baroque composer would allow. It’s
all there, including a little whiz of a cadenza and a bouncy fugue. (Je13)
Deux esquisses en notation Obouhov
The notation is irrelevant (it tried to eliminate accidentals by distinguishing white from
black keys). The pieces are pleasant but slight. (Jy13)
Le Cahier romand
Five very short character pieces written for Swiss friends. Honegger in Webernesque
mode, or is it à la Satie? (Jy13)
Clarinet Sonata
Three short movements: Modéré is legato, calm, gets agitated settles down, manipulating
themes nicely. Lent is more misterioso. Vif a toccata with a whiff of jazz. (Jy13)
Trois pieces
Short piano pieces: an inexorable march over rumbling bass. A precise homage to Ravel,
giving his manner the slightest dash of bitters. A jittery toccata. (Jy13)
Partita pour deux pianos
Honegger’s most substantial piano work aside from the Toccata and Variations,
reworking materials from a ballet score and incidental music. Posthumously published
and little known, but a strong piece. In four sections, slow-fast-slow-fast, with lucid lines
despite the thick chords. Ends with a Stravinskyish strutting march. (Jy13)
7 piano pieces
Scattering of independent compositions, all slight. Stately Sarabande out of Ravel.
Hommage à Roussel is somehow both angular and graceful. Scenic Railway no
competition for Pacific 231. Souvenir de Chopin a 2’ pastiche waltz. Motomore, the
largest of these, is preserved from music for an Abel Gance film, beautiful – no,
gorgeous. (Jy13)
Judith
A perfect sequel to Handel`s Deborah. As the notes say, the style is far more advanced
than in Le roi David. There`s still a narrator, but the style is more dissonant, and there are
beautiful overlaps. Chant funȇbre magnificent, and the Cantique de la bataille (sounds
tough!). It all sounds like a trial run for Jeanne d’Arc, and none the worse for that. I love
it. (Muskoka--Jy13)
Cantique de Pacques
Early 6’ anthem for women’s choir and three female soloists, with orcheatra. It was
intended as conclusion for a larger collaborative work which never materialized.
Beautiful – reminiscent of Caplet’s Miroir. (Muskoka--Jy13)

Prelude, Fugue, and Postlude
Three-part orchestral suite from incidental music for Paul Valéry’s mélodrame Amphion.
The generic title evokes an abstract organ piece: style angular, hieratic, becoming
smoother as rough stones move into the order of civic architecture. Postlude, slow, quiet,
mysterioso. Superb 14’piece. (My17)
Monopartita
Honegger’s last orchestra piece, a single 13’ movement said to be a “partita” or a series
of movements. It/they is/are brassy and dissonant, later with strings and winds and more
quiet bits – gradual accelerando, but ends with quiet cortège. It’s like a well-shaped set of
variations, imposing and beautiful. (My17)
Prélude pour La Tempête de William Shakespeare
Storm at sea brassy, dissonant, but a bare 5’ of music. Harmonics, tamtam. Wow! (My17)
Napoléon: Les ombres
Snippet of music from score to Abel Gance’s landmark silent film. Why just this? (My17)
Le Chant de Nigamon
Honegger as Indianist— In this early 10’ symphonic poem from 1917, Nigamon is an
Iroquois chief executed by the Hurons, who burn him alive and scalp him in the process.
But when he begins his death song, they fall silent. Honegger found Indian themes in
work by ethnomusicologist Julien Tiersot. The music is both very descriptive and
contrapuntal. The material seems pentatonic, but there’s nothing of the Hollywood
Indian. Good piece. (Je17)
Prelude to d’Annunzio’s Phaedra
Three short preludes, one per act, just 10’ in total. Stark, concentrated, suitably grim,
dissonant brass, dramatic silences, lots of rumbling in the bottom. Is that an ondes
martenot? (Je17)
Hommage à Ravel
Three-minute piano piece on Queffélec’s BBC disc in Ravel’s crystalline manner. (Je17)
Trois chansons
Tiny lyrics for a marionette play on The Little Mermaid. Lovely Berceuse, and a Dadaist
drinking song. Effective recital stuff. (S17)
KATHLEEN HOOVER
Lyric Trio
Three movements, 18’. Trio for flute, cello, and piano. My first impression was Poulenc,
but darker episodes undercut the light touch, along with some dissonant gestures that
Poulenc wouldn’t make. The movement is 10’ long and takes its time with episodes.
Adagio begins with flute solo, then cello, finally piano in pointillist reduction, and finally
all three. Brief Presto Finale throws in some great glissandi. I like the piece a lot, but the
triad finish seems a cop-out. (F19)
MICHAEL HORWOOD
Amusement Park Suite
Yes, I remember playing it: nice light Suite of five flavorful characteristic pieces, ending
with the memorable roller-coaster. (Ap09)
National Park Suite
Five character pieces which come back to my memory: Forillon has brass foghorns,
basses for sea waves in crescendo. Bryce Canyon, the delicacy of stone in harmonics and
woodwinds. Fathom Five mysterious underwater sounds. Yellowstone, a bass drum

rumble beneath brass fanfares. Jasper works up Siegfried’s funeral music into grand
climax. Neat stuff. (My09)
Symphony No 1
Serious, dark, surprisingly abstract, gestural music, basically pandiatonic, rhythmically
irregular. The first movement ends sardonically. Passacaglia continues the dark tone: I
wasn’t clear about the passacaglia structure. Finale drives relentless rhythm, but ending
is anticlimactic. Convincing until the end. (My09)
Intravariations, piano & orchestra
Virtually a one-movement Concerto, Variations sectioned fast-slow-fast (like the
Rachmaninoff). First is driven by motor rhythms, much in 7. Second is reflective. Finale
again favours strong rhythms off balance, builds well. A stronger piece than the
Symphony perhaps: piano has lots to do but could be flashier. (My09)
JACQUES HOTTETERRE
6 Pieces from the First Book for Transverse Flute
Apparently the whole First Book: the notes are maddeningly unclear. Baroque Sonata
texture with gamba and harpsichord. Stastny’s sound is beautifully pure. (O09)
6 Trio Sonatas, op 3
The set was conceived with two flutes, and after adjusting my ear, the sound is agreeable
enough. Each Sonata is in four movements, a slow Prelude, a Fugue (or in two a
Courante), a Grave (in one a Sarabande), and a final Gigue. The pattern is borrowed from
Corelli. Ornamentation is plentiful. Am I hearing notes inégal in flutes and straight
eighths in gamba? On the CD, each Sonata is followed by a brief harpsichord piece by
d’Anglebert. (O19)
ALAN HOVHANESS
Symphony No 63 “Loon Lake,” op 411; Fanfare for the New Atlantis, op 281
AH in his modal manner. It’s not because of the Scottish orchestra, but I think of his
Scottish ancestry here: modal harmonizations of hymn chorales, even a double drone
passage. I missed the loon call, but the flute makes a nice thrush. Fanfare is also modal; it
sounds like a large orchestra, perhaps good piece for opening a new concert hall. (O08)
Guitar Concerto No 2
Lovely piece in exotic scales treating guitar like sitar, beautifully scored. Effective
Finale. Guitar is center stage throughout but not overly virtuosic. Good rep for
instrument. (O08)
Alleluia and Fugue for Strings, op 40b
Beautiful, rich string writing, with sostenuto fugue supplying virtually the only
intellectual nourishment on the American Adagios disc. (O08)
Symphony No 6 “Celestial Gate,” op 173
For chamber orchestra, 20'. Vintage echt AH with fabric of modal chorales, alternating
sections of solo line over free or measured pizzicato, ominous sounding, dizzying bitonal
combinations, curious dissonances. (Ja09)
Prayer of St Gregory, op 62b [not 623 as printed]
Ubiquitous filler: simple trumpet line over modal strings. Abrupt ending. (Ja09)
Symphony No 25 “Odysseus,” op 275
Meditative sectional single-movement piece, 36'. Precursor to middle-European
aleatory à la Penderecki, but always tonal, dissonances stand out: fugal passages,

middle-eastern dances with drones. Extraordinary dramatic passage like storm scene:
forte glissandi in strings, trombones, timpani, flickering piccolo. (Ja09)
Magnificat, op 157
Half-hour piece divided into solos and choruses with chamber orchestra, like Bach’s, but
. . . . A Russian feel in block triads, and Asian feel in melodic line, passages of early
polyphony. Solo winds, drumbeats, harp. A winner. Beautiful, thoughtful music. (Ap09)
Psalm 23
Movement from Symphony No 12, more dissonant than the Magnificat. Nice. (Ap09)
8 Motets & Anthems
Except for one of his own, texts are all from Bible or hymnody (public domain). Vocal
writing is simple (except “Jesus Christ is risen today”), homophonic or a touch imitative,
the harmony triadic. AH strives for the art of just enough. We’ve sung “O God our help”
at FSA. (Ap09)
Symphony No 3, op 148
Written for large orchestra after the success of Mysterious Mountain, no programmatic
title. AH on the verge of declaring himself a symphonist. In 3 movements: Opens
with deep bass-tuba solo before Allegro dance figure begins, more repetition than
development. Andante has brass, English horn solos with decorative filigree in strings
and out-of-key celeste – that wonderful Mysterious Mountain sound, gorgeous. Finale
has Asian dance feel, sometimes thickly polyphonic, sometimes monodic, slow crescendo
to the end. Effective. Perhaps thin for its symphonic claims, but this seems a declaration
of AH’s conception of a symphonic world. (My10)
Mystery of the Holy Martyrs, op 251
Formally a long guitar “concerto” in 17 short movements, but in fact a meditative,
directionless, improvisatory rite. I think I’d enjoy it more with oud. (My10)
Four Bagatelles for String Quartet, op 30; Suite from Quartet No 2.
Short and simple, ideal for beginners. The “Suite” is 4 of 7 movements, very like the
Bagatelles in sound and minimal technical demand. (Ottawa trip—My10)
Quartet No 1, op 8 “Jupiter”
Prelude, Fugue, Andante, Fugue. The first 2 movements were later scored for String
Orchestra as Prelude and Quadruple Fugue. Even at this early opus, unmistakable
Hovhaness. Finale is a sketch for the Mysterious Mountain Fugue. (Ottawa trip—My10)
Quartet No 3, “Reflections on My Childhood” & Quartet No 4 “The Ancient Tree,” op 208
Both are very similar, though No 3 made a stronger impression: In two movements,
Adagio, Allegretto, each with a short intro. Chordal sequence (Scottish) pitted against
melismatic chant with pizz (Armenian). Nice. The second is in 3 movements, Adagio,
Fugue, a sectional bit. The entire disc is very minor music: it’s hard to tell where one
piece stops and the next piece begins. (Ottawa trip—My10)
Lousadzak — Concerto for Piano & Orchestra, op 48
In one movement. Both piano and orchestra treated in the manner of non-polyphonic
Asian music at first, the piano like a sitar. Additional lines enter, but the solo part just
keeps on twittering until it stops. A very radical, uncategorizable piece for 1945. (My10)
Symphony No 46, op 347 “To the Green Mountains”
In 4 movements: Prelude, short & gorgeous. Aria, Fugue and Hymn, Asian touches,
remains gently pastoral. River and Forest Music, utterly gorgeous spun out woodwind
lines against pizz. Mountain Thunderstorm and Thanksgiving Music, full sound with

brass, brief storm, string chorale reminiscent of beginning. Characteristic fusion of
modal harmony, Asian melody, counterpoint in service of mystic Nature program.
Beautiful, but pulls its punches at the end. (Jy10)
Symphony No 39 for guitar & orchestra, op 321
Substantial piece in four movements, slow-fast-slow-fast, the fast movements quite brief.
The guitar is foregrounded, given Asian character, not virtuosic in the least. The slow
movements are long and seem aimless. The first Allegro is more of an Andante, a sad
waltz; the Finale a kind of clog dance. Resembles Mystery of the Holy Martyrs, except
for the length of movements, and AH never solves the temporal balance between the
quiet guitar and the loud orchestra. (Jy10)
Symphony No 23 “Ani”
For wind band, in 3 movements slow-fast-slow. Ani is the ruined capital of medieval
Armenia, the city of a thousand bells. The Symphony is dominated by bells and
organ-like sonorities. Adagio ends in ricercar. Finale is maybe too long (but I was
tired). (Ag10)
Symphony No 7 “Nanja Parvat”
Shortish Symphony in 3 movements for wind band. Nanja Parvat is in the Kashmiri
Himalayas. Begins with wild drums, then fanfares, quite wonderful. Second
movement is a March, drums still going, woodwinds in cross rhythms. Sunset, the last,
begins with English horn, then brass. The Symphony is more dissonant than usual, AH
at his most distinctive. (Ag10)
Symphony No 14 “Ararat”
Shortish Symphony in three continuous movements for wind band, the soundworld very
like Symphony No 7, more dissonant, jagged, lots of brass and drums. Strong AH. (Ag10)
Hercules, op 56/4
Song for voice & violin, AH resorting to gliss effects, pitch bending, harmonics,
tremolos, the whole shebang. A real challenge to the soprano’s pitch, quite aside from the
extreme range. The text by AH is an invented myth, Greek with Asian inflection reflected
in the music. I wonder who he wrote it for? [Helen Boatwright] (Ag10)
MARY HOWE
Stars; Sand; Castellana, 2 pianos & orchestra; Suite, piano quintet
I’ve finally gotten around to Ms Howe, who turns out to be a thoroughly ordinary
post-romantic composer, sweet and soft. Castellana sounds like Malagueña or Tiko-Tiko.
The Suite is slightly larger, possibly serviceable rep — but negligible. (Je11)
HERBERT HOWELLS
Requiem
Not the standard text but two psalms (23 & 121) flanked by shorter texts. Understated à
cappella settings are Howells at his best. No disappointment, very moving. (F09)
Three Carol Anthems; Sweetest of Souls
“Little Door” is smashing on Frances Chesterton text about militant baby Jesus, probably
not popular. [I got that wrong!] “Lullaby,” sweet but unremarkable. “Spotless Rose” is
the big hit, the only familiar piece and utterly true. Final cadence is legendary. Herbert
setting quite dissonant, seems overdone. (F09)
Haec Dies; Regina Coeli; Long, Long Ago
First is beautiful but too much for simple text. “Regina” is glorious Easter anthem. “Ora
pro nobis” creates sense of questioning prayer. “Last is for Christmas,” too much text, too

much repetition, too text driven. Howells’ besetting sins are slavery to text & overdoing
it. (F09)
A Sequence of St Michael; Let All the World
Extended 12-minute piece with organ, heartfelt, intense, begins with militant vigor.
Centerpiece is treble entry calling on angelic power for aid, quiet, throbbing acquiescence
at end. Wow! The Herbert setting is dissonant. Better than Walton’s perhaps, but not
Vaughan Williams’. (F09)
Take him earth for cherishing; Thee will I love
Anthem on the death of JFK for double choir on Prudentius text. Complex feeling,
sincere, but does it hold together? Second is so-so anthem with organ on Robert Bridges
poem. (F09)
Mass in the Dorian Mode
Early à cappella setting, much more austere than usual for Howells. Nice, viable
alternative to the Vaughan Williams. Utterly beautiful, coherent and right. (F09)
Te Deum
Extended anthem with organ, sectional, nice touches, crescendo to ppp prayer for
forgiveness. (F09)
Even Such Is Time
Early 8-part motet on Raleigh: exultant resurrection song, written for Stanford. (F09)
The Summer Is Coming
Late memorial for Bax. Exposed, intricate modal SA lines framing SATB center, nice
textures. Exceptional. (F09)
Nunc Dimittis; Salve Regina
Early setting: double choir, modal, homophonic, exultant tone. Written during period of
Vaughan Williams’ G-minor Mass. Salve Regina too, thoroughly beautiful. (F09)
The House of the Mind
Extended anthem with organ on Beaumont poem. Withdrawal into meditation, motionless
tempo, gorgeous. (F09)
Two Madrigals
Edwardian revivalisms, Elizabethan & Austin Dobson verses. First is shorter, simpler,
better. (F09)
God Is Gone Up
Psalm 47, a relatively unfussy setting for Howells. Warmth, not excitability. Good
ending. (F09)
Hymnus Paradisi
I’m not sure why I’ve avoided this piece: probably because I have mixed feelings about
Howells, and the back story about the death of his son raises the suspicion of sentimental
over-rating. Nonsense. This music says masterpiece from page one: on the level of
Gerontius or the best of Vaughan Williams. Julie Kennard is fabulous in the high-lying
soprano solos. (Mh11)
An English Mass
Full-scale setting for chorus, semi-chorus, soloists, organ, strings with optional winds
(used in the recording), with text in English, Gloria placed last. Impressive as a whole.
Howells does his best to be direct; but he sometimes gives in to besetting sin of fussiness,
especially in the difficult text of the Credo. Gorgeous ending. I suspect this makes its
strongest impression in situ. (Mh11)

Stabat Mater
Large 50’ work in seven movements for chorus and orchestra with tenor solo. Somber
prelude and violent choral entry: Vaughan Williams in extremis. Cuius animam begins
with chant, basses leading a funeral procession – tenor enters dramatically at “quam
tristis et afflicta.” Quis est homo is chorus agitato, with quiet ending for Jesus’ death. Eia
Mater is tenor solo – the notes call it a sarabande but I don’t hear that. Sancta Maria is
again agitated – choir goes all out. Facut portem is a prayer for acceptance that again
rises to fortissimo with tenor at climax (difficult!). Christe is a prayer for victory or
salvation, the tenor yet again making a dramatic intervention. It’s a part for Vickers or
Heppner. Too many anguished outbursts: it needs more restraint, more invention. (Mh16)
Te Deum
Substantial setting of the English text with chorus and orchestra. Major key and up-beat
feeling area relief after the excesses of the Stabat Mater. Howells trusts much to unison
chorus – a relief from his usual fussiness. Quiet second half admits a whiff of mysticism
before final fortissimo with screeching piccolo. Better than the huge Stabat Mater. (Mh16)
Sine nomine
Essentially a festival piece for orchestra, with wordless tenor and soprano soloists and
chorus. Apparently Elgar instigated the commission. Howells must have seemed quite
“modern” to him in 1922. The piece begins quietly, moves into quicker irregular meters.
Great sweeps of harp, then full organ. It ends quietly. (Allison Hill is weak.) (Mh16)
Violin Sonata No 1 in E, op 18
Four movements without a break. Sounds improvisatory like Delius, but soaring opening
violin line is basis for the whole piece. Quiets down, then active scherzando bit and
longer final section soaring again. Coda returns to opening gambit con sordino. Very
beautiful on second hearing: the best of the three. (My17)
Violin Sonata No 2 in E♭, op 26
Howells withdrew this piece and kept it in MS for some reason. Three movements, it is
less introverted with more defined rhythmic figures, more tuneful, more conventionally
emotive, but still a recognizable sibling to the First. Lento has short questioning phrases,
moves into gorgeous serene, stately melody. There`s a Lento bridge to Allegro Finale on
a staccato theme up on the G string, then soaring on E, even a pizzicato passage (all a
stretch for Howells), big razzmatazz ending (consequently the last on the disc.) (My17)
Violin Sonata No 3 in E minor, op 38
Three Allegros, from poco to moderato to vivace, written six years after the first two.
Begins semplice, accelerates to become very energetic (said to be mountain climbing).
Ending slow and quiet. Second is pizzicato scherzando in moderate 2, metronome
ticking. Vivace is bright with slower B section; then like the First the coda features muted
return to opening. (My17)
Cradle Song, op 9é1; Three Pieces, op 28
Cradle Song was never published – con sordino, molto semplice, like a melancholy
Russian folksong. Pastorale has more of the fanciful dryad than the Somerset pasture.
Chosen Tune is very brief, simple, modal – Chosen is not an adjective but a place name.
Luchinushka, a lament, is another quasi-Russian folksong. (My17)
JENÖ HUBAY
14 Scènes à la czardàs

Hubay wrote these pieces across three decades, flashy crowd pleasers, the famous “Hejre
Kati” being number 4. I don’t know if there’s any progression through the cycle, but
that’s beside the point. Haggai Shaham plays with great insight and no hint of
condescension, though he’s not quite a match for Gil Shaham (apparently no relation).
This music is better in small doses. The entire cycle fills almost two hours: just the last
three run 31 minutes. Entertaining stuff, not quite the challenge of Paganini or
Wieniawski at their toughest. No 11 departs from the lassu-friss pattern of all the others,
with some variation form refreshment. (Ja15)
6 Poèmes hongroises, op 27
Gipsy style like the Scènes à la czardas, only much shorter and mostly monothematic, the
longest barely 4 minutes. No 1 presents a familiar tune also used by Sarasate.
Unpretentious, charming. (Ja15)
6 Nouveaux poèmes hongroises, op 76
Slightly more elaborate than the first set, less strictly monothematic, with just a squirt of
impressionist perfume. Selections from the two sets would pair well with Bartok’s
Dances. (Ja15)
ROBERT HUGHES
HCE; Compleynt; Madrigal
Three short literary pieces. HCE riffs on Finnegans Wake, beginning with speech in
foreign languages, becoming recognizable, then singing. I’m glad it did not remain in
the mode of Toch’s Geographical Fugue, but I like the transitions. Compleynt, based on
Pound’s Canto XXX, is a duet for sopranos with harpsichord, a middle-baroque feel very
appropriate; Madrigal is a four-part a cappella
That’s Me; Herbert’s Babies; An Adamant Apple
That’s Me is Dixieland verging on klezmer, with a riff on Happy Birthday (nothing like
Stravinsky) – it must be a home movie of a childbirth. Happy music. Love the tuba,
marimba, wood blocks, the snoring, the fade. Herbert’s Babies, for horn, tape, and
electric bass – less interesting textures (still remarkable for 1968!), but also happy. Apple
is a little madrigal, fun. (Mh18)
Missa Corporis
Not a Mass but an adaptation with heretical texts celebrating the human body, not
brazenly sexual despite “The Golden Positions.” The Pater Noster is very effective, with
extended range of mezzo soloist. Nice mix of choral textures, with clear text on final
Litany. (Mh18)
The Usury Canto
Unusual text for a children’s choir – spreading the word early. Childlike tunes with
bmm-chk accompniment on synthesizer. “Emerald findeth no Memling” becomes a
tongue-twister: I’ve never thought the line so funny. Strange, intriguing repertoire. (Mh18)
Arktos: Glacier Bay & Mount McKinley
Two excerpts from a film score for documentary about Alaska. Chamber orchestra has
Ivesian texture, multi-layered, poly-tonal, full of cross rhythms, displaced beats, with
snatches of vernacular folk and folkdance, including an indigenous voice. Very effective
music. (Mh18)
The Desert Grows
Nietzsche text in English recited with synthesizer accompaniment and mild electronic
modification of the speaking voice. (Mh18)

Music from the Gold Rush Era
Five numbers sung very well, including “Qui la voce,” by San Francisco soprano Corinne
Swall. “Comin’ thro’ the rye” is familiar Burns, the other three are delightful nostalgia
pieces, all music that would have been heard during Gold Rush days. Bob Hughes’
arrangements are unassuming and effective. Remember that episode of Paladin on TV,
where Hugh O’Brian tells the rescued heroine, O no, Sonnambula is not the role for you.
Opera made it to the wild west, though the opera houses were there mainly for other
purposes. (Mh18)
Music for the Kama Sutra
Ballet score in five sections, 18’, for mixed ensemble of seven instruments and
percussion, including Asian piri and cheng, plus Bob’s contra. Texture is fascinating (and
non-electronic). The nearest soundworld is probably the Varèse of Octandre or
Ionisation: I expected a lion’s roar but got pentatonics instead – that’s OK. Beautifully
integrated western and eastern instruments with percussion. I don’t know how the
dancers get along with so little pulse. Super piece. (Mh18)
Cones
Purely abstract piece for orchestra and tape, commissioned as a ballet score. Tape
dominates beginning, with very abrasive sounds. Orchestra enters with oboe A and sound
of tuning. I don’t know the intention, but it suggests a competition of old and new, the
electronic technology poised to supplant the archaic instruments. But I mainly worried
about the fragility and inaccessibility of electronic tape. (The supplanting of live music
by electronic has taken a wholly different route we now know.) Last oboe riff sounds like
the instrument is coming apart. (Mh18)
Quadroquartet
Four groups of four instruments each – flutes, horns, contrabassoons, and electronic
tracks (which seem to inject a lot of cello-bass sounds. Form is identified as “variations
without a theme,” the concept taking its cue from Eliot’s Four Quartets. I’ve heard the
sound of a flock of flutes many times, and horns regularly come in fours, but my mental
picture of four contras lined up is a stumper. Still, the soundworld is distinctive, and I like
the clear demarcation of groups. Only the tapes blur it – maybe I’d like a gamelan quartet
or balalaikas or a viol consort better. Lines from Eliot’s poem are recited by musicians as
the piece comes to an end. (The musicians don’t recite with much expression. Perhaps
better reserved to the tape. Or instructed to read deadpan.). Interesting piece – I think I’d
prefer it without the readings. (Mh18)
Cadences
Large-scale orchestra piece, 24’, with two conductors, tape. The tape begins but doesn’t
dominate. Piccolo riff begins a sequence of soloistic passages, multi-layered, well
contrasted, and eventually bits of tonal work floating in and out (ersatz Gabrieli or
whatever), and eventually coming to take over as the music quiets down. A faster section
remobilizes the competition between tonal and atonal, builds to climax, quiets down
again. Brass consort appears as if offstage, probably on tape, and piece ends with sound
of reel finishing and slapping (now one of those disappearing sounds). I didn’t grasp the
larger formal structure, but I like the overall sound and concept. Performance by a youth
orchestra is amazing. (Mh18)
JOHANN NEPOMUK HUMMEL
Piano Quintet in E♭ minor, op 73

Very romantic key for a basically classical piece. Piano has biggest task, but the strings
participate, not as mere accompaniment (as often in Weber), more than a chamber
concerto. Serious minor key right to the end. Attractive Hummel. (Mh09)
3 Quartets, op 30
The first in C is the most adventurous, especially the syncopated Minuet that sounds like
Beethoven. The other two are Haydnesque, but Haydn in decent form. Not first rate
music, but a valuable disc. (Ag09—Minneapolis)
Septet No 2 in C, op 114 “Military”
Did I know that Hummel wrote two Septets? This one is distinguished by the trumpet,
limited to an 8-note scale. It is laid out not like a Serenade but in four movements, with a
flashy piano part. The music is bright, unpretentious, well made. A bit of joy. (live, Parry
Sound, Jy11) Yes, it is less weighty than the D minor, and I don’t remember it well.
Adagio is unusually spare. Schubert might have dared to make it utterly stark. (Fe12)
Septet No 1 in D minor, op 74
Like Ries, Hummel composed chamber works with piano as showpieces for himself, but
he was more careful to treat the other instruments soloistically, if not quite equally. Vast
15' Allegro imposing in its scale and continuous invention. Wow! Scherzo stubbornly
maintains minor key. Theme in Variation movement is semplice. Altogether, Hummel at
his considerable best. (Fe12)
Piano Sonata in F# minor, op 81
I was reluctant to put this on, Hummel is so uneven, but the opening flash caught my ear,
and the fantasy and virtuosity of the Allegro held it. Hummel doesn’t develop like
Beethoven, but he has enough invention to have won the admiration of Chopin and
Schumann. Largo opens with another Romantic gesture, sings its Lied, and on return
decorates with Chopinesque fioriture plus dramatic comment from the bass. Vivace
Finale is a virtuoso dazzler in minor with charming archaic breathing spaces. A barn
burner, and the best Hummel I’ve ever heard. (Jy12)
Piano Sonata in F minor, op 20
The earliest and most classical of Hough’s three Sonatas. Allegro is Sturm und Drang
classicism with leanings toward Beethoven, splendid coda. Adagio is a solemn
recit-arioso that breaks into quasi-moderato and returns to recit. Interesting form. Presto
Finale whirls on triplet arpeggios. Hummel at his best. (Jy12)
Piano Sonata in D, op 106
A mixed bag. Hough calls this a reversion to a cooler classical style; there are surprises,
however, after each recurrence of the opening twiddle, but also routine passagework, and
it’s over-extended. But the brief Scherzo “all antico” is outstanding (though I don’t
figure the “antico.”) Larghetto spins a nice Lied with dramatic ornamentation. Vivace
Finale might be tightly argued, as Hough says, but it seems bland. (Jy12)
Missa Solemnis in C
Written for Esterhazy wedding, thus a joyful festival Mass rooted in Haydn, with extra
weight given to Sanctus and Benedictus. Kyrie short and bright (that ascending soprano!).
Gloria unctuous, a thin Miserere bit before full chorus returns, no fugue. Credo has
awkward modulation before Et incarnatus, the first inward moment of the Mass, handled
beautifully; Resurrexit brings contrapuntal rejoicing, some peculiar working out. Sanctus
oddly calls on soloists for the first time, with discrete solo violin; Benedictus given to
them also, as tradition dictates. Agnus Dei, after all the uplift, is suitably reverent until

another awkward modulation and a complex festal Dona nobis. Superb. Hummel at his
best. (Mh13) I didn’t remember hearing this festive Mass before, despite my rave review,
but my comments confirm first impressions. The Kyrie is hallooed at fortissimo, but with
great inventiveness in quick 3. Gloria is suitably rousing, nicely held together by the
fanfare rhythm. Credo has awkward transitions, but the section from “Et incarnatus” to
“Et resurrexit” work well. The solo quartet does not appear until Sanctus, then in a
strangely ominous but beautiful Benedictus, minor turning to major for Osanna. Agnus
Dei, rightly commended in the liner notes, moves further into early Romanticism with
emotive, quiet Schubertian harmony, and though “Dona nobis pacem” threatens a noisy
finish, Hummel ends his fugue quietly. (He supplied the accustomed fortissimo for a later
performance. Yes, this is a Mass worthy to stand with Haydn’s. Hummel’s greatest music
seems to be sacred work and the two Piano Concerti, maybe the F# minor Sonata. (N16)
Te Deum in D
Wonderful vigorous setting, full of well placed choral flourishes and syncops, beautiful
shifts of tone. Yes, a winner. (Mh13) What a brilliant piece! Full of excitement, trumpets
and drums, with florid choral passages, and a wonderful serene reverence on “Sanctus,”
returning at “Tu devisto” and “Miserere.” I love Haydn’s little Te Deum, but this little
gem might be even better – a Hummel masterpiece. (N16)
Alma virgo
Short offertory with operatic solo soprano followed by full choir. (N16)
Mass in B♭, op 77
A Mass with no soloists. Chorus begins on the first beat in warm assurance, with a nice
restrained crescendo. Gloria, the longest movement, is lively, happy, with touches of
shade that dissipate until the gentle Qui tollis – the progressions on Miserere are amazing
– from shudder to reassurance in four or five chords – those low basses! Happiness
returns from Quoniam to the Amen. Credo begins unison, all but unaccompanied,
suggesting archaic authority. Descendit is a real ride! Et incarnatus is set off by section
solos and pizzicato, slowly darkening – beautiful. Resurrexit answers a fanfare with
grandeur. Sanctus, a short burst from chorus, organ and brass Benedictus and Agnus Dei
both in dancey 3 like Minuetti, with charming violin pizzicato. A big trumpet threatens,
but the Mass ends quietly. Hummel’s best music is in this genre – one of the true
masters.) (Ja17)
Mass in D, op 111
Larger than op 77, with more extensive Credo, but again no soloists. Despite the nominal
key, it begins in minor and hovers between tragedy and consolation, setting the tone for
the whole. Gloria too begins with military pomp, but turns to minor for Qui tollis:
penitence and severity before a strenuous but not really jubilant Cum sancto. Credo
begins with unusual solo horn and winds before a hushed choir and a beautiful Allegretto
3. Et incarnatus features solo cello, but takes a severe edge before the Resurrexit – but
even that has timpani stroke, unsettling modulation, minor key phrases before the exalted
Amen. Sanctus begins quietly with pulsing winds, and twist another modulation in a
Tempo di Minuetto. Benedictus is simple and gracious; Osanna not repeated but with
new music extending the Benedictus. Agnus Dei goes to minor with stark organ
accompaniment: orchestra steals in, very black, before the third statement. Dona nobis
returns affirmative feeling in major, reaches fortissimo, but the Mass ends quietly. (Ja17)
Trumpet Concerto in E

Three movements, 19’, and yes it’s E, not E♭. Allegro has nice tutti, trumpet entry only
vaguely familiar. I’m surprised not to know it better. Allegro is rather stiffly classical.
Andante in minor offers a long, slow, pure line. Rondo is very familiar – it must get lots
of radio play. (Je19)
Le Retour de Londres: Rondeau brillante, piano & orchestra, op 127
Portentous slow intro sets up a frivolous trotting motif, still full of piano flourishes and
display. Charming through and through. (My20)
Variations and Finale in B♭, piano & orchestra, op 115
Serioso slow intro sets up a naïf theme in 3. The variation format restricts the formal
freedom, but the charm and piano display are still there. Nice slow Minore. Finale takes
off in 2, coda with prestissimo triplets. (My20)
Oberons Zauberhorn, piano & orchestra, op 116
The liner notes analyze Hummel’s use of Weber’s material, almost limited to the repeated
horn signal and the horn tune of the Finale. This is a fully organized Hummel
composition, then, not an ordinary operatic paraphrase. As such, it has a more serious
Romantic soundworld than the previous pieces, though it does not stint on virtuoso
display. Nice slower bit. Fantasy on a woodwind chorale. Sudden transition to 6/8 hunt
music. Storm passage, eerie chromatic scales and flute lightning. Clearing with horn call
and lovely 3/4 fall dance that rises triumphantly. Great piece! (My20)
Variations in F, piano & orchestra, op 97
Earliest of these vehicles to be written and the simplest. The theme has naïf appeal, and
the orchestral interjections reduce the mechanical variation format. (My20)
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
Hansel und Gretel: Overture and Dream Pantomime
Masterpiece never fails to be enchanting. Tintner does marvels with his provincial
orchestra, everything but Klemperer’s big gliss at the climax. I miss it now. (Mh09)
6 Lieder
These are all lovely and lyrical, closer to Schumann than Wolf, with scarcely any
Wagnerian scent. I don’t recognize any of the poets, but Humperdinck is ready with his
devices, breaking strophes, rewriting refrains. Blauvielchen ends off tonic. “|Oft sinn bin
ich” takes a silly poetic climax and turns it into passionate declaration. Das Lied vom
Glock has an extended piano postlude. (My13)
Quartet in C
Three movements. I should know this from my old LP, but it’s vague. The only other
completed chamber work is the early Piano Quintet (1875); this late piece was written in
1921, a year before Humperdinck died. I associate him with Wagner, but his study with
the conservatives Hiller and Rheinberger shows. A gentle Moderato with arpeggiated
theme in cello. Gemächlich begins with solo viola, a kind of capriccioso mixing pizzicato
and counterpoint. Lebhaft begins with mild syncopation, then takes off in quick 6/8. Very
attractive music, but EH’s unassertive personality keeps it too reserved. (Ag13)
Piano Quintet in G
Allegro opens with light dancy theme that wouldn’t be out of place in Hansel und Gretel
– sustains charm through the exposition – development runs into trouble but the good
cheer returns. Adagio is a glorious calm; beautiful bit with cello and piano; dramatic
pause. B section slightly anxious, muddled; return of A and coda gorgeous. Rondo,

marked scherzando, is an uncomplicated happy fairy dance. It’s nice to hear a piece in
this genre that’s not striving for greatness. Humperdinck’s modesty scores. (Ag13)
Minuet in E♭ for Piano Quintet
Orphaned movement, pleasant but unprepossessing. (Ag13)
Quartettsatz in E minor
Early ambitious movement, more ardent and dramatic than typical of Humperdinck. Two
further movements were sketched but abandoned. There are formulaic bits, two much
violin-cello in octaves, but beautiful passages. (Ag13)
Quartettsatz in C minor
Possibly a Scherzo in waltzing 3. Nice. (Ag13)
Nocturne in G for Violin and String Quartet
Unusual work was rescored for more conventional violin and piano. Liner notes suggest
that this is where Humperdinck found his quasi-folk voice. Nice, simple, no virtuosity
required. (Ag13)
ALF HURUM
Aquarelles, op 5/2 “Miniature”
Short piano piece, a poignant tune could be Grieg, with springer dance B section. (Ag17)
KAREL HUSA
Divertimento for Brass and Percussion
Short 10' piece in four movements. Husa is one of those names I’ve never placed: he
seems to be a regulation academic pandiatonicist, Czech-born American, lots of irregular
rhythms, but I don’t catch a distinctive voice. [I confuse him with microtonist Haba.]
Recording is very dry. (S11)
Fantasies for Orchestra
Three movements, slow-fast-slow, scored for small orchestra. I’m reminded strongly of
Piston or Mennin, serious and somber. Middle movement foregrounds trumpets and
percussion. (S11)
5 Scenes from The Trojan Women
Later than the other works by 25 years. I’m impressed by Husa’s ability to adapt his
style: dissonant, fragmented, percussion dominated, in keeping with the subject. The
primitive tune on bamboo flute (with offstage echo) for Hecuba’s Lullaby is a dramatic
stroke, and the implicit parallel between Troy and Lidice is very moving. I’m still not
convinced of an individual personality. (S11)
HENRY HOLDEN HUSS
Piano Concerto in B, op 10
A composer so completely forgotten raises few expectations. A Tchaikovskian Concerto
with distinctive trumpet signal opening, big broad nobilmente tunes, showy piano
writing. Andante a serene Romanza full of ripples, very beautiful. Vivace Finale on a
full-fisted quasi-waltz theme; wonderful allargando to presto coda ending. I’m impressed.
This compares very favorably with, say, the MacDowell Concertos, and that ain’t bad at
all. (N12)
23 Piano Pieces
I bought this CD because I was so impressed with Huss’s Concerto. He was well trained
under Rheinberger and quite successful in Europe before settling in NYC, where he
hobnobbed with the best. He was noted for his improvisations. The bulk of his output was
short piano pieces. The opening Polonaise suggests the Chopin–Liszt line, and yes, there

are many concerti for the right hand. There are occasional hints of French (e.g. The
Brooklet) but the basis is traditional Germanic. Lake Como by Moonlight was his
greatest hit. On the Lake is in 5/8. Valse, op 20/1 (track 14) is a bit special. All highly
pianistic but without virtuoso flourish or empty display. Easy listening. (He must have
known Katherine Ruth Heyman. They must have hated each other.) (Je13)
ANTHONY IANNOCONNE
Waiting for Sunrise on the Sound
Neo-romantic piece 11’ long, reaches big crescendo a couple of times, drops back a
couple of times. Sounds like weak Barber. (Ap14)
JACQUES IBERT
Symphonie Concertante, oboe & strings
More dissonant sound than expected for Ibert, plus intricate string writing, announce big,
serious half-hour piece. Less attractive than Françaix or Honegger on the disc. (N08)
Divertissement
Kunzel’s Pops group get the cheekiness all but perfectly: the police whistle needs to be
louder. (Ottawa trip—My10)
Flute Concerto
One of Ibert’s most successful works, but I don’t remember ever hearing it. First
movement (I) is perpetuum mobile. II gives flute a line that starts in its low register. Nice
bit with solo violin. III is a whirlwind 6/8 with reflective B section. Good factûre. (Ap12)
Suite Élisabéthaine
Nine short movements that began as music for Midsummer Night’s Dream. The small
orchestra excludes celli and bassi but calls for women’s chorus in Chanson des fées and
Nocturne. Unpretentious, charming. (My12)
Capriccio
Odd little piece for ten instruments (winds, strings, harp) in one 12' movement. Lively,
urbane, quirky, suave by turns. Unique. (My12)
Suite Symphonique — Paris
Drawn from music for a play by Jules Romain, six programmatic vignettes following
without a break: Le Mêtro, a mosque, a bistro, dance hall, circus . . . . Unpretentious,
colorful. Similar to the Feydeau Divertissement, complete with police whistle. (My12)
Musette
Tiny organ piece on Sachetti’s French disc. (S12)
Quartet
Ibert wrote a Quartet. Surprise! And it turns out to be a substantial four-movement work
24’ long written in wartime. Allegro is scrubadub, bright but more massive and serious
than I’d expect, more Roussel than Poulenc. Andante, intense, closely argued, even
tragic. Presto a brief sempre pizz. Allegro Finale another scrubadub with trills. Poor
Quartet writing, too much unison and octave. Disappointing. (N13)
Jeux – Sonatine for Violin & Piano
Two very short movements: Animé a skipping, bouncing 6/8, light as air. Tendre has
legato chanson in violin over rippling keyboard in 3. Nice little piece from 1923. (N13)
Trio for Violin, Cello & Harp
Written for Ibert’s daughter as she matured into solo career. Three movements:
Allegro hardly sounds tranquillo: more a busily unfolding, rolling cascade, cheery

but substantial. Scherzando sets out like moto perpetuo. Not quite, but a steady jog.
Good piece. (N13)
Caprilena for Solo Violin
Title is an invented word: the music an exercise in multiple stopping while
executing a light dance step. (N13)
Entr’acte for Violin and Harp
Arranged from incidental music for Calderon – delicately Spanish. (N13)
Souvenir
For string quartet plus double bass: a short, very early piece somehow incorporating
music by a friend, one August Gay. Pretty enough but negligible. (D13)
Concerto for Cello and Wind Orchestra
Early work, short (3 movements in 14’) but very confident. Pastorale in tripping 6/8 has
the insouciance of Milhaud. Romance is also more frivolous and carefree than romantic.
Nice interplay between taunting woodwinds and soloist attempting to complete a
cadenza. Gigue flies joyously, nothing intense. Ibert is under the care of Les Six. (Ja17)
TOSHI ICHIYANAGI
Extended Voices
Voices with Moog Syntesizer and "Buchia Associates Electronic Modular System," 11'.
The composer exists on line, but there's very little information about him. The piece
sounds like very generic electronic effects, detailed, but nothing stands out. I'm not sure if
there are any concrete sounds, or if it's all synthesized. No matter. Human voices are
nowhere in evidence. The swimming speakers would make a sailor seasick. (Jy20)
AIRAT ICHMOURATOV
Quartet No 2
Short three-movement piece, folkish, conventional harmony. First a potpourri; second
sustained desolation à la Shostakovich; third, a set of variations, fairly light. Interesting,
but the sectional variations are too much like the first movement. Needs something
speedy. (Alcan Qt live—Ja09)
AKIRA IFUKUBE
Symphonic Fantasia No 1
Venerated Japanese composer. His piece isbuilt on relentless rhythmic pattern, marcato;
switches awkwardly to a more linear theme; all very simple tonal harmony. Simple
minded. (Ap14)
ANDREW IMBRIE
Piano Concerto No 3
Imbrie was Sessions student. Free atonality but very Schoenbergian. Nervous but
recurrent rhythms within classical structures. Big cadenza. Focuses all on micro level,
needs some big gestures (e.g. extended string line, brass motto). Performance and
recording OK, not amateurish. I’ve liked Imbrie ever since hearing his Violin Concerto
recorded on LP by Carroll Glenn. Never released on CD. (O08)
Requiem
Will never be a hit with choral societies: fearsomely atonal Requiem with stratospheric
soprano solo writing (all sung beautifully here). As in Sessions’ Lilacs, choral writing is
unison or homophonic, to express text. Britten does much better at knitting in the secular
poems and creating contrasted moods, irony, etc, but Imbrie’s cri de coeur is genuine,
especially transition from “Death be not proud” into the final dissonant Hosanna. (O08)

Piano Trio No 2
Half-hour piece in three movements showing derivation from Sessions. Opens with
cantabile fragments, works into rhythmic 5/8, slows to end. Sostenuto features each
player as independent soloist; there’s nothing accompagnato. Improvisatory, intense,
emotive. Finale marked Vivace seems more allegretto, with marcato rhythms, subdued
episode, return, repeated note episode, return, slower quasi-homophonic bit, return to
marcato finish. I don’t follow it all, but it’s Imbrie at his best. (Mh12)
SIGISMONDO d’INDIA
Terzo Libro di Madrigali
Published 1615 and modeled after Monteverdi’s Fifth Book. Very Mannerist in its
devotion to word painting, and in the Italian ensemble’s performance with free tempos
and dynamics. Not the pure sound of Tallis Scholars. Not Mannerist like the extremes of
Gesualdo’s wild progressions, but some experimentation with suspensions and the like.
Not a great deal of fioriture. The settings are five part, some with, others without
continuo. (Muskoka—Jy13)
VINCENT d’INDY
Jour d’été à la montagne
Not to be confused with the famous Symphony on a Mountain Air. D’Indy’s reply to
Debussy’s La Mer (with traces of Iberia carnival). Three movements, morning, noon &
evening. Swooning Romanticism, gorgeous. Why isn’t it better known? (N08)
La Forêt enchantée, op 8
Beautiful symphonic poem on narrative: King Harald and knights enter enchanted forest,
knights seduced by supernatural, Harald overcome by eternal sleep. Power of rhythm:
galloping, dancing, Wagnerian key-shifty harmony, beautiful orchestration. Cf Le
Chausseur maudit. (D08)
Diptyque méditerranéen, op 28
Two movements, Matinal & Vesperal, d’Indy at his most impressionist. Cf La Mer.
Doesn’t do much besides glisten. (D08)
Poème des rivages, op 77
Four-movement travelogue Suite, brighter than normal for d’Indy, less pungent than
Ibert’s Escales. Lovely stuff, lush, but not memorably melodic. (D08)
Chanson et Danses, op 50
Heavy sound of woodwind septet wholly defeats the Romantic harmonic world. What
was he thinking? Not pleasant listening. Stravinsky and Villa-Lobos are the heroes of this
CD. (Mh09)
Suite in D for 2 Flutes, Trumpet & Strings, op 24.
This piece on the reverse of Saint-Saens’ wonderful Septet never grabbed me the same
way. D’Indy cancels the “ancient manner” with hyper-chromaticism, and leaves the
unkeyed trumpet dangling. Still, it has charm. Minuet was CBC signature tune. Nice to
hear it in good sound. (Ap09) Gamba’s decision to perform this piece with orchestral
strings (including basses?) is sound. It’s good as a concertante work: the strings are
mainly acconpagnato. It’s subtle writing: the Prélude and Sarabande haven’t stuck in my
ear, but the music is shy. The lively movements are fresh. (F16)
Piano Quintet, op 81
I expected a grandiose reflection of Franck’s masterpiece, but instead this is a 20-minute
work in four movements, bright, colorful, concentrated, not wholly out of place in 1920s

Paris. Superb 5/4 Scherzo. Lent is unabashedly passionate, beautiful. Genial Finale. A
great piece. (Ap09) I heard this not long ago (longer than I thought) and was surprised at
the economy, the modernism of its impressionist harmony. Tricky Scherzo in 5 glistens.
Slow movement is pure transport. Why is this not in repertoire? (Ag13)
Quintet for Flute, Harp & Strings, op 91
Air désuet, Sarabande, Farandole. Movements suggest parallel with the op 24 Suite. The
harp and single flute give this much airiness. Second movement uses violin harmonics as
organ fifths. Farandole very nice shifty rhythms. Excellent addition to harp chamber
repertoire, along with Debussy, Ravel, Roussel, Ropartz.... (Ap09)
Violin Sonata in C, op 59
A piece I treasure, if only because I possess the music. I’d like to call it a masterpiece,
but it’s not: too constructed, too many gear shifts, meaningless complexities. But it’s a
big, ambitious, impressive four-movement Sonata with wonderful ideas and wonderful
soundworld — my kind of thing. (My09)
Piano Sonata in E, op 63
Big, imposing piece that oddly does not try to overwhelm either pianistically or
compositionally. Outer movements have almost improvisational feel. Cyclical of
course, a mood of low-key feeling. Middle movement perkier, but not exactly winsome
or ingratiating. Somehow both grandiose and inward, unforgiving. Last movement climax
cool. Come and get me. I like it. (Je09)
Poème des montagnes, op 15
D’Indy in his earlier, more tuneful, picturesque mode. Nice structure with three
movements framed by brief prelude / postlude labelled “Harmonie.” Ending is heartfelt
serenity, still very cool. A special emotional world, not music for just anyone. (Je09)
Symphony No 2 in B♭, op 57
D’Indy’s great French Symphony to set beside those of Franck, Chausson, Dukas.
Mysterious intro, chromatic theme with whiffs of whole tone, then grand ecstatic melody
with folk overtones, tuneful, brassy. Slow movement is reflective, quasi-nostalgic, fluid
tempos; late whole tone passages seem bitonal. Relatively short 3d movement in
moderate 5, folkish. Finale has slow intro like the first, reprise of chromatic theme
fugally, then fast, to grand heroic coda. Without question a major masterpiece that I
should know better than I do. I’m struck by the mastery of fluid and irregular tempos.
(Jy10—Muskoka) Intro is extraordinarily eerie, harmonically weird like Mozart’s
Dissonant, then cheerful Allegro, yearning second subject, all very complex rhythmically
– is it 12/8? Big ending. The mood is dashed by the Lent, which begins desolate,
disoriented, and collects itself in nostalgia; B section in livelier dotted figure with harp
and woodwind countermelody, about to build up but dissipates, fragments – trombone
interruption – wanders to quiet ending. Modéré in 5 is very quiet, could be English
pastoral (viola solo?) Fast 3 takes over with theme reminiscent of Cénévole, gets faster,
slower. Ends with bang. Slow intro begins with third-movement theme, then fugato on
first- movement motif, accelerando to Vif in 12/8, gains confidence, even 15/8 (recalling
movement 3) Longish slower part waffles around, breaks into brass chorale, ends
triumphantly. Yes, it is an inspired masterpiece. (Ja16)
Karadec, op 34

Three-part Suite of incidental music, utterly charming and attractive: March, Chanson,
Breton Wedding. Could be mainline rep. (Jy10—Muskoka) Yes. The Wedding has a
rather sad intro. (Ja16)
Tableaux de Voyage, op 36
Six piano pieces from op 34 orchestrated as a Suite. The first five brief, full of character,
d’Indy implausibly drawing on Chabrier. The sixth looks back in nostalgia. Gorgeous.
(Jy10—Muskoka) Lovely, very appealing short movements, the third very tragic. (Ja16)
Cello Sonata in D, op 84
In d’Indy’s benign neo-baroque manner: Entrée, Gavotte, Air, Gigue. Melodies
captivating, but become expansive and romantic. Entrée ends on added sixth! Gavotte
fabulous. Air is lovely meandering. Gigue is scherzando, syncopated. Some glittery piano
work. Is the cellist’s repertoire so rich they can afford to neglect a piece like this? (O10)
Lied, cello & piano, op 19
Nice recital piece, ABA with some display room in the B section. (O10) Lied, cello &
orchestra, op 19. As concertante solo it needs just a bit of virtuoso dazzle, though the
transparent orchestra is lovely. Very sensitive melody beautifully played by the Icelandic
cellist. (F16)
Les vêpres du Commun des Saints, op 51
Eight short organ antiennes in archaic modes, one of only three organ pieces by d’Indy.
Clearly of the Franckian school, modal, gregorian based. (Ja11) Oddy for such a devout
man, d’Indy wrote little organ music, but he wrote it like a master. Great stuff, even if
there’s a buzz in one of Sachetti’s reed pipes (track 12). (Ag12)
Quartet No 3 in D♭, op 96
Four movements. First begins with fugal play on a motto motif of wide, odd intervals,
followed by closely worked Lentement; development a real tussle between heart and
head. Intermède shows the folkloric composer, a bright tune with Scotch snaps – very
nice. Thème varié is again built on the motto: variations interesting, but I can’t hold them
together sequentially as a unit. Finale states motto, then Animé takes off, slows down
again, maunders. Should be brilliant, but like much d’Indy, it tries too hard. (Ag13)
4 motets
On the Christ’s College Quam Dilecta CD. I bought it largely for d’Indy’s liturgical
pieces which are hard to find. The à cappella “Deus Israel conjugat” is a fine piece, with
some exotic augmented harmony and vocal fireworks from the men at “Surge.” But again
d’Indy tries too hard: “Ave Regina” has complex part writing and tempo changes, yet is
least grateful to the text. Even the two treble duets with organ seem too complex. (Jy14)
Symphony in A minor “Italian”
Should this be called the First, or is that the Cénevole?0 Apparently d’Indy himself
disavowed the piece as juvenilia, so it’s Symphonie No 0 according to the notes. It is
overshadowed by Mendelssohn’s Italian Symphony in A, as well as Bizet’s neglected
Roma, also written on Prix de Rome. It fits into that line of French neo-classical
Symphonies, written before d’Indy fell under the spell of Franck and acquired his
high-serious tone, his love of counterpoint and chromaticism. The four movements depict
Italian cities. Rome has slow intro and Allegro that rises to considerable grandeur.
Florence is Scherzo in quick duple time. Venice is Andante, a 6/8 barcarolle of course.
Naples, the Finale, is a minor-key saltarello, like Mendelssohn’s. (Muskoka—Jy14)
Concert for Piano, Flute, and Cello in E♭, op 89

Thoroughly unexpected from this aging prof who deplored Stravinsky and Les Six, a
purely neo-classical (or neo-braoque) Concerto Grosso. I detected them in the 1920’s
Piano Quintet as well. Three movements: Modéré has little of d’Indy’s usual sound,
dominated by percussive piano, though it’s more chromatic than Stravinsky's music of
the period and lapses briefly into sentiment or display. Lent begins with a cool flute solo
– B section with piano becomes more heated, with a later passage.almost like Satie;
return A is more heated. Brief Mouvement de rondes françaises is a prance, staccato 6/8.
Marvelous piece. (Muskoka—Jy14)
Wallenstein, op 12
Trilogy after the dramatic poem by Schiller. Three successive tone poems. (I) Le Camp
de Wallenstein celebrates a military victory in the 30 Years War. The fuguing bassoons
are comic monks. The liner notes compare the style to Lalo, plausibly since d’Indy in
1879 had not yet heard Debussy. (II) Max and Thecla deals with a pair of doomed lovers
and the death of Max (the predominant sentimental theme), Wallenstein’s intended
treason against the Holy Roman Emperor, and the plotting of the Piccolomini against
Wallenstein. (III) La mort de Wallenstein: Portentous minor chords, bass clarinet and
horn followed by familiar agitato theme. Peculiar chord sequence seems to mark
Wallenstein’s doom. Lovely flute and harp pause from the tumult, followed by a
grandiose gesture, more tumult, quiet ending. Alas, Chandos sound seems muddy. (F16)
Fervaal: Act 3 Prelude
Begins inaudibly until brass chorale takes over, gloomy, bleak, with off-kilter military
brass in the distance. It sounds more unsettled than Wagner. Monolithic. (F16) The opera
is a Wagnerian spectacle of the fantasy Middle Ages and love across lines of military
enmity – the notes compare Parsifal, but the soprano dies for the salvation of Fervaal.
Quiet murmurs, drooping seventh. (My17)
Sérénade et Valse, op 28
Short 5’ piece for orchestra, very light, beguiling syncopated melody. Valse too is lightly
scored, almost spectral. (F16)
Istar, op 42
Shocking paganism from such a devout Catholic! Compare Franck’s Psyche. One of my
all-time favorite pieces of the era, a masterpiece! (My17)
Symphony No 3 in D, op 70 “De bello gallico”
I despised this piece when I first heard it as cheap militaristic chauvinism. At 33’ he
called it a Sinfonia breve. But d’Indy was a teenaged witness to 1870. Impressionist slow
Intro with discordant brass: main movement presents rousing marches, different tempi,
surprising bitonality, hard xylophone. It seems formless. Scherzo seems irregular
metrically, somewhat folksy; bitonal trumpet fanfare. Slow movement pastoral – can
d’Indy manage the tragic sublime? B section brighter with celeste, brass veer from meter
to meter, mood to mood. Finale a 6/8 patriotic march, more changing tempi (a nightmare
to conduct), big brass and drums at end. It’s not a great piece but not as awful as I
remembered. Very curious formally and harmonically. How far did d’Indy go? (My17)
Choral varié, saxophone and orchestra, op 55
New to me, a 10’ solo piece for sax. The title and opening pasacaille signal that this is no
light fare – fully serious, solemn, expressive, beautiful piece. There’s nothing at all
virtuosic – perhaps a defect. Bits of Tristan before the end. (My17)
Symphonie sur un chant montaignard français, op 25

Nothing to say – one of my favorite pieces, nice to hear again.
Medée, op 47
Five movements from incidental music for a version by Catulle Mendès. Substantial 9’
Prélude could stand alone, slow, dark, sets four-note thick harmonic motif against a
romantic melody. Pantomime opens with a stately dance in minor, then combines it with
a quick dance in three-bar phrases, then goes into major. L’Attitude de Medée opens with
solo flute très lent – B section animato, syncopated – A returns suddenly with solo
clarinet and four-note motif. Medée et Jason is again animated and syncopated,
crescendo-diminuendo to solo flute. Le Triomphe Aurorel has slow and fast bits, ends
with solemn brass in major. Superb concert suite. (My17)
Saugefleurie, op 21
Tone poem after Romantic poem by d’Indy’s friend Robert le Bonnières: A woodland
fairy, startled by royal hunt, falls in love with the Prince, knowing she must die. Idyllic
opening interrupted by hunting horns (like Le chausseur maudit but more brilliant) –
gaiement bit – hunt music dissipates – idyllic scene is restored. (My17)
Andante, horn and string orchestra
Nice tune with falling sevenths, less than 3’ long.
WILFRID d’INDY
Piano Trio in G, op 15
The uncle of the celebrated d’Indy, older by three decades, an acquaintance of Rossini.
Wilfrid’s Trio begins with a lovely idea but sinks quickly into salon clichés. Andante
features sustained solo cello and a B section full of piano roulades and heroic postures in
the violin. Finale alternates between two carnivalesque waltzes. (Ag13)
MIKHAIL IPPOLITOV-IVANOV
Symphony No 1 in E minor
Ippolitov’s only Symphony. In Rimsky mode, belated in 1908, with Tchaikovsky strains.
Rhythmic ostinato in the Allegro is almost unbearable. The piece is externally a
Symphony, but MI has little skill in development or directional tonality. Nice Scherzo
with Romantic interlude. Simple, not probing Elegy. Folkish Finale, nicely calculated,
not too grandiose Coda. A letdown, alas. (S09)
Armenian Rhapsody; Caucasian War March
Nice tunes. Armenian nationalism not very obvious. (O09)
Mtzyri — Symphonic Poem after Lermontov
On a rather Byronic story about an orphaned and displaced “lay brother.” MI seems surer
handed in descriptive music: nice licks for bass clarinet, oboe. Soprano appears in final
bars only, to nice effect. Best piece on this disc. (O09)
Liturgy of St John Chrysostom, op 37
MI had gift for meaningful liturgical writing. The recording gives only the choral bits, no
chant, no texts (the Rachmaninoff Liturgy gives full text). But there’s enough to feel the
beauty of the choral writing, nearly all of it homophonic choral chant. (Ag11)
Vespers, op 43
Nine numbers, 5 evening, 4 morning (?). This music is a lesson in the variety that can be
drawn from simple homophony. The restraint of “Having seen the Resurrection” is
exemplary. The final Gloria is great stuff too. No texts. (Ag11)
Caucasian Sketches, Suites 1 & 2

Strong Orientalist character sketches. I’m reminded of the Peer Gynt Suites, but surprised
at the elaboration of these. There are strong echoes of Rimsky and Borodin. One
movement in Suite No 1 is “In a Mosque.” The Berceuse in Suite No 2 is all but lifted
from Nutcracker. (O16)
Turkish March; Turkish Fragments, op 62
The March is more military than Turkish. The Fragments are a four-movement Suite very
like the Sketches but more concise. (O16)
An Evening in Georgia, op 71
A Quintet for flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and harp in G minor, 5’. A real charmer in
the Asian manner of Borodin. Ippolitov is praised for preparing groundwork of music in
Georgia. (Je20)
JOHN IRELAND
Quartet No 1 in D minor
Both of Ireland’s Quartets are student works. Liner notes call this one Brahmsian with no
trace of the composer to come. I suppose it could be mistaken for Brahms with a touch of
Elgar melancholy. Tricky hemiolas in Scherzo. Andante pretty, no more. Vivace changes
mood and texture but maintains momentum well enough. OK but negligible. (Ag13)
The Holy Boy
One of Ireland’s most popular tunes, here in quartet version – English pastoralism, quite
beautiful, gorgeously played by the Magginis. (Ag13) The big tune in its cello-piano
version. (N13)
Quartet No 2 in C minor
More ambitious than the First, and the opening theme with its pentatonic feel declares
allegiance to Dvorak. Nocturne opens up a beautiful long-breathed melody in major; B
section not conventionally stormy but increasingly chromatic. Scherzo in minor
rough-shod – Trio in major, legato. 2/4. Finale sets variations on a soulful theme in
minor. Strong, viable work, but still not what Ireland’s admirers look to him for. (Ag13)
Violin Sonata No 1 in D minor
This turns out to be the less played of Ireland’s Sonatas. Allegro begins like Brahms but
drifts into Delius: the two don’t mix. I assume the form is controlled but I can’t (or
neglected) to follow it: only the little hooked motif repeated endlessly. Romance begins
semplice, but the melody loses phrase structure, meanders without cadence; B section
repeats motif sequentially, develops, nice return. Rondo Finale is Brahmsian with a
skipping, frisky theme, drifts into Brit pastoral and Gallic pastorelle, with a few Indian
tom-tom fifths. Daniel Hope plays with scraping bombast and skitter flottando. (S13)
Cello Sonata in G minor
Begins Moderato with dour and simple theme mid-register; tempo increases with further
exposition; development increases tempo further, feels natural, becomes grandiose; nice
ending. Largamente is elegiac expansion of a beautiful melodic idea; piano stays simple
and direct with none of the dubious harmonic turns Ireland seems to like. I’m 0surprised
that I like this fine inspired work. (N13)
Legend, piano & orchestra
Dark and brooding, say the notes, when I was prepared for lighter pastoral. The piece
fixates on rotated groups of notes, with big rumbles from orchestra and percussion.
There’s a narrative about climbing the hill of Leper’s Way to a medieval church and

encountering a group of children at play – who turn out to be visionary, and vanish. The
piece seems to be popular, but I don’t get it. (F16)
LUDWIG IRGENS-JENSEN
Symphony in D minor
This composer’s name has stuck in my mind since I first heard it on KUOM as a kid, but
I’ve not heard a note since then. The Symphony is a large 44' wartime piece in three
movements. Allegro has much material, varied – nervously agitated, ominous, slow and
elegiac. I can’t follow the form but it makes dramatic sense. Neo-Romantic, modal, but
with odd harmonic shadings and suspended phrases. Andante is stoic, elegiac, very
beautiful; B section returns to anxious agitato, builds formal fugue to big ending. Finale
(here restored after the composer cut it) begins slowly, works into extended but
fragmented march, solemn chorale, anxious military stuff building to strident chord —
quiet Lento coda. Symphony is like a brilliant but very clumsy child. (Mh12)
Air
Orchestration of brief early song. Elegiac, nice. (Mh12)
Passacaglia
Neo-baroque in title and fugal passages, highly romantic in spirit. A passacaglia normally
has a relentless inevitability, but this one emphasizes free variation, builds toward final
chorale, seeming to turn major by degrees. Fabulous ending. (Mh12)
Bol’s Song
Brief melancholy tune for orchestra, very nice. Is it the same as the Air, above? (Jy12)
HEINRICH ISAAC
Angeli, Archangeli
Isaac seems closer to the high Renaissance mode of Josquin than either Obrecht or
Busnois before him on this disc, despite a bit of hocketing. Wonderful All Saints text.
(My09)
Missa de Apostolis
Unusual alternatim setting of entire Mass, minus Credo. Distinctive. Still lengthy at 30'.
Polyphonic bits are elaborate 6-parts. Isaac’s style seems closest to Josquin. (N09)
Missa de Beata Mariae Virgine à 4
The Mass is prefaced by chant and an extraordinary organ piece by Hofhaimer, played on
one of the oldest extant organs in Europe. The Mass itself is alternatim, quite archaic
sounding in spots. The performance more earthy than etherial, not conventionally
beautiful but accomplished and convincing (though CD needs more ambience). (My10)
Missa de Beata Mariae Virgine à 6
Here the alternatim is taken not by plainchant but by organ, as Hofhaimer might have
improvised. The notes are speculative but the practice is not. The Mass is otherwise the
same piece, with two voices added at the request of Maximilian. Fascinating CD. (My10)
Virgo prudentissima
Lengthy 12' ceremonial motet included on King’s Eight Arcadelt disc. Written for
imperial coronation, wonderful contrast between full choir and 2 or 3 part writing,
beautiful text (apart from the bloody politics). Tempo a touch fast? (Jy10)
Ave Regina caelorum; Ave ancilla Trinitatis
Maletto’s Italian group seems to emphasize the archaic element in Isaac, or maybe I
overestimated his likeness to Josquin. The first motet is given unaccompanied, the second

with brass and a full versus sub choir. Performance is very polished – another hit for
Glossa. (Muskoka—Jy16)
Missa Misericordias Domini
The Mass is for four voices. The style has much of the free rhythmic complexity of
earlier fifteenth-century music, but it is more recognizably harmonic. There are
homophonic bits, very modal, but most of the texture is imitative. The Sanctus is
particularly ornate. Performance is flawless – the female treble is magnificent.
(Muskoka—Jy16)
5 motets
“Inviolata” is a hymn to Mary. There’s no explanation of the peculiar division of the text
or assignment of parts – I hear brass, organ, a viol or two, and varying numbers of voices.
The effect is very archaic. (2) “Sub tuum praesidium” is done à cappella, quite consonant
with a touch of fauxbourdon. (3) “Liberosi Regam iste” is another hymn to the BVM. (4)
“Quae es ista” begins with a strange apostrophe to Mary rising from the desert like a
pillar of smoke. I hear more imitation in this, plus rhythmic variation and fauxbourdon.
Gorgeous. (5) “O decus ecclesiae” brings back the brass in a ceremonial text with excited
vocal activity. (Jy16)
CHARLES IVES
Three Quarter-Tone Pieces
Some of the most ear-bending stuff I’ve heard. Wonderful! The whole Naxos disc is a
treasure, but this is the prize. (Jy08)
Orchestral Set No 1 “Three Places in New England”
My favorite Ives is nearly unrecognizable in Sinclair’s edition of Ives’s simplified
version: thinned out chords, square rhythms. Riotous second movement infinitely tame.
Third ditto. Ives as neo-classicist? Curious document, but not how I want to hear this
music. (F09)
Orchestral Set No 2
Echt Ives. Is this the piece Stokowski recorded (on my old tape)? Only the middle
movement sounds a little familiar. The hymn tunes (including “Jesus Loves Me”) are
super. The comes close to “Three Places in New England” but will never supplant it.
(F09)
Orchestral Set No 3
First two movements are convincing, relatively light, reconstruction not troublesome.
Lengthy third movement not so: seems to lack purpose. (F09)
Variations on America
I’m so glad to have this in a good recording, either hilarious, or good humored, or
treasonable, depending on listener and mood. (My09) I think I prefer Schuman’s
orchestration because details are clearer than on the organ in a cathedral acoustic, so the
piece is funnier. Apparently the basic variations were written down after improvisation at
age 16; wilder bitonal bits added later. (D13)
Piano Sonata No 1
Sprawling, seemingly formless piece in 5 movements lasting just under 40', each
movement divided into different tempo segments. Much of the material is borrowed,
twisted, superimposed. It lacks the awesome monumentality of the Concord Sonata, but it
is echt Ives, full voiced, not in the least immature. Beautiful moments, lots of slam-bang
virtuosity. Zimdars is phenomenal. (bus to NYC—Ap10)

Psalm 90
Ives’s great setting of the great Psalm: the organ sustaining the choir as it leaps from
consonance to cluster and back, a few bells thrown in. Ives at his best. (O10)
Piano Trio
My recollection of this piece is chaos, but fine performance of the Altenbergs makes
sense of the complex texture, especially the collage of American tunes in the middle
movement. If anything, the long third movement sounds too lucid, but the juxtapositions
of tone and texture are strong. The piece seems greater this time around. (Mh11)
From the Steeples and the Mountains
Short 5' work for four sets of bells, here tubular chimes, with jagged lines for trumpet and
trombone, here more than one on a part. Concert performance. I think the piece was
conceived for several mountain tops. (Jy11)
9 early choral pieces
Uniformly dreadful, performed by Gregg Smith Singers in the manner of a provincial
church choir. Based on late Victorian chromatic hymnody, given harmonic twists, broken
and irregular phrasing, literalistic word painting, odd groupings of voices within the
choir. Lord God Thy Sea – typical, verses probably by Ives. Easter Carol – ambitious,
probably tinkered with later. Crossing the Bar – over the top. Bread of the World is
daring minimalism, potentially effective (like Serenity) – unison choral line, bravely
harmonized in organ. Only the last, Processional, shows Ives in all his provocative
modernity. (Muskoka—Jy13)
The Celestial Country
Oratorio celebrating the Heavenly Jerusalem: “The epitome of what Ives learned from
Horatio Parker,” according to Kirkpatrick. Again, it shows a late romantic, almost woozy
barbershop chromaticism with Ives’s odd phrasing, twisty progressions, odd dissonances,
and noble affirmations. The text by one Henry Alford (Parker’s librettist for Hora
Novissima) is suitably gawdawful. But as Randal Jarrell said of Whitman, even Ives’s
most ghastly writing is not like something you or I could do. (Muskoka—Jy13)
Adeste fideles; Fugues in E♭ and G minor
Early organ pieces: The carol first appears inverted, barely recognizable, then becomes
more distinct but with bitonal spice. The fugues are student exercises from Yale,
romantic harmony but otherwise conventional, except for the end of the E♭ fugue. (D13)
Quartet No 1 “From the Salvation Army”
Familiar enough, the first movement particularly. The Blair Quartet brings out the beauty
of Ives’s faux naïf disconnects and play with gorgeous creamy sound. (F14)
Scherzo
Two minutes for string quartet. “There’s a place in France where the women . . . .” It’s in
there. God knows what else. (F14)
Quartet No 2
This is as tough going as I remember. There a bits of quotation but very subordinated.
Brief moments of triadic harmony (probably sarcastic), but most is freely and crushed
together. The Discussions might erupt in anger. But in Arguments no one listens. The
rhapsodic solo bits are probably Rollo, dreaming, as in the bland bit of An die Freude.
The Mountain Hike starts earlier than expected, in near stasis. A long crescendo builds as
walking becomes strenuous. Wonderful movement, and yes, the ending is gorgeous. (F14)
10 Psalms

A courageous ensemble takes on all of them. PSALM 90 is the longest and most elaborate,
with a tendency to break the choir into massive but quiet clusters, plus various word
painting devices. The organ sits on a bass C pedal, for security. Lovely piano consonant
hymnlike ending with bells. PSALM 25, a cappella, features angular dissonant mirror
writing, even through “Who is the King of glory?” (ending on open fifth). PSALM 67, a
cappella, is bitonal in C and G minor, but it sounds more conventional because the two
keys combine in a dominant ninth chord. PSALM 135, a psalm of praise, uses trumpets
and drum plus organ – it sounds triadic, but tortuous modulations cause great challenges
for the choir intonation. It ends on a resounding C triad. PSALM 14, a cappella, is a psalm
of doubt and falling away, fearsomely dissonant. PSALM 25, with organ, is the second
longest and most complex, incorporating canonic devices and dodecaphonic lines. The
text prays for faith and strength, the psalmist’s shames expressed in wilting chromatic
gestures and a thick cluster. PSALM 100 uses double a cappella choir plus chimes: Ives’s
joyful noise pits keys of C and D♭ against each other. PSALM 54 is fearsome too, both
harmonically and rhythmically. PSALM 150, a cappella, slips in and out of triadic
harmonies and adjacent dissonance, with a brief contrapuntal bit. PSALM 42, with organ,
is a throwback, possibly the earliest psalm, a metrical psalm in triadic Tate & Brady style,
marked by a couple of weird progressions and a snaky Amen. (N16)
Universe Symphony
Scary. Reinhard claims to have followed Ives’s instructions exactly, without adding notes
of his own. He makes much of two features: (1) the time grid, based on a tempo too slow
for metronome, marked by percussion; and (2) a tuning system that interprets accidentals
qualitatively (i.e. A# is higher than B♭). The orchestra uses conventional instruments,
except for the percussion, but there are reduced strings and multiple winds and brass. For
recording, Reinhard conducted small groups, four players at a time, and overlaid tracks.
Only 19 players were used to cover 94 separate parts.
The piece is in seven continuous movements, including a very short Introduction
and a half-hour Prelude. What I hear mainly is noisy drumbeats that seem random but
move to the slow tempo and coincide at grid points. There are also gongs, sustained
sounds. Strings and winds appear briefly at 18’, flute and piano a few minutes later.
There are no handy Ivesian quotations to hang on to. Section A (12’ long) begins with
several flutes and other winds. Drum explosions have stopped, but there’s still an eerie
subliminal trace. Eventually congestion takes over, all at the slow tempo.
Prelude No 2 and Section B are disproportionately short, and Reinhard offers no
description. There’s no change in general sound – loud aggregations of brass in Section
B. Prelude 3, shortest of all, is completed by Setion C, a full 11’. Some ungodly sounds,
fortissimo: I can’t tell what’s producing them. Are they trying to make a chorale of some
kind? If this recording does in fact represent Ives’s imagination, I’m wholly lost. But I
suspect some sort of pedantry on Reinhard’s part. At any rate, I’m unconvinced. A
party piece, maybe Hallowe’en. (F17)
Piano Sonata No 2 “Concord”
Four movements, 39’. I can’t believe I haven’t revisited this favorite for so long, though I
do remember hearing it in the car at some point. Here it is in the venerable Kirkpatrick
performance, his second, from 1968. What was it I listened to, then, circa 1964 with Dale
and Lee Tolo? Was it the Kontarsky LP? The website that compares recordings doesn’t
give dates, though it does note that Kontarsky has the fastest timings. Here the

Hawthorne movement sounds breakneck, The doctored Sony sound is very good if very
bright and forward. (Jy20) I’ve never heard Ives’ own recordings of fragments of his
masterpiece. To me they are a curiosity, though to pianists they seem to be an instruction
manual of sorts. The doctored sound is suspect, exactly like the Kirkpatrick CD. (Jy20)
GRAYSTON IVES
7 anthems
Church music by popular Brit composer of pleasing, unassuming, well-made choral
works. He was once in the King`s Singers, but I like his stuff much better than Bob
Chilcott`s. We`ve done the Isaac Watts “Land of Pure Delight” with Paul. The two Latin
motets are for men à cappella and fairly challenging; “Lord is it I” is also for men, a
narrative anthem with organ with the disciples’ guilty question given to trebles. “Divine
Love” sets Corinthians 13 using plainchant as base to point text and avoid sentimentality;
likewise the treatment of Philippians in “Christ’s Glory.” (N14)
Missa brevis
Very economical text setting – a fine reverent Agnus Dei. (N14)
The Edington Service
Mag & Nunc written on commission knowing minimum rehearsal time was available. It
still sounds difficult. (N14)
3 anthems; Processional
Psalm 23 sounds straightforward and homophonic. Why hasn’t Paul had us do it? We
have done the lovely “Listen Sweet Dove.” Ives inserts a cheeky little organ Processional
into the mix. “Nos autem gloriari” is a Maundy Thursday text, solemn, penitential, filled
with Christian hope: beautiful setting of a wonderful text. (N14)
Canterbury Te Deum
Commissioned for the installation of an Archbishop, so filled with brass fanfares and
folderol, brass quintet and 8-part choir. Effective enough, I guess. (N14)
ÉLISABETH JACQUET de la GUERRE
Lisle de Délos
Secular Cantata for soprano celebrating a mythical locus amoenus, a haven for the arts.
No dramatic tension or deep feeling. A tuneful divertissement. I hate to say, but it drips
feminine charm: French baroque at its chirpiest. I wish her Te Deum were extant. (N10)
Jonas
Solo Cantata in French. No Latin, no chorus, so not in the new oratorio mode. The
subject gives occasion for La Tempeste, which turns into a narrative aria, plus a beautiful
aria of penitence. The final two arias emphasize sacrifice and salvation — the monstre
de la mer is quite incidental. Beautiful performance by Isabelle Desrochers. (N10)
Harpsichord Suite No 3 in A minor
Fine Suite of dances: lots of character, though not character pieces à la Couperin. (N10)
6 Harpsichord Suites
Ten years older than Couperin le Grande, Jacquet de la Guerre produced dance suites in
the manner of the first wave of clavecinistes. I’d have to get closer to distinguish her
from, say, Louis Couperin, but these project a strong, forward personality. Francesca
Lafranca’s harpsichord has a rich bass and a pleasing treble, and her ornamentation is
sharply etched and varied. The six suites are not called “suites” but “pièces” in a certain
key. Four of the six are in minor. All are a governed by the standard
Allemande-Courante-Gigue pattern with a tendency to finish with Minuet, but there is

some license with a Gavotte, a Rondeau, two Canaries, and two Chaconnes. The D minor
set “peuvent se jouer sur le viollon” (though not here). This set has ten movements,
including an elaborate 5’ Prélude and a 5’ final Chaconne, plus three Doubles. It begins
with La flammonde, perhaps a tribute to the new manner of Couperin. I wonder if these
baroque Doubles were ever played simultaneously with their originals – their clock times
are nearly identical to the second? This set seems weightier than the others. (What is that
clanking glass sound in tracks 14 and 15?) Masterpieces by a substantial composer. (N19)
JACQUET de la MANTUA
Surge Petre; Missa Surge Petre
Jacquet was prominent in the generation of Willaert, born in Flanders and active in Italy
under the Gonzagas. The motet is an elaborate 6-voice treatment of the Petrine verses
(the Gonzagas had designs on the Papacy). The style resembles Gombert’s clotted
counterpoint that the Brabant Ensemble does its best to keep translucent. I can’t make out
the text. Tempi are not driven, and dynamic control on both large and small scale is
exquisite. (S15)
5 motets
The little Ave Maria for just three trebles is gorgeous relief after the Mass. O
Pulcherissima is for the same ensemble. O vos omnes, penitential motet for Holy Week,
is chastely set for four voices, beautifully transparent, even bits of archaic fauxbourdon –
unutterably beautiful. In illo tempore, on verses from John’s Farewell Discourses is set
for 5 voices (and also attributed to Gombert or Jacquet de Berchem). Here are false
relations, just when I was thinking they’d gone out of fashion. Dominum non secunda
peccata nostra is a 6-voice penitential motet for Ash Wednesday, deep voiced with
high-low contrast and some astringent dissonance. Marvelous. (S15)
SALOMON JADASSOHN
Symphony No 1 in C, op 24
Jadasson’s debut Symphony in 1860 was short at 21’ (though the conductor omits
repeats) in cheery, non-threatening C major. The opening theme might have become a
Scherzo – then the real Scherzo follows in duple time! There’s an allusion to Schumann,
and in the Trio to Mendelssohn. Lento is described as imitating Beethoven’s Seventh
Symphony march, but again it’s in 3 (if that’s what he intended). Vivace Finale, busy and
bright, with return of the Mannheim skyrocket. The comparison here is not Schumann or
Mendelssohn, but Gounod or Bizet. Either way, Jadassohn falls woefully short. (N16)
Symphony No 2 in A, op 28
Longer than the First, with dotted theme, even rabbit-like, rather in Mendelssohn’s elfin
mode with a few tricks of modulation, a brief shift to legato. Andante is lyrical and
ventures some modulation but remains four-square. Stopped horns and a fine passage
with striding bass are assets. Vivace Scherzo works dotted notes against 3/4 time nicely
– placid Trio returns a second time. Finale grazioso again in 3, with a jumpy theme that
lacks charm. (N16)
Cavatine in F, violin and orchestra, op 69
Surprisingly, this lovely piece conveys some feeling in a serene melody worth lingering
over. It reminds me of the slow movement of Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto. (N16)
Symphony No 3 in D minor, op 50
Allegro appassionato begins with dotted rhythm that pervades the entire symphony, with
lots of dot-dot-dash bits in the brass. Jadassohn’s first minor-key symphony with

dramatic aspirations. A major key second subject gives it more traction, and there’s a
high spot in the coda tutti. Andante features an expansive melody in 6/8, shared between
horn and strings (nice leaping ninth). Short B section in minor sets up return of the big
tune, embellished and more richly scored. Menuetto is a mocking minor key canon with
great octave leaps, even a faint foreshadowing of Mahler. Allegro Finale is a festive
march: more dotted rhythms – with moments of shadow and some unorthodox
progressions. It ends with short presto coda. Jadassohn thought this his best work to date,
and I think it’s his go-to symphony. (N16)
Cavantine in F, cello & orchestra
Jadassohn’s last work. It begins like its violin companion as a purely expansive melody,
but the writing is much more varied, with dramatic turns and interplay with oirchestra.
Nice. (N16)
Symphony No 4 in C minor, op 101
Allegro begins with an affecting slow intro with lovely horn solo and free tempo: a
Schumann sound. The movement gets going in an attractive 12/8 theme with dotted
figures, major-minor shifts, reminders of wind solos, and ends patetico, slowly but
abruptly. Scherzo is vivo – the four-bar phrases turn it into a second 12/8, sounding larky
after the serious first movement. Adagio returns to deep affetuoso in a kind of solemn
quickstep (is this really Adagio, or does it need the loving hands of a Klemperer?).
There’s a surprise modulation – a rarity! Finale begins with note-by-note repetition of the
slow intro before taking off in a spirited quick march full of triplets, triplets unstoppable
to the end. (N16)
Piano Concerto No 1 in C minor, op 89
Genre makes so much difference! Jadassohn is a different composer here, composing in
the candlelight of Liszt. A short 16’, the Concerto opens with improvisatory gestures,
moves into Adagio that builds into a broad string melody with piano rippling arpeggios
across the keyboard. Allegro takes off in 3, deciso, still in minor, with a swooning
romantic second subject and a piu mosso coda. A replication of Lisztian form. (N16)
Piano Concerto No 2 in F minor, op 90
Larger and more conventional than the First, with sonata forms first and last and a
major-key Finale. The piano does its harp stuff but commands the spotlight too. Allegro
themes have passion alla Marcia. Andantino ventures some chromatic twists à la Reger,
but the tunes remain tweety and salonlike. The movement accelerates tempos before
returning to Tempo primo. Finale in 3 unfolds naturally, with impressive pianistic
writing. The two Concerti clearly show Jadassohn better than the Symphonies, especially
the first two. (N16)
HYACINTHE JADIN
Pianoforte Sonata in F# minor
Very classical, predictable in its four-bar phrasing. Some surprising turns of harmony, but
claim in notes that HJ prefigures Schubert seem greatly exaggerated. Minuet has tricky
cross rhythms. (Ap09)
Pianoforte Sonatas in B♭, C# minor, and F
Coming to these after hearing the Mozart Sonata cycle, I am more rather than less
impressed. The B♭ Sonata has more elaborate figuration than in Mozart Sonatas, still
tinkly, but trying to fill in richer sound. Second subject wholly disconnected from first.

The C# minor is truly plangent, well laid out. The F-major has some daring
modulations. Yes, these are a step toward later work. (My09)
3 Trios, op 2
From the first note these have a beautiful sound, classical in style but warming toward the
Romantic, with dark shades running throughout. Maybe it’s the fine playing, that avoids a
lot of spicky stuff. But Jadin has constant interest, a sense of surprise turn, a beautiful
melodic gift. The minor genre of string trio is not relevant: this is major music by any
standard. A tragic loss on the order of Pergolesi, Arriaga, Reubke, Lekeu . . . . (O10)
Quartet in E♭, op 2/1
Opens with challenge to Mozart’s Dissonant, settles into Allegro just as surprisingly, with
some striking off-tonic passages and other twists. Lyric Adagio has some catch-in-thebreath moments. Minuetto routine apart from chromaticism. Lively Finale. Super piece
not a surprise from this composer. (My11)
Quartet [in D—], op 4/1
The only Quartet in just two movements, both marked Allegro. First is expansive, well
crafted. Rondo has charming theme. (My11)
Quartet in F minor, op 1/3
Jadin’s Serioso, yet he died before Beethoven’s op 18. Beautifully worked out. Minuet
has unusual statement in severe octaves. Adagio rides on a persistent rhythm in the cello.
Finale a savory Polonaise with lots of character. If anything, the Quartets are even
stronger than the Piano Sonatas. (My11); Allegro remains fixed in pathetic minor; coda
beautifully extended with delayed cadence. Extraordinary Minuet entirely in unison until
major key Trio. Adagio sustains over rhythmic cello figure, gorgeous. Polonaise Finale
lacks the characteristic rhythmic pattern, but it’s a cocky dance tune. I remember hearing
this before. Jadin takes his place beside the beloved Arriaga. (My13)
LEOS JANACEK
Pochod Modrá…k
Piccolo is novelty: political overtones of invading Prussians, treated lightly. (D08)
Glagolitic Mass
Not as scary as I thought. I’ve been avoiding this piece, and it’s vintage Janacek of
course, intense but clear in its outlines. Vocal writing makes me think of Kodaly’s
Psalmus Hungaricus. (F09)
Quartet No 2, “IntimateLetters”
Janacek gets stranger, more inexplicable, the more often I hear him. Consummate
performance of a masterpiece. Greatest second violin part ever written? (F09—Zemlinsky
Qt live )
4 Moravian Folk Poems
Janacek in folksong mode — beautiful simple melodies. I might not guess the composer
but for the curt, understated treatment. Brief, very attractive set. (My11)
The Diary of One Who Vanished
I’ve never heard this piece before, having been put off by the disdain of that store clerk in
Dinkytown. It is very strange, not only because of the female voice and offstage trio, but
because of the extreme curtness of the style exaggerated by the compression of the Czech
(Moravian?) language. I waive the strangeness of Bostridge’s voice, especially since he
negotiates those high notes at the end. The narrative turns on the absolute division

between peasant and gipsy, with the gipsy woman as seductress, of course. Did Janacek
write the anonymous verses? (Muskoka, Jy11)
15 Moravian Folksongs
Wordless arrangements for piano, only 2 more than a minute long. Curt, stark, sometimes
unfinished. The last is wonderfully halting, stumbling. (Muskoka, Jy11)
7 Piano Pieces
Fugitive miniatures but not folksongs. A couple of them early but mostly mature.
(Muskoka, Jy11)
Taras Bulba
While I love the Sinfonietta, I have trouble recapturing this piece. In three movements:
Remember chimes and Janacek micro-motifs in the first, familiar staccato motif in the
second, big drums with brass chorale at end. (O11) On CBC, a warm and fuzzy
performance, less spiky than I remember it. It felt good. (F17)
Adagio for Orchestra
Early work published posthumously: mournful, agitated, with fragments of dance music.
Intriguing mosaic. (O11)
Suite for Orchestra, op 3
Early work in four movements: Janacek in folkloric guise, very Slavic folksy and lighter
than usual. Could almost be Dvorak. (O11)
Jealousy
Original overture to Jenufa, a curious reaching for the radical style not quite getting there.
It’s noticeably more conventional than the opera. (O11)
Cossack Dance; Serbian Reel
Short 2' dances for orchestra with a degree of fragmentation. (O11)
The Ballad of Blanik
Tone Poem on a subject treated by Smetana in Ma Vlast. (Blanik is the mountain where
the souls of defeated Hussites wait for the call to come to the aid of Czechs.) Shortish at
9', but a significant effort to mediate between LJ’s folkloric impulse and his modernist
expressionism. Super piece. (O11)
The Fiddler’s Child
Earlier Tone Poem from 1912-13, said to be on the cusp of LJ’s radical style: major
fragmentation, juxtaposition of elements. Alas, the EMI booklet doesn’t bother to give
program. Lots of violin, viola solo, rather quiet, muted tone. (O11)
On an Overgrown Path, Book I
Set of ten character pieces for piano, with descriptive titles. Style not modernist, not
flashy or pianistic: more like folksong arrangements, though they are not. Mostly
lamentoso, though Little Swallows is bright. Not major work. (D11)
Piano Sonata I.x.1905
Backstory more impressive than the music. On October 1, 1905, a student was bayoneted
in Brno in civic strife with the ruling Germans. Then, just before the work’s premiere in
1906, Janacek tried to destroy the piece, and succeeded in burning the third movement in
the presence of the performer. He later threw the score into the river, but the pianist had
made a copy. The two extant movements represent Foreboding, understated, hesitant,
quiet, and the Death, not dramatized but commemorated. (D11)
In the Mists

Four piano pieces, fairly substantial, not very pianistic, much of it conventional
harmonically though with moments of modal flurry or major-minor strangeness or folkish
motifs defamiliarized. Presto Finale flashier, more aggressive. There’s more of the
genuine Janacek here than in any of the other piano works. (Ja12)
On an Overgrown Path, Book II
Five piano pieces, not with titles as in Book I but tempo markings. No less character
pieces for that. Not especially folksy, they seem more substantial than I remember
Book I to be. Last piece makes fine finish. (Ja12)
Quartet No 1 “Kreutzer Sonata”
Performed with enormous care for coloration and none at all for rhythmic impulse by the
Cecilia Quartet. Perhaps the lecture on leitmotifs turned it too much into film music
without the film. This group plays everything the same way. (Mh12) Played with furious
intensity by the St Lawrence Quartet. The little demonstration of motifs made for
narrative clarity – the music was not cinema but opera. Spectacular performance
(breaking in a new second violin in that part!) (FSA live, Ap16) Another live performance
with plot summary for preface, very useful. The Calidore played well – much better than
their Mendelssohn – and there was passion in three parts, but I still felt the first violin
was robotic. (live, Jeffrey concerts, F18)
Violin Sonata
I’ve heard this piece a number of times but scarcely know it. Like Szymanowski’s
Mythes on the same CD, it reconfigures the violin-piano duo, here disconnected,
turbulent, with sudden gestures, pizzicati. Ballade is similar in manner and tempo, but the
cantabile is more sustained, and there’s a fragment of folksong. Allegretto is for the first
time unmistakable Janacek, with pounding repeated figures, gruff ending. Adagio Finale
returns to sustained arioso, interrupted by gruff figures. Fine performance — I’m
beginning to grasp it. (Mh13)
CLÉMENT JANEQUIN
Le Caquet des femmes, La Chasse, et al.
First observation: the famous onomatopoeic chansons are the longest, most elaborate, but
far the fewest in number. (Others are the Chanson des oiseaux, Les cris de Paris, La
Fricassée parisienne.) The rest take more conventional subjects: love, a rossignol, verses
by Ronsard & Marot. All are 4 or 5 voices, much more varied than earlier secular choral
music I’ve heard, from the affecting “J’ay double dueil” to the comic “Revenés souvent
m’amye”: more like the English madrigal tradition several decades later. The Madrigal
must have pointed to the development of choral technique, and even more important, true
affect in music. (Check the Attaignant publication dates given as index of the popularity
of the genre: I count 12 published sources between 1529 and 1557.) “La Guerre” in the
last reminds me of Marinetti’s Parole in Libertà, except that Marinetti took himself
seriously. Did EP not grasp Janequin’s humor? or did he? The performance is virtuoso
calibre. The hunting dogs are masterly. (Jy10—Muskoka)
PHILIP JARNACH
3 early French Songs
Jarnach was born of a Spanish father, raised in France, but chose to be German, moving
first to Zurich, then to Berlin with his mentor Busoni. He is best known for completing
Busoni’s Doktor Faustus. These songs, two of them on verses by Albert Samain, are in a

Debussyan symbolist manner: “Ville morte” very dramatic, “Arpège” closer to Fauré,
“Le forêt antique” (by one Noisement) pure Debussy. Interesting repertoire. (Ja15)
Sonatine, flute & piano
Jarnach’s most frequently performed piece. The sound is still French but more angular –
my guess would be Roussel. A single movement, Langsam with varying tempi, but it
feels cohesive. (Ja15)
4 Lieder, op 7
Late Romantic chromaticism, or rather, Schumann with sudden lurches into alien keys at
cost to the vocal line. I expected the Münchhausen poems to bumptious and
tongue-in-cheek, but no. Who is this Münchhausen? The Hölderlin and Falke are more
center-of-the-road. (Ja15)
Sonata for Violin Solo, op 13
Written after Reger’s solo Sonatas and dedicated to him. Three movements: Andante
highly chromatic, ambiguous tonality. Prestissimo briefly throws around some wild
dotted figures but soon slows down for extended B section. Allegro deciso alternates
between struck double stops and lyric passages. Kolja Lessing, the violinist and also the
pianist on this CD, is a very fine player. (Ja15)
5 Gesânge, op 18
Heavy-duty poems by Rilke frame centerpiece by Stefan Georg, lighter bits of Heine and
Knaben Wunderhorn intervening. The first is a great heroic song, a real blast, the second
half hushed, convincing, and the Georg a beautiful setting, chromatic but avoiding the
awkward twists of op 7. Heine gets march music, and the final song is stormy and
declamatory. A great set, though I’d like the heroic piece at the end. (Ja15)
Sarabande, op 17/2
Substantial ten-minute piano piece, no miniature and far removed from the baroque
dance. The piano thunders. Quite moving. (Ja15)
Dar Amrumer Tagebuch, op 30
Piano Suite in three movements: Hymnus makes booming chordal opening, quiets down
with crescendo at end. Elegie spins a thin line over throbbing 6/8 beat, relentless to the
end. Sturmreigen is no so much fierce as teeming and drenching. Jarnach is an able
composer who never quite catches fire. (Ja15)
ARMAS JÄRNEFELT
Symphonic Fantasy
Järnefelt has been no more than a name to me. I had him tagged as Swedish (and he
became a Swedish citizen), but he was not only a true Finn but brother-in-law to Sibelius.
His compositions are few and early because he turned his career to conducting. This
ambitious single-movement piece was a flop at its premiere: too gloomy. It combines the
austerity of Sibelius with lavish orchestration (harp, wind colors), but it needs more
melodic tang. (Ag12)
Suite in E♭
Five movements, wholly melodic with character of Russian folktune in lavish
late-romantic orchestration. Souped-up Grieg. Great Scherzo, stirring final March . Nice.
(Ag12) Pure music, not excerpts, no descriptive titles. Andantino is Russian dance,
Adagio chromatically inflected like Grieg (beautiful), Puresto pure Mendelssohn scherzo,
Lento an emotional Lied, Allegro feroce, which breaks in suddenly, turns into

Tchaikovskian march. Nothing new but nice well orchestrated tunes. Still, I forgot that
I’d heard it a month ago. (S12)
Berceuse, violin & orchestra
Beautiful, sentimental, melancholy melody. Järnefelt’s greatest hit, though I don’t
remember ever hearing it. (Ag12) I listened again, purposely, for the gorgeous melancholy
air. (S12)
Serenade
Järnefelt’s largest work, a six-movement piece written while he was still studying with
Massenet, and more serious than the title suggests. Rhythmic minor-key opening, many
mood swings, lyrical string solos, passionate tutti string unisons. It seems danceable,
though more durchkomponiert than usual for ballet music. Violin solo in the melancholy
Adagio has appeared as a stand alone concert piece, beautiful. Allegretto a ghostly waltz.
Brief Sostenuto forms prelude to Vivace Finale, a peasant dance interrupted by
sentimental memories. Very attractive piece: symphonic construction but no symphonic
development. (S12)
JIRÍ JAROCH
Children’s Suite
Unpretentious, well-made set of pieces for mixed nonet. (Mh09)
MAURICE JAUBERT
Saisir; Troi sérénades; Elpénor; Chants sahariens
Apparently the total output of this song composer, very much in the Ravel line with
instrumental accompaniment — like Chansons madécasses. They are otherwise opaque
since I cannot locate texts. Curses on Virgin Classics. (My10)
CARL JENKINS
The Armed Man – A Mass for Peace
Much hyped. I went with open mind and liked it much less than I expected. So much
could have been done that wasn’t – I suspect Jenkins was keeping it simple to increase
sales. The orchestra does nothing: strings are simply a rhythm section, even brass &
percussion demands are limited. There are four soloists, but the two men have practically
nothing to do. Everything is separate on the plate – nothing fluid, overlapped, seamlessly
integrated (I think of the War Requiem, or even Fanshawe’s African Sanctus). Certainly
no counterpoint. The L’Homme Armé tune is good, treatment is predictable but effective,
nothing medieval. Likewise the Gregorian imitation does not sound like chant, with all its
wide leaps, and it’s all bare, separate. The four calls to prayer – Muslim, Jewish, Hindu,
Christian – good idea, but not integrated. The settings of the Latin ordinary are
disappointingly unimaginative: why not boy sopranos for the Christe, or a
counter-melody for the second Kyrie? The Last Post might have worked better had the
trumpet been off stage. Ring happy bells at the end had not a bell in sight. There’s
avant-gardish moaning in the Hiroshima bit, but it stops, nothing done with it anywhere
else in the piece. Living torches: I kept wanting to hear the sparks and smoke, a couple of
piccolos maybe? But all drab. Best movements are the trumpet’s clangor, where the
orchestra sets up 4/4 and the choir enters in three (every soprano swaying to keep the
beat), and the Hosanna, with some interjected bars of – was it 11? But so little of this
kind of interest. The hymn-chorale ending could work (the words are awkwardly
metricalized), but the Praise the Lord ending was just abrupt and dull. Maybe a Praise the

Lord ultra-pianissimo? Or fortissimo with dimuendo to silence? There seems so much the
man never thought of. OTOH, Gerald Fagan was directing. (Live, Fagan, Sept 11, S11)
JOHN JENKINS
Consort Music
Beautifully performed by Ensemble Jérôme Hantaï, much better than the Rose Consort
on Naxos, less mannered than the Leonhardt group on LP (though I’d love to hear that
again with all those dynamic swells). I still don’t grasp the nomenclature of “fantazia,”
“in nomine,” and so on. (Ja09)
Consort Music
The Fretwork box set is a terrific buy: performances are pure in style. They seemed
rushed at first, but they vary tempos. Nicely idealized Hausmusik of the most cultivated
sort. (F09)
Division Music
Jenkins is the star of this CD with three lyra consorts, but other masters of this
still-forgotten generation also appear: William Lawes, Christopher Simpson, an Eccles.
Jenkins’ Consort in D is sprightly, more light-hearted than I’ve heard from this repertoire.
Lawes is darker, and uses an organ keyboard. The divisions are apparently written out,
though the liner notes extol the art of improvisation. (My guess is that it began with solo
keyboard – virginals, organ – and then got taken up in Hausmusik as a cooperative
challenge.) Fabulous CD. (Ja19)
ADOLF JENSEN
Sieben Gesänge aus dem Spanischen Liederbuch
Presumably from the same collection that Wolf set. I know nothing of Jensen, but the
songs date from 1860. Piano writing is relatively sophisticated. Zwei Ängelein sets piano
countermelody against the voice. I should check Wolf for direct comparisons. Abmarsch
has interesting blend of trumpet fanfares and lament. Implied narrative of love,
separation, desolation. A very impressive, beautiful cycle. (S17)
Erotikon, op 44
Seven piano pieces by a composer new to me. Jensen was greatly admired by Schumann,
but he mostly worked in small forms and his few larger works (Sonata, Piano Trio,
symphonic poem) were less successful. He died of TB at age 42. These pieces bear
classical titles – Kassandra, Elektra, Galatea, Eros, Kypris – but it’s hard to get the
connection. There’s instability in the harmonies, and the liner notes claim a Brahmsian
care with form. (My18)
Deutsche Suite in B minor, op 39
Piano suite in six movements, 23’, an exercise “im alten Stil” published 1869. Prescribed
dances: Allemande, Andante, Courante, Sarabande, Gavotte, Gigue. Splendid piece. The
imitation is very close, but the language never not of its time. (My18)
Three Songs [transcribed by Reger]
Reger published these in 1910 at the apex of his career, a tribute to Jensen’s popularity.
His versions are “obviously non-interventionist,” and “leave the originals little altered,”
like Schubert delicately updated. Gorgeous, especially the third. (My18)
Der Scheidenden: Zwei Romanzen, op 16
What EP called the “blurry and rippling” type of pianism. I’m a sucker for it. These too
are gorgeous, but “less cogent” according to the liner notes. Yes. (My18)
JERGEN JERSILD

2 Impromptus
Late modern Danish composer, born 1913, who studied with Roussel. These pieces sound
like Roussel, French with an angular, sharp-edged disposition, but very conventional for
1996. (Ja14)
Trois pieces en concert
Tambourin is in character but in middle register with off-balance rhythms. Romanesque
refers to the architectural style, apparently: the beginning severe, staccato, becoming
faster, more fantastic, with Renaissance allusions. Farandole is presto 6/8, nothing at all
like Bizet. A very effective set, popular recital fare in Denmark. (Ja14)
JOSEPH JOACHIM
3 Hebrew Melodies, op 9
Pieces for viola and piano supposedly after poems from Byron’s Hebrew Melodies. They
sound more Hebrew than Byron does, and they don’t display Joachim’s fixation on
constant double stopping. But musically they seem thin. Ron Ephrat plays a bright
sounding instrument. (live, Parry Sound, Jy15)
JAMES P. JOHNSON
Victory Stride; Harlem Symphony
The first sounds like a big band piece for orchestra. Harlem Symphony (1932) is an early
effort at Afro symphonic music, two years after Still’s First, in four programmatic
movements. Subway Journey: lots of motor syncops, brass, string gliss. April in Harlem:
a sentimental moment from a Broadway Show. Night Club: very convincing from the
composer of Charleston, wonderful dissonant fleering bit in the middle. Baptist Mission
begins in tragedy, repeats Blues tune through crescendo. JPJ’s music is cruder than Still’s
or Dawson’s, but has its own flavor. (Ottawa trip—My10)
Concerto Jazz a Mine, piano & orchestra
Only the first two movements are extant, but the Adagio is sectional with lively bits, so
not an unsuitable Finale. The music is jazz/pops, a medley of undeveloped ideas.
(Ottawa trip—My10)
American Symphonic Suite
More medley, or should I say variations? said to be based on Handy’s St Louis Blues.
The second movement, Drums, is well named: quasi-African anthropology? self
parody? The third, Charleston, begins with a delicious slow intro, then gives the real
thing. Any one of the movements could stand alone, but the last is best. (Ottawa, My10)
BEN JOHNSTON
Quartet No 1 “Nine Variations”
Quartet in the extreme serial mode of the post-war avant garde. The theme is not stated:
presumably it’s the row itself. But the variations have well defined and differentiated
character within a Webernesque minimalism. Affect is unusual in this kind of music, but
very strong stuff. (S13)
Quartet No 5
Concentrated divagation on the folksong Lonesome Valley, in one movement. Johnston
studied with Harry Partch using unusual sounds and bent intonation (somehow based on
the harmonic series), I also hear some jazz stride in the bass. Despite the avant garde
antics, the song is an Ariadne’s thread. Performance is an incredible feat. Bravo! A
deeply moving masterpiece. Avant garde bluegrass. (S13)
Quartet No 10

The last of Johnston’s cycle is laid out in four conventional movements and sounds like
catchy jazz-inflected neo-classicism but for the bent intonation. Solemn does the same for
a formal ricercar – pure Ives! Scherzo is a complex polyrhythmic romp, everyone but
violin playing pizzicato. Sprightly is a music history lesson, beginning in medieval 6/8.
Gradually the harmony becomes more familiar but close to minimalist churning, and
suddenly Danny Boy emerges and the intonation creaks, cello enters stride pizz.
Provocative, outrageous, good humored all at once. (S13)
Quartets Nos 3 & 4 “Crossings”
These two Quartets were premiered together in 1976 as they are presented here, separated
by a measured silence. Each is one movement. The third, loosely serial, features some
pitch bending based on upper partials, so there are weird harmonies. But rhythmically,
though fragmented, it sounds like Schoenberg’s neo-classic phase. The Fourth I’ve heard
before, played by Kronos, and being based on the pentatonic “Amazing Grace,” is
unforgettable – Johnston pursued that impossible figment of bringing the avant garde to
the masses. It sounds like Copland on acid. The final statement is intensely moving.
Another masterpiece. (N13)
Quartet No 2
Microtonal throughout, the pitches based on pure untempered tunings of the circles of
fifths and major thirds. I don’t know how live players achieve this, or why Johnston did
not resort to electronic sound, but it’s really far out, even for 1964. I uses widely spaced
intervals, pulseless rhythms. II is more oriented to thirds and closer intervals. III uses
more special effects – gliss, ponticello, snap pizz – more of a caprice. Rugged listening
throughout. (N13)
Quartet No 9
In standard four movements – Johnston calls it a reconceptualized classical style freed
from equal temperament. I is pitched entirely in the space between middle C and the
octave above. II is a sort of Scherzo led by cello, rhythmically exciting. III is a classic
slow movement that starts like Beethoven’s Second. IV begins with dramatic (near)
unison, then swings into a syncopated cakewalk full of Ivesian comedy. Wow! (N13)
BETSY JOLAS
Quatuor VI avec clarinette
I’ve long been curious about this daughter of Eugène Jolas, publisher of Joyce’s Wake,
but this is the first I’ve heard her music. Though she belongs to the generation of Boulez,
Berio and Ligeti, and she worships at the altar of Webern, she also declares her fealty to
Beauty, and thus she develops from the Webern of timbres rather than structures. The
texture here is seemingly consonant, displaying none of the finicky rhythms of post-war
serialism. Boulez would probably sniff and say “romantic.” The piece is in one
movement about 10” long. (Ja15)
Motet IV: Ventosum vocant
This is more fragmented, though less so than much contemporary stuff, with much sung
parlando and spoken bits. Text in Latin is from Petrarca, describing a mountain climb in
Provence. (Ja15)
Love Music, flute & bass clarinet
Extended duet at 13” using modified serialism. The commentary on “love” is contingent
on the very limited overlapping range of the two instruments. Extended techniques are
used with discretion. The two instruments do respond to each other. (Ja15)

Les heures
String Trio in five movements played without a break. The second section is fast, full of
tremolo glissandi, the third (after brief silence) quieter and more sustained. The fourth
spreads the three instruments, unstable pitch at eith extreme with viola events in the
middle. After another brief silence, the final section plays with sustained fragments,
diminuendo to the end. Impressive in its severity. (F15)
ANDRÉ JOLIVET
Pastorales de Noël, flute, cello & harp
Begins almost like extension of previous Fauré, not atonal nor jazzy nor primitivist
Jolivet. Becomes more boisterous, exotic. No obvious connection with Christmas, no hint
of Daquin. Super set. (F09)
Concerto No 1 for Trumpet, Strings & Piano [1948]
Ten-minute, one-movement piece in three sections, jazzy, very concentrated: terrific
repertoire staple. Is this the piece that first attracted me to Jolivet? [No, see below.]
(Jy09) Less jazzy than the Second, nice muted wail in slow section, lively finish.
(Muskoka, Jy11)
Trumpet Concerto No 2 [1954]
Similar in tone to the Concertino, but in three separated movements and scored with
small wind group plus huge percussion battery. (I can understand the two saxes and
trombone, but why put in the English horn?) Gives impression he’s trying to outdo
Milhaud: it strongly recalls La Creation du monde, i.e. Milhaud at his best. Terrific piece.
(Jy09) Yes, this is the jazzy one, not so much nightclub jazz as return to AJ’s early
primitivism. Begins with wawa mute, jazz-inflected chamber orchestra with
foregrounded bass. Grave spins sorrow song with straight mute over rugged
accompaniment; then a third mute (name?) Giocoso has strong beat, peppy with
borrowings from Milhaud & Stravinsky, perhaps a hint of Kurt Weill. This is the piece
that grabbed me on that old LP, a masterpiece then and now. Wow! (Muskoka, Jy11)
Symphony No 3
Jolivet as symphonist? Only this is available on CD, an avant gardish melange of
dissonant gestures, grunts, brass flourishes, Latin percussion. No ondes martenot, lots of
intensity. Maybe Varèse by way of Messiaen and Revueltas. Not serial, therefore
rejected by Boulez? The middle movement has sounds I’ve never heard. Finale has
irregular tom-tom beat, plus that police whistle. The last bit almost melodic. Damned
exciting stuff. (Mh10)
Cello Concerto No 1 [1962]
No, I don’t remember this from the LP. Concerto in atonal mode: a meditative soliloquy
rises to significant peroration. The second movement, Hièratique, moves against stern
drumbeats and percussion, again reaching a peak of intensity. Finale, Cursif, runs
quickly, almost light in contrast to the preceding, but a brutal moto perpetuo. (Mh10)
Eight years separate this from Jolivet’s previous Concerto, and a world of style that
confused me on the old LP. Now sounds less radical than it did — not wholly atonal,
with repeated motifs, still harking back to the primitivist feeling in the Méditatif, lots of
percussion, tactful brass. Hiératique senses the presence of Le Sacre but pulls short of
rhythmic drive. Cursif fast, variable moto perpetuo. Super. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Piano Concerto

In three movements, not as extreme avant garde in style as the other two pieces — traces
of jazz and a real slam-bang Finale. The recording quality is poor, alas. (Mh10)
Cinq Incantations, solo flute [1936]; Incantation, alto flute [1937]
Early stuff, written under the shadow of Varèse and in reaction against Les Six, with the
conviction of music having a relation to religion and primitive magic. (See La Jeune
France: Jolivet, Messiaen, Daniel-Lesur and an invisible Yves Baudrier.) The
Incantations have titles to indicate purpose: a charm for a boy baby, for a chief’s burial.
Not I think serial, but atonal with pitch bending, flutter-tonguing. The piece for alto flute
is “for the image to become symbol” — a rather non-primitive idea, but it’s a nice
reminder of the instrument sound. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Cinq Danses rituelles [1941]
Dance Suite, first written for piano, with a primitivist twist, a large helping of Varèse and
a dollop of Le Sacre, for large orchestra. Dances are for Initiations, Heroes, Weddings,
Abductions, and Funerals. Jolivet was moved by the War to make his style more
accessible, here filtered through the exotic French tradition. The Heroes seem great
gorillas. The Weddings to involve snake charming. A very great piece, and I never
suspected its existence. (Muskoka, Jy11) Piano work from 1939, possibly the last gasp of
Jolivet’s early primitivism. The dances refer to five rites of passage — initiation,
heroism, marriage, abduction, death. Impressionism with dissonant edges, rhythmic,
highly pianistic. Danse nuptiale, surprisingly, is quiet and mysterious. Danse rapt
brutal, short. Danse funéraire, the longest, begins slowly, gradually builds. The success
of the set led Jolivet to later orchestration. (Mh13)
Suite liturgique, sopranos, oboe, cello & harp [1942]
Extraordinarily beautiful, haunting, unlike any piece I know. Settings of Salve Regina,
Magnificat, and Benedictus, with two Alleluiahs and two instrumentals. The sopranos
sing throughout non divisi. The texture of each movement is different, Salve Regina for
example for sopranos and cello. Written in wartime France, the final Alleluiah is
hopefully triumphant. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Poèmes intimes [1944]
Five short love poems by Louis Ernié (whom I don’t know, unless he is the peculiar
figure Ernie Louis who shows up on Google), for soprano and chamber orchestra. The
only songs by Jolivet that I know, and they stand among the highest achievements of
French art. Stylistically they resemble Ravel, perhaps the Mallarmé Songs, and the little
ensemble could hardly fail, featuring alto sax, vibes, harp, bass clarinet. A truly hidden
masterpiece, intensely moving. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Chant de Linos [1944]
Little 11' Quintet for flute, harp & strings, named for the mythical instructor of Orpheus.
This is the first piece in the CD set I’ve actually heard before, a test piece for the
Conservatoire. Super. (Muskoka, Jy11). Version for flute and piano – I sort of remember
hearing it in the past. Section in irregular rhythms – impressionism that might pass as
Szymanowski. Good stuff. (Jy13)
Sérénade for Wind Quintet [1945]
Also written as a Conservatoire test piece, featuring oboe as solist with other winds: four
movements displaying the oboe in cantilène over huge range, in a goofy caprice with lots
of grace notes, and an intricately figures burlesque. Liner notes suggest the Conservatoire
pieces sparked Jolivet’s preoccupation with the Concerto genre. (Muskoka, Jy11)

Ondes Martenot Concerto [1947]
I’ve somehow been afraid of this Concerto — the first of AJ’s many (Thirteen? The
Piano and Violin Concerti are omitted from the set). In three movements, fast-slow-fast,
with large orchestra. Moderato ominous, sinister, catastrophic, with long cadenza, wild
ending. Largo other-worldly, serene but still sinister. In Finale a cantabile melody
gradually takes over, more and more tonal, ending on brilliant D major triad. Incredible
music for 1947, and truly exciting. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Concerto for Flute & Strings [1949]
Written as showpiece for Rampal, 13' in 4 movements. Begins with beautiful cantabile —
speeds up into scherzando — brief Largo — Allegro Finale. Effective. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Harp Concerto [1952]
Begins with exciting texture, harp active, orchestra small but brassy, big cadenza.
Andante grants harp melodic line over wistful, even torchy accompaniment. Finale has
rhythmic twists. Model writing for a difficult instrument. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Bassoon Concerto [1954]
Recit crosses full range. Giovale a bit funky, but avoiding stereotyped bassoon comedy.
Cantabile a spun-out vocalise. Fugato has virtuoso finger work, a bit on the wild side.
Enjoyable. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Suite en concert pour Cello [1965]
Suite in five movements for unaccompanied cello, each movement given a free-form
song title, no dances. Not serial, nearly tonal, with some extended techniques. Air
sounds vaguely orientalist. Sérénade is raffish, mixed arco / pizzicato. Finale all over
the fingerboard. So-so. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Suite en concert , flute & percussion (Flute Concerto No 2) [1966]
In 4 movements, like a short Concerto, with three percussionists required (on this
recording). Avant gardish texture. I is flighty. II is slow processional, quiet flute over
tam-tam. III is aggressive, loud. Drums, block, ratchet. IV begins calm, gets fast and
loud, then calm again. Wild, effective, perhaps moreso if the last movement were
omitted. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Cello Concerto No 2 [1967]
Commissioned by Rostropovich and written in the avant gardish manner of the solo
Suite. Orchestra features a quintet of solo strings separate from the rest: they seem to
enhalo the solo line, sometimes mock or mimic it, a marvelous concept. The piece is
technically divided into three disproportionate movements, but it is multi-sectional. God
knows what’s going to happen next. Vivement rises in excitement. Aria beautiful,
reminiscent of ondes martenot. Final Animé back to the jungle. Super piece. Does all of
Jolivet want to sound like ondes martenot? (Muskoka, Jy11)
Arioso barocco, trumpet & organ [1968]
Trumpet cantabile, angular but lyrical, high tessitura, pitch bending; organ carries the
inevitable burden of Messiaen. Nearly ends on major triad. Beautiful. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Heptade, trumpet and percussion [1970]
Seven short movements in avant garde manner, trumpet with variety of mutes, the single
percussionist sounding like at least six. I’d love to study score for this. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Missa Uxor tua
Written for son’s wedding, Gloria and Credo replaced by rare wedding Gradual and
Alleluia (is this liturgical practice?), plus instrumental Offertorium. There’s also a final

blessing (Dedicace). Scored for SSATB and five instruments. Sound slightly reminiscent
of Symphony of Psalms, but more dissonant, aggressive. Tough stuff (closer to Canticum
Sacrum?). (O11)
Epithalame
Extraordinary feat of virtuoso composition and performance, for 12-voice “vocal
orchestra,” a cappella. The French text, rather bad love poetry assembled in translation
from various sources by Jolivet, treated as excuse for syllabified vocalisations, soundplay
with language, as well as normal singing. In three sections, the last shorter, more
rhythmic and accessible. Beyond belief. (O11) My second hearing of this incredible
virtuoso feat. ounds and rhythms recall Jolivet’s earlier primitivism, but the textures are
nearly Boulezian. II is gentler, more lyrical. III more rhythmic. Amazing. (O12)
Madrigal
Three settings of Max Jacob for SATB and instruments. The first is chanted almost
throughout. Second sung to a jagged line, dissonant accompaniment — beautiful
quasi-chorale ending. Third is modernist-primitive dance, with instruments leading the
rhythms. Difficult, wonderful music. (O11)
Messe pour la paix
For high soprano and organ, written 1940, opens with anguished, wailing Alleluia, closes
with Deo gratias and Alleluia, plus the Mass Ordinary senza Credo. Spare, austere, the
organ moves along in the Gloria but remains monophonic much of the time. Only the
final Alleluia elicits a sustained cluster, supporting a weird vocal dance with tabor.
Music of spiritual pain. (My12)
Piano Sonata No 1
In three movements, fast-slow-fast. Highly pianistic, virtuosic: lots of activity, readily
identifiable themes, suggestive of late Scriabin at times, much more dissonant.
Dedicated to Bartok, who had just died. Lento transparent, upper register, wistful —
gestures that approach Messiaen’s birdcalls, lovely. Finale, after slow intro, breaks into
rhythmic ostinato in left hand, turns into 5 rhythm. (F13)
Piano Sonata No 2
Begins with a modernist explosion across the keyboard, settles into stable figures. Late
work with some qualified serialism, it nonetheless holds together audibly. Big and bold.
Wow! Largo has improvisatory arpeggios, gathers intensity slowly, dissipates – attacca
into irregular rhythm of Finale, becomes light and catty, switching gears rhythmically,
builds density. Not easy listening but Jolivet at the top of his game. (Mh13)
Deux Poésies de Francis Jammes, and 5 mélodies
Among Jolivet’s earliest works, from his study with Varèse in 1928. The first is very
spare, atonal. Je ne me console. Nice high note at end. Second is a gaze poem, more
tonal, ends on triad. Chewing Gum (Claude Sernot) is satiric, with ugly buffo voice, jazzy
piano. Faux Reverdy (Pierre Reverdy) is nearly atonal with wide intervals in the voice.
Rondel: Au retour de dure prison (Villon) has harp-like arpeggios, nearly atonal, good
setting. La mule de Lord Bolingbroke (Max Jacob) is satiric romp with somewhat popsy
piano. Prière de Treize hommes dans la mine (Pierre Huberment): Serious, dark
hammered chords deep on keyboard. Response to tragedy of a real mine disaster. (The
baritone is gawdawful.) (Jy20)
Quatre melodies sur des poésies anciennes; Le Chant de Regrets

Two anonymous poems and two further rondels by Villon. Couplet Berrichon has a
modal line with dissonant piano. Mort j’appelle (Villon) begins high and monodic, sung
dramatically. Tu te brusles (Villon) has rhythmic figure, high, dramatic, aggressive.
Paroles de Marie is tender if atonal, a lullaby with stratospheric leaps, very striking. Le
Chant de Regrets (Louis Recolin) is an expression of deep remorse, given to basso:
chromatic but not quite atonal, builds to fortissimo outcry. (Jy20)
Romantiques; Jeu du camp fou
This set uses poems by Robert Baudry, G. Ribemont-Dessaignes, and the Chilean
Vincente Huidobro, all having Dada associations. The first has vague orientalist feel,
chromatic and angular, just tonal.Marche funêbre is similar in tone and tempo, but
becomes distraught; there is no sense of a funeral march. Voyage imaginaire is quicker,
rhythmic with a treading figure. A superb group in its style, and the verses are
surprisingly strong. Jeu de camp (P. Vaillant-Couturier) is a kid’s silly nonsense song,
folksy. (Jy20)
Les trois complaints du soldat
Jolivet’s longest and least neglected set, written to his own texts when he was a soldier in
1940. I is defeated, vaincu. Style is dissonant but accessible, the voice declamatory –
unarmed and naked but I stayed alive. II The Pont de Glen has a strong walking rhythm,
becomes galant meeting with a mademoiselle. He sees his neighbor, who fears him. He
kneels in prayer. Take care, mother and child. Wow! Fabulous song! III Complainte á
Dieu is solemn, then agitato, a fearful outcry – my God I remember! This set is a
masterpiece. (Jy20)
Trois Chansons de ménestrels
Three poems of Jean de Beer, in archaic modal style, again mid-war. All strophic.
Accessible, very beautiful, for female singer. A sad love song, a lament of Jesus caring
for rebellious hearts, and a complaint, Love harms me. He left to make war, las! Il est
mort. Very attractive. (Jy20)
Poèmes intimes
Five poems by Louis Emié on daily love, presented to Jolivet’s wife on their tenth
anniversary. Style tonal, mildly modernistic, accessible. A philosophic reflection, a
declaration of need, a bath in cold water, tu dors, and the last, pour te parler, has a nice
6/8 lilt with vocalise. These seem nice, but René Perler’s baritone is deadening. (Jy20)
Trois Poèmes gallants
Three Renaissance poems set in an accessible mildly modernist style. Sonnet à une
lunatic (Saint- Gellais) seems nonsensical, setting is slow, deliberate. Épître imprécatore
(Bucher) releases an angry diatribe: I will curse you after my death. Sonnet à Madeleine
repentie (Père Le Moyne) is a tender address to Magdalene: et déjà vous brûlez le Ciel
avec vos larmes. (Jy20)
Jardins d’hiver
Four poems by Georges Lafilleul in mild modernist style like the previous set. Aube: the
hour of dawn I am happy. She actually sounds less happy than world weary. La Maison
du bon heur, same tone and tempo, declares for happiness ou vielle de bonheur au chevet
de mon rêve. Combien de bras is angry, not jealous but with the futility of love. Quiétude
asks for silence entre nos coeurs ce soir. Nice group if somewhat monotonal. (Jy20)
Violin Concerto

Three movements, 33’. Violin starts on the beat, an appassionato winding theme on the G
string. Very modernist mode, though maybe not Jolivet’s most extreme. Very technical -speed, soaring lines, left-hand pizz, but main theme remains recognizable. False ending
midway. I hear echoes of Szymanowski. Beautiful quiet finish. Largo has another
winding theme with little glissandi, hesitant, with timps and brass in background. Then
scrunchy chords (not Largo), passagework. Return to A (?) with upbow scrunch, then
reflective at length. Allegramente begins with portentous fanfares, loud. Those timps!
Recalls Jolivet’s early primitivism but still abstract -- a little of everything. Is that the
first-movement theme in brass? Fast coda! Brava Isabelle Faust for recording this. It’s
long, extraordinarily demanding, relentless, and not likely to become core repertoire ever.
But Jolivet at his best. (S20)
NICCOLÒ JOMMELLI
Mass in D
More early classical than late baroque, the chorus mostly homophonic, soloists
prominent. Accompaniment is light, delicate but not galant – there’s more reverence. But
it falls between stools, lacking both the grandeur of Handel and the symphonic
complexity of Haydn. It all sounds square. Hosanna is downright angular. Pleasant but no
more. (Je13)
Te Deum in D
Livelier than the Mass, more galant. Jommelli divides the text into four sections, sets a
chirpy violin figure as a constant, depends heavily on predictable harmonic sequences.
Soloists prominent, with short mezzo aria as Part II. I’m not impressed with the melodic
invention. I had higher hopes for Jommelli. (Je13)
RICHARD JONES
Harpsichord Suites in D minor & B minor
Work of a very marginal composer: turns out to be lively, curious, rewarding. Some
unexpected harmonic turns, daring chords, as well as the inevitable sequences and
formulas. Very impressive as the good average of a musical civilization. (Mh09) Perhaps
the B minor Suite is the most impressive: Movements more elaborate, maybe more
daring? (Ap09)
JOSEPH JONGEN
Violin Sonata No 1 in D, op 27
Lyric lines continually unfolding. Tonal center disrupted not by complex chords (Delius)
nor abrupt lurches (Prokofiev), but constant modulation, often in midst of long-breathed
phrases. The spirit of Franck hovers. Minor key a momentary shock in slow movement,
but benign lyricism returns — final slow passage magical. Gently activated Finale.
Beautiful, but lacks big tune, variety of mood, directional thrust to end. Mélon plays OK
but on sharp side of pitch. (F09)
Violin Sonata No 2 in E, op 34
A little more variety in the violin writing, but still very much of a tone. More suggestive
of Fauré than Franck. There’s formal manipulation going on under the surface, but the
seams are well concealed, as in Fauré. I prefer this one of the two. (F09)
Quartet No 1 in C minor, op 3
Young work of a brilliant student, fully accomplished and beautifully performed. Large
scale in 4 movements, Germanic in style though highly chromatic with Gallic tinges
(second subject of Allegro); decidedly not Brahmsian, could possibly be mistaken for

Franck in a gentle mood. Adagio has wonderful extended scherzando B section, balanced
by return of the Adagio in the Finale. But with the Scherzo, most of the music is quick. A
terrific piece. (Mh09)
Quartet No 2 in A, op 50
Jongen’s language is much more Debussyan here (including the habit of phrasal
repetition) — carefully constructed, some Fauré counterpoint, traces of Chausson. In
three movements, fast-slow-fast. Very nice stuff. (Mh09)
Three Motets
“Deus Abraham,” lovely blessing for tenor & organ, violin obbligato, “Quid sum miser,”
darker text, bass & violin, both romantic melodies. “Pie Jesu” for (of course) treble &
organ achieves romantic expressiveness rather than the purity of Fauré. Nice, but I’d like
to hear them with real voices, especially “Quid sum miser” with a true basso. (Je10)
Messe en l’honneur du Saint-Sacrement, op 130
For SATB choir, brass and organ, very much in the Fauré tradition despite the brass and
the occasion of celebratory Mass rather than Requiem. Et incarnatus and Resurrexit of the
Credo are breathtaking. Beautiful conclusion. What a gorgeous unknown near
masterpiece for choir. (Je10)
Alleluiah, organ & orchestra, op 112
The shortest of JJ’s three pieces for organ & orchestra, rousing piece with gregorian
overtones written to launch a new organ. Alas, in 1940 Belgium. (N10)
Hymne, organ & orchestra, op 78
Slow piece with a touch of impressionism, nothing showy. Quite a sustained
never-resolving melody. Very nice. (N10)
Flute Sonata, op 77
Impressionist soundworld, whole tones, piano ripples, but post-Franckian definiteness of
motif. Large piece in four movements at 32'. Scherzo sounds like Fauré in elfin mode.
Modéré is melancholy pastoral: Grauwals produces beautiful flute colors. Finale opens
with mephistophelean swirl, then launches into jaunty but shape-changing gigue. My
only reservation here concerns the length of the piece for a Flute Sonata, though it’s
gorgeous and does not seem over long. (Je11)
Danse lente, flute & harp, op 56bis
Beautiful, stately, mournful. Presumably published with alternative piano
accompaniment. (Je11)
Deux pièces en trio, flute, cello & harp, op 80
Didn’t Roussel write for this combo? How could any Gallic composer fail? Languid,
gorgeous, bisbigliando. Allegretto has lots of staccato, ricochet. Both pieces filled
with light and air. (Je11)
Èlègie, 4 flutes; Deux paraphrases sur Noëls wallons, 3 flutes & alto
Quartets of like wind instruments, be they flutes, saxophones, horms, bassoons, are not
my cup of tea. It’s nice to hear the alto, but the music is mere curiosity. (Je11)
Cello Concerto in D, op 18
Surprisingly more Germanic than French: the notes mention Bruch, and it does have the
heroic gestures and accessible melodiousness, gorgeous sotto voce passages like those in
the Dvorak. Lent develops a long spun-out 9/8 melody; B section lighter spirited in
flowing 12/8; return to A and coda make some surprise turns. Great movement. The triple

meters bring a more French feel. Finale begins with bravura intro, returns to Bruch mode
with a touch of playfulness. Superb piece: it should have a repertoire place. (S11)
Fantaisie sur deux noëls populaires wallons, op 24
First carol is announced with nobility by trombone, the second impishly by oboe. The
two proceed to intertwine in sumptuous orchestration. How can a piece so immediately
appealing become so obscure? Terrific. (S11)
Impressions d’ardennes, op 44
Gorgeous, sumptuous Symphonic Poem, impressionist in feel, but more of d’Indy than
Debussy in harmonic language (though guilty of Debussyan doubled phrases).
Expansive contemplative opening gives way to country dance, which the music elevates
and transcends. Nice layered contrapuntal passage, quiet ending. Super piece. (S11)
Piano works
No Sonata or major work, though if I read the notes correctly, the last four pieces
comprise Jongen’s Suite en forme de Sonate, op 60, a major 32' piece. Brilliant. La neige
sur là makes gorgeous slow movement, static with enormous crescendo in B section.
Menuet danse is out of Ravel’s Tombeau de Couperin. Clair de lune could be either
Debussy or Ravel, gorgeous shimmering music that requires three staves to print. Soleil à
midi is more like Sévérac, the daylight counterpart. Sarabande begins in Satie-like
simplicity, builds. How Jongen loves those constant pedal tones. Nostalgique is dreamy,
ambivalent, like Ravel’s L’Indifferent. Airs de fêtes recalls the Fêtes of Debussy. Jongen
may not have his own voice, but the CD is full of lovely music. (Jy12) Soleil à midi, and
Deuxième Étude de Concert, op 65, provide fillers for Nathan Braude’s viola disc,
magnificently played by Jean-Claude Van den Eyden. The Étude is a knuckle-breaker,
Debussy in his most rambunctious mood. Wonderful music. (Mh13)
Deux mélodies, op 25
“Après une rêve” (Bussine) and “Chanson roumaine” (Hélène Vacaresco): poets I don’t
know. Is Bussine the same that inspired Fauré? [Yes.] Squarely in French tradition,
languorous and gorgeous, the second with a gipsy tang. Mariette Kemmer sings
beautifully. Texts are French only, but not obscure. (Ag12)
Deux mélodies, op 45
NB: The songs are performed in reverse of the printed order. Even more than op 25,
these sound like scraps from Mélisande’s role. “Les cadrans” (Hellens), the clocks
languidly tick out the years. “Que dans les cieux” (Dalacre) rises to passion, subsides.
Beautiful restraint. (Ag12)
Triptyque, op 105
Substantial orchestra piece in three movements, slow-fast-slow, very Debussy though
reminiscent too of d’Indy’s seascapes, with “weary fanfares” (love that phrase!).
Impetuoso opens with a burst, sustains quiet development, rises and subsides. Calme
sounds suspiciously like Daphnis waking up. But what matter, this is my kind of music.
What forgotten beauty! (Ag12)
Cinq mélodies, op 57
Substantial set, similar in style to the earlier pairs but more elaborate and demanding.
There are three macabre poems by Franz Hellens: “L’Épiphanie des exilés,” an eerie
journey of the Magi; “Le carneval des tranchées,” a spectral masked ball; “Les langues de
feu,” a diabolic purgatory celebrating “la juste haine.” Henri de Regnier’s “Sur la grève”

is a slow death in suspended animation, lying very low in the voice. Jean Aubry’s
“Release” reaches a climax in the penultimate stanza. Is it a masterpiece, as the notes
claim? Well, it challenges my beloved Poème de l’amour et de la mer on its own turf,
unscathed. (Ag12)
Symphonie Concertante, organ & orchestra, op 81
After hearing so much unknown Jongen it’s time to revisit his one famous masterpiece.
Allegro opens with staccato figure in fugato. Organ entry is a blast, development easy to
follow and the balance makes sense. Quiet ending on added sixth. Divertimento marked
Molto vivo: is it in 5? 7? Then slower and nobly sentimental, one organ bit fades to
pianissississimo. The movement seems free-form. Lento becomes more impressionist,
though linear melody flows throughout. Finale Toccata is a smash. Jongen seems to be
writing against the grain in this brash, extraverted piece. He should have done so more
often. (Ag12)
Comala, op 14
Secular Cantata which won Jongen the Belgian Prix de Rome. The text is an incident
from the Ossianic poems dramatized by Paul Gilson, the music a fragment of passionate
Gallic Wagnerism. Scene I: Comala and her hopeless suitor Hidalian, the Fingal: the
military men’s choruses are stirring. Scene II: Comala and the women wait behind the
fighting. As the women flee, Hidalian appears to say the battle is won but Fingal has
fallen. Comala despairs and collapses as the victorious soldiers return. Is this as close as
Jongen came to opera? What a pity! Pure symboliste drama. The Belgian soloists are all
superb. (S12)
Clair de lune, op 33/3
The piano piece and Jongen’s orchestration, gorgeous both. Nice orchestral climax. (S12)
Suite in B♭ for Viola & Piano or Orchestra, op 48
Oddly titled, since there are only two movements, Poème élégiaque and Final. Poème a
gorgeous mood piece, suspended in time yet with moments requiring great virtuosity
(Nathan Braude plays with beautiful tone). Final is extraverted march-like character,
turning more inward in the middle part. Jongen accompanied both Tertis and Maurice
Vieux in recital, so he felt no technical limits and did not, like other composers, overuse
the highest register. Terrific piece! I rushed to get a copy of the CD for Sandra. (Mh13) I
just heard this in its piano version with the same soloist and liked it. Two movements,
slow-fast. Poème élégiaque is gorgeous, wafty. Finale is modéré, brassy, triumphant – it
gets big. Wonderful Viola Concerto! (My15)
Andante espressivo, viola & piano
Early piece that might be mistaken for mid-period Fauré, simply gorgeous. (Mh13)
Andantino, viola & piano, op 111
Substantial 10' work in one movement, three sections. Bouncy final bit builds to
quasi-cadenza and beautiful return of opening theme. (Mh13)
Allegro appassionata, viola & piano, op 79
Single movement, turbulent from the get-go, viola part full of octaves and double
stopping. Almost too big for the combo but exciting. (Mh13)
Introduction et Danse, op 102
Intro is sotto voce, Danse is gentle, mid-speed, seductive. Some virtuoso fireworks before
the big ending. Great piece. (Mh13)
Trio for Violin, Viola and Piano, op 30

Was the odd configuration made for Tertis? Yes, with Ysaÿe! In Prélude, strings state
soaring melody in octaves while piano ripples away, the whole in the spirit of late Fauré
at his most passionate, with moments of Chausson. It was written just for me! The
Variations theme is not heard until a few minutes in, for piano alone; the variations
themselves are lucid yet wonderfully rich and rhapsodic and suave. The ending is
transcendent – then plunges attacca into Final, a transitional bit that resolves into a happy
upward skipping dancy theme that presses with Fauré’s forward urgency. What an
incredible ending! One might critique for overuse of sequences, duplet phrases, string
octaves. But this is a masterpiece of the first rank. I haven’t been so moved for a long,
long time. (S13)
Piano Quartet in E♭, op 23
Four movements: First has grave intro on chromatic, ambiguously tonal motto: drags out
excessively, but the theme of the Animé is worth waiting for. Pure Chausson. Second
subject a halting syncopated figure, romantically heroic, grand, luscious stuff, if rather
heavily worked out. Assez vite is Scherzo in minor resembling Fauré’s flighty
movements: a splashy Concerto. Wow! Pas trop lent begins in tragic mood; sighing
second idea brings acceptance; big build up to end (recalling the intro?) rises to dreamy
passage. Finale pits unison strings against churning piano à la Fauré and soars in similar
fashion. I think there’s some cyclic recall going on [Yes, the liner notes point it out].
Great complex coda and final flight on the big theme add up to an unquestionable
masterpiece. A keeper. (N13)
String Trio, op 135
Four movements: First is an uncharacteristic neo-baroque alternating with a mismatched
chromatic romanticism. Slow movement is more romantic, but still uncharacteristically
austere. Malinconico opens with bright pizzicato, but legato lines are more in keeping
with the title. Décidé opens with bold unison and takes its time developing an angular
march-like tune. Jongen seems to be stretching his style in a late work, not quite at home
in it. (Ja14)
Tableaux pittoresques, op 56
Suite for orchestra in four movements: Le matin is a country impression. Danses begins
with flute and harp, suddenly ups the tempo, keeping flute to the fore. Mountain
Landscape begins with solo cello with strings rising above – harp duets with winds
individually. Fête popolaire begins boisterously, gets faster, more raucous. Very
enjoyable, but I wish Jongen had attempted a more important piece. (My15)
Sarabande triste, op 58
5’ piece, ravishing romantic orchestration of piano piece. It could pass for Ravel. (My15)
Pages intimes, op 55
Three short movements for orchestra: a little Jeux d’enfants, 9’ of happy music. Il était
une fois is gentle pastoral. Dansez Mizelle a gentle waltz, rhythmically quite subtle. Le
bon cheval does the trotting horse exquisitely. Wow! Absolutely lovely, colorful. It
should be standard rep! (My15)
Concert à cinque, op 73
The first Jongen I’ve heard in live performance, and the piece is unfamiliar – but a big
one and a masterpiece. The audience loved it. Three movements for flute, harp and
strings, gorgeous. (Jeffrey Concerts, Mh16)
2 Serenades for String Quartet, op 61

Lighter music, melodic rather than intensely developmental. Sérénade tender begins with
violins in thirds over cello pizzicato – very impressionist soundworld. Sérénade
dramatique takes different material but does not seem notably more dramatic. Jongen,
alas, has picked up Debussy’s habit of doubling phrases. (N16)
Quartet No 3 in D, op 67
O boy, has he been listening to Fauré – though not the Quartet, which is exactly
contemporary (1921). Jongen’s texture is not stark – rather lush, like Debussy, busy but
not hard to follow, and gorgeous. Scherzo is led by viola in syncopated theme; there’s a
contrapuntal bit toward the end, then a passage in aerial harmonies, then viola leads back
to repeat of opening. Andantino is both warm and grief-stricken, a struggle for
acceptance, serene ending. Allegro Finale states a gently syncopated, metrically
indeterminate theme – second subject in cello is more demonstrative. Gorgeous near
masterpiece. I don’t grasp the form of the Finale, which does not assert finality. (N16)
JOSQUIN des PRES
4 secular pieces; Liber Generationis Jesu Christi
Odd that secular pieces are performed in same tempo and spirit as ecclesiastical music.
Is this correct? Liber is very odd setting of Jesus “genealogy” for liturgical use. Landini
cadences and fauxbourdon detectable here in Josquin. (S08)
Missa malheur me bat
Exceptionally beautiful mass, Phyrigian mode, strange and dark, intricately worked out,
long. (S08)
Missa ad Fugam
Tallis Scholars adopt an uncharacteristically nasal tone – because of the Frankish
provenance? Or is it the prevailing style for the “medieval”? I can’t hear the canons (not
surprising) but the writing seems angular for Josquin. The Benedictus even has what
sounds like hocketing. (Ap09)
Magnificat
Attributed to Josquin in the sole MS source. Through-composed, snatches of chant but
not alternatim. Much canonic imitation. Performance by American choir very fine. (S10)
Missa L’ami baudechon
Director claims that the choir is reading directly from MS facsimile, with a few practical
modifications (!). Considering the rhythmic complexity, this is remarkable. He also
assigns tenor cantus firmus to sackbut, allowing it to stand out clearly. The harmony does
not sound archaic but the texture does. Interesting presentation. (S10) Josquin’s most
“primitive” or “earliest” Mass, say the pundits (as if he didn’t know what he was doing).
It’s based on a bawdy folksong familiar to everyone at the time (the word “con” is left
blank in MSS), and the tune merely outlines a major triad like “Three Blind Mice.” I’m
suspicious of “early.” It’s more like a joke, a stunt like Ut re mi fa sol, and it was widely
disseminated. Just the brief Kyrie is a study in ornamentation a harmonization. The note
for “con” is held at double length. (Je19)
Credo sine nomine; Credo De tous biens playne
Independent Credos: the first uses the same cantus firmus as the Ockeghem preceding it,
in canon at three different pitches. I’d never guess. The second uses two separate canti
firmi. Later, two voices move in close canon. I can hear it. Intricately beautiful. (S10)
Mens tota
Basis of Willaert’s Missa Mens tota. Curious semitone figure in bass. (N10)

Missa Pange lingua
With Palestrina’s Papae Marcelli, the most familiar of Renaissance Masses and the
easiest polyphony to follow by ear. I tried with the score, so crystal clear. The Tallis
Scholars avoid ficta except when it’s flatted; I wonder at the rationale, and how
generalized their practice. I’m surprised at how comfortably the rhythms fit within the 4/4
bars. There’s tricky stuff at the end of the Credo and the Pleni sunt, but brief. What
heavenly beauty! (Ja11)
Missa De beata Virgine
Each movement is based on a different chant, and the texture moves from 4 to 5 voices at
the Credo. Possibly a Mass compiled in MSS from independent movements, though this
seems unlikely. The points of imitation remain lucid as usual with Josquin, beautifully
transparent even in the 5-voice texture. Paul Hillier’s choir gorgeous as always. (F11)
Missus est Gabrielus angelus
Motet for the Annunciation, basis of Moulu’s Mass, with rising fifth, falling figure. (N11)
Motets & Madrigals
The Hilliards. Ave Maria begins with incredible canon for men at three octaves, changes
texture each stanza. Very slow, reverential, as is Absalon fili mei, as are Veni Sancte
Spiritus, De profundis. Either Hillier is favoring ultra-slow tempi for sacred music at this
time, or he is deliberately setting off the frottole that follow. The celebrated Il Grillo is
here, and other charmers like Petite camusette, plus a couple of lover’s complaints. The
great Déploration d’Okeghem, with its moving verrnacular text and setting of composer’s
names, concludes the disc. This is the only representation of Josquin’s important secular
writing in my collection, the madrigals looking straight ahead to Monteverdi. (Jy12)
Miserere mei Dominus à 4 [à 5 at Miserere]
Psalm 50. Excellent liner notes connect this motet with the austere reformer Savonarola,
executed in 1495. [EP doesn’t mention him?] He decried counterpoint for obscuring text,
but Josquin, in what seems to be the first motet setting of an entire psalm, keeps textures
thin or sometimes homophonic. The opening line of text is treated as a refrain – another
innovation – and gets fuller treatment. Haunting, performance perfect, ideal for Holy
Week. Philip Cave is superb, except consonants are inaudible. (Ap19)
Missa Gaudeamus à 4
Based on a particularly lively chant, which is not only sung but spelled out. The
material is thus unusually lucid and clearly full of intricate imitation. The end of the
Credo gets special dramatic treatment. (Je19)
Missa Mater Patris
Josquin’s mass is the only one that quotes another so extensively, presumably as a
personal tribute to Brumel. On the other hand, Josquin here reduces his style to the bare
bones, avoiding complex polyphony, only duets, often in close canon, or else
homophony. This gives it an archaic feel. I began to notice fauxbourdon in the Et
incarnatus, and it seems everywhere. It’s a unique soundworld. The five-part Agnus Dei
is transcendent. The Tallis Scholars in this recent recording sound less like organ pipes
and more like human voices. The pitch seems very low. (Mh20)
Missa Ave maris stella à 4
Here is Manfred Cordes doing Josquin. Unaccompanied (a surprise) and the sound is
gorgeous. The Mass is interleaved with Marian motets, and weighted toward Credo and
Sanctus. Kyrie and Gloria are quite short. Credo takes its time, highlights Crucifixus,

with gradual Resurrexit. Sanctus reaches a low point at “terrae gloria” and then Osannas
rise in magnificence. Agnus Dei is mainly in two-voice texture, but finishes beautifully in
five. I always wonder if that extra voice has to wait around. Probably not. (Ap20)
5 Marian motets; Salve Regina
The liner notes are all about the BVM, not the music. The opening Ave Maria is
stunning. Heavenly. (There’s a final Amen on tonic – is it added?) Virgo prudentissima is
brief, semi-pagan comparing the Virgin to moon and sun. Virgo salutifiri is longer,
five-voice, weightier with emphasis on lower voices: Her virginity expiates the vileness
of the body. It ends with Ave Maria and Alleluia. Alma redemptoris / Ave regina
caelorum is a survival of the practice of superimposing texts, very beautiful. Illibata Dei
virgo nutrix, an uncommon text that puns on Eva / Ave. Benedicta es, another elaborate
hymn, turns the BVM into a cure-all for ailments bodily and otherwise, with a grand Ave
plena gratia. The Salve Regina, most beautiful of Marian texts, is given five-voice
fullness. O Clemens, O pia, O dulcis virgo Maria. Josquin must be one of the greatest
melodists in music. (Ap20)
BENEDICT JUCKER
3 Chorale Preludes from op 7
Jucker is the oldest of the organist-composers on this CD. His debt to Bach is closest of
all in genre and style, though he unmistakably belongs to the romantics. (Je14)
PAUL JUON
Piano Quartet No 2, op 50
In passionate Romantic mode with undercurrent of anxiety, sweeping but never joyous or
triumphant. Disquiet continues through Scherzo, Adagio, Finale. Style closest to Reger,
without the mannerisms but without the conviction of Reger at his greatest. PJ is afraid to
be ordinary. [I missed the liner notes story about the death of the composer’s wife. Would
I have listened differently?] (N09)
Piano Quartet No 1, op 37 “Rhapsodie”
Despite the liner notes, I find this piece more attractive. Maybe it’s the freer form, or the
Grieg-derived Nordic feel. But I think it’s just the more open lyricism, less strained, not
trying too hard. Middle movement a nice folkish 5/4 allegretto. Finale thoroughly
rhapsodic, sudden contrasts of mood, cyclic recollections of earlier movements. Give No
2 a try: my hope is restored — this is a super piece. (N09)
Piano Trio No 1 in A minor, op 17
Juon’s first phase still has Slavic traces. The Allegro could be Rimsky-Borodin, very
effective. Adagio presents a song of breath-catching beauty, and it doesn’t let up. I’ve
not been so moved in some time. Allegro Finale returns to Rimsky in folkdance style,
prolonged hemiola rhythms. An unpretentious masterpiece. (Je11)
Trio-Caprice in B♭ minor, op 39
Inspired by Selma Lagerlöf’s novel Gösta Berlings Saga, which Juon described as
“whimsical, capricious, rhapsodic and episodic. The Piano Trio is set out in the
conventional four-movements, short and charming middle movements flanked by two
long, rhapsodic, improvisatory movements. Finale begins aggressively, recalls earlier
material, reaches pitch of excessive emotion. I’m reminded of Janacek, or Catoire’s
Second Violin Sonata. Impressive. (Je11)
Litaniae — Piano Trio No 4 in C# minor, op 70

Described as a “tone poem,” a single movement, passionate and rhapsodic but closely
knit. Even the scherzando has a throbbing pulse. Weird bit in chromatic parallel sixths.
Turbulence before ending that’s alternately acquiescent and mercurial. Liner notes claim
this as Juon’s masterpiece, and it may be. Very appealing and (with a nod to Cobbett’s
Phantasy project) original. (Je11)
Legende — Piano Trio No 5 in D minor, op 83
Second tone poem, longer, handled with even more freedom than Litaniae: passionate,
lyrical, abandoned music. What’s not to like? Slow section introduced by solo cello is
over-the-top gorgeous. Scherzando fragmented in somewhat modernist way, ending
winds down. There seems to be an implied narrative Juon refuses to divulge. (Jy11)
Suite in C, piano trio, op 89
Suite in five short movements, gentle but for the last, which is more vigorous. Easy
listening after the heavy going elsewhere. (Jy11)
Piano Trio No 3 in G, op 60
Three conventional movements, but that’s all that’s conventional. Liner notes point out
weird key relations in the Moderato, G to F# minor. Andante opens with winding cello
melody, picked up but not repeated in violin; development seems expressive of some
deeply fatalistic sorrow, almost operatic. Finale a kind of minor key wood shoe minuet,
Slavic overtones, hard to follow. Eventually shifts to major. (Jy11)
Quartet No 1 in D
A monument to exuberance in five movements. The happy motto idea is marked by a
distinctive upward flourish – a more introverted second idea contrasts, but gives way to D
major joy. Adagio goes its separate ways in contrapuntal melody, very beautiful. Scherzo
a rippling Presto, tons of rolling notes – a short Intermezzo recalls the openingAllegro.
Finale develops a quick step, vivacissimo, sustained high spirits to the end, including a
florid fugal section. I’ve never heard a piece by Juon that I didn’t like. (N13)
Quartet in B minor, op 11
What a profoundly joyous masterpiece – breathtaking. Risoluto motif in minor quickly
pulls into major for a glorious, warm second subject. (The Niziol group really sells it.)
Juon’s characteristic may be obsessive ornament, roulades, flourishes and turns; and here
a great accelerando coda. Andante a tender discourse on the falling fifth – utterly
magical. Scherzo brief, understated. Finale marked “con spirit,” a redundancy at this
point, though minor key is a surprise. A quick step march is followed by a homely drone,
then triplets. It all fits, along with a Russian tinge. A little fugato in development. (N13)
Quartet No 3, op 67
This is actually the fourth published Quartet, but the notes don’t explain the numbering
confusion. It was written more than a decade later than op 29, two decades later than the
First, and it is stylistically much different: tonality is blurred but not abandoned, motifs
impressionistically fragmented. Andante hints at the chaste manner of Ravel, gorgeous.
Allegretto is short, lively in a pastoral way, with a curious upbeat figure. Finale is
marcato like an abortive march, starting and shifting almost like Janacek. Very strange.
Juon writes with full authority, and I like this without being wholly convinced. (N13)
Quartet in A minor, op 29
Allegro alternates between plaintive arching motif and a homophonic chorale figure in
major. Brahmsian Lento begins with solo cello, continues quasi-improvisationally as
others join; phrase fragments recalling the first movement decorate a long sustained line.

(I don’t get the “Vivace non troppo” marking.) Moderato has several folkish motifs
proceeding simultaneously. I don’t grasp the structure, but the quodlibet of dances and
nostalgia seems unique. Lento intro to Finale evokes the slow movement: then a Slavic
dance takes over, fuguing before the magnificent ending. Liner notes call this Quartet
Juon’s crowning achievement. It may be, but I wouldn’t diminish the other three. Juon is
a great master. (N13)
Viola Sonata in D, op 15
Moderato has a free, expansive Brahmsian feel built on repeated syncopated chords under
a soaring melody. Adagio is passionately Brahmsian, interrupted by scherzando B
section, beautiful return. Moderato Finale gathers impetus, picks up recollection of first
movement. Not as much original stamp as other PJ, but very gratifying. (D13)
Violin Sonata No 3 in B minor, op 86
The only one of Juon’s Sonatas to be previously recorded. In one movement divided into
three parts. Moderato built on two motifs, a little staccato figure and a longer melody, but
the angularity and tentativeness of the writing decenters the romantic feeling. The move
to Andante is clear, but the staccato figure persists. Tempo primo returns with material in
new guise. I’m not wholly convinced by the piece, but it is closely worked and
demanding. (D13)
Violin Sonata No 1 in A, op 7
Juon here is still in pattern of Brahms with a triadic motto and broad melody, but
formally the first movement is odd, unfolding loosely then switching to an Allegro bit
before the recap. The faster tempo reappears a few times. Variations take a theme that
sounds eighteenth century and modally Russian – the second variation is gorgeous.
Vivace Finale begins with piano exposition – there’s another Russian theme and another
at slower tempo. Nice, but not fully there. (D13)
Violin Sonata No 2 in F, op 69
Allegro has whimsical character, opening decisively but jumping from figure to figure
and mood to mood, all irregular in phrase structure; second idea retains its pattern over
harmonically static piano. Dominant mood is heroic, but it is eccentric in the extreme.
Largo is in similar mode, more tragic, searching for the balanced phrase, reaching
tranquil resignation at the end. Risoluto is more playful, upbeat at first but darkens. At the
very end the tragic Largo reappears. I like this piece a lot, but it is demanding. (Ja14)
Piano Quintet No 1 in D minor, op 33
Major work in four movements from 1906. Portentous intro leads into flighty theme in
9/8 that gradually becomes urgent, then hectic, thrashes to the end. Adagio opens with
near-static melody in violin, then piano, rich harmony; B section fugato, bright. Quasi
Valse theme with repeated notes sounds tentative, then pushes onward – Trio plays
minor-major games. Sounds oddly swaggering, then uncertain, them emphatic bridge
leads attacca into Russian theme of Finale – romantic second idea – hectic development –
quiet ending. (Ap15)
Kammersymphonie, op 29
Actually a mixet nonet, 4 strings, 4 winds and piano. Allegro alternates vaguely Slavic
theme with lighter, faster motif that takes over in turbulent development. Fabulous
handling of complex textures, strong ending. Andante elegiac turns to cello and piano,
again vaguely Slavic; other strings and oboe get their licks. B section goes to clarinet and
violin. Return to A, again cello engulfs everyone – gorgeous. Scherzo begins with triplet

figure, I think in 5 – slinky Trio. Maestoso Finale develops clever march-like tune in
irregular time: unexpectedly passionate passage returns finally to folksy march. A
masterpiece to revisit. (My15)
Triple Concerto, op 45 “Episodes concertantes”
Despite the Juon revival, which the liner traces back to 1989, recordings of the orchestral
music are still rare. This is a substantial 40’ piece in three movements from circa 1910,
featuring Juon’s favorite chamber ensemble with orchestra. Allegro begins with timps
and piano, the strings joining in a pesante subject before orchestra chimes in – cut short
by a scherzando idea, then a third, a rhythmic chordal figure. The harmonic language is
puzzling, almost but not quite conventional, and even the basic mood. Liner notes call it
Russo-Nordic, and there’s a hint of Sibelius, but the piled on virtuoso display seems to
interfere with the feelings proper. Very strange. Lento is simple ternary, beginning with
thick, dark chords, then introducing a romantic, almost Scriabin-like melody for the two
strings. The tone thickens and agitates, no obvious switch into B but passages of beauty,
both serene and bombastic. Moderato Finale begins serioso with marcato theme in
irregular phrases for piano and orchestra tutti – the two strings bring a more scherzando
feeling. There’s a whiff of modal Nielsen before the fact. Nice ending. I want to like this
piece, but it is a puzzlement. (D16)
Mysterien, op 59
Tone poem for cello and orchestra, a 21’ rhapsody said to be based on a Knut Hamsun
novel. It begins with improvisatory recit in minor with lush modal harmony quite unlike
Episodes. There’s a slithery passage in major, and some cadenza display. Yes, the feel is
orientalist. The orchestra sounds huge. There’s a simple tune in woodwind harmony, then
a faster dancey bit, but nothing stays for long. There’s a tiny bit of Hardunger cello (!),
then a slow, strange ending. Another work puzzling both formally and emotively. (N16)
Symphony No 2 in A, op 23
Liner notes are good: Juon studied with Arensky and Taneev, like the younger
Rachmaninoff, and with Hrimaly for violin. He is of the generation of Medtner,
Glazunov, and Scriabin. He bears comparison with all, as well as Brahms (he took
lessons too with Bargiel). This early symphony sounds very Slavic: Passacaglia quite
long at 16’: lots of nice bits but not very symphonic, big angular fugue to finish. Scherzo
is syncopated like crazy, until oboe establishes clear 3. Bassoon is off-kilter, folksy. Very
impressive. Romanza opens with a highly emotive English horn theme – apparently
everything derives from the first movement. B section has massive string sound, A
returns beautifully. Finale opens with big unison gesture, Slavic theme all downbows.
Clarinet rhapsodic, modulatory. Return of big downbow theme exciting. Brassy coda to
finish. Youthful, daring, ambitious piece, sometimes crude, sometimes showing its
seams, but entirely valid. It’s not murky and hard to follow like some later pieces, so is it
too obvious? (My17)
Vægtervise – Fantasy on Danish Folksongs, op 31
Substantial work nearly 20’ long. Notes compare it to Russian fantasy works like
Rimsky’s Easter Overture. Prelude dominated by colorful chimes and harp, inspired by
Danish carillon. Bits stolen from Tchaikovsky as well. Middle section strikes a tragic
tone, even belligerent, before returning to naïf homeliness, return of chimes, victorious
ending. (My17)
Suite in Five Movements, op 93

The notes emphasize Juon’s rejection of modernism in 1924 and draw parallels with
Tchaikovsky’s Suites for Orchestra. Vorspiel has colorful orchestration full of winds,
with Slavic undertone. Waltz is parodic, anything but generic, but I don’t detect “Tea for
Two.” Nachtstück, for strings only, is richly harmonized with solo lines intertwined.
Caucasian Serenade might be lifted from Ippolitov, camel train music in irregular meter.
March is bright and cheerful, a march of toys. Terrific piece, light but not trivial. (S17)
Symphony No 1 in F# minor, op 10
Four movements, 40’. Juon wrote his first orchestral score in Berlin, but he was still a
Russian composer. Big trombone motto, ornate moderato idea, conventional second
subject: it sounds like one of Tchaikovski’s weaker students. Andantino presents a
distinctive quasi-eastern melody in cellos; crescendo to B section folkdance (break out
the tambourines); A returns with brass taking the melody in canon; false return of B and
sudden end. Nice. Vivace another folkdancy theme with octave jump – Trio a modulating
theme. Finale has short intro, stormy Allegro, nice irregular second idea with strings and
harp, piu mosso coda. Juon has strong sense of form but none of his later power of
development or interesting chromatic harmony. (S17)
DMITRI KABALEVSKY
Cello Concerto No 1 in G minor
Shortish, mellow Concerto, not too virtuosic, not probing. Tuneful surfacy music. (O09)
Cello Concerto No 2 in G
Fuller length Concerto, more serious tone despite the major key, bigger orchestra (sax,
percussion), approach to Shostakovich’s sinister grotesque. Three movements without
stop except for linking cadenzas. A remarkable piece that begins apprehensively, moves
into presto agitato, and finally arrives at a hard won tranquillo. Impressive. (O09) I heard
this not too long ago: do I remember it? Not immediately. I am surprised by the intense
gloom: Dies irae as hidden motif, ponticello, stopped horns, wailing sax in Presto.
Stalin’s smiling commune workers are nowhere to be seen. (N11) I heard this twice in
recent memory, but it doesn’t stick. Sounds exciting, but poor car music.
(Muskoka—Fe12)
Spring, op 65
Brief symphonic poem — basically a concert waltz with trimmings. (O09)
Violin Concerto in C, op 48
I’m surprised not to recognize this better, though certain bits ring a bell. Driving Allegro,
short and snappy. Middle movement a Russian Serenade: beautiful melancholy, the
return with solo violin scalework is magical. Finale is a quite familiar Galop. Entertaining
piece. (S10)
Piano Concerto No 2 in G minor, op 23
In the Prokofiev mold: hold the hot sauce. Andantino has nice tune, nice filigree,
impressive big passage before quiet ending. Finale a staccato perpetuo, not too fast; early
themes return cyclically; driven coda. Soloist seems to have rhythm problems at end. Not
bad. (S10)
Piano Concerto No 1 in A minor, op 9
Even more in the Prokofiev mold — nice moody theme dominates, lots of finger action,
return of big tune in orchestra is very moving. Moderato begins in the same mood (too
much), but turns into Variations, again a nice big passage. Alas, the Finale continues too
much in the same vein. (S10)

Symphony No 1 in C# minor, op 18
Shortish Symphony in two sizable movements, variable tempi, with programmatic
relationship to the October 1917 Revolution. Roots in folk and film: serious tone, long
arching crescendo, a passage of complex cross rhythms. Second movement starts like an
epic battle: plaintive episodes, lots of 2-part counterpoint. Good, effective, exciting
music, undeserving the political scorn heaped upon it. The aesthetic is the Eisenstein
startling juxtaposition. I love it. (O10)
Symphony No 2 in C minor, op 19
The most often performed of DK’s four Symphonies. In three movements. Allegro is fast,
dramatic, hardly the “divertimento” of the condescending liner notes. Andante expansive,
plaintive, some deliciously sour harmony, big fortissimo passages. Finale 6/8 is light
jogtrot that builds to a juggernaut. Unlike the First, this sustains ideas at length. But First
is more daring. (O10)
Symphony No 3 in B♭ minor, op 27 “Requiem for Lenin”
In two movements and under 20', like the First, but with a choral funeral march. Begins
surprisingly agitato before turning mournful: turmoil, marziale, a wordless operatic
scena. The choral movement begins dark with grief and anger: peculiar text calls for
vengeance, finally turns hopeful as the juggernaut march goes on. A North American
composer would avoid public dramatics and express personal grief. Here’s a piece that’s
not likely to receive many more performances. (O10)
Symphony No 4 in C, op 54
Vaster in scale than the first three at 41', a personal statement written 20 years later. Long
first movement in variable tempi, alternately plaintive and fiery, hints of Prokofiev
(without the slippery modulations); manages both development and juxtaposition,
wonderful fatalistic pesante coda. Largo is somber, unfolding in gradual crescendo to
fortissimo funeral march that recalls the coda; return to quiet A section. Allegretto a
wispy muted elves’ dance: great tune, prestissimo finish. Finale begins somber. Rondo
breaks into giocoso celebration, faux naif episode begins with misterioso trumpets
(offstage?), giocoso fugato, second episode serious, presto coda. Masterpiece. If
Shostakovich had written this, it would be played around the world. (O10)
Piano Sonata No 1 in F, op 6
Bold piece in three movements, surprisingly (if modestly) dissonant at first: added note
chords, fiery, concise. Andante a wistful lyric with some tricky side-slipping harmony –
gorgeous. Finale sounds like bad-boy Prokofiev, even Antheil. Fistfuls of notes. Super!
(My11)
Recitative and Rondo, op 84
Separate 7' piece, not the fourth movement of the Sonata as appears on the CD layout.
Interesting remarks in the notes about DK’s emotional investment in the piece. (My11)
Piano Sonata No 2 in E♭, op 45
In three movements: First after a stately intro goes for a wild ride, marked Festivamente,
but in minor with thumping bass, so it seems more like tragic Mazeppa, a distinctive
sound. Andante has overtones of Prokofiev misterioso, slithery, delicious – pounding
climax, quiet ending. Presto a smashing Toccata. Only the ghost of Prokofiev keeps this
from completeness. Super, with brilliant playing. Wow! (My11)
4 Preludes, op 5
Short evanescences à la Poulenc, but with anxieties. (My11)

Piano Sonata No 3 in F, op 46
Prokofiev’s shadow lingers, this time the neo-classic phase, but with wild flings that
seem irrepressible. Andantino a morose waltz that likewise bursts into near violence.
Allegro giocoso, a leaping quickstep in a minor key, swamps the keyboard before it’s
over. Any one of DK’s Sonatas would cap a very exciting recital. (My11)
24 Preludes, op 38
Not profound but inventive, charming, unpretentious. The pieces circle through the
twelve major and minor keys, using folk material as basis but not too obviously.
Outstanding are Nos 8, 11, 12 (on a tune from Stravinsky’s Firebird), 20, and 24. These
are not children’s pieces: they’re much too difficult. At 46’ for the set, they’re probably
best in excerpts. (Ja14)
MAURIZIO KAGEL
Szenario
Symphonic poem in 13 minutes to accompany Buñuel-Dali silent film Le chien andalou:
creepy tremolos, stalking rhythms, whining dogs on tape. This is Kagel in his late
post-avant garde phase, relatively conventional yet unique. A hit for Hallowe’en! (O09)
Another visit to the perfect Hallowe’en score. This year Sally barked at it. (O11)
Duodramen
Orchestral Song Cycle or Gesangszene for soprano and baritone, decidedly modernist yet
with elements of Mahler-Strauss parody, bits of Berg Sprechstimme, especially at the
last. Character ascriptions in the printed text are silent and irrelevant (something RMS
might do). High drama in final song, when raging baritone murders the soprano. Abrupt
ending. A sort of tongue-in-cheek Expressionism. Primary motif seems to be downward
scale of soprano’s intro. (D09)
Liturgien
Largish work for three male soloists, choir & orchestra fusing texts in multiple languages
from Jewish, Christian (Catholic, Lutheran, Orthodox), and a touch of Muslim services,
very reminiscent of Schafer. Quasi-tonal linking bits in strings. Is that a shofar about
one minute from the end? This music speaks to me clearly, more so than Duodramen. I
only think MK could have done more with the chorale tradition: he quotes “Nun danket,”
“Wachet auf,” et al, in the text. (D09)
ROBERT KAHN
Piano Quartet No 2 in A minor
A work in the Schumann-Brahms tradition from the 1890s: it breaks no new ground, but
the themes are vigorous and appealing, and the development is strong, with fugato coda.
Maybe a trifle square and repetitive. Larghetto a lovely cavatina with cello pizzicato,
alternating with a scherzando bit. Allegretto is elegant courtship. Vivace Finale takes up
the vigor of the Allegro in quasi-polacca pattern with some rhythmic displacement
(lacking in the first three movements). A perfectly viable, well-made piece. (Kahn’s first
Piano Quartet is apparently lost.) (O13)
Seven Lieder aus Jungenbrunnen
An unusual duo-cycle for soprano and baritone with piano trio – I know of nothing
comparable. The songs are unpretentious, like Brahms’s Volkslieder, short, very nice to
listen to (no texts). Julia Sophie Wagner sounds like a rising star, and Michael Nagy
sounds fine, a Dieskau clone. “In der Mondnacht” is melting. (O13)
Serenade for String Trio

Kahn’s last chamber work from 1933, though he survived the War and lived on long after
in England. Allegretto is much more contrapuntal than anything in the Piano Quartet, but
it never threatens to be anything other than Romantic. Vivace develops a fast, jerky
staccato subject. Variation Finale is built on simple melody. The entire CD seems to be a
touching family homage: Robert Kahn turns out to be the grandfather of Helmut Rilling,
who is father of the violinist and violist on the disc. (O13)
Serenade in F minor, op 73
Smallish 11’ Trio for oboe, viola and piano. Opens with lush Romantic melody. (D13)
JOUNI KAIPINEN
Symphony No 2, op 44
Finnish composer new to me. Style predominantly atonal, though individual lines and
gestures take tonal forms: Allegro built on rhythmic figures of repeated notes,
kaleidoscopic orchestration. In two movements, both slow-fast, the second twice the
length of the first. Adagio aspiring to be Berg builds to climax: one is grateful for
underlying pulse in timps. Final Vivace builds on rough, angular theme. I lose sense of
direction. There’s much to like about the style. (Mh12)
Oboe Concerto
Allegretto pits oboe against what sounds like a smallish orchestra (the liner notes are
hopeless) that keeps rhythm while soloist makes staccato flourishes through entire range.
Adagio is a test of circular breathing over gently throbbing strings — eventually turns
into gliding microtones. Presto misterioso lets oboe twiddle over shifting masses in
orchestral bass. (Mh12)
Sisyphus Dreams, op 47
Title suggests titanic struggle doomed to futility, projected against escapist fantasy. The
effort is clear in the opening brass, the flights of fancy less so, but upper winds and
pizzicati do it, I suppose. So so. (Mh12)
VASSILI KALINNIKOV
Symphony No 2 in A
As in the more famous First, the second subject of the Allegro steals the show. Andante
features plaintive English horn melody. Scherzo. Finale begins with beautiful Andante
cantabile, Allegro brings back big tune nicely, with countermelodies dancing round it.
A pleasant but not outstanding Tchaikovskian Symphony. (Muskoka — Jy12)
2 Intermezzi; Serenade for Strings
Short pieces that show Kalinnikov’s melodic charm without challenging his sense of
form. The Serenade is a single movement, a rather mournful waltz. (Muskoka — Jy12)
Les Nymphes
Youthful symphonic poem: VK’s nymphs are less erotic than witchlike, vaguely
reminiscent of Danse macabre. Tragic chords at beginning and end, tricky rhythmic shift
from 3 to 2. Good piece. (Muskoka — Jy12)
FRIEDRICH KALKBRENNER
Piano Sonata in F minor, op 28
A nice surprise: the period fortepiano sounds less wooden and thumpy than usual, and
Kalkbrenner’s music sounds flashy and classically Romantic as it ought, with strong
themes flawed by extended sequences and mechanical passagework. Minuet marked
Presto is more like an early Beethoven Scherzo. Agitato Finale opens with and Adagio
intro that recurs: lots of measured tremolo. Impressive though flawed. (Jy12)

Rondo brillant sur un motif de l’opéra Le Serment, op 46
The motif is by Auber, the treatment kitschy. (Jy12)
La femme du marin; Les charmes de la Walse
La femme is a lovely salon piece, Romanticism à la Weber with a cute modulatory twist.
The Waltzes midway between parlour dancing and Invitation to the Dance. (Jy12)
3 Andante (Romances), op 54; Polonaise brillant, op 55
Pleasant ambles. The point of reference here has to be the Nocturnes of Chopin or
Field, and these are less interesting than either. The third is nicest, with Chopinesque
ornamentation. Polonaise offers a pompous intro to – triviality. Kalkbrenner does not
rank very high. (Jy12)
Le rêve, piano & orchestra, op 113
Single movement, 11’. Opening bars announce a Lisztian virtuoso piece: the dream
appears to be a procession of anxieties. Themes are not sophisticated, nor are they banal.
March motif suggests a happy conclusion. Quite a workout, quite a discovery. (Mh20)
JOHANN KALLIWODA
Overture No 12 in D, op 145
Maestoso minor leads into bright major key Allegro, late classical in feel, like late
Schubert. Maestoso returns before extended tricky coda. Very nice if generic. (My10)
Symphony No 3 in D minor, op 32
Grand Adagio introduces true leitmotif (idée fixe?), then lurches into remote key. Allegro
slips in quietly, leitmotif continues to be heard, lots of ideas, brief solo cello, violin
skyrocket, then inverted, misterioso passage, leitmotif in fugato. Magnificent Adagio
with solemn wind chords, then solo cello in beautiful melody taken up by violins; seems
to be in variation mode but not mechanically, an unpredictable montage like (Schubert’s
C major). Scherzo begins like folkdance, which turns out to be hemiola over basic 3. Trio
is piu mosso (not meno). Finale agitato in minor key, horns prominent, including final
delivery of leitmotif. Great Symphony, certainly on the level of the best Spohr (e.g. No
3). If there’s a fault, it’s a too conscious working out. (I thought there would be notes on
my other two fine Kalliwoda Symphonies on CPO, but evidently not.) (My10)
Introduction and Variations in E♭, clarinet & orchestra, op 128
Display piece with operatic overtones, easily mistakable for Weber. (My10)
Introduction and Rondo in F, horn & orchestra, op 51
Great display piece for the new valve horn: fancy chromatic bits, the fireworks fully
mastered by Vlatkovic. (My10)
Overture No 17 in F minor, op 242
Generic sonata-allegro: dramatic chords, agitato in minor, major-key second subject, ends
with major-key vivace coda. The genre of unnamed Concert Overture is a strange one
— how much does a name and an unspoken narrative add? (F11)
Symphony No 2 in E♭, op 17
Opens with learned counterpoint introduction, then breaks into charming allegro with
double subject. Development nicely balances charm and learning (I think bringing in the
intro material). Larghetto sounds Schubertian, gorgeous. Scherzo a leaping dance,
with smooth waltzing Trio. Rondo Finale begins lively, makes unexpected turn to
episode. Super piece.
(F11)
Symphony No 4 in C, op 60

Kalliwoda’s Singulière! Opens with a lengthy funeral march that only gradually opens
into Allegro, then modulates wildly. Constant invention with accelerando coda. Mahler
before his time, and too much for contemporary audiences. Wow! Romanza opens
again misterioso, then agitato fortissimo – very strange. Scherzo is jovial, with more
surprises. Finale from a different world: minor key Sturm und Drang, moves into
major, but minor continues to subvert, then a wild coda. The Finale perhaps explains the
weird funeral march opening. Is there an unstated narrative behind this? Stunning. A
courageous masterpiece. (F11)
Quartet No 1 in E minor, op 61
Allegro marked by passionate leap of tenth. Adagio follows (not Scherzo as indicated in
booklet) — complex, with many ideas. Remarkable pizzicato Scherzo plus village fiddler
Trio. Vivace back to fast & furious minor, with modulating theme, extraordinary second
theme over pizzicato, nice coda to finish. (My11)
Quartet No 2 in A, op 62
Allegro in dotted 6/8: joyful skyrockets, wonderful happy music, fugato development
through minor keys, false recap, then return to joy. The ghost of Beethoven’s A-major
Symphony hovers, but distantly, and JK knows every trick of development and extension.
Brief Scherzo continues dotted patterns in minor key contrast. Adagio is deeply, serenely
reflective in a remote key, another world. Gorgeous. Vivace Finale takes off at a galop
in surprise minor key — reprise of Adagio — the finish in joyous major-key race to the
finish. Outstanding. (My11)
Quartet No 3 in G, op 90
Unlike the first two, the Third is concertante, with virtuoso violin writing, upper E string,
trills & turns, double stopping, passage work. Vivace Scherzo in minor, with octave bits
in violin. Adagio abandons display in favor of reflective melody, agitato B section.
Finale folkish, with pizzicato, left-hand pizz, harmonics. OK but less interesting than
the earlier Quartets. (My11)
Symphony No 5 in B minor, op 105
4 movements, 30’. Lento opens with solemn fanfare. Allegro takes off agitato in 3,
rugged minor with wild dissonance and modulation. Second theme in major, then
development and condensed recap. Scherzo is playful with faint sinister overtones, ditto
the gentler Trio, and the movement ends with blaring minor key. Bits sound like a
Bruckner Scherzo. Allegretto grazioso nearly forgets the anxious tone, but that interrupts
a couple of times and dominates the finish. Rondo Allegro takes off in brisk minor key
gallop, with tendency to slip into major. Brass motifs recall the opening. Minor key
persists, however, and return of the Rondo theme is impressive – the minor key is
persistent to the very end. A very powerful symphony. (N19)
Symphony No 6 in F, op 132
Four movements, 38’. His last symphony. Kalliwoda works on a somewhat larger scale
than before, but falls just short of Schubert and Mendelssohn rivals. Lento announces
noble fanfare with falling fifth. Allegro begins with violins making new version of the
tune, extending it with Schubertian thrust, moves into new triplet motion. Development is
unremarkable, but recap is grand, brass taking on the string tune, ennobling it. Coda sails
in triplets to the end. Andante has the naïve simplicity of Schumann’s Rhenish, but brass
introduce dark minor. After calm respite, the minor returns for another tumultuous bit.
Scherzo has distinctive jump motif from timpani stroke. Trio appears as wholly

unexpected sublime chorale in upper strings, the slower tempo set one-to-a-bar of the
Scherzo proper – which suddenly appears with no prep. Vivace sails along in Schubertian
grandeur. A worthy Symphony. (D19)
HEINRICH KAMINSKI
Toccata on Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern
Large organ work in the Bach-Reger line with brash opening (lots of pedals), quiet
middle (said to be fugal though I missed it), and the chorale tune breaking free in major
key conclusion. Great piece — Kaminski’s most popular — though I don’tdetect an
idiosyncratic style. There’s none of Reger’s tortuous chromaticism. (Ap11)
Three Chorale Preludes; Prelude on Mein Seel ist stille
The chorale melodies are foregrounded, not concealed, with a great deal of background
noodling and some flash (big runs), but no outrageous dissonance or chromaticism. The
Third Prelude is fugued, extended with complex harmony, big ending. The last, written
after the death of a daughter, is spare, subdued. (Ap11)
Toccata and Fugue in C
Large organ work with slow intro, flashy features — the toccata is more a fantasia.
Fugue takes a complex chromatic subject, develops it in what sounds like a
non-academic, fairly free manner. Great piece. (Ap11)
Adagio in E♭ minor
Moody, introspective, tragic, chromatic to the fringes of tonality. (Ap11)
Chorale Sonata
Organ Sonata constructed on three chorale melodies, not familiar to me and well
concealed. Subdued opening, the loud conclusion persists in minor key until the last
chord. (Ap11)
Werk für Streichorchester
Four movements, 54’. Arranged from a Quintet in F# minor written in the midst of the
Great War when the composer was closely allied with Franz Marc. Kaminski later
assigned the chore of arrangement to his pupil Schwarz-Schilling and approved it. First
movement alternates between Adagio and Allegro in conservative style, less chromatic
than I expected. Andante seems to extend the slow material, and the texture becomes
more chromatic, reminding me of Pfitzner, even Bruckner – the writing is stark, bare,
without ornament or filler or filigree, nothing lush. Grazioso attempts an awkward dance
motion, lightening up with pizzicati. It soon settles into melancholia. The lengthy Finale,
19’, is simply called Fuga, a rugged subject taken at a true Allegro, quite exciting, but it
soon wanders into melancholia. As usual, I dislike the stops and starts. It’s a sweaty
workout. The writer of the CPO liner notes ought to be shot. (Ja19)
GIYA KANCHELI
Symphony No 4
A single 25' Largo. The soundworld is unmistakable: silences, loud bits, sweet bits, bells,
crashes out of nowhere in timeless suspense. I don’t get the special reference or import of
this particular piece: “In memory of Michaelangelo” is not explained. Metonymy for
human civilization? (D09)
Symphony No 5
Confession: I thought this sounded exactly like No 4 – and it was. I listened all the way
through. No 5 seems more active, angrier, as well as having greater nostalgia. No bells or
col legno solos, but harpsichord (offstage?). An incredible auditory dreamscape! (D09)

Symphony No 6
The notes describe 4 movements: I don’t hear them. But I do hear the plaintive solo
(offstage?) viola and the violent outbursts, the modal lamentation, the tense silences.
The extended fortissimo pesante passage near the end is extraordinary, then a quiet, tragic
09
ending. (D )
Symphony No 7 “Epilogue”
Opens uncharacteristically with massive fortissimo passage that eventually merges in
Kancheli country before coming back. The chorale stuff sounds allusive, but I can’t place
it. Liner notes find this symphony hard to comprehend, but it doesn’t strike me as either
harder or easier. It is a lot louder. (D09)
Vom Winde beweint
Viola Concerto in four attacca movements. Adagio is in Kancheli’s familiar soundworld,
time suspended, dissonance crushing on consonance, harpsichord jangles, piano bass
thunders. Allegro opens with sharp fortissimo brass jabs, but it hardly feels like Allegro.
Larghetto feels exactly the same. Ultra-slow motion broken again midway through. Final
Andante maestoso erupts suddenly, builds tension but not motion, quite raucous. This
must be the slowest moving Kancheli yet — except last movement which mixes stasis
with more activity. Tough going. (D12)
GIOVANNI KAPSBERGER
Aria di Fiorenzi
A 12' set of divisions for lute on one of the hit tunes of the early seventeenth century,
made familiar by Respighi’s Suites (the Third I think). A considerable work.
Lute Music
The rest of the music on this disc is made up of short dance movements, or else formal
pieces like toccatas or ciaconnas. These like the big Air illustrate the early development
of abstract instrumental music, comparable to English virginal divisions, and the Sonate
of Marini, Castello, and Farina. “Colascione” is weird. (D10)
NIKOLAI KAPUSTIN
Piano Sonata No 1, op 39 ``Sonata-Fantasy``
Another unknown Russian. Sonata in in four movements, 20`long. Vivace does
virtuoso turn on cocktail lounge harmonies. Largo gets torchy. Scherzo toys with
staccato syncops, ends in a flurry. Finale is longer but more of same. Kapustin is trapped
in the style. The effect is vulgar in the worst sense, cheap. Steven Osborne`s playing is
convincing enough, but his liner notes are gauche. (O11)
Piano Sonata No 6, op 54
In four movements, 25' long. Allegro is staccato, syncopated. Scherzo wild. Largo
languid. Finale a loud moto perpetuo toccata. Does this music pose aesthetic questions
about improvisation and notation? It depends how much freedom is given, if any. Also,
it raises questions about cultural perspective: does it sound different to Russian ears than
it does to mine? Whatever the answers, I don’t like it. (O11)
13 Preludes in Jazz Style, op 53
These are 13 of 24. Thank God I didn’t hold out for the whole set. These at least don’t
pretend to be what they’re not. (O11)
SIGFRID KARG-ELERT
Pastorella, op 83/10; Handel’s Harmonious Blacksmith, arranged

Short sweet dance bon-bon; the Handel arrangement shows off bells & whistles of organ.
Karg-Elert begged St Cecilia to forgive him. (Oldengarm live—Ja)
Zehn charakteristische Tonstücke, op 86; Drei Pastelle, op 92
Two collections of short secular organ pieces. Since doing Karg-Elert with Alan I’ve
wanted more, but he confined himself to odd genres and wrote few extensive pieces. His
soundworld is Reger’s, at least in the later work, and he studied Debussy, Scriabin and
early Schoenberg, so he’s my sort of thing. But only the organ music has been much
recorded. No chamber, choral, Lieder . . . . (Ag3)
Music for harmonium and piano
I bought this because I wanted more Karg-Elert and was curious about the sound of these
instruments together. My first thought was that the harmonium sounds like an
accordion, but it has less variety of articulation. The music is mostly light listening. It
sets the percussive piano sound (arpeggiated or otherwise) against a bed of sustained
tone. Very occasionally these roles are reversed. Curiosity satisfied. (Ag3)
Symphonische Kanzone, op 114
Romantic piece for flute and piano, popular recital fare, 9' with trilly cadenza. (Ja12)
Suite pointillistique, op 135
Four movements for flute and piano undistinguishible in style from the Kanzone, despite
the title. Der kranke Mond is slow but sounds healthy. Diabolina und Innocenz is a
teasing waltz. Im Stil einer Hymn has processional feel. Pleasant. (Ja12)
Flute Sonata in B, op 121
Rare Romantic chamber work for the cool flute. Idyllisch suggests both pastoral and free
form, and both seem appropriate, though the movement is more liveely than languid. It’s
good to hear Karg-Elert in a larger form. Langsam is a bit too similar in manner,
surprisingly, but the Finale, marked “geschwind,” has more dance character, flightiness.
Nice piece, formally mysterious. (Ja12)
Impressions exotiques, op 134
I don’t detect the “complete change” in Karg-Elert’s harmony claimed in the liner notes,
except for some coloristic effects and some studied non-functionality. The five character
pieces for flute and piano make a nice set, the hummingbird drawn from life. (Ja12)
Symphonische Kanzone No 1, op 85/1
Large-scale grand organ piece, densely chromatic and developed. There’s a beautiful
melody which remains present all through the taxing virtuosic Toccata. Wonderful
masterpiece! (Je16)
Chaconne and Fugue Trilogy with Chorale, op 73
Monumental 34’ organ piece. Chaconne develops 35 variations on a descending pedal,
about a dozen pitches with some chromatic inflection, enough to allow much vagary in
the variations, not to mention the dramatics. Dynamic range is enormous. After a big
cadenza, the Fugue begins and continues quietly. Chorale is climactic, but followed by a
long dwindling epilogue. A true monster of a piece. (Je16)
Symphonische Kanzone No 2, op 85/2
Bigger than the First, 21’ in four sections. Fantaisie is loud and agitated. The Kanzone
appears almost inaudibly, distant, continues to interact with interrupting Fantaisie
material. An angular melody sounds clearly, modulating constantly. After cadence, a
chromatic stepwise passacaglia figure is established, variations becoming louder, denser
– scarier. Fugue subject is complicated, but not too long or overly chromatic. The piece

ends with a huge crescendo and a crushing dissonance on the dominant. What a
spectacular CD! The heart of Karg-Elert. (Je16)
Von Himmel hoch, op 82/2
Scored for SATB choir, with solo soprano, violin, and that special plummy organ writing.
As gorgeous as it ought to be. (Ja18)
Die Grablegung Christi, op 84
Three movements, scored for SATB with solo soprano, English horn (oboe), and organ. I
is instrumental Vorspiel with chorale “O Traurigkeit.” II is a recit, nearly atonal, plus
arioso for soprano – superb. III the choir begins in very difficult a cappella, joined only
by oboe. (Ja18)
4 sacred pieces
“Wir danken dir Herr Jesu Christ” is a 3’ motet for six-voice choir, beautiful, three verses
with varied Halleluiahs. Sanctus, op 48b/1, is for solo violin and organ. Benedictus, op
82/1, is more elaborate but only 6’ long, for choir, soloist, organ, violin, and harp. Quite
spectacular in its Osanna with sudden cut-off. (Is this the one I played for Alan? I think
so.) Requiem aeternam is a sumptuous 12-voice a cappella piece. All gorgeous. (Ja18)
Symphonische Kanzone No 3, op 85/3
This 10’ work belongs with the two others for organ, but Karg-Elert added four female
voices and solo violin to the conclusion. It develops from the traditional Credo
intonation, and the voices sing “Credo in vitam venture saeculi.” Entries of the violin and
the voices may be expected, but they still create a frisson. The piece ends on an added
second chord. (Ja18)
22 leichte Pedalstudien, op 83
The title is misleading: these are not for pedal alone, nor are they all easy. All are very
short, three of them less than a minute, only three longer than 3'. Most are very
unprepossessing, more time fillers. Exceptions 15, 16, 17, Quasi Scherzo, Passacaglietta,
Alla Marcia. (Je18)
Symphonic Chorale "Ach bleib mit deiner Gnede," op 87/1
Much the shorter of the two Chorales in this opus, a single 9' movement. It features eerie
echo effects among different ranks of pipes, and some of the full organ. Beautiful. (Je18)
Symphonic Chorale "Jesu meine Freunde," op 87/2
More elaborate work in three movements totalling 23', described in the notes as the most
dramatic and technically demanding of the organ works. Intro represents spiritual anguish
and consciousness of hell in angular, almost atonal chromaticism, with the chorale
peeping through, pianissimo. Huge dynamic range, growling fortissimo bass chords,
thunderous C major cadence. Canzone is a mournful ornamented cantabile, not obviously
related to the chorale tune; harmony is ambiguously major-minor. Fuga begins attacca, an
almost taunting subject. Gradually phrases of the chorale emerge in middle voices and
bass; there's a struggle between raging organ and still small voice until triumphant ending
in C. (That final pedal chord has five notes, requiring assistance.) Loopy, over-the-top
masterpiece. (Je18)
Trois Impressions, op 72
Three slow, meandering organ pieces, 13’ in total. Harmonies du soir states a clear
melody that soon winds itself in chromaticism. Claire de lune has shifty harmonies, some
whole tone, with flittering. La nuit is similar, more flittering. Lovely. They seem too sane
for Verlaine. (My20)

MIECZYSLAW KARLOWICZ
To the White Dove, op 6
[Where has Karlowicz gone? I’ve certainly heard his stuff.] This is probably Karlowicz’s
least known piece, even in Poland, premiered decades after his death. Modeled after Tod
und Verklärung, it begins with busy ruckus and fanfares, then a sentimental passage, gets
whipped up and brassy again, wild. Midway a brief tragic turn, followed by brief
Verklärung. Not up to the original. (D15)
Lithuanian Rhapsodie
Karlowicz thought the Lithuanians a tragic people: he needn’t have put it in words after
writing this. Mussorgsky tunes done up by Sibelius? Or is it Arnold Bax, with that lush
orchestration? Gorgeous bass clarinet, low flutes. Final section is more upbeat, but it
returns to the beginning. (Mh16)
Stanislaw i Anna Oswiecimoidie, op 12
Karlowicz introduces the pair (whoever they are) with a Don Juan fanfare and jokes out
of Eulenspiegel before settling into a simple love theme. Yes, Stan and Anna were
legendary incestuous siblings; Stan made pilgrimage to Rome to receive the Pope’s
blessing, but when he returned, Anna had died. This was MK’s greatest hit,
understandably with its over-the-top Straussian passion, its tragic undertone and funeral
march ending, its virtuoso orchestration everywhere. Wow! (Mh16)
Episode at a Masquerade, op 14
Karlowicz’s last work, completed posthumously by one Grzegorz Fitelberg. Since the
MS was lost in the Second World War, no one knows how much of the piece is
Fitelberg’s (but it strikes me as authentic). Again the piece opens with a swirling fanfare
(and great solo horn, bassoon doodling), settles into extensive development of two major
themes. The narrative apparently involves estranged lovers meeting unexpectedly at a
masked ball but failing to reignite their former passion. The recap of the opening fanfare
is unmistakable, but it has yearning rather than triumph. The final minutes form a
reflective, nostalgic coda, very beautiful. (Ap16)
Returning Waves, op 9
In tragic mode, if not suicidal, about words of unrequited love. Lots of low winds.
There`s a ray of happiness about five minutes in, but shadows return and remain. (Ap16)
A Sorrowful Tale (Preludes to Eternity), op 13
The shortest of the symphonic poems at 11’ and Karlowicz’s last completed work.
Grief-stricken music, rising and falling in desolation. There`s more than a dash of
Liebestod. At 7” there is a tone of hope that builds until collapse at a gong stroke (MK
originally called for a gunshot). Quick curtain. No wonder his unusual death is suspected
suicide. (Ap16)
Eternal Songs, op 10
Symphonic poem in three separate movements, a de facto abstract symphony since there
is no known program. Song of Everlasting Yearning opens with mournful wind solos
over strings, very straightforward. Song of Love and Death opens with cello theme
vaguely major-minor until violins affirm passionate major that gradually becomes
chromatic, agitated, brassier, then settles into semplice, then rises to noble affirmation.
Song of Eternal Being, the shortest segment, establishes a bedrock of brass with fluttering
strings and hints of Bruckner, magnificent chorale to finish. Glorious music. (Ap16)
ULYSSES KAY

Three Pieces after Blake
A mystery composer for a long time. I’m surprised by the dissonant modernist mode
devoid of African traces. The notes compare Berg’s Altenberg Lieder, plausibly, though
Kay lacks Berg’s extreme exploitation of the voice. Janet Hopkins sings very well. (bus
return from NYC—Ap12)
Scherzi Musicali
Anything but jokey: why ‘scherzi? Six highly astringent pieces for wind quintet &
strings, a more or less continuous twenty-minute concertante, dissonant, nearly atonal,
tempos shifting constantly. A strong piece. Kay seems a curiously under-recorded
composer. There’s a Symphony somewhere, lots of other stuff. (bus return from
NYC—Ap2)
Aulos, flute & chamber orchestra
A single movements for flute solo, snare & timps prominent. Similar in style to the
previous, but difficult to grasp the formal intent. (bus return from NYC—Ap2)
The Quiet One: Suite
Four slices of incidental music, very atmospheric, more tonal in style than the rest, but
Kay betrays no melodic gift. (bus return from NYC—Ap2)
JOHN KEBLE
Select Piece No 1 in G
Four movements, 9’, one of the more elaborate pieces rescued by Jennifer Bate (vol 5).
Keble tried to elevate late 18th-century church music, and published four collections.
“Select Piece” is a Voluntary enlarged and more clearly linked than earlier examples. The
music displays fastidious craftsmanship rather than powerful inspiration. (Jy18)
REINHARD KEISER
Brockes Passion
Superb setting of the Brockes text, also set by Telemann and others, and a striking
contrast to the Passions of Bach. Keiser is interested in narrative above all, and my
impression is speed. I don’t recall the same from Telemann’s version. The arias are
operatic, but they eschew full Da Capo and seem abbreviated. The Daughter of Zion
soprano and others create room for reflection, more in the second half, but the story
moves forward through the Evangelist and characters Jesus, Peter, Judas, and Mary too
gets a look in. There are varieties of texture – dialogue recits and arias, duos and trios,
well varied instrumentation. Contrasted with Bach’s profoundly interior music, Keiser
might appear superficial, but he has his own sensibility – hear his version of Eli lama
sabacthani. Performance is outstanding: the Daughter of Zion and the Evangelist get full
marks for accuracy and expression – but credit must fall with conductor Peter Van
Heyghen for his full understanding of this distinctive music. Wow! A revelation! (Ap19)
MILKO KELEMEN
Splintery
I learned Kelemen’s name from that Solisti di Zagreb concert in St Paul so long ago. He
has not disappeared as I expected, but turned into a middle-European avant gardist. This
14’ string quartet piece seems like a catalog of standard effects. It ends with an unsettling
fantasia on “Three Blind Mice.” (Ag16)
Varia Melodia
Extended 24’ piece for string quartet written five years earlier than Splintery. Marginally
less fragmented: instruments do what they do for longer periods of time. Otherwise

there’s the usual array of harmonics, pizzicato, glissandi, sudden outbursts, tapping on
instruments, and the like. Kelemen borrows Carter’s favorite directive “scorrevole,”
perhaps a sign of allegiances. I think I caught a furtive major chord. (Ag16)
Grand jeu classique
A full-scale Violin Concerto composed in 1982, this most recent work on the CD seems
the most accessible, being (he writes) an amalgamation of different levels of style in the
mode of “trans-avantgarde.” It has certain cohering features – a certain chord, a rule of
following every major or minor third with a minor second (cf Lou Harrison), minimalist
elements, even (gasp!) a ghostly hint of tonality. One movement, no subdivision. (S16)
MATTHEW KELLY
Alleluiah, I heard a voice
Choral piece, winner of BBC young composer competition. Diatonic with dissonances
and chromaticisms, multiple solo voices, spatial separation, all in a 5’ piece. (N17)
MARJORIE KENNEDY-FRASER
34 Songs from the Hebrides
A wonderful disc that completely satisfies this niche: Lisa Milne is the perfect pure voice,
the harp is just right, the songs are done with stanzas in both Gaelic [Scots? Erse?] and
English, with printed texts. Thirty-four in succession are a bit of an overdose, but not by
much. Good car music. (F09)
JOHANN KASPAR KERLL
Trio Sonata in F
Short multi-sectional piece, barely 6', but marked with great dignity and beauty. (D10)
24 Sacred Concertos
Kerll was a respected musician in his day, but much of his music is lost. Parallels to these
works are the Cantiones Sacrae of Schütz and the early baroque cantatas, settings of Latin
texts mainly for four voices, a few for two or five, with organ continuo, occasional
obligato violins. Estote forte and Dominus regnavit are unique, calling for 3 and 4 basses
respectively: what a sound! Almost party pieces. They seem not for specific liturgical
use; some like sacred madrigals: Plorate remarkable, as is Dic mihi imprudens anima.
Voices are not great, but performance is polished and satisfying. (O11)
Missa nigra
At first I thought Buxtehude, but there’s more of Schűtz at his most Monteverdian and
appealing – full, rich sound, solo and tutti alternating, beautifully performed. Kerll was a
German convert to Catholicism who studied with Frescobaldi and Carissimi, best known
for his operas, none of which survive. The title of the Mass refers not to Canticles but to
the new black-note notation. Kerll is attentive to text but not slavish. Sanctus has tricky
rhythm. Superior music and performance. (O13)
7 motets
Plorate sounds like Gesualdo – beautiful chromaticism. Alma Redemptoris is oddly
plaintive for a Marian text. Salva Regina is a duet concerto for tenor and baritone (two
tenors?). Ave Regina sounds five-part. Age plaude is wholly madrigalistic and florid,
great alleluiah. Exultate corda devota is longer, text driven, all solo voices. Cantate
laudes Mariae, on the other hand, is joyful florid praise in a minor key. Gorgeous music,
varied. (O13)
AARON JAY KERNIS
Colored Field

Strong piece: an English horn Concerto, really a Symphony with obligato, handled
marvelously, played against bassoon and oboe, massive brass and percussion. Texture is
tonal, dissonant, not terribly contrapuntal, an extension of the Copland-Bernstein line.
Marvelous devillish dance movement. Extended sombre Finale with huge climaxes,
surprise turns, fabulous percussion outbursts, sonorous magnificence from strings near
the end. Possible masterpiece. (Jy09—Muskoka)
Still Movement with Hymn
Long slow movement is from Symphony in Waves, arranged for Piano Quintet, the
Hymn arranged from earlier work for accordion, also very slow. Seems facile.
(Jy09—Muskoka)
Symphony in Waves
In four movements, with tiny Intermezzo before Finale. Continuous Wave is minimalist,
resembling Glass or Adams, very busy, lots of notes, mostly diatonic. Scherzo begins in
pointillism, gathers mass, ends in fragment of bebop. Still Movement (oxymoron) is 15'
centerpiece, described as “glacial,” but the glaciers are scraping rock, loud, strident. B
section quiet under sustained strings, thin strands of sound in space. A section returns.
Intermezzo is 2 minutes of string noodling. Finale is fragmented, more various in texture.
I like it, but would like more spice, more ingredients in the mix, including the pop
elements (which are treated very circumspectly). (Jy10)
Quartet No 1 “Musica Celestis”
In four traditional movements, various textures juxtaposed, sometimes violently:
minimalist, pointillist, grotesque cadenza, linear, stratospheric, all threatening to go over
the top but maintaining an elemental beauty of sound. I like it (much more interesting
than Danielpour Quartet No 2). Adagio, as long as the first movement, bears the title
Musica Celestis, ultra slow, music of the spheres, glorious. Scherzo, pizzicato, very short.
Finale Quasi una Danza is also short, eclectic. Near masterpiece, apart from the banal
ending. (Jy10)
Three Flavors
Piano Concerto in three movements, the flavors being genre styles. Ostinato could be by
Lou Harrison, gamelan inspired, lots of metallic percussion. Barcarolle is called French:
some sarcasm in the left-hand arpeggiated triads, written out rubato melody over top. Is
that an electric guitar? Yes. Self-consciously beautiful, then raucous riffs in percussion,
brass, signaling the American movement. Big chaotic, slam-bang ending. (Je15)
Two Movements (with Bells)
An integral piece for violin & piano in two movements, like a Violin Sonata but more
virtuosic than usual. Poco Adagio opens with reflective idea that keeps returning after
eruptions of quasi-improv splashy stuff. Ehnes is so pefect that it’s hard to say how good
the music is. Song for My Father is passionate, more expressionist, emotional than any
Kernis I recall. I heard no bells: no, they’re only suggested. Strong piece. (S15)
Ballad(e) out of the Blue(s) – Superstar Etudes No 3
Piano piece with blues elements in harmony and heavy-handed chording. Nice. (S15)
JEROME KERN
Overtures
Kern is closest to old-fashioned operetta, with a 1920s sound. Unlike Gershwin, Kern
hated jazz. Syncopation simple. But great tunesmith, harmonist. The omnipresent lead
trumpet finally becomes annoying. (Muskoka, Jy11)

ARAM KHACHATURIAN
Symphony No 2 in E minor “The Bell”
Major wartime Symphony, AK’s longest work. Allegro begins with sharp chords & bell,
then unwinds plaintive theme in variety of situations: a feel of unfolding narrative,
rambling but purposeful. Scherzo anxiety ridden, variable tempi, no conventional formula
Even 3-flute pas de deux is agitated. Lengthy Andante narrates a steady trek, an inner
Asian dead march, bitonal bitterness. subtle Dies irae, huge fortissimo, then dying away.
Wow! Finale begins agitato, brassy — speeding train music: wants to break into major,
finally does. Second crescendo to end with 3 bells. A very great Symphony. (O10)
The Battle of Stalingrad
Six numbers from a 1949 film score that restored AK to official favor. Militarist pictorial
music as one would expect, parody of German song, victory march sounds like Armenian
Sousa, cymbals on every beat. (O10)
Piano Sonatina
In three short movements: Allegro chases its tail comically. Andante a bittersweet 3.
Finale is just fast. Unpretentious recital fare. (Muskoka, Jy11)
10 Children’s Pieces
Tangy pedagogical pieces: junior recital fare. No, my piece isn’t there. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Toccata; Poem; 2 Pieces
The Toccata isn’t my piece either, but it’s a favorite encore finger-twister. Poem is
longer, a 10' ramble, dreamy, folksy, capricious. The second of the Two Pieces sounds
Spanish. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Piano Sonata
AK’s only Piano Sonata, in 3 large-scale movements. Allegro is moto perpetuo.
Tranquillo (I.M. Miaskovski, AK’s teacher) is sustained melodic flow over slow rocking
motion that becomes agitato, gradual etiolation and return to slow rocking. Allegro Finale
is insane 3-on-2 moto perpetuo. Liner notes describe this piece as angry, but I don’t hear
that. Just unwonted high seriousness for Khachaturian. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Spartacus Ballet Suites Nos 1, 2 & 3
I was going to pick out highlights, but the music is, if not solid gold all through, then
silver. Several numbers rival the celebrated Sabre Dance (the Pirates’ Dance), but the
tone varies while never losing a level of intensity. Superb ballet score. (N11)
Symphony No 1 in E minor
Big 42' Symphony in three movements. Liner notes present a strong case for the work as
a fusion of Western and Asian music, not just thematic material but methods of
development and judgment of dissonance. The Allegro cadences on a tritone. Bold,
passionate AND intellectually challenging music. Adagio an atmospheric nocturne, wind
coloration, mid-Eastern sound, faster dance episode in the middle, lots of bitonality.
Finale dancelike in irregular rhythms, cross-rhythms. Exciting. Slower section reprises
earlier stuff: Tempo Primo builds to fortississimo ending. (Quiet ending, a late revision
mentioned in the notes, not taken.) Very strong, original piece. (N11)
Symphony No 3
I fell in love with this amazing piece with its blast of trumpets and overblown organ in
Stokowski’s old LP. The Armenians sound genuinely Slavic, a bit coarse and wild, more
percussion than I remember. Crazy! (N11)
Concerto-Rhapsody in B♭ minor, violin & orchestra

Showy, virtuosic writing for Leonid Kogan, liberated from the formal constraints of the
Concerto by the clever title and approach. AK wrote two others, for piano and cello.
AK’s innovative pressure in standard forms, e.g. First and Third Symphonies, gets free
rein, and the Asian flavor is strong, distinctive. I want more fast stuff for finish. (N11)
Violin Concerto in D minor
I’ve heard this casually often enough to recognize it, but I’ve never taken Khachaturian
seriously enough to listen carefully. A mistake. Such immense appeal does not come
easily, and the original ideas pour out in seemingly natural profusion. Andante is the most
soulful song this side the Prokofiev G minor. Finale a relentless dance. Only critique:
maybe too much of a good thing? (N11); On CBC, I missed the first movement (which I
would have identified immediately) and was stumped by the slow movement, though
struck by its originality. Finale very familiar, but it took a while. James Ehnes in concert
from Winnipeg spoke of its “visceral excitement.” (Jy14)
Gayane Suites 1, 2 & 3
No surprises but fun stuff. The interest is primarily in orchestra color and orientalism, lots
of crash and bang, and there is a clear line from Prokofiev’s ballets, especially in the
more dissonant passages. Good car music. It would be easy to makes a great Suite out of
four or five selected movements – Lullaby and Sabre Dance of course, Armen’s Solo for
the dissonance, The Hunt, more as time allows. Such big hits meant no one in the West
would take AK seriously. (Ag16)
Piano Concerto in D♭
I haven’t heard this popular concerto for many years, yet somehow the hammered
opening theme remains recognizable, and it runs through the first movement. It comes
back at the very end as well. [My notes are lost. No, found.] There are bits of woozy jazz
and nonchalant capriccio à la Prokofiev – great bass clarinet solo before cadenza, with
muted strings. B section is more agitato with similar material, and return to A is
appassionato grandioso. Allegro Finale has a different hammered theme, a lengthy
mid-movement cadenza, and a grand crescendo to return of opening before prestissimo
coda. Fine well-knit Russian romanticism with its own distinct sound. (O16) Hearing it
again driving to Toronto. Thanks to Paolo Pietro Paolo, I took note of the beautiful bass
clarinet writing and the odd flexitone in the slow movement. Yes, it’s a youth concerto –
no great subtlety, lots of action. (N16)
Cello Concerto in E minor
Begins with huge crash: soloist plays catchy, syncopated, agitato motif, second idea in
clarinet more ominous, extensive free-wheeling development to cadenza. After, orchestra
enters with bumptious version of theme, accelerando coda to end. Andante begins with
eerie chromatics, double-tonguing flute. Narrow ambit cello theme sounds like
beginning, slow repetitive unfolding, even a hint of blues. Allegro Finale theme also
sounds familiar: the main motif with a suggestion of slow Sabre Dance; long mournful
section, return to main subject, then straight to presto coda. OK piece but seems to want
more dazzle. Overlong. (My17)
Concerto-Rhapsody for Cello & Orchestra
Khachaturian wrote three concertos, then followed with three Concerto-Rhapsodies
unbound by conventional form. Tutti intro, elaborate cadenza: It takes themes too long to
settle, then they’re worked out too long. Faster sections welcome, climax, return to main

theme, gradually works up to sort of climax, more dithering before presto coda. No match
for Bloch’s Schelomo. (Je17)
KAREN KHACHATURIAN
Violin Sonata, op 1
Very pleasing music — my recollection is faint, but I used to hear it on radio, then once
live with Oistrakh. Whatever became of Karen K? He’s Aram’s nephew. (My08)
FRIEDRICH KIEL
Piano Quartet No 1 in A minor, op 43
Four movements. Allegro immediately establishes a middle-Romantic style: he may have
revered Beethoven and Bach but he sounds like Schumann, warm, broadly expansive, yet
fully contrapuntal and detailed, intensely serious. Adagio begins with very beautiful
melody, semplice, richly harmonized, then breaks into motifs à la Beethoven. Scherzo is
playful within limits, not gruff, not gossamer, just mildly tricky, never losing its dignity.
Vivace Finale stays in minor with plenty of propulsion, exciting, with a gloriously
Schubertian violin-cello duet. Wow! Terrific piece. (D13)
Piano Quartet No 2 in E, op 44
Four movements. Allegro is not brilliant E major, rather a warm, benevolent but firmly
principled sense of right; development shows playfulness but never forgets its dignity.
Intermezzo (not a Scherzo) turns to minor, a deliberate rocking figure with strong dance
rhythm – lovely. Short Largo acts as solemn prelude to Rondo Finale marked grazioso.
Kiel’s Gemütlichkeit is Prussian, with memories of Friedrich the Great’s court, a great
display of ostentatious ornamentation. Notes fly like sparks, even more in the smashing
coda. Another terrific piece. (D13)
Piano Quartet No 3 in G, op 50
The Quartet begins with slow intro to a classical grazioso theme in 3, still neo-Beethoven
with displaced accents, but more relaxed. Andante has hushed piano melody picked up by
muted strings; B section suddenly lush enough to be Brahmsian in thirds – beautiful.
Presto Finale races in fleet but not rustic 6/8, threatens to get intense but returns to happy
speed. Terrific piece, possibly best of the three. Another under-recorded composer. (Ja14)
Missa Solemnis, op 40
No key is stated. Kiel was a Lutheran Protestant, so he treats the Mass mainly as a
concert piece. Kyrie is tragic in tone. Gloria is triumphant in major, in quick 3 with brass
and timps; solo quartet appears for Et in terra, lovely spots at Adoramus, Gratias agiumus
tibi, and Qui tollis. Kiel allows stops and starts mid-Gloria and depends heavily on
processional fugal entries. Credo is another large movement – soprano given lovely Et
incarnatus – I don’t remember hearing the Credo affirmation repeated at end of
movement. Sanctus begins oddly with low bass growls and gradually warms up – are the
basses divisi; Benedictus as usual given to solo quartet. Agnus Dei returns to tragic tone
of the beginning, but turns to major at Dona nobis pacem with soprano entry. The ending,
thankfully, is peaceful. Kiel is a fine composer, but a poker-stiff Berliner: he can barely
conceive of a syncopation. Rhythm is not his strength. (N14)
Overture for Large Orchestra, op 6
Generic symphonic movement; it would be hard to fit a narrative or a title to it. Slow
intro of tragic grandeur: Allegro square, with melody of sorts. I might guess a very
young Bruckner. (N14)
WILLIAM KIENZL

Quartet No 1 in B♭ minor, op 22
I know of Kienzl through Der Evangelimann, a do-able opera through its modicum of
dramaturgy and one great tune. This Quartet too opens with overt emotionality, a touch of
self-dramatization, and a great tune. The players impress with their ripe late romantic
style, all intense vibrato, emphatic phrasing, and elegant portamento. The archaic
Menuetto is stiff with charm – Trio a more rustic Ländler. Adagio is a chromatic
adolescent outpouring: oh, if I had discovered Kienzl then! Finale is a hunting gallop
with a touch of romance and reprise of the Adagio. Wow! Straight from the heart and a
winner. (Mh14)
Quartet No 2 in C minor, op 99
Slow intro sets tragic tone to an emphatically serious Moderato: enter a sweet second
group, a long movement not sustained by bombast and thickened textures, trying too
hard. Adagio is a passionate song in the low register, all heart on sleeve, very beautiful.
Scherzo is in a deliberate 3, impish, with turns to a wonderfully sentimental waltz, quite
original in concept. Finale begins like the first intro but flows into a consoling,
sentimental tune (Kienzl’s home territory), kept interesting with rondo episodes and
clever modulations. (Mh14)
Quartet No 3 in E♭, op 113
Allegro develops a nice triadic arching theme à la Schumann in 9/8, one melody tumbling
after another, wonderful. Andante is a lovely subdued Lied, shamelessly gorgeous.
Scherzo builds on a rough, chromaticized dotted rhythm, but it settles into a slower, more
sentimental waltz tempo. Finale in 6/8 turns to an unstable minor, sometimes sideslipping
into major, fine presto coda. Extremely retro for 1928, but fine music nonetheless. (Ap14)
WILHELM KILLMEYER
Härtling-Lieder
Nine settings of short poems by Peter Härtling. Satiric in tone but nonsensical: the
settings are tonal, motivic, abrupt, spare. I can’t figure out what’s going on.
(Muskoka—Fe12)
YRJÖ KILPINEN
5 Songs
I was unable to track down texts for this Kim Borg disc. 3 are by Lagerkvist, very
melancholic. The soundworld is tonal, lots of sideslipping chromaticism. Melodies
coherent, nice. (Ag10)
EARL KIM
Where Grief Slumbers
I don’t know this composer — settings of Apollinare calligrammes mixed with Rimbaud
(why?), ingenious, French sounding, minimally accompanied, somewhat “constructed.”
“Ophelia” is impressive, but I don’t think the cycle as a whole carries. Upshaw at her
finest. (O09)
Earth Light
For high soprano, violin, piano, on text compiled from Beckett. Tempo slow, consonant
tones limited to a few, style pointillist. Voice speaks first, then mixes in vocalized
syllables. Performance has son et lumière specifications. So-so. (Ap11)
LEON KIRCHNER
Quartet No 1

Exaggeration of Bartok tradition with every string effect: pizzicati of all kinds,
harmonics, glissandi, ponticello, legno, tapping. They threaten to overwhelm. Lots of
chromatically slipping sevenths. Marked rhythm in third movements welcome, sets off
final Adagio which gets very agitated. Studentish over-reaching, but impressive. (Ja09)
Quartet No 2
Chastened style, no “effects.” Model is mainly Schoenberg, overtly passionate, constantly
transforming, marvelous ending. A good piece. (Ja09)
Quartet No 3
For string quartet with electronic tape, intriguing largely because the live players engage
and echo the electronic sounds and pitches (created with the help of Subotnick). The
music is apparently atonal but seems to have tonal centers, or is it the contrast with the
tape sounds? (Ja09)
Quartet No 4
Single movement piece to refute Adrian Leverkühn’s conviction that musical materials
had been exhausted: virtually atonal but based on conventional triadic chords, agitated,
fresh sounding even the harmonious cadential passages. Very different approach from
Rochberg’s. Kirchner’s Quartet cycle is a fine varied achievement, each one approached
differently. (Ja09)
Piano Sonata
Though the first movement is marked Lento, it has outbursts of speed and seems
unpredictable, improvisatory, even unstable. The Adagio succeeds in establishing a
wholly different feel: steady repeated notes, stasis, fantastical decorative flourishes. The
notes call it “night music.” Final Allegro is not fast but a lopsided moto perpetuo 5/8.
Very distinctive piece. (Je10)
Duo for Violin & Piano (Sonata concertante)
Rhapsodic piece in two movements. First is long, seems to wander without direction
with spiky passages for both instruments, very dramatic, hard to follow. Grazioso is a
running note movement, not fast, also spiky. Impressive piece. The 1957 recording
sounds old and boxy, but Eudice Shapiro plays the bejeezus out of it. (Ap11)
Piano Trio No 1
In two movements: the lengthy first pits Alla Marcia theme versus sustained theme, the
mood shifting, formally unpredictable. Shorter second begins quietly, works back to
tempo. Original management of form, but ending seems banal. (Ap11)
Flutings for Paula
Short work for flute and percussion, mainly vibes: how beautiful they sound together!
Nice. (My11)
Piano Trio No 2
In one movement of 18', a montage of constantly varying textures in highly emotive,
even excessively emotive free atonalism. Kirchner was a pupil of Schoenberg and Bloch,
and this piece seems to fuse their different kinds of Romanticism. Bach chorale near the
end. It should not make sense, but it does: it must be very tough to get off the page.
Performance is brilliant. Wow! Possible masterpiece. (My11)
Duo No 2, violin & piano
Here the Bloch side of LK’s personality takes over: a single movement, 15' piece, tonally
centered, reminiscent of Szymanowski’s Mythes, excitable, ecstatic, wild & wonderful, a
grueling test for both players. A very late bloom of mystical expressionism. (My11)

Piano Concerto No 1
An early work: Kirchner as soloist appears as a less populist Bernstein Wunderkind. The
style is hard to define, a highly chromaticized pandiatonicism, if that makes sense. [Of
course, he was a Sessions student.] Adagio alternates piano with orchestra, after model of
Beethoven’s Fourth Concerto. Finale gets wild, more dissonant, percussive, with a
paradoxically gentle cadenza, big ending. Very strong piece. Vintage recording with
Mitropoulos dated but raw and energetic. (Ap12)
Music for Orchestra
Kirchner in 1969 has turned constructivist, as is evident in the mirror reflection of the
first four notes. Short aleatoric bit, plus touches of Varèse. Fiercely dissonant, of course,
but pandiatonic at root, much more accessible than, say, Luigi Nono. I failed to detect the
“ghostly waltz” mentioned in the liner notes. (Ap12)
Lily
For soprano and chamber orchestra with pre-corded tape, drawn from full-length opera
which had notorious catastrophic premiere at NYCO, based on Bellow’s Henderson the
Rain King. (Orchestra personel on CD reads like a Who’s Who.) Sounds of tropical
fantasy, long solo flute, marimba, celeste, high coloratura, voices pre-recorded. Spoken
text on tape is dramatic, works unexpectedly well. Quasi-torchsong bit, then more
jungle music. Very Schafer-like, from 1973. Did Kirchner’s fall from grace because of
technical failures affect RMS? Sounds most intriguing, but will never be revived. (Ap12)
Little Suite
I’m sure I’ve heard this: 5 Webernesque movements for piano written for Schoenberg.
The notes say Kirchner never used serialism. Did he? These little trifles are tonal and
sound like Stravinsky. (N15)
THEODOR KIRCHNER
7 organ pieces from op 89
Kirchner was a German-born organist who spent most of his career in Switzerland, wrote
almost entirely in short forms, was respected by greats from Mendelssohn to Grieg, and
died in poverty. His music here is pleasant, almost organ salon music. (Je14)
12 Neue Davidsbündlertänze, op 17
The title proclaims discipleship to Schumann, who admired him, though he was on good
terms with Liszt and Wagner as well. Kirchner was self-defined as “minor” since he
attempted no larger forms apart from one string quartet, depended on ternary form, and
never approached Schumann’s ingenuity in drawing subtle motivic links. But the music
sounds nice, with some beautiful turns of phrase. No 9 is beautifully dreamy. Strong
ending. (O14)
8 Romances, op 22
Kirchner is more rhapsodic in these pieces, less firmly in the Germanic Schumann line,
with Chopinesque flourishes. Very attractive. (O14)
Spielsachen, op 35
Ten extracts from a larger collection, mixed mood but back in Germanic chordal style.
Kirchner breaks no new ground, but it evades cliché and triviality. (O14)
GIDEON KLEIN
Partita for Strings
Written at Terezin, 1944, as a String Trio. Rediscovered 50 years later and arranged for
string orchestra. Several short movements, neo-classical, not tormented. On CBC. (Jy10)

String Trio
Chamber version of the above, maybe just two movements, seems very weak. (live, Parry
Sound –Jy13) Short piece of 12’ in three movements, fast-slow-fast. Bright Allegro like
Milhaud being careful, with touches of folk fiddle. Variations on a Moravian Song begins
and ends lamentoso, though most of the variations are upbeat. Vivace is rugged,
Bartokian. All pandiatonic, no trace of the Schoenberg mentioned in the notes. Strong
piece. (N16)
Divertimento for 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns
Klein was perhaps the youngest of the composers murdered by the Nazis whose name
and work survive. This octet is neo-classical in its mode and four-movement layout, not
serial I think but very dissonant, rhythmically lucid, the dark tone intensified by the
double reeds. If there’s any debt to Les Six, the playfulness is very dark. Date of
composition is given as 1939-40. (O14)
Piano Sonata
Three movements: The first is very reminiscent of Berg’s Sonata, though it harps on its
motif too much. The last movement, based of leaping 6/8 dotted rhythm, is brighter. (O14)
LOTHAR KLEIN
Musica Antiqua; The Masque of Oriana; Canadiana Ballet Suite
More interesting in concept than execution, especially Antiqua, for Medieval Group and
orchestra, with raw sackbuts and singing voices (spoken at end), but orchestra provides
little contrast – missing the point. Masque is Elizabethan pastiche, less sophisticated than
Maxwell Davies. Canadiana (police whistle from Ibert?) a bit heavy handed. I expected
more far out stuff. (Jy08)
JAKOB FRIEDRICH KLEINKNECHT
Trio Sonata in C minor
The latest in date of the Trio Sonatas: not very complex or original but, as the liner notes
observe, virtually a trio of three instruments with nearly superfluous harpsichord, on its
way to becoming classical in style. (D10)
PAUL von KLENAU
Symphony No 7 “Die Sturmsymphonie”
Written 1941 in Nazi Germany: the last gasp of the Bruckner tradition, though not in
length. Brass make large gestures rising in sequences while unison strings outline triadic
figures, all in heroic but tragic vein. Finale marked Pesante opens with brooding Adagio
that alternates with more aggressive material. Impressive enough, if belated. There’s no
sign of the vaunted Schoenberg advocate here; no trace of Strauss either, but perhaps
Franz Schmidt. (Ag10)
Klein Idas Blumen
Concert Overture on light subject from Hans Christian Andersen. Melodious
Romanticism. (Ag10)
Jahrmarkt bei London
Orchestral Fantasy tribute to the English. Begins and ends with child’s voice in simple
song, moody, breaks into lush Romantic bit, jaunty play with song. Holst might have
written this. (Ag10)
Gespräche mit dem Tod

Six songs for Alto and orchestra calling for huge range, from bits in the deep cellar to the
final top note, varied, defiant, acquiescent, romantic, triumphant. This is the strongest
music on the disc, a keeper. Susanne Resmark’s performance is superlative. (Ag10)
AUGUST KLUGHARDT
Schilflieder, op 28
I know nothing of this composer, and the odd genre of trio for oboe, viola and piano is
not the best introduction. The piece uses a sequence of four poems, Songs of the Reeds
by Lenau. As such, they are character pieces, Lieder ohne Worte, and they were quite
successful in their day, appearing in 1872. The music is high romanticism, full of color
and character, beautifully written for each instrument. Nice listening. I think there’s a full
CD of Klughardt on CPO, or is it Naxos? (D13)
Violin Concerto in D, op 68
Big Concerto in four movements; the Allegro just short of 20’ begins heroically with
soloist entering almost immediately. She holds the center with melody and pyrotechnics,
with few interruptions. An ominous tone enters, and a startling brass chord introduces a
recitando for soloist over unison strings; this leads to consolatory Adagio cantabile, very
beautiful. Darks warnings burst in again, but violin rises above them. Moderato Finale in
6/8 is a lumbering dance that attempts to incorporate and neutralize the dark motifs, but
they persist until a victorious coda. The Concerto is too long, but it tells an interesting
narrative, and Mirjam Tschopp makes a strong case for it. (Muskoka—Jy14)
Symphony No 3 in D, op 37
The tribute to Wagner in the liner notes is surprising, since the Symphony seems more
an exercise in post-Schubertian Romantic classicism, so the allusion to Lachner seems
plausible. Lebhaft opens gently with broad strokes and good cheer, like the Great C
Major, important lines entrusted to winds. Development darkens, becomes fugal as horn
enters with premature recap just before the real thing. Langsam is a relaxed and
expansive Lied. Mässig acts as Scherzo. Munter is in moderate 4, heavily worked out
with fugato bit, recap, and Vivace coda. Fine Symphony, best in first two movements –
needs more dazzle at the end. (Muskoka—Jy14)
Lenore -- Symphonic Poem (Symphony No 2 in D minor), op 27
Three movements, 33'. I've listened to this composer with pleasure but little memory. The
Lenore in question is that of Gottfried Burger's poem, which had previously inspired a
melodrama by Reicha and Raff's Fifth Symphony, a quasi-medieval romance with
Wagnerian overtones. Hewftig bewegt begins with overwrought dramatics. Lots of brass
fanfare, beautiful strong passages, a touch of fugato, mostly molto fortissimo. Very
exciting. The orchestral playing is superb. Wow! Tempo di marcia is a soldier's march in
bright major key, over the top. Trio layers three countermelodies a la Meistersinger
Prelude. Watch out for those piccolos! Then diminuendo, disappearing. But cellos start
an operatic recit for the silent Lenore, beginning the Langsam section, leading to a
beautiful cello melody that gathers intensity, then the Lenore theme. Massig has openng
of scraps before settling into a horseback rhythm reminiscent of Tannhauser, bombastic
in the best way in tuttis. Ends with unison statement of two themes in minor, then a major
chord. A surprise masterpiece! (Jy20)
JUSTIN HEINRICH KNECHT
Dixit Dominus

Knecht is best known for writing a Pastoral Symphony in the 1780s, well before
Beethoven. He was highly regarded as composer, theorist, teacher. This setting of Psalm
110 in Latin opens with dotted rhythm march, then a duet for women. A later chorus
brings back the dotted motif. It closes with a doxology. All unfolds as it ought, with little
individual character. (Mh16)
Der erste Psalm
Full treatment with chorus, four soloists and orchestra, in five movements. The
second, “Es grünet wie am Bach ein Baum,” is a nice Haydnesque tone painting in
gentle 3. No 3 is a fine archaic fugue, followed by another gentle movement.
Closing fugue. Lovely, the best of the three. (Mh16)
Der sechste Psalm
For similar forces in four movements, a bit longer. Also full of character. Give Dixit
Dominus another try? (Mh16)
A Musical Portrait of Nature
A “grande symphonie” in five movements, reputed precursor to Beethoven’s Pastoral,
was printed in 1785. No key is mentioned. Allegretto, with two contrasting episodes, a
rondo scheme. Pastoral tone, bird calls, trills on afterbeats. The bird calls return. I was
prepared to be skeptical, but it seems very plausible that Beethoven remembered Knecht
and determined to outdo him. Movement II is also Allegretto (“medemo” is “identical”).
Liner notes refer to the reproduction of the title page for a detailed program, but I can’t
make it out even with a magnifier. Movement III is Allegro molto, clearly the
thunderstorm: it subsides, then returns. IV remains Allegro molto, with throbbing
syncops. The storm has passed. Finale is a lovely set of variations, with solo violin. Very
original and pleasing music – the best of Knecht. Bernius and Hofkapelle Stuttgart do
themselves proud. (D16)
4 arias
Three from a comic opera, Der Schulz im Dorfe (1788), short, sweet and easy,
plus
another from a King’s Birthday Cantata, more florid and elaborate. Not memorable. (D16)
Overture to a Royal Betrothal Cantata
Three-part overture. The royal couple are blessed with gentle, original music – clever
ideas, brilliant scoring for winds. A juvenile Beethoven might have been proud. (D16)
Overture to Aeolsharfe
The four-act opera has been recorded in full by Carus. Perky enough, but laden with
predictable sequences. (D16)
LEV KNIPPER
Quartet No 3
Intriguing piece of Webernesque brevity, but tonal, curious textures. Makes me want to
hear more, but unlikely since Knipper was known OGPU agent. (S08)
Symphony No 8
Wartime Symphony, neither dramatic nor militaristic: sounds like soundtrack for
romantic film noir, Tiomkin maybe. Andante semplice has stoic heroism. Finale begins
with dire figures, nervous drumbeats, cross rhythms: romantic theme triumphs in the end.
All three movements develop the same set of themes and stay fixed in slow tempi until
the end. This makes Khachaturian’s Second seem radical. (O10)
Violin Concerto

Long wartime piece, the first movement running 18'. Somber intro: Allegro perky,
pleasant, unremarkable. Andantino has some feeling. Finale marziale. Tedious. (O10)
ZOLTÁN KODÁLY
Galanta Dances
As before, piece seems disjointed, performance did nothing to bring it together, fast
ending seemed too little too late. Should work better than it does. (My08—live)
Sonata for Cello & Piano, op 4
Two movements, rhapsody plus folkdance, could be simple lassù — friss except for
greater development in dance movement. Good, if slight piece. (S08)
Sonata for Cello Unaccompanied
Sustained three movements over half an hour, rhapsodic, improvisatory (though the notes
say “highly structured”). A true tour de force for both player and composer. Listener too.
These solos and duos for monophonic strings and winds are trials for the ear, no denying
it. Kodaly manages with folk basis, where the single instrument sounds normal.
Venturing the “debut” disc of the young Korean cellist was not a mistake — virtuosic,
stylish, good sound. (S08)
Andante; Sonatina, cello & piano
Andante was once very popular, ZK’s C#-minor Prelude, but it’s hard to understand why:
an aimless wandering tune. The Sonatina, rejected first movement of the Op 4 Sonata,
also negligible. (S08)
Duo for Violin & Cello
I don’t know how I’ve missed this piece so long: thoroughly engaging Hungarian
fireworks, not austere in the least. Kennedy makes a notably freer gypsy than does
Harrell. Great fun. (O08)
Hary Janos Suite
I can't remember the last time I heard this through, usually in snippets, like Holst's
Planets, but it's sturdy, memorable music throughout. The cembalom has more to do than
in the one familiar movement - lots of character. A brass and percussion romp. Why
didn't ZK write at this level more often? (Mh09—CBC)
Quartet No 2, op 10
Kodaly is apt to be the forgotten man of early modernism. These quartets have finally
been recorded! This one, written 1916-18, is in three movements, just 18’, considerably
shorter than the First. Allegro has some Hungarian inflection, though Kodaly was
actually thinking more of Debussy, heard in harmony and texture. Andante is elegiac, but
individual instruments try, and fail, to establish dance patterns, even a pianississimo
moment of dancing. Interesting concept. Loud pizzicato sets off Finale Allegro, a true
Hungarian folkdance. Kodaly seems to have found his style early, unlike Bartok, a late
bloomer. Both Kodaly’s quartets were written long before Bartok’s First. (Jy17)
Intermezzo, string trio
Written 1905, a 5’ Allegretto full of folk character, though it seems more Czech than
Hungarian. Charming. (Jy17)
Gavotte, 3 violins
Written at the end of ZK’s career in 1952, another charming trifle. The dates of these two
pieces could be switched and no one would be the wiser. (Jy17)
Quartet No 1, op 2

Four movements, 42’. Dating from 1909, a monolithic piece. Slow intro sets Hungarian
modal tone before the Allegro presents a welter of melodic ideas and differing textures.
Thematic development seems continuous, but it never settles into a texture for any length
of time scattering the effect. Harmony is very colorful but conventional at heart, and I
don’t get a strong sense of tonal direction. Lento is marked tranquillo and is nearly
somnolent: it breaks into a slow fragmented fugato that gets intense, recedes into
extended pizzicato version of fugato, accelerates, recedes into restatement of opening
material, flotando, over continued pizzicato, crescendo to declamatory unison, recedes in
long viola solo with twiddles in background – beautiful quiet ending. Short 4’ Presto is a
folklike dance in irregular meter – Trio more subdued. Allegro Finale begins in
preparatory mode with bits of preceding movements, then a stately dance, quasi-gavotte,
for variations. Ingenious, full of twists, but clear sailing formally. He jokes with the
ending too long. (Jy17)
CHARLES KOECHLIN
Trois Poèmes, op 18
French versions of three poems from Kipling’s Jungle Book, no texts with recording.
No 1 (mezzo) recalls Ravel’s Schehérézade, voluptuous exoticism (wordless chorus in
background). No 2 Ravel in child mode, mezzo & basso in comic octaves. No 3,
longer piece for tenor héroique (Botha is strained). Forces seem wholly impractical for
performance. (D08)
La Course du printemps, op 95
Extended multi-sectioned but continuous tone poem: seems to narrate, colorfully, heavily
scored, but semi-comic and serious (à la Milhaud?). Much bitonality. (D08)
La Méditation de Purum Bhagat, op 95
Impressive 14' piece in constant quarter-note motion. Pilgrimage toward serenity, builds
variations, with bitonality, off-rhythms in background. (D08)
La loi de la jungle, op 175
A joke carried too far, at 9': the boring declamation described by Kipling imitated in
unison monody punctuated by gong, drums, etc. (D08)
Les Bandar-Log, op 176
Apparently intended as parody music: it’s a better piece understood as monkey music,
rather than broad burlesque. Parody of Viennese school extends to instrumentation:
contrabassoon, E♭ clarinet, trombone, double basses leading fugue. Fugue “monkey see,
monkey do.” Dry sound takes on Stravinsky. It all sounds peculiar. (D08)
The Seven Stars Symphony
Seven movements in homage to Hollywood movie stars, though characterization is
puzzling: Fairbanks swashes no buckles. Touches of quiet bits of Le Sacre. Original
sound world, glass harmonica and parallel fifths. Clara Bow is Michael Torke bright
color music, sax and xylophone inclusive. Dietrich is languid (!). Jannings aptly
expressionistic. Extended 15' of Chaplin moves from sentimentality to Bandar-log, a very
oddly shaped movement. Fascinating piece. (Ja09)
Les heures persanes
Koechlin’s orchestration of a collection of 16 piano pieces into an hour-long Suite, much
of it performed at mezzo piano or softer, languid, Orientalist (only two sections of upbeat
music), but written before 1920, it was far in advance of its time. Bitonality, a
dodecaphonic oboe line (not treated serially), and nearly athematic. Sections 12 through

16 might make a practical work in themselves. Intense listening required – or decent
background music. (Jy11)
Au loin, op 20/1
Originally for English horn and piano, orchestrated and expanded, a beautiful and
convincing bit of romantic Impressionism, however conventional. Koechlin later
disowned it, in the French tradition of severe self-criticism. (Muskoka — Jy12)
Sur les flots lointaines, op 130
Much later shorter piece, similar in mood, motionless, much more chromatic and elusive.
String orchestra version, included on the CD, might have less tendency to get
overshadowed on a program. (Muskoka — Jy12)
Le buisson ardent: Part I, op 203; Part II, op 171
Large philosophical tone poem on Romain Rolland’s Jean Christophe, in two parts of
three movements each. Unfortunately the CD does not track each movement. Part I,
written much later (in fact Koechlin’s last orchestral score) begins Adagio in strings
atonally, representing depression, creative sterility. Allegro with ondes martenot gliss
marks beginning of spring, dominated by whole tone scales, rising crescendo and
decrescendo. Part II: ondes martenot sings melody that marks Christophe’s awakening
feeling and creativity: the section of five saxes is heard clearly in crescendo, followed by
passage of serenity. Suddenly a perky melody, Vivo, described as a fugue, followed by
Chorale in violins, then different sections. Ends in peace, sotto voce, with benediction by
ondes martenot. (Muskoka — Jy12)
Viola Sonata, op 53
Four movements. Adagio: deep, limp, misterioso, hangs in the air. Scherzo gallops
cunningly with tricky irregular rhythms in the viola, harsh harmonies – decrescendos into
the distance, then rears up into foreground. No joking in this Scherzo! It moves attacca
into the Andante, an “austere lamentation” according to the notes, an intensification of
the first Adagio as it soars into the uppermost register. Allegro Finale is “Fauré-like” only
in its constant forward pressure, hardly an Allegro, but it maintains the mysterious
solemnity of the rest, a distant cortège that rises to a grand peroration before ending with
a calm blessing. This is one of the most convincing and moving pieces I’ve heard by the
strange Koechlin. Dann and Parker deserve ovations for realizing the spirit of this elusive
music, not to mention their magnificent Tournemire and Bréville on the same CD. (D13)
Quartet No 3
The sound is Ravel, a soft, hovering, the same downward figure repeated, but the phrase
structure left uncertain. Scherzo short and bouncy. Adagio slips into an odd nearly atonal
world of harmonies and reminiscences, very soft, evocative -- returns to rocking,
hovering world of first movement, hauntingly beautiful. Final is in skipping 6/8 with an
upward triad like a children’s song – thoroughly unexpected. (F14)
Piano Quintet, op 80
Big work 42’ long with an ambitious narrative program reflecting the gloom of post-war
pessimism and a move to consolation. Andante depicts “the obscure wait of what shall
be” in murky, eerie sustained tones against effortful arpeggiation in the piano. Allegro
depicts “the enemy attack” and “the wound” – again eerie apprehension with sudden
fortissimo outbursts, truly frightening, very dissonant. Andante shows “consoling Nature”
in an improvisatory, richly colored suspension that slowly takes shape in melodic
fragments and increasingly triadic harmony – gorgeous. The concluding Allegro, “La

Joie,” combines a pealing of bells in piano with quasi-ecclesiastic polyphony in strings;
tempo gradually increases; only at the end does volume reach forte and joy seems
unrestrained. I’m not sure if this is a masterpiece, but it’s utterly unique. (F14)
Epitaphe de Jean Harlowe, op 164
Beautiful, guileless, not tragic – miniature trio for flute, alto sax, and piano – could be
mistaken for Tailleferre. (Ap17)
Poèm for Horn and Orchestra, op 70b
De facto concerto, three movements in 15’. Moderato is très simplement, the horn
lounging languorously over thin orchestra: faster section in a dreamlike hunter’s 6/8.
Andante offers another melody with rising fifths. Allegro Finale again in 6/8, seems to
drift back into a dream. Beautiful – maybe best horn rep after Strauss and Mozart. (N17)
JOONAS KOKKONEN
Symphony No 1
Serial work written in 1960 but sounding neither like post-war serialism nor like the
Viennese School, unless Schoenberg in his neo-classic phase. The feel is Nordic. The row
is melodic, thematic, nearly tonal, unfolding gradually, the orchestration very transparent
– open spaces and disconnects, but keeping a discernable pulse. In four movements,
slow-faster-fast-slow, highly concentrated in just over 21'. Reaches climax in third
movement. Beautiful epilogue with passing triadic harmony before the end. This could
grow on me. (Mh11)
Symphony No 2
Serial work in four movements, slow-fast-slow-fast, “tragic” in tone (say the notes) but
not anguished. Allegro is a dancy staccato. Andante a beautiful lamentoso with dark
woodwinds and harp. Finale perky for a few minutes but reverts to the Andante material
to close. This is reminiscent of Valen’s Symphonies, but I think there’s more quirky
personality in Valen. (Mh11)
Opus sonorum
I don’t get the point of this piece, a 10' work. The notes say something about a piano, but
I barely hear it, and I don’t grasp Kokkonen’s point about sound. (Mh11)
PETER PAUL KOPROWSKI
Flute Concerto
Dark, dramatic opening: well-made, no more, until Finale: Sudden lurch into presto
tempo (so rare in contemporary music), fleet fingering, sounds like Shostakovich on a
drunk. Some nose thumbing, then return to moodiness before coda. Not bad. (Je09)
Accordion Concerto
I played this piece with Petric and Stan Kopac. Do I remember it? Yes, and it strikes me
now as quite fine, better than the Flute Concerto as a whole, though the Finale of that
piece stands out. The bmm-chk business here is less broad, but performs the same
function. I remember thinking too many sequences, but they give cohesion. We didn’t
ever get it completely together in Sarnia. How far gone was Stan by that time? (Je09)
Viola Concerto
Here two prestissimo movements, against the grain of the viola. This Concerto has drive
and drama, but none of the popular hooks of the other two. Odd, I’ve had personal
contact with all three soloists on this disc. (Je09)
ERICH KORNGOLD
Suite for 2 Violins, Cello & Piano, Left Hand

A Suite, but declares itself an intensely serious piece with piano cadenza and
quasi-passacaglia variations. Harmony tonal but chromatic with some added note free
dissonance. Queasy chromatic parody slow Waltz. Quick chromatic Scherzo, virtuoso
stuff, with slow rhapsodic Trio. Reflective Lied. Variations. Piece is sturdy but
overstuffed. (O08)
Much Ado about Nothing Suite
Cello adaptation of Korngold’s own violin transcription: not familiar, though I thought it
might be. I expected it to be slight, but this is the real thing. Over-ripe Straussian
lusciousness, four character pieces, tons of character. Garden Scene a standout. (D08)
Tanzlied des Pierrot; Romance-Impromptu
Korngold’s own transcription of dance highlight from Die tote Stadt. Haunting imaginary
waltz. Lovely movie music theme of grand romance. (D08)
Symphony in F#
The opening has startling modernist sound, partly through percussive scoring, partly
indefinite tonality. Not conventionally beautiful as I expected. Scherzo is demonic, with
slow section dissonant and tonal. Adagio has touches of Rachmaninoff, the most
immediately appealing movement. Fairly light-hearted Finale. The piece doesn’t grab me
as I think it should. Korngold seems worried about being modernist, too much making a
point. (F09)
Vier einfache Lieder; Mariettas Lied
Nice, but no match for the Vier letzte Lieder. Oddly, the 2 Eichendorff settings seem less
successful than the last two. Scoring is very heavy: poor Barbara Hendricks, normally so
lovely, sounds somewhat forced. (F09)
Quartet No 1
Expressive opening Allegro surprisingly dissonant, alternates with motif in the vein of
Rosenkavalier. Allegro improvisatory, chromatic, passages of grinding dissonance which
ultimately “resolve.” Scherzo is spiccato, pizzicato and trills. Finale tries hard to be
grazioso: Korngold can’t be straightforward. Impressive but off-putting, strained. (Mh09)
Quartet No 2
Ten years later, slightly more relaxed in the Allegro, brighter Intermezzo, less aberrant
though still improvisatory Larghetto, great lyrical passage toward the end. Finale as
Waltz is grand gesture of — nostalgia (in 1934)? Parody? nose thumbing? This
Quartet is less complex in texture yet more meaningful than No 1. Good piece. (Mh09)
Quartet No 3
Highly chromatic with hints of Viennese Angst (written 1945 at death of EK’s father.
First movement wholly abstract, but the remaining three rework material from film scores
(as if to say I wasn’t wasting my talent). There’s a stylistic lurch at the Trio of the
Scherzo. Finale becomes basically diatonic against the grain of the rest. Slow
movement deeply moving, with unusual textures, surprise twists. Flawed but lovely.
(Mh09) I had mistakenly remembered my positive reaction to this quartet, and didn’t
know what to expect – but in live concert, I was blown away, along with the rest of the
audience. What a difficult and powerful masterpiece! The first movement has a snaky
chromatic, almost Schönbergian theme which nonetheless remains clearly foregrounded.
The ending is exhausting. Wow! (St Lawrence Quartet, live, Jeffrey Concerts, Mh20)
Sextet in D, op 10

Early work of teen years, but not being a Quartet is less intent on being impressive: at
least it opens in Brahmsian expansiveness, but steeped in Verklärte Nacht, highly
chromatic, lush. Yes, there’s a String Orchestra arrangement. Slow movement flirts with
atonality before settling into stable key center, continuously rhapsodic, gorgeous.
Intermezzo is hesitant, with hints of Austrian yodeling. Finale in genial mode, seems to
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wander, but nice tricky ending. Terrific piece. (Mh )
Piano Sonata No 1 in D minor
Juvenile work of an eleven-year-old prodigy. Opens with thundering, turgid
chromaticism. Scherzo has imprint of Strauss. Finale is Passacaglia, placed last at the
suggestion of Mahler. Remarkably precocious but negligible. (D11)
Piano Sonata No 2 in E, op 2
Ambitious four-movement Sonata by thirteen-year-old Wunderkind, written under the
eye of Zemlinsky, the opening movement as turgid and hectic as the master’s own, thick,
complex harmonies plus Vienna Schmalz. Scherzo pure Richard Strauss at his most
manic, while Trio is pastiche of Johann. Largo pompous, declamatory – the budding film
composer. Finale reaches Straussian romantic climax. Virtuoso demands: premiere was
given by Schnabel. I resist, but I’m impressed anyway. (D11)
Piano Sonata No 3 in C, op 25
In four movements: Allegro opens like Strauss at his most manic, slows to gentler second
subject, all with piquant dissonance, big deceptive coda. Andante religioso opens with a
tentative hymn, proceeds with improvisatory searching, acquiesces. Minuetto could be a
lost fragment from Rosenkavalier, in and out of key, happy, nostalgic. Finale a joyous
quickstep, lots of harmonic spice, comic wrong notes, return of nostalgia, fast silly coda.
Great stuff. A major work. (Ja12)
5 Little Caricatures for Children
Tiny lampoons of Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Bartok, Hindemith – sounding not a bit like
them. (Ja12)
Tales of Strauss, op 21
Piano medley-pastiches of Strauss, Johann et al, but not Richard. Pleasant, trivial. (Ja12)
Violin Sonata in G, op 6
Big Sonata in four movements: Moderato marked con passione, but not as over the top as
the piano sonatas, though the piano thunders throughout; return of theme is gorgeous.
Scherzo full of fiery scales, teasing syncopated waltz tune – Trio turns dreamy. Adagio
spins an irregular chromatic melody through multiple modulations. Allegretto con
grazia Finale is oddly subdued after all the intensity: fireworks return, then piece ends
quietly on open G. (Fe12)
Sursum Corda
Lift Your Hearts: a very Straussian symphonic poem, replete with string riffs and horn
trills, written when Korngold was a mature 22 and finishing Die tote Stadt. It flopped in
Vienna: too radical. Korngold later reworked it for his score to Robin Hood and won an
Oscar. Begins with heroic exuberance, but with long languid patches, all very richly
orchestrated. Did I hear a sax? Elaborate laughably florid ending. (Muskoka — Jy12)
Nothing laughable this time except the excess everywhere, outdoing the Don Juan /
Florestan on one hand, and the Eusebius on the other. The ending is a romp. Great
concert finisher. (O16)
Sinfonietta, op 5

Big 43' de facto Symphony written by prodigy, age 14, who already knew the Straussian
in-and-out-of-key moves, as he shows in the first phrase. Called Sinfonietta only because
of the light touch. Standard four-movement format: Fließend moves broadly, mit
Gemütlichkeit. Scherzo open like a fanfare for Warner Brothers, becomes sentimentalisch
before it’s done, returns to opening agitato. Andante, marked träumerisch, has nice
moments, especially a tune led in by celli (from the opening?), but doesn’t sustain itself.
Finale: Intro marked Patetico, with a winding chromatic fugato, contrasts with Allegro
giocoso proper, a bouncy theme, contrasted with string sentimentality — greatly
extended coda with pompous bit, prayerful chorale, reprise of bouncy theme, reprise of
everything (he couldn’t quit). Stop, please stop! Coda with horn whoops. I can’t help
wondering how much Zemlinsky and Korngold père contributed, but it’s extraordinary
nonetheless, and despite its obvious flaws a viable piece. (Muskoka — Jy12) Yes, this is
youthful but extraordinarily sophisticated. That four-note up-beat operates as a motto
throughout. Korngold manages to write the entire piece without ever slipping into a
minor key. A naïve, noisy edge out of Eulenspiegel, plus a lyric theme full of portamento.
Marvelous ending with chimes, harp, celesta, horn swoops, and tutti. Amazing! (O16)
Piano Concerto in C# for the Left Hand, op 17
Paul Wittgenstein’s first commission, a hit that remained his property until he died in
1961. Cast in one movement and scored for large orchestra, the Concerto is echt over-ripe
Korngold (is it C# major or minor?), formally free but more intensely integrated than any
Strauss tone poem. Tempo and mood shift constantly. I might dismiss it as directionless
but that I trust Hamelin (who sails through the solo part like easy Mozart). Unlike the
formally conventional Violin Concerto. Final sections grandiose, agitated. Top notch
Korngold. Possibly a masterpiece, but needs to get known. (D12)
Passover Psalm, op 40
Rich Romantic sound with choir, strings and harp, all thickly voiced in major. I think it’s
in English. Nice soprano solo, very beautiful piece. (Ap15)
LEOPOLD KOZELUCH
Sinfonia Concertante in E♭, piano, mandolin, trumpet, double bass & orchestra.
I don’t recall hearing any Kozeluch before, and this is not an ideal introduction. The
absurd broken consort (so to speak) must have been a party piece from the get-go. The
bass double stops with decorative mandolin over top – a hoot. And yet the piece is highly
wrought, with substantial orchestra, and at 28' the longest work in the CPO set.
Andantino is, of course, variations, and the Rondo Finale offers another processional
format for display. (Mh12)
Symphony in D
Eminent and prolific, derided by Beethoven, Kozeluch left eleven symphonies less
imitative of Haydn than anyone else, according to Burney. This one is a bright, cheery
6/8 prefaced with slow intro. Adagio is elegantly refined. Minuetto elegantly countrified
– tricky phrasing in the Trio. Finale is marked con fuoco, but it too is more elegant than
fiery; some adventurous modulation. Beethoven’s animus probably directed at LK’s
financial acumen and observance of aristocratic proprieties than at the music itself, which
is well made if not memorable. (Ap12)
Symphony in G minor
G minor brings out the best in so many composers: here Kozeluch has interesting ideas
contrapuntally, harmonically, in the recap. Nothing to sneer at. Adagio, alas, is ordinary.

Presto Finale opens with Sturm und Drang seriousness but spends most of its time in
harmless major, while the minor avoids all chromaticism or harmonic adventure. (Ap12)
Symphony in F
Again elegant without any distinguishing marks or scars. Lovely theme in Adagio.
Minuet peasantlike. Finale perky. All by the book. (Ap12)
Clarinet Concerto in E♭
Bright, chipper exposition keeps repeating formula phrases, as does the solo part: it
makes one appreciate Pleyel. Adagio and Finale are marginally more inventive. Bright
and chipper doesn’t bear much scrutiny. (Ap14)
Symphony in G minor
Three movements, 18’. Written just a year before Mozart’s great G-minor Symphony,
and it stands up very well. Lots of witty interplay, full active development – great
movement! Adagio B section moves into Sturm und Drang. Presto remains in minor,
maintains high level of interest. Terrific piece! I’d program it. (Je19)
HANS KRÁSA
Drei Lieder für Bariton nach Gedichter von Arthur Rimbaud
These songs were written at Terezin shortly before Krása was murdered. They are
beautifully scored for clarinet, viola, cello and sung in Czech translation, gentle,
harmonically rich. Lovely.(N14)
Five Lieder, op 4
Brief miniatures with piano accompaniment by various poets written in the 1920s. Wry,
wistfully ironic, attractive. Krása was a pupil of Zemlinsky. (N14)
Suite from Brundibár
Music from Krása’s children’s opera arranged for the nine-piece Nash Ensemble by
David Matthews. Seven short movements, faux naïf and spiky in style, a mix of
Petruchka and Façade. The story involves two poor, starving children, an evil
organ-grinder, and helpful animals. Engaging, quirky, light-hearted music, quite apart
from the backstory of Theresienstadt. (O16)
JOSEPH MARTIN KRAUS
Quartets in G & C minor
These sound like early Mozart: witty, full of affect, simpler than Haydn but full of the
serious charm of Kraus’s Symphonies. (Mh09)
Viola Concerto in E♭
Typical in its triadic motto and diddly passagework: atypical in its exploration of minor
keys, elegant syncopations, amoroso entry in the Adagio, and its digital demands
(especially in the Finale). Daniel Aaron plays with polish and ease, but his cadenza is
over the top. Very abrupt ending. These Concerti were published as Hoffstetter’s, but the
notes make the Kraus attribution decisive. (O12)
Viola Concerto in C
Substantial exposition, quite a beautiful Cantabile, playful Rondo full of double stopping
and acrobatic figuration. A sly wink at Beethoven in Aaron’s cadenza. (O12)
Viola Concerto in G
Longest of the three Concerti, sunny and naïf, lots of working out but no deepening. Solo
cello is nearly concertante and participates in the cadenza: a lopsided double concerto.
Adagio begins in severe minor but soloists turn to sunny major, depite orchestra’s efforts
to assert otherwise, a dramatic tension. Rondo introduced by soloists breezes along. (O12)

Violin Concerto in C
Disappointing – it casts doubt on authorship of those Viola Concerti. Allegro is extremely
moderato, all is very cantabile, nothing at all virtuosic. (Ap14)
Sinfonia per la Chiesa in D; Riksdagsmarsch
Short one-movement Sinfonia, only 8’, with triadic motto, slow intro, and a complex
fugue that’s apparently made to fit sonata-allegro structure. It’s called the
Riksdagsymphon because it was commissioned not for church but for opening the
anticipated successful (for the King) conclusion of session of Swedish parliament. The
March was written for the conclusion: full of regal pomp but little else. (S14)
Symphony in F [VB145]
Three movements: Pompous Largo introduction prepares heavy-footed Vivace dance in
3, like a swaying Minuet. Nice solo oboe bit. Recap comes piano, violins unaccompanied,
the entire development repreated. Larghetto is a naïf pastoral, with occasional
asymmetrical phrases. Presto Finale tumbles scales 6/8: a thickly harmonized tarantella
plays with modulation, bare violin lines, even a pre-Rossini crescendo. Great fun. (S14)
Symphony in D [VB143]
Allegro is in bright 4, a Haydnesque phrase repeated at supertonic, treated contrapuntally
and with augmentation; development plunges into Sturn und Drang. Wow! Andante again
naïf, gets into dark mood, eerie double bass bit, bright flute leads the way back. Allegro
Finale is a neat quickstep with abrupt silences, sequential play between violins, minor
key patches. Kraus has Haydn’s way of keeping things lively. (S14)
Symphony in E♭: Larghetto [alternative version]
I’m not sure why this is here, since the Symphony itself is nowhere to be found. Nice
filler. (S14)
Miserere
The seriousness gets established at once, in texture that’s convincingly Mozartean. Alas,
the piece is broken up into twelve short movements, and remains small scale. The
performance is fine but the soloists are wimpy. Deserves rehearing. (O14)
Requiem
No nonsense text setting, no intro or interludes: brief fugal Kyrie, neat angular male Dies
irae nicely contrasted with consoling women’s voices, cuts straight to Lachrymosa, a nice
alto solo. Soprano-alto duet in Benedictus, anti-climactic ending. The sections are very
curt, short-winded. High hopes disappointed. Is it very early? (O14)
Stella coeli
Just 8’ long but richly scored with a trio of soloists plus horns and flutes in the orchestra.
Nice. (N14)
Symphony in F
This starts off with barren neo-classical triadic play, but it quickly turns contrapuntal,
then at the Allegro a full-dress fugue. Presto in 6/8, a tarantella rather thickly
harmonized. (N14)
JOHANN KREBS
Organ works
Bach’s most successful pupil offers a noble Toccata & Fugue, then a Chorale that sounds
to me bitonal (a trick of registration?), later another big T & F. Much standard organ fare.
The Trio is nice. The “Passion Chorale” is given in crazy reed registration. Interesting
disc. (Ja09)

Trio Sonata in G
I have a prejudice from LP that Krebs’ chamber work is undistinguished. Words that
occur as I listen to this are “dull,” “somnolent.” especially after Corelli. Is it the
performance? (D10)
12 Chorale Preludes
Krebs carried his teacher’s organ style late into the 18th century, and I’d be hard put to
tell the difference. What praise! I’m surprised not to recognize the tunes of Jesu der du
meine Seele or O Ewigkeit du Donnerwort. I do recognize Ach Herr mich einen Sűnder.
In track 2 Weinberger uses flauto dolce, vox humana and tremulant to great effect. I hear
the Trio texture of track 4, but not the Fantasia genre. Beautiful organ CD. (Ag13)
FRITZ KREISLER
Caprice Viennois; Liebeslied; Liebesfreud; Schö Rosmarin; Tambourin Chinois; La Gitana;
Polichinelle
Kreisler plays. I do not hear a decisive distinction in playing style from later players,
most of whom have listened to these recordings, I suppose. Even in recording, there is a
refreshing insouciance: these are not technically “perfect,” and it doesn’t matter. He is a
person expressing himself with his instrument, and enjoying himself. The last two pieces
are new to me. (N08)
La Gitana; Gypsy Caprice; Berceuse Romantique; Syncopation
Caroline Goulding does four unhackneyed Kreisler pearls beautifully. (Mh09)
Quartet in A minor
Kreisler’s largest work (apart from an operetta, Apple Blossoms). Style is extremely
chromatic but of course firmly tonal. Fantasia opens with sforzando chords, then settles
into Viennese swoon. Scherzo is full of coordinated ricochet figures. Romanze begins
with formal intro, then drips with Schmaltz. Retrospection is a confusing title: there’s no
cyclic reprise of themes. The backward look may be to childhood and youth. Correction:
themes do come back. The players produce a fair representation of Kreisler’s playing
style, all portamento and fast vibrato.The Quartet is pleasing, but lacks the usual powers
of development and counterpoint. (F14)
ERNST KRENEK
Wanderlied im Herbst
EK in expressionist mode, big song on awful portentous and pretentious poem by the
composer. Patricia Rideout’s hoarse character mezzo is quite apt. (Jy09—Muskoka)
Symphony No 2
From the liner notes I think of this as Krenek’s Mahler Symphony. Large, more than an
hour in three vast movements. Tonal, but more dissonant than any Mahler except perhaps
the Ninth, more contrapuntal and abstract. Relentless, winding chromatic figures, long
arching climaxes, superimposed tempos, big orchestra with lots of brass. Scherzo
impressive, maybe too little contrast with first movement in tempo, feeling: lacks
Mahler’s sardonic tone. Final Adagio a triumph: more brooding tone, some of spiritual
intensity of great Germanic Adagios. Rises to huge crescendo of stoical anguish. The
work of a composer capable of truly great music. A little known entry in the great
Austrian symphonic tradition. Possible masterpiece. (Ag09—Mpls)
Symphony No 3
Big 45-minute Symphony in 3 movements, the first a gigantic 24 minutes. Written almost
simultaneously with No 2, its differences are stressed in the CPO notes. The solemn Intro

could fit No 2, but the Allegro is fugal, almost sprightly, relatively objective, doggedly
spun out with much bare, unison linear texture. It’s hard to know where it’s going (like
some of the monsters of Mahler & Shostakovich). There’s even a comic dance bit near
the end. Adagio is meandering, with agitato B section, big ending. Allegretto has pulse
lacking in the other movements, more thrust; quiet ending returns to timps of the Intro.
This Symphony somehow lacks the conviction I felt in No 2. (Mh09)
Potpourri, op 54
Krenek’s rep as musical magpie is fully confirmed: a melange of light music modes, hoe
down, serious strains, romantic pastiche, etc. Almost a premonition of pomo
polystylistics, but surprisingly it lacks the cross-grain of dissonance. Entertaining,
intriguing venture for 1927. (Mh09)
Three Verhaeren Songs, op 30a; Zwei Zeitlieder, op 215
Early Krenek from 1924, very French sounding, with German expressionism in the
jagged vocal line. Voice with clarinet quintet. The Zeitlieder are very late, atonal, lots of
gliss, pizz, effects in the string quartet accompaniment. Either way, Krenek seems to
write for the voice and instruments, not against them. (O10)
Lamentatio Jeremiae Prophetae
A monumental masterpiece of twentieth-century music, all but unperformable, here
performed with ease, cool objective expressiveness: the tragedy of life sacramentalized
and made bearable. (Ja11)
Five Piano Pieces, op 39
Short pieces neither serial nor atonal marking Krenek’s modernist turn in 1925. I’d
guess Prokofiev from the clunkiness, but the style is inconsistent, almost forecasting
current eclecticism. (Ja11)
Piano Sonata No 2, op 59
In three movements: Allegretto a Viennese fantasy with added note harmony,
improvisatory, with episodes at faster tempo. Alla Marcia is snappy, almost sassy dotted
rhythms, mild syncopation, quiet ending. Allegro giocoso is toccata-like: somehow I hear
parody of a Beethoven Sonata going on, but I don’t know which. Very odd piece. (Ja11)
George Washington Variations
Very different response to wartime exile in the U.S. from Wolpe’s Battle Piece: an ironic
little set of Variations on an 18th-century military march, neo-classical, then more
dissonant, then expressionist chromaticism, darkens. Finishes with grand variations that
seems to superimpose all the styles at once. Crazy! (Ja11)
Piano Sonata No 4, op 114
Krenek as serialist: big piece in four movements. Sostenuto states row, variations with
increasing activity, the handling beautifully transparent, somewhat free, with tonal feel
(as I recall the Third Sonata Glenn Gould plays). Con passione contrasts disruptive
elements with sweet semplice – doesn’t quite come off. Rondo a short staccato romp.
Finishes unconventionally with Tempo di Menuetto, which even more oddly sounds like
Vierteltakt to me. Ends quietly. Good piece. (Ja11)
Echos aus Österreich, op 166; Foxtrott, op 13a
Suite of short piano pieces, all but one based on Tyrolean folktunes: notable for Krenek’s
transparent, mildly astringent treatment. Nice. Foxtrot is early cross-over. Piano disc is a
great survey of Krenek’s many styles. (Ja11)
Violin Concerto No 2, op 146

I don’t remember the First Concerto (Juillet) well enough to compare, but this is serial,
rather like Berg in a mood of lesser anguish. Three-note motto is clear, as is mood of
strained light-heartedness. The Adagio has clear melodic shape, as does the Rondo,
which opens with a bang. Krenek keeps the lines clear, the rhythms structured, as in
neo-classical Schoenberg. A model of what this kind of Concerto ought to be. (Mh11)
Horizon Circled, op 196
Krenek in highly constructionist post-war serialism, 1967. Azimuth movement returns in
retrograde as Zenith, enveloping four movements named for the points of a compass.
There are expressive phrases, but the whole is thoroughly abstract. (Mh11)
Organ Concerto No 2, op 235
Serial work in four movements: First is rugged alternation of organ and instruments, lots
of percussion, timps. Second plays on organ vs orchestral timbres. Third is livelier,
marked rhythms. Fourth begins with organ alone, sinister, apprehensive; lots of mallet
percussion and harp vs sustaining organ; play with major triads; ends with organ. Krenek
keeps the series clearly motivic throughout. Tough piece, but strong. Nice memory of
lunch with Martin Haselböck. (Mh11)
Drei lustige Marsche, op 44
Grotesque, short and loud take on the circus band. Not smiling like Satie but snarling like
Georg Grosz. Wonderful! (My11)
3 Mixed À Cappella Choruses, op 22
Very depressing Matthias Claudius poems: tonal, homophonic, pandiatonic harmony. The
third, on the decadence of the Roman Empire, is politically meaningful. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Kantate von der Vergänglichkeit des Irdischen, op 72
Major work: Seven 17th-century poems on the transcience of earthly things from the
Thirty Years War, set à cappella, with solo soprano and occasional piano. Style is
modified 12-tone with tonal admixture (the Paul Fleming poem is wholly tonal).
Complex piece in mixed styles, textures – difficult but very expressive. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Lamenta della ninfa
Krenek’s pre-authentic arrangement of Monteverdi, gorgeous, naturally. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Two Jacobean Poems, op 87
Brief settings of Drummond and Raleigh for women’s voices. Texture dissonant.
Krenek’s texts seem invariably on death, misery, oblivion. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Five Prayers, op 97
Extraordinary à cappella setting of Pater noster: first sopranos alone, then five versions
festooned with English words adapted from Donne. Beautiful concept beautifully
realized. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Six Motets after Words from Kafka, op 169
Six isolated paragraphs from Kafka, Schreibens für Nichts, set in radical à cappella:
angular, glissandi, pitch bending, speech and vocalizations. Far more difficult for
performer and listener alike than anything else on the disc, performed with incredible
commitment. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Symphony No 1, op 7
Written while Krenek was still a Schreker student, a 30' single movement of continuously
changing tempi and textures, subdivided (mainly for convenience) into nine sections.
Harmony late romantic verging on atonal, style expressionist, and, though only section 8

is marked Fugue, texture is largely contrapuntal. Formal innovation is daring, forward
looking, though it feels like a Variations and Fugue with trimmings. Masterpiece. (O11)
Concerto Grosso No 2, op 25
Tribute to 1920s neo-classic neo-baroquism. Krenek didn’t tarry long, though this piece
had great temporary success. For string trio and small orchestra in 5 movements at 27',
and clearly tonal. Is that glass harmonica in the Adagio? Nice piece, but a trifle square
beside Stravinsky. (O11)
Symphony No 4, op 113
More than two decades intervene between the Third Symphony of the 1920s at the Fourth
of 1947. Krenek also returns to free atonality, the mode of all his symphonies, but his
approach seems cooler, more constructivist, than the impassioned expressionism of the
first three. In three movements at 31'. Opens with slow intro, then Allegro builds to grand
statement with brass. Adagio builds complex tracery of lines, maintaining a quiet anguish
– beautiful. Finale, nearly half the length of the piece, opens with angry brass fanfare,
long intro, finally moves into propulsive rhythms, jagged irregular lines. Stasis point.
Contras and basses rumble up. I’m not convinced of the Finale. (O11)
Symphony No 5, op 119
In five movements, the first two acting as Intro and Allegro. The language is more
dissonant and aggressively non-tonal than in its predecessors, though not dodecaphonic.
Krenek was thus attacked both by conservatives and by Adorno in his
Schoenberg-propagandist phase. The liner notes are even more perversely tendentious.
(Why would CPO engage a writer who can’t find anything good to say about the music?)
The Rondo Vivace is charmingly naïf. Slow movement Theme and Variations keep mood
dark and tempi from fragmenting. The fugal Finale caps the Variations naturally.The
piece is a brilliant effort to compose a Symphony, a genre at this time expected by serious
Americans though not by Europeans: an atonal Symphony that makes complete sense to
the ears and doesn’t wear out its welcome. It fits perfectly in the American symphonic
tradition. Masterpiece.. (O11)
Twelve Short Pieces in 12-tone Technique, op 83
Characteristic pieces for piano, little more than one minute each. Written as
straightforward demonstrations of method, all using the same row. Appealing, pure, like
very good pedagogical music. (D11)
8 Piano Pieces, op 110
Similar to op 83, except the pieces have generic rather than descriptive titles. The disc is
a labor of love by a Professor of Mathematics who plays extremely well. (D11)
20 Miniatures, op 139
More dodecaphonic piano pieces: as the notes say, less jagged, more lyrical than
Schoenberg. Krenek devises a rhythmic pattern and sets it going. (D11)
Die vier Winde, op 223
Highly dissonant late organ work. Notes reveal aggressive twelve-tone structures in
Euros, three complex canons in Notos, relatively accessible calm in Zephyros, wild, rapid
clusters in Boreas alternating with calmer bits. I can’t tell what the hell is happening near
the end. Uncompromising learned music. Not written for Haselböck, but later pieces
were, including the two Concerti. (Ja12)
Alpbach Quintet, op 180

Krenek’s dodecaphonic wind quintet takes an approach wholly different from
Schoenberg’s gigantism. Instead, he writes six small movements for the ensemble, rather
like his piano miniatures, separated by five intermezzi, one for each instrument backed by
percussion. The writing is highly abstract: each movement has its own character, but
there are no quasi-melodic gestures, no “Mendelssohn with wrong notes.” (Seattle, Ja12)
Symphonic Music for Nine Solo Instruments, op 11
Recalls Schoenberg’s Kammersymphonie (or Schreker’s or Roslavets), but less
individualistic, more homogenous in texture than any of those. Style is clearly tonal, but
somewhat dissonant. In two movements: the first has many passages of fugato, the
second is nearly all contrapuntal. How does Krenek fit in with the neo-baroque revival of
Reger and Hindemith? (Seattle — Ja12)
Violin Sonata in F# minor, op 3
If Reger had lived and become a little more free with his harmony, he might have written
this. Krenek allows some odd aggregates, whole tone bits, in quasi-contrapuntal texture.
Adagio is sehr innig. B section more objective, builds to large climax with trills, brief
return to A. Scherzo a gentle tease. Variations gentler, dreamy, speeds up at end. Nice
piece. (Fe12)
Piano Sonata No 1 in E♭, op 2/1
Big piece, 30' in three movements, in early expressionist mode. Allegro a broad ramble,
in and out of multiple keys. Adagio changes tone from Allegro but not style or even
tempo. (The piece is too much for the octogenarian Elisabeth Klein, who should not have
released this recording.) Rondo Finale a genial, ingratiating Viennese ¾, ends with lilting
fugue. (Mh13)
Symphony for Winds and Percussion, op 34
Not numbered with Krenek’s five Symphonies, but a four-movement work, rhythmically
driven in 5, pandiatonic, Stravinskian, rugged, percussion foregrounded. Adagio seems
featureless until crescendo at end. Gone is the anxious expressionism. Solid, but it
doesn’t feel right. (F14)
6 Klavierstücke; Albumblatt; Vocalise
Three works without opus, all from 1920 but the Vocalise from 1934. The piano pieces
are tiny miniatures in Krenek’s early expressionist mode, tonal but with complex colored
harmony. Albumblatt for violin and piano is far less chromatic, almost sentimental.
Vocalise is serial, coquettish, nice. (Ja17)
Triophantasie, op 63
One-movement piano trio, 12’ long: plays with tonal boundaries, works from Schubertian
nostalgia to a decentered romanticism. Krenek, after deep conversation with Adorno,
withdrew the piece and turned to serialism in Karl V. He recalls it in his Autobiography
as “an inferior piece,” but it’s more a watershed. (Ja17)
Piano Sonatine
Work without opus from 1929 in two movements, quite tonal with excursions of
harmonic complexity. Allegro is light hearted, the Adagio pensive, both movements
largely chordal. (Ja17)
Phantasiestück, cello & piano, op 134
Single 10’ movement in elegant serial style, lyrical, rhythmic, expressive, recognizable
motifs, no extended techniques. Beautifully performed. (Ja17)
Klavierstück in elf Teilen, op 199

Written in 1967 with all elements of post-war avant-gardism: striking the wood, striking
the strings, clusters with hand, elbow, etc. The eleven parts are miniatures, one just 11”
long, with longer sections as bookends. The most intriguing device, however, is a mildly
aleatoric treatment of time: note values are all “approximate,” and the two hands are not
coordinated. (Ja17)
Von Vorn Herein, op 219
Ten-minute piece for chamber orchestra that alternates between free and serial methods: a
frequent procedure during this period. Krenek described the result as old-fashioned
expressionism, but it’s a far remove from Schreker. More like Berg. Bits of serial
repetition are audible, and very colorful orchestration. Piano, keyboard, inside, prepared.
No aridity for sure. Performance superb. (Ag18)
Die Nachtigal, op 68a
Relatively early from 1931, an 8’ song on a German text for very high soprano, stretching
but not abandoning tonality. The coloratura has brought her flute. Lovely. (Ag18)
Im Tal der Zeit, op 232
Symphonic sketch, 14’, mixing serial and tonal strategies, like op 219 evoking Berg and
post-Straussian grief and nostalgia, but not reaching Berg’s over-the-top intensity. (Ag18)
Static and Ecstatic, op 214
Symphonic work in ten short movements, 24’, again free-composed and serial in rough
alternation. The overall tone is avant gardish, some movements more grotesque than
anguished, but the emotional pitch is high throughout. I like the piano chorale in the final
movement. Conductor Kovacs understands it thoroughly. (Ag18)
The Dissembler, op 229
This sounds like Krenek’s testament and anti-credo, a strange piece for baritone and
chamber orchestra. The baritone uses English mainly, ranging from speech to
Sprechstimme to genuine singing. The music is atonal, possibly serial but with bits of
ironic tonality. The text shines through Krenek’s expertly transparent orchestration. The
text is about art, acting, dissembling, nihilism, Ecclesiastes 9:4-5 (verses NEVER heard
at funerals!). The work demands some staging, though I don’t know if Krenek’s music
makes enough room for much. Incredibly original, unique. (Ag18)
CONRADIN KREUTZER
6 Lieder
The first installment of Olaf Bär’s imaginative program. Kreutzer was born in 1780 in
Vienna nearly two decades before Schubert, so Schubert must have known these songs,
including Frűhlingsglaube and Die Post, which he set unforgettably. Kreutzer (like
Loewe) lacks Schubert’s modulatory magic but is otherwise a fine melodist and, more
surprisingly, shows ability to vary his strophes and to capture the imaginative truth of his
texts. The “frischer Duft” wafts sensibly in Frűhlingsglaube, and Entschluß is perfect
comedy. (My13)
Wander Lieder
Nine-song cycle from 1818 on poems by Uhland. Implied narrative suggests a lover’s
leavetaking, wandering abroad, and coming home – simple emotions. The music has
none of Schubert’s power of modulation or probing emotionality. The songs are
up-tempo, inventive in piano figuration, easily fitted to the voice, and they are a real
study in avoiding strophic stodginess – exemplary. Georgine Resick is a discovery: a
treasure of a concert singer. (S17)

RODOLPHE KREUTZER
Oboe Quintet in C
Despite the designation Grand Quintet, a modest 15' piece, very conventional sounding
except for cello recitativo before the third movement. (N10)
Violin Concerti No 19 in D minor; No 18 in E minor; No 15 in A
As I expected, these sound much like the Spohr Concerti: grand dramatic gestures, lots of
rapid passage work with trills, arpeggiated flourishes ending in harmonics, a bit of flying
staccato, but not much Paganinian fireworks (torturous double stopping, passages). Nice
polacca Finale in No 19, slow movement in No 18. But no strong individual voice. (D10)
JOHANN PHILIPP KRIEGER
O Jesu du mein Leben
After all the Schütz and Schein, this composer is clearly a contemporary of Buxtehude:
fluidly sectional composition, baroquish melismatic melodies and sequences. Lovely
stuff. David Daniels would do wonders with it. (N09)
FRANZ KROMMER
Clarinet Quartets
These are fine pieces, less detailed than the Crusell, but melodious, ingenious, beautifully
written for clarinet. (Je08)
Clarinet Quartet in B♭, op posth
Three movements, 19’. Krommer was just two years younger than Mozart and outlived
Beethoven by three years, and he maintained the classical style through with just a pinch
of brilliance from Weber. The music is gracious, shapely, pleasing, without crossing any
lines. Clarinet is featured soloist, but the strings have lots to do. Adagio is dull.
Clarinet Quartet in E♭, op 21/1
Four movements, 24’. The six quartets were published separately, not as a set. This one
opens with a flashy theme for clarinet, which maintains the spotlight – then a naif
staccato figure given to strings – then lots of passagework. Menuetto is a charmer with
another naif tune for the strings. Romanza is a set of variations with some limited room
for the strings to show. Finale is a 6/8 romp. (My18)
Clarinet Quartet in B♭, op 21/2
Four movements, 20’. Unison declamation by strings introduces another clarinet
showpiece. Romanze and the other movements are briefer and lighter. Violin leads the
Minuetto, a sonic shock and a funky clarinet Trio. Quick and genial Rondo Finale. (My18)
Clarinet Quartet in D, op 82
Almost unbearable to hear for the nostalgia, for the happiness lost. Bright cheerful music
that I know so well. Is it really better than the other five? I can’t tell. (My18)
Clarinet Quartet in B♭, op 83
We played this one too, but not often. My impression is that Krommer advanced from op
21 to these: they are fresh, inventive, melodious, and better balanced among the four
instruments. But not as profound as Crusell’s Quartets. Beautiful Andante. (My18)
Clarinet Quartet in E♭, op 69
Three movements only, 20’. Allegro features plenty of interplay among the four players.
Andante sounds like a Minuetto in 2. Charming Rondo with comical theme. (My18)
Concerto for Two Clarinets in E♭, op 35
Delightful music with no pretense to depth. Sheer entertainment. The interplay of the solo
instruments is unremitting, varied, fascinating. What a terrific showpiece! (Ag09)

Octet-Partita in B♭, winds, op 67; Octet-Partita in E♭, winds, op 79
Well-made Harmoniemusik for wind octet minus flutes, which I miss for their brightness
and rhythmic fluidity. Sound is reedy, greatest prominence given to oboes and bassoons.
The clarinets are oddly inconspicuous, and the horns relegated mainly to filler. (S09)
JOHANN KRUMPHOLZ
Harp Concerto in B♭
Standard exposition has some Mozartean chromaticism among its formulae: this seems to
have been written for Pleyel’s pedal harp in the 1790s. The performer is almost overcome
by the demands for articulation: Krumpholz is a major challenge. Adagio is in mournful
minor with substantial set of variations and an elaborate cadenza (written out?). Delicate
Finale. The entire Concerto seems rather tinkly, unlike the Romantic harp sound. (D15)
GAIL KUBIK
Gerald McBoing-Boing
Dr Seuss story would work with cartoon, but music and sound effects alone are not
enough by themselves. This and the Bernard Rogers flop really point up the genius of
Prokofiev, or Poulenc’s Babar. (Jy09—Muskoka)
FRIEDRICH KUHLAU
Piano Sonata in D minor, op 46/2
Kuhlau composed some eighteen serious Sonatas before he turned to the pedagogical
Sonatinas that represent his lowly reputation. He derives directly from Beethoven. Here
the Adagio is filled with portentous arpeggios, diminished chords, and virtuoso flourishes
before moving into agitated Allegro in minor. A turn to major, recollecting the Adagio,
and reprise of Allegro in major, finishing with Presto coda. (Ja14)
JOHANN KUHNAU
“Gott sei mir gnädig nach deiner Güte”
Lovely, but seems blander than Tunder. (Au08)
Ihr Himmel jubiliert; Weicht ihr Sorgen aus dem Herzen
Cantata on the pattern of Bach’s: fine choruses at beginning and end. The Recit-Aria
(Duet) sections, however, seem pallid: short-breathed phrases, nothing ornate. A
disappointment. Weicht ihr Sorgen is a solo cantata for soprano: four arias linked by
recits unvaried in tempo or character. (Mh11)
Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern
Tenor Cantata more interesting than the previous two, partly because of the great and
familiar chorale with Christmas trimmings; but quality is more sustained, interesting
choral work, double violin obbligatos, nice little duet for two sopranos. A winner. (Mh11)
Trist est anima mea
Short motet in semi-archaic style with organ — nice, but no match for Lassus. (Mh11)
Gott sei mir gnädig nach deiner Gute
Penitential Cantata using four soloists whose arias are more ariosos, the whole having
some of the fluid quality of earlier baroque — but then Kuhnau was 25 years older than
Bach, and this dates from 1709, earlier than most of Bach’s Cantatas. Superb. (Mh11)
O heilige Zeit
Concertante Cantata using 4 soloists in more extended numbers, somewhat florid. It
seems to be an Easter Cantata, though there are no extra instruments. Nice, if laid back.
(Mh11)
6 Biblical Sonatas

Rare though not unprecedented examples of keyboard program music from the baroque,
in the so-called “stylus phantasticus.” John Butt presents them on three keyboard
instruments. A great display CD, especially for the clavichord.
I The Combat between David and Goliath (organ): Half the fun is reading the inscriptions to
each section. I expected Goliath to fall with a mighty crash, but no. There’s plenty of
Purcellian wit, however, and the Zimbalklange is just recht.
II The Melancholy of Saul Soothed by Music (clavichord): The untitled fugal movement
seems to represent Saul’s unease and anger. Rugged clavichord playing.
III The Wedding of Jacob (harpsichord): The most elaborate of the six, in 8 sections.
Rachel’s song has an operatic and slightly oriental tinge. Laban’s deception a circuitous
recitative, the untitled fugue presumably a frustration aria. The music of marriage
rejoicing gets played twice, once for Leah, once for Rachel.
IV Hezekiah Dying and Restored to Health (organ): Very simple and beautiful: Lament,
Faith, Joy in recovery (in minor). Good for funeral music.
V Gideon the Savior of Israel (clavichord): In 7 movements of generic affect: doubt, fear,
taking heart, encouraging the soldiers (rugged), triumphant cries, flight of the enemy,
celebration of victory. Perhaps the most fully pictorial.
VI The Tomb of Jacob (harpsichord): The sons gather for blessing, hope, the return to
Canaan as triumphal procession, lament, consolation. Listening to the CD on Amtrak
(with that damned whistle!) not entirely satisfactory. (F13)
GARY KULESHA
Pan-American Overture
Written for Opening Ceremonies at Pan-American Games in Mexico. The notes mention
Revueltas and Chavez, but Kulesha’s piece, bitonal fanfares and all, has none of the
verve and color, alas. (Orchestra London live — O11)
Flute Sonata
Big piece in three movements. I heard the second performance after its Toronto premiere,
with Kulesha at piano and dedicatee Susan Hoeppner. I liked it. Highly angular first
movement, lots of pitch bending in slow movement, with Varèse rhythmic spitting to
finish. Kulesha uses extended techniques, including piano tapping, stopped bass strings.
Exciting finish. The audience applauded heartily, as did I. (live, Jeffery Concerts, Mh14)
THEODOR KULLAK
Piano Concerto in C minor, op 55
Kullak was a renowned teacher possessed of phenomenal technique who did not like
public performing. Pupils included Moszkowski, Scharwenka, Reubke. His compositions
are largely pedagogical. The Concerto is an exception, though fairly generic: the material
attractive, a few harmonic surprises. Andante seems molto semplice until agitated B
section. Finale has great character and fistfulls of notes, roulades, grace notes, and the
difficulties multiply in development — a tremendous display piece. (O12)
MEYER KUPFERMAN
Concerto for Cello, Tape and Orchestra
Fascinating 26-minute single movement, solo cello and 2 cellos pre-recorded:
Surprisingly tonal, surprising, evocative effects — unison passage, triadic with three
cellos, a jazzy section, a raucous bit, parts sounding baroque. Stylistic melange,
unpredictable, super. Is there more Kupferman? He may be a major discovery. (O08)
The Proscenium (...On the Demise of Gertrude)

One-act monodrama of Gertrude, dying, estranged from her military father, watching film
clips of Marilyn Monroe, Charlie Chaplin, and old war movies. Star turn for a mezzo
(Barbara Hardgrave is very good), but this compares very badly with Per Nørdgren’s Nuit
des hommes, which is somewhat similar. Kupferman’s script is only so-so, no match for
Apollinaire. (My10)
ROBERT KURKA
The Good Soldier Schweik Suite
Scored for brass & percussion in 6 movements. Mocking tone, not as sardonic as Weill.
Parodies based on band music motifs, military (and circus), surprisingly no jazz. A let
down. (F09)
Symphony No 2
Three movements: outer both have rare speed and propulsion to the end; nice
introspective middle. Hints of lean Prokofiev, but no embarrassing thefts (as in Antheil).
Strong piece. I like it better than the Schweik music. (O09)
GYÖRGY KURTÁG
Quartetto per archi, op 1
Six movements inside 16', Webernesque concentration like the Bagatelles, wide range of
“effects,” but they seem purposeful. Some harmonic glissandi à la Firebird. Keller
Quartet is expert. The gestures don’t seem random. (N09)
Hommage à Mikály András: 12 Mikroludien
I must be in a strange state: these 12 tiny pieces (under 11' total) make perfect sense to
me. They hang together, begin and end audibly, reflect motifs. Some of the most
convincing neo-Webern music I’ve encountered.
(N09)
Ligatura — Message to Frances-Marie (the unanswered question answered)
Two versions of a 4' piece reflecting Ives’ unforgettable sketch. They sound more or less
the same, and timed to the second. (N09)
Aus der Ferne III; Officium breve
The first is a tiny homage over constant cello pizzicato. GK seems to find audible
anchors for his esoteric structures: an ostinato, open fifths (strings), recurrent gestures,
rhythms. Sections of the third Quartet are direct transcriptions from Webern. The
final Arioso is consonant, a fragment of song that appears and vanishes, unexpected,
heart-rending. (N09)
Jatékok
Andsnes uses eight pieces as cushion between Concerti: a sampling of sketches that recall
Webern in brevity and sensibility but not soundworld. Tumble Bunny lasts 20". (Jy12)
Are these pieces related to Webern, or to Bartok’s Mikrokosmos? Remarkable. (S12) The
52 pieces on Gabor Csalog’s CD range from 3'10" down to a mere 15", most less than a
minute long. I like the Young Boxer and the C-F# piece because I understand the titles.
Hommage à Erika Balint is striking. Also, Mind Will Have Its Own Freedom and Bells
(for Stravinsky). (Mh13) Homage to Tchaikovsky a great put-on. The vocalizations in
track 14 are scary. Perpetuum mobile sounds like Nancarrow. (Mh13)
Grabstein für Stephan
For guitar and instrumental ensemble spaced around the soloist — gentle with sudden
bursts of fortissimo — there’s a pulse that seems like breathing. Quite beautiful. (Ja13)
Hommage à R. Sch.

For clarinet, viola, and piano (with bass drum), in six movements. The first five are less
than a minute each; only the last, Abschied, runs more than six minutes. Michiel’s liner
notes point out allusions to Schumann and everyone else, from Machaut to Mahler’s
Abschied, as well as literary figures. The fleeting movements are well enough
differentiated to make sense, so the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. And yes,
the grosse Trommel is there, and it gets the last word. Very intense, perhaps very
beautiful. (Jy17)
HELMUT LACHENMANN
Allegro sostenuto
Half-hour avant garde piece for clarinet, cello & piano. HL’s explanation, barely
grammatical, says something about arpeggios and contrast between secco sounds and
resonance. The arpeggio idea appears in a sometimes consonant sound field. Clarinet and
cello make the piano strings vibrate. Lots of extended effects: inside the piano,
harmonics, multiphonics, wood knocking, no doubt lots of middle pedal. I wonder if he
has a sense of humor? (Fe12)
Pression
Throwback to 1969: instrumental musique concrete?: the means of production is the
center of interest, not the sounds themselves. So without visuals, I can only imagine what
the single cellist is doing to his instrument adjacent to a microphone. (Fe12)
Dal niente (Intérieur III)
For solo clarinet: dynamic contrasts from toneless breath and tapping keys to very loud
and raucous, staccato multiphonics. Unimaginative. (Ap12)
Intérieur I
For solo percussionist with large battery of instruments, pitched and unpitched. Both of
these pieces might benefit from live performance. (Ap12)
FRANZ LACHNER
Symphony No 5 in C minor, op 52 “Passionata”
Lachner was a buddy of Schubert, ten years younger than himself, and outlived him,
carrying the post-Beethoven torch through the disapproving heyday of Liszt and Wagner.
This 1835 Symphony (also know as the Preis-Symphonie because of an award) is even
more extravagantly lengthy than Schubert’s C major. Allegro has long slow intro,
attractive melodic-motivic material embellished with wind recits and fugato digressions,
but lacking the magical modulations and sublime simplicity of Schubert. Andantino a
warm, long-breathed cavatina in lower registers: diverges into episodes and returns
(rondo form?) – very beautiful. Minuetto ponderous, heavy-footed in minor, fully 11'
long with single Trio, which is more grazioso – return of Trio extended with heightened
orchestration. Finale sustains the minor-key appassionato with driven dotted rhythms,
though unlike Schubert’s maniacal tarantella provided with relaxed episodes. Propulsion
is maintained, surprise quiet ending: but Lachner can’t resist adding a fortissimo codetta.
I had a poor opinion of Lachner playing some trivial stuff at the Whitbys, but this
massive Symphony is enjoyable throughout. (Ap12)
Quartet in D minor, op 120
Lengthy slow intro with short recit introduces Allegro, melodramatic and monothematic,
texture very transparent, full of elaborating ideas. Andantino a long spun melody with
chromatic harmony, followed by martélé episode. Scherzo-Finale builds on double

sixteenth upbeat figure, gracious second subject in major. Very accomplished music, but
somehow it seems dry. (My14)
Quartet in A, op 76
Allegro opens with three ideas, great charm, the second a bow and curtsey with trills, the
third a simple downward plunge, trills everywhere. Adagio offers melody with short
breathed phrases – modulating sequence takes it into Sturm und Drang territory. Nice
pianissimo passage. Scherzo also an exercise in trills. Nice viola solo in Trio. Allegro has
cute hippety-hop theme. (Je14)
Septet in E♭
Five movements, 41’. Early work of 1824, closely related to the Octet of young
Lachner’s friend Schubert. Liner notes are uninformative. Instrumentation is apparently
flute, clarinet, horn, violin, viola, cello, and bass. Intro is gorgeous, Allegro jolly but
turns suddenly serious in development. Menuetto rustic – Trio led by cantabile cello –
Trio II by cantabile horn, gorgeous. Brilliant bits throughout for all the instruments
(except bass?). Andante is almost a one-note song and doesn’t escape boredom. Scherzo
surprises with a stern fortissimo tutti in minor, extended by clarinet and fugato in strings,
with no sign of tongue in cheek. Very strange. Finale begins carefree but becomes more
dramatic – even operatic tremolos. Lots of nice ideas but the tone is inconsistent and
doesn’t hang together. (The CD says the piece was “completed” by one Franz Beyer but
doesn’t say how or why.) (My18)
EZRA LADERMAN
Quartet No 6
These three Quartets are a trilogy, No 6 evoking youth. Laderman’s language is tonally
related, pandiatonic, but individualistic in its complex textures – intriguing pizzicato,
atonal bits, cantabile lines midvoice, triadic bits, all jostling. I like the sound and the
aesthetic very much. Does it go anywhere? I’m not sure yet. Is the four-note motif too
heavy handed? (F14)
Quartet No 7
In the midst of life, ambition and striving. The same material provides the matrix. But
again I like best the passages where each instrument uses a different articulation. The
division into five sections mentioned in the liner notes seems clearer here but it’s still
hard to hear. The character is even more pronounced. (F14)
Quartet No 8
Laderman uses the same material to produce eerie Gothic with stalking cello, slow
glissandi, tremolos, building an insidious passacaglia to slow intensity – tragic tone. It
has rhythmic drive and swing – fine pizzicato passages – speedy passage – consolatory
conclusion has Romantic major key feel that disintegrates – affirmative ending. What a
distinctive soundworld! Splendid. (F14)
Piano Sonata No 2
Four movements. Slow intro states four-note motif that the piece is built on, followed by
running Allegro, all in transparent piano texture. Romanza has nice 3 on 2 bit, widely
separated treble and bass. Scherzo furious works the motif in bumptious rhythms – less
austere, more pianistic, exciting. Finale has slow intro like the start – Allegro sounds like
early Beethoven with wrong notes. Laderman is a neo-classic constructivist with
romantic temperament and harmonic language. I’d forgotten him, but remember now I
was impressed by his Quartets. Strong piece. (May16)

Duo for Violin and Cello
Four movements. Allegro takes care for sonorous and playable double stopping. Andante
too but more dissonant – goes on too long. One-minute intermezzo of Bartokian sorrow
before Finale. Yes, Bartok is the master, all motifs and dissonant counterpoint. This genre
needs more fireworks. (May16)
Duo for Cello and Piano
Cast in single 20’ movement in three sections, fast-slow-fast. Demands some impressive
virtuosity, a kind of hide-and-seek. (May16)
LORI LAITMAN
Mystery
Five songs on poems of Sara Teasdale — tonal but very angular, some rhythmic pulse but
always interrupted. The composer is too microscopic, fussy — but better songs than any
of the others on Patricia Green’s CD besides the Schafer Kinderlieder. (Muskoka—Fe12)
LÁSZLÓ LAJTHA
Symphony No 8
Fine symphony, exceptional for its orchestration: huge orchestra handled with iridescent
lightness — celeste, harps, piano, percussion, staccato, light bass and brass. Thumbing
his nose at Martinu’s thick palette? A model for study. (Jy08)
Symphony No 9
Fine yet different from No 8 — more melodic than atmospheric, quasi-Gregorian
melodies predominating, sometimes dark, tragic, sometimes spirited. Shares brilliant,
sometimes quirky orchestration, with backwash of harps, celeste, percussion constant
throughout. Bursts of angry dissonance. A symphonist worth exploring further. (Jy08)
Piano music
Rather wandering, aimless, improvisatory, not as interesting as the Symphonies. (Jy08)
Symphony No 3, op 45
In two movements, Lento — Allegro. From music written for the film of (surprise!)
Eliot’s “Murder in the Cathedral.” Lento is tragic in tone, beginning with solo clarinet.
Allegro agitato seems to reflect church bells, sword blows, but there’s no attempt to
evoke chant or period music. The poor provincial Hungarian orchestra is scarcely up to
its task. (Je10)
Symphony No 4, op 52 ‘spring—
In three movements, fast-allegretto-fast, and dedicated to the pursuit of happiness, though
tempered by nice reflective bits, like violin solo before Allegretto, and some folk touches
I’ve not heard in Lajtha before, though apparently they are frequent. Vivace Finale is
sassy 6/8, flashy orchestration, rhythmic play. Perhaps not the chef d’oeuvre described in
the notes, but a fine Symphony. (Je10)
Suite No 2, op 38
Light in mood, 3 fast movements plus Molto quieto. There’s no hint of program — just
the blank cheque title and tempo indications, but it’s far more symphonic than balletic,
and passages tend to veer into seriousness. The slow movement is very beautiful. Why
did he not call this a Symphony? It’s a fine weighty piece. (Je10)
Symphony No 1, op 24
Three movements, 20’. Lajtha was virtually the only significant Hungarian symphonist of
the twentieth century, here fully formed in his First, from 1936, brilliant orchestration,
dark pedals, nervous rhythms, Slavic intensity. Andante has more exotic sound with harp,

solo oboe and clarinet – gorgeous. There are hints of other composers, but the world is
uniquely Lajtha. Guessing, I might try Roussel, Honegger, Prokoviev, knowing I was
wrong. Allegro Finale plays lots of spiccato sixteenths, turns to major key marcato in 2.
The try for a big ending doesn’t work. (Mh19)
In Memoriam, op 35
Written 1941 as general elegy for the War, 21’. Drumbeats, solemn brass, snippets of
woodwinds in mourning, with stuttering rhythms, gathering dissonance, silences,
glissandi, reminiscent of Nevsky. One composer’s silence is as anonymous as another’s.
Very powerful. (Mh19)
Suite for Orchestra, op 19
Four movements, 22’. The generic title conceals the origin of the music in Lajtha’s stage
music for Lysistrata. Prelude and Hymn begins in carnivalesque, but soon turns to the
slow, high-pitched hymn, presumably women worshipping Aphrodite. The remaining
three movements – Burlesque Marche, Valse lente, and Can-can – all return to carnival.
The extended Valse lente is very beautiful. (Mh19)
EDOUARD LALO
Divertissement: Aubade
I don’t know the Divertissement, but this lively piece is different from the famous
Aubade. (Je11)
Violin Sonata in D, op 12
Youthful piece. I remember it as quite classical (from Temianka’s old LP), but this
performance plays freely with tempo, and the rhythm is tricky. Variations decorate a naïf
little tune — negligible. Finale is cheeky, syncopated, Poulenc not far in the future. Outer
movements have lots of charm — deserves a better hearing. (N11)
Piano Trio No 3 in D minor, op 26
Major work in four movements. I’ve heard it before but, alas, do not remember it.
Passionate, expansive Allegro; rhythmically complex Scherzo with pizzicato in Trio;
Finale in exultant major, Schumannesque, rhythmically agitated. Super piece. If only the
themes would stick better. (N11)
25 Mélodies
Zylis-Gara is superb. I don’t know why Graham Johnson omitted Lalo from his Hyperion
survey, or I might have had translations. As it is, I must rely on my faulty French. The
texts are given, but without authors (I’ve supplied them from the printed music).
“Guitarre” is the one well known song. “Chanson de l’alouette” is fine too, tricky piano
figures, and here an asymmetrical melody over stable accompaniment. “Aubade,” not the
famous one, is nonetheless charming. Many of the songs are languid, an atmosphere
difficult for Lalo’s sharp-edged style, witness “Marine” (what would Debussy or
Chausson have done with it?). “O quand je dors” is not a patch on Liszt. “Tristesse” is
OK, but obliterated by Fauré. A few, like “À une fleur.” or “Souvenir,” or “La pauvre
femme” (dreadful text!) reek of the salon. The lightest are best: “La Zuecca,” “La
Fenaison,” the sly “Ballade à la lune,” “Chanson à boire.” “L’aube nait” is an outstanding
exception. (Ag12)
Quartet in E♭
I fell in love with this Quartet when we played through it at Jim Whitby’s. Even Philip
Downes liked it. Lalo is imitating late Beethoven no less, and his rhythmic figure has
both fussiness and subtlety. Andante passionate, with great reliance on the upward ninth

and development of a short motif – gorgeous. Scherzo works a rhythmic motif –
transformed melodically in the Trio. Wow! Appassionato Finale intricately developed as
well. Great music. Lalo is here an intellectual composer, truly in the first rank of string
quartets. (Je13)
Symphony in G minor
I admire this piece, but for the life of me I cannot remember it. The material has no
sticking power. I listened in the car driving to Muskoka – not satisfactory because of the
huge dynamic contrasts, but a second time, driving alone, was better. The Scherzo and
the last movement have more tang than the first two, though the quiet slow intro at
beginning is impressive. Beecham championed this piece. It’s discussed in Andrew
Deruchie’s book. (Jy15)
Le roi d’Ys Overture
I’m surprised at how well I do remember this piece – an excellent dramatic concert
opener. (Jy15)
Scherzo in D minor
I played this little piece in Sarnia and hardly remember it. (Jy15)
Piano Trio No 1 in C minor, op 7
Four movements, 21’. Early Lalo is classical in form with passionate but clean-cut lines
– Schumann is his more restrained moods, or Mendelssohn. Romance gives melody to
piano, which had none in the Allegro, then cello, then violin in gorgeous duet –
development, return to A, magnificent. Scherzo is Mendelssohnian, but fairies in
Lederhosen. Finale begins with cello in free recit that forms basis of passionate theme,
given sequential modulation. Second idea (related to Andante—} soars beautifully. I’ve
heard this before, but not remembering it as such a solid piece. (My18)
Piano Trio No 2 in B minor
Four movements, 29’. Written 1852, shortly after the First, but more expansive, builds on
an inconclusive dotted motif plus a beautiful second subject in cello. Development a bit
dry. Adagio opens in beautiful long-breathed phrases that spin into an endless melody.
Minuetto announces archaism in its title, looks back to late Haydn but fraught with gallic
grace notes – Trio in minor recalls the harpsichord school. Agitato Finalo is martial,
passionate, in minor. (My18)
Piano Trio No 3 in A minor, op 78
Four movements, 30’, written in 1880, 28 years after the Second Trio. Appassionato
character immediately apparent in off-tonic dissonance, turbulent material, and
chromatics. Development features fine pianissimo passage – fine recap in cello leads to
fortissimo declaration and then a surprise quiet ending. Scherzo is familiar in its later
orchestration as a stand-alone concert piece. Wow. Tres lent seems to channel late
Beethoven solemnity, a tragic and serene march, modulations that shade into emotional
nostalgia. Allegro Finale is led by piano in a swaggering march, the strings trying to be
more delicate. The alternation threatens the structure, but piano pulls it back into shape.
Masterpiece. (My18)
CONSTANT LAMBERT
The Rio Grande
English Mexicana. Copland-like Brit tribute with contralto and chorus (and Sacheverall
Sitwell text). Only piece on the program Elinor recognized. Lively, however unlikely.
One of a kind. Love it! (F09)

Aubade Héroïque
Lovely trifle, quiet throughout despite title. (F09)
Piano Sonata
I expected this to be jazzy, but not so intense, serious, clangorous. The Allegro is
fortissimo non-stop, full of added-note chords and syncopation. Lento (not really that
slow) is marked lugubre but interrupted by fast ragtime bits. There’s a lugubre transition
to the final Presto (not really that fast) with irregular rhythms. Too much heavy-handed
thumping. (Je10)
Pomona
Ballet in eight short dance movements “in olden style.” Written 1927, it seems to follow
after Pulcinella, but it sounds more like Milhaud’s happy bitonalism. Very nice. (Mh11)
Tiresias
A full-dress ballet score, rather problematic. It was Lambert’s final work, written in his
last illness and partly scored (and written?) by a committee that included Rawsthorne,
Searle, Gordon Jacob, Christian Darnton . . . . There are nice passages, many longueurs.
But I’m surprised at how much the whole is Stravinsky-derived. One piano riff sounds
like a steal from Petruchka. The score lacks both the charm of Pomona and the
outrageous populism of Romeo or The Rio Grande. (Mh11)
Horoscope
Ballet Suite in five movements (25' of the 35' original score) in Lambert’s populist but
not jazzy mode. Gemini Waltz is especially attractive. Bacchanale, however, is hardly
orgiastic, but not fully English either. Finale slow, too mono-rhythmic. Lambert is best
up tempo. (Muskoka—Fe12)
Romeo and Juliet
I remember this pretty well, though confusing it with the jazzier Rio Grande. Ballet
written for Diaghilev is neo-classic, not far removed from Petruchka, in olden style but
entirely original, with Gavotte, Siciliana, Musette, etc. The scenario is set backstage at
rehearsals for the play, hence the incongruous tone. One of Lambert’s best, written at
about age 20. (My12)
The Bird Actors Overture
Short bright piece with complex textual history: finally orchestrated and named for a
poem by Sacheverall Sitwell. (My12)
Prize Fight
Short one-act ballet about a boxing match between a black and a white fighter with an
inept referee and a racist, unruly crowd, ending with a Dadaist collapse of the ring. Racial
tension is unresolved. Lambert much influenced here by Milhaud and Satie, virtually a
Brit interloper among Les Six. Uses Irish/American motifs including When Johnny
Comes Marching Home. Clever score. (My12)
Elegiac Blues — In Memory of Florence Mills
Mills was the black singer-dancer who turned Lambert on to jazz, derided in the snobbish
Brit press. The all-too-brief music is far from funereal: slinky and sexy instead. (My12)
Piano Concerto
With string orchestra, two trumpets and timps, in four movements without a break.
Surprisingly serious amid all the light-hearted music on the CD. Lambert possessed
prodigious keyboard technique and was not writing for theater. The Concerto reflects the

percussive style of the 1920s: driving rhythms but not mechanistic, constantly shifting.
Andante is a lovely respite. I’m reminded of good Prokofiev. Terrific piece. (My12)
FRANCESCO LANDINI
A Laurel for Landini
Fine presentation of ballate, madrigali, laudae, by Landini and related contemporaries.
Notation is more definite here than in earlier music, but performance practice still
conjectural — here not fancied up, unaccompanied or only with harp, or harp alone, or
second voice wordless. I’m surprised that I scarcely notice the so-called Landini cadence,
made so much of in Music History: there are even some leading tone cadences, avoided
in chant. “Deh dimmi tu” and “Cosi pensosa” are canons, while the gorgeous “Muort
oramai” has free imitation. Two-voice ballate (the majority) have independent lines,
sometimes hockets, fascinating rhythm. Most interesting are the three-voice pieces, or the
wonderful “Musica son,” with three simultaneous Italian texts. Landini seems the
great-great-grandfather of Monteverdi in both craft and lyricism. A disc to treasure. (Jy10)
DAVID LANG
The Little Match Girl Passion
Written for the Hilliards, four singers with percussion, and later expanded to a larger
choral version. From advance reputation, I was expecting there would be more to it, but
on reflection, I can imagine that a performance with four singers would be an astonishing
virtuoso feat. Twenty voices diffuse the effect. The Passion analogy is a bit of a stretch.
The narrative passages are original but unvaried, upward figures, sometimes incomplete,
with very discreet percussion (aiding pitch as well as color). The lyric passages too need
more textural contrast as well as shape. Still, the narrative has built-in pathos, and the
piece is effective in performance. (Elmer Iseler Singers, live, Parry Sound, Jy18)
PETER LANG-MÜLLER
3 Fantasy Pieces for Violin & Piano
Lang-Müller was the “leading” Danish composer at the turn of the century when Nielsen
arrived on the scene. These pieces reflect a polished if unadventurous mainstream
romanticism, a Grieg without the harmonic tang. The third has a few surprises. (D13)
RUED LANGGAARD
Symphony No 4 “Fall of the Leaf”
Substantial one-movement Symphony with poetic title and purely subjective, emotional
program for which usual formal conventions are suspended. Gorgeous lyrical bits,
somewhat fragmented; eccentric outbursts (like Berwald?); sharp accents. This music is
unlike anyone else. IS Langgaard the rediscovered genius the liner notes claim? Very
possibly. (S09)
Symphony No 5 “Nature on the Steppes”
I’d guess this as Nielsen in his Espansiva mode: broad strokes, big trombones,
extraverted lyricism with an edge, certainly Scandanavian, not Russian. Relatively short
at 16' but no shrinking violet: powerful, emotional, varied, folkish, surprising,
unconventional.... What an ending! Wow! (S09)
Symphony No 6 “Heavens Rending”
Program Symphony as a set of double variations, the two themes representing Good and
Evil in conflict. The Evil music allows RL to show a more modernist side than in the
other two symphonies: he enjoys himself thoroughly. The triumph of Good arrives a bit
too easily: sustained major chord. There’s somewhat of the naïf about it. (S09)

Symphony No 1
Masterpiece! More than an hour, and not a moment without interest or passion. Big
Mahler-Bruckner strokes, appassionato from the start. Some special moments: the daring
sustained suspension chord, bars on end, Bruckner style, before the recap; or the sudden
transformation into mystical birdland. Short movements interior make nice contrast.
Finale builds to huge, well-earned conclusion. Yes! (O09)
The End of Time
Choral Cantata extracted from the opera Antikrist (1923) in Prelude and three scenes.
Long Prelude sounds ecclesiastical: string counterpoint, brass chorale, with some strange
things superimposed. The baritone recit sounds Wagnerian: the tenor Antikrist sounds
like Parsifal. Soprano denounces him. Very strange. I don’t get the fable. (O09)
From the Song of Solomon
Could be an ecstatic love scene from a Strauss opera, quite beautiful. Calls for organ plus
Women’s Choir that sings for about a minute. Impractical. Ending non-Biblical, startling
in its bleakness. (N09)
Interdict
Short work for organ and orchestra: has program which can be safely ignored. (N09)
Carl Nielsen Our Greatest Composer
Sour joke composed out of the twisted bitterness of unfair neglect. Baah! (N09)
Symphony No 2 “Vårbrud”
“Awakening of Spring”: Big Straussian late Romantic Symphony in three movements,
with soprano in the last. Expansive, though Langgaard is pulling in the stops after the
First, an odd mix of conventional Romantic orchestra with swirling strings, horn calls and
thumping timps. Lento a gorgeous hymn, later an anticipatory bit and a new harmonic
world before the hymn returns. Finale mixes the ecstatic with the naïf. It’s not certain
whether Langgaard knew of Mahler’s Fourth. (Mh11)
Symphony No 3 “Ungdomsbrus” “La Melodia”
“The Flush of Youth” a Piano Concerto masquerading as a Symphony (with optional
chorus in the Finale). Beautiful opening, though as the notes say Schumann redivivus,
with some Frenchified arpeggiation. Movements are continuous: Lento (senza soloist) a
funeral march with fortissimo timps: slow transition brings back soloist. Some turns seem
out of style, and the wordless chorus appears out of nowhere for a cosmic apotheosis
taken by bravura piano. Crazy! (Mh11)
Sfærernes Musik
Music of the Spheres. For large orchestra with second chamber orchestra and solo
soprano set in the distance, plus organ and large chorus. But the added forces – soprano,
organ, chorus – all appear only briefly, not together. The music is static, episodic, wholly
without development. Timps are constant, a virtual concerto. Langgaard plays with
symbolic concepts of space, time, cosmos, apocalypse — suggested in movement titles
but not articulated. The concept is extraordinary for 1920: the notes call it Jugendstil and
say that Ligeti saw Langgaard as a precursor. The music itself is austere and less
compelling, a monument of idiosyncratic ideology. (My12)
Endens Tid
The Time of the End. Major work for three soloists, chorus and orchestra on Langgaard’s
Antichrist obsession. Actually extracts from the first version of the opera which were
mainly left out of the shortened version. Prelude is rather mild romanticism until drums

and trombones set in. The chorus is ironic, because the Church is in league with
Antichrist. Scene I: The People call for Antichrist to speak – Bishop asks for patience and
sympathy – Antichrist (tenor of course, woefully underpowered in the recording) awakes
and speaks runically – the People follow. Scene II: The People are terrified by signs of
blood and ice – Antichrist declares his will, while a Christian Woman tries to save him –
Antichrist snarls rejection. Scene III: As the People sing woe, the voices of Antichrist and
the Scarlet Woman proclaim victory. (Je12)
Fra Dybet
From the Abyss. Langgaard’s last work, a brief 8' Requiem for himself: dramatic
orchestral prelude, organ, then gorgeous Mahlerian chorus that becomes a chorale. (Je12)
Quartet No 2
In four movements of descriptive music: no narrative, no specific allusion. First is “Storm
Clouds Receding”: it begins in agitation, changes tempo with each phrase, touches
moments of serenity, ends in slow fade. Second, “Train Passing By”: a realistic rendition,
whistle included. Crazy. Third, “Landscape in Twilight”: more conventional, beautifully
romantic; B section alla zingaresca; return to cantabile as a sort of ritornello. Last, “The
Walk,” continues in similar tone, picks up tempo, stops, changes constantly, ends on
dissonance off tonic. Weird assortment of competing styles. I’m not sure if it’s
uncertainty or Ivesian genius. (F14)
Quartet No 3
Three movements: Rapinoso (Rapacious) is in Langgaard’s wildest, most dissonant
manner, with a little chorale fragment that tries to peek through the hostile texture. Artful
is scherzando, a stylistic mélange, very brief. Suffering opens with a solemn chorale
(which made it into Danish hymnals) and continues with more stylistic reeling. Very
strange. Oddly enough, it was one of Langgaard’s best received pieces, even finding a
printer. (My14)
Variations on O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden
Langgaard kept to his classical manner. Nice. (My14)
Quartet No 6
In one movement with 21 tempo changes. At first performance it was given subtitle
“Rosengaard Play (on a Swedish Folksong),” the folksong quoted here and there, and in
full at the end. Rosengaard is a place in Sweden where Langgaard once summered – his
behavior regarding the Quartet suggests unknown biographical implications. But the
music is Langgaard the pure romantic, without mysticism, resentment, or sarcasm. Very
beautiful. (My14)
Symphony No 12 “Helsingborg”
A 7’ concoction with no fewer than twelve different section, mainly in the second half,
ending with “A Composer Explodes.” The eccentric composer having reached ultimate
absurdity in 1946, thinks back to his First Symphony and the name of his boyhood town.
It begins “Enraged” and falls apart midway, though without betraying its archaic
nineteenth-century language. Very sad. (My20)
Symphony No 13 “Undertro” {Book of Wonders]
Seven movements, 28’. Opening gesture is pure Nielsen, but the rest carries on spinning
retro melody and harmony, orchestral piano and all. There are beautiful passages, but I
wonder if he was keeping it simple for players and audience in hope of getting

performed? One excited bit sounds more symphonic but gets left behind. Final bit
introduces organ. A mess of sounds. (My20)
Symphony No 14 “Morgenen”
The Morning, or Suite for chorus and orchestra, in seven movements. Texts are excerpted
from Timothy and Matthew, plus Langgaard’s “Vivat species,” sung in movements 1, 5.
And 7. Programmatic titles suggest both an ordinary morning and awakening on the Final
Day. Fanfare: Initial Handelian fortissimo outburst. Unnoticed Morning Stars: A string
movement, sometimes performed on its own, a gorgeous, serene meditation. Church
Bells: inexplicably peal scraps from La Traviata in a show of triumph. The Weary
Awaken: bright, optimistic with Wagnerian hyperbole. Caruso on Radio: Activity carries
on until choral entry on Ora pro nobis! sung as a command, still hyperbolic. Rush to
Work: controlled, not frantic. Sun and the Beech Forest: The final choral hymn to natural
beauty is curt, anti-climactic. The eccentricities are infuriating. (My20)
JEAN LANGLAIS
Messe solenelle
For SATB choir and organ, without Credo. I’ve never heard JL’s music but it sounds as I
expected, a bit like Duruflé with rough edges. quicker, louder, even angry at times.
Highly chromatic in Benedictus and Agnus Dei. I’d hoped to be more impressed. (Je10)
Missa Salve Regina
For TTBB choir plus treble boys, 2 organs and brass. Again the Credo is lacking. Based
on plainsong Salve Regina, with thunderous reverberant sound but close to medieval
sound with parallel motion, rhythmic fluidity, a Machaut cadence or two, modernized by
occasional dissonance and chromaticism, and by the sheer noise level. This gets to me
more directly than the Messe solenelle, though the recording can hardly convey the
spatial distance between the organs and performers. Stirring, memorable. (Je10)
Tryptique gregorien
Three organ pices on plainsong, with melodies kept to the fore. Quite beautiful. (Je10)
Hymne d’Action de graces; “Te Deum”
Plainchant much filled in, very attractive. I like it better than Tournemire’s. Is the piece
On Sachetti’s disc one of the tryptique above? (S12)
Choral works
CD opens with a loud, annoying brass and organ piece, Cortège. Psaume Solenelle No 1
(on Psalm 150) is also loud, angular, in irregular meters. It doesn’t grab me, though the
Amen is pretty spectacular. Libera me is more modest, meaningfully dedicated to Louis
Braille. Tu es Petrus, the arch-Catholic text, is a quasi-military march with two trumpets
and unison choir. Psaume Solenelle No 3 (on Psalm 148) is another rejoicing text, with
march motifs and Halleluiahs; ends with an impressive choral fugue. CD closes with
another brass piece, senza organ and less aggressive than Cortège, and based on a
plainchant. Langlais’s dissonant chords are all too much the same. (N13)
Psaume Solenelle No 2
Much the longest work on the CD at 25’, a setting of Psalm 50 (number 51 in KJV),
Miserere mei. Short phrases, silences, low and slow, trumpets joining later. Toward the
end, a chorale based on plainsong. Quite dull. (N13)
Triptych

Organ work in three movements: Melody is bimodal, mildly acidic, with an archaic feel.
Trio is toccata-like, but relatively quiet next to the Toccata Final, full organ with
Westminster chimes theme. Good piece. (D15)
2 organ works
Attractive short pieces on Noehren’s recital. Pasticchio is a neat marche miniature. (Ag16)
Suite breve
Four movements, 17’. Grands Jeux is as loud as ever, and quite sharp-edged, almost like
Flor Peeters. Cantilene is a modal melody, also rather sharp-cornered. Plainte is a second
slow movement, a study of complex chords reminiscent of Messiaen. Dialogue sur les
mixtures is a toccata suitable for postludes. (Jy18)
Organ Symphony No 1
Big piece, four movements, 33’, written mid-war. Allegro is turbulent, chromatic, with
unsettled tonality, dissonance, it reaches grand chorale of affirmation, but returns to
minor key, turbulent, unsettled rhythms. Wild! Eglogue sets consolatory melody over
three-chord ostinato – B section replies with hectoring recit, which continues as A
melody returns. Coda allows devilish mocking to continue, to weird final chord. Chorale
is in four sections: theme thickly harmonized, then in canon at the fifth, then in crescendo
to fourth bit, a three-voice canon, quiet ending. Vif Finale is celebratory toccata with
fireworks and acid, a dour slow episode, reflective, before big ending. Langlais really
wrote a masterpiece. (Jy18)
Suite française
Just two of the ten movements, in pastiche of 18th-century French masters, showing off
registrations: Nazard & Arabesque sur les flutes. Both demand digital dexterity. (Jy18)
Organ Symphony No 2 “Alla Webern”
Four movements, 5’. I didn’t know that the septuagenarian Langlais had gone serial. In
this 1977 work there seems to be a narrative in the movements Prélude, Lude, Interlude,
Postlude. Prélude is fortissimo, pedal tones spelling DIEU and MARIE. Lude is Allegro,
short. Interlude suggests robotic Messiaen birdcalls. Postlude returns to fortissimo. (Jy18)
Poem of Happiness
A 7’ tribute to American organist Robert Noehren features great contrast between loud,
complex, dissonant chords and loud triadic chords. (Jy18)
LARS-ERIK LARSSEN
Concertino for Flute and String Orchestra
Larssen’s set of 12 Concertinos is pure Gebrauchsmusik: short, not too technically
demanding solo works, one per instrument. I’d expect good craft without much variety of
style. All are three movements, fast-slow-fast. The flute piece is clipped, non espressivo,
with a touch of orientalist mystery in the middle movement. (Mh12)
Concertino for Oboe and String Orchestra
Allegro seems to adopt baroque ritornello with episodes. Slow movement approaches
melodic glory, stops short in understated reserve: Larssen had the gift. Perky Finale.
This must be one of the nicest of the series. (Mh12)
Concertino for Clarinet and String Orchestra
Nice sleek theme. Middle movement again shines, builds impressively, then fades to
nothing. Finale in 6/8 whirls to finish. (Mh12)
Concertino for Bassoon and String Orchestra

Wistful and graceful, all registers of the bassoon; cadenza uses sudden shifts of register.
Nondescript middle movement. Allegro has runs to basso staccato, grotesque, with
contrasting lyric theme and recollection of opening. (Mh12)
Concertino for Horn and String Orchestra
Allegro turns on chromatic legato melody followed by some triadic mottos. Lento also
keeps to middle register. Finale a quick 6/8, all staccato, like an updated Mozart Finale:
some rhythmic trickery, some scary ponticello. Only at the end is there a brief (and
effective) stopped passage: where’s the cuivre, the pedal notes, the passage in alt? It
pales bedside Britten’s horn writing in the Serenade. (Mh12)
Concertino for Trumpet and String Orchestra
The earliest and tiniest of the series, a mere 7', suggests the small scale originally
contemplated, like Milhaud’s Petites Symphonies without the polytonalism. (Mh12)
Concertino for Trombone and String Orchestra
After one minute, the trombone sound was so gorgeous that I checked and, yes, it is
Christian Lindberg – that touch of vibrato. Larssen pits declamatory trombone against
sentimental strings. No gliss, no special effects, just nice stuff. (Mh12)
Concertino for Violin and String Orchestra
Nice modal theme with Lydian inflection, relaxed filagree work. Cavatina too has lovely
modal melody, helped by Anton Kontra’s beautiful playing. Finale folksy with Hardanger
suggestions. Fine piece. (Mh12)
Concertino for Viola and String Orchestra
Promising theme turns into note spinning. Andante has whimsical B section but it’s not
sustained. Nice Rondo with syncops, but this seems one of the weaker entries. (Mh12)
Concertino for Piano and String Orchestra
Piano enters over severe unison strings, a very academic sound. Andante similar but
sweeter, gentler; brings back motifs from Allegro. Finale fleet, rhythmically tricky,
pastoral section with solo bass, coda reprise of Allegro motifs. Pleasant, but competition
in the short piano genre is fierce. (Mh12)
Concertino for Double Bass and String Orchestra
Ballad begins with declamatory cadenza leading to rhythmic theme; second subject
legato but detaché. Arioso keeps tempo moving, no long lines, solo bass and dreamily
rocking accompaniment. Final roughly phrased: a rouse. Superb model of writing for the
instrument. (Mh12)
Concertino for Cello and String Orchestra
Legato modal melody dominates, with staccato finishing idea, all over nice
accompagnato pizz. Siciliano unfolds beautifully over what seems ostinato bass but isn’t
– gorgeous. Finale hints at folk with drone fifths, afterbeats, spiccato theme, but remains
stylized and lyrical. (Mh12)
MATS LARSSON GOTHE
Concerto for Cello & Winds
Young Swedish composer with double surname not known to me. The Concerto is just
under half an hour long, one movement in five sections with cadenzas at beginning and
before the Finale, with an ensemble of 15 winds plus marimba. Liner describes it as
neoclassic and rhythmic: it sounds more like Varèse than Stravinsky, though there are
passages with regular pulse. It pays deliberate homage to Lutoslawski’s Cello Concerto,
which I don’t remember hearing. The Grave section in the middle sustains a steadily

increasing intensity, but most of the building techniques are conventional: faster entries,
rising on the fingerboard, hectically repeated notes. No. (Ja17)
PIERRE de LA RUE
Missa de Feria
Lovely music but I could not distinguish from, say, Josquin. Page and Gothic Voices,
however, sing with nasal sound and insistent dialectical pronounciation of Latin, most
annoying. [Try again!] From one side, it seems historically informed guesswork; from the
other, Tallis Scholars seems prettified purity for modern consumption. I prefer middle
path of Huelgas, Orlando, or Hilliard. (Au08)
Missa L’homme armé
Coming to this from Palestrina is decidedly entering an earlier period, Renaissance
texture but still showing Ars Nova traits: complex rhythmic relations, superimposed
rhythms, open fifths, some quartal passages (?). Spectacular conclusion to Gloria. Agnus
Dei is locus of puzzle writing. Performance very strong. (My09)
Requiem
Visse: Extraordinary setting for deep male voices, after Ockeghem, surprisingly
transparent with one voice per line. (The lowest bass must have been flown in from
Siberia.) Outstanding performance — unique sound. The settings, too, have not settled in
to gestures common later on: try the Sanctus. Agnus Dei dives into depths of the abyss.
Nearly a party disc. (My08) Wickham: This is the Requiem with deep bass lines: not
highly developed, much two-part writing. (My09)
Missa Conceptio tua
Dated circa 1510, de La Rue’s five-part Mass is pitched extremely low: it takes a lot of
getting used to, as do the untrained voices of the Chicago Schola Antiqua. These two
choices make the music exceptionally harsh and muddy, no pure-white Tallis Singers
here. Yet Bruno Turner managed to get clear parts from his Ockeghem singers at similar
depths. Bah! (F17)
Missa Ave sanctissima Maria
Mass for 6 voices, sung one to a part with three bassos. It is based on de La Rue`s 6-voice
motet, which is highly canonical, as is the Mass itself. Only three of the six voices are
actually notated, an “apogee of structuralism” in the Flemish school. The voices are much
clearer than in the Chicago group, less vocal dirt, so parts are easier to hear; but writing is
still bass heavy and text is hard to make out. No word in the notes about pitch. (F17)
Missa O salutaris hostia
This four-voice Mass is just as rigorously canonical: the music is apparently written as a
single line, the voices just given points of entry. (How they devise to finish together is not
explained.) The four-voice texture allows for transparency and less ponderous bass. (F17)
Missa Nunqua fue pena mayor
A 4-voice Mass from de la Rue`s earliest period since it appeared in print in 1508. It is
more transparent and less bass-heavy than the six-voice works, with audible canonic
writing. The lines themselves are freely melismatic in the earlier style. I should try
comparing Josquin, de la Rue, and Agricola. The Credo reaches a beautiful moment at
homo factus est, a minor key dark bit and something like hocketing. The mode is
apparently Phrygian, but it sounds natural enough: only the Agnus Dei ends on E, open
fifth. (Ap17)
Salve Regina VI à 4

The setting alternates high and low voices. I don`t remember another like it. (Ap17)
Missa Inviolata
Rice describes this 4-voice Mass as radiant, but he`s not sure whether to ascribe the
feeling to the sense of major key or not. He also notes play of high and low tessituras and
unusual rhythmic manipulations. Kyrie is dominated by stepwise downward fourth and at
runs throughout. (Ap17)
Magnificat sexti toni
Alternatim of course, with particularly imaginative voicing of the choral verses. (Ap17)
ORLANDO di LASSO [ORLANDUS LASSUS]
Missa Tous les regretz
Van Nevel illustrates Lasso’s sumptuousness as opposed to Palestrina’s purity. Richly
voiced “parody” mass based on Gombert. Richer but more difficult to grasp. (Je08)
Requiem
My chief impression is the beauty of the Hilliard Ensemble singing — more appealing
than ever. Much alternation between polyphony and chant. (Je09)
Prophetiae Sibyllarum
I had no idea such chromaticism could be found in Lassus. And before Gesualdo.
Apparently there was debate about diatonic vs chromatic interpretations of Greek theory:
the chromatic school lost, but this is Lassus’ contribution. Texture, on the other hand, is
purely homophonic, declamatory, text-driven. (Je09)
Lamentations
The most elaborate of the four pieces on this disc, just the middle segment of three
Lamentations (Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, Holy Saturday). Pictorial madrigalisms
but no chromaticism: deep notes on “in terra” and “in tenebris,” unmoving notes on
“sederunt,” tidal swell on “velut mare.” But these do not drive the music. “Ierusalem
convertere” treated as ritornello. As Van Nevel declares, the master hand is in it.
(Jy09—Muskoka)
Lagrime di San Pietro
Lassus’ final work, monumental setting of twenty ottava rima stanzas by Luigi Tansillo
on Peter’s betrayal and repentance, plus final motet of Christ on the cross. Some done
with, some without ensemble accompaniment. Part of counter-reformation effort to
co-opt secular madrigal for Church purposes. Settings seem objective, not much
chromaticism or obvious madrigalism. (Ag09—Mpls)
Pacis amans
State motet in honor of Maximilian, crowned King of Bohemia. (O09)
Missa Osculetur me
Particularly sweet sounding double-choir Mass which points forward to developments in
Venetian multi-choral writing and the harmonic foundations of the Baroque. Compare
Palestrina’s Missa Hodie Christus natus est. The high sopranos are like bright bells.
Gorgeous. (N09)
Penitential Psalms
I begin my traversal on Ash Wednesday. There are seven, plus two Laudate Psalms.
Notes don’t make clear whether these belong in place in the sequence. No 1: Dominus
ne in furore tuo: I hear the word painting (musica reservata). Is this what Rika Maniates
termed “mannerism”? It’s on the cusp of the early baroque, and as in some of Lasso’s

German contemporaries, there’s little concern for overall unity. There’s nothing of
Gesualdo-like chromaticism either. But what choral mastery!
No 2: Beati quorum: Two verses of blessing followed by a drastic turn to
confession, then qualified affirmation gradually rising to Doxology.
No 3: Domine ne in furore tuo: The longest of the seven. The Psalm is an
extended confession of guilt and abjection. Midway, silences express deafness and
muteness. The final Doxology is fairly subdued.
Laudate Psalms 148 & 150: The lively tone is a great relief, especially after No 3:
“dracones et omnes abyssi” and the following have extraordinary vividness, as do the
laudates. Outstanding.
No 4: Miserere mei Deus, Psalm 51: Begins in deepest registers, texture quite
homophonic — extraordinary basso duet at “Audivi meo” Remains somber throughout.
This seems to have been the most popular of the set.
No 5: Domine exaudi orationem meam, Psalm 102: Lengthy. Begins with
forthright petition, continues in much more positive tone with major key feeling and
higher tessituras than No 4.
No 6: De profundis, Psalm 130: Shortest, quite objective, not as dark and
anguished.
No 7: Domine exaudi orationem meam, Psalm 143: Return to large-scale word
10
painting. (F )
23 motets and madrigals from Magnus Opus Musicum
An odd assortment of pieces from Lassus’ posthumous miscellany: comic madrigals,
moralizing pieces, stunts, plus conventionally beautiful sacred motets. “Fertur in
conviviis” is a mock temperance madrigal ending with parody Requiem. The verse of “Ut
queant laxis” plays on ut-re-mi, and so does the music. “Super flumina” tries extreme
disjunctive syllabification, while “Quam es pulchra” is a gorgeous setting of Canticles.
“In hora ultima” is a serious madrigal with playful word painting. Truly Lassus is the
most varied, unpredictable composer of the high Renaissance. (Ag10)
Marian Vespers
Lassus seems to have compiled this massive work himself, presented here with all the
liturgical connectives. Manfred Cordes insists however, on presenting many of the motets
with a single solo voice, mit posaunen und zinken. This may have historicity, but to me
the voices are overbalanced, text is drowned (and this is counter-Reformation): the music
is not shown to best advantage, and the instrumental sound is far from refined.
Furthermore, it seems to contradict the practice described in liner notes, with illustration
showing 15 to 20 males voices and 12 boys and organ. If brass was used only on special
occasions, surely there would be no skimping on voices. Phui! (F11)
Passio secundum Mattheo
Saved for Ash Wednesday: The entire narrative is told by the Evangelist and Jesus
unaccompanied, in a kind of plainchant that’s half recitative. All the other parts – mob,
disciples, Judas – are sung by the choir, often in just two parts — but the bulk of the
music is without accompaniment. The setting is much longer and more elaborate than the
brief Passions of Herold or Demantius, yet the effect is austere in the extreme. The
Passions of Bach and Telemann seem scandalously luxurious. Still, the choir places the
listener in the position of the betrayers and crucifiers.
Visitatio; Exsultet jam angelica turba

The anonymous Visitatio is a version of the Quem Quaeritis trope, enacting the three
Marys (sung by friars in female hoods) at the Tomb. All plainchant. The second half is
Victimae Paschali sung to different words. A nice look-in at the tradition. The Exsultet is
a lengthy plainchant sung during the night before Easter morning. (Mh11)
Magnificat septi toni
Included in the CD of Nanino`s works because it`s based on the madrigal “Èrano I capei
dòro.” (N16)
Infelix ego
Text from Savonarola’s meditation on Psalm 50, the same set by Byrd. Gorgeous, with
slightest unexpected turns of harmony, counterpoint quite thick. With all the talk of text
in the notes, Philip Cave’s Sutherlandized consonants are not helpful. (Ap19)
7 motets from Canticum Canticorum
This music sounds sensual. Is it just the performance? Or the winding melismas, the high
tessitura, the little turns at cadences, melismas in thirds, and close canons? The liner
notes contrast the coolness of Palestrina’s Spiritual Madrigals. In Surge propera [Rise up
my love] Lassus writes an upward rushing gesture. Osculetur me is nearly homophonic,
to highlight the beautiful words. Vulnerasti cor meum has intertwining high sopranos.
Super omnia aromata. Veni dilecti mi, on the other hand, lies down in the male range,
densely woven. Unutterably beautiful. (S20)
Missa Surge propera
Mass based on Lassus’ own Canticles motet, like his Missa Osculetur me. Both parts of
the motet begin with an upward rushing melisma, which becomes a marker in the Mass.
Kyrie has an identical opening and maintains a high tessitura; the figure is shortened but
recognizable in both Gloria and Credo. There’s a solemn turn for Et incarnatus and
Crucifixus (those sopranos need to be hushed!). Sanctus is reserved, but not the Osanna.
High voices for Benedictus, smooth and solemn Agnus Dei. Basses finally get to shine in
the final cadence. Gorgeous stuff. (S20)
Magnificat quarti toni
Alternatim setting. Responses alternate men and women (or rather men and trebles)
before returning to full parts. Very beautiful. (S20)
6 Hymns and 6 motets
Lassus wrote his Hymns at the request of his patron Duke Wilhelm V of Bavaria,
following the Council of Trent, 1580-81. Mostly on familiar Latin texts, they are all
alternatim. They are paired here with motets on similar texts. An insight into Catholic
hymnody, in contrast to the rise of the Protestant hymn, and incidentally a nice review of
common Gregorian hymn settings. Of the motets, Jesu nostra redemption and Jesu corona
virginum, with its choral melismas, seem to stand out. (S20)
MORTEN LAURIDSEN
O nata lux; Les Chansons des Roses
The familiar motet is just as beautiful from the outside as from within (and less
exhausting). Rilke settings are quite accessible, appealing. Are these the same French
poems that Hindemith set? [Texts are on line — printed off in binder.] Sound is closer to
Ravel, especially in the quick songs. Entrance of the piano for the last song must be
terrifying for the choir, but it’s effective musically. The last song is almost too beautiful
in a popsy way — it should have been a guitar. (Ag09)
Madrigali: Six Fire Songs

The challenge here is to adopt word sensitivity of the early madrigals without pastiche.
Solution: eschew counterpoint, write rhythmically and/or dissonantly, with chromaticism
from Gesualdo, lots of major/minor. “Io piango” is extreme of chromatic dissonance.
Final song more consonant – still passionate but accepting. The difficulty with secular
choral music is the occasion, the raison d’être. Few choirs could manage this set. (Ag09)
Mid-Winter Songs
Five choral songs with piano: not gripping, perhaps because of the obliqueness of the
Robert Graves poems. And the constant diatonic added note texture is wearing. These
songs make great study of free treatment of text: no reference to lineation or recited
prosody, phrases repeated, reorganized, even dropped. I wouldn’t risk it. (Ag09)
O magnum mysterium
Companion to “O nata lux” Magnificent. Familiar text, crescendo, slight chromatic
inflection on “virgo,” alleluia descending into the depths. Wow! (Ag09)
WILLIAM LAWES
Consort music
Rose Consort is a puzzle: well played, thoughtful performances, but wholly lacking the
aura of a Leonhardt or a Savall, so decidedly B+. Is it the mixed consort? The recording
ambience? (They have also recorded for CPO.) (My08)
Harp Consorts
I had thought the harp was the ensemble’s option, but no, Lawes specified harp and wrote
for it – a first. Super disc. (Ja08)
Consort music
The Fretwork collection includes two full CDs of William Lawes, so I must have just
about the entire oeuvre. The performances are lively: I’ll have to compare them with the
Rose Consort. There are moments of astonishing chromaticism and dissonance:
“crudities” to the 18th-century historians. One brief Suite for solo viol is light and
charming. (Mh10)
SYLVIO LAZZARI
Effet de nuit
Orchestral nocturne inspired by decadent Verlaine poem about moonlight on the hanged
corpses at night. I know nothing more of the composer, except that he’s roughly
contemporary with Dukas and d’Indy. Good piece. (Mh11)
Tableaux maritimes
Large-scale symphonic Suite in 4 movements. Notes itemize the many late Romantic
seascapes by Debussy, Chausson, Lazzari, d’Indy, Ibert. They might have thrown in Cras,
Elgar, Bridge, Bax. The Tableaux are Sunset, Waves, Shepherd on Heath, Ship in Storm.
The music is appealing, well made, not trite but not exceptional either. Occasional
gestures toward non-functional harmony, an added note or two. (S11)
Symphony in E♭
Big 50' Symphony in Franckian three-movement pattern, but with very little brooding.
Strong ascending brass arpeggio plus a triplet theme recalling d’Indy’s Cenevole. Fugato
bit seems unconnected. Development by mounting sequences. The Lent builds nicely to
an impressive chromatic passage, tutti, then quietly works out another chromatic idea.
Enveloped in the middle is a scherzando bit, which continues in violins over return of
main theme in brass chorale, big moment at end. Great movement, though Adriano’s
Moscow violins can’t handle their part. Finale announces complex but happy theme in

brass; second theme slower, more romantic; fugato development inevitable but it works;
big ending. Honegger had measured praise for this Symphony. It doesn’t rise to the
heights of Dukas or Chausson, but it is very impressive. (S11)
HENRI LAZAROF
Tableaux after Kandinsky, piano & orchestra
A surprise: I’d expected soft stuff for some reason, and this is a strong piece reminiscent
of Sessions or middle Carter, freely dissonant, not quite atonal. A composer worth
knowing. Ohlsson’s playing is of course top notch. (Je08)
Icarus – Second Concerto for Orchestra
Another surprise, more in vein of middle-European aleatorics à la early Penderecki.
Strongly conceived for orchestra; quiet deep bass passage in middle section (Je08)
Violin Concerto
Sound atonal Concerto, nice Adagio final movement, dancelike passages a bit too close
to Berg. Cleanly played. (Je08)
Symphony No 2
Very strong piece, atmospheric writing, abstract, original sound world, at 18 minutes
doesn’t wear out its welcome. Good stuff. (Je08)
LUISE ADOLPHA Le BEAU
Piano Trio in D minor, op 15
Four movements, 22’. Despite her name, Le Beau was German. She was given a good
education, became an excellent pianist, took voice lessons, and studied composition with
Rheinberger. Written in 1877, the piece is very conservative, mistakable for Mendelssohn
but less chromatic. Allegro is lucid in outline, with vigorous opening, but feels bookish.
Andante presents a long-breathed cello melody, somewhat ambiguous phrase structure –
lovely. Scherzo is spritely – legato Trio for contrast. Allegro Finale is at first fugal but
alternates with more classical texture. This was Le Beau’s most successful piece, but it’s
far from a lost treasure. Unadventurous, disappointing. (Je18)
Violin Sonata in C minor, op 10
Three movements, 16’. Allegro begins with declamatory triadic motif, stern, followed by
sweet second idea in major. Andante presents cantabile, then second idea that gets more
attention. Finale con fuoco offers a downward dotted motif with an answering tune that
gets more attention. Vivace coda. All written by the book. (Je18)
Cello Sonata in D, op 17
Three movements, 18’. Allegro opens with serene cello melody beautifully integrated
with the piano – gorgeous movement. Andante tranquillo is a kind of slow sarabande,
very beautiful. Allegro Finale plays with a happy, skipping theme. For some reason Le
Beau seems much more at ease in this piece, much the best of the three. (Je18)
JEAN-MARIE LECLAIR
4 Violin Sonatas
Typical baroque Sonatas in everything but quality, measuring if not surpassing the best of
Corelli and Handel, especially in the spirited dance movements (the C major Gavotte).
Well played. (O09)
Violin Concerti in G minor, C & A minor
Leclair’s Concerti strike me as more conventional than the Sonatas, if my comments
above are correct: they are full of sequences, repetitive passage work, double stopping,
but no great melodic invention. I like the A minor best. Jaap Schröder plays his baroque

fiddle very well, but one can tell that the bar of technique has been set higher over the
past decades. (He’s much better than Daniel Cuiller on my other disc.) Most
disappointing is the sound of this Teldec disc, recorded in 1968 but sounding older. Just
so so. (D10)
Ouvertures et Sonates en Trio, op 13
Six Trio Sonatas (the “overtures” are not differentiated). After listening through much
Corelli and Vivaldi, plus other stuff, Leclair seems at first fussy, lacking the Italian joie
de vivre. But this is an illusion. There’s plenty of elegance, stateliness, and also abandon,
fun, pleasure in the flounciness. Performances are first rate. I’m wrong: the Overtures
and Sonatas are different, as indicated in the notes: Sonatas are slow-fast-slow-fast,
Overtures are dotted prelude, fugue, slow-fast. (D10)
Violin Sonata in D, op 9/3 “Tamborin”
James Ehnes (live) noted that this particular Sonata was once core repertoire but had
fallen by the way. He played it magnificently, of course, but with allowances for
Romantic presentation – piano continuo, full vibrato. Yes, it is vaguely familiar. (Ap14)
4 Violin Sonatas from op 9
Elizabeth Wallfisch plays Nos 2, 3, 6, and 7; No 3 in D is the one James Ehnes played,
the famous one. All are of a piece: I was impressed not only with the complexity of
ornamentation but with the variety of articulation and bowing. Fine stuff, and good car
music. (Jy17)
GILLES LECLERC
Aria
Organ piece on program of new organ pieces, meditative, lovely, but could be casual
improv. (O
CHARLES LECOCQ
2 Fables of La Fontaine
Ainsley sings two of the six in the set. Light toned but extended narrative songs with
formidable piano parts. Graham Johnson makes a case for Lecocq’s seriousness. (Ja11)
ERNESTO LECUONA
Rapsodia Cubana, piano & orchestra
Single movement, 8’, heavily reconstructed by Tirino. There’s a seductive tune, but the
up-beat version is pure Palm Court. Lecuona seems a regional colorist, no more. (My18)
Danzas Afro-Cubanas
Six short dances for piano, truly more remarkable than I expected. They sound like
Gottschalk in the vivid color, rhythm, and virtuosity. The second of the set was a favorite
of Ravel, and the last two became popular songs (“From One Love to Another,” “For
Want of a Star”). I had no idea Cuban Catholicism is so saturated in African (Nanigo,
Yoruba) religion. (My18)
Siete Danzas Cubanas Tipicas
Like the previous Danzas, a collection of separate pieces. Furthermore, Tirino follows
Lecuona in playing each piece twice, the second time with extras, and imitates his
“murderously fast tempos.” I don’t hear the cat in track 9. The set is “pop music in
genuine virtuoso form” according to the notes, confirmed by this non-pianist’s ear. Great
fun, if scary. (My18)
Valses Fantasticos
Seven waltzes compiled by Lecuona near the end of his life, and Tirino adds two more.

The genre creates a Palm Court feel, no surprises. Vals Arabesque sounds like Chopin’s
Minute Waltz in inversion. Vals patetico is a moving late work. Vals Brillante brings out
the virtuoso in full. Vals de Nilo is slow, the longest of the group. (My18)
4 miscellaneous pieces
Porcelana China is a captivating doll dance. Polka of the Dwarves gives class to the beer
hall. The CD closes with piano versions of two sentimental songs. (My18)
Rapsodia negra, piano & orchestra
Single movement, 11'. Tirino restores the Cuban percussion used at the premiere but not
printed in the score. The tunes are lifted from Lecuona's zarzuelas -- the second is
rhythmically tricky. Lecuona adds a dollop of Gershwin to the Latin language of the
piece. Decent pops. (Je18)
Andalucia Suite
Six movements, 20'. Lecuona's most important piano work, which culminates in the once
ubiquitous Malaguena. I haven't heard it years. I remember trying to orchestrate the
whole Suite when I was little: what horrors I must have created! The movements were
composed and published separately and assembled later. Cordoba is beautifully laid back.
Andalusia is so familiar. Alhambra is sinister, ominous. Gitanerias, a quick gipsy dance
in 3. Guadalquivir, named for the river, is subtly harmonized. Malaguena is a piece I once
cursed, but it's become fun again. (Je18)
7 Spanish pieces
Ante el Escorial -- impressionist manner with ultra-romantic melody in B section.
Zambragitana is full of gipsy macho swagger. Aragonesa is a lady making a big
statement. Granada is chromatic, guitar-like, crying out for castanets. Zambra, apparently
retrieved from manuscript, has a rustic feel. San Francisco Grande, Lecuona's "most
serious piano work," portrays the great church of Madrid: B section portrays the organ,
choir and bells inside – A returns with virtuoso ripples. Aragon is a brilliant jota. (Je18)
4 characteristic pieces
Preludio en la noche, pure romanticism. La Habanera, Lecuona's own arrangement from
his own opera [zarzuela?] El Sombrero de yarey. Suave. Mazurka en glissando, brilliant
showpiece. Canto del guajiro, said to be written down from the gardener's tune heard out
the window. (Je18)
Three Miniatures
These seem not to be a set -- Tirino's notes are silent. Musical pictures: Bellflower, Music
Box, and Polichinela, more mechanical doll than Stravinsky's tragic figure. (Je18)
Two song transcriptions
Canto Siboney is Lecuona's big hit tune, surpassing even Malaguena. I recognize it,
though Lecuona's piano treatment is very ornate. I don't have anyone singing it, not even
Domingo. Noche azul is sweet and popsy. (Je18)
SIMON Le DUC
Symphony No 2 in D
LeDuc composed only three symphonies before dying at age 35. All are in three
movements, lasting 12' to 15', motivic in structure. They have some sophistication for the
1775 date, richness of sound, general avoidance of cliché: on a level with good early
Haydn, though lacking Haydn’s independent handling of winds. Nice wobbling pedal in
Moderato. Melodic theme in Andante. Upward appoggiatura theme in Presto with mildly
adventurous development. (Jy11)

Symphony No 3 in B♭
Elaborate slow intro: development moves into minor, surprise twist into major. Adagio
begins in minor, attempts to probe with plangent harmony. Rondo a gentle tease. (Jy11)
Symphony No 1 in D
Nice slow intro: Allegro begins off tonic, develops delightful syncopated motif. Andante
tune also begins off tonic – nice. Presto has fine extended cadential phrase, interesting
development. These are not lost masterpieces, but LeDuc has learned Haydn’s lessons
well. (Jy11)
BENJAMIN LEES
Violin Concerto
Haunted by the Prokofiev G minor, less overtly lyrical and tonal. Pesante Finale. OK
piece, not memorable. (O08)
Quartet No 1
Shortish at 17', in three movements. Pandiatonic, mildly dissonant, sharp edges; tends to
relax into neo-romantic sound but doesn’t stay. Allegretto wanders in 3/4. Vivo Finale in
stiff 3. So-so. (Je11)
Quartet No 2
Longer piece at 27': Measured is lengthy, begins simply, builds to strong deciso rhythms.
Arioso begins with violin duet, sustained, with quasi-bird calls, lower instruments
offering gruff comments. Quick is fleet, evaporates. Explosive offers rough rhythmic
figures. And empty. I hear nothing distinctive or convincing in this music. (Jy11)
Quartet No 3
The movement indications are self describing, but just more note spinning to me. (Jy11)
Prologue, Capriccio and Epilogue
Single 12’ movement: the Prologue is quite short, sounds atonal but it’s not; the
Capriccio is highly rhythmic but not irregular, mainly, with sudden loud interjections – it
sounds like a feeble effort to replicate Le Sacre. Returns to quiet, with recollections of
the motor rhythm. (Mh16)
TON de LEEUW
Sonatina for Violin and Piano
De Leeuw was greatly influenced by third-world music, but this tiny Sonatina, three
movements in 7’, was written just before the transformation took place. There are
ostinato figures, also some virtuoso flashiness. (May16)
Improvisation on Midden is de winternacht
Dutch carol in violin harmonics over incongruous avant-garde piano stuff. (May16)
CHARLES LEFEBVRE
2 Pieces, oboe & piano, op 102
A French composer that I don’t know! He was a pupil of Thomas, and his pieces are
operatic scene plus cabaletta. One has a silly 6/8 waggle, like “Nola.” (Jy17)
LOUIS-JAMES-ALFRED LEFÉBURE-WÉLY
Organ works
This disc is purely a vanity purchase: I got caught never having heard of this composer,
so I immediately ordered his music on line. The first Marche turns out to be cheesy,
skating-rink stuff, the Bolero no better (but with a great echo). The famous “Sortie” is a
goddamn polka. The sacred music is more convincing, but then I also respond to the
sacred music of Gounod. One gets what one deserves. (Ap11)

PAUL Le FLEM
Symphony No 1 in A
Big Symphony in mode of Debussy-inflected d’Indy, attractive, melodious, but perhaps
too little dissonant spice, overly dependent on oboe and English horn. Not a major
discovery. (D09)
Fantaisie for Piano & Orchestra
Very beautiful French free float piece in d’Indy style, Not as long or ambitious as
Debussy or Fauré, but nice while it lasts. Abrupt ending. (D09)
La Magicienne de la mer: Two Interludes
From PLF’s later period, harmonic style more adventurous. Interesting sounding opera
about real-life fishing village vs fantasy of Ys. Huge orchestra, quiet ending. Would have
been wise to write a concert ending. (D09)
Violin Sonata
Le Flem was pupil and assistant to d’Indy with the extraordinary dates 1881-1984. His
major work was before 1914. This big Sonata of 30’ sounds more Debussy than d’Indy,
with stolid phrase structure. I was not impressed with the Symphony, but this is very
pleasing. Does the little hopping figure start the Development? The recap is clear.
Beautifully quiet coda rises to top of fingerboard, ends unresolved. Lent – Animé rises to
strong climax. Perfunctory ending. (S15)
4 Piano Pieces
All written 1907-1910, all 6’ to 8’ long. Avril is Debussyan rainfall with Spanish touches
(notes cite Deodat de Severac). It becomes a heavy down pour. Vieux calvaire is not bare
but very restrained. Two piece from 1907 are paired, Par grèves (shores) and Par landes
(moors), a lively folkish toccata and an ambulatory improvisation. (S15)
Sept prières enfantines
Sequence of very short pieces 12’ in total. Was that modal inflection there before? A Jeux
d’enfants with a twist, playful, sad, cute. Nice set. (S15)
Chant de genets
Five piano pieces 12’ in total, children’s music written for Le Flem junior. The last is a
tongue-in-cheek Pomposo. (S15)
GIOVANNI LEGRENZI
Il cuor umano all’incanto
A lengthy proto-oratorio in Italian, not Latin, with wordy text that looks more like early
opera than Carissimi’s concise oratorios. The text is given in Italian only, but the gist is
not hard to follow. Part I: Il Cuor is tempted by Il Piacere and Il Mondo, warned by
Angelo, but chooses worldly pleasure. Part II: Il Cuor is filled with remorse, but pleas are
blocked by Il Demonio. Angelo hears and leads her to Christo, who questions, then
forgives. Performance is not world class but very acceptable. I love the movement from
recit to arioso (or duetto, quartetto) in this music. As usual, the devil gets all the good
tunes. (F11)
Trio Sonatas, op 2
Delightful music: all are short, single-movement character pieces with titles, not
multi-movement works like the later Trio Sonata; but they make a link between the dancy
violin writing of Monteverdi, who can be heard, and Legrenzi’s pupils and followers, like
Rosenmüller and Vivaldi. Legrenzi seems to be a key player in the development of
baroque instrumental music. One of the most enjoyable discs in my collection. (F11)

Dies irae
A MS survival, and chances are that it belongs to a lost Requiem. Here it is prefaced by a
Sonata à 4 for viols da gamba. Individual verses of the sequence are set for 3 to 8 voices
with continuo, sometimes extra violins. The music is very beautiful, but unlike
Monteverdi and Cavalli (and later Requiem composers), Legrenzi avoids any but
generalized word painting. Harmonic sense is exquisite, as is management of texture and
continuity. The extended 8-part Amen is notable. Beautifully performed. (D12)
Angelorum ad convivia; Sonata à 4; Suspiro Domine
Two solo voice motets separated by a Sonata à 4 viols da gamba. The motets were
published in a collection as op 10 in 1670. The source of neither unfamiliar text (printed
in Latin only) is identified. In Angelorum, for soprano, the writing is operatic,
demanding, florid in the manner of improvised ornamentation. In Suspiro, for basso, the
text is penitential, vocal writing more restrained, but Pierlot has expanded the continuo
into parts for viols. The Sonata makes me wonder about dates: by circa 1670, Purcell’s
consorts were at the tail end of the English genre, which I think lasted longer in France —
how long did consort music continue in Italy? (D12)
Sonate e baletti
Selected pieces from various opus numbers played idiomatically by Andrea Marcon and a
group of Italian musicians. I kept thinking about the relation of this dancier music to the
more sober English consort music, and the greater sophistication of this music over
common fiddle music. A fascinating time. Great car music, perfectly timed for Stratford
at 45’. (My15)
Sonata sesta à Quattro
From La Cetra 1673, lamentoso piece in Tirami Su program. (O17)
JACQUES LEGUERNEY
28 Mélodies
Virtually forgotten petit maître, though performed occasionally by Bernac and Souzay.
Leguernay wrote in the Thirties and Forties, setting mainly lyrics of the Pléiade, marking
him apart from the beginning. His style absorbs influences from the entire later tradition,
from Fauré and Ravel through Poulenc. I thought the piano writing unimaginative at first,
but it gets more interesting, though it’s never pictorial. There are a few outstanding
songs, the general standard is high, the poems masterpieces, and he breathes life. The first
is modal, Ravel like. Genièvres hérisés and Je me lamente stand out, as does Si milles
Oeillets. Piano becomes more active in the 4ème Recueill. The Duet on Psalm 139 De
Profundis is stern, stentorian, then beseeching. Sur la mort de Diane has a strange tone,
light and tripping, as does the gorgeous Tombeau de Ronsard – unusually ironic settings.
The Apollinaire settings are fine, Nuit d’été is an exceptional traditional song. Le Vent
nocturne is wild – pines groan, elves cackle, extinct villages awaken – the composer for
once uncorked. The second Duet, Signes, is puzzling, the voices working against each
other, with vocalizes. Treat for the connoisseur. (Jy20)
LIZA LEHMANN
Songs
Lehmann was a singer who had superior training and mingled with the greats (check out
her Memoir), then for health reasons turned successfully to composing. The pianist/
conductor Steuart Bedford is her grandson. “Cherry Ripe” is an arrangement of a song by
one Charles Edward Horn, published in an anthology for teaching purposes, full of turns

and trills and high notes. Lehmann is happy to provide high notes with little or no excuse.
“Magdalen at Michael’s Gate” could be kitschy, but it works with that gorgeous last
stanza. “Evensong” seems to exist for the high notes. Longfellow’s “Endymion” tries
bravely to transfigure some intransigeant moralizing. Shelley’s “Music” is a near miss,
but the fragile lyric is unsettable. “Little Red Spider” – No. George Meredith’s “Valley”
is haunting. Ben Jonson’s “Lily” only so-so for such great verse (Lehman wrote it on the
death of her son in the Great War). Christina Rossetti’s “Song” almost gets there. (S14)
The Daisy Chain
A collection of children’s songs by several poets, six included on the CD. Stevenson’s
“Fairies” is faux naïf, but “Keepsake Mill” (in dactylic meter) is marvelous, with a touch
of thrilling imperialistic patriotism. Alma Tadema’s verses seem scandalous now, did
they then? RLS’s “Stars” is lovely, and “The Swing” pure genius. I could do without
“Mustard and Cress.” (S14)
5 Bird Songs
The verses by A.S. were apparently composed by the family nanny. They are charming,
and the settings are witty and very effective in their bending of tonality as well as their
onomatopoeia. (S14)
4 Cautionary Tales and a Moral; “My true friend has my hat”
Comic songs were Lehmann’s best sellers, and they work well. The Belloc verses depend
on their storytelling, but Lehmann underscores skillfully without getting in the way.
Three of the five are duets. “My true love hath my hat” is a very funny parody of Sidney,
a duet for two men. (S14)
2 Nonsense Songs from Alice in Wonderland
“Beautiful Soup” cries out for music, for a tenor’s crooning. Perfect! “Will you walk a
little faster” is a superbly silly vocal quartet. (S14)
ROLAND LEICH
Pastorale
Tiny 3’ piano piece. Leich was an American who sought out Webern rather than
Boulanger or, say, Sessions, but oddly never embraced atonality. This sweet little piece
seems out of place. (Je18)
KENNETH LEIGHTON
Missa di Gloria, op 82
Organ Mass written for big organ festival in Dublin, so the emphasis falls on the Gloria.
But the Kyrie is dissonant, pained. Gloria introduces plainchant into livelier but still
dissonant modal texture. How can it be so chromatic and still feel modal? (Leighton was
a student of Petrassi, early attracted to serialism.) Credo creates greater illusion of singing
wordless phrases. Sanctus sharply trumpeted: how many notes in those low clusters?
Agnus Dei involves cross rhythms in the bass, climbs, settles into static chords. Postlude
(Ite missa est) a complex toccata on the plainchant. I was afraid of a Brit Flor Peeters, but
Leighton is tougher. (Mh13)
Et Resurrexit, op 49
Substantial 18' Fantasy and Fugue for organ involves a struggle between diatonic
four-note figure and a chromatic squiggle. Fantasy states theme, then builds
improvisatory crescendo on ostinatos, pedals, clusters. Fugue begins conventionally,
quickly breaks into development of chromatic fragments. Very impressive, in direct
Reger-Hindemith line. (Mh13)

Fantasies on Hymn Tunes, op 72
The CD includes three of six in the set. I didn’t pick out St Columba, but Veni Emmanuel
and Hanover are familiar: Veni has a lovely pianissimo coda. I’d like Leighton to thin out
his texture more often. (Mh13)
Missa Cornelia, op 81
Missa brevis for trebles and organ. Vocal writing, with juvenile singers in mind, is less
dissonant than the Organ Mass, but otherwise difficulty is not avoided. Nice spiky Gloria.
Final Agnus Dei gorgeous, serene. (Mh13)
Piano Sonata, op 64
Three movements: Largo opens with major-minor chords, gradually works up tempo in
irregular harmonic tang: I recognize no tune, but there’s an odd sense of a chorale trying
to take form. It eventually gets doodly. Toccatas and Chorale returns to dissonance and
rhythmic emphasis of beginning: eventually a chorale tries to shape again. A little
disappointing. (Mh16)
5 Preludes
Among Leighton’s final works: quiet pieces, except for the first, and the harmonic
language quickly grays. C major Prelude is attractive, the last bold, dramatic. (Mh16)
Winter Scenes
Suite of seven short character pieces. Landscape is gorgeous, and so are the rest, a
wonderful work, incredibly unpublished and unperformed before this recording. The
difference may be period: these pieces go back to Leighton’s twenties, and they sound
fresh and poetic. The last piece brings quiet closure where something more definitive
might be needed. Fingerhut’s playing is exquisite. (Mh16)
Piano Sonata No 3, op 27
Four movements: Begins with recognizable motif, reflectively, then Allegro, the
language tonal but tonal like Berg’s Sonata. Lento is a study in desolation. Intermezzo
moves gently in dotted 3. Presto Finale turns opening motif into fast march. Attractive
piece. (Mh16)
Partita for Cello & Piano, op 35
Not a neo-baroque Suite but a de facto Sonata in three movements. Elegy is a lyrical wail
on the A string. Scherzo is moderately fast, lots of doubled notes on cello with a presto
coda pianissimo. Longest is Theme and Variations, the theme being the falling fourth.
The movement gradually increase tempo and intensity to an Allegro molto, then settles
into a desultory waltz until a concluding sostenuto. Chorale: nice bit pianissimo with
distant peals on piano. Nice moment but a lot of routine pandiatonicism. (Jy16)
The Second Service
Mag & Nunc in the school of Britten, trebles in alt, not too angular, organ discreet in the
background. Lovely doxology with trebles cascading from a pitch on high. Nunc dimittis
is more chromatic. Lovely doxologies. (Ag18)
Solus ad Victimam; Lully lulla
Abelard translated by Helen Wadell, and a carol from the mystery plays. First is a
crucifixion anthem, beautiful text with steady, slow tread to Golgotha. Very powerful.
Second is lovely modern lullaby with treble solo. (Ag18)
CLAUDIN Le JEUNE
16 choral chansons

I hate listening and missing so much: French texts only, and learned notes raising so
many issues. But performances are gorgeous, the rhythmic vitality extraordinary. Very
delicate instrumental support, and surprising variety. “Tout ce qui est” (1) is long and
studied, “Une puce” (2) the louse is comic, “Perdre rien” (3) lamentoso. “Monsieur
l’Abbé” (5) is rhythmic tour de force, “Quand vous series” (6) a tour de force of
continuous counterpoint without rest. “L’aute joun jou” 7 sounds like a 13th-century song
in rhythmic mode, apart from bits in full harmony. I haven’t a clue what it’s about. “O
feux sacrez” (8) is a rousing love song, “Povre Coeur” (9) in very close counterpoint,
“D’un oeil” (11) comic and upbeat, “Qu’est devenu” (12) a beautiful three-voice song,
“Je suis déshérité” (13) sounds like the same tune in fuller setting. And so on. (D15)
La Guerre
I expected an onomatopoeic melée à la Janequin, but instead this turns out to be in effect
an integrated choral song cycle. The war is against Amour, and each song sets a figure in
vers mésuré (I think that`s the term for musical quantification of French). A real tour de
force for both composer and performers. It reminds me a little of Vecchi’s
L’Àmfiparnasso, charming to hear. (D15)
Magnificat
Alternatim setting with complex counterpoint. (Ja16) Alternatim, 10’. Very much in the
ornate, dense style of the Mass. I hear no special treatment of text. (S20)
Two motets: Benedicite Dominum; Tristia obsedit me
Both are quite lengthy, and there are no texts: “Benedicite Dominum” is ten minutes of
joyful praise. “Tristitia obsedit me” is mournful, with an upbeat finish. (Ja16) I was
introduced to Le Jeune through his secular airs de cour, but what a troubled follower of
Savanorola and Huguenot convert he was. “Tristia” returns to Savanarola’s final
meditation for text phrases, plus a borrowed cantus firmus “In te Domini speravi.” (Ap19)
Benedicite is a large 10’ motet. With no text, I do not grasp the multi-sectional structure.
Long notes in tenor (taken from Lupus Hellinck, according to the booklet), hints of the
airs de cours rhythms. Tristia sounds more conventional. (S20)
Missa Ad Placitum
Is it five voices? Four? Highly imitative. French performance is the opposite of English
blend and white sound: idiosyncratic voices kept very separate, with lute in the mix and a
very soft organ. Beautiful chordal Incarnatus in lower voices, lovely end to Credo with
plagal Amen. This was written, I presume, before Le Jeune turned Huguenot Protestant.
[No, it came after.] (Ja16) Title: as it pleases, 29’. As I recall, Le Jeune was a converted
Protestant, so this work must be early. [No, it is late.] There’s no indication of sources or
leading motifs. [There is no known source.] Texture is relatively thick, and the lines
ornate. I hear phrases beginning la-sol-mi-fa and figures filling a fifth, upward and
downward. Et incarnatus is given solemn homophonic chords. There are hints of Le
Jeune’s irregular airs de cours rhythms. Visse uses very light instrumental support -organ, theorbo. Bass -- lovely. A beautiful Mass. (S20)
Octonaires de la vanité et inconstance du monde
36 poems by arch-Calvinist preacher-poet Antoine de la Roche-Chandieu. The complex
structure of Le Jeune’s musical edifice is described in the notes, twelve groups, three
poems each, in a systematic study of Renaissance modes and rhythmic structures. Apart
from triads of similar imagery, there is no other discernable sequence. I can’t see patterns
in the longs and shorts. The moralizing poems are not popular, but the imagery is

particularly vivid and imaginative, and there’s word painting everywhere. Consecutive
listening is, alas, a trial. The music seems too unvaried in texture. The performance,
while virtuoso level in rhythm and ensemble, lacks polished voices, and intonation is
frequently just approximate (the mezzo seems the worst offender), Still, Le Jeune’s
genius in counterpoint and madrigalistic color shines through all. (Je20)
GUILLAUME LEKEU
Piano Trio in C minor
Announces its seriousness at once: long Intro before Allegro, and too many beautiful
ideas for twelve-minute movement; full-scale fugue in development. Lyrical Lent a
constantly evolving development. Minor key Scherzo intense, struck with modulatory
frenzy (unlike previous). Intro to Finale, lento pianissimo, ventures major key for first
time. Animé bracing but not triumphant, ends quietly in minor, determined not to do the
expected. Beautifully played. (F09)
Piano Quartet (unfinished)
Two gorgeous movements in the grand Franckian sublime: passionate, full-blooded, the
real deal. The missing Finale is a felt void, very sad. (F09)
Violin Sonata in G
Complex lyric line unfolds, breaks into motivic bits, constant modulation, changes of
mood, texture in piano. Gorgeous slow movement. Fiery Finale, some Franckian
keyboard virtuosity, triumphal ending. Murosanu’s playing is excellent: beautiful tone,
magisterial, nicely inflected, every irregular phrase shaped with understanding. (F09)
Adagio pour quatuor d’orchestre, op 3
I’m still confused about the instrumentation of this piece: the performance is by (I think)
a standard piano quintet, whatever the title refers too. (Wikipedia lists it as orchestral, not
chamber. It might be called Adagio lugubre, very dark, very beautiful, the harmony
having modal inflection, a slight ray of sunshine from the violins. What a loss! (Ap14)
JACQUES-NIKOLAI LEMMENS
Organ Sonata No 1 in D minor “Pontificale”
Lemmens was a Belgian organist fourteen years younger than Mendelssohn, who sought
to reform organ composition and performance in light of the Bach tradition. He became
teacher of both Widor and Guilmant, and revolutionized many elements of organ
technique (e.g. use of the heel on pedals). The three Sonatas are considered his finest
compositions. The Pontificale has four movements: Allegro sounds like Mendelssohn.
Adagio is simpler, chorale-like but without chorale. Marche Pontificale is a grand
processional rondo with stirring ritornello. Last is a Fugue Fanfare – counterpoint on a
trumpet call. (Ag14)
Organ Sonata No 2 in E minor “O filii”
After a snaky chromatic intro, the Prélude states a full-organ diatribe, then takes the
subject into a twisty fugue – all sounding very late century, later than 1874 anyway.
Cantabile is a beautiful solo line in major; B section a gorgeous and simple chorale. Fuga
is in minor, severe, stern, but ends on tierce de Picardy. (Ag14)
Organ Sonata No 3 in A minor “Pascale”
Allegro works a restless but nondescript theme, but devises effective alternating
keyboards. “Adoration,” the Andante, was originally written for Christmas. “Alleluiah,”
the Finale, celebrates the Christian paradox by combining the Gregorian Alleluiah with
Victimae paschali laudes in a triumphant fugue. (Ag14)

5 short pieces
All are taken from Lemmens’ Ecole d’orgue: Prelude in E♭ is a rich, warm exercise in
legato, for which Lemmens introduced fingering innovations. Fanfare in D is a baroque
throwback. Cantabile in B minor is more extraverted but again legato. Prière in E is
muted and foggy. Finale in D minor is lively, staccato, with brooding B section. (Ag14)
SASCHA LEMKE
Esquisses fumeuse
A 10’ piece for Wind Quintet by a composer not known to me. It presents as a fantasy on
the ancient “Fumeux fume” by Solage: it is in fact an avant garde exercise in blowing
(sucking? Drawing?) through mouthpieces and emitting sounds of even less definable
origin. Bah! (D13)
LEONARDO LEO
6 Cello Concerti
My first thought on hearing the first bars was C.P.E. Bach, thinking of that great A major
Concerto: the lines are angular, irregular, forthright, and very pleasing. Constant melody
through movements of great variety with very little redundancy or fatigue, very little
generic passagework or sequencing. Leo turns out to be a Neapolitan contemporary of
Pergolesi and Durante, a composer of sacred music and operas, seria and comedic, that
were considered too severe in style. The Concerti are cast in four movements, baroque on
the verge of taking classical form. Superlative music. (Ag12)
RUGGIERO LEONCAVALLO
I Pagliacci
The magnificent Zefirelli film with Stratas and Domingo, which we watched at Don and
Merran Nevilles’. The libretto is perfection itself, except that every character in it is
detestable. The inseparability of life from art, behaving and acting, comedy and tragedy.
Every phrase a new key, every bar a different tempo. Wonderful. (My13) Alvarez pulled
himself together and was decent but not exceptional as Canio. Patricia Racette a superb
Nedda (though Ruth still doesn’t like her high notes). George Gagnidze a really fine
Tonio. Ruth thought Lucas Meachem’s Sylvio underpowered, but I heard a lightish
baritone cantante. The stage was full of vaudeville stunts: whipped cream, a chicken
puppet, spaghetti on head, juggling, et cetera, all in a 1940s broken down truck. It
worked, sort of (Live at the Met, Ap15)
La Nuit de Mai
A unique, one-of-a-kind piece, a Berliozian hybrid genre symphonic poem for tenor and
orchestra over 40’ long in twelve sections with no break. Alfred de Musset’s poem in
French, printed entire, is a dialogue between Muse and Poet: the tenor, a French heroic
tenore, sings as Poet, the wordless orchestra enacts the instructions of the Muse. (1)
Nightfall, and the Muse instructs Poet to write. Dark music with impressionist touches
and prominent mandolin. (2) Tenor responds. (3) A dance in quick 3. (4) Poet is alarmed,
an ominous approach in the music, fears of solitude, poverty. (5) Muses urges him to
write, as tentative music rises over fussy accompagnato figures and mandolin chatter. (6)
Poet recognizes Muse and claimes her ecstatically as his love. (7) Muse – in a speech two
pages long – urges Poet to overcome his torments and create, sing before God. The whole
world is ours, Scotland and Italy and Greece. Gather pearls from the depths of the sea.
Music is like operatic storm music, complete with gran casa. (8) Poet: “Ma bouche garde
le silence Pour écouter parler le Coeur.” (9) Muse, in a second long speech, chides his

idleness. Your wound is God’s, his black angels have dealt your heart a sacred wound.
Desperate songs are beautiful. The immortal songs of heaven are naught but sobs. (10)
The pelican feeds her young with her own heart. (11) Poets let the people make merry,
but they speak of lost hope and oblivion; they trace circles in air, but the drops of blood
are real. (12) Poet: Insatiable Muse, do not ask – I could sing in my youth, but if I sang
that song my lyre would break. I had no idea Leoncavallo was capable of producing such
a piece! (N16)
5 songs
Domingo omits “Mattinata” for no apparent reason, but the two Italian songs are also
mini-arias, the natural mode of Italian art songs. I thought the two French songs by
Armand Sylvestre and André Chénier himself might be different, but no, and neither is
Leoncavallo’s own translation from Victor Hugo. Or is it Domingo’s delivery? (N16)
2 piano pieces
A barcarolle and a waltz, salon pieces and no more but pleasant enough. (N16)
LEONIN
Viderunt omnes; Non nobis Domine
Tonus Peregrinus sets up a tutorial on this strange phenomenon, presenting first the
chant, then realizations of the organum. Some things become clear: the drama of moving
from chant to polyphony or back, the free florid melismatic style (free organum), the
possibility of mensuration (which makes little difference, oddly, in the overall effect), the
extra elaboration on the word “Dominus,” leading to the rise of conductus. The voices are
beautiful, with reverb (which sounded suspiciously artificial) courtesy of the Abbey at
Dordogne. There is also an anonymous organum, “Non nobis Domine,” given in multiple
realizations at fourth or fifth with various octave dispositions, with and without unison
resolution (parallel organum & modified parallel organum). Valuable study. (Jy3)
MARCIN LEOPOLITA
Cibavit eas
Polish composer, died 1589, left only four motets extant, and those in organ
transcriptions. This sets wonderful text of comfort amid trials. Beautiful. (Mh20)
GASTON Le ROUX
Works for one or two harpsichords
LeRoux’s music was published in a single 1705 collection, grouped not into Suites but in
loose collections of dances arranged by key. On the basis of this collection, players rank
his music with that of d’Anglebert or Louis Couperin. It features one set of variations on
a Sarabande that extends to 13' and rivals Corelli’s La Folia, essentially a set of divisions
with trimmings. I find French harpsichord music much more various than its Germanic
counterpart, even before the advent of Couperin le Grand. (My11)
CALIXA LEVALLÉE
Le Papillon
Flute, clarinet & piano. Predictable flighty perpetuum mobile, good fun. (live, Parry
Sound, Jy11)
JEAN L’HERITER
Nigra sum
Short motet, not a source associated with Palestrina’s Missa Nigra sum. (F13)
ANATOL LIADOV
6 Piano Pieces

Charming trifles. Perhaps, but each has a distinctive character. They challenge the
Chopin models for expressiveness. Kuerti helps, of course. (Ja09)
Piano Works
The Helios selection sounds like generic romantic piano music, more or less, the Snuff
Box excepted, and a couple of Russian sounding pieces. But it’s poor car music. Try it
again. (Ag09)
Seven short orchestral pieces
Transcriptions of piano pieces, none the less for that. A stirring Polonaise. A very
Russian sounding Ballade. Scherzo à la Borodin. Pensive Nenie. Very familiar Snuffbox.
Amazons à la Rimsky. Another ceremonial Polonaise. Every piece seems both full of
character and oddly generic, impersonal. The unknown Russian orchestra plays pretty
well. (D09)
From the Apocalypse, op 66
Larger 11' piece, completely unfamiliar: mixture of huge, ominous orchestral sound,
Slavic chant, ruminating. The notes compare Scriabin, not implausibly. Liadov’s last
work, might be better known but for the quiet ending. Ambitious, effective. What
brilliant orchestration everywhere. (D09)
Eight Russian Folksongs
Tiny movements adding up to 14', Russian sounding à la Mussorgsky. Christmas Carol in
five-bar phrases. Melancholy Song sets tone of the whole set, but the two final dances
make a good finish. Sandra loves these. I’m not sure how they’d go over with an
audience. (D12)
Kikimora
Wonderful character piece on Hallowe’en witch. Two sections, slow/fast, like a mini
Sorcerer’s Apprentice. (D12)
The Enchanted Lake
Liadov in Debussy mood, with supernaturalist shivers. Beautiful. (D12)
Baba Yaga
Unforgettable tiny bit of grotesquerie. (D12)
LEI LIANG
Gobi Gloria
Quartettsatz of 10' based on sounds of Mongolian folk instruments: that nasal penetrating
sound of the erhu, with expressive glissandi. One bit has tom-tom rhythm in cello,
another uses multi-gliss accompaniment, another contrasts slow motion with Vivace in
high violin. Fascinating. Did Appalachian Waltz migrate to or from Central Asia? (Jy11)
SERGE LIAPUNOV
Symphony No 2 in B♭ minor, op 66
Hour-long Russian monster. Chromatic winding theme builds through intro to big
Russian brass statement, second subject warm. Unmistakably Russian bombast, perhaps
too repetitively developed but wonderful. (N09)
CHRISTIAN LIDARTI
Violin Concerto in D minor
Information about Lidarti is slight. Born in Vienna, he moved to Italy and stayed. He was
an admired master of violin, cello, harp, and transverse flute, and a prolific composer of
instrumental music. There’s only passing mention of his Jewish connections. All these
concerti are standard three movements, fast-slow-fast, this just over 14’. I hear a trumpet

– or a strident oboe – and flutes, oboes, with strings. The violin part is not rhythmically
driven, rather lyrical plus fancy passagework. Cadenza by Signor d’Orazio. Closest in
style is Lidarti’s contemporary Nardini. (My20)
Violin Concerto in A
Three movements, 13’. String orchestra only, and I don’t hear violas. Continuo bass with
guitar. Violin dominates with passagework, lots of double stopping. Lively Allegro gets
higher into upper register. (My20)
Violin Concerto in C
Three movements, 21’. The most fully developed concerto here. The orchestra is given
fuller tuttis and more detailing. Solo part offers similar technical display – string
crossings, double stops, arpeggiated passagework. Little cadenza over sustained pause in
strings. Sorrowful Adagio in minor. Presto (more Moderato) sounds more classical, with
comic sforzandi. The go-to Concerto. If only d’Orazio played more securely. (My20)
Quartet in G
Three movements, 15’. Lidarti is a different composer in quartet genre. Larghetto
establishes a gentle rocking motif in lower strings, while violins duet very nicely above.
Both repeats taken. Allegro has violin passagework, but works at full integration of the
ensemble. Tempo di menué [sic] is conventional but still takes pains to integrate the
ensemble. Lidarti had been better served by three quartets and one concerto. (My20)
INGVAR LIDHOLM
Mutanza
1950s avant garde, all isolated timbres, percussion, solo instruments. No pulse. Piece
gathers density, volume. An instance of a type. (S09)
Motus-colores
Serial, no pulse, possibly serialized timbres as well. Chamber orchestra of soloists, lots of
percussion and obligatory mandolin. (S09)
Notturno — Canto
Two movements, the second with stratospheric soprano on a Swedish existential text. I
cannot warm to this man. (S09)
Riter [Rites]
Suite from ballet score, and yes, Lidholm gives the dancers rhythms to dance to: in fact,
this seems like a belated epigone of Stravinsky’s Rite, and relatively approachable. Tape
interlude. I wish Lidholm had pursued this path (or did he later?). (O09)
LOWELL LIEBERMANN
Flute Concerto
My first thought: Prokofiev. My intro to this composer, a neo-tonalist whose desire is to
please and not provoke. Form familiar, orchestra scaled down, solo writing idiomatic and
flashy. Adagio builds to big Romantic climax, ends on an egregious added-note chord.
Presto could be Kabalevsky in Party uniform. Well made, pleasant, but at this date a trifle
condescending. (Ap12)
Symphony No 2, op 67
Large Choral Symphony based on texts from Whitman, 38' in four connected
movements. Large orchestra with organ. Chorus treated homophonically. Moderato
enraptured, uplifting, O so sappy! Marcia has relieving touch of grotesque, passages of
instrumental counterpoint before chorus enters. Largo, senza choir, begins with
Handelian chorale, meanders diatonically, ventures moments of heightened dissonance,

but no, nothing too spicy. Chorus returns for inspirational Finale. Some thefts from
Belshazzar’s Feast. Fugal Schlusschor with return of Handelian brass. God, what a
simply ghastly piece of music! (Ap12)
ROLF LIEBERMANN
Furioso
Short concert piece. I think I heard it ages ago and was not impressed. The furioso bit
sounds as advertised: brassy, clattering piano, jazzy edge (though it doesn’t seem serial).
It might work better without the quiet B section. (Ja09)
Concerto for Jazzband and Orchestra
In 8 short movements: the orchestra frames a modern sounding backdrop, the band breaks
in with pop versions of the modernist motifs. Interesting take on fusion. (I’m sure RL
wrote the piece I heard in Minneapolis for the Modern Jazz Quartet, but I don’t think this
is it.) (Ja09)
Geigy Festival Concerto
Short 12' piece based on local folktunes (including something like “The British
Grenadiers”), and featuring pipes and drums as they are traditionally used to mark the
beginning of Lent. Showpiece for percussion. (“Geigy” is the corporation that put up the
commission — RL is German Swiss after all.) Interesting modernist light music. (Ja09)
Acquittal for Medea
Dramatic scena for soprano with Women’s Chorus, later the centerpiece for RL’s opera
on the subject. Very dramatic, angular: style recalls the early Henze Elegie. Intriguing,
but I want the declamation to be gathered up into some continuous music. (Rachael
Tovey is very impressive, with exemplary diction. I can follow her German from the
English translation.) (Ja09)
Les Echanges
Short percussion piece composed for Exposition. (Ja09)
PETER LIEBERSON
Piano Concerto
Big piece with big forces: Ozawa, Boston, Peter Serkin. Much more difficult, less
accessible than I expected, not serial but freely atonal, nearly to the extent of Carter,
gestural, constantly shifting textures. Mammoth, but I can’t really follow it. (Ja09)
5 Rilke Songs
I’ve been sceptical about Lieberson the composer, but these songs are gorgeous, owing in
no small part to the utter magnificence and profundity of Rilke’s poems. The settings are
a combination of Wolf’s sensitivity to the intonation of phrase and the angular
expressionism of, say, Berg. The knowledge of the early deaths of both Liebersons adds
an extra dimension of feeling. Their legacy is indeed precious. (Ag11)
Horn Concerto
Scored for chamber orchestra, in two movements. Sound is tonal but angular, abstract:
Lieberson is primarily interested in horn cantabile. Second movement introduces some
dance syncopation. No special effects. Interesting but not a piece I could warm to. (Ag11)
The Six Realms, amplified cello & large orchestra
In 6 movements representing the six realms of Tibetan Buddhism, written for YoYo Ma
(Fukacova plays magnificently). The realms represent emotions: I Sorrow, II Anger, III
Neediness, IV Willful Ignorance, V Passion, VI Blissful (arrogant) Ignorance & Jealousy.
The music is continuous. Solo cello provides links. The emotional map is hard to follow,

though it makes sense and inspires confidence. So do the Scherzo and the beautiful
ending. I just don’t dig Buddhism. (Ag11)
Neruda Songs
I resisted listening to this, it seemed so morbid and I am unsure of Lieberson as a
composer. But they truly overwhelmed me. The last is simply too magnificent in its
acceptance. [My original notes were more effusive, but they are not to be found.] (Ja16)
Drala
Four movements, 18’. The movements depict a Buddhist meditation or ritual summoning
Drala, a kind of energy, powerful but benign. Invocation is preparation, passive with lots
of bells. Gathering dances the Drala energy to complex rhythms said to be Tibetan.
Praises features two solo celli seeming independent of each other. Racing Windhorse
brings a host of Drala energy in its various forces. The program is opaque to me, but the
soundworld is pleasant. (O18)
Concerto for Four Groups of Instruments
Just over 8’ of post-Webernian music, but the spatial separation doesn’t carry on the CD.
The piece is from 1973, thirteen years earlier than Drala. I count eleven instruments. It’s
hard to tell, but all of the groups seem to be playing most of the time, so there’s no feel of
exchange or interplay. (N18)
Accordance
For eight instruments, 11’. Lieberson was shaking Webernian pointillism in favor of a
vertically oriented serialism emphasizing conventional consonance. I like the deep
timbres: alto flute, bass clarinet, viola, double bass, marimba. (N18)
Three Songs
Short lyrics for soprano and chamber orchestra. The texts are quasi-surreal, the voice line
extremely angular, avoiding periodic rhythm. Nah. (N18)
Ziji
Sextet for clarinet, horn, piano, and string trio, 9’. Written in a relatively strict serialism
(Lieberman’s account is unclear). Ziji apparently means rejoicing, or brightness. The
music constantly shifts tempo and tone, the horn seems foregrounded. The first half starts
and stops, the second half sustains itself to the end. (N18)
Raising the Gaze
Said to be for seven instruments, 6’, but I count eight including the percussionist. In Zen
meditation, the experienced practitioner may “raise his gaze” to include material objects
of the external world. (The Lacanian hint is a fashionable bonus). I don’t get it. (N18)
Fire
A 4’ piece for large orchestra. Apparently a commission for a “fanfare” turned into a
projected larger piece on the five elements of Buddhism: earth, water, fire, air, and space.
Fire was the only movement completed. I hear a wind machine, a whip, and a certain
naïve realism. Nothing equal to Stravinsky’s Feu d’artifice. (N18)
Free and Easy Wanderer
For chamber orchestra, 7’. A more relaxed piece than Fire, though similar in style –
tempo shifting constantly, rhythms surprisingly square within the shifting frames. (N18)
GYÖRGY LIGETI
Quartet No 1 “Metamorphoses nocturnes”

Wild for 1954: basis in Bartok pandiatonicism pushed to extremes, with constant shifts of
tempo, texture, idea. I don’t follow the progress, if there is a logic to it. Pause before the
Allegretto, a mock waltz that quickly melts down. (S10)
Andante & Allegro for String Quartet
Two early pieces from 1950, quite consonant, tonal. Both wander freely and widely.
Capriccioso has a folkdance feel. (S10)
Quartet No 2
Written 14 years after the First, a less forgiving soundworld but a clear design in 5
movements. First develops serene sustained harmonics against fortissimo chaos. Second,
a single tone, sound bending, with slow motion gestures toward chaos, harmonics making
a connecting link. Third, pizzicato, like a precise mechanism, with some fff interjections,
the antithesis of sustained harmonics. Fourth, prolonged brutal chaos against sustained
low tones. Fifth, middle register rippling around core tones, breaking into scorrevole
(“sliding.” Carter’s word for a sound like Bartok’s prestissimo movements). Admirably
balanced and well argued piece. (S10)
Violin Concerto
Like the Second Quartet, this piece makes sense in its five dramatic gestures. The
Praeludium is rough toned, clouds of arpeggios. The three central movements are
extraordinary: Aria-Hoquetus- Chorale features a linear melody from early Ligeti, treated
in various comprehensible ways, including a harmonized chorale with 4 ocarinas (!);
Intermezzo is other-worldy, stratospheric; Passacaglia is relentless, hair-raising. The
Finale concludes with a solo cadenza abruptly cut short by the orchestra. A much more
appealing piece than I expected. (S10)
5 pieces for piano, 4 hands
All are early and brief, 1942-1950, from Ligeti’s Bartok phase, especially the Wedding
Dances. (S11)
Sonatina for Piano, 4 hands
Three tiny movements totaling 4' in Bartok style. Marvelous syncopated Finale.
Capriccios No 1 & No 2; Invention
Brief solo piano pieces written 1947-48 while a student of Veress. Less Bartokian, but
accessible, super recital fare. I’m glad to know this side of Ligeti. (S11)
3 Pieces for two pianos
Continuum shows Ligeti as minimalist phase-shifter. Self Portrait with Reich and Riley is
tribute to the two American composers Ligeti encountered after writing Continuum. In
zart fliessender Bewegung is similar, with veiled sonorities. (S11)
3 Pieces for harpsichord
The first two from 1978 are a Passacaglia and a Chaconne, neo-baroque. The first has
fixed, inexorable tempo, gradually stretching. Hungarian Rock is far more flamboyant:
lute stop for rhythm bass (is it electronic? how many hands does she have?), harpsichord
twang for “improv” over top –great wit. The earlier Continuum is prestissimo maximal
minimalism: extraordinary effect, though I fear for the instrument. The three make a
great set. (S11)
Ricercare in Omaggio à Frescobaldi
Ricercare is early, from 1951, rather like the harpsichord Passacaglia, an inexorable
steady stride, almost robotically frightening. Paul should try it for a Lenten Prelude. (S11)
Two Studies for Organ

Far out: Harmonies is for an “impaired” organ, reduced air flow, stops pulled on cue, a
“pattern-illusion piece,” in Ligeti’s phrase. I’ve never heard anything quite like it. Coulée
is a more conventional minimalist piece, rather scary. Good Hallowe’en rep. (S11) Martin
Haselböck delights in the mechanical manipulations of the sound effects. (Ja12)
Volumina
The notorious piece responsible for setting the Swedish organ on fire, because it begins
with every stop opened and every key held down before the power was turned on.
Circuits overloaded. The piece itself is a 15' study in clusters of varying density in all
ranges of the instrument, getting frantic before it’s all over. When Schoenberg decided to
write an organ piece he retreated into tonality: he could hardly have imagined this. (S11)
Mysteries of the Macabre
Extraordinary scene from The Grand Macabre on Youtube with Canadian specialist
Barbara Hannigan, vocals and dramatics, as bratty girl. Simon Rattle keeps things in
control, more or less. It has to be seen. (Ja16)
Chamber Concerto for 13 Instruments
Four movements, 19’, 1970. Corrente suggests a baroque dance form, but the music is
more flowing and fluctuating, arrhythmic: silences – stasis on superlong piccolo note –
fade to niente. Calmo could be ultra-slomo replay. Presto mecanico does not mimic
machinery, but offers repeated notes at different controlled speeds and, yes, Reichian
phase slippage. Presto is quiet, transparent, motion at various registers including both
extremes. (Je17)
JIRI IGNAC LINCKE
Pastorale in C
Three movements, 16’. Mid-eighteenth-century Czech composer unknown to me.
“Pastorale” probably signifies that it was written for Christmas. Nothing outstanding, but
odd oboe bit detours into minor. Adagio has drone. Presto is less than two minutes but
seems longer. (Je19)
MAGNUS LINDBERG
Concerto for Orchestra
Wow! I hear this so soon after Sallinen No 3, which it resembles: sound masses, big
brass, lots of background glitter, but more clearly tonal. Moves from fanfare-like opening
to soloistic, thinly scored middle, back to brassy fanfares at end. Possible masterpiece:
more accessible than Carter, better than Lutoslawski. (S09)
Sculpture
Written for a new concert hall in Los Angeles: ceremonial fanfare genre but more than
the usual formulaic salute. Dismembered, fragmented, layered tempi. Rhythmic passage
builds to entrance of organ. The piece seems too long, not only for its occasion but for its
material. (S09)
Campana in aria
Ten-minute piece for horn & chamber orchestra, with two horns at either side
participating effectively. Extreme high registers, including terrifying first note. Is it tough
on the chops? (S09)
Clarinet Quintet
In one 18’ movement. Clarinet sets the speed, staccato, across entire register, trills. The
strings join with their own speedcourse, sometimes in unison, trills, tremolos, sometimes
slowing up. A passage of clarinet in stratosphere with string harmonics. (Do I hear a

voice grunting the beat?) Another passage introduced by clarinet tremolandi, joined by
styrings – exciting. Unique textures, real avant garde virtuosity, (Ag16)
EILERT LINDORFF-LARSEN
Saxophone Concerto
One movement, 9’. Lindorff, a Dane, wrote this morsel as an unpretentious pedagogical
concerto, not too challenging at that. It remains in the teaching repertoire. (D18)
THOMAS LINLEY, Jr.
The Song of Moses
Neo-Handelian Ode, ascribed to patriarchal Moses rather than Miriam, begins abruptly
without overture. Lots of fine word depiction (galloping horses, “sunk like a lifeless
stone” timpani stroke, silence, fadeout). Unfortunately, text offers no drama, no telos.
Linley was a great young talent not fulfilled. Nice performance with small forces, choir
and orchestra superb, and piping chirpy soloists OK on fioriture. (Ag09)
Let God Arise
22-minute anthem or cantata. Young TL seems attracted to unpleasant OT Jehovah of
victory. (Ag2)
A Lyric Ode on the Fairies, Aerial Beings and Witches of Shakespeare
Handelian without all the Biblical solemnity or ceremonial pomp: more masque-like than
oratorio, and as light as a breath of air. There’s even a hint of Purcell. Beautiful solo
voice writing. What a tragedy, admired by Mozart and then dead at age 22 in a stupid
accident. Linley’s masterpiece – would Paul do it? (Mh14)
KAROL LIPINSKI
Violin Concerto No 2 in D, op 21 “Military”
Lipinski was a noted virtuoso and teacher of Wieniawski. His music sounds like
Paganini, though not quite as relentlessly virtuosic: bold solo entrance in thirds, big runs,
harmonics, plus lots of bel canto. Great learning piece. Igor Iwanov plays it very well.
Adagio is nice cantilena. Finale has more Spohr-like dotted rhythms plus additional
Paganini fireworks. Great fun. The Caprice (in arrangement) is a useless add on. (D15)
FRANZ LISZT
Piano Concerto No 2 in A
Still my favorite Liszt: beautiful, constantly inventive and surprising, prime study in
motivic transformation. Locally born Marc Pierre Toth played with as much assurance
and expressiveness as anyone. (My08—live)
Hungarian Rhapsodies
Surprising music of high quality, not the bar-room vulgarity of the C#-minor orchestral
piece played incessantly on old KUOM that kept me from exploring Liszt’s music. Gypsy
scales allow extraordinary chromaticism for this date. Szidon plays thoughtfully, with
glitter or power when needed (contra the on-line Cziffra lover). (S08)
Rhapodie espagnole
More unknown Liszt, tunes of folia and jota aragonesa, a great barn-burner. (S08)
Extended virtuoso showpiece with Spanish flavor unusual for Liszt. I heard this not long
ago. [Eight years!] (O16)
Prelude and Fugue on B-A-C-H; Evocation à la Chappelle Sixtine
Liszt at his greatest. Both pieces in fantasy mode, first virtuoso riffs with extraordinary
fugue, then the austere simplicity of Allegri plus Mozart’s Ave verum. (O08)
Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen

Massive, magnificent 19-minute Passacaglia on chromatically descending bass from
Bach’s cantata, with concluding Chorale. Must check out the piano version. (O08). Great
to hear, and see, at end of organ recital, very moving. (Oldengarm live—Ja09) The famous
piano piece came two years later. This version was transcribed for organ by one
Winterberger: the notes don’t say whether Liszt approved, but here the music benefits
from the objectification of the organ. I wonder why? (Ag13)
Saint François d’Assisse: la prédication aux oiseaux; 3 Consolations
Liszt the quietist, pianissimo, audacious proto-Messiaen twitterings. Consolations are
simple melody plus harmony, lovely. A great disc from that shop in Parry Sound. (O08)
Totentanz
Wonderful Variations on Dies Irae with terrific fireworks. Strange, but I don’t remember
ever hearing it, and it’s very well known. Unforgettable. (O08—Hallowe’en)
Harmonies poétiques et religieuses
I Invocation
Bold declamatory rhetoric. Ciccolini’s playing seems excessively metallic: is it the
recording? (I remember similar thoughts about his Satie.) (Mh08)
II Ave Maria
Meditative piece with chantlike recit bits, modal touches. Ciccolini still seems bright
edged. (Mh08)
III Benédiction de Dieu dans le solitude
This masterpiece changed my mind about Liszt when Arthur Rowe played it years ago.
Yes, it sticks in the mind, even given the few times I’ve heard it. Super! Ciccolini varies
his colors. (Mh08)
IV Pensée des morts
Consolatory thoughts give way to tempestuous, then return, questioning, settling. A
beautiful operatic scena. The best discovery of the lesser known pieces. (Mh08)
V Pater noster
Simple brief chordal piece: could almost be choral. (Mh08)
VI Hymne de l’enfant à son rêveil
Swaying melody in 12/8, simple textures, gorgeous. (Mh08)
VII Funerailles
Supposedly the best known of these pieces but I don’t recall hearing it. Funeral March
begins in depths, rises to stentorian eloquence, major key, return to turbulence. (Mh08)
VIII Miserere d’après Palestrina
Chordal piece ends in massive arpeggiated climax. Palestrina not in evidence. (Mh08)
IX Andante lagrimoso
Beautiful ABA melody — not tragic like late Brahms but lovely melancholy. (Mh08)
X Cantique d’amour
Rolling chords, gorgeous. The entire set is varied, absolutely solid throughout, would be
a wonderful recital in itself. (Mh08)
Deux Légendes
St Francis’s birds bring Messiaen to mind of course, but the pictorialism is not merely
naive but musically contained, punctuated by recits. St Francis de Paule walkng on the
stormy waves is less well known but gives Liszt two of his favorite schticks —
tempestuous left hand and sanctimonious chorale. It always works. (Mh08)
Six Consolations

Six inward pieces, non-virtuoso except the last, written after poems of Saint-Beuve. Were
they intended as a set, or are they too similar in mood? The third is the familiar one, but
not the pop tune I expected. (Mh08)
Opera Paraphrases on Faust, Boccanegra, Trovatore, Rigoletto
Fun pieces elaborating familiar tunes, more interesting variations than Paganini’s. (Mh08)
Missa Choralis
Returning to this piece, I am less struck with astonishment at its existence than I am at its
beauty, so restrained, so slowly unfolding, every gesture meaningful. Corydon Singers
are perfection. (Mh08)
Christus
Gigantic Oratorio in 3 parts running 2 hours (shorter at least than Parsifal), imposing but
very uneven. Part I is a Weihnachtsoratorium in 5 sections, only two with voices. Liszt
grants abstract music great powers of significance, even writing text into the orchestral
score. Sections that could be programmed independently. (1) Intro combines polyphonic
chant with bagpipe pastoral. (2) Soprano declaims the Angel’s song, with choir joining
for Gloria. (3) Stabat Mater Speciosa: I was not aware of Jacopone da Todi’s companion
poem. Liszt’s setting is restrained, homophonic, originally à cappella with discrete organ
added for support. (4-5) Orchestral: first the shepherds at the manger, then the March of
the Three Kings begins quietly, then rises to triumphant affirmation of the Intro theme.
Part II: Post Epiphanium, choral throughout: (1-2) Beatitudes are set for very high-lying
baritone with choir and simple organ accompaniment, as is the Lord’s Prayer. Choral
writing is extremely spare, with beautiful Amen. Christ teaching the multitudes a
personal message. (3) Tu es Petrus founds the corporate ecclesiam, bringing in the
orchestra. After granitic declaration, the choir melts into a gorgeous “Feed my sheep.”
(4) The Miracle, Jesus calming the tempest, allows Liszt some storm music followed by
transcendent calm. (5) The Final Ride into Jerusalem unites all forces including solo
quartet in a grand Hosanna, ending with quiet Benedictus.
Part III: Passio et Resurrectio: (1) “Tristis est anima mea” gives Christ praying in
Gethsemane, baritone solo with sustained cry of anguish, not penance, in orchestra,
turning to noble acceptance. (2) Stabat Mater Dolorosa, the centerpiece of the Oratorio,
balances the companion in Part I. Here full forces are united, Liszt attempting to
overcome the tendency of this text to disperse into bits, with partial success. Choral entry
at “Pro peccatae suae gentes” is exquisite. After rising to climax, the ending on “Paradisi
Gloria” is quiet. (3) A brief Easter pronouncement by Women’s Choir leads into the final
(5) Resurrexit, tutti. The piece is unwieldy, uneven, mixing genres like Berlioz, and there
are parts that sound much like L’Enfance du Christ. (Mh09)
Années de pélerinage I: Suisse
Listened in the car, but could hear nobilmente in William Tell, watery for lake and
shoreline, stormy Orage. In full regalia for the big Vallée d’Obermann (Senancourt
beloved also by Matthew Arnold). The delicate Liszt got lost. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Trois Morxeaux suisses
Fantasies on Swiss tunes treated like opera fantasies in big virtuoso fashion, vulgarity be
damned. Great fun. (Muskoka, Jy11)
Piano Sonata in B minor
Wow! I haven’t heard this masterpiece in ages, and I can’t ever remember hearing it live.
Adam György delivered nearly all the notes and much of the soul: intensely felt, deeply

moving performance. The stature of Liszt keeps growing the more I hear. (live, Parry
Sound, Jy11) Stephen Hough on CBC, fabulous. (Muskoka — Jy12)
5 Hungarian Folksongs; Puszta Wehmut; Ungarus Gott
Arrangements of gipsy tunes, nothing fancy, one minute each. Longing for the Steppes a
bit longer, a miniature lassu-friss rhapsody. Hungary’s God is Liszt’s only left-hand
piece. (S11)
Annés de pélérinage III
Relatively late Liszt. The set is a symmatrical arrangement of seven pieces: First and last
are religious, Angelus and Sursum corda. Centerpiece is Fountains of the Villa d’Este,
celebrated proto-impressionist waterworks. Nos 2 & 3 are Cypresses, generic elegies.
Nos 5 & 6 commemorate political murders: No 5 a Hungarian elegy mourning victims of
the failed revolt, and No 6 a funeral march for the executed Maximilian. Standouts are
the second Cypresses – only Liszt could get away with it! Fountains is exceptional. The
Hungarian piece has strangely twisted tonality. Sursum corda, surprisingly, is a fortissimo
piano crusher. (S11)
Legend: St Francis Preaching to the Birds
Orchestral piece only lately discovered, though the piano version is well known: Gentle,
coloristic, featuring flutes (of course), high strings & English horn. (O11)
Totentanz
Celebrated variations on the Dies Irae: I heard it on CBC, recognized it without ever
remembering having heard it, and was surprised not to have a version. So here it is,
courtesy BBC Music, wonderfully performed. (O11)
Mazeppa
Perhaps the tone poem with the most vulgar big tune. But it gets the job done, and there’s
not a lot of padding around, the major weakness of these pieces. Great stuff! (O11)
Battle of the Huns
Thought by some to be the worst of the tone poems, but no, it’s only Mazeppa writ larger,
with vulgar big tune (marked “Christian”), plus lots of battle music (more padding around
than Mazeppa) and an organ at the end to signify the victory of Rome. The instrument
has got to be good and loud, or the piece loses its raison d’être. The BBC disc does very
nicely. (O11)
Late Piano Pieces
The celebrated Nuages gris is here with its unresolved dissonances, plus a host of 30
miniatures. Some recall Liszt’s heyday, virtuosic or ultra-romantic, or à la Hongroise. But
most sound fragmentary, ending en l’air, playing with odd intervals, odd harmonies. I’ve
been curious about that lugubrious gondola, and here it is in two different versions (with
mention in the notes of the cello arrangement), plus two other deeply felt pieces on the
death of Wagner. This is an amazing world that I’ve heard about but never actually enter
before. (Jy12)
Les Préludes
On CBC: What a stirring piece this is: and to think I was snooty about it! Gewandhaus
played the bejeezus out of it. I never realized the end was such a blast. (Muskoka — Jy12)
Faust Symphony
First movement only on CBC. I knew that Schoenberg is foreshadowed in the diminished
seventh twelve-tone theme, but I never realized how much of Tristan is in the slow intro,
or Mahler Resurrection in the Allegro. Uncanny. (Muskoka — Jy12)

Le lugubre gondole
Liszt at his most profound, from the haunted late period. Written, like all of Liszt’s cello
pieces, from a previous piano work, but no mere arrangements. This is probably the most
deeply expressive, beautifully played. Very special music. (F13)
Die Zelle in Nonnenwerth
Also from Liszt’s final period but somewhat less introverted, more lyrical, at least in
places, than the desolate gondola. But desolation underlies here as well. (F13)
Deuxième Élégie; Première Élégie; Romance oublié
Three more cello-piano pieces. The voice of Tristan cries through this music, the second
Elegy especially, Tristan in post-coital penitence. The first Elegy is more conventionally
melodic, a gentle rhythm underpinning and a brief cry of passion. The brief Romance is a
bit of recollected melody in much the same mood – the slow cello arpeggios at the end
are unique. As are all five of these masterpieces. (F13)
18 Songs
Angelika Kirchschlager, beautiful in Vol. II. Liszt is so under-rated as a Lieder composer.
He wrote comfortably in four or five languages, choses his texts with reverence, and each
song is a production. He demands huge range, power, dynamic shading, whatever the
choices. He repeats verbal phrases at will. “Der du von dem Himmel bist” [Goethe] is
given in two versions, instructively, both of them great songs. Much excitement in the
earlier version, more chromaticism and restraint in the second. “Ihr Glocken von
Marling” – canonical, understated. “Ein Fichtenbaum” – over the top with Heine’s bland
irony— “Vergiftest sind meine Lieder” [Heine] – one of Liszt’s greatest songs, say the
notes, a bare minute of operatic intensity. “Freudvoll und leidvoll” [Goethe] captures the
antitheses nicely, major/minor. “Die drei Zigeuner” [Lenau] opens Liszt’s gipsy mode –
we sleep, smoke, or fiddle life away. “Über allen Gipfeln ist Ruh” – gorgeous setting of
Goethe’s purest lyric. “J’ai perdu ma force” and “Jeanne d’Arc,” two French songs, not
different in style from the German, Musset melancholia, and dramatic heroism from
Dumas père. “So war ein Kőnig im Thule – nice, but it doesn’t erase Gounod!
“Műttergottes Strãsslein” [Műller] – Lisztian Mariolatry, two flower songs, the first
might be Schubert. “Und sprich” -- so restrained that it’s all but unaccompanied – a late
minimalist song. “Ihr Auge” is remarkably like Schumann, but “Im Rhein im schőnen
Strome seems to avoid the Schumann model, maybe a little inflated. “Es muss ein
Wunderbares sein” – perfect, one of the best known songs. “La perla,” the only Italian
piece, begins blandly but works up some agitation. Superb CD. (Muskoka—Jy13)
Fantasie und Fuge űber Ad nos ad salutarem undam
Liszt’s mighty half-hour organ work, inspired by the largest Romantic organ in Germany.
The liner notes say little else except that Liszt’s pedal technique was limited. Long free
intro suggests B-A-C-H, but is not. Choral appears about ten minutes in, but there’s lots
of color, cadenzas, and vox humana with the chorale. Fugue begins at about 19”, with a
sudden heroic fanfare and marching dotted rhythms, very exciting fast figuration. Big
grandioso finish. Wow! Any performance of this is a real event. (Ag13)
Concertstűck in A
Fairly straight organ transcription, by other hands but with Liszt’s imprimatur, of the
famous Consolation in D♭. The piece is better with the intimacy of piano, I think. (Ag13)
Trauerode

Written as an orchestral pieces, Les morts, and later transcribed for organ by Liszt
himself. A third version appeared later, with male chorus singing the verses by Félicité
Lámenais that inspired the music in the first place. The music contrasts twisty
chromaticism with affirmation, either heroic and forte or seraphic and piano. This is the
first time I’ve heard any of the versions. (Ag13)
Orpheus
My favorite of the symphonic poems, in organ transcription approved by Liszt. (Ag13)
Weihnachtsbaum
I knew nothing of this piece when I ordered the CD – it turns out to be a series of twelve
pieces on Christmas themes, some based on familiar carols, written by Liszt for his
granddaughter. Sometimes compared to Schumann’s Kinderszenen. But it’s late Liszt and
thus a blend of childish simplicity and cloistered mysticism à la “Nuages gris.”
Childhood wonder prevails, but the last three movements enter that mystic phase.
Curious, but not major Liszt. (D13)
Ballades No 1 in D♭ and No 2 in B minor
The obvious comparison is Chopin’s great works, these are much less familiar. No 1
alternates heroic and lyric personae. No 2, longer and more elaborate, begins with stormy
rumbles in the left hand, first ominous then heroic, ending quietly. Nice enough, but
neither matches the wonderment and rapture of Chopin. (D13) No 2 is a big virtuosic 15’
piece that opens with rumbling chromatic Gothicism versus sweet innocence, then a
marche militaire in combat with the gothic. Eventually there’s a new love theme that
becomes massive and even incorporates the left-hand rumbling. Quiet ending, but
bravura everywhere. Great showpieces. (O16)
Funeral March and Cavatina from Lucia di Lammermoor; Grand Concert Fantasy on La
Sonnambula
Routine variations of opera themes (the tenor aria from Lucia stands out) for two pianos.
Liszt always gives an extra boost. Played on period pianos. Good car music. (Jy16)
3 Lieder aus Schillers Wilhelm Tell
Character songs from Act I of Schiller’s play. “Der Fischerknabe” has watery music in
6/8, the voice highly melismatic with nan operatic high tessitura. No folktunes in sight.
“Der Hirt” bids farewell to summer meadows, with echoes of the ranz des vaches. “Der
Alpenjäger” follows without a break, a storm scene, a violent version of der Jägers
conventional 6/8. It ends in unexpected calm. A major cycle. (Ag16)
Tre Sonetti di Petrarca
The first is the familiar one, Polenzani doing the first versions of these much revised
songs. Again, a very operatic voice line (that’s a D♭ above high C!), with much literal
word painting. It’s equivalent to Chénier’s Improvviso. “Benedetto” is more relaxed and
lyric, but there are more spectacular high notes. “I’ vidi in terra” develops angelic
imagery moving in a deliberate wavy 6/8. I wonder who gets the later versions?
Polenzani sings these right to the heart. The little Italian “Angiolin” is addressed to a
child. Liszt keeps it simple but varies the strophes nicely. (Ag16) Finley is allotted the
second and revised version of these three great songs. I prefer hearing a high voice, but
Liszt revised for a mezzo and removed some fussiness from the piano (too much?).
There’s more attention to declamation, with loss of vocal display.The ending, though, is
still gorgeous. Tanta dolcezza! (Ag16)
9 German Lieder

Volume I with Polenzani includes 9 Lieder, mainly on texts by minor writers. In “Kling
leise,” the lover observes the sacred sleep of his beloved, an erotic rhapsody worthy the
best Schumann – outwardly simple, breathtaking. “Nie singt die Lerche” begins
cunningly off tonic and barely resolves. “Die stille Wasserrose” is a severe challenge of
sostenuto, the piano modulating constantly. “Bist du” is similar, but adds a gradual
calculated crescendo ending in a high floated cadence. Wow! “Die Winde” is more
conventional but makes a good closer. “Schwebe schwebe” is half lyric, half dramatic
scena. “Im Rhein” elicits a stream of piano droplets – extraordinary! (I didn’t know Liszt
and Heine had a falling out and hated each other.) (Ag16)
8 German Lieder
Gerald Finley’s turn. The three Heine settings are brief songs of unrequited love.
“Weimars Tod” is more interesting, Uhland’s semi-ritual evocation of giants past –
Wieland, Herder, Schiller, Goethe – too dragged out but good. Goethe seems to want to
fall in love again. “Der Fischertöchter” is a love ballad over-dressed in word painting.
But in “Der Vatergrüft,” a gothic piece bu Uhland, everything works perfectly. Liszt
seems much better in French or Italian. (Ag16)
3 French Mélodies; “Go Not Happy Day”
Victor Hugo’s “Gastibalza (Bolero)” is a dramatic masterpiece of French song – a
Spanish dance, free delivery, top and bottom registers, refrain – a real showstopper,
unforgettable. Béranger’s “Le vieux vagabond” is more repetitive, with a moralistic
ending, but it’s nearly as dramatic and effective. “Go Not Happy Day” (a real surprise) is
a radical alternative to Quilter’s orgasmic outburst (which I detest). Liszt finds the poem
wistful, puzzling, ending without resolving. (Ag16)
Tarantella di bravura after Auber’s La Musette de Portici
Ten minutes of blinding virtuosity by Earl Wild. A grand party piece! (O16)
6 piano pieces
Earl Wild includes two of the Sonnetti di Petrarca in greatly, but pleasingly, exaggerated
romantic versions. He fears nothing. Valse oublié No 1 sounds remotely familiar, and La
Campanella of course. Feux follets and Ricordanza are Transcendental Etudes. (O16)
4 piano pieces
David Wilde (no relation to Earl) fills in one more variation on Paganini’s La Chasse,
plus two Concert Etudes – a rustling spring and a gnome’s dance. (O16)
Hexameron
A collaborative piece devised by Liszt with five friends around variations on a familiar
march tune from I Puritani. If I get this right, Thalberg’s is a finger-twisting scherzando;
Pixis supplies an inward-looking reharmonization; Herz is a jolly romp; Czerny a presto
challenge for right hand. Did I get that right? Chopin’s offering is a moment of reverence
amid gaiety. Liszt’s bravura coda finishes with a bang. What a fun piece! (O16)
Valse infernale from Robert le Diable
Signaled by tritons, the minor-key waltz is tawdry enough but serves for considerable
extension, 11’ worth. Lots of fire and brimstone. (O16)
Polonaise from Eugene Onegin
Almost but not quite a straight transcription of Tchaikovsky’s hit. (O16)
Isoldes Liebestod

Utterly entrancing recreation of Wagner’s Sublime, released from the human limitations
of voice and stamina into pure abstraction. How does one get melody, countermelody
(with baroque turns), tremolandi, and ripples going with just two hands. Rapturous! (O16)
Reminiscences of Norma
Like the Liebestod, Liszt’s work transcends its humble genre but in a different way,
through sheer extravagance of display and by sumptuous treatment of the final scene
music. Breathtaking! (O16)
The Legend of St Elisabeth
Oratorio in two parts, six scenes, 147’. (I) Beautiful intro based on chorale, the main
leitmotif, for three aethereal flutes. Chorus welcomes the child bride, galloping horses.
Landgrave Hermann embraces Elisabeth as his daughter. Hungarian noble, with tale of
tragic childhood leaves her. Lewis (Ludwig), also a child, welcomes her. Chorus of
children. (Diatonic texture more Weber than Liszt.)
(II) Landgrave Ludwig: He is hunting, and encounters Elisabeth. She “confesses” to
gathering roses, but she is really helping a dying peasant. Roses appear everywhere, with
a halo and a harp – a miracle! Gorgeous but understated chorus and duet. (This is more
like early Wagner.)
(III) The Crusades: Men’s Chorus im heil’gen Kriegrein Christenschwert! Ludwig prepares
to leaves, demands loyalty to Elisabeth. Fearful, she pleads with him to stay. The
Crusaders call and make away, diminuendo. (“Fairest Lord Jesus,” i.e. The Crusaders
Hymn, sounds.)
(IV) Landgräfin Sophie: Landgrave Hermann’s widow has news of her son’s death. She
seizes power and orders Elisabeth’s banishment. Elisabeth demands her right of royal
honor, but Sophie throws her to the coming storm. The Seneschal joins in her plea, but
Elisabeth gathers the children and goes out. The Seneschal describes the storm, the castle
tower struck down. (These two scenes sag a bit – Sophie needs much more of Ortrud in
her. Elisabeth seems passive.)
(V) Death of Elisabeth: Elisabeths Gebet. She consoles herself with happy memory and prays
for children. She recalls her native Hungary and blesses it (motifs from Scene 1). Chorus
of the Poor sing of the saint who has helped them (subdued quasi-recit). Elisabeth’s dying
air – bliss and brightness. Female Chorus of Angels: She weeps no more where roses
bloom.
(VI) Burial of Elisabeth: Instrumental development of themes already heard. Frederick, the
Holy Roman Emperor, calls the people to her tomb. Her enemy has fallen, and she is in
heaven and will pray for us. Chorus sing a halting funeral march (time signature is
obscure). Crusaders Chorus joins in, then Tutti singing in Latin. (Je20)
GASTON LITAIZE
Sonata à deux pour orgue à quatre mains
Three movements: Chorale begins with dissonant chords, then breaks into a light dance in
3, very graceful but interrupted by grotesque or dissonant gestures – riotous. Interlude
begins with a single line, thickens up, then plays around with mirror effects and imitation.
Final develops within a 3+3+2 meter, with sustained bits and reprises of earlier themes.
Impressive, complex, entertaining work – a very filled 10’. (Je14)
HENRY LITOLFF
Concerto symphonique No 5 in C minor, op 123

Known as the English Liszt, Litolff might be better called the pianist’s Vieuxtemps (not a
bad thing). Both are admirable in the métier of the grand Romantic Concerto. In
movements: The first is vast, with an extended, serious symphonic intro and plenty of
dazzle. Largo: semplice con sentimento, with a fiery B section. Short Mendelssohnian
Scherzo, demonic in minor key, mischievously displaced accents. Finale is not light, but
continues symphonic development, with grand cadenza before the recap and a thunderous
conclusion. This, the least played of the series, is damned impressive. (Je10)
Concerto symphonique No 3 in E♭, op 45 “National Hollandais”
Written for Dutch audience in gratitude for asylum from English debtor’s prison. Stirring
martial opening with fabulously brilliant piano writing. Charming Scherzo (though not as
infectious as the famous one). Larghetto with beautiful horn passage. Vivace fast and
flashy with chorale that I presume is a familiar Dutch tune. Grand entertainment. (Je10)
Concerto Symphonique No 2 in B minor, op 22
Earliest surviving Concerto, written in 1844, early enough to exert an influence on Liszt:
I had him mentally placed decades later. Also an early instance of the symphony-concerto
amalgam, though Harold in Italy is earlier. Maestoso is standard fare. Scherzo
exceptional, nearly as captivating as the famous one. Nice tranquil Andante, super Finale.
Probably the weakest of the four Litolffs, yet thoroughly engaging music.. (Ag11)
Concerto Symphonique No 4 in D minor, op 102
The one with THE Scherzo. Allegro full of romantic posturing. Then the Scherzo
(Donohoe takes it excessively fast). Adagio a marvelous tranquillo hymn. Finale full of
starting and stopping, memories of earlier movements, but it all hangs together. Big
barnstorming coda. (Ag11)
GEORGE LLOYD
Symphony No 5 in B♭
My first taste of Lloyd years ago was not encouraging, so this is a second try, an
hour-long Symphony in five movements. It was written in 1947, the composer recovering
from shell-shock, but most of it would not be out of place half a century earlier. Pastorale
is relaxed, with a profusion of ideas: Lloyd omitted brass and percussion, but there’s lots
of work for horn. Development is minimally stressful. Corale begins with a shock of
brass and side drum – here he omits upper strings – and moves into a marche funêbre
with surprising stretches of bitonal dissonance: a war elegy, rather nice (except for the
last chord). Rondo is “delicamente scherzando,” Mendelssohn (somewhat) updated.
Orchestra like that of the Pastorale plus trumpet, celeste and glock. Lamento, a “cry of
despair,” is the longest and weakest movement, largely sinking chromatics and sorrowful
celli – nothing to hold onto. Finale Vivace is energetic, lots of brass, broad cello melody,
jollity in treble – another profusion of ideas (I thought of Ives’ Second). Big ending of
course. I had Lloyd pegged as an amateur, and there are many places where I’d edit and
tighten, but nice passages too, especially in movements II and III. Orchestration is
effective, and the harmonic language is less backward than I’d remembered. The last
chord has an added sixth. A respectable if overly ambitious conservative English
symphony. (D16)
ALONSO LOBO
Versa est in luctum
The most gorgeous Renaissance motet ever? On CD with Morales Requiem. (Mh09)
3 motets

Versa est “is the most gorgeous ever”? Not a bad choice. The other two are fit company.
Liner notes excellent on Lobo’s style, though I cannot follow the canons by ear. (Mh11)
Missa Simile est Regnum Caelorum
Performance on Enchiriadis is a Spanish choir, more full blooded that the ethereal Tallis
Scholar sound, voices treated as individuals, not a “blend.” I like it. Bass line is doubled
by brass – baroque trombone? It is interpreted as a joyous Mass. I don’t really hear the
madrigalism or chromaticism mentioned in the notes, except in the fa-la-la Osanna.
Beautiful. (Ap13)
Missa Petre ego pro te rogavi; Vivo ego dixit Dominus
Four-voice Mass based on Guerrero motet, making much use of the descending fifth.
Exceptionally short Kyrie. When and where did the practice of adding an extra voice to
the Agnus Dei begin? The motet seems unusually elaborate. (My13)
Missa Maria Magdalene à 6
Built from Guerrero’s great Easter motet, a mass for Easter. Lobo was not an innovator
but a master of style, so he does not fit into the progress narrative of music history. He is
acclaimed for that single motet. The Mass is in mid-century clotted style and displays no
Easter festivity except perhaps in the final three sections. (Ap19)
2 motets
“Regina caeli” à 4 is an Easter motet with plainchant in soprano line, happy music in a
minor key and rather fierce. I like it. “O quam suavis” à 6 contrasts thoroughly, gentle
and for once perfectly transparent despite the six-voice writing. Praised as Lobo at his
finest, and I agree. (Ap19)
Lamentations à 6
A single MS preserves the only performable set of Lobo’s Lamentations, apparently for
Holy Saturday. Typically, the Hebrew incipit is treated freely, points of calm, and the text
is delivered contrapuntally, Lobo managing to keep the text audible.The final bit is more
elaborate and intense, the colors darker. (Ap19)
DUARTE LOBO
Requiem à 8; Audivi vocem de caelo
Facts first: This is not the same Requiem recorded by the Tallis Scholars; the director is
Gavin Turner, not Bruno (father and son maybe?). The music is gorgeous, beautifully
sung by chamber choir. Alternatim Introitus, no Dies irae, style fairly simple, not
contrapuntal but not entirely homophonic, with antiphonal bits. Richly voiced.
Counterpoint gleams in the little motet. (Ap11)
Requiem à 6
I was transfixed by the other Lobo Requiem and bought this as soon as I realized it was
not the same piece. The liner notes briefly but lucidly explain the provenance of these and
other Portuguese Requiems based on the model of Victoria, relatively homophonic and
yet the cantus firmus soprano places it firmly in the Renaissance tradition. Dies irae set
alternatim, closing with Memento mei Deus, which I don’t remember hearing elsewhere.
The Tallis Scholars sing with exceptional expressiveness here. (Je13)
Missa Vox clamantis
This six-voice Mass is much more characteristically contrapuntal than the Requiem,
defined by a bounding motif, down a fifth and up an octave. Texture throughout is
remarkably lucid – enough text for the Council of Trent, despite the thick voicing. (Je13)
PIETRO LOCATELLI

6 Introduttione e 6 Concerti, op 4
Wonderful lively ensemble music with more than usual edge and flair, and a touch of the
Locatelli virtuoso style. No one understands the provenance of the brief Introduttione.
Wallfisch plays with the expected panache: she’s on a par with Giardino or Fabio Biondi,
though less flamboyant. (S09)
L’Arte del Violino, op 3
Curious concertos, half standard late baroque concertos, half show-off extended
caprice/cadenzas in first and last movements, which could be (and have been) separated
out as exercises for technique — the most difficult before Paganini. Not for listening
through, but it’s nice to have the entire set, reasonably well played, at a cheap price. Not
often heard. (Ja10)
12 Concerti Grossi
I wondered about Locatelli as a composer stripped of his show-off virtuosity, but no need
to worry. These pieces are instantly convincing with their rhythmic invention
particularly, plus complex textures at times and of course melody. Good car music. (D17)
MATTHEW LOCKE
Consort Music
This music seems more transparent and simpler than that of Lawes, but it is just as
beautiful. I don’t hear the “angular” or “irascible” character noted in the Fretwork liner
notes. (Ap09)
8 anthems
Locke was Catholic – I didn’t know – and sympathetic to the Royalist cause. After 1660,
he was attached to Charles’s court. It’s not clear how his sacred music was performed,
but he set both Latin and English texts. All are in Purcellian mode, with soloists and
restricted choir, sectional, very text driven, some occurrence of cross relations. (1)
Oxford Ode is not liturgical but a call to the Queen of Song and Apollo to rule until sad
December. (2) Selected verses of Lamentations senza alphabet, organ only in
accompaniment. (3) Super flumina uses two violins and (elaborate) continuo. Text does
not exclude dashing the babies’ heads. It was a bloody period. (4) O be joyful, Psalm 100
in English, dance-like in 3 at first, but reverts, not very joyfully. Choir gets only
doxology. (5) Audi Domine (Latin unidentified), a prayer for solace and salvation. (6)
Lord let me know mine end, Psalm 39: For I am a stranger with thee and a sojourner as
all my fathers were. O spare me a little that I may recover my strength before I go hence
and be no more seen. (7) Jesu auctor clemente: very brief hymn. (8) Be thou exalted!
Psalm 21 in English, large scale 10’ anthem with orchestra, organ, continuo. The King
shall rejoice! Higginbottom’s performances are clean but bleached and lifeless. (Ap20)
CHARLES MARTIN LOEFFLER
Music for Four String Instruments
The power of genre and titles! This is a full-blown 3-movement quartet based on
Gregorian chant, no divertissement. Late Romantic in style (the “impressionist” tag is
misleading for CML, as I realized when I listened again to his Pagan Poem many years
ago): a few arpeggios & harmonics in the last movement (I didn’t detect the scordato
cello mentioned in the notes). Nice use of chant, nice mix of styles and moods, Strong
piece. (N09)
Quintet for Strings

Early work, peculiar in calling for three violins, though the effect is hard to hear. In one
movement, a de facto Phantasy Quintet, changing mood and tempo, including some
light-hearted bits. Unpromising on the surface but truly lovely, melodious stuff.
(DaVinci Quartet sounds OK. I’d remembered them as weak.) (N09)
Quartet in A minor
Very early, routine Romantic quartet, no special voice. Last movement in the manner of a
medieval folksong. No surprise that it doesn’t sound medieval in the least. (N09)
La Mort de Tintagiles
A kind of Harold in Italy for viola d’amore. The title is that of a puppet play by
Maeterlinck; the music highly Romantic but not impressionist sounding, in one
movement. The soloist enters after a long intro and the music becomes reflective, but
returns to a heroic mood, not the passive pathos of Maeterlinck’s play. I’d like to hear
more from the soloist: but a work of rich imagination. (F10)
Five Irish Fantasies
Five songs for tenor and orchestra, four on poems of early Yeats. Quite beautiful,
atmosphere, drama, writing for the voice. Neil Rosensheim sings very well but sounds a
bit underpowered: the orchestration seems heavy and a Ben Heppner is needed. “The
Fiddler of Dooney” is fabulous. The last two songs are longer and don’t sustain as well,
but the first three make a nice group. (F10)
13 Forgotten Songs
These are beautifully crafted settings of Verlaine, Baudelaire, Gustave Kahn, most with
viola or violin obligato. There are Debussyisms (even in the earliest from the 1890s),
but the presiding spirit is Fauré, some sounding like late Fauré before he did himself. I
wonder if Graham Johnson knows these songs? Poor Loeffler: the French probably
sniff, while devotees of mélodies are too few elsewhere. It’s hard to pick out the best:
“Dansons la gigue,” “Harmonie du soir,” “La chanson des Ingénues” have lively
character, but the others are powerful too, partly because of Loeffler’s exquisite taste in
text: Verlaine’s ghoulish “Sérénade.” An American aesthete. “En sourdine,” with its
text set definitively by both Fauré and Debussy suggests that Loeffler’s weakness is
over-elaboration. Deidra Palmour is superb. She seems to have made a splash and
disappeared. (Ag11)
2 Rhapsodies, oboe, viola & piano
Loeffler’s least neglected pieces: at least they get done by oboists and violists.
Romantically luscious. Based on poems by one Maurice Rollinot: L’Etang (The Pond) is
a gothic supernatural moonlit scene. La Cornemeuse begins with dramatic gestures – the
oboe gradually assumes the piping motifs. Lovely. (D13)
Memories of My Childhood – Life in a Russian Village
A treasured piece, rescued from a 1937 radio broadcast. I guess one doesn’t look to
American music for Frenchified Russian nostalgia, but it is gloriously beautiful. Maybe
Stalin and the Cold War froze it out of the repertoire. Did I hear a cembalom or
something weird? (Mh14)
Divertissement, saxophone & orchestra
Small 9`piece in three sections, melodious, instantly appealing, utterly charming. Good
pops. (O15)
La Villanelle du Diable, op 9

Orchestral Scherzo, tarantella-like with episodes that move into different meters and
tempi, the Scherzo always coming back. One episode has organ plus Gregorian chant on
sax (?). There are wisps of Dies irae and La Marseillaise. Wonderful orchestration.
Loeffler`s devil is more puckish than villainous, and the piece ends quietly. No more
serious than Danse macabre but too good to be forgotten. (O15)
Veilles de l’Ukraine: Une nuit de Mai No 2
Rhapsody for violin and orchestra, played alone as it was, but part of a large fourmovement Suite after Gogol stories that also inspired Rimsky-Korsakoff (May Night)
and Bax. The music is Slavic flavored, sectional, tuneful, with maybe an excess of
cadenza – dance bits, a romantic reverie, too much waiting around. Beautifully performed
by Lorraine McAslan. (N15)
Divertissement in A minor, violin & orchestra
De facto concerto in three movements. Préambule sounds like a scruffy moto perpetuo
but a second idea is a beautiful melody sul G. With maestoso ending it works. Eclogue
moves in gentle 6/8 with a slight exotic tang. Carnaval des morts, a–long as the first two
movements combined, begins with Dies irae and launches variations. Lovely atmospheric
ending. Nice piece. (N15)
CARL LOEWE
Erlkőnig
One easily discerns the three voices, but Loewe’s dramatic ending is a shock after
Schubert’s understatement. Gerald Finley in Ottawa on CBC. (Jy13)
12 ballads
Loewe is the complete package as a Lieder composer, equal to Schubert – all but the
innovative command of modulation. His keyboard characterization and word painting are
superb, as are his treatment of drama and voice. Most of these songs are very appealing –
though I miss Erlkônig and Edward (which Hans Hotter recorded so unforgettably). Poor
Hermann Prey was so overshadowed by Dieskau, yet in so many ways I still prefer to
hear him. (1) Die nächtliche Heerschau: Early Gothic about skeletons dancing in the
graveyard – horseback, rifles. Mention of France and St. Helena supply Napoleonic
context. (2) Der Räuber: Uhland’s robber is a romantic fellow smitten by a fair maid – he
returns to the forest, ominously. (3) Süsses Begräbnis: Rückert’s funeral for a fair
shepherdess. (4) Hinkende Jambe: three comic lovers, one squinted, one stuttered, now
this one limps. (5) Kleiner Haushalt: Rückert’s light fantasy of faery household built by
woodpeckers, served by nymphs and bees. Meter change indicates a tiny coach drawn by
grasshoppers. (6) Heinrich der Vogler: The humble Heinrich looks only for good hunting,
but soldiers approach and hail him King of Germany. (7) Die verfallene Mühle: Aged
traveler stops at a ruined mill; it takes life, but it is a dream, and he departs sadly. (8)
Trommel-Ständchen: The serenade comes not with a lute but a drum: Open the shutters
and I’ll make less noise! (9) Die Uhr: Wonderful pianistic version of an allegorical clock
that marks the hours of life and death. When it stops, only its maker can start it again.
(10) Der Nöck: An untranslatable something sings and plays in the waterfall. What good
is singing and playing— Der Nöck weeps, but called back, it returns to singing and
playing. (11) Spirito sancto: In the warm tropics there’s a flower named Spirito sancto,
flower of heaven. (12) Der Feind: All of Nature, eagle, boar, cat, wolf, fox, hare, fish, all
hide at the approach of the enemy – Man. (D16)
FREDERICK LOEWE

Brigadoon
Superb musical, beautifully done by McGlinn. The Heather on the Hill has been sounding
in my ear ever since. Several other beautiful romantic songs: I’ll Go Home with Bonnie
Jean, Come to Me, Almost Like Being in Love. The dance numbers are better than
Minkus for sure, and the dramatic off-stage bagpipe is worthy of Fidelio. The story, with
its folklore and magic, is truly touching: at least I have a soft spot for it. (Ag10)
Camelot
Truly disappointing. The score is trivial. Few songs are at all memorable, and even those
have no special point of interest. The story cranks out mechanically, the moral lesson is
blatant and awful, the only wit originates, I think, with T.H. White’s handling of the
material. Stratford production looks good, singers OK, the live falcon is memorable, and
the sound system for once excellent. But I don’t want to see it again. (Live Stratford, Je11)
My Fair Lady
One of the greatest of Broadway musicals. It works with a play of highest quality and
manages to contain Shaw’s talkiness and highlight both his wit and his seriousness. Even
the songs that did not become hits are superb, but mainly because they work so well with
the drama. Fine production at Shaw Festival, with much more believable leads than in the
Hollywood film. (Live, Ag11)
UWO LOHRMANN
, , , , allein mit sich . . . .
Electronic piece by composer I don’t know: soprano sings with her own pre-recorded
voice plus synthesizer, with manipulated unrecognizable birdsongs. Eerie. (My12)
EDWIN LONDON
Before the World Was Made
I know nothing of this composer, recently deceased: He was a horn player, studied
composition, taught at Cleveland State, and founded his own chamber orchestra. This
piece is a cycle of seven Yeats poems. Style is closest to Dallapiccola, among his
teachers: jagged vocal lines, colorful pointillist accompaniment, probable serial elements
but certainly not strictly maintained. Yeats would have hated it. Words are not wholly
obscured, but rhythms are. The music has its integrity, but it’s much too labored,
certainly not sexy. (Ja15)
HARVEY WASHINGTON LOOMIS
Lyrics of the Red Man
Suite of three short pieces in Native American manner for piano, but very spare on the
keyboard – no filler. Could Loomis have been related to Pound? (Je13)
NIKOLAI LOPATNIKOFF
Festival Overture
I know nothing of this composer, and a Festival Overture is almost too much of a type to
form an opinion: predictably loud and brassy, rather stodgy syncopations (nothing of the
elegance of Walton’s Johannesburg, for example, or the wildness of Shostakovich).
So-so. (O09)
Scherzo
Short piece for piano roll from 1927: a fast wild man’s dance. (O10)
JIMMY LÓPEZ
Bel Canto

Premiere of new opera by Peruvian composer not known to me, on Ann Patchett’s novel.
The role supposedly written for Renée Fleming (who participated in the commission and
hosted the show) was sung by Daniele De Niese, very beautifully, though I think not in
the larger-then-life mode the role demands. J’Nai Bridges stood out as one of the rebels,
and the Chicago Lyric cast was very strong. The opera seems viable: López’ style is
conservative but not reactionary – there’s dissonance enough. He handles the concertante
scenes well, and the difficult task of timing. There are lyric high points especially for the
soprano, but the others as well, especially in the second half, where the captors come to
life a bit (the mezzo bit struck me as beautiful) There’s clever use of pastiche but not
dependence on it: one soprano bit plays with "Lascia ch'io pianga," and a countertenor
takes a singing lesson on “Una furtiva lagrima.” The piece seems viable, but there are
problems – too many characters, a parade of portrait scenes as in Chorus Line, and a story
that requires a lot of waiting around. (PBS – Ja17)
FRANCESCO LÓPEZ CAPILLAS
Alleluia; Magnificat
López Capillas has the distinction of being the first (non-aboriginal) composer born in the
New World, 1612 in Mexico City. He trained under Padilla, but his works are 4-voice
and do not emulate Padilla’s more ornate grand style. The Magnificat is alternatim in the
old style. (Mh12)
FEDERICO GARCIA LORCA
11 Canciones españolas antiguas
Songs belted out by an unusually harsh-voiced cantaora — sampled, hard to listen to. I
had to give up. (Mh08)
ALBERT LORTZING
Hans Sachs Overture
I know only a few arias by this composer, who still holds the stage in Germany – an
index of where German opera might have gone without Wagner (cf Nicolai, Marschner,
Goldmark). Overture begins with great pomp, lively, well made, but lacking the big tune
of Mendelssohn or Nicolai. This opera was known to Wagner. (Ap18)
Regina Overture
Written 1848 to Lortzing’s own libretto, Regina was too hot politically. Lortzing was
fired, his opera never produced. (Ap18)
Der Pole und sein Kind Overture
One-act Singspiel, very enjoyable, with good cello tune, vivacious main theme. (Ap18)
Undine Overture
On La Motte Fouqué’s tale also used by Hoffmann and Dvorak. Lortzing’s treatment is
fully serious, not light, with somber Adagio intro and minor key Allegro scherzando,
major key second subject. Too much filler. (Ap18)
Der Waffenschmied Overture
Boisterous opening, poignant horn solo, then a bright gallop – beautiful. Some
symphonic development, even a fugato. Super piece. (Ap18)
Der Wildschütz Overture
Lush intro, the inevitable 6/8 tune with horn. Less symphonic than previous, but
engaging. (Ap18)
Zar und Zimmermann Overture

Lortzing’s most durable comedy – unusual bagpipe drone, but tunes are frilly and
frivolous. (Ap18)
ANTONIO LOTTI
Trio Sonata in A
This seems the most charming and lively piece on a not very forthcoming disc — Trio
Sonata but in fast-slow-fast format. (D10)
Requiem in F
Gorgeous melting opening — high baroque setting of only the Requiem-Kyrie, Dies irae
and Offertorium, which does not make a well-defined ending — I wonder if some music
is lost? Style reminiscent of Vivaldi, but larger, more elaborate, more detailed
counterpoint. Dies irae is the heart of the piece, highly dramatic, but breaks into little
sections of kaleidoscopic contrast. Performance polished, but mannered, with lush strings
à la Raymond Leppard. (Ja11)
Credo
Independent movement given lively, dramatic setting for choir, no soloists. Repeated
string notes seem unusual in this style. Crucifixus gets elaborate, slow treatment, then
returns to speed with Resurrexit. The choral writing is lively but never florid. (Ja11)
Miserere
Objective setting, much of it homophonic with fairly basic imitation. Beautiful. (Ja11)
Dixit Dominus
Half an hour long, in 12 movements, broken up like Vivaldi & Co, for soloists and
7-voice choir with orchestra. It makes an impressive sound, though somewhat overly
dependent on sequences. (Ap11)
Laudati puer
Particularly attractive setting presented by four soloists, SSAB, without choir, very well
sung. What precisely is the relationship between the Italian multi-movement Psalm and
the French “grand motet”? (Ap11)
Credidi
Grand 11' choral setting of Psalm 115 in one movement, no soloists, in archaic style, the
baroque imagining of Renaissance polyphony, with more angular phrases, rhythmic
presence. Sopranos have chant in augmentation at beginning and end. Gloriously
beautiful. (Ap11)
Laudate Dominum
Verses of Psalm 116 in short 4' setting, celebratory, homophonic, buoyant. (Ap11)
ALEXINA LOUIE
Pursuit, string quartet & orchestra
Not bad in AL’s Takemitsu-derived manner, but with more rhythmic definition than I
recall in most of her music. Commission for Tokyo String Quartet. In car on CBC. (Ag09)
Love Songs for a Small Planet
Four choral settings, with harp & percussion, of texts from various indigenous peoples:
Night (Hawaiian); Sun (African Fang); Moon (African Bushmen); Earth (Sioux). I guess
I have patience for Murray's pieces along this line, but these seem drawn out - or is
Murray's invention more striking? His Magic Songs are shorter and more various, for
sure. But the harp and percussion seem unintegrated, and the work less scintillating than
Louie's instrumental pieces. I like the blowing on bottles. (O10)
Beyond Time

A violin-piano piece commissioned by James Ehnes, who played it live with the
composer present to take a bow. It’s pleasant enough, but I keep thinking of Damiana’s
curse: the Liona Boyd of Canadian composers. “Celestial” is all harmonics, including
Stravinskyish harmonic glissandi. “Eternal” is a quiet, melodic pause for breath, with
some fashionable pitch bending. “Perpetual” is a rousing finish with Szymanowski trilled
glissandi. I prefer the original Szymanowski, but the audience was enthusiastic. (Ap14)
ARTHUR LOURIÉ
Synthèses
Five short piano pieces by the elusive Russian avant gardist, wildly dissonant, far out for
1914, written before Lourié fled Russia and was befriended by Stravinsky and Busoni.
Webernesque miniatures, wholly atonal. The notes don’t explain why Lourié never
became better known, but personal eccentricity no doubt played a part. This might have
been Vorticist music for EP (had he been ready for it). (Mh13)
Two Nocturnes, op 8
Early short piano pieces, though longer than any of the other on this CD. First is gentle,
evocative. Second uses percussive dissonances within the Nocturne mode, more
dissonant I think than radical Scriabin. (Mh13)
Formes en l’air
Three miniatures written seven years after the Nocturnes: quite atonal, very dissonant,
percussive effects. The second has rhythmic regularity avoided in the other pieces.
Astonishing music. I must find more. (Mh13)
VINCENT LÜBECK
Organ works
Scanning the list of German Baroque composers, I naturally imagined that all had
produced bodies of work comparable, in quantity at least, to Bach. So here are Lübeck’s
complete organ works, a mere 11 pieces all on one disc. If Bach was so obscure, how did
his work survive so massively? The liner notes mention transition to the style galant,
but I don’t detect it. There’s too much fuguing. But a fine collection of high baroque
work. (N11)
ALVIN LUCIER
North American Time Capsule 1967
For Voices and "Sylvania Electronic Systems Vocoder," 11'. The vocoder "was designed
by Sylvania Electronics Systems to encode speech sounds into digital information bits for
transmission over narrow band widths via telephone lines or radio channels. There is no
written score for this work. The performers are asked to prepare material using any
sounds at all that would describe to beings far from our environment either in space or in
time the physical, spiritual, social, scientific or any other situation in which we currently
find ourselves. The performers’ sounds are fed into the vocoder and are modified during
the performance both by the sounds acting as control signals and by the manual alteration
of the vocoder components. The result sounds like lots of AM radio all at once. Hideous.
The middle generation of electronicists was still struggling. Not to be confused with
Arthur Lourie. (Jy20)
NICHOLAS LUDFORD
Missa videte miraculum; Ave cuius conceptio

English Mass à 6, no longer medieval but not yet high Renaissance. Some beautiful
contrasts of voices, one fleeting second of fauxbourdon, but largely directionless
(apparently) polyphony. Liturgical CD has lots of chant. (Mh08)
Missa Inclina cor meum
English Mass à 6 preserved in the Peterhouse Partbooks, the tenor book missing. The
music is not quite as aimless and much more giving than the work of Pygott from the
same generation, who suffered the same fate. It seems quite moving in places, the
counterpoint fairly transparent. The Kyrie is supplied by an interesting expanded text
version in Sarum Chant. (Ja16)
OTTO LUENING
Three Songs
Luening's compositional career lasted more than seventy years. These short songs are
juvenile, from 1917, still under the spell of Strauss and Busoni. Texts are by Hesse (in
translation) and William Sharpe. Margaret Astrup is a lovely high, light soprano.
(Muskoka, Jy18)
Elegy for the Lonesome Ones; Prelude: World without People
Two very short pieces for chamber orchestra. The first, for two trumpets and strings, was
written just before the war, a tribute to his mentor Jarnach, still trapped in Nazi Germany.
The second, more dissonant, written just after Hiroshima. (Muskoka, Jy18)
Potowatomi Legends
A suite of eight movements (played without break) based on native material, but far
removed from the earlier "Indianist" composers -- or maybe not so far. By 1980, Luening
is free with rhythm and harmony, but the tunes are recognizable. Orchestration is
colorful, sparse, not stereotyped. For harmony, Luening is attentive to the harmonic
series, so the effect is not dissonant. There's no suggestion of electronics anywhere.
Luening seems like an American Krenek, ready to use any style at hand. Very attractive,
unusual music. (Muskoka, Jy18)
Sonority Forms II
Orchestral piece, 18', tonal, with lots of percussion. Written 1983, but could easily
have been fifty years earlier. Almost organized by points of imitation, very
contrapuntal, broken into non-sequential sections. (Muskoka, Jy18)
Symphonic Fantasia No 11
Very similar sound and strategy. Both pieces are relentlessly monothematic, but they
end up sounding obsessive and ultimately dull. This one is from 1991, 13'. This one has
more to it. (Muskoka, Jy18)
Gargoyles
For violin and pre-recorded tape. 10'. The live performer gives the electronic component
a huge boost. Interaction between the two, even more. I think this was written before tape
loops were possible, so the violin bits on tape must be pre-recorded. The alternating takes
are mechanical. More needs to be done at this point. The fiddle player, Max Pollikoff,
sounds great. (Jy20)
JEAN-BAPTISTE LULLY
Dies Irae
Grand Motet: liturgical solemnity in choir, alternating solo voices. Inevitable word
painting (“tuba mirum,” “Rex tremendae,” “lacrymosa”) bot restrained for a dramatic

composer. French dotted rhythms, but little ornamentation. Closes with plangent Pie Jesu
and Amen. (Ja09)
Miserere
Grand Motet as funeral lamentation with soloists and choir (later transposed, if I read the
liner notes correctly, to Alceste). Choir used dramatically to punctuate the text (not
printed). (Ja09)
Petits Motets
Several of these are for 3 sopranos, apparently written for convent services, and they are
all gorgeous, the ensemble writing, which owes something to the Italian madrigal, more
interesting than the solo petits motets. O Sapientia and O Dulcissime and the Salve
Regina are more somber: are these O Antiphons? The Salve perhaps mindful of use in a
nun’s funeral. All are structurally fluid, driven by the text, and tend to rise to beautiful
ensemble at the end. Ave coeli (for male voices) has the trick of continuous suspensions;
text nearly pagan. A triumphantly gorgeous disc. God’s blessings on the great William
Christie. (N4) O Dulcissime and Laudate pueri lovely to hear again. Niquet is the only
conductor besides (perhaps) Minkowski in this rep who can challenge Christie. (N10)
Exaudiat te Dominum
Royal Psalm set with great show of public joy affirming God and King, no doubt to the
pleasure of Louis Quatorze. Possibly written for a coronation anniversary. There’s a
gesture of solemnity before the final burst of drums, trumpets, penny whistles and florid
vocal riffs. Stirring stuff. (N10)
Notus in Judaea Deus
Psalm celebrating the King’s victory over his enemies. Very sectional, moreso than the
3-fold division of movements suggests. The first has lots of pomp and battle fury. The
second alternates between the sleep of the unjust and the retribution of God: “terribilis”
marked off by silences. I wonder how well Handel knew Lully’s music? (N10)
Benedictus
The blessing of Zachariah in Luke provides another motet on national well being, though
here the mood of grace and benediction predominates. The soundworld is governed by no
fewer than five soloists. The final section is surprisingly in minor and addresses the
responsibility of holding up God’s light to the world. (N10)
WITOLD LUTOSLAWSKI
Piano Concerto
Championed by Leif Ove Andsnes. Divided into four movements with only metronome
indications. It has very attractive soundworld halfway between Messiaen and Spectralism
(a pre-echo, Andsnes calls it), with coherent bits plus doses of the aleatoric. II similar but
faster. III slow, quasi- improvisatory cadenza: orchestra teases, then enters with massive
pathos, then evaporates. In IV, double bass section challenges the soloist, then tuba,
piccolo, percussion, the whole orchestra. Fabulous ending. I haven’t been a fan of
Lutoslawski, but this is wonderful stuff. (Jy12)
Recitativo e arioso; Subito
Violin pieces: First is from 1951, still very tonal, atmospheric. Second is almost
Lutoslawski’s final work: some aleatoric elements but mostly notated. Unlike most such
pieces, it has lots of rhythmic energy. (Mh13)
Partita for Violin & Piano

Lutoslawski’s only large work for violin and piano at 16' (he later orchestrated it). There
are essentially three movements, Allegro-Largo-Presto, connected by two Ad libitum
bridges, free in tempo with disjunct between soloist and accompaniment. The form is less
lucid than it might be, however, since the primary movements vary so radically in tempo
and texture. Familiarity might clarify. But I find the material uncompelling. (Mh13)
Double Concerto for Oboe, Harp, and Chamber Orchestra
In one movement, three sections, at 20’, written for Heinz and Ursula Holliger in
Lutoslawski’s extremest aleatoric style. Rapsodico begins with strings scrubbing
randomly and furiously: the soloists alternate with more serene gestures. A second
section marked Dolente begins with sporadic pizzicato, a weeping oboe entering over
strums of the harp, then supersonic twiddles. Holliger does make a lovely sound.
Marciale e grotesco begins with a definite motif high on the oboe – quasi-aleatoric, that
is, rhythmless cadenza – Marciale returns, with dry harp, staccato oboe and
xylophone. The piece makes perfect sense throughout. (Mh16)
Symphonic Variations
Very early from 1938, only 9’ long and tonal but already stretching with eerie treatment
of folklike theme. Bits of Firebird, Nightingale, Petruschka. Fine orchestration. (My17)
Symphony No 1
From 1945, four movements. Allegro resembles Symphonic Variations style, but big
pesante motif recalls Scythian Suite, sempre fortissimo. Adagio begins with solo baritone
horn (?) over low, rolling ostinato; B section introduces a saucy second idea in quicker
tempo; crescendo to climax, return to Tempo primo and emotive restatement. Allegro
misterioso features quick irregular meter, random accents, begins pianissimo, hits
fortissimo before the end. Finale sounds like manic Bartok at first, tone a bit light hearted
and/or headed. (My17)
Concerto for Orchestra
Lutoslawski’s most often played work, the peak of his folk-nationalist phase, 1954. (I)
Intrada begins with bold Bartokian dance phrase, developed pesante, even drunkenly –
quiet ending. (II) Capriccio Notturno e Arioso: jittery scherzo, high register, more
nervous than jokey – takes on menace with brass entry – jitters return in lower register,
with single trombone snarling. (III) Passacaglia, Toccata e Corale: Longer than first two
movements combined. Begins with English horn over pizzicato bass; naked violin
harmonics. Toccata a fugal variant with touches of Bartok mock banality. Corale is for
brass, builds to big brassy coda, comic episode, second crescendo, struggle between
sublime and ridiculous to finish. Crowd-pleasing masterpiece. I’ve never heard it! (Je17)
Jeux Vénitiens
Quite a jump: seven years after the Concerto for Orchestra, a 13’ piece introducing
controlled aleatoric sections. Sforzandi mark the initial sections, then disappear.
Prominent piano, flute, harp. Brass enter and hell breaks loose; drum passage; ends
quietly. I miss rhythm, but I guess this goes back to Antheil’s time-space. No
explanation given of title. (Je17)
Livre pour orchestra
From 1968, four movements without a break, conventionally notated but for sections
between movements. A kind of 22’ Sinfonia, lighter, more controlled than Jeux but I
cannot detect the divisions nor differentiate the sections. Exciting bit with strings and
cymbals – ending fades to niente. More ambitious piece than title indicates. Meh. (Je17)

Mi-parti
Latest work in 2-CD set from 1976, a 15’ work with title roughly translating as Equal
[but] Different. That is, simple / complex, strict notation / aleatoric, according to skimpy
liner notes. Quiet strings begin, slippery glissandi: solo winds, crescendo / decrescendo.
Second event repeats, flute solo, oboe, others, crescendo / decrescendo. Third event
repeats, flute solo, oboe, builds with brass, dissolves into high woodwinds. Fourth event
led by piano, brass . . . . The “events” seem to me like points of imitation without the
imitation. Huge fortississimo tutti midway, then an event with multiple solo strings –
momentary string unison, all but vanishing upward. (Je17)
Symphony No 2
This is how I first heard Lutoslawski – a half-hour aleatoric Symphony (contradiction in
terms?) from 1968, divided in two equal parts. (I) Hésitant is a sequence of events
separated by silences: loud brass, flutes, percussion, soft brass and drums, reeds, etc. No
apparent sequence or direction. The woodwinds and drums nonetheless recall Le Sacre.
Are strings tacet? No, I hear pizzicato. Ends with a groaning trombone. (II) Direct begins
attacca (I was watching the clock) with a slow, scary string crescendo growing from
deepest bass: tutti enter one by one, huge brass caterwauling followed by drums, piano,
more brass, accelerando of events and total chaos. A crashing bore. (Je17)
Chain I for Orchestra
No indication of orchestration. A 9’ piece with lots of repeated notes, rather playful –
there’s a harpsichord tinkle (no piano), lots of pizzicato. Ends with crescendo, cymbal
and aftermath. (Je17)
ELISABETH LUTYENS
Constants, cello & piano, op 110
[I was sure there were some notes on other Lutyens pieces!] This is a serial piece in three
sections played without pause. Notation dispenses with bar lines: rhythms are
approximate. Introduction: very fragmentary. Lament involves intense cello over
rumbling piano bass, which gradually dissipates. Canticle begins with steady meter in
piano, then cello. Difficult music. (Jy16)
Ô saisons, ô châteaux!, op 13
Setting of Rimbaud for strings, bowed and plucked (guitar, harp, mandolin), and a
soprano with an extreme range. Serial, atonal, yet the strings never sound overly
dissonant: uncannily like Berg. Solo violin is a nice feature, but the plucked instruments
are scarcely heard. Instrumentation is extravagant for a 7’ piece. (Mh17)
6 Bagatelles, op 113
Scored for 17 instruments and percussion. The title is a tease because each piece is
pointillistic and nothing separates one from the next. Webern espressivo. I like it. (Mh17)
LUZZASCHO LUZZASCHI
Concerti delle Dame
Madrigals with an incredible back story (see liner notes). Luzzaschi was a pioneer in the
secunda prattica, ahead of Monteverdi. His texts, by Guarini no less, are treated with
exaggerated word painting and ornamentation in very free delivery. Vocal range too is
stretched. OTOH continuo is fully written out, not improvised. The first three are solo
songs, 5 through 8 are duets, the remainder trios for all three voices. I miss the rhythmic
lilt of Monteverdi, but this is a different manner. Slo-mo – the giovanetti (track 8) are
livelier. This trio must be the ancestor of Mozart`s Three Ladies and all those other

operatic trios, the ultimate in sensual luxury. O dolcezz’amarissime d’amore (10) is a
good example of chromatic bending and free ornamentation à 3. The last two are by
different composers, but undistinguishable in style. (My17)
SERGE LYAPUNOV
Symphony No 1 in B minor, op 12
Written under the eye of Balakirev. Very Russian modal motif gets repeated many, many
times. Romantic second subject; development returns to the motif with apparent
deficiency of counterpoint. Andante spins a wistful melody, with darker B section,
beautiful return of A. Scherzo has rocking motif (recalls the Baubles Bangles movement
of Borodin’s Quartet). Finale returns to The Motif alla marcia, repetitious development.
Unpersuasive. I recall similar development problems in the longer Second Symphony.
Borodin’s ghost imparts a tang. (F11)
Violin Concerto in D minor, op 61
Concerto in the grand Romantic manner: violin enters immediately and dominates with
singing melody and pyrotechnics. In one movement, with the rare virtue (for Lyapunov)
of conciseness. Slow section beautiful. Finale sputters, but finishes with great
razzle-dazzle cadenza. The whole rather generic but thoroughly enjoyable. Fedotov plays
extremely well, with wide Russian vibrato and fat tone. (F11)
NIKOLAY LYSENKO
Taras Bulba
Superb recording of excerpts from this folk opera, despite puzzling questions: (1) the
composer’s name is given as Mykola by Wikipedia, Nikolay on the CD. (2) There is no
libretto, not even a plot summary offered on the CD, and there’s only a summary of
Gogol’s novella on line. (3) There’s not even a list of singers, only “soloists” of the Taras
Shevchenko Opera. (4) A number of editors are given on the CD, including
“orchestration by B. Lyatoshinsky,” but no indication of what was done. It’s all a nearly
anonymous collaboration. The recording was made in 1972 and sounds tinny. But the
music is wonderful. Nothing original or complex, a blend of Glinka, Tchaikovsky,
touches of Mussorgsky; but the tunes are good and the vocal writing and the Slavic
singing excellent. There’s a fine bass-baritone for Oslap, a Lemeshev resounding tenor
for Andriy, a plummy mezzo for Nastya, a dramatically strident soprano Maryltsya. Also
a French horn solo full of vibrato. I love it. I wonder why it’s not better known outside
the Ukraine? (My13)

